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PRESENTATION

Since 1975 FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE has been carrying out general interest activities 
for society in different professional and cultural areas, in addition to many actions 
aimed at improving the economic and social conditions of the most disadvantaged 
people and sectors of society.

We work within the Insurance and Social Protection Area with the aim of promoting 
and disseminating knowledge on, and the cultures of, Insurance and Social Protection.

In terms of the activities aimed at society in general, we create free and universal 
content on insurance, which we make available via the Seguros y Pensiones para 
Todos (Insurance and Pensions for Everyone) website. We organize training courses 
and educational and awareness-raising activities for teachers, as well as work-
shops for schoolchildren and free group visits to the Insurance Museum. We also 
publish informative guides to help people learn the basics of insurance.

In addition to this informative work, we support research by preparing reports on 
insurance markets and other subjects of interest, awarding research grants related 
to insurance and social protection, publishing books and surveys on insurance-
related matters and organizing conferences and seminars. Our commitment to 
knowledge is embodied in our specialized Documentation Center that supports all 
our activities and is open to the general public.

These activities include the publication of this book, which contains articles that 
were presented at the International Conference on Risk Analysis ICRA 6 / RISK 2015, 
held in Barcelona, from May 26 to 29, 2015.

All information regarding our activities is available online and accessible to users 
around the world quickly and efficiently via our website: www.fundacionmapfre.org

Insurance and Social Protection Area. FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE
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PRESENTACIÓN

Desde 1975 FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE desarrolla actividades de interés general para la 
sociedad en distintos ámbitos profesionales y culturales, así como acciones desti-
nadas a la mejora de las condiciones económicas y sociales de las personas y de los 
sectores menos favorecidos de la sociedad.

Desde el Área de Seguro y Previsión Social trabajamos con el objetivo de promover 
y difundir el conocimiento y la cultura del Seguro y la Previsión Social.

En cuanto a las actividades orientadas hacia la sociedad en general, creamos conte-
nidos gratuitos y universales en materia de seguros que divulgamos a través de la 
página web Seguros y Pensiones para Todos. Organizamos actividades educativas y 
de sensibilización mediante cursos de formación para el profesorado, talleres para 
escolares y visitas gratuitas para grupos al Museo del Seguro. Asimismo publica-
mos guías divulgativas para dar a conocer aspectos básicos del seguro.

Además de esta labor divulgativa, apoyamos la investigación mediante la elabora-
ción de informes sobre mercados aseguradores y otros temas de interés, la conce-
sión de ayudas para la investigación en seguros y previsión social, la publicación de 
libros y cuadernos de temática aseguradora y la organización de jornadas y semina-
rios. Nuestro compromiso con el conocimiento se materializa en un Centro de 
Documentación especializado que da soporte a todas nuestras actividades y que 
está abierto al público en general.

Dentro de estas actividades se encuadra la publicación de este libro, que recoge los 
artícul os presentados en la International Conference on Risk Analysis ICRA 6/RISK 
2015, celebrada en Barcelona del 26 al 29 de mayo de 2015.

Todas nuestras actividades se encuentran disponibles y accesibles en internet, para 
usuarios de todo el mundo, de una manera rápida y eficaz, a través de nuestra pági-
na web: www.fundacionmapfre.org.

Área de Seguro y Previsión Social. FUNDACIÓN MAPFRE
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INTRODUCTION

The 2015 International Conference on Risk Analysis (ICRA6) is an international 
forum for disseminating recent advances in the field of Risk Analysis, with applica-
tions for the risk assessment and the risk management in a variety of fields: Life, 
Biology, Environmental Sciences, Public Health, Economics, Insurance, Finance, 
Reliability of Engineering and Technical, Biological & Biomedical Systems. The 
conference also includes the 6th Workshop on Risk Management and Insurance 
(RISK2015) which has been taken place biannually in Spain.

ICRA6 and RISK2015 were held in Barcelona and the sessions took place at the 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra on May 26-29, 2015.

There were over 100 submissions. A selection of short papers is included in this 
book. All of them went through a double peer-review process.

The members of the organizing committee would like to thank the scientific commit-
tee for their valuable help to make this conference a success. We want to acknowl-
edge participants, presenters, chairpersons and all authors in general for their 
contribution to the development of new advances in the analysis of risk. We also 
want to thank our invited speakers Prof. Dr. Sebastian Martorell (Universitat 
Politècnica de València, Spain), Prof. Dr. Mei-Ling Tin Lee (University of Maryland, 
USA) and Prof. Dr. Hansjörg Albrecher (University of Lausanne, Switzerland) for 
accepting to lay a central role in this conference.

We are indebted to Fundacion Mapfre for sponsoring this publication and to all other 
sponsors for their generous support.

Barcelona, May 2015
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1. EUROPEAN FINANCIAL INTEGRATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS

P. Abad
University Rey Juan Carlos and Riskcenter-IREA, 

Departament of Economic, Spain
pilar.abad@urjc.es

H. Chulià
University of Barcelona and Riskcenter-IREA, 

Department of Econometrics, Spain
hchulia@ub.edu

ABSTRACT

In this paper we investigate the dynamics of European government bond market 
integration during the financial crisis and, subsequently, during the European 
sovereign debt crisis. Based on the approach developed by Bae et al. (2003), we 
adopt an intuitive measure of integration: the higher the number of joint extreme 
price rises or falls (coexceedances), the higher the degree of integration. Our 
results reveal that the level of integration of European government bond markets 
with the euro area has changed over time, with notable differences between the 
financial and the European sovereign debt crises.

1. INTRODUCTION

The extent to which European government bond markets are integrated is a key ques-
tion for policymakers and market participants. Policymakers are particularly keen to 
understand the mechanisms that link these markets in order to be able to make effec-
tive monetary policy decisions and to maintain financial stability. Likewise, an under-
standing of bond market linkages can help market participants formulate appropriate 
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risk management strategies and investment decisions. This interest becomes even 
greater in years of turmoil when financial markets are hit by extreme shocks.

In the financial literature, a wide variety of frameworks have been employed for the 
empirical examination of the integration of European government bond markets. The 
central focus of early papers was on the role that the European Monetary Union (EMU) 
played in the process of financial integration of the EU-15 bond markets. In this line of 
research, some studies have assessed the relative importance of systemic and idiosyn-
cratic risk in EMU sovereign yield spreads (see Geyer et al.,2004; Pagano and von 
Thadden, 2004; Gomez-Puig, 2009a and 2009b). A different perspective is provided by 
Christiansen (2007) who show that the bond markets of EMU countries are more inte-
grated than those of non-EMU countries and that these markets became more inte-
grated following the introduction of the euro. A more recent study by Beber et al. (2009) 
finds that the bulk of sovereign yield spreads can be explained by differences in credit 
quality, though liquidity plays a non-trivial role. Finally, Abad et al. (2010) find that euro 
area countries are only partially integrated and present differences in their market 
liquidity and default risk. They also find that the markets of countries sharing a mone-
tary policy are more vulnerable to regional risk factors and that the countries that opted 
to stay out of the Monetary Union are more vulnerable to global risk factors. Another 
line of empirical research of European government bond market integration incorpo-
rates the new EU members into the analysis. Kim et al. (2005) find that the degree of 
integration of the new members with the German bond market is weak and stable, with 
little evidence of any further strengthening despite increased political integration. 
Cappiello et al. (2006) only document an increase in integration for the Czech Republic’s 
bond market versus Germany’s.

Finally, a new line of research investigates the impact of the financial crisis on 
European government bond market integration. Von Hagen et al. (2011) find that the 
larger spreads observed during the financial crisis are the result of a higher penalty 
imposed by the markets on fiscal imbalances and of greater international risk aver-
sion. The results of Pozzi and Wolswijk (2012) suggest that the idiosyncratic factors 
were almost eliminated in all countries by 2006 but subsequently reappeared as a 
consequence of the financial crisis. Abad et al. (2014) show that, from the onset of 
the financial market tensions in August 2007, markets moved towards higher 
segmentation, and the differentiation of country risk factors increased substantially 
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across countries. Christiansen (2014) concludes that the integration of EMU 
members has not been so great during the recent crisis.

This study assesses the integration of a selected number of European government 
bond markets with the euro area during periods of turbulence, when investors and 
policymakers have a particularly strong interest in whether and how shocks propa-
gate to other countries. Following the launch of the euro in January 1999, the 
markets priced the debt of the European member states as being virtually identi-
cal. In the period 2003-2007, spreads remained very small and did not reflect differ-
ences in the fiscal positions of the countries. As such, the period was characterised 
by a significant underpricing of risk, leaving investors to search for yield in an envi-
ronment of abundant global liquidity. This progress towards financial integration 
was interrupted and reversed, however, by the global financial crisis and, more 
recently, by the European sovereign debt crisis, in which sovereign bond markets 
have been dominated by sharp differentiation, especially across borders.

Based on the approach developed by Bae et al. (2003), we measure the integration of 
each European government’s bond market with the euro area by examining how often 
extreme returns on each bond market and the euro area occur simultaneously. This 
analysis provides helpful information on the dynamics leading to joint extreme price 
rises or falls and allows us to adopt an intuitive measure of integration: the higher the 
number of coexceedances with the euro area, the higher the degree of integration. Bae 
et al. (2003) capture the coincidence of extreme return shocks across countries within 
a broader region and also across regions. They define contagion within regions as the 
fraction of coexceedances that cannot be explained by fundamentals and contagion 
across regions as the fraction of coexceedances unexplained by fundamentals that is 
explained by the exceedances from other countries. In this paper, we are interested in 
analysing the integration of a selected number of European government bond markets 
with the euro area and in testing whether there are differences across countries with 
respect to the underlying determinants of the level of integration. To this end, we carry 
out a hierarchical cluster analysis that allows us to group countries in terms of their 
level of integration over the sample period.

We address two basic sets of questions. First, how closely are the European 
government bond markets associated with the euro area? And, has the level of 
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integration of these markets changed during the recent years of turmoil? It is 
intuitive that financial market integration changes with economic conditions. The 
main results of this paper can be summarized as follows. We find that the level of 
integration of European government bond markets with the euro area has changed 
over time and that the bond markets analysed group differently over the sample 
period in terms of integration.

2. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

The data consist of the ten-year JPMorgan Government Global Bond Index 
(JPMGBI), expressed in terms of a common currency, the euro, and the sample 
includes 16 European countries. Our study focuses on ten EMU EU-15 countries 
(Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Portugal and Spain) and six non-EMU countries (Denmark, the Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Poland, Sweden and the UK). As a proxy for the entire euro area we use 
the JP Morgan EMU Government Index. These bond market indices are trans-
formed into returns by taking the first difference of the natural log of each bond 
price index. All data have been collected from Thomson Datastream.

We use daily data for the period January 2005 through December 2013, thus our 
sample covers the recent years of turmoil (initially the financial crisis and, 
subsequently, the European sovereign debt crisis). We define the starting point 
of the financial crisis as August 2007, when equity markets initially fell and 
central banks started intervening to provide liquidity to financial markets. For our anal-
ysis, we match the end of the financial crisis with the beginning of the European 
sovereign debt crisis. As pointed out by Christiansen (2014), dating the 
European sovereign debt crisis is not a straightforward task as no official dates 
are available. Generally, it is considered to have begun in late 2009 and is still 
running its course. Therefore, we define the starting point of the sovereign crisis as 
January 2010 and it runs till the end of our dataset in December 2013. 

Following Bae et al. (2003), we define an extreme return, or exceedance, as one 
that lies either below (above) the 5th (95th) quantile of the marginal return distri-
bution. Similarly, we define a coexceedance as the occurrence of extreme 
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returns in one European government bond market and in the euro area simulta-
neously on a given day; thus, the higher the number of coexceedances with the 
euro area, the higher the degree of integration. Given the diversity of economic 
and financial structures across the EU economies, the fact that not all the coun-
tries belong to the EMU and that some countries only became members of the 
EU relatively recently, it is standard in the literature to divide European countries 
into four groups: (1) EMU EU-15 central countries (Austria, Belgium, France, 
Germany and the Netherlands), (2) EMU EU-15 peripheral countries (Greece, 
Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Spain), (3) Non-EMU new EU countries (the Czech 
Republic, Hungary and Poland), and (4) non-EMU EU-15 countries (Denmark, 
Sweden and the UK).

However, the recent years of turmoil might have produced heterogeneity within 
groups or even homogeneity between countries in different groups in terms of 
their respective levels of integration. To analyse this possibility, we carry out a 
hierarchical cluster analysis that enables us to group countries that present 
similar characteristics across a set of variables. Here, this set of variables refers 
exclusively to the coexceedances of each government bond market with the euro 
area over time, i.e. its level of integration. The end result is a map (dendrogram) 
that allows us to visualize the groups. In so doing, we are able to test whether the 
cluster analysis (in terms of the level of integration) leads to the same classifica-
tion of countries as described above. As mentioned, from the introduction of the 
common currency until the end of 2007, the bonds of the EMU countries were 
almost perfect substitutes but this situation changed, first, with the financial crisis 
and, subsequently, with the European sovereign debt crisis. For this reason, to 
determine whether the cluster groups have been stable over the sample period, 
we perform the cluster analysis for three sub-samples: the “tranquil period”, the 
financial crisis and the European sovereign crisis.

Figure 1a shows that during the “tranquil period”, the central countries (Austria, 
Belgium, France, Germany and the Netherlands) form a cluster, to which Italy is 
added. The dendrogram also shows the similarity between the peripheral bond 
markets (Greece, Ireland, Portugal and Spain), with the exception of Italy, and to 
which Denmark, Hungary and Poland are added. Finally, the UK, Sweden and the 
Czech Republic form a separate alignment.
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The picture changes somewhat when we consider the financial crisis (Figure 
1b). As in the “tranquil period”, the central countries form a cluster, to which Spain 
and Denmark are now added. The Czech Republic and Poland, the new EU 
members, cluster together. The similarities between Greece, Ireland and Portugal, 
the first peripheral economies to collapse, can be clearly identified and they form 
a group together with Italy. The UK and Sweden continue to be independent of the 
other countries, as now is Hungary.

Finally, Figure 1c shows that during the European sovereign debt crisis, as expect-
ed, the central countries once more form a group (together with Denmark). 
Italy and Spain cluster together, as do the new members of the EU together with 
Greece, Ireland and Portugal. This result indicates that the peripheral bond 
markets are divided into two groups: those most affected by the European sover-
eign debt crisis (Greece, Ireland and Portugal), whose levels of integration fall to 
levels similar to those of the new member states; and Italy and Spain, which 
remain at higher levels of integration. Sweden and the UK also form a separate 
alignment.

Overall, the results of the clustering analysis suggest that the level of integration of 
European government bond markets with the euro area, measured in terms of coex-
ceedances, has changed over the three sub-samples under analysis. Some govern-
ment bond markets present a certain degree of instability indicating that the effects of 
the crises have not been homogeneous across these countries. As a consequence, 
opportunities for diversification have changed over the sample period.
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Figure 1. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis

a) “Tranquil” period: 1/1/2005 to 8/6/2007

b) Financial crisis: 8/7/2007 to 12/31/ 2009

c) European sovereign debt crisis: 1/1/2010 to 12/15/2013
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Note. The dendrogram is based on the single amalgamation method with a Euclidean distance 
measure.

3. CONCLUSION

We report evidence that the degree of integration of European government bond 
markets has changed over the sample period: first, during the financial crisis and, 
subsequently, during the European sovereign debt crisis. Moreover, the effects of 
these crises have not been the same across all the bond markets, to the extent that 
the traditional groupings of markets on the basis of the level of integration vary 
across the three subsamples.
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ABSTRACT

This paper analyses a Multiple State Actuarial Model for Married Widower with the 
aim to assess the expenditure that a retirement pensioner would cost to the Pension 
Scheme System in both cases, surviving as retired or surviving as retired and widow-
er being entitled with the related pensions. We estimate the transition survival prob-
ability between marital states and the pure survival probabilities required for obtain-
ing the expected present value in pensions by person.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper examines two benefits provided by the Spanish Social Security System as 
part of its protection program: the contributory retirement pension and the widow-
hood pension. The retirement pension is a lifelong economic benefit received by 
beneficiaries who satisfy the requisite conditions, while the widowhood pension is a 
death/survivor benefit, its goal being to alleviate the necessity faced by an individual 
following the death of someone on whom they were financially dependent. As such 
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the person facilitating the right to the pension and the recipient are not the same. 
The widowhood pension is paid, conditional to the fulfillment of several require-
ments, when an individual affiliated to the Social Security System dies. Thus, the 
individual must have been an active or assimilated contributor, or the recipient of a 
retirement pension or a permanent disability pension. The recipient of the widow-
hood pension is the surviving spouse (or legally separated or divorced partner).

Recent studies question the present-day role of the widowhood pension (Hernández 
et al., 2011; Kahale, 2011). The pension was introduced to alleviate the precarious 
situation faced by a widow on the death of her spouse; however, women now partic-
ipate actively in the labor market and so are entitled to receive their corresponding 
contributory retirement pension.

This, linked with the fact that women enjoy an increasing life expectancy, means that 
in the future more and more women will receive both a retirement and a widowhood 
pension.

The most recent amendments to the pension law with regard to widowhood benefits 
have tightened access conditions for de facto spouses and divorcees, and raised the 
benefits for those on low incomes (Salvador, 2013). In general, across the EU 
member states, access conditions to pension benefits have been made stricter 
(Monticone et al., 2008; CECS, 2010). Some studies have proposed the need for 
modifications to the Spanish widowhood pension, including the introduction of a 
model similar to that employed in Germany based on a pension-splitting arrange-
ment (Hernández et al., 2011; Kahale, 2011), allowing access to the benefit only to 
the person who was economically dependent on the spouse (Ahn et al., 2007), or 
deducting the consumed benefits of the person who gave the right to the widowhood 
pension (Sanabria et al., 2010).

As for the concurrent receipt of pensions, it is possible to receive a widowhood 
pension in conjunction with another benefit payment, the only restriction being a 
legal ceiling on the overall amount a beneficiary can receive (CECS, 2010).

The goal of the present article is to assess the individual costs of retirement and 
widowhood pensions. We estimate a life table according to marital status and use 
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the results to calculate the expected present value of total payments for both 
concepts. We assume that the individual is married at the age of retirement and so 
it is possible they will receive both pensions in the future.

2. A MULTIPLE STATE MODEL FOR THE RETIREMENT-WIDOWHOOD PENSION CASE

We use the same notation as employed by Haberman and Pitacco (1999) but we 
apply it to our married-widowhood case.

Being  the annual probability of being married at age y + 1,  the annual y y 
transition probability from the married to the widow/er status, and pvv the annual 
probability of being widow/er at age y+1. We denote by qc the annual probability of 
dying for a married individual aged y ( ) and  the annual probability of 
dying for a widow/er person. The transition probabilities matrix is shown in Table 1 
(upper triangular matrix).

c v d

c

v 0

d 0 0 1

Table 1. Transition matrix.

For h = 1, 2, ..., we have (Chapman-Kolmogorov relations):

where r = 1, 2, · · · , h y g = 1, 2, · · · , r − 1. According to this last expression, the prob-
ability of a married individual remaining married within a period of length h, , 
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can be split into the product of probabilities of a period less than h; the same applies 
to the survival of a widow/er, . Thus, the transition probability must consider all 
the possible states that the individual might experience.

Finally, we can obtain the expected present value of the total pension that a pension-
er could receive either for the retirement pension alone, or for both the retirement 
and widowhood pensions, according to expression (1),

where vh is the discount factor (v = (1 + i)−1), a is the pension at retirement, b is the 
pension at widohood. Note that a and b are life annuities, growing in geometric 
progression with rate q (which is set by government annually1).

3. DATA AND PROBABILITY ESTIMATION

In this section we present the results obtained when applying the methodology 
outlined in the previous section to Spain’s married and widow/er population. We 
draw on data from the Instituto Nacional de Estadística (INE) and the Ministerio de 
Empleo y Seguridad Social. Population data are obtained from the 2011 Population 
and Housing Census (INE). We select the married and widow population series aged 
between 65 and 100. We apply a smoothing spline2 to the married series with the 
aim of smoothing a set of noisy observations3.

1 In Spain, this rate is determined by the law of Presupuestos Generales del Estado.
2 For more details, see “Nonparametrics regression and generalized linear models: A roughness 
penalty approach” by Green and Silverman, 1993.
3 Due to the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) and the postwar period (1939-1959), Spain’s demographics 
present certain fluctuations in the number of people born during these periods.
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Raw death probabilities have been calculated by marital status using Death Statistics 
and Census population. Finally, the probabilities are adjusted using an exponential 
function.

The estimated life tables by marital status are included as Tables 2, 3 and 4, by total, 
male and female populations, respectively4.

Married Widow/er Transition

x

65-69 0.00761 0.95320 0.00700 0.99300 0.00014 0.03892 0.03905

70-74 0.01348 0.94837 0.01327 0.98673 0.00025 0.03764 0.03790

75-79 0.02388 0.96941 0.02513 0.97487 0.00008 0.00655 0.00663
80-84 0.04230 0.88499 0.04760 0.95241 0.00173 0.06925 0.07098
85-89 0.07495 0.80210 0.09015 0.90985 0.00554 0.11187 0.11742
90-95 0.13277 0.70765 0.17076 0.82924 0.01362 0.13233 0.14595

95-100 0.23522 0.64224 0.32345 0.67655 0.01982 0.08291 0.10273

Table 2. Life Table, total population 2011.
Source: Authors’ compilation.

Married Widow/er Transition

x

65-69 0.01063 0.95977 0.01969 0.98031 0.00029 0.02902 0.02931
70-74 0.01813 0.95843 0.03231 0.96769 0.00038 0.02269 0.02306
75-79 0.00038 0.96579 0.05302 0.94698 0.00009 0.00311 0.00320
80-84 0.05276 0.90654 0.08701 0.91299 0.00177 0.03716 0.03893
85-89 0.09001 0.82750 0.14279 0.85721 0.00589 0.07072 0.07661
90-95 0.15355 0.72406 0.23432 0.76568 0.01434 0.09371 0.10805

95-100 0.26195 0.40898 0.38453 0.61547 0.06327 0.20253 0.26580

Table 3. Life Table, male population 2011.
Source: Authors’ compilation.

4 Probabilities have been calculated for all studied ages. The tables displayed here only include the 
results for the lowest age in each of the five-year intervals.
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Married Widow/er Transition

x

65-69 0.00421 0.94797 0.00477 0.99523 0.00011 0.04760 0.04771
70-74 0.00792 0.94483 0.00958 0.99042 0.00023 0.04680 0.04703
75-79 0.01490 0.95532 0.01925 0.98075 0.00029 0.02921 0.02949
80-84 0.02804 0.86962 0.03867 0.96133 0.00198 0.09839 0.10037
85-89 0.05274 0.77673 0.07768 0.92232 0.00662 0.15728 0.16390
90-95 0.09922 0.67527 0.15605 0.84395 0.01760 0.19032 0.20792

95-100 0.18666 0.67375 0.31350 0.68651 0.02188 0.09583 0.11771

Table 4. Life Table, female population 2011.
Source: Authors’ compilation.

According to formula (1) and the estimated life tables, we can obtain the expected 
present value of the pensions that a recipient could draw. For practical purposes, we 
assume a married individual aged 65 who is receiving a retirement pension. If this 
individual is, however, a widow/er they will also be entitled to a widowhood pension. 
We suppose two possible scenarios (Table 5). In scenario 1 the individual receives 
the minimum legal pension and in scenario 2 they draw the average pension5.

Minimum benefit Average Pension

Total 166,862.65€ 278,936.04€

Male 137,194.9€ 257,835.04€

Female 279,253.97€ 340,788.97€

Table 5. Expected Present Values by Pensioner.
(Both retirement and widowhood) Source: Authors’ compilation.

Note that the cost for women is higher when considering both the minimum benefit 
and the average pension.

5 In 2014, the minimum retirement pension in Spain was 600.30€ per month and the minimum 
widowhood pension was 632.90€ per month. The average retirement pension was 1,123.93€ per 
month; 1,256.88 (male), 837.87 (female). The average widowhood pension was 656.31€ per month; 
469.64 (male), 667.07 (female).
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4. CONCLUSION

We can conclude that women generate a higher cost in both retirement and widow-
hood pensions because they have a longer life expectancy in the two pure statuses 
and in the transition status.

At the outset, the probability of being married at age x+1, , is higher for men 
than it is for women, but this trend changes approximately in the middle of the 
series and thereafter remains higher for women than it is for men until the end of 
the series. In the case of widowhood, the probability of being widow/er at age x+1, 

, is higher for women than it is for men throughout the series.

Quantifying the expected expenditure on widowhood pensions may be relevant to 
analyse possible changes to the current system in Spain. For projections, it is impor-
tant to take into account the increasing entry of women into the labor market.
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ABSTRACT

Extending a model of Dutang et al. (2013) on a game-theoretic approach for non-
life insurance pricing under competition among insurers, we investigate the 
effects of incomplete information about the price elasticity of competitors. We 
study Bayesian Nash equilibria and illustrate the sensitivity of equilibrium prices 
with respect to model assumptions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The pricing of insurance contracts is a classical research topic and several 
approaches are being used by insurance companies to calculate premiums. Game 
theory concepts (see e.g. Nash, 1950) have been suggested as a way to evaluate 
the strategic options available to insurance companies with respect to profitability 
under competition. The classic reference in this context is Rothschild and Stiglitz 
(1976) who consider competing insurance firms offering contracts with different 
premium and deductible. In their model there might be no equilibrium point for 
this type of competition in the insurance market. Lemaire (1980) applied coopera-
tive game theory concepts for insurance applications and risk-sharing agree-
ments. Other models involving game-theoretic approaches in the insurance 
context can e.g. be found in Taylor (1986), Rees et al. (1999), Emms and Haberman 
(2005), Polborn (1998) and Powers and Shubik (2006).
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The approach adopted in this paper is based on Dutang et al. (2013) where a model 
is proposed to calculate premiums in a non-cooperative game among non-life 
insurers (see Section 2 for details). Whereas Dutang et al. (2013) assume full 
information among all market participants, in this note we are interested in effects 
of incomplete information on resulting price equilibria. In particular, we study 
Bayesian Nash equilibria.

2. ONE PERIOD MODEL AND SOLUTION CONCEPTS

Assume that I insurers compete for a fixed number n of policyholders with homo-
geneous risks. The policies are issued for one period (say, one year). Every insurer 
fixes his premium xj at time 0 within a possible ’action’ set Aj. After xj is chosen by 
every insurer, each policyholder reacts by either renewing the policy with the 
present company or switching to a competitor. It is assumed that the insurers offer 
the same product to all clients so there is no price distinction between renewal 
policies and new policies, and the insurers do not cooperate to set their prices. In 
Dutang et al. (2013) it was shown how a lapse model following a multinomial logit 
dynamic motivates the demand function 

of insurer j, giving an approximation for the number of renewed policies, where mj 
 is the average price of the competitors and βj > 0 is a price 

sensitivity (elasticity) parameter representing the lapse behavior of policyholders 
relative to company j. Each insurer aims to maximize the expected profit defined by

where the break-even premium πj is a weighted average of the actuarial premium of 
insurer j (based on individual claim experience of insurer j) and the market premium 
(based on collective claim experience of the entire market). In addition, one has to 
ensure that the choice of premium xj satisfies a solvency constraint imposed by the 
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regulator as well as possible general premium restrictions, . It turns 
out that the typical solvency constraint based on Solvency II considerations and also 
the usual bounds for the premium are met in any case for the concrete values imple-
mented later, so that we will not consider these constraints further in the present 
investigation.

We now add the feature of incomplete information to the model, and propose to 
apply the concept of Bayesian games. In a Bayesian game, players do not necessar-
ily know about all the relevant characteristics of the other players; they only have 
prior beliefs about player j to be of a ’type’ tj with probability p(tj ). The typical way to 
deal with this in game theory is to behave as if one plays against all those types tj of 
player j at the same time (see e.g. Harsanyi, 1966) and tries to maximize the expect-
ed value of the objective function Oi with respect to the distribution of the various 
types. A so-called Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) is defined as the set of actions 

 that maximize the expected value of the objective function 
 calculated with prior probabilities of the players’ types p(tj). Following 

Harsanyi (1966), in order to calculate the BNE, one should replace each player j with 
mj > 1 possible types by mj players, each with one type and determine 

 as the combination of premiums satisfying

for all players j and all types tj . The chosen type of objective function ensures that 
there exists a unique such BNE x*, cf. Dutang et al. (2013).

3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We assume now that there are three players and the elasticity parameter β1 of 
Insurer 1 is not known to the other players, they instead have probabilities p(t1i) at 
their disposal for Player 1 to have elasticity parameter β1i. If this distribution consists 
of two possible values, then (2) is comprised of four equations and the optimal solu-
tion is obtained by finding the zeroes of their respective derivatives, i.e.
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In general, M possible values for β1 leads to M types for Player 1 and correspondingly 
M + 2 equations. The values of the break-even premium  
are now chosen according to the loss model and the respective individual claim 
experience for this example we assume āj,0 = (1.1, 1.15, 1.05) and  = 1.1 as well 
as wj = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3), i.e.

πj = (1.1, 1.167, 1.083).

In Figure 1 we compare the case where β1 ∈ {1, 5} with probability 1/2 each with the 
case of four types β1 ∈ {0.75, 1.25, 4.75, 5.25} with probability 1/4 each (with β2 = 
3.8,β3 = 4.6 throughout). Note that in both cases E(β1) = 3 and V ar(β1) = 4. One notes 
that more types for the same player (that is more uncertainty about him) leads to 
increased equilibrium premiums for all players.

In order to illustrate the influence of the number of players with unknown βj as 
well as the value of V ar(βi ), in Figure 2 we give the resulting premium for Player 
3 for five different situations:

• full information game with β1 = 3,

• two possible types for Player 1 with β1 ∈ {2.75, 3.25},

• two possible types for Player 1 with β1 ∈ {1, 5},

• two possible types for Player 1 and Player 2 with β1 ∈ {2.75, 3.25}, β2 ∈ {3, 4.6} 
(which maintains the expected value for the previously constant value of β2), 

• two possible types for Player 1 and Player 2 with β1 ∈ {1, 5} and β2 ∈ {1.8, 5.8} 
values.
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It turns out that the variance of the price sensitivity has a major influence on the 
BNE premiums, whereas the fact that additional uncertainty spread over several 
opponents (for Player 3) changes the respective equilibrium premium only sightly.

It is also of interest to see to what extent it is an avantage or disadvantage in this 
setup for one particular player to not communicate transparently his β-value. To 
that end, let us compare the premium of Player 1 (having elasticity parameter β1 = 3) 
in the following three situations:

• full information game with β1 = 3 (i.e. his elasticity parameter is available to the 
opponents)

• Bayesian game with three types β1 ∈ {1, 3, 5}

• Bayesian game with three types β1 ∈ {0.55, 3, 5.45}.

Figure 3 indicates that Player 2 and Player 3 set higher premiums as the uncer-
tainty about Player 1 increases. In turn, also Player 1 (being of type β1 = 3) has to 
increase his premium in equilibrium, reacting to the other two players’ premium 
decisions. The resulting objective function values for each player are presented in 
Table 1. It suggests that it can be an advantage not to disclose one’s elasticity to 
the opponents, as the value of the objective function increases with additional 
uncertainty (in relative terms the increase is slightly larger for Player 1 than for 
his opponents).

Var(β1)=0 Var(β1)=2.67 Var(β1)=4

Player 1 (β1 = 3) 0.397 0.468 0.570

Player 2 0.391 0.451 0.527

Player 3 0.454 0.523 0.611

Table 1. Objective function values

Up to now uncertainty was about the elasticity parameter β of the players. Let us 
finally look at the situation where Player 1 thinks of deliberately reducing the used 
value of the break-even premium to, say, 80% of its true value (e.g. in order to gain 
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market share). The question is whether this information should be passed on to 
competitors. Figure 4 gives equilibrium premiums (and Table 2 the respective 
objective function values) for the following situations:

• reducing π1 and disclosing this information to the competitors (left column in 
Fig. 4): this leads as expected to a substantially reduced premium and objective 
function value.

• incomplete information, where the competitors only know that either Player 1 
uses the true break-even premium (probability 0.5) or the reduced one (proba-
bility 0.5). If Player 1 indeed uses the true (higher) π1, the resulting equilibrium 
premium as well as the objective function is lower than for complete informa-
tion and it is better to communicate this to the competitors. However, if Player 
1 uses the smaller π1, then we see from Table 2 that Player 1 has an incentive 
not to tell the competitors about it (in other words, creating uncertainty can be 
an advantage). For the other players, even if Player 1 uses the smaller value, 
not knowing this with certainty is an advantage in terms of their objective 
function value, and they will also use higher premiums in that case.

π1=1.1 π1 ∈ {0.88, 1.1} π1=0.88
Player 1 0.397 0.307

Player 1 (π1 = 1.1) 0.364

Player 1 (π1 = 0.88) 0.339

Player 2 0.391 0.337 0.283

Player 3 0.454 0.392 0.330

Table 2. Objective function values
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Figure 1. BNE Premiums with 2 or 4 types Figure 2. BNE Premiums for Player 3. 
for Player 1.  Various games.

Figure 3. BNE Premiums with varying degree Figure 4. BNE Premiums for two possible π1.
of uncertainty about Player 1.

4. CONCLUSION

In this short note we deal with an extension to the game-theoretic model of Dutang et al. 
(2013) for determining premiums under competition. We focus on the case where not all 
market participants have full information about the others, which seems to be quite a 
natural assumption. Studying Bayesian Nash equilibria, we numerically illustrate some 
scenarios in which uncertainty can be beneficial. The results indicate that uncertainty in 
a Bayesian game is typically compensated by increased premiums and, depending on 
the situation, players do or do not have incentives to share information about themselves 
with their opponents. The obtained quantitative results support the intuition one may 
have on the effects of incomplete information. Naturally, these findings rely, however, on 
the particular choice of model, objective function and equilibrium concept. It is left for 
future research to study similar questions for other choices of all these.
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RESUMEN

Conocer las características de los conductores que circulan bajo los efectos del 
alcohol es esencial en el diseño de políticas de seguridad vial. En este estudio se 
identifica el perfil de los conductores que dieron tasas por encima de los límites 
legales en las pruebas de alcoholemia realizadas en Cataluña (España) en el año 
2013. Se analizan las diferencias según la vía de circulación sea interurbana o 
urbana. Para cada tipo de vía se aplica un modelo de regresión logística para esti-
mar la influencia de diferentes factores sobre la probabilidad de que un individuo 
conduzca con un nivel de alcohol superior al legalmente permitido. Entre otros 
resultados, la edad, la nacionalidad, el momento del día o el tipo de vehículo influ-
yen sobre la probabilidad de alcoholemia, y lo hacen de diferente modo, según la 
circulación sea en vía urbana o en carretera. Estos resultados pueden ayudar a 
diseñar políticas de seguridad vial más adecuadas para cada tipo de vía.

1. INTRODUCCIÓN

Los accidentes tienen un enorme impacto social y constituyen uno de los mayores 
problemas de salud pública a nivel mundial. Los costes económicos que se deri-
van de las lesiones causadas por los accidentes de tráfico representan el 2% del 
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PIB en los países desarrollados (OMS, 2011). Conducir bajo los efectos del alcohol 
es uno de los principales factores de riesgo de accidente en la red viaria. En el 
informe del Instituto Nacional de Toxicología y Ciencias Forenses se estima que 
casi la mitad de los conductores fallecidos en 2012 había consumido sustancias 
psicoactivas, siendo el alcohol la sustancia tóxica con mayor presencia, detectán-
dose en 3 de cada 4 casos positivos (INTCF, 2012). Estos resultados están en 
consonancia con los del proyecto DRUID (Isalberti et al., 2011) y otros trabajos 
previos (Holmgren et al., 2005; Wagenaar et al., 1995; Ahlm et al., 2009).

En este estudio analizamos el perfil de los conductores que conducen bajo los 
efectos del alcohol en la red viaria catalana. Nuestro objetivo es descubrir si exis-
ten diferencias en el perfil de conductor que conduce bajo los efectos del alcohol 
según el tipo de vía por la que circule: interurbana o urbana. Los trayectos en 
automóvil realizados en área urbana son frecuentemente cortos. En cambio, es 
más común que los trayectos llevados a cabo en vías interurbanas sean desplaza-
mientos de media-larga distancia.

En la primera parte del estudio analizamos las diferencias entre el porcentaje de 
conductores con alcoholemia detectados en vías interurbanas y vías urbanas 
según sus características demográficas (edad, género, nacionalidad, etc.) y el 
motivo de realización del control (preventivo, accidente, etc.). En una segunda 
parte, para cada tipo de vía, se utiliza una regresión logística para modelizar la 
probabilidad de que un individuo conduzca con un nivel de alcohol por encima del 
legalmente permitido (variable dependiente) según un conjunto de características 
observadas o variables explicativas (factores).

2. DATOS

Se dispone de la base de datos de la totalidad de las pruebas de alcoholemia 
practicadas a los conductores en la red viaria catalana durante el año 2013. 
Mayoritariamente, las pruebas en carretera fueron realizadas por los Mossos 
d’Esquadra (cuerpo de policía de la Generalitat de Catalunya), y en zona urbana por 
las policías municipales. La base de datos consta de un total de 464.134 pruebas, de 
las cuales el 66% se realizaron en vías interurbanas y el 34% en vías urbanas. Se 
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dispone de información relativa a las características de los conductores a los que se 
les practicó la prueba, momento del tiempo en que se llevó a cabo, motivo de reali-
zación y resultado de la prueba. Esta base de datos es complementaria a la de 
controles aleatorios de alcoholemia, que se estudió en Alcañiz et al. (2014).

3. RESULTADOS

En la Tabla 1 se muestra el ratio de conductores detectados con nivel de alcohol 
por encima del legalmente permitido, para cada una de las características de 
interés. Los resultados se presentan para el conjunto de la red viaria catalana y 
diferenciando el tipo de vía. Como puede apreciarse, el porcentaje de individuos 
con tasas de alcohol superiores a las legalmente permitidas es sensiblemente 
superior en vías urbanas (6,3%) que en interurbanas (4,0%). Para algunos factores 
analizados, el porcentaje de conductores con alcoholemia que se detectó en vías 
urbanas duplicaba al observado en vías interurbanas. Por ejemplo, sucede así 
cuando la edad del conductor se sitúa entre los 35 y los 50 años, cuando el motivo 
de la realización de la prueba fue por infracción de tráfico o accidente, cuando 
esta se realizó por la noche o en día laborable o si el vehículo era pesado.
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Ratio de conductores
con alcoholemia

Var. Etiqueta Descripción Total
Vía 

Inter 
urbana

Vía 
urbana

x1 ag>65

ag50-65

El conductor es mayor de 65 años

La edad del conductor está entre 50 y 65 

años

0,025

0,032

0,025

0,028

0,024

0,040
ag35-50 La edad del conductor está entre 35 y 50 años 0,037 0,027 0,058
ag25-35 La edad del conductor está entre 25 y 35 años 0,053 0,043 0,069
ag<25 El conductor es menor de 25 años 0,074 0,072 0,078

x2 extranjero El conductor es de nacionalidad extranjera 0,052 0,044 0,065
español El conductor es de nacionalidad española 0,047 0,039 0,062

x3 hombre El conductor es hombre 0,048 0,039 0,066
mujer La conductora es mujer 0,045 0,042 0,050

x4 prevent La prueba se realizó en un control preventivo 0,040 0,037 0,047
infracc La prueba se realizó por infracción de tráfico 0,268 0,174 0,306
sintom La prueba se realizó por síntomas de 

alcoholemia

0,545 0,598 0,536

acciden La prueba se realizó por accidente 0,088 0,069 0,150
x5 laborable La prueba se realizó entre lunes y viernes 

hasta las 15:00

0,031 0,022 0,048

finsem La prueba se realizó de viernes a partir de 

las 15:00 a domingo

0,065 0,058 0,082

x6 noche La prueba se realizó por la noche (de 21:00 a 

8:00)

0,067 0,054 0,096

tarde La prueba se realizó por la tarde (de 14:00 a 

21:00)

0,015 0,014 0,015

mañana La prueba se realizó por la mañana (de 8:00 

a 14:00)

0,015 0,015 0,014

x7 vpesado El vehículo es un vehículo pesado 0,010 0,008 0,020
vmoto El vehículo es una motocicleta o ciclomotor 0,069 0,043 0,074
vturismo El vehículo es un turismo 0,053 0,047 0,064

y1 positivo El conductor sobrepasa el límite legal 0,048 0,040 0,063

Tabla 1. Ratio de conductores con una tasa de alcohol por encima de la legal.

Los resultados de la Tabla 1 no recogen la posible relación existente entre facto-
res. Por este motivo, se realiza un análisis multivariante en el que se ajusta una 
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regresión logística para estimar la probabilidad de que un conductor circule con 
un nivel de alcohol superior al legal. Este análisis se realiza por separado para las 
pruebas de alcoholemia llevadas a cabo en vías interurbanas y en vías urbanas. Los 
resultados se detallan en la Tabla 2.

Vía Interurbana Vía urbana

Variable Etiqueta Coef. Std.Er. Coef Std.Er.

Constante -2,61 0,06 *** -2,57 0,08 ***
x1 ag>65 -0,45 0,09 *** -0,65 0,12 ***

ag50-65 -0,23 0,04 *** -0,24 0,04 ***
ag35-50 -0,30 0,02 *** 0,01 0,03
ag25-35 - - - -
ag<25 0,40 0,02 *** 0,02 0,03

x2 extranjero 0,25 0,03 *** -0,08 0,03 **
español - - - -

x3 hombre 0,22 0,02 *** 0,34 0,03 ***
mujer - - - -

x4 prevent -1,20 0,04 *** -1,96 0,05 ***
infracc 0,99 0,07 *** 0,20 0,06 ***
sintom 2,84 0,15 *** 0,97 0,07 ***
acciden - - - -

x5 laborable -0,65 0,02 *** -0,37 0,02 ***
finsem - - - -

x6 noche 0,96 0,04 *** 1,86 0,06 ***
tarde -0,24 0,05 *** 0,04 0,07
mañana - - - -

x7 vpesado -1,16 0,05 *** -0,63 0,07 ***
vmoto 0,10 0,07 0,23 0,03 ***
vturismo - - - -
AIC 93.369 61.300
Deviance 93.339 61.270
Null deviance 102.054 73.289
Nagelkerke
pseudo-R2 0,10 0,18

Nota. *** 1% nivel significación; ** 5% nivel significación.
Tabla 2. Coeficientes estimados de las regresiones logísticas por tipo de vía.
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Algunos resultados merecen ser destacados. En relación a la edad del conductor, en 
vías urbanas no existen diferencias significativas entre los conductores de 25 a 35 años 
y los conductores menores de 25 años, ni con los conductores de 35 a 50 años. En 
cambio, en vías interurbanas, es más probable que los menores de 25 años conduzcan 
con un nivel de alcohol por encima del legalmente permitido que los individuos que se 
sitúan entre los 25 y 35 años, y a su vez es más probable que estos últimos muestren 
tasas superiores a la legal que los conductores entre los 35 y 50 años. En relación a la 
nacionalidad del individuo, el efecto varía si la prueba de alcoholemia se realizó en vía 
interurbana o urbana. En las primeras, ser extranjero aumenta la probabilidad de 
conducir con una tasa del alcohol por encima de la legalmente permitida. En cambio, 
en las vías urbanas, disminuye. Finalmente, señalar que en las vías interurbanas es 
menos probable que al conductor se le detecte un nivel de alcohol por encima del legal 
en las pruebas realizadas por la tarde en comparación con las realizadas por la maña-
na. En cambio, en vías urbanas, las diferencias no son significativas. La probabilidad de 
alcoholemia es notablemente superior por las noches en ambos tipos de vías.

Vía interurbana Vía urbana

Odds ratio IC inferior IC superior Odds ratio IC inferior IC superior

ag>65 0,64 0,53 0,76 0,52 0,41 0,66
ag50-65 0,79 0,74 0,85 0,78 0,72 0,85
ag35-50 0,74 0,70 0,78 1,01 0,96 1,06
ag<25 1,49 1,43 1,57 1,02 0,96 1,08
extranjero 1,29 1,22 1,35 0,93 0,87 0,98
hombre 1,24 1,18 1,30 1,41 1,33 1,49
prevent 0,30 0,28 0,32 0,14 0,13 0,16
infracc 2,68 2,32 3,10 1,22 1,08 1,37
sintom 17,09 12,75 22,90 2,63 2,28 3,02
laborable 0,52 0,50 0,54 0,69 0,66 0,72
noche 2,60 2,39 2,83 6,45 5,76 7,22
tarde 0,78 0,71 0,87 1,04 0,91 1,19
vpesado 0,31 0,28 0,35 0,53 0,46 0,61
vmoto 1,10 0,97 1,25 1,26 1,19 1,33

Tabla 3. Odds-ratios e intervalos de confianza al 95%

Las diferencias previamente comentadas se basan en el análisis de los factores 
que influyen de forma inversa según el tipo de vía (cambio de signo del coeficiente 
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asociado) o bien que tienen capacidad explicativa para una tipología de vía pero no 
para la otra (coeficiente significativo en una regresión y no significativo en la otra). 
Sin embargo, los coeficientes pueden ser significativos y con idéntico signo en 
ambas regresiones pero diferir en la intensidad del efecto. En la Tabla 3 se mues-
tran los oddsratios e intervalos de confianza al 95%. Como puede apreciarse, 
excepto para los factores asociados a edades superiores a 50 años (ag>65, ag50-
65) y el factor que indica si es un vehículo de dos ruedas (vmoto), en el resto de los 
casos el valor que toman los coeficientes estimados es diferente entre las dos 
regresiones, con un nivel de confianza del 95%.

4. CONCLUSIÓN

En este estudio se investigan los factores que inciden en la probabilidad de que 
un individuo circule con una tasa de alcohol superior a la legalmente permitida 
en las pruebas de alcoholemia practicadas en las vías catalanas, diferenciando 
el tipo de vía de circulación. Para el conjunto de factores analizados, en la mayo-
ría de los casos el efecto de los factores sobre la probabilidad de conducir bajo 
los efectos del alcohol es diferente si la prueba de alcoholemia se realizó en vía 
interurbana o en vía urbana.

Identificar las diferencias en el perfil de conductores que circulan con alcoholemia 
según el tipo de vía de circulación debe ayudar a diseñar políticas de seguridad 
vial específicas y más adecuadas para las vías interurbanas y urbanas.
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ABSTRACT

This paper develops closed expressions for the defuzzified fair price and the vari-
ance of a mixed endowment when discount interest rate is given by means of a 
triangular fuzzy number. To do it we follow Andrés-Sánchez and González-Vila 
(2012, 2014) fuzzy-random approach to life insurance pricing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Andrés-Sánchez and González-Vila (2012, 2014) develop an approach to valuating 
life annuities and insurances that combines the stochastic approach to life insur-
ance (see Gerber, 1995) under deterministic interest rates) and the quantification 
of interest rates with FNs (Lemaire, 1990; Ostaszewski, 1993; and Andrés-Sánchez 
and Treceño, 2003, in a life insurance context; and Cummins and Derrig, 1997, and 
Derrig and Ostaszewski, 1997, within property-liability insurance). This paper 
extends those results by considering a triangular fuzzy number (TFN) for the 
mean interest rate used to price policies. In this paper we obtain closed expres-
sions for the mathematical expectation of the present value of a mixed endowment, 
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its defuzzified value and for the variance. Our results have a straightforward appli-
cation to any other life insurance structure.

2. FUZZY DISCOUNT FACTOR

We consider that the financial valuation process is done with an average interest 
rate throughout the pricing horizon. This is a usual way to estimate technical 
interest rates in actuarial practice and it is based on Fisher’s relationship between 
the nominal interest rate, real interest rate and anticipated inflation. Lemaire (1990) 
uses a fuzzy interest rateĩ in this manner. Other authors like Cummins and Derrig 
(1997) or Derrig and Ostaszewski (1997) consider that ĩ is a prediction based on the 
expected profit of the insurer’s asset portfolio.

Let be the discount annual rate a FN, ĩ, whose α -cuts are . From ĩ we can 
define the discount factor for 1 m.u. payable in t years as . Considering 
the arithmetic of FNs and that the discount factor is a decreasing function of the 
interest rate, the α -cuts of  are, ∀α ∈ [0,1]:

(1)

So, if the mean interest rate is fixed as the TFN ĩ = (i(1) ,i(2) ,i(3) ) , the α-cut representa-
tion of the discount factor is now:

(2)

It will be useful to obtain the expected interval defined by Campos and González 
(1989) of the discount factor. So:

(3a)
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where, for t = 1 :

(3b)

and for t ≠ 1 :

(3c)

Of course, from (3a) it comes immediately that the expected value is:

(4)

3. PRICING MIXED ENDOWMENTS

Let us consider the most general case of a n-year mixed endowment. The insured 
party aged x will receive 1 m.u. at the end of the year of his death if this happens 
within the next n years and 1 m.u. at n if he survives to that date. Due to the stochas-
tic behaviour of the mortality and fuzziness of interest rate, the present value of the 
mixed endowment associated to a person aged x years is a FRV that Andrés-Sánchez 
and González-Vila (2014) model as:

 (5)

The FRV  defines, ∀α ∈ [0,1] , the infima and suprema and  
whose realizations are, respectively, the lower and upper extremes of α -cuts of the 
FNs that this FRV takes as their values.
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From this infima and suprema RVs the fuzzy mathematical expectation and the crisp 
variance of the FRV  can be obtained. Concretely, for the mathematical expec-
tation, :

(6a)

So, if the mean interest annual rate is fixed as the TFN ĩ = (i(1) ,i(2) ,i(3) ), considering 
(1), (6a) and (6b), the above expressions are transformed in: 

(7)

whereas:

(8)

(6b)
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To obtain the variance of the FRV , we must bearing in mind that

then:

 
(10)

(9b)

(9b)
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5. CONCLUSIONS, EXTENSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

This paper extends the results of Andrés-Sánchez and González-Vila (2012, 2014) to 
the case of triangular fuzzy technical interest rate, very usual in literature, and 
endowment contracts. Firstly, it develops closed formulas for the defuzified value of 
the fuzzy present value, i.e. its expected value and its expected interval. In our opin-
ion those values can be very useful for the actuary when a concrete value of net 
provisions, pure premiums, etc. must be defined. Likewise this paper also develops 
an analytical expression for the standard deviation of the insurance present value 
that may be of interest when quantifying stabilizing reserves or premium recharges.

Finally, let us remark that the developments of this paper can be easily extended 
to any kind of life insurances and annuities.
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ABSTRACT

Empirical evidence has shown that the financial returns present left asymmetry and 
high kurtosis. Another common feature is that the domain of financial returns is 
limit. However, the normal distribution and another unbounded distributions have 
been applied to fit this type of data. We propose the Two-Sided Power (van Dorp and 
Kotz, 2002) and the Uniform-TSP (López et al., 2012) as bounded alternative distri-
butions to model financial returns. We present an empirical application using the 
data of Hang Seng index from 18 August of 2010 to 8 July of 2014. We note that the 
coefficient of kurtosis of this data is not so high as was expected which could be 
motivated by the chinese price regulation. We conclude that the U-TSP distribution 
presents the best fit and we propose to use this distribution or another bounded 
distributions to calculate risk measure such as the Value at Risk.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the Chinese stock market is the second largest stock market behind US 
stock market, it has some relevant peculiarities that difference this market from 
developed market stock. Firstly, the most of investors are individual contrarily to 
developed markets. In addition, the short-sale trading is strictly prohibited and 
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there is a limit of 10 percent in the daily movement in share price since 16 december 
1996, (Dongwei and Fleisher, 1997). Another difference is that we can find different 
types of shares: A shares restricted to domestic investors and B shares available to 
both domestic and foreign investors. In addition, H shares are traded on the Hong 
Kong Stock Exchange in Hong Kong dollars but regulated by Chinese law. The Hang 
Seng index includes the largest and most liquid stocks incorporated in mainland 
China that are traded on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. Wang and Hui (2001) 
analyzed the statistical properties of the Hang Seng index with minute by minute 
data from January 3, 1994 to May 28, 1997. They concluded that this index cannot be 
described by the normal distribution and proposed to use a truncated Levy distribu-
tion with an exponential fall-off in its tails. Izzuan and Li (2015) presented a revision 
about the Chinese stock market and model the distribution of its extreme returns.

The normality assumption presented by Fama (1965) has been displaced due to 
empirical evidence shows that financial returns are leptokurtic and generally 
skewed to the left. In addition to light asymmetry and high kurtosis, the financial 
returns present another relevant feature: they are defined in a limit domain. Despite 
of this fact, the financial returns are generally fitted with unbounded distribution. In 
the same way, the traditionally risk measures are obtained from unbounded distri-
butions. It seems evident that if the financial returns are finite, they should be fitted 
with a bounded distribution. This assumption could be even more logic in the case of 
Chinese financial returns taking into account the restriction on the stock movement.

In this research, we analyze if the price restriction leads to some peculiar feature that 
could motivate the use of bounded distribution to fit the Chinese financial returns. In 
methodology section we revise the Two-Sided Power distribution (van Dorp and Kotz, 
2002) and the U-TSP distribution (López et al. 2012) and in the empirical application 
section we compare the behaviour of these distributions with the normal one to fit the 
Hang Seng index. The last section presents the main conclusions.

2. METHODOLOGY

In the analysis of the behaviour of financial asset returns, a high percentage of empirical 
distributions present the modal value at zero, revealing little or no asymmetry, and fat 
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tails. By following Hahn (2008) and using the generating system presented by van Dorp 
and Kotz (2002), López et al. (2012) applied different bounded distributions with a 
broad range of kurtosis and asymmetry that have the capacity to recover the charac-
teristics of the empirical data. We focus on the family of Elevated Two Sided Power 
(ETSP) presented by García et al. (2011) and, specifically, in the mixture between 
the Two-sided Power distribution, presented by van Dorp and Kotz (2002), and the 
Uniform distribution, (U-TSP), by using the parameter λ varying between zero and 
one.

Thus, when λ = 0 we recover the uniform distribution and when λ = 1 we obtain the 
TSP distribution. Note that when the mixture parameter λ takes values close to zero 
we will observe fat tails as consequence of a greater presence of the uniform distri-
bution.

We will apply the U-TSP distribution to fit the Chinese financial returns and compare 
the results with the TSP and the normal distributions. We estimate the parameters 
of the distributions using the least squares methods by minimizing the squared 
error loss function  relative to i=1  1000 the empirical cumu-
lative distribution function (cdf) of the data, where G(·|θ) is the theoretical distribu-
tion to be fitted. In order to analyze the suitability of the adjustments performed, we 
will use the Sum of Squares Residuals (SSR), the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic and 
the p-value.

3. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION

The Hang Seng Index was launched on 24 November 1969 and it has become the 
most widely quoted indicator of the performance of the Hong Kong stock market. We 
are working with 1000 daily historic data from 18 August of 2010 to 8 July of 2014 of 
the Hang Seng Index obtained from finance.yahoo.com. Returns are obtained as 

. Figure 1 presents the daily log returns where we can note the price 
regulation.
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Figure 1. Daily log returns for Hang Seng index from 18 August of 2010 to 8 July of 2014.

Analyzing the returns kurtosis of the fifty companies which composed the index, 16 
assets present a coefficient of kurtosis lesser than 3, 23 present a coefficient of 
kurtosis between 3 and 9 and 11 present a coefficient of kurtosis higher than 9. In 
relation to asymmetry, 38 asset present left asymmetry and only 12 present right 
asymmetry. Table 1 displays the mean statistical characteristics of the index. Note 
that it is asymmetric to the left and with a kurtosis close to three. This coefficient of 
kurtosis is lower than expected and it could be explained by the strong price regula-
tion in Chinese stock market.

n Mean Variance Symmetry Kurtosis
1000 0.00015033 0.00013616 -0.28333891 2.85175782

Table 1. Mean statistical characteristics of Hang Seng Index 

In Table 2 we present the estimated parameters. Note that the parameter λ in the 
U-TSP distribution is equal to 0.9373 which means that the introduction of the 
Uniform distribution is needed to obtain a better fit. On the other hand, 
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Distribution Parameters

Normal μ = 0.516763 σ = 0.084444
TSP θ = 0.521077 n = 6.053284
U-TSP θ = 0.520956 n = 6.652446 λ = 0.937339

Table 2. Estimated parameters.

Distribution SSR K-S p-value

Normal 0.418923501 0.037309806 0.123547209
TSP 0.080496001 0.023369899 0.645670449
U-TSP 0.058522245 0.024055630 0.609176530

Table 3. Fit goodness measures.

Table 3 displays the fit goodness measures. We appreciate that the Normal, the TSP 
and the U-TSP distributions overpass the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test and the one 
which presents the lowest Sum of Squares Residuals (SSR) is the U-TSP.

4. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the Hang Seng index from 18 August of 2010 to 8 July of 2014. As 
expected, its mean is close to zero and it is asymmetric to the left. However, its coef-
ficient of kurtosis of 2.8 is lesser than expected. This fact could be motivated by the 
regulation price. If we compare the fit of the normal, TSP and U-TSP distributions 
we can conclude that the UTSP presents the best fit with the lowest Sum of Squared 
Residual (SSR). We consider that if the returns are better fitted with a heavy-tail 
bounded distribution, it could be logical to use this kind of distribution to measure 
the risk. We are working in the application of this kind of distribution to calculate the 
Value at Risk (VaR) and other similar measures.
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ABSTRACT

The appropriate estimation of incurred but not reported (IBNR) reserves is tradition-
ally one of the most important task for property and casualty actuaries. As certain 
claims are reported many years after their occurrence, the amount and appropri-
ateness of the reserves has a strong effect on the results of the institution. In recent 
years, stochastic reserving methods had become increasingly widespread, support-
ed by a wide actuarial literature, describing development models and evaluation 
techniques.

A relevant issue of the premium calculation in insurances is the identification of the 
sources of risk. The more we can determine the origin of risk the more information 
we get on the distribution of the number and size of occurring claims. The cardinal 
aim of the present paper is the comparison of appropriateness of several stochastic 
estimation methods, supposing different distributional underlying development 
models. Stochastic reserving is being taken into account as a stochastic forecast, 
thus the comparison techniques developed for stochastic forecasts can be applied, 
furthermore, expected to be more informative than the classical mean square error 
of prediction measure. Individual data sets have been utilized, having applied cross-
validation and probabilistic scores to obtain new comparisons among Bayesian and 
non-Bayesian spatial and non-spatial models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The appropriate estimation of incurred but not reported (IBNR) and reported but not 
settled (RBNS) outstanding claims is crucial to preserve the solvency of insurance 
institutions, especially in casualty and property insurance.

Data are usually represented by so called run-off triangles. These are n × m matri-
ces, consisting of Xi,j (i, j = 1, 2, . . .) claim amounts incurred in year i, and paid with a 
delay of j − 1 years. Elements may also indicate aggregate values, and assume with-
out loss of generality that n = m.

Unknown elements for indices i + j > n + 1 have to be predicted. Let Xi,j denote an incre-
mental value in the triangle, hence the outstanding claims are  . 
Define ultimate claim value (U C) as the sum of observed payments (upper triangle) 
and outstanding claims (lower triangle). Furthermore, let Ci,j := Xi,1 + . . . + Xi,j denote 
the aggregate claim values. For extensive descriptions of stochastic reserving 
see [3, 8]. Most of the stochastic reserving methods estimate the distribution of 
outstanding claims, hence they can be considered as probabilistic forecasts. Present 
research focusses on the probabilistic scores as comparison tool of forecasts, see [5], 
demonstrating that these provide an adequate way of comparing stochastic reserv-
ing methods, and expected to be more informative than the classical mean square 
error of prediction measure or quantile values. A test has been run on a real world 
data set from an insurance company, generating 2000 scenarios with random draw 
from the claims, and determining the most appropriate stochastic reserving methods.

With respect to the underlying distributions the following models have been taken 
into account: Log-normal, Negative Binomial, Over-dispersed Poisson and Gamma 
model. Considering the models above, the parameters (or the adjusted Pearson 
residuals) are estimated from the upper triangle, followed by the approximation of 
the distribution of the lower triangle, conditional on the estimated parameters. In 
general, it is impossible to provide an analytical description of the underlying distri-
bution. However, it might be estimated via Monte Carlo method, generating 5000 
lower triangles, for instance. Furthermore, an additional semi-stochastic method 
presented in [4] has been applied.
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In recent years, the development and application of Markov chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) methods have provided a possibility to characterize and to fit to increas-
ingly large classes of spatial models. In practical implementations, a decision has to 
be made in the final step regarding the model applied. On the basis of the Bayesian 
models it is feasible to apply Bayesian information criterion or deviance information 
criterion in this setting and in order to compare the models. Instead of using only 
classified general databases, one can analyze individual data sets, as well, to inves-
tigate new comparisons among different models. We now are now aware of the poli-
cyholder’s exact age, the zip code of residence, the power of the car the insurance is 
linked to, etc. Hence, the number of categories is often very high and it produces a 
new difficulty and a challenge for actuaries.

2. PROBABILISTIC FORECASTS

Most applications of probabilistic forecast theory is used in meteorology. [6] gives an 
overview of the most important methods regarding the forecasts. Consider the 
following simple example.

Example 2.1. Suppose that an automobile insurance company already has paid 1 
million euros for the accidents occurred in year 2012. Let ξ be the total amount paid 
for accidents of 2012 till the end of 2013. Assume that ξ has log-normal distribution 
with log-scale and shape parameters μ and 1, where μ is supposed to be a standard 
normal random variable.

Assume that 4 imaginary actuaries predict the distributions in the above examples, 
and compare their performances. The ideal actuary knows all the relevant circum-
stances, which means the knowledge of the exact value of μ. The long-term actuary 
does not intend to get involved in the actual information, and simply estimates the 
unconditional distribution. The ordinary actuary attempts to estimate the parame-
ters with some error. At last, the intern actuary finds the expected value, without 
dealing with the distribution itself. Table 2 provides an overview of the distributions 
and the predicted distributions.
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Actuary predictive distribution
ideal LN (μ, 1)
long-term LN (0, 2)
ordinary 1/2 LN (μ, 1) + 1/2 LN (μ + δ, 1), where δ = ±1 with probability 1/2 , 1/2
intern LN (−|μ|, σ2), where σ2 = 4μ + 1 if μ ≥ 0 and 1 otherwise

Table 1. Distributions given by actuaries in the Log-normal example. actuary predictive distribution.

Actuary
Coverage (%) Average width CRPS

MSEP66% 90% 66% 90%

ideal 67.0 90.5 1.93 3.29 -0.48 34.5

long-term 67.3 90.5 2.74 4.65 -1.86 47.2

ordinary 67.2 90.4 5.01 11.64 -0.63 37.2

intern 47.3 74.2 2.87 4.88 -1.83 34.5

Table 2. Coverage, average width, CRPS, MSEP figures (example).

In the evaluation of the predictions, let Fi denote the predicted distribution in the ith 
case, and xi a realization. [2] suggested using the Probability Integral Transform 
(PIT). Prediction is checked by plotting the empirical CDF of the corresponding PIT 
values and comparing it to the identity function. For PIT histograms regarding the 
example see url.1 Long-term, ordinary (and ideal) related predictions do not deviate 
materially from uniform distribution. Nevertheless, the intern case shows inappro-
priateness immediately.

Two linked measures are taken into consideration for each probabilistic forecast, 
based on the idea in [1]. See Table 2 for an example. Coverage in % related to a central 
prediction interval α · 100% is the proportion of observations between the lower and 
upper  quantiles. Furthermore, the average width for a central prediction interval 
is the difference of lower and upper  quantiles expressed in payments, in expecta-
tion. It can be interpreted as the sharpness of the prediction. If the performances of 
two stochastic claims reserving techniques are relatively close to each other, measured 
in scores, the one with the narrower width is the better.

1 http://www.math.elte.hu/~arato/stochreserve/stochres_supplement.pdf
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Probability scores are devoted to measure the quality of the predicted distributions. 
A score is a function of the predictive distribution and a realization of the real value. 
Forecast models are then ranked by comparing the average score of the predictive 
distributions from each model. Continuous Ranked Probability Score (CRPS) can be 
applied in case of distribution function predictions. Let F denote the predictive distri-
bution function, and cone single observation: . The 
mean square error of prediction (MSEP) of point estimation Xˆ , conditionally on 
the information of upper triangle is defined as 

. Table 2 presents the score results in expectation regarding 
the log-normal example. Furthermore, considering MSEP values, it shows that in 
the long-term case, the prediction is inaccurate even though the PIT histogram and 
the prediction interval coverage suggest that the fit is good.

3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

The goal is to establish a ranking via Monte Carlo simulation among the different 
stochastic claims reserving techniques, assuming different development models for 
claims payments, based on scoring rules, instead of MSEP. Suppose that the devel-
opment distribution model of run-off triangle and corresponding parameters are 
given.

Step 1.  Generate N run-off triangles independently, and besides, for each the ulti-
mate claim values U C1 , U C2 , . . . , U CN. Let D1, D2, . . . , DN denote these 
upper triangles, as conditions to be used later.

Step 2.  For each upper triangle, calculate the predicted distribution of the ultimate 
claims via Monte Carlo method. Assuming these parameter values for each 
condition upper triangle Di, ultimate claim values are generated M times, 
denoted by UˆC i,1, UˆC i,2, . . . , UˆC i,M , as stochastic predictors. The result is 
a set of predictive distributions. At last, prepare forecast applying the meth-
ods described above.

Step 3.  For each pair U Ci and tuple (UˆC i,1, UˆC i,2, . . . , UˆC i,M ) scores, PIT’s, msep 
and quantile values, and additionally the confidence intervals (coverage and 
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average width) have been calculated. Generally, a predictive distribution 
function Fi derives from values UˆC i,1, UˆC i,2, . . . , UˆC i,M , and the corre-
sponding c value is U Ci.

Several question may arise when considering the results: Which score or error 
number is the most consistent, and how do they correlate with each other? Do the 
equipments applied in stochastic predictions choose the actual models better than 
regular measures, such as mean square error of prediction, for instance? Which 
non-parametric, distributional free methods predict the distributions properly? Do 
they outperform prediction methods derived from parametric models? How reliable 
and sharp are the prediction intervals?

A detailed dataset provided by an insurance company (referred as Public Data) 
contributes to the following example. Figure available external link referred previ-
ously shows that in the light of PIT values, none of the methods based on distribu-
tional models are recommended. Best histograms are resulted by the bootstrap 
estimation methods. However, uniform and uniform normal methods are not much 
worse, they underperform in the cases of extreme claim values. It is also confirmed 
by the table available on the external link, i.e., the proportion of prediction intervals 
of bootstrap methods are close to the 66.67% and 90% values. Note that in exchange 
for the appropriate coverage percentages, average width values are higher.

On the one hand, according to the CRPS values on the referred url, the uniform 
claims reserving method has the highest score, which has not been performing well 
for other triangles. It has to be mentioned that the msep values are the highest in 
the bootstrap cases, in other words, this measure implies a different ranking.

4. SPATIAL DATA

Involving data from more than half a million contracts, an example from nonlife 
insurance has been analyzed. Special attention has been paid to the simultaneous 
estimation of the spatial factors and other types of factors. Direct estimation regard-
ing all the 3,111 localities of Hungary is not viable, except for the capital Budapest, 
due to the lack of policies in certain regions. The occurrence of a single claim in 
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these sparsely contracted towns results a dramatic increase in the direct risk esti-
mation.

Having supposed that the counting process of claims follows a conditionally inde-
pendent Poisson model, 4 different approaches has been applied: generalized linear 
model without spatial dependence, non-spatial credibility model, non-Bayesian 
spatial smoothing and BYM model. For model selection, the following cross-valida-
tion method has been implemented 100 times. 2,000 localities were chosen in the 
first step, followed by sampling the 70% of policyholders from these towns as a 
second step. Data obtained from the policies drawn are only used for parameter 
estimation according to different methods. Having estimated these parameters, the 
claim numbers have been predicted for all “missing” policies. We propose some 
different scores between real and predicted data and we analyze their properties.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In general, scores provide a reasonable fit to the background distribution. However, 
the methods used in this paper and in insurance industry result no reliable predic-
tion intervals. This negative result is not surprising, since a typical run-off triangle 
contains much less information than the unknown parameters. To improve the 
predictions, [7] proposed the usage of Bayesian methods. In our opinion, other than 
these methods, it would also be worthwhile to try using individual contract and 
claim data in probabilistic forecasts. An individual claim dataset of an insurance 
company has been used, but not for probabilistic forecasting, but to propose a tech-
nique for comparing stochastic methods. There is still room for improvement 
regarding the sufficient mathematical establishment of this technique, although 
may be applied in practice. One can simulate many scenarios from the past, and 
choose a model, which best fits the claims data of the insurance institution.

Both in theoretical and in applied situations, it is worthwhile to test the quality of the 
different methods, and in multiple ways if possible. The goal was not the construc-
tion of the best stochastic claims reserving technique, but to propose an adequate 
methodology for comparisons in the future. We do believe to have taken the first 
step in this direction with our work.
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ABSTRACT

A spectrum of bivariate models with Kumaraswamy component distributions is 
presented. Such models may find application in the study of bounded dependent 
risks. A variety of construction approaches are considered including copula based 
models, dependent minima models, conditionally specified models, conditional 
survival models and transformed bivariate beta models. Multivariate extensions are 
available for each of the bivariate models discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the context of bounded dependent risks, it is desirable to have available flexible 
models with analytic expressions for the corresponding marginal distributions 
and densities. Alternatively, conditional specification might be a convenient 
approach to the development of suitable models. In such a context, after rescaling 
the bounded risks to the interval (0, 1), Kumaraswamy distributions provide attrac-
tive candidate components for such models because of the simplicity of their 
corresponding density and distribution functions. It thus becomes of interest to 
develop a spectrum of bivariate and multivariate models with Kumaraswamy 
marginal and/or conditional distributions. Our focus in this presentation is on 
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the bivariate case, but multivariate extensions are readily envisioned for all of the 
models discussed.

Note that, in the case of unbounded risks, it might be useful on occasions to trans-
form the risks to take on values in the interval (0, 1) in order to take advantage of the 
flexible arrays of multivariate models that are developed below.

2. THE UNIVARIATE KUMARASWAMY DISTRIBUTION

The Kumaraswamy distribution is defined as follows: 

Definition 2.1. A random variable X is said to have a Kumaraswamy distribution with 
positive parameters α and β if its distribution function is of the form

In this case we write X ~ K (α, β). The corresponding density function is

In the development of multivariate models with Kumaraswamy component distribu-
tions, several distributional properties of the family of Kumaraswamy variables that 
will prove to be useful are described next.

First, we note a property of closure under minimization.

Theorem 2.1. If X1 , X2, ..., Xk are independent random variables with Xi ~ K(α, β i), i = 
1, 2, ..., k then 

The Kumaraswamy distribution can be viewed as a generalized beta distribu-
tion.

(1)

(2)
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Theorem 2.2. If X ~ K (α, β) then  where Y ~ Beta(1, β). Equivalently, X admits 
a representation of the form  where U1 ~ Γ(1, 1) and U2 ~Γ(β, 1) are 
independent random variables.

Not only is the Kumaraswamy distribution function available in a simple form, but 
the same is also true of its quantile function. Making use of the fact that if X has 
distribution function Fx then  where U ~ Uniform(0, 1), we have

Theorem 2.3. If X ~ K (α, β) then X d=[1 − (1 − U )1/β ]1/α , where U ~ Uniform(0, 1).

3. USING COPULAS

Recall that a copula C (x1, x2 ) is most simply described as a bivariate distribution 
function with Uniform(0, 1) marginal distributions. A bivariate Kumaraswamy distri-
bution can then be obtained from any copula C (x1, x2 ) by using marginal transfor-
mations of the form indicated in Theorem 2.3 above. Thus if (U1, U2 ) has the copula 
C (x1, x2) as its distribution function, then the random vector

will have a bivariate Kumaraswamy distribution in which Xi ~ K (αi, βi ), i = 1, 2.

This approach thus provides us with a plethora of bivariate Kumaraswamy models. 
However, it is not clear how to sensibly select the particular copula to be used in the 
construction. This is an important issue, since the selection of C (x1, x2) determines 
the dependence structure of (X1, X2). Beyond the fact that the sign of the correlation 
in C (x1, x2) determines the sign of the correlation in the resulting distribution of (X1, X2), 
it is difficult to interpret how the dependence structure in C (x1, x2) will be mirrored 
in the transformed model.

More flexibility can be built in by beginning with a parameterized family of copulas, 
say , which are then marginally transformed to yield bivariate 
Kumaraswamy models.
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4. THE BARRETO-SOUZA AND LEMONTE MODEL

Barreto-Souza and Lemonte (2012) proposed a bivariate Kumaraswamy model 
making use of the closure under minimization property of the Kumaraswamy distri-
bution (Theorem 2.1). For this model we begin with independent random variables 
V0, V1, V2 with Vi ~ K (α, βi ), i = 0, 1, 2. Then define

 (3)

It follows that Xi ~ K (α, β0 + βi ), i = 1, 2, where β0, β1 , β2 ∈ (0, ∞).

Each joint distribution corresponding to (3) can be viewd as having been obtained by 
marginal transformations applied to a Marshall-Olkin copula of the form

 (4)

however the choice of δ will depend on (β0, β1 , β2 ), so that this model is distinct from 
those described in Section 3.

Note that a more flexible model could be obtained by considering

which will have Yi ~ K (αδi , β0 + βi ), i = 1, 2.

These models have a possibly unattractive feature. If V0 < min{V1, V2 },

which occurs with positive probability, then X1 = X2 and Y1 = Y2 δ2 /δ1. Consequently, 
the joint distribution will not be absolutely continuous (unless one uses a carefully 
chosen dominating measure). The adjustment proposed by Block and Basu (1974) 
for a bivariate Marshall-Olkin exponential model could be used here also to define a 
related absolutely continuous joint distribution.
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5. THE NADARAJAH, CORDEIRO AND ORTEGA MODEL

Nadarajah, Cordeiro and Ortega (2011) define a Kumaraswamy-G distribution as 
follows. Let G(x1, x2 ) be an arbitrary absolutely continuous distribution function. 
Then for positive parameters α and β define

      (5)

In order for this to be a valid bivariate distribution function, we must choose α ≥ 1 and 
β ∈ (0, 1]. If we then choose the function G in (5) to be a copula, say C (x1, x2 ), then it 
is not difficult to verify that the distribution

        (6)

has Kumaraswamy marginals. Thus if (X1, X2 ) has (6) as its distribution function, 
then both X1 and X2 have K (α, β) distributions. Since a positive power of a 
Kumaraswamy variable also has a Kumaraswamy distribution, we can make 
marginal power transformations to obtain a more flexible model. In this way we 
arrive at a model of the form

    (7)

where α ≥ 1, δ1 , δ2 > 0 and β ∈ (0, 1]. If(X1, X2 ) has (7) as its distribution function, then 
it is readily verified that Xi ~ K (αδi , β), i = 1, 2. In this model the Xi ’s share the same 
β parameter. This may be a drawback to use of the model in some circumstances. In 
addition, the choice of a particular copula to be used in this construction may be 
difficult to justify, as was the case for the copula models introduced in Section 3.

6. A CONDITIONAL SPECIFICATION APPROACH

Arnold, Castillo and Sarabia (1999) argue that it is sometimes more natural to make 
distributional assumptions about conditional distributions , instead of about margin-
al distributions. Arnold and Strauss (1991) provide discussion of distributions with 
conditional in exponential families. The Kumaraswamy distributions do not constitute 
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an exponential family, but we can relate them to Beta distributions (Theorem 2.2) 
which do constitute an exponential family. We can then develop a model with 
Kumaraswamy conditionals in the following manner. Suppose that (V1, V2) has a 
bivariate distribution with Beta(1, δ) conditionals, i.e., V1|V2 = v2 ~ Beta(1, β1(v2)) for 
each v2 ∈ (0, 1) and V2|V1 = v1 ~ Beta(1, β2 (v1)) for each v1 ∈ (0, 1). It may be shown 
that the corresponding joint density of (V1, V2) must be of the form

 (8)

where β1 , β2, β3 > 0 and C is a normalizing constant which is a function of the β’s. 
Now define (X1, X2) = (V1

1/α1 , V2
1/α2) to obtain a bivariate distribution which, while is 

does not have Kumaraswamy marginals, does have all of its conditional distribu-
tions of the Kumaraswamy form. Thus, for each x2 ∈ (0, 1),

together with an analogous expression for the conditional distribution of X2 given 
X1 = x1.

7. A CONDITIONAL SURVIVAL APPROACH

Instead of considering the conditional distribution of X1 given a precise value of X2, 
we may instead investigate the consequences of assuming a Kumaraswamy form 
for the conditional distribution of X1 given X2 > x2, with an analogous assumption 
about the conditional distribution of X2 . Thus we may assume that for each x2 ∈ (0, 
1), X1|{X2 > x2} ~ K (α1, β1 (x2)), and for each x1 ∈ (0, 1), X2|{X1 > x1} ∈ K (α2, β2 (x1)), 
for some functions β1 (x2) and β2(x1). If this is true, then it may be verified that the 
joint survival function of (X1, X2) is necessarily of the form:

 This is an attractive bivariate Kumaraswamy distribution since, it not only has 
Kumaraswamy conditionals but also it has Kumaraswamy marginal distributions. 
Thus, for it, we have:
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and

The problem of identifying the class of all conditional survival models with X1|{X2 > 
x2} ~ K (α1(x2), β1 (x2)) and X2 |{X1 > x1} ~ K (α2(x1), β2 (x1)) for some functions α1(x2), 
β1(x2), α2 (x1) and β2(x1) is more difficult. It might be conjectured that solutions can only 
be obtained in cases in which the “α” functions are constants (as above) or if the “β” 
functions are constants. A similar conjecture can be made regarding models (as in 
Section 6) which postulate Kumaraswamy distributions for X1|X2 = x2 and X2 |X1 = x1.

8. AN APPROACH INVOLVING FLEXIBLE BIVARIATE BETA DISTRIBUTIONS

Arnold and Ng (2011) describe quite general classes of bivariate Beta random 
vectors built as bilinear forms in independent Gamma random variables. Included in 
their discussion are models of the following form which have Beta(1, γ) marginals. 
Begin with independent random variables U0 , U1, U2 and U3 with U0 ~ Γ(1, 1) and Ui 

~ Γ(βi , 1), i = 1, 2, 3. Next define (V1, V2) by

Observe that Vi ~ Beta(1, βi + β3) i = 1, 2. Then, as has become customary by this point, 
define (X1, X2 ) = (V1

1/α1 , V2
1/α2 ). This random vector (X1, X2) has Kumaraswamy 

marginals , i.e., Xi ~ K (αi, βi + β3), ß = 1, 2. It may be noted that this model has the 
same class of marginal distributions as does the Barreto-Souza and Lemonte model 
(in Section 3), but has a markedly different dependence structure. One potentially 
disturbing feature of the model introduced in this Section is the fact that the joint 
density of (X1, X2) is not available in a form that does not involve special functions. 
Nevertheless, effective inference strategies can be implemented. See Arnold and 
Ng (2011) for discussion of various possible approaches.
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9. ENVOI

As promised, a bushel of flexible bivariate Kumaraswamy models have been 
described. Investigation of the feasibility of identifying distributional features of 
bivariate risk data sets, which will aid in selection among these models, is an ongo-
ing project.

Also, as promised, in almost all cases natural extensions to k-dimensional settings 
(k > 2) are readily envisioned, albeit with increased notational complexity.
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ABSTRACT

A random variable is IFR if, and only if, it can be ordered with an exponential random 
variable in the univariate convex transform order proposed by Van Zwet (1964). In 
particular, a random variable Y is said to be IFR if there exists an increasing convex 
transformation which maps the exponential distribution onto Y. Given two random 
vectors X and Y and an appropriate transformation called standard construction, we 
provide a new multivariate stochastic order assuming the convexity of this transfor-
mation. In this work, we propose a new multivariate IFR notion for multivariate 
distributions based on comparisons in this new order with a properly defined expo-
nentially distributed random vector. Properties, applications and illustrations of 
these concepts are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Notions of ageing play an important role in reliability theory, survival analysis and 
other fields. Among other interesting applications, stochastic orders are related to 
the study of ageing (see, for example, Belzunce and Shaked, 2008a, and Belzunce 
and Shaked, 2008b). In particular, in all these well known criteria, we are compar-
ing the relative performance of a unit under consideration with that of an exponen-
tial distribution. Remember that a unit with an exponential life distribution suffers 
no ageing. See, e.g., Barlow and Proschan (1975) or Lai and Xie (2006) for an over-
view.

Given a random variable X with absolutely continuous distribution function F , surviv-
al function F ̵ ̵≡ 1 − F and density function f , the hazard or failure rate is defined as 
r(x) = f (x)/F (x) for all x, such that F (x) < 1. The hazard rate describes the process of 
ageing and can be considered as the rate at which a unit fails when survive up to a 
fixed time x. In fact, when r(x) is a nondecreasing function in x, it is said that X is 
increasing in failure rate (shortly, IFR).

On the other hand, given two random variables X with distribution funtion F and Y 
with generalized quantile funtion G−1, with interval supports (finite or infinite), it 
holds that Y =st G−1F (X ). Van Zwet (1964) defined the univariate convex transform 
order when this function is convex and, in this case, it is said that X is smaller than Y 
in the convex transform order, denoted by X ≤ c Y.

The connection between the convex transform order and the IFR distributions is the 
following. A random variable X which represents the lifetime of a component or 
system is IFR [DFR] if, and only if, it is smaller [larger] than an exponential distribu-
tion E in the convex transform order, i.e, X ≤ c [≥ c]E. The purpose of this work is to 
propose a new multivariate convex transform order as a natural generalization of 
the univariate order proposed by van Zwet (1964) and to use it to introduce a new 
multivariate IFR notion by comparisons of a random vector with a properly defined 
exponentially distributed random vector. Some applications and examples with 
known probabilistic models are also showed.
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2. A NEW MULTIVARIATE CONVEX TRANSFORM ORDER

Several attempts have been made in the literature to extend the IFR notion to the 
multivariate case (see, e.g., Roy, 1994, or Roy, 2002). In the multivariate case is 
possible to find such function Φ which maps a random vector X onto a random 
vector Φ(X) with the same distribution that Y. In particular, this function Φ has been 
already used to introduce multivariate IFR notions (see Arias-Nicolás et al., 2009, 
and Arias-Nicolás et al., 2010, for example).

First, we recall the construction of such function Φ, the so-called standard construc-
tion or Rosenblatt transformation (the reader can find more information in Arjas and 
Lehtonen, 1978, O’Brien, 1975, Rosenblatt, 1952, or Rüschendorf, 1981). For two 
random vectors X and Y, the multivariate distributional transform of X and the 
multivariate quantile transform of Y and , respectively, are defined recursively, for i 
= 1, . . . , n, as 

 (1)

for every (x1, . . . , xn) in the support of X and (u1, … , un) ∈ (0, 1)n. If we consider the 
transform

(2)

defined for every (x1, . . . , xn) in the support of X, it can be seen that Y =st QY (DX(X)) 
and, hence, the function Φ maps the random vector X onto Y. Belzunce et al. (2015) 
proposed the following generalization of the univariate convex transform order 
based on the convexity of Φ.

Definition 2.1. Let X and Y be two n-dimensional random vectors. Then, X is said to 
be smaller than Y in the multivariate convex transform order, denoted by X ≤mct Y, if, 
and only if, the i-th component of Φ, Φi : Ri → R, is convex in their support for all 
i = 1, . . . , n.
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Roughly speaking, X ≤mct Y means that the transformation Φ that maps X onto Y is a 
multivariate convex function. Hence, the previous definition is a clear generalization 
of the concept of relative skewness proposed by van Zwet (1964).

An interesting situation where the mct-order can be applied is when two random 
vectors have the same dependence structure.

Theorem 2.1. Let X = (X1, . . . , Xn) and Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn) be two random vectors sharing 
a common copula. Then, X ≤mct Y if, and only if, Xi ≤c Yi for all i = 1, . . . , n.

The previous theorem is useful when, for example, we are dealing with ordered data 
as we will show among other examples.

3. A NEW DEFINITION OF MULTIVARIATE IFR [DFR] DISTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we introduce a new multivariate ageing notion as a direct extension of 
the known univariate characterization by comparing with an exponential random vari-
able. First, we introduce a properly defined exponentially distributed random vector.

Definition 3.1. Given an n-dimensional random vector Y, we will say that Y follows a 
multivariate conditional exponential distribution with paramenter matrix A = (aij ) ∈ 
Mn×n and constant vector b ∈ Rn, denoted by Y ~ M C E(A, b), if Y =st AE + b, where A 
is lower triangular with strictly positive diagonal elements and E = (E1, . . . , En) 
denotes a multivariate random vector with independent and identically distributed 
(for short, i.i.d.) exponential marginal distributions with common parameter λ = 1.

Given Y ~ M C E(A, b), it is remarkable that all marginal distributions are linear 
combinations of independent shifted exponential distributions. In fact, the name 
“conditional exponential” for Y comes from the property that all sequential condi-
tional distributions are shifted exponential distributions. Next, we give the definition 
of the new multivariate IFR ageing notion.

Definition 3.2. Let X be an absolutely continuous random vector. Then, X is said to 
be mct-IFR [mct-DFR] if there exists a particular multivariate conditional exponential 
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distribution, Y ~ M C E(A, b), such that X ≤mct [≥mct ]Y. We will call the random vector 
Y an upper bound exponential distribution associated with X.

Some relationships dealing with this new aging notion are given. For example, we 
analyze the mct-IFR notion when the random vector have independent components 
or for random vectors where the components are obtained through linear combina-
tions of the components of another random vector which satisfies certain aging 
property related with this new notion.

On the other hand, we also study the aging of the sequential conditional distribu-
tions associated with an mct-IFR random vector where these conditional distribu-
tions are given by

for i = 1, . . . , n.

Examples regarding with some probabilistic models such as normal distributions or 
generalized ordered statistics are also shown and studied.

4. A COMPUTATIONAL STUDY FOR BIVARIATE CASE

Finally, we show a computational study for some particular bivariate distributions. 
For instance, we study graphically the normal distribution, the bivariate Pareto and 
the conditional beta distributions through the plots of the components of Φ and we 
provide the R-code used along the work to get the different plots.
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ABSTRACT

In Pay-As-You-Drive (PAYD) automobile insurance the premium depends on the 
distance travelled and driving patterns of the policyholder. We carried out a study of 
approximately 16,000 young drivers that had purchased a PAYD insurance and we 
analyzed their risk of accident as a function of driving patterns. The role of driving 
experience is analyzed by comparing novice vs. experienced young drivers. We 
conclude that driving at night and a higher proportion of speed limit violations 
reduces the time to the first crash and urban driving reduces the distance traveled 
to the first crash for both groups. We also conclude that nighttime driving reduces 
the time to the first accident in the case of women, but not for men. The risk of an 
accident increases with excessive speed, but the effect of speed is significantly high-
er for men than it is for women among the more experienced drivers.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pay-As-You-Drive (PAYD) automobile insurance is a policy agreement tied to vehicle 
usage. The permission of the driver for installing a Global Positioning System (GPS) 
in the vehicle is required. The GPS provides the insurer with detailed information on 
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the use of the car and the premium is calculated based on this usage. In this way, 
those who use less the car are going to pay less than those who do more kilometers 
during the year. Additionally, the driving pattern of the policyholder is also consid-
ered in order to calculate the premium. Namely, speed, type of road and part of the 
day when the car is most frequently used by the driver are taken into account in the 
rating system, as they have been proved to explain the risk of accident (Langford et 
al., 2008; Ayuso et al., 2010; Jun et al., 2011).

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We conducted a study of 15,940 young drivers who underwrote a PAYD policy in 2009 
with a leading Spanish insurance company. On signing the agreement, their driving 
patterns began to be registered using a GPS system. The follow-up period was 
concluded on 31 December, 2011. All drivers were under the age of thirty at the time 
of underwriting the policy. In Table 1 the variable description is presented.

Variable Label
Sex Binary variable (= 1 male, = 0 female)

Age
Age of the driver when driving patterns began to be recorded 

(measured in years)

Age Vehicle
Age of the vehicle when driving patterns began to be recorded 

(measured in years)

Experience

Driving experience, measured by the time elapsed since obtaining 

license and the point when driving patterns began to be recorded 

(measured in years)
Urban % of urban driving (% of the total kilometers traveled in urban areas)
Night % of nighttime driving (% of the total kilometers traveled at night)
Speed % of the total kilometers traveled above the mandatory speed limits
Km/day Driving intensity (average number of kilometers traveled per day)

Table 1. Variable description.

Our statistical analysis compares two subsets of drivers:

a) Novice young drivers: individuals that had been in possession of their driving 
licenses for less than a year when their driving patterns began to be recorded 
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and who were under the age of thirty at that time. The sample includes 2,790 
novice drivers (17.5%).

b) Experienced young drivers: individuals that had been in possession of their 
driving licenses for at least a year when their driving patterns began to be 
recorded and who were under the age of thirty at that time. The sample includes 
13,150 experienced young drivers (82.5%).

Information on the number of days and number of kilometers to the first accident is 
interval censored, since we only know in which interval of time/accumulated traveled 
kilometers an accident has occurred (time interval windows are, on average, equal 
to 157 days and distance interval windows are, on average, equal to 5,023.19 km). 
The survival probability estimates of the time/distance to the first accident are 
obtained using Groeneboom and Wellner’s (1992) algorithm implemented in the 
EM-ICM SAS macro. In order to analyze the effect of driving patterns on the time and 
distance to the first accident we use a Weibull regression model.

3. RESULTS

In our sample there are 56.17% male drivers (50.72% in the case of the novice group and 
57.32% in that of the experienced group). Table 2 shows some descriptive statistics.

Novice Experienced All

Mean. S.D Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Age 
Age vehicle 
Experience 

21.83

7.36

0.48

2.89

4.89

0.32

23.89

5.88

4.24

2.62

4.09

2.48

23.53

6.14

3.58

2.78

4.28

2.67

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the age of the drivers (Age), the age of the vehicles (Age vehicle) 
and the years of experience (Experience)

Table 3 shows the mean distance driven per day, the percentage of urban and night-
time driving and the percentage of distance driven at speeds above the limit for 
novice and experienced drivers. Results are presented separately for male and 
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female novice and experienced drivers. We observe that experienced drivers, on 
average, cover more km/day than novice drivers, but travel a lower percentage of 
kilometers comparatively on urban roads. Experienced young drivers also travel a 
lower percentage of kilometers at night, on average, but are more likely to violate 
the speed limits. Additionally, men present riskier driving patterns than women. 
These differences are statistically significant.

Novice Experienced All

Mean. S.D Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

All

Km/day

Urban (%) 

Night (%) 

Speed (%) 

30.40 

30.47 

7.48

6.67

20.33

15.36

6.35

6.62

33.78

26.86

7.23

8.94

21.14

14.37

6.17

8.39

33.19

27.49

7.28

8.54

21.04

14.61

6.20

8.15 

Men

Km/day

Urban (%) 

Night (%) 

Speed (%) 

33.58

31.14

8.59

7.29

22.05

15.32

6.73

7.11

36.34

27.01

8.15

9.82

22.24

14.13

86.28

8.79

35.90

27.66

8.22

9.42

22.23

14.40

6.36

8.59 

Women

Km/day

Urban (%) 

Night (%) 

Speed (%) 

27.12

29.71

6.34

6.02

17.81

15.38

5.71

6.00

30.35

26.67

6.01

7.76

19.03

14.70

65.79

7.67

29.72

27.26

6.07

7.42

18.84

14.88

5.77

7.40

Table 3. Driving patterns by gender and driving experience. Means and standard deviations are 
shown.

In Figure 1 the survival curves for the time to first collision for novice versus experi-
enced drivers are represented with 95% confidence intervals. They have been 
obtained by using the non-parametric maximum likelihood estimation from interval 
censored data implemented in the interval R Package (Fay, 2014). The 95% confi-
dence interval of the probability of accident during the first year for novice drivers is 
(25.51%, 28.72%) while the one corresponding to experienced drivers is (19.97%, 
21.67%). Similarly, Figure 2 shows survival curves for the distance travelled to first 
crash for novice versus experienced drivers. The 95% confidence interval of the 
probability of accident during the first 10,000 kilometers travelled by novice drivers 
is (22.51%, 28.68%) while the one corresponding to experienced drivers is (18.20%, 
20.73%).
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Figure 1. Survival probabilities for the time (days) to the first crash for novice (dashed line) and 
experienced (solid line) drivers with 95% confidence intervals.

Table 4 shows the results of the Weibull regression model estimations for the time 
to the first accident and for the distance traveled to the first accident. Both estima-
tions are conducted separately for the group of novice and experienced drivers.

The results were obtained using the Lifereg SAS procedure. When we model the 
expected time to the first accident, we conclude that the higher the percentage of 
kilometers traveled above the speed limit, the sooner the accident is likely to occur 
for both groups of drivers. We also conclude that the driver’s gender has an influ-
ence on the time and distance to the first accident. Male novice drivers have, on 
average, their first crash sooner than women. In addition, we find that driving at 
night reduces the time to the first accident for women, but it has no significant effect 
for men. Experienced drivers are likely to drive more kilometers until they are 
involved in their first accident, but excessive speeds reduce the time to the first acci-
dent more markedly for men than they do for women.

We report statistical evidence for the effects of other risk factors frequently used in 
the analysis of accident occurrence. On the one hand, driving experience delays the 
time to the first accident. In addition, vehicle age has some impact on the risk of 
accident. We conclude that the older the vehicle, the shorter the distance traveled to 
the first accident.
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Figure 2. Survival probabilities for the distance (kilometers) travelled to the first crash for novice 
(dashed line) and experienced (solid line) drivers with 95% confidence intervals.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Our results are of particular relevance for insurance companies offering PAYD 
insurance contracts. They could be used in insurance ratemaking, as they provide 
relevant information for creating homogeneous risk classes within the group of 
young drivers. Additionally, our results are of particular relevance for road safety 
authorities in their efforts at promoting effective accident prevention programs for 
specific groups of individuals, such as young drivers.
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Novice young drivers Experienced young drivers

Time Km Time Km
Parameter S. E. Parameter S. E. Parameter S. E. Parameter S. E.

Intercept

Sex (men)

Urban

Urban
2

Night

Night *

Sex Speed 

Speed
2

Speed *

Sex 

Urban>25%(*) 

Experience

Age vehicle

7.892
a 

-0.309
b 

-0.033a 

0.023
c 

-0.032
c 

0.001
c 

 

-0.193
b 

0.105

0.105

0.008

0.010

0.013

5·10
-4

0.066

11.535
a 

-0.038a 

3·10
-4 c

0.142

0.009

1·10
-4

8.159
a

 

-0.030a 

3·10
-4 a 

-0.012
a 

-0.030a 

7·10
-4 a 

-0.006
c 

0.044
a 

0.084

0.004

1·10
-4

0.003

0.005

1·10
-4

0.003

0.006

12.002
a

0.124
b

-0.056
a

4·10
-4 a

-0.012c

3·10
-4 c

0.031a

-0.017
a

0.083

0.029

0.004

1·10
-4

0.005

1·10
-4

0.006

 0.004

Scale

Shape

0.797 

1.255 

0.028

0.045

0.756

1.322 

0.026

0.045

0.770 

1.298 

0.013

0.022

0.890

1.124

0.012

 0.022

-2logL

AIC

BIC

4220.472

4236.472

4282.965

4034.351

4042.351

4065.523

19581.09

19599.09

19665.69

19389. 69

19407. 69

19474. 21

Table 4. Weibull model estimation for the time to the first accident for the distance to the first 
accident. Results are shown for novice and experienced young drivers separately.
a p-value < 0.0001
b p-value < 0.01
c p-value < 0.05

(*) “Urban > 25%” represents a binary variable that is equal to one when urban driving is higher 
than 25%.
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ABSTRACT

We propose several parsimonious models for higher-order Markov chains, applied 
to the study of municipal rating migrations in credit risk. For some processes, as in 
the case of the credit ratings, the transitions between distant states are unlikely 
(persistent transitions). We introduce the Short and Long-persistence models and 
we compare them against the full-parametrized Markov chain achieving a better fit 
with a less number of parameters. The advantages of these new models are that the 
results are directly interpretable and they can be fitted using standard statistical 
packages.

1. INTRODUCTION

The rating agencies, such as Moody’s, Standard and Poor’s or Fitch, have as their 
main objective to evaluate the capacity of a debt issuer to pay back its debt as well 
as the probability that the issuer to fall into default. To this end, the rating agencies 
provide a risk scale that rates the debt into homogeneous discrete risk classes 
based on the solvency of the issuer. The rating assigned from these agencies are 
expressed on an ordinal scale where the position in the scale reflects the ability of 
the issuer to pay. The rating AAA indicates a strong financial capacity to cope with 
their debts and the rating C indicates the lowest quality of the firm. Figure 1 shows 
plots of rating paths over the time for a set of issuers which were drawn randomly 
from our data basis. The rating classes were recoded to numerical format from 1 to 
6, being 1 the lowest rating (CCC) and 6 the highest (AAA).
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In recent times, the rating agencies have become the target of financial institutions 
who feel threatened to downgrade the rating of their debt. That is because of the 
rating assigned to a debt issuer has direct consequences in its financing capacity 
and risk management. For instance, the more deteriorated the credit quality of the 
portfolio of an entity, as a result of the estimated transitions towards lower ratings, 
the more provisions will be necessary to cover the increment in expected losses.

Figure 1. Sequences of ratings over the time for 30 debt issuers randomly selected from the 
municipal rating sample.

There are numerous empirical studies on the analysis and estimation of rating tran-
sitions. However, research and practice in this field have increasingly converged into 
a general consensus: the knowledge of the previous rating is not sufficient to explain 
the dynamic of the rating migrations. The simple idea is that under a 1-order Markov 
chain, two debt issuers with an identical previous rating should have the same prob-
ability to be downgraded or upgraded at the current state. But several empirical 
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studies show just the contrary. An interesting contribution can be seen in Lando and 
Skødeberg (2002) where they consider the estimation of credit rating transitions 
based on continuous-time observations. This approach has as main advantage that 
the estimates are based on the full story of the rating transitions. Basically, two 
conclusions can be drawn from this study: the first one is known in the literature as 
“rating momentum” and this means that a previous downgrade increases the prob-
ability to be downgraded again. For upgrades, the result is almost the opposite. The 
second finding of Lando and Skødeberg (2002) concerns the relationship between 
the time since last entry into the current rating and the transition probability. They 
found the longer the persistence in a rating the less likely it will be a change of state 
in the immediate future. In McNeil and Wendin (2006) a class of generalized linear 
mixed models were fitted for ordered polytomous responses by assuming a Markov 
process for the random effects. In this model, they took into account implicitly serial 
correlations in the migration counts that, as the authors pointed out, could be inter-
preted as momentum effects due to past economic conditions. In Wozabal and 
Hochreiter (2012), a coupled Markov chain model was proposed to model the rating 
transitions. However, as noted by the authors, to use this model in practice, it is 
necessary to implement more sophisticated estimation routines to obtain realistic 
parameter estimates. The main objective of this article is to analyze the dynamic of 
the rating migrations as well as to obtain reliable estimates for the probability rating 
transitions in a one-year time horizon. The data refer to a sample of 4747 municipal 
bonds issuers in the United States rated by the Credit Rating Agency Moody’s for the 
historical period from 1992 to 2013.

2. THE MODEL

The Markov chain is a well known probabilistic model used to explore dependencies 
between successive observations. The usual first order Markov chain model consid-
ers that, given the present, the future is conditionally independent of the past. 
However, in some situations the future depends not only on the present but on the 
last observations. Unfortunately the number of parameters of these fully parame-
terized models increases very rapidly: a k-order Markov chain model with m states 
has mk (m − 1) parameters. For example, for a Markov chain of order equal to 3 and 
6 possible states, the number of parameters to estimate is 1080. From now on MCk 
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will denote a full parameterized k-order Markov chain model. MC0 model will corre-
spond to a series of independent outcomes.

A multinomial cumulative (logistic) model can be used to estimate a k-order Markov 
chain model. However, in the credit data, the transitions between distant ratings are 
unlikely and the off-diagonal probabilities are poorly estimated due to the low number 
of observations, occasionally leading us to convergence failures. A common practice 
is to impose constraints on the parameters. In this regard, the proportional-odds 
model (POM) described in McCullagh (1980), is highly restrictive and in many practic-
es, an unrealistic assumption. In order to estimate the transition probabilities for the 
MC1 model, we consider a less restrictive approach that we call the Shortpersistence 
model (SPM) which only depends on the state at the previous instant. In addition, a 
persistent-diagonal matrix is constructed in order to relax the proportional odds 
assumption doing use of the persistent nature of the ratings over time.

Furthermore, we propose a more parsimonious higher order Markov model taking 
into account the long-persistence observed in the ratings migration. The SPM model 
is extended to that we call the k-order Long-persistence model in which includes 
the immediately previous observations (short persistence) and also a summary of 
what happened many time before a certain instant (long persistence). Consider a 
discrete-time random variable Xt taking values in a finite set of states 1, 2, ..., m. 
Then, we define the k-order Long-persistence Markov Chain model of degree r 
(from now denoted as LPMk (r)) by means of the relationship:

where i0, i1, ..., it ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}, k, r are integers and k > r. In the conditional part there 
are the long-persistence terms, , that summarize a sequence of 
states between the instants t − r − 1 and t − k, and the short-persistence terms 
represented by the short memory observations Xt−r = it−r, ..., Xt−1 = it−1.

An advantage of this model is that it is simple to interpret and standard statistical 
packages can be used for fitting it as the VGLM package in R (Yee, 2010) or the 
NLMIXED procedure in SAS.
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3. THE RESULTS

We have fitted the LPMk (r) models for k=2,3,4,5,6 and r=1,2 to the ratings data. 
According to the BIC criterium, the best model is the LPM3(1) and this means that 
the state of the rating at the instant t depends on the 3 previous states. In Table 1 we 
show a summary of the results of fit for several estimated models: the fully para-
metrized Markov chain models (MCk ), the POM model of order 1, the SPM and the 
LPM3(1) model. Notice that, MC0, the independence model, is among the worst 
results. Even though MC0* by adding a random effect by issuer was worse than the 
higher order Markov chain models explored.

q BIC model

5 72520 MC0

6 67945 MC0*

30 35592 MC1

180 33870 MC2

1080 41525 MC3

10 36102 MC1-POM

13 35551 SPM

17 32532 LPM3(1)

Table 1. BIC statistics and number of parameters (q) for several models fitted.

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented a statistical model to fit high order Markov chain models with 
long-persistence, that is, models for which the transitions typically take place 
between states which are close. One of the main problems in high order Markov 
chain models is the high number of parameters to be estimated. However, the long-
persistency property of rating transitions has been used to fit more parsimonious 
Markov chain models in order to estimate the oneyear transition probabilities 
between states of rating. We have found that in municipal ratings the information of 
the previous state is insufficient to explain the rating at the present time. Specifically, 
the probability of observing a particular rating at the current instant depends on the 
observed states over the last three years. Moreover, we have shown that it is not 
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necessary to specify all the information concerning the previous history and a 
summary of this has led us to construct a more simple and explicative model.

Our model can be fitted using a cumulative logistic regression for an ordinal polyto-
mous response, using standard statistical packages. Some times, a common proce-
dure is to impose the proportional odds assumption (POM model) that leads to a 
lower number of parameters. However, the POM is inappropriate to estimate transi-
tions between states for the municipal ratings sample. A general non-proportional 
model (NPOM) without constraints on the parameters can fall into convergence 
problems due to the high number of parameters to be estimated. In persistent rating 
transitions, this problem is further accentuated by the low frequency of transitions 
between distant states by leading us to failures in the estimation. Our model is a 
partial proportional model that becomes less restrictive than the POM, obtaining 
better results according to the BIC criterium. In our model we take into account a 
persistent matrix in which the diagonal parameters are not constrained and, in addi-
tion, they may be reliably estimated.
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12. SOME PARAMETRIC TESTS IN PARTIALLY-NON-REGULAR 
LOG-EXPONENTIAL MODELS

I. Barranco-Chamorro
University of Sevilla, Department of Statistics and Operations

Research (Faculty of Mathematics), Spain, chamorro@us.es

ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose asymptotic methods to carry out hypothesis tests on values 
of a parametric function when sampling from partially-non-regular log-exponential 
models. Specifically, we study the likelihood ratio, Wald, and score tests. Our results 
are applicable to the two-parameter exponential, power-function and Pareto distri-
butions. Simulations and applications to lifetime data analysis and economics are 
included.

1. INTRODUCTION

Location-scale models are characterized by having probability density function 
(pdf), f (·), given by

(1)

where θ ∈ ℝ is a location parameter, σ > 0 0 is a scale parameter, and f0(·) is a fully 
specified pdf. If > 0 is a random variable (rv) and Y = ln X has pdf of the form (1) then 
X has a log-location-scale distribution. The Weibull, log-logistic, and log-normal are 
all log-location-scale distributions; the corresponding location-scale distributions 
are the extreme value, logistic and normal, respectively. These models can be 
considered regular for inferential purposes and have been extensively studied, see 
for instance Lawless (2003) and references therein.
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In this paper, we focus on a subclass of log-location-scale models that can be called 
partially non-regular. The point is that, unlike the regular models previously cited, the 
support of distributions we consider depends on the unknown location parameter. So 
we will have that the estimator of the location parameter is non-regular, whereas the 
estimator of the scale parameter behaves in a regular way. In this context, the term 
partially non-regular was proposed by Dubinin and Vardeman (2003). There exist 
hardly papers by using this approach to deal with inferential issues.

We highlight Smith (1985), Dubinin and Vardeman (2003) and BarrancoChamorro 
and Jiménez-Gamero (2012). Obviously, the mixture of estimators we have in these 
models leads to complications with respect to inferential purposes. The term log-
exponential distributions was proposed in Barranco-Chamorro and Jiménez-
Gamero (2012) for the subclass of loglocation-scale models that can be related, via 
the logarithm transformation, to the two-parameter exponential distribution. As 
important cases of them, we can cite the power-function (PF) and the classical 
Pareto models with unknown scale and shape parameters and whose support 
depend on the scale parameter.

The problem we face in this paper is the following one. We consider a simple random 
sample (srs) of size n from (1) in the partially non-regular case. Let us denote by 
and  the MLEs of the unknown parameters, and consider h a real-valued smooth 
function of . Our aim is to propose several asymptotic procedures to test 
H0 : h(θ, σ) = 0 versus H1 : not H0. Specifically, we consider the likelihood ratio, Wald, 
and score tests. Results are obtained when sampling from a two-parameter expo-
nential distribution. Later, these procedures are extended to models that can be 
related via a logarithm transformation to the two-parameter exponential distribu-
tion. Finally, the performance of the three methods is compared through examples 
and simulations carried out by using R. Practical applications to reliability, lifetime 
models, and economics are included.

As precedent of this paper, we can cite Barranco-Chamorro and Jiménez Gamero 
(2012), where we gave conditions on the parametric function h to get approximations 
to the moments of , and got the limiting distribution of . It was prov-
en that, in general, the asymptotic behaviour of  is dominated by the behav-
iour of the ‘regular’ estimator . However there exist other possible situations in 
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which the asymptotic properties of the non-regular estimator should be taken into 
account. In this paper, we propose and study other asymptotic approaches to deal 
with inferential issues in these models. We highlight that our approach is based on 
the knowledge of the limiting joint distribution of , that in this case is no 
longer bivariate normal.

2. PARTIALLY NON-REGULAR LOG-EXPONENTIAL MODELS

In this section we introduce some notation and basic results in models we are deal-
ing with.

Definition 2.1. A rv Y follows a two-parameter exponential distribution, E(θ, σ), if its 
pdf is given by

(2)

where θ is a location parameter that also determines the support of the distribution, 
σ is a scale parameter, and I[θ,+∞)(·) denotes the indicator function of [θ, +∞).

Given Y1, . . . , Yn, a simple random sample of size n from (2), the MLEs of θ and σ are 
, respectively.  is non-regular for inferential purposes 

whereas  is regular.

Definition 2.2. Partially-non-regular log-exponential models are models such that 
the logarithm transformation of original variables converts the order statistics from 
these distributions into the order statistics from an E(θ, σ) distribution.

Examples of them are the Power-function and Pareto distributions defined by the 
following pdf’s.

• Power-function, P F (ξ, α), with 

• Pareto, P a(ξ, α), with 
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 In both cases α is a shape parameter, and ξ is a scale parameter that also deter-
mines the support of the distribution. When sampling from these models, results 
obtained for an exponential distribution can be applied with minor modifications. We 
must apply the logarithm transformation to the variables and reparameterize the 
original parametric function in terms of σ = α−1. Details can be seen in Barranco-
Chamorro and Jiménez-Gamero (2012).

3. TEST PROCEDURES

In this section we present the three test procedures we are going to study in detail. 
First, we develop results for an E(θ, σ) distribution. They can be extended to log-
exponential models.

Let us consider a hypothesis test of the form

where (θ, σ) are unknown parameters of an E(θ, σ) distribution, and h is a real-valued 
smooth function.

3.1. Wald Method

This method is based on the following result.

Theorem 3.1. Let Y1, . . . , Yn be a srs from the E(θ, σ) distribution defined in (2), and 
h a parametric function admitting a first order Taylor expansion at (θ, σ) ∈ Θ. If 
D2h(θ, σ) ≠ 0 at (θ, σ) then

(3)

where Z ~ N (0, 1), D2h(θ, σ) denotes the first partial derivative of h with respect to σ 
evaluated at a given (θ, σ) ∈ Θ, i.e. D2h(θ, σ) = (∂/∂σ)h(θ, σ), and  is a consistent 
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estimator of σD2h(θ, σ). That is, if we denote by  then the Wald test 
statistic is

(4)

where is the estimated standard error of . Under H0, ZW follows a N (0, 1) 
distribution. The test is carried out by comparing the ZW -value obtained from (4) to 
the appropriate value from the N (0, 1).

We highlight that (4) is easy to apply, but it presents some deficiencies.

3.2. Score Method

This method is based on the calculus of the MLE for the constraint model proposed 
in H0. This MLE is denoted by . Analogously to the previous result, we have a 
standard normal distribution for the test statistic based on .

3.3. Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT)

The LRT statistic is given by

In order to apply this method, we need to obtain the MLEs of (θ, σ), , and the 
MLEs of (θ, σ) under the constraint proposed in H0, . This test is usually given 
in terms o f λh = 2 ln Λh, whose limiting distribution under H0 is

(5)
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that is, a chi-square distribution with k degrees of freedom, where k depends on the 
gradient vector of h, ∇h, at (θ0, σ0 ), with (θ0, σ0 ) a vector of parameters satisfying the 
constraint proposed in H0, h(θ0, σ0 ) = 0.

The results obtained for the E(θ, σ) distribution are extended with minor modifica-
tions to log-exponential models. To conclude, we highlight that the problems we 
have faced in this section are not obvious. In Section 4, we include some applications 
and simulations that illustrate the performance of all these methods.

4. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we point out that the models considered in this paper have been 
extensively applied in reliability, lifetime data analysis, and economics. For this 
reason, we consider parametric functions of interest in these fields, such as quan-
tiles, and functions that allow us to estimate the Lorenz curve and the Gini index. By 
using R, simulation studies have been carried out. They allow us to asses and 
compare the performance of the methods proposed. We conclude that, even for 
moderate sample sizes, our results perform quite well.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It can be said that the essential contribution of this paper is to show how to carry out 
asymptotic tests when we have regular and non-regular estimators. This is a compli-
cated parametric problem that, in this way, it can be handled satisfactorily. Quite often 
the sample size is large enough to apply these results. We have also highlighted the 
practical importance of distributions we are dealing with. We can find applications of 
them to diverse fields of lifetime data analysis and economics. New uses of these 
models are continuously emerging in practice. For instance, Pareto distribution has 
recently been proposed to describe the traffic of files in the Internet, see for instance 
(Chabchoub et al., 2010). Our results can be applied to deal with problems emerging 
in these new settings. We have shown, through simulations, that our results perform 
quite well, and may be compared to other popular techniques used in practice. The 
method is important and other inferential problems could be tackled similarly.
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ABSTRACT

The goal of this paper is to present eco-innovation implementation risk at enterprises. 
Eco-innovation is rather modern term and can be a method to solve emerging environ-
mental problems as consequences of economic growth. As for any innovation, eco-
innovations have several types and can result therefore in a new or significantly 
improved product (good or service), process, a new marketing or organisational meth-
ods. Ecoinnovation should be seen as an integral part of innovation efforts across all 
the economy sectors. European countries observe many barriers for implementation 
of eco-innnovation, mainly associated with the high investments risk and limited interest.

1. INTRODUCTION

The European Union goal is to have an economic growth with ecoinnovations (EIO, 
ETAP). However, there are significant barriers to implement eco-innovations that 
need to be overcome before they are embraced by consumers. These are mainly 
caused by high risk of market and uncertain return on investment. Some environ-
mental innovations require a lengthy period of time before they are adopted, which 
are directly related to their diffusion rate and diffusion path. The ”New Member” 
countries in European Union are on a path to introduce broadly environmental tech-
nologies. We argue that eco-innovation in countries’ companies is a key to the trans-
formation towards green economy. Both current and expected regulations are 
particularly important for pushing firms to reduce air and water pollution, decrease 
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hazardous substance risk and increase recyclability of products. Cost savings are an 
important incentive for reducing energy and material use. Customer requirements 
are very important source for eco-innovations, particularly with regard to products 
with improved environmental performance and process innovations that increase 
material efficiency, reduce energy consumption and waste disposal.

This paper consist of six chapters including introduction and conclusion. First, I 
review literature about Eco-innovation and analyse how different stakeholder can 
contribute to building a green economy through eco-innovation. In the second chap-
ter I analyze eco-innovation definition, and in the third pull factors. The fourth chap-
ter deals with eco-innovation gap and in five I give some practical examples. In conlu-
sion I underline incentives and barriers of ecoinnovation development in European 
companies.

2. WHAT IS ECO-INNOVATION?

First, we have to underline that no agreed definition of ecoinnovation has been 
developed until today. First definition of eco-innovation was formulated by C. Fussler 
i T. James (1996, p. 364), who described them as bringing profit both to producers 
and consumers, and simultaneously decreasing negative impact on environment. 
Since the 90’s many definitions were generated but this general category is very 
problematic to define, requiring both theoretical knowledge and practical research. 
In the last years this concept is becoming very attractive among researchers, entre-
preneurships, policy makers. Many previous work on eco-innovation have focused 
only on environmentally motivated innovation, neglecting completely the environ-
mental gains from “normal” innovations (Kemp, 2008). Here, normal innovation is 
described as innovation for normal market reasons of saving costs or providing 
better services to users.

Instead of viewing the environment as just a source of raw materials or as an 
external challenge, companies in the future will internalise environmental sustain-
ability in how they meet customer needs. Businesses will change the rules of the 
game by changing how they create, deliver eco-innovative product and capture 
value.
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The outcomes of the ecoinnovation are very important to the decision makers. 
Traditional environmental policies and measures focus on dealing with specific 
problems. For instance, it has cleaned up water pollution, recycled certain products, 
contributed to climatic change decreasing risk. However, since traditional problem 
solving begins after recognising a problem’s existence, risk, such policies are 
neither helpful on a systems level, nor are they preventive in a general. Solving indi-
vidual problems only by specialised environmental technologies can even lead to 
risk of other problems, in particular those as yet undiscovered. Today, more than 
95% of the resources lifted from nature are wasted before the finished goods reach 
the market. And many industrial products such as cars demand additional natural 
resources while being used. Sufficiently decoupling production and consumption 
from nature requires new philosophy, systems, goods, services, processes, and 
procedures for meeting human needs.

Besides the environmental gain, there should be a novelty, either from the develop-
ment point of view or an adoption point of view. According to the Oslo Manual (OECD, 
2005), innovation is defined as the implementation of a new or significantly improved 
product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a new organiza-
tional method in business practice. What is important is that OECD makes a distinc-
tion between innovations new to the world and those new to the adopter.

Although quite many companies implement eco-innovation, but the majority either 
still do not eco-innovate due to risk or the material savings gained due to innovation 
are not important. Nevertheless there exists solid, untapped, often unrealized 
potential for eco-innovation in the EU. Around one fourth of innovating companies in 
the EU-27 have reported introducing eco-innovation to reduce material use in years 
2006-2008, according to the Community Innovation Survey/CIS/ (Eurostat, 2008).

3. ECO-INNOVATION MAIN PULL FACTORS

Kempton et al. (1991), and Jaffe and Stavins (1994); Kenzig and Wustenhagen (2008) 
stated that there are some characteristics of eco-innovations influence market 
pull factors: “Costumer investment decisions regarding eco-innovations are 
cha racterized by”:
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• Different investment profiles over time (higher purchase price and set-up costs) 
and lower costs which means a different return on investment profile.

• Information asymmetries due to search experience, and credence attributes. 
Eco-innovations are hampered by the risk stigma. This is due to information 
asymmetries since the necessary information is needed to overcome this preju-
dice/ this point of view.

• Externalities (e.g. environmentally sound alternatives imply a higher collective 
benefit but lower or equal private benefits than conventional alternatives) 
Eco-innovations may have the characteristic that the party taking the invest-
ment is not the party that captures/ receives the correlated benefits.

• Infrequent decisions, meaning an extensive decision-making process which 
implies high involvement, high cognitive effort, high risk, and a substantial need 
for information due to limited experience. Customers interested in eco-innova-
tions are usually not yet experienced in the decision making process since eco-
innovations, most of the time, consist of a relatively new, high risk and undis-
covered market or technique. Dutch experts of commercial parties (business 
organisations, scientists and advisors) do not really see any major differences 
between eco-innovations and regular innovation, with the exception of system-
atic innovations (Bertens Statema, 2011).

4. THE GAP IN ECO-INNOVATION

There is a gap both in the scale of eco-innovative activities, with large differences 
between countries, sectors, and sizes of companies as well as a gap in the scope of 
eco-innovation changes, with a tendency towards more incremental rather than 
radical changes introduced to the market.
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Figure 1. Share of innovating companies reducing material use per unit of output, 2006-2008.
Source: EIO (2012), p. 7.

The gap between innovators and eco-innovators is significant across the EU. In 
Germany around 39% of innovators are eco-innovating, but only 10% in Cyprus and 
Bulgaria (see Figure 1 for further differences). If one looked at the share of eco-inno-
vators in total companies, only around 15% of companies across the EU have reported 
eco-innovative activity focused on material efficiency. In Poland there is little innova-
tion (located on the penultimate place in the ranking). Eco-innovators are about 22% 
of the total innovators in Poland.

Poland is among the countries scoring persistently low in the European Eco-innovation 
Scoreboard since 2010 (EIO, 2012). In the 2013 edition Poland came second last among 
the EU countries with the score below the EU average (45 out of 100). The overall low 
score in the index, especially in terms of eco-innovation inputs and outputs, reflects 
the low innovativeness of the country in general (Szpindor and Sniegocki, 2012).

The low score in the eco-innovation activities may be underestimated. According to 
a recent Eurobarometer survey More than 9 out of 10 Polish companies surveyed by 
the Eurobarometer in 2011 claimed to have introduced at least one eco-innovation 
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in the past two years (Gallup, 2011). This seems rather plausible, as the basic 
improvements in energy efficiency were part of the overall modernisation in the 
Polish economy in the 1990. Companies tend to consider these changes ‘incremen-
tal rationalisation’ rather than an eco-innovation. While we may expect improve-
ments in eco-innovation inputs and activities in the coming years, the improvement 
of resource efficiency outcomes would require lasting systemic innovation efforts 
before any substantial improvements become visible in statistics. The relatively poor 
performance is caused by many structural factors rarely associated with the natural 
environment (e.g. science-industry collaboration, absorption capacity of SMEs, the 
lack of economic and fiscal incentives, high investment risk, etc.). These are some-
times referred to as ‘bottlenecks’ in the innovation system. Removing systemic 
barriers to innovation while adding a strong sustainable strategic direction in the 
policy framework could reinvigorate the ongoing process of socioeconomic trans-
formation in Poland.

5. EXAMPLES OF THE ECO-INNOVATION

The country has outstanding examples of eco-innovations in energy and water 
management, hazardous waste treatment, solar energy, green banking and coke 
industry and a number of eco-innovation related programmes and initiatives within 
clusters. On the other hand, ecoinnovation does not constitute a driving force for 
new business opportunities in Poland. One of the examples of successful ecoinnova-
tions is a device for water aeration. POLIMAT EKO designed original solutions for a 
tool used to aerate and de-gas waters in reservoirs (lakes, ponds, rivers) operating 
as a sprinkler and aerator for water. In the water treatment technology, aerators are 
used for de-ironing and demanganation of water. Application of aerators decrease 
the volume of pollution dissolved in water.

Aerating devices of Polimat Eko are applied in water (rivers, lakes, ponds, water 
holes, reservoirs), in sewage treatment plants and in industry. These are standing or 
floating aerators with relevant capacities. They are made of materials which do not 
require maintenance; and resistant to corrosion and subject to recycling and 
powered with electric engines of small power; the aeration process is fully auto-
mated and may be optionally monitored by the company. With relatively small sizes, 
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these devices are very efficient in the aeration process. The artificial aeration system 
proposed by POLIMAT EKO does not cause changes in water temperature and in 
consequence leads to reduction in internal enrichment of water with bio-genes from 
bottom sediment. Aeration devices of Polimat Eko participate in an innovative recla-
mation project of Lake Parnowo.

6. CONCLUSION

The main barrier to eco-innovation in Central Europe, including Poland is the overall 
low level of innovativeness of the Polish economy (Szpindor and Sniegocki, 2012). 
The most significant barriers faced by companies that implement eco-innovation 
were lack of funds, difficult access to capital, the relatively high cost of eco-innova-
tive technologies, risk of market demand and uncertain return on investment, the 
lack of economic and fiscal incentives, administrative barriers as being a problem, 
often in relation to the risk-averse public procurement practices. The lack of suffi-
cient knowledge may lead to the perceptions of eco-innovation as a cost rather than 
potential benefit to the company, which removes the main incentive to invest in inno-
vation activity (Szpindor and Sniegocki, 2012). Another barrier signalled by compa-
nies developing environmental technologies was the risk that their customers did 
not consider environmental benefits when making purchasing decisions. Unexpectedly, 
the great majority of the same sample would routinely point to the environmental 
benefits of their technologies in their marketing activities.
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14. RISK BEHAVIOR BEHIND DISTORTION RISK MEASURES

J. Belles-Sampera
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ABSTRACT

This article characterizes the risk attitude involved in distortion risk measures. First, it 
is shown that the area of the distortion function provides valuable information related to 
the implicit risk attitude in aggregate terms, which leads to the definition of aggregate 
risk attitude. In the second stage a graphical analysis based on the distortion function is 
carried out to provide a local description of the underlying risk behavior. Here, the 
concepts of absolute risk attitude and relative risk attitude arise in a natural manner.

1. INTRODUCTION

This article pursues to contribute into the study of the risk behavior in risk assess-
ment. Properties and limitations of risk measures have been extensively studied in 
the literature. Up to our knowledge, however, scarce attention has been paid to the 
risk attitude that the decision maker is assuming when a risk measure is chosen. 
This study analyses the risk behavior that is implicit in the agent applying a particu-
lar risk measure. The attention is focused on the family of distortion risk measures 
introduced by Wang (1995, 1996). The characterization of the implicit risk attitude 
that is involved in a distortion risk measure is carried out by means of the analysis 
based on the distortion function.

In particular, it is investigated the quantitative information related to the aggregate 
risk behavior linked to the risk measure provided by the area of the distortion function 
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linked to the distortion risk measure. The aggregate risk attitude only provides a 
partial portrait of the underlying risk attitude. It is reasonable to suppose that deci-
sion makers are not worried about all random events in the same way. Decision 
makers frequently give different treatments to different random events. Note that 
some of these events can represent benefits or affordable losses. Therefore, the 
aggregate risk behavior of a risk measure has to be completed with local informa-
tion about the implicit risk attitude in front of a particular random event. A quotient 
function based on the distortion function associated to the risk measure is defined 
with this purpose. The quotient function is graphically analyzed to investigate the 
risk attitude of the agent at any point of the survival distribution function when using 
a certain risk measure. The graphical evaluation of the risk-appetite pattern of the 
manager in the range of feasible values is the basis of the definition of two concepts, 
absolute risk behavior and relative risk behavior.

2. DISTORTION RISK MEASURES

A distortion function is a non-decreasing and injective function g from [0, 1] to [0, 1] 
such that g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1. Consider a probability space and the set of all random 
variables defined on this space. Given one of these random variables X, the value ρg 
(X ) that a distortion risk measure2 returns when applied to X may be understood as 
the value of the asymmetric Choquet integral of X with respect to a capacity, a 
capacity which is build by distorting the survival probability of X with the distortion 
function g, i.e.

Most frequently used distortion risk measures are the quantile-based risk meas-
ures Value-at-Risk (VaR) and Tail Value-at-Risk (TVaR). Let consider VaRα and 
TVaRα risk measures which are defined for a random variable X as 

 and  VaRα (X) = , 
respectively, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a confidence level.

1 As introduced by Wang (1995, 1996).
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The relationship between the VaR and TVaR risk measures and discrete Choquet integrals 
has been shown in Belles-Sampera et al. (2013). Both VaRα (X ) and TVaRα (X ) may be 
understood as Choquet integrals with respect to capacities ν = ψα ◦ P and τ = γα ◦ P, 
respectively, where P is the  and 
distortion functions associated to these risk measures.

Many articles have appeared in recent years that pay attention to risk measures 
based on distortion functions or on generalizations of the quantiles. Some examples 
of the first group are Zhu and Li (2012) and Belles-Sampera et al. (2014). Bellini and 
Gianin (2012) and Bellini et al. (2014) fit to second group. An interplay between both 
groups is found in Dhaene et al. (2012) and Goovaerts et al. (2012).

3. RISK ATTITUDE

It is analyzed here the risk behavior of agents when they select a particular distor-
tion risk measure to assess the risk. Note that the distortion risk measure is defined 
as ρ (X ) = Cg◦P (X ), where Cg◦P (X ) is the Choquet integral with respect to capacity 
g ◦ P being P the cdf of X. So, the role played by the distortion function g is to distort 
the survival probability of X . The mathematical expectation of X can be understood 
as a particular case of distortion risk measure such that , where 
the distortion function is the identity function id. Indeed, the value of a distortion risk 
measure ρ (X) may be interpreted as the expectation of X given that the survival 
probability of X has been previously distorted by the function g. So, the area under g 
can be understood as an indicator of the aggregated risk behavior of an agent.

Decision-makers are frequently classified as either risk averse, risk neutral or risk 
loving agents. Note that a risk neutral agent would not distort the survival distribu-
tion function, so the associated distortion function linked to aggregated risk neutral-
ity should be the id function. The area under the id function is one half and this value 
could be used as a benchmark of aggregated risk attitude or behavior. An aggre-
gated risk averse agent would make an upper distortion of the survival distribution 
in accumulated terms. In consequence, the area under g of an aggregated risk 
averse agent should be larger than one half. Similarly, an agent would have aggre-
gated risk appetite if the area under g is lower than one half.
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A graphical analysis is proposed to complement the examination of risk attitudes of 
decision makers when using distortion risk measures. An indicator of the area 
under the distortion function evaluates the accumulated distortion performed over 
the survival distribution function. Unfortunately, this measure does not have into 
account which part of the survival distribution function was distorted. From the point 
of view of the manager, of course, it is not equivalent to distort the survival probabil-
ity associated to the right tail of the random variable linked to losses or to distort the 
left tail. Additionally, all distortion functions with an area equal to one half would be 
linked to aggregated risk neutrality, where the id function is only a particular case.

An option is to define the risk behavior in absolute terms. An absolute risk neutral 
agent should be the decision-maker who does not distort any survival probability 
and, then, who use the id function as associated distortion function, i.e. g(u) = id(u) 
= u for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. An absolute risk averse agent should have associated a distortion 
function g such that g(u) > u, for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. And, in the same line, an absolute risk 
loving agent should have a distortion function g such that g(u) < u, for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. 
This definition of risk behavior is in absolute terms in the sense that the relationship 
of ordering between g(u) and u must be fulfilled in the whole range [0, 1]. Note that 
these considerations lead to a more restrictive definition of risk behavior than the 
previous aggregated risk behavior. Under the definition of aggregated risk behavior 
it is only required to fulfill the classification criterion in aggregated terms. So, all 
absolute risk averse agents are aggregated risk averse agents but the opposite does 
not hold.

The absolute risk behavior definition implies that the implicit risk attitude of an 
agent is invariable over the range of values. Nevertheless, there are no reasons to 
have an unique risk attitude on the whole range. An agent could have a different 
risk-behavior depending on the interval of values under consideration. The risk atti-
tude implicit in frequently used risk measures is not invariant. It is the case, for 
instance, of VaRα. When using VaRα, a risk averse behavior is involved in the interval 
[1 − α, 1), but a risk loving attitude is associated to the interval (0, 1 − α). So, an abso-
lute risk behavior can not be linked to the VaRα risk measure. In those situations 
that the implicit risk attitude is not constant, the absolute risk behavior criterion 
would not be an adequate classification.
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The study of the risk behavior of agents when used a particular risk measure is 
often more explanatory when is locally investigated in each particular area. Let us 
define the function Qg (u) on u ∈ [0, 1] as the quotient between the distortion func-
tion g and the identity function,  for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. The Qg (u) allows the 
analysis of the agent’s risk behavior at any survival probability point. It takes non-
negative values. This quotient function provides a function on survival probabilities 
u which describes the distortion factor applied at each u level by g. The quotient Qg 
is a quantifier of the relative risk behavior of the agent at any point. The quotient 
value represents the relative risk attitude of the decision maker in comparison to 
the risk neutral attitude of the agent who is confident with the survival probability. 
An agent is risk neutral, risk averse or risk loving at point u if Qg (u) is equal, higher 
or lower than one, respectively. The graphical analysis consists of plotting Qg (u) 
against the identity function, for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1. Two examples are shown in Figure 1, 
where quotient functions associated to VaRα and to TVaRα are displayed.

Figure 1. Quotient functions for VaRα (left) and TVaRα (right). Note that they only differ on the 
interval [0, 1 − α). Qid is the quotient function of the mathematical expectation 𝔼.

Let emphasize that the quotient 1/u, for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, marks out the maximum risk 
aversion frontier (as it can be deduced from Figure 1). The function Qg (u) computes 
the ratio between the distorted survival probability and the survival probability, so 
1/u is the maximum value attainable by Qg (u). Note that the function Qg (u) is equal to 
1 in the whole range for a completely risk neutral agent in absolute terms (absolute 
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risk neutral agent ). So, values 0 ≤ Qg (u) < 1 indicate a risk loving behavior of the 
agent at point u.

If we focus the attention on the Qg (u) associate to the VaRα, it is shown that a radical 
risk attitude is implicit in the interval [1 − α, 1) which varies to the opposite extreme 
position in the interval (0, 1 − α). Indeed, maximum risk aversion is involved in [1 −α, 1) 
and maximum risk loving attitude in (0, 1 −α). Some similarities are found when Qg 
(u) associated to the the TVaRα is examined. Two ranges involving a different risk 
attitude are distinguished as well. Maximum risk aversion is involved in the interval 
[1 − α, 1) and a constant (non-boundary) risk aversion attitude is involved in (0, 1 − α). 
Unlike the VaRα, an absolute risk averse behavior is associated to the TVaRα since 
Qg (u) > 1 or, equivalently, g(u) > u, for all 0 ≤ u ≤ 1.

To conclude, we show that the quotient Qg (u) can be used to characterize the rela-
tive risk behavior of an agent at any point. The value of Qg (u) at a particular point 
depends on the distortion function, but on the original survival function as well. That 
is, risk attitude in the quotient function is contemplated on the size of the performed 
distortion (denominator) but also on the position in which this distortion is performed 
(numerator). Note that the area under the quotient function Qg (u) provides similar 
information than the area under g, but now it is expressed on the basis of risk 
neutrality. Indeed, the area under the quotient function can be interpreted as the 
area under a weighted distortion function, where weights (1/u) are given to distorted 
values Qg (u) = g (u)· 1/u . Following this interpretation, higher weights are assigned 
to distortion function values associated to lower survival values. Therefore, the eval-
uation of the area under Qg (u) may be useful to analyze the aggregate risk behavior 
in those situations in which values of the distortion function are requested to be 
weighted indicating that risk aversion is negatively associated to the size of survival 
values. In this manner, the area under the quotient function is then interpreted as a 
weighted quantifier of the aggregated risk behavior, where an area equal to one 
indicates aggregate risk neutrality, an area larger than one aggregate risk aversion 
and an area lower than one aggregated risk appetite.
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4. DISCUSSION

Distortion risk measures are widely used to assess risk in many contexts. The risk 
value returned by a distortion risk measure basically depends on the characteristics 
of the random variable, which are captured by the survival distribution, and the 
associated distortion function. These two parts are disaggregated and our attention 
is focused on the analysis of the distortion function. The distortion function can be 
understood as a weighting function of the survival probabilities. Therefore, any risk 
attitude implicit in a distortion risk measure is to some extent attached into its 
distortion function.

The size of the area under the distortion function reveals the accumulated distortion 
made over the survival distribution. So, this indicator informs about the aggregated 
risk attitude when a particular distortion risk measure is applied. Risk attitude 
implicit in a risk measure is not only determined by the area size of the distortion 
function. As important as the size of the aggregated distortion is how this total 
distortion is distributed through the range of values. The risk information provided 
by the area under the distortion function be complemented by the quotient function, 
which is the ratio between the distortion function and the identity function. We 
demonstrate that a graphical analysis of this quotient function gives local informa-
tion of the relative risk behavior associated to the risk measure at any point of the 
range of values. In addition, the area under the quotient function provides similar 
aggregate risk information than the area under the distortion function, so this 
quotient function could replace the distortion function in the analysis of aggregate 
risk behavior, particularly if distorted values are requested to be weighted.
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ABSTRACT

Political risk is the risk related to political decisions. Such risk comes in many 
forms, and is likely to be important for many firms and individuals. Still, political risk 
is relatively little analyzed, possibly because it is difficult to quantify and model. In 
this paper, I briefly discuss different types of political risk, and outline how such risk 
could be measured, analyzed and coped with. A more formal analysis will be provided 
in an extended version of the paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Based on the traditional Knightian definition (Knight, 1921) political risk might seem 
like a contradiction in terms. Knight advocated a distinction between risk, with known 
or estimable probabilities and state payoffs, and uncertainty, where probabilities (and 
often potential states and/or state payoffs) are difficult to estimate. Political decisions 
are, by their nature, difficult to estimate probabilities for, and “political uncertainty” 
would, based on this, be a more appropriate term. However, the Knightian definition 
has become less important, and “political risk” seems to be the most common term 
these days. I will hence use the term “political risk” for the rest of the paper.

Some further clarification of the concept could also be necessary. Although political 
decisions could impact different stakeholders in different ways, this paper will be 
limited to the economic impact of such risk. Also, whereas individuals too face polit-
ical risk, for instance related to changes in the tax system or the pension system, 
this paper will primarily consider the risk faced by for-profit firms.
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Political risk is obviously important for many, if not most firms. Many examples 
are intuitively easy to grasp. All firms are affected by changes to the tax system. 
Many firms sell goods or services to the government, and particular industries 
has been substantially hindered (or supported) by government regulations or 
subsidies, for instance the tobacco industry or the renewable energy industry. An 
example of how such risk is perceived is provided by Bergfjord (2009), where 
fish-farmers were asked to rate various risk sources based on their perceived 
importance for them. Although fish-farming is not considered to be an industry 
particularly exposed to political decisions, the political risk factors were still 
considered the most important, ahead of various operational and financial risk 
factors.

Although intuitively important, surprisingly little research has been conducted on 
this particular type of risk. The most common perspective has been risk related to 
investment in foreign (developing) countries. As part of the finance literature, such 
studies often construct indices of risk levels for different countries, which in turn are 
used to calculate required rates of return for investments in different countries. Risk 
factors included in these analyses typically include risk of expropriation, corruption 
and various legal challenges (Clark, 1997).

Some work on political risk has also been done related to social security and pension 
benefits (see e.g. Shoven and Slavov, 2006), and within the political economy litera-
ture (see e.g. Persson and Tabellini, 2002 for an overview). However, most of this 
literature has different perspectives, for instance how political decisions can reduce 
or distribute risk.

The further structure of this short paper is as follows: First, I will discuss different 
types of political risk. Second, I will outline a framework for how such risk could be 
measured. Finally, I will discuss how economical agents could manage this risk, and 
whether/how governments should try to reduce the risk.
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2. DIFFERENT TYPES OF POLITICAL RISK

It is difficult to present a complete list of political risk factors. The relevant risks and 
their relative importance will vary from firm to firm, over time, and between differ-
ent countries.

It is nevertheless worth to try to sort risk factors along a few dimensions, not least 
because this makes it easier to discuss management strategies later. A first clas-
sification could be general risk vs specific risks. A hypothetical global value-added 
tax would be the ultimate general risk, as it would affect all firms, and it would affect 
them all in pretty much the same way. A government’s expropriation of a firm’s plant 
would be a very specific risk, as it would only affect this particular firm. Most risks 
are somewhere between these extremes. Some political decisions affect all or most 
firms in a country, and would thus be general on a national level. Other decisions 
affect one industry, whereas some decisions affect only a small number of firms 
within a industry.

A second classification could be based on the potential state payoffs. A potential 
minor change in the tax system would be a political risk, but would probably have a 
very small impact on most firms’ profit. The potential expropriation of a plant would, 
on the other hand, represent a much larger risk for this particular firm, as the differ-
ence in payoffs between the two states “expropriation” and “not expropriation” 
would be much larger. It is here worth pointing out that typically, general risks (i.e., 
political decisions affecting a broad range of companies) are typically less dramatic 
for each firm.

Although not directly related to the two dimensions above, it is also worth contem-
plating whether risks are just or unjust. In Western democracies, most political 
decisions are legitimate, and the people’s right to elect new governments which 
implement new policies is a valuable part of democracy. Hence, the risk of changes 
to the tax system, changes in regulations etc will generally be just, something firms 
will have to live with, and not necessarily something governments could and should 
try to eliminate. On the other hand, some risk factors, for instance corruption or 
illegitimate confiscation of property, would generally be considered unjust.
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To summarize, risk factors could be viewed as general or more firm-specific; with 
small or large potential effects, and finally also as just or unjust.

3. MEASUREMENT OF POLITICAL RISK

In principle, political risk could often be measured like any other type of risk. 
Although I mainly have focused on downside risk so far, there is a potential upside 
to many political decisions too, which makes it possible, at least in principle, to 
measure political risk using standard subjective probabilities and utility calculations 
as described for instance by Gilboa (2011). Ellsberg’s paradox (Ellsberg,1961) that 
uncertainty about probabilities is perceived to be an extra burden compared to 
taking on risks where the probabilities are known, will of course increase the 
perceived risk of many political decisions, but again, this is principally not different 
from many other risk factors.

There are, however, a few practical challenges which are particularly important 
when analyzing political risk factors. First, political decisions can be influenced. 
Both probabilities and state payoffs can be affected through for instance lobbying, 
yet the clear relationship between effort, probabilities and payoffs is often very 
difficult to establish. Second, most common techniques to estimate probabilities 
are harder for political decisions. Imagine, for instance, the risks related to a 
medical procedure3. Although the probability for success is based on many factors, 
and might appear difficult to estimate, large databases make it possible to build 
regression models which estimate probabilities based on most of the relevant 
variables (gender, age, medical history, surgeon performing the procedure etc). 
The problem with political decisions is first that it is very difficult to construct a 
database of relevant cases for comparison, and second, that if this is possible, all 
sorts of possible causal relations could usually be constructed between the differ-
ent variables. Such “narratives” are indeed common to observe as the background 
for political decisions, but the interdependence of variables makes estimation of 
probabilities difficult.

1 This example is used by Gilboa (2011).
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Even with these practical challenges, there are many situations where “traditional” 
risk analysis could be used. Establishing estimates for probabilities remains the 
critical point. Where necessary, consultants or other external experts could be used 
to assist with this, but there are also many political decisions where probability esti-
mates could be extracted from various markets. These include traditional financial 
markets, betting markets and prediction markets. The next step is to determine the 
state payoffs. This might be difficult if the state space is undetermined, but other-
wise it should not be more difficult than for other risk factors. Finally, in order to 
quantify the effect of the risk factors, knowledge about risk aversion, for instance 
through certainty equivalents, is necessary. Again, this is difficult in practice, but no 
more so for political risk factors than for other risk factors.

4. MANAGEMENT FROM ECONOMIC AGENTS

One reason why political risk is considered important among firms is that such risk 
factors appear to be more difficult to handle than many other risk factors. The prob-
ability of many operational risks can be affected by operational procedures, and 
much risk can be eliminated through insurance. Many financial risks can also be 
eliminated through standard financial contracts, for instance futures or forward 
contracts. Political risks, on the other hand, are virtually impossible to insure 
against.

Thus, there remains four main alternatives on how to cope with such risk. The first 
alternative is the obvious - to do nothing at all. Although this might appear silly, 
there are some good reasons to consider this alternative, in particular in light of the 
theoretical finance literature. First, managing political risk has a clear cost in terms 
of labor and attention. One could often argue that this attention and labor is better 
spent elsewhere, for instance on working on profitable projects within the firm’s 
regular business. Second, most firms have owners that equally well could manage 
this risk on their own. As an investor concerned with political risk, I could buy shares 
in one firm expected to benefit from a Republican president, and hedge this by also 
buying shares in a firm expected to benefit from a Democrat president. If one of 
these firms tries to eliminate their exposure to the election result, this will increase 
my overall risk as an owner rather than reducing it.
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The second strategy could be termed protection. Through operational decisions, 
firms can in some cases reduce their exposure to political decisions. For instance, if 
a higher minimum wage is considered, firms could adjust by automating more of 
their production, thus reducing the impact of higher wages. If a firm perceives there 
is a risk a foreign government will expropriate their plant, it can adjust by reducing 
investment in this plant, and/or move all R&D-activities away, so the value of the 
plant as a stand-alone unit would be reduced.

The third alternative is trying to influence the decision, through various types of 
lobbying. This is of course common practice, and done both directly by individual 
firms, industry organizations and through professional lobbyists and agencies. 
Some potential pitfalls to this strategy are worth mentioning. First, it is often diffi-
cult to analyze the effects of lobbying. If a beneficial decision is made, it is often not 
clear whether this happened because of our lobbying, or whether the outcome 
would have been the same anyway. Second, lobbying is politically and culturally 
sensitive. If done wrong, it may backfire and create negative responses, both from 
the actual decision makers, but also among the general public.

The fourth option, less common in practice and often harder to implement, is hedg-
ing. If a firm is heavily affected by who is elected president, it could hedge some of 
this risk by buying contracts that pay out if the “wrong” candidate is elected. Although 
little used, such opportunities to use financial markets for hedging exist more often 
than one would first think, and could be worth exploring for firms wishing to reduce 
these risks.

5. GOVERNMENT ACTIONS

There are several good reasons why governments not necessarily should be 
concerned about reducing the political risk faced by firms. The first and foremost is 
that political decisions, including changes to previous decisions, are important for 
the democracy. If there were no risk of changes to the current situation, elections 
and democracies as we know it would serve no purpose. Second, some level of 
political risk could actually be benefical for society (Bergfjord and Brandt, 2009). The 
argument is that in some situations, the introduction of political risk will affect 
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agents’ utility, such that different types of rent-seeking, which are negative for soci-
ety, will no longer be profitable.

There are, however, many situations where governments should try to reduce the 
political risk. Although originally developed for a more specific problem, the funda-
mental insight from Kydland and Prescott (1977) is applicable to most such situa-
tions. “Rules rather than discretion” reduces the risk for most firms, and some 
practical applications are worth discussing. Using rules rather than discretion 
implies that political decisions are intended to be made for the long term, without 
sudden and frequent changes. In order to achieve this, it will often be useful to seek 
broad political compromises, unlikely to be overthrown by a new government. 
Furthermore, “rules rather than discretion” can be viewed as an argument in favor 
of broad, universal policies, rather than industry or company specific regulations. As 
mentioned above, this would typically reduce the political risk for any single firm, 
compared to a situation with lots of different, specific and everchanging regulations.

Finally, and obviously, the political risks described as unjust in the discussion above 
should be avoided. This would not only be good for firms avoiding unnecessary polit-
ical risk, but also for the country’s population as a whole.
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ABSTRACT

A bivariate INAR(1) model is adapted to the ratemaking problem of pricing an automo-
bile insurance contract with two types of coverages (third-party liability guarantee and 
other guarantees) taking into account both the correlation between claims from differ-
ent type of coverage and the serial correlation between the observations of a same 
policyholder that are observed over time. A numerical application using an automobile 
insurance claims database is conducted and the main finding is that the improvement 
of the BINAR(1) model over the simplest models is very large implying that we need to 
consider both time and cross correlation to fit the data at hand.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automobile insurance market is a highly competitive market. Hence, modeling 
insurance claim count data is an essential part of tasks of actuaries.To ensure that 
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the exact weight of each risk is fairly distributed within the portfolio, a particularly 
complex pricing structure is designed by actuaries. Traditionally, ratemaking was 
separated into two steps called a priori ratemaking and a posteriori ratemaking. A 
thorough review of ratemaking systems for automobile insurance using cross-
section data can be found in Denuit et al. (2007).

Nevertheless, in recent years, insurers have accumulated longitudinal information 
on their policyholders. To use this available panel or longitudinal data structure for 
ratemaking, the literature for panel count data models in the context of insurance 
has grown considerably in the past years. By using these models, actuaries may use 
repeated observations of each policyholder that are observed over time and, hence, 
they may avoid the classical two-step approach to ratemaking as Boucher and 
Inoussa (2014) stated. They concluded that the classical two-step approach are no 
longer coherent in a panel data setting and that the advantage of using the informa-
tion oneach policyholder over time for modeling the number of claims is that we 
may estimate premiums that depend on risk characteristics and on claim experi-
ence simultaneously.

Following Molenberghs and Verbeke (2005), models for discrete panel data may be 
classified into three categories: conditional models (e.g. autoregressive and inte-
ger-valued autoregressive models), marginal models (e.g. multivariate models with 
serial correlation) and subject-specific models (e.g. random effects models). In the 
actuarial context, an exhaustive overview of such a models are presented in Boucher 
et al. (2008). They introduced some of these models to actuarial science and 
compared the fitting to the data. They concluded that the random effects models 
have a better fit than the other models. Other actuarial references that deserve to be 
highlighted are mentioned below. Gourieroux and Jasiak (2004) discussed the appli-
cation of integer valued autoregressive models (INAR) for automobile insurance 
ratemaking. A comparative survey on random effects models for panel count data 
was conducted by Boucher and Guillén (2009).

In addition, when actuaries face the problem of pricing an insurance contract that 
contains different types of coverage, such as a motor insurance or homeowner’s 
insurance policy, they usually assume that types of claim are independent. However, 
this assumption may not be realistic. Bermúdez (2009) and Bermúdez and Karlis 
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(2011, 2012) have shown that there is a positive correlation between types of claim 
and they introduced different bivariate (or multivariate) regression models in order 
to relax the independence assumption between claims counts arising from the 
same policy in an a priori ratemaking and a cross-section data setting. They conclud-
ed that using a bivariate (or multivariate) regression model leads to an a priori 
ratemaking that presents larger variances and, hence, larger loadings than those 
obtained under the independence assumption.

To sum up, Gourieroux and Jasiak (2004) and Boucher et al. (2008) showed that inte-
ger valued autoregressive models (INAR) are an acceptable alternative to model 
univariate claim count data when a panel data structure is available for ratemaking. 
Bermúdez (2009) and Bermúdez and Karlis (2011, 2012) showed that the use of 
bivariate (or multivariate) regression models for cross-section data when the 
ratemaking consists on pricing different types of coverage provides a better fit than 
the univariate regression models assuming independence. The present paper 
combines these two approaches and extends the integer valued autoregressive 
models (INAR) for panel claim count data to the bivariate case.

In this paper, a bivariate INAR(1) model introduced by Pedeli and Karlis (2011) is 
adapted to the ratemaking problem of pricing an automobile insurance contract 
with two types of coverages (third-party liability guarantee and other guarantees) 
taking into account both the correlation between claims from different type of cover-
age and the serial correlation between the observations of a same policyholder that 
are observed over time. So far little attention has been given to multivariate longitu-
dinal data analysis for actuarial applications (Shi, 2012).

In the next section, the BINAR(1) model used here is defined. In Section 3, a numer-
ical application using an automobile insurance claims database is presented. 
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 4.

2. BINAR(1) MODEL

The bivariate INAR model is a generalization of the simple INAR model introduced 
by Al-Osh and Alzaid (1987) based on thinning.
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Definition A sequence of random variables {Xt : t = 0, 1, . . .} is an INAR(1) process if 
it satisfies a difference equation of the form

where α ∈ [0, 1], Rt is a sequence of uncorrelated non–negative integer– valued 
random variables with mean λ and finite variance σ2 (called hereafter as the innova-
tions) and X0 represents an initial value of the process. The operator ‘○’ is defined as

where Zi are independently and identically distributed Bernoulli random variables 
with P (Zi = 1) = 1 − P (Zi = 0) = α. If X = 0 then Z = 0 as well. This operator, known as 
the binomial thinning operator, is due to Steutel and van Harn (1979) and mimics the 
scalar multiplication used for normal time series models so as to ensure that only 
integer values will occur. 

The model has been generalized to more dimensions, i.e. considering more than 
one time series together. Let X and R be non-negative integer-valued random 
2-vectors. Let A be a 2 × 2 with independent elements {αij}i,j=1,2. The bivariate integer-
valued autoregressive process of order 1 can be defined as

The model was described in detail in Pedeli and Karlis (2011) where the case with a 
diagonal matrix A and specific distributions for the vector R was examined. Application 
of the thinning operation in matrices implies element wise application of them in a 
similar fashion as matrix multiplication. In this note we focus on the case of diagonal 
A, since this has simpler structure. In this case each series is represented as Xjt = αjj◦ 
Xj,t−1 + Rjt. The correlation comes from the joint distribution assumed for the Rjt.

Assuming independence between and within the thinning operations and {Rjt} an iid 
sequence with mean λj and variance  = 1, 2, the unconditional first 
and second order moments can be defined as
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It also holds that

i.e. the correlation decays exponentially as in an AR(1) process. More details about 
the model can be found in Pedeli and Karlis (2011) as well as extensions. The non-
diagonal model has been considered in Boudreault and Charpentier (2011) and 
Pedeli and Karlis (2013).

3. ACTUARIAL APPLICATION

Suppose that for each individual we have two distinct type of claims and data for 
different time points. We denote as N1it and N2it the number of claims for the i-th indi-
vidual at time point t, where i = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , Ti (i.e. we may have different 
number of observations for each client). In order to model such data we assume that 
for each individual we have observed a bivariate time series of BINAR(1) type. Also 
covariates can be available (however not treated in this paper). We aim to capture 
both the time series and the cross correlation aspects of the data. Hence we assume 
that

were (R1it , R2it ) are the innovation terms that follow jointly a bivariate Poisson distri-
bution with parameters λ1it , λ2it and λ13t. Finally note that parameters α and λ’s are 
defined as client dependent and hence they can be related to some covariate infor-
mation as well.
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As in Pedeli and Karlis (2011) the conditional likelihood for a BINAR(1) model is the 
convolution of two binomials and a bivariate Poisson and hence the contribution of 
the i-th policyholder is

with f1 be the probability function of a binomial distribution with parameters n1i,t−1 and 
α1i, f2 be the probability function of a binomial distribution with parameters n2i,t−1 
and α2i , while f3(·, ·) is the probability function of a bivariate Poisson distribution with 
parameters λ1it , λ2it , λ13t.

Based on all these the full likelihood is just the product of the likelihood for each 
client, i.e.

Maximization is possible via standard numerical optimization. We have used  code 
to fit the model to the data.

Model Log-lik

No cross correlation 0.042 0.168 0.0667 0.0685 -66823.77
No time series correlation 0.0566 0.0680 0.01393 -66789.14
BINAR model 0.040 0.162 0.0535 0.0557 0.0133 -65057.85

Table 1. Fitting different models to the data

The data used in this note are part of an automobile portfolio of a major insurance 
company operating in Spain in 1995. The data have been used also in Bermudez (2009). 
Only cars categorized as being for private use were considered. The data contains 
information from 20,000 randomly selected policy holders. We make use of 7 years 
of data for each policy holder. Hence for each individual we have 7 observations in 
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successive time points. Covariate information is also available but not treated in this 
note. Two type of claims are considered: N1 is the number of claims for third-party 
liability and N2 is number of claims for the rest of guarantees.

We have fitted the BINAR(1) model considered above together with some other 
models, namely a model that assumes no time series correlation (and hence 
considers the data as bivariate Poisson observations) and a model where there 
is not correlation between the two type of claims and hence fits two independent 
INAR(1) models (as the models in Boucher and Guillen, 2009). Results can be 
seen in Table 1. The estimated parameters and the log-likelihood of the fitted 
models are presented.

One can see that the improvement of the BINAR model over the simplest models is 
very large. This implies that we need to consider both time and cross correlation to 
fit the data at hand.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we fitted a longitudinal BINAR(1) model to data referring to the history 
of policyholders from an insurance company with two types of coverage(third-party 
liability guarantee and other guarantees). Such a model takes into account both the 
correlation between claims from different type of coverage and the serial correla-
tion between the observations of a same policyholder. The implications of such a 
model, including covariates, to the ratemaking problem of pricing an automobile 
insurance contract is under progress.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we present a model to fit appropriately data with a lot of spikes in 
certain values. A new model, based on finite mixtures of multiple Poisson distribu-
tions of different multiplicities, is proposed to fit this kind of data. A numerical appli-
cation with a real dataset concerning the length, measured in days, of inability to 
work after an accident occurs is treated. The main finding is that the model provides 
a very good fit when working week, calendar week and month multiplicities are 
taken into account.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper aims at presenting a model suitable to fit data with a lot of spikes in 
certain values. In particular, we work with data that refer to the length, measured in 
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days, of inability to work after an accident occurs. In this case, the frequency distri-
bution exhibits spikes at multiples of 5, 7 and 30 days, implying perhaps the different 
time scales used by doctors when deciding on the number of days for leave to the 
workers.

We emphasize that such spikes can occur in certain other applications, like digit 
preference, declared age in demography (also known as heaping), etc. For example, 
Camarda et al. (2008) used a model where probabilities are moved to the spike 
points by the adjacent ones. However, our approach is very different.

A new model based on finite mixtures of multiple Poisson distributions of different 
multiplicities is proposed to fit this kind of data. This model is described in Section 2. 
In Section 3 an EM algorithm is proposed for maximum likelihood estimation. A 
numerical application with a real dataset of days of absence is presented in Section 4. 
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. THE MODEL

First of all, consider a simple Poisson distribution with parameter λ denoted as P o(λ) 
with probability function (pf) given by

We extend by defining the multiple Poisson, with multiplicity m and parameter λ, 
denoted as Pm (λ) having pf

Hence this distribution gives positive probability to points 0, m, 2m, . . . and 0 elsewhere. 
The idea for this representation is that we can have data measured in different 
scales, as for example observations measured in days, weeks and months. In this 
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case, P1(λ1 ), P7(λ7 ) and P30(λ30 ) respectively. The derivation of the above model is not 
new in the sense that it can be seen as an special case of what is known as stuttering 
Poisson model (see, Patel, 1976 for example). However, our definitive modelling ap-
proach, based on the above model and explained bellow, is new up to our knowledge. 
Following the above multiple Poisson distribution with parameters m and λ, we got 
that

Also, the probability generating function takes the form

The idea is to construct a new model based on finite mixtures of multiple Poisson 
distributions of different multiplicities. This, for example, can be attributed to the 
fact that different scales are used implicitly. For example, a doctor based on the 
severity of some injury may think on a daily or weekly or monthly scale for the num-
ber of days of absence for a patient. It is rather unprobable to say 13 days of absense 
but more probable to say 14 days (2 weeks). Hence the observed count can have 
spikes due to different scales. Unfortunately the original scale is not kept and hence 
we have only the observations at hand without knowledge on the scale. This leads 
naturally to a mixture and typical such data can have a lot of spikes.

Denote by Yi the count of some event for i = 1, . . . , n observations. Conditional on the 
fact that the i-th observation belongs to the j-th group, the observed counts come 
from a Poisson distribution with mean λj and multiplicity mj. The probability that a 
randomly selected individual belongs to group j is 0 < πj < 1 for j = 1, . . . , k with Σ πj = 1. 
Then the unconditional pdf is

where K is the number of groups, λj are the means for each group, mj are the multi-
plicities. This is a typical finite mixture model. This implies that many of the ideas 
developed so far for finite mixtures are applicable here, like derivation of an EM type 
algorithm, selection of the number of components, etc.
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This simple model can be extended if we allow the mean of each component to 
depend on some covariates related to the i-th individual but this is not pursued in 
the present paper. Also in the present paper, we will work with multiple Poisson 
models but clearly extension to other models, i.e. negative binomial, is possible.

3. AN EM ALGORITHM

In this section we describe briefly an EM algorithm for ML estimation. Before doing 
so consider the simple case when a random sample of size n from a Pm distribution 
is available. Then the ML estimate of λ is simply

Note that if the data come from the Pm then the integer division will be valid in all cases.

Consider the case of K components, with multiplicities mj and parameters λj. Note 
that mj are known and thus we do not need to estimate them. Using the standard 
approach for finite mixtures we assume the unobserved latent variables Zij which 
are the component indicator i.e. Zij = 1 if the i-th observation belongs to the j-th 
group and 0 otherwise. Hence Zi = (Zi1, . . . , Zik ). Note that for our model and a specif-
ic multiplicity some observations clearly have Zij = 0 by definition. For example for 
multiplicity equal to 2 every odd observations cannot be generated from this compo-
nent. Then the steps of the algorithm are the following: 

At the E-step using the current estimates calculate 

and then update the parameters at the M-step as
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All the advantage and disadvantages of the EM for finite mixtures apply here too. Of 
course typical cautions about EM apply. We need good initial values in order to avoid 
problems of local maxima. Also, convergence can be slow.

Figure 1. The observed frequencies for the data.

4. APPLICATION: DAYS OF ABSENCE

The data refer to the length of inability to work. We make use of 19960 observations. 
The most interesting feature of the data is that there are a lot of spikes in certain 
values. The data are depicted in Fig. 1. A close look on these values shows, for 
example, spikes in multiples of 5, 7 and 30, implying perhaps the different time scale 
used by doctors when deciding on the number of days for leave to the workers. For 
example, it is reasonable that a doctor advises re-examination of a patient after 30 
days (one month) rather than 29 or 31 days. This creates the spikes in the frequency 
distribution which we aim at modelling with the model described in section 2.

From the plot one can see spikes at certain values. Obviously there are significant 
spikes on 5 days (a working week), 7 days (calendar week), 10 days, 15 days, 20 days, 
30 days (month), 60 days and 90 days. Also the variance of the observed values is 
very large. The variance equals 3160 and the mean equals 68.22. This implies that 
even for the simple Poisson case (i.e. if m = 1) we need more components to fit this 
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part. The same is perhaps valid for other values of m, where more than one compo-
nent would be needed. Also note that all components contribute to the zero cell 
which is very large as one can see in Fig. 1.

In order to model this dataset we assumed a mixture of multiple Poisson distribu-
tions as described in section 2. Table 1 reports the estimated components. We 
used 19 components for this data set. The first 11 had m = 1 and well separated 
components that try to fit the general picture. This perhaps implies that this 
component can be replaced from an overdispersed distribution like the negative 
binomial rather than many simple Poisson ones. The rest components fit the 
spikes present. We also report at the last column of the Table the log-likelihood 
when the specific components was removed as an indication how important is this 
component. The log-likelihood of the full model is -91265.74. One can see some 
interesting features. For all values of m if we remove this component the log-
likelihood decreases a lot, implying that the existence of this component is very 
important for the model. Only for m = 5 we need two components to fit this part. 
While we have tried with the other multiplicities the results coincide with just 
using one component for this multiplicity.

To have an idea on the goodness of fit we have calculated a chi-square goodness of 
fit statistic. Cells with expected frequency lower than 5 were removed from the 
calculations. In total 275 out of 300 cells were used, and the sum of the expected 
frequencies not used was only 91 (out of 19960). The chi-square test statistic was 
27.63 which implies a very good fit for 234 degrees of freedom. Finally, Fig. 2 shows 
the difference between observed and expected frequencies. One can see as checked 
with 2 that the fit is very good in a great extend. 
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m λ π Log-lik if removed
1 2.8476 0.0090
1 9.9614 0.0203
1 20.8443 0.0394
1 35.8674 0.0540
1 52.7750 0.0767
1 72.0698 0.0887
1 96.3278 0.0947
1 126.8449 0.0556
1 161.7984 0.0394
1 204.1400 0.0268
1 260.6124 0.0212
5 4.0235 0.0352 -91372.29
5 16.3175 0.0177
7 2.1336 0.0262 -91460.22

10 4.0051 0.0888 -91398.46
15 2.1845 0.1302 -91781.10
20 5.6823 0.0119 -91292.23
30 2.0783 0.1318 -91674.76
90 0.4533 0.0324 -91325.08

Table 1. The fitted components with their estimated parameters.

For all estimations we used the EM algorithm. The stopping criterion was to stop 
when the relative change in the log-likelihood between two successive iterations 
was smaller than 10−8. As initial values we used an incremental approach, where 
each new component was given probability 0.05 (decreasing the probability of the 
existing components), with mean at the center (i.e. that we would obtain if only this 
components was used). Decisions on whether to add a new multiplicity was decided 
by inspection of the residuals, i.e. the difference between the observed and the fitted 
frequencies of the current model. 
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Figure 2. Differences between observed and expected frequencies from the model.

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we developed a new model for modelling the days of absence. A specif-
ic feature of such data is the presence of spikes in certain number of days perhaps 
due to different calendar scales that are used by medical doctors depending on the 
severity of the injury. An EM algorithm was used to fit the model to a real dataset. 
Extension to the case when covariates are present is straightforward but we do not 
report it in this paper. Finally, while in this paper we worked only the case of multiple 
Poisson model extension to other distributions is simple. 
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RESUMEN

El objetivo de este trabajo es obtener, desde el punto de vista de la compañía de 
seguros, y fijada su política de reaseguro, el capital de solvencia, que garantiza una 
probabilidad de solvencia, asociado a una cartera del ramo de vida constituida por 
seguros de fallecimiento anuales. Para su cálculo es necesario determinar la distri-
bución de probabilidad de la variable aleatoria coste total de la cartera retenida por 
la compañía de seguros, la cual se obtiene estimando la evolución de la siniestrali-
dad de dicha cartera a través del método de simulación de Monte Carlo. Por último, 
se realiza un análisis de cómo afecta al ratio de solvencia de la compañía su política 
de reaseguro.
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1. INTRODUCCIÓN

El trabajo se centra en el estudio y análisis del capital de solvencia que debe tener 
dotado una compañía de seguros para garantizar una probabilidad de solvencia ε, 
asociado a una cartera de seguros de fallecimiento anuales, teniendo en cuenta la 
política de reaseguro de la compañía. En particular, las modalidades de reasegu-
ro consideradas son el reaseguro cuota parte y el reaseguro de excedentes. Dada 
la cartera de la cedente, se simula la evolución anual de la siniestralidad de la 
misma mediante el método de Monte Carlo. Una vez obtenida la función de distri-
bución de la variable aleatoria simulada, evolución de la cartera en el transcurso 
de un año, se obtiene la distribución de probabilidad de la variable aleatoria coste 
total de la cartera de la cedente y, a partir de ella, su esperanza, su desviación 
típica y su percentil o Var al 99,5% teniendo en cuenta las dos modalidades de 
reaseguro consideradas. El capital de solvencia, que garantiza una solvencia del 
99,5% en el horizonte temporal de un año, se obtiene mediante el Var al 99,5% de 
la variable aleatoria coste total.

2. METODOLOGÍA

Dada una cartera N formada por un colectivo de n asegurados, beneficiarios de un 
seguro de fallecimiento anual, se define TN como la variable aleatoria evolución de 
la cartera N en el transcurso de un año, siendo: 

donde Txr, con r = 1, … , n, es la variable aleatoria dicotómica fallecimiento del 
asegurado de r edad xr en el transcurso de un año, cuya distribución de probabili-
dad se muestra en la Tabla 1, donde Txr es la realización de la variable aleatoria Txr, 
con r = 1, … , n.

Tabla 1. Distribución de probabilidad de Txr.
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En la Tabla 1, el cero indica la supervivencia del asegurado y el uno, el fallecimien-
to del mismo en el transcurso de un año. Por tanto, las realizaciones de la variable 
TN son vectores,  que tienen tantas componentes como asegurados tiene la 
cartera N:

En la Tabla 2 se muestra la función de distribución de la variable aleatoria TN.

Tabla 2. Distribución de probabilidad de TN.

Al ser 2n el número de realizaciones de la variable TN, prácticamente se hace 
imposible trabajar directamente con su función de distribución, a no ser que se 
trate de un colectivo muy pequeño. Para solucionar este problema, se simularán, 
por el método de Monte Carlo, las trayectorias de siniestralidad de la cartera. El 
objetivo de la simulación es obtener la función de distribución de la variable alea-
toria TN a partir de la función de distribución de su variable aleatoria simulada, . 

El número de realizaciones de  ya no será 2n , sino el número de simulaciones 
que se realicen. Si α es el número total de simulaciones efectuadas en la cartera, 
las realizaciones, , de la variable aleatoria simulada (vienen dadas por el 
siguiente conjunto discreto:

siendo , con z = 1,2, … , α), y donde , con r = 1,2, … , n, es la 
variable aleatoria dicotómica fallecimiento del asegurado r de edad xr en el trans-
curso de un año, asociada a la simulación z-ésima.
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Simular  por Monte Carlo supone generar un número aleatorio U~U(0,1), de tal 
forma que:

Si se repite este proceso de simulación α veces, se obtiene la función de distribu-
ción de la variable aleatoria , que se muestra en la Tabla 3.

Tabla 3. Distribución de probabilidad de .

Cada realización de la variable aleatoria  supone una determinada trayectoria 
de evolución de la siniestralidad de la cartera N, y hay tantas trayectorias como 
simulaciones se hagan de la misma. La probabilidad asociada a cada realización 
de  es siempre la misma, ya que éstas se obtienen a partir de una distribución 
uniforme y, por tanto, su valor dependerá del número de simulaciones realizadas.

Conocida la función de distribución de , se puede obtener la función de distribu-
ción de la variable aleatoria coste total de la cartera de la cedente, . Su aleato-
riedad viene inducida por la variable aleatoria simulada , ya que el coste total de 
la cartera se obtiene como el producto:

donde  es el vector de sumas aseguradas a cargo de la cedente asociada a la 
cartera N:
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siendo , con r = 1, … , n, la suma asegurada a cargo de la cedente asociada 
al asegurado r-ésimo de edad actuarial xr.

El valor de , con r = 1, … , n, dependerá de la modalidad de reaseguro que 
tenga contratada la cedente:

• Si el reaseguro es cuota parte:

siendo Sr la suma asegurada asociada al asegurado r-ésimo y k, con 0 < k ≤ 1, 
la cuota de retención de la cedente en tanto por uno. En el caso particular de 
que k = 1, la cedente estaría reteniendo la totalidad de la cartera.

• Si el reaseguro es de excedentes:

siendo M el pleno de retención de la cedente.

La variable aleatoria  tendrá tantas realizaciones como simulaciones se reali-
cen de las trayectorias de siniestralidad de la cartera N. Las realizaciones, , de 
la variable aleatoria  siguiente conjunto discreto:

siendo , con z = 1, … , α), el valor obtenido como el producto escalar entre el 
vector  y el vector :

La función de distribución de la variable  se muestra en la Tabla 4.
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Tabla 4. Distribución de probabilidad de .

Conocida la función de distribución de la variable , se pueden calcularlos esta-
dísticos más representativos, como su esperanza, , su desviación típica, 

, y su percentil o  asociado a un nivel de solvencia Ԑ, siendo respec-
tivamente:

El capital de solvencia que garantiza una probabilidad de solvencia ε viene dado 
por el . A partir del capital de solvencia se define el ratio de solvencia de la 
cedente asociado a una probabilidad de solvencia ε, τε, como el cociente entre sus 
recursos propios y el . Los recursos propios vienen dados por las reservas 
de solvencia, R, que la cedente tiene disponibles en el plazo considerado, y por las 
primas asociadas a la cartera N, cuyo importe viene dado, si se asume el criterio 
de la esperanza matemática para su cálculo, por , siendo δ el recargo 
de seguridad:

3. APLICACIÓN NUMÉRICA

La cartera N objeto de estudio está constituida por un colectivo formado por n = 276 
asegurados, beneficiarios de un seguro de fallecimiento anual. La estructura de 
edades y de prestaciones vienen reflejadas en la Tabla 5.
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Número de asegurados Edad Suma asegurada
51 21 3.000
39 34 3.500
42 40 3.700
42 47 4.000
30 50 4.000
36 65 4.300
36 70 4.500

Tabla 5. Estructura de la cartera N.

Los valores que se muestran a continuación han sido obtenidos en FORTRAN tras 
realizar 1.000.000 de simulaciones de la cartera N y utilizando como bases técni-
cas las tablas de mortalidad PASEM 2010.

En la Tabla 6 se muestra, para un reaseguro cuota parte y excedentes, los valores 
de , ,  y τ99,5% para un recargo de seguridad δ = 0,05 y unas 
reservas de solvencia R = 10.000.

k = 0,5 k = 0,75 k = 1 M =
= 3.000

M =
= 3.500

M =
= 4.000

3.493,09 5.239,63 6.986,18 4.871,30 5.675,03 6.445,43

2.723,02 4.084,53 5.446,04 3.791,62 4.417,50 5.018,80

99,5% 12.650 19.975 25.300 18.000 21.000 23.700
τ99,5% 1,080 0,8169 0,6851 0,8397 0,7599 0,7074

Tabla 6. Resultados de reaseguro cuota parte y excedente.

Cuanto mayor es la cartera cedida al reasegurador por parte de la cedente, mayor 
es su ratio de solvencia.

En la Tabla 7 se muestra, para δ = 0,05, el valor de las reservas de solvencia, R, que 
garantiza un ratio de solvencia τ99,5% = 1. En este caso:
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Reaseguro cuota parte k = 0,5  k = 0,75  k = 1
R 8.982 13.473 17.964

Reaseguro de excedentes M = 3.000 M = 3.500 M = 4.000

R 12.885,13 15.041 16.932,29

Tabla 7. Valor de las reservas de solvencia, R.

El valor de las reservas de solvencia R obtenido en la tabla anterior es el que tiene 
que dotar la cedente para garantizar un capital de solvencia del 99,5%. Su impor-
te disminuye cuanto mayor es la cartera cedida al reaseguro.

4. CONCLUSIÓN

El capital de solvencia de una compañía de seguros viene dado por el  de 
la variable aleatoria coste total, y su valor depende del nivel de solvencia deseado, 
ε, de la política de reaseguro y de la estructura de edades y de prestaciones de la 
cartera N. El ratio de solvencia de la cedente, obtenido como cociente entre sus 
recursos propios y el , aumenta cuanto mayor es la cartera cedida al 
reasegurador.
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ABSTRACT

We obtain the formulas of the prediction error for the calendar year IBNR reserves 
when we assume a parametric family for the error distribution in the generalized 
linear model (GLM) which models the data in a run-off triangle. The parametric 
family has as particular cases the Poisson, the Gamma and the Inverse Gaussian 
distributions. We assume the logarithmic link function.

1. INTRODUCTION

We assume a GLM (see, e.g., Boj et al., 2004; Boj and Costa, 2014 and McCullagh 
and Nelder, 1989) to model a run-off triangle and the same nomenclature as in 
Boj et al. (2014). We assume the logarithmic link function log μij = ηij  and the para-
metric family of distributions:

 (1)
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 which depends on a parameter θ. When  θ = 1  we obtain the Poisson distribution; 
when  θ = 2  the Gamma distribution; and when  θ = 3 the Inverse Gaussian distribu-
tion. The prediction error of that model is studied for the origin year and total 
reserves in, e.g., England and Verrall (1999, 2002, 2006) and England (2002). The 
study is extended to the calendar year IBNR in Boj et al. (2014) and Espejo et al. 
(2014) but only for the particular case of the (overdispersed) Poisson distribution, 
which gives the same estimations of IBNR as the deterministic Chain-Ladder 
method. In the next section we propose the formulas for the calendar year reserves 
when we assume (1).

2. PREDICTION ERROR FOR CALENDAR YEAR RESEVES

First we show the formulas for the analytic deduction of the prediction error and 
second we show the formulas for the bootstrap estimation.

The prediction error in the analytical formula of the distribution can be calculated 
as the root of the mean squared error:

(2)

  The prediction error in the bootstrap estimation can be calculated as:

(3)

   Note that in the bootstrapping residuals we use the Pearson residuals, 
which we adjust for the degrees of freedom  in the same way as the 
scale parameter, , to be compatible in the bootstrap process. In the resamples 
we have B times , and with them we calculate .
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3. APPLICATION

To illustrate computations we use the triangle of Taylor and Ashe (1983) with 
incremental losses. This dataset is used in many texts on IBNR problems as are 
England and Verrall (1999), England (2002) or Renshaw (1989, 1994). Specifically, 
in England and Verrall (1999) we can find the results for the origin year and total 
reserves for the overdispersed Poisson distribution using analytic formula and 
bootstrap methodology, and for the Gamma distribution only using analytic formu-
la. In this section we complete the study for the calendar year reserves for the two 
distributions, the Poisson and the Gamma, using the two ways of calculating the 
prediction error, with analytic formula and with bootstrap using 1,000 resamples. 
And we compute the actual value assuming a 1.5% of annual interest rate in three 
cases: only to the IBNR values, to the IBNR values plus a percentage (25%) of the 
prediction error, and to the VaR at the confidence level of the 75%. We have done 
computations with the R software and we have fitted the models with the function 
glm of the stats package for R. In Tables 1 to 8 we show the results. We observe 
that, in general for this dataset, we obtain lower prediction errors for  θ = 2, the 
case of the Gamma distribution, if we compare the results with those of the over-
dispersed Poisson (θ = 1).

Calendar year Reserve Prediction error Coefficient of variation
10 5226535.8 416634.9 7.97 %
11 4179394.4 434848.9 10.40 %
12 3131667.5 462604.3 14.77 %
13 2127271.9 284150.8 13.36 %
14 1561878.9 217367.3 13.92 %
15 1177743.7 206110.4 17.50 %
16 744287.4 159987.2 21.50 %
17 445521.3 221521.6 49.72 %
18 86554.6 108268.8 125.09 %

Table 1. Calendar year reserves, prediction errors and coefficients of variation for the 
overdispersed Poisson distribution using analytic formula.
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Calendar year Reserve Prediction error Coefficient of variation
10 5096855.3 413065.7 8.10 %
11 4050001.5 424651.2 10.49 %
12 3064407.7 456009.8 14.88 %
13 2078010.5 256220.4 12.33 %
14 1510392.7 190750.1 12.63 %
15 1095402.7 163737.3 14.95 %
16 692118.4 112426.4 16.24 %
17 416539.9 172229.2 41.35 %
18 82075.9 47918.1 58.38 %

Table 2. Calendar year reserves, prediction errors and coefficients of variation for the Gamma 
distribution using analytic formula.

Calendar year Mean reserve Standard 
deviation Prediction error Coefficient

of variation
10 5262187.6 748660.0 756563.2 14.48 %
11 4206004.9 718618.2 721067.3 17.25 %
12 3153556.8 653134.1 649753.2 20.75 %
13 2139244.8 504395.7 487995.9 22.94 %
14 1562523.4 408073.2 411005.7 26.31 %
15 1178586.1 364102.8 365547.7 31.04 %
16 771451.6 302919.9 292974.4 39.36 %
17 455633.0 250906.3 254458.2 57.11 %
18 91579.0 104329.2 107988.8 124.76 %

Table 3. Calendar year mean reserves, standard deviations, prediction errors and coefficients of 
variation for the overdispersed Poisson distribution using bootstrap methodology with 1,000 
resamples.
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Calendar year Mean reserve Standard 
deviation Prediction error Coefficient

of variation
10 5096897.24 1017.5 652964.8 12.81 %
11 4050047.9 1014.2 545647.9 13.47 %
12 3064465.1 920.9 434825.7 14.19 %
13 2078021.4 694.1 297581.3 14.32 %
14 1510393.3 580.7 233914.7 15.49 %
15 1095419.1 493.1 194252.2 17.73 %
16 692130.4 395.9 142601.5 20.60 %
17 416548.9 342.7 109441.6 26.27 %
18 82080.9 152.7 26649.2 32.47 %

Table 4. Calendar year mean reserves, standard deviations, prediction errors and coefficients of 
variation for the Gamma distribution using bootstrap methodology with 1,000 resamples.

Calendar year Deferral
(in years) Reserve

Reserve +
0.25 Prediction Error

10 1 5226535.8 5330694.6
11 2 4179394.4 4288106.7
12 3 3131667.5 3247318.6
13 4 2127271.9 2198309.6
14 5 1561878.9 1616220.7
15 6 1177743.7 1229271.3
16 7 744287.4 784284.2
17 8 445521.3 500901.7
18 9 86554.6 113621.8

Present Value 17873967 18466079

Table 5. Present values of the calendar year reserves and of the calendar year reserves plus a 25% 
of the prediction error for the overdispersed Poisson distribution using analytic formula.
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Calendar year Deferral
(in years) Reserve

Reserve +
0.25 Prediction Error

10 1 5096855.3 5200121.7
11 2 4050001.5 4156164.3
12 3 3064407.7 3178410.1
13 4 2078010.5 2142065.6
14 5 1510392.7 1558080.2
15 6 1095402.7 1136337.0
16 7 692118.4 720225.0
17 8 416539.9 459597.2
18 9 82075.9 94055.4

Present Value 17310125 17840014

Table 6. Present values of the calendar year reserves and of the calendar year reserves plus a 25% 
of the prediction error for the Gamma distribution using analytic formula.

Calendar year Deferral
(in years) Reserve

Reserve +
0.25 Prediction 

Error VaR75

10 1 5226535.8 5415676.6 5733548.4
11 2 4179394.4 4359661.3 4628919.8
12 3 3131667.5 3294105.8 3524291.2
13 4 2127271.9 2249270.9 2419662.6
14 5 1561878.9 1664630.3 1788446.3
15 6 1177743.7 1269130.6 1420236.8
16 7 744287.4 817531.0 946824.5
17 8 445521.3 509135.8 578615.0
18 9 86554.6 113551.8 157804.1

Present Value 17873967 18830614 20255821

Table 7. Present values of the calendar year reserves, of the calendar year reserves plus a 25% of 
the prediction error and for the Value at Risk with a confidence level of the 75% for the 
overdispersed Poisson distribution using bootstrap methodology with 1,000 resamples.
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Calendar year Deferral
(in years) Reserve

Reserve +
0.25 Prediction 

Error VaR75

10 1 5096855.3 5260096.5 5097605.4
11 2 4050001.5 4186413.5 4050710.2
12 3 3064407.7 3173114.1 3065071.4
13 4 2078010.5 2152405.9 2078475.6
14 5 1510392.7 1568871.3 1510777.7
15 6 1095402.7 1143965.8 1095743.5
16 7 692118.4 727768.8 692406.3
17 8 416539.9 443900.3 416786.1
18 9 82075.9 88738.2 82174.8

Present Value 17310125 17938348 17313858

Table 8. Present values of the calendar year reserves, of the calendar year reserves plus a 25% of 
the prediction error and for the Value at Risk with a confidence level of the 75% for the Gamma 
distribution using bootstrap methodology with 1,000 resamples.

4. CONCLUSION

We have deduced the formulas (2) and (3) of the calendar year reserves for the GLM 
in the general case of the parametric distribution family (1). We have illustrated the 
analysis with the triangle of Taylor and Ashe (1983). The final results of the calendar 
years study for the IBNR claim reserving problem gives a tool for the actuary to take 
decisions about the financial inversions of capital and the solvency margins in the 
actual context of Solvency II.
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ABSTRACT

A modification of the standard block maxima modeling procedure for extremes is 
proposed. It is based on fitting GPD into the blocks and replacing their observed 
maxima by suitable information on which the likelihood theory for GEV estimation 
is applied. This approach is developed to obtain the worst possible scenario and 
applied to analyze a set of rainfall data.

1. INTRODUCTION

When a rare event causes a catastrophe, arises the question “could this has been 
predicted?”. Extreme value theory (EVT) could underestimate the probabilities of 
extreme events, and this becomes evident when such events do occur and end up 
in a catastrophe. Coles et al. (2003) mention several examples in hydrology, ecol-
ogy, natural resources management, and insurance.

Classical EVT relies on asymptotic theory for the distribution on the maximum of 
a series of independent and identically distributed data. It is well known that, if the 
maximum has a non-degenerate distribution, this distribution belongs to one of 
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three possible families, Fréchet, Gumbel or Weibull, with very different tail behav-
ior. Moreover, it is not necessary to know the entire distribution of the data in order 
to determine the asymptotic behavior of the extrema. The tail behavior is deter-
mined by a parameter that can be estimated from data. However, if the few avail-
able data on extremes decide the value of the shape of the asymptotic distribution, 
then it can be misleading, see Castillo and Serra (2015). Considering maximum 
block data dismisses at least half of the data available. On the other hand, infer-
ence based on them might suggest lighter tails, and hence underestimate period 
returns and even extreme. It is natural to think that, depending on the particular 
situation, the user needs to be more or less demanding: it might be advisable to 
choose a heavier tail behavior in order to make certain decisions. In case of doubts, 
the safer decision might be to choose heavier tails than those determined solely 
by the data. In general, the framework of the data should determine the type of 
tail, maybe including a bounded support. The standard methodology can be modi-
fied in order to take profit of high values other than the maxima, thus admitting a 
certain control of the “degree of danger” imposed in the model.

2. MODIFIED BLOCK MAXIMA METHODOLOGY

In order to fix notation, we review the well known extreme value methodology. 
Consider a sample X1, X2, ..., Xn of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
random variables (r.v.’s), with unknown common cumulative distribution function 
(c.d.f.) F (x) = P (Xi ≤ x), and define

The c.d.f. of this random variable is

Even if F were known, the expression for this distribution would be complicat-
ed, hence, standard extreme value methods take profit of the asymptotic distribu-
tion of F n. When a c.d.f H and sequences an and bn > 0 exist, such that 
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then Fisher-Tippet Gnedenko’s theo-
rem guarantees that H must be of the form

Parameter ξ is known as the shape, and H is said to belong to the Generalized 
Extreme Distribution (GEV). When ξ > 0 the distribution corresponds to the Frèchet 
family, with heavy tails, ξ = 0 corresponds to the Gumbel family, with exponential 
tails, and ξ < 0 is the Weibull family, with bounded support to the right and called 
light tails.

The GEV is invariant under scale and location transformations, and so, Fisher-
Tippet-Gnedenko’s theorem can be interpreted to say that for n large enough, for 

, and this expression is used in 
order to make inference on Mn.

Parameters for the GEV can be estimated by standard methods, and this method-
ology is useful when only the maximum value in a given block is available. However, 
when more data in each block are available, they must be taken into account.

It is natural to consider as “extrema” the values Xi that exceed a certain threshold 
u. The stochastic behavior of the observations over the threshold u are given by the 
conditional probability , which has a known 
asymptotic distribution (as u → ∞).

When the asymptotic distribution of the maximum Mn is a GEV with shape parameter 
ξ, the asymptotic distribution (when u → ∞) of the observations over the threshold 
u is a Generalizad Pareto distribution (GPD)(Pickands-Balkema-de Haan’s theo-
rem) with the same shape parameter ξ. The cdf of the GPD is
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with β > 0, and x ≥ 0 when ξ ≥ 0, and 0 ≤ x ≤ −β/ξ when ξ < 0. As in the GEV case, the 
GPD corresponds to three families of distributions: ξ > 0 corresponds to Pareto, 
ξ = 0 is an Exponencial and ξ < 0 a bounded support distribution. Further details 
can be found in Beirlant et al. (2004), for instance.

A major weakness of the use of the GEV distribution is that it uses only the maxi-
mum and thus many data are wasted. Another problem is the determination of an 
appropriate block size n, specially in case of time series data where the time 
dependence is to be thinned out by using appropriate independent blocks from 
which one extracts one maximum. Further, the selection of blocks must provide 
the same distribution within blocks in order to apply the classical block maxima 
methodology. However, there are generalizations on the previous results for non 
i.d. cases, see Falk et al. (2011).

We present in the sequel an alternative approach, modified block maxima (MBM), in 
order to apply block maxima method for any block size, that also takes profit of other 
high data, if available. Let {Xt }t, t ∈ T be a sample, for instance from time series. Fix 
blocks {Bs}s for s = 1, · · · , k. For each block, Bs, several methods provides an estima-
tion of the optimal threshold,  and a distribution for the tail in the GPD family 
parameterized by the estimations,  and . Then the distribution of the 
maximum in block s restricted to be bigger than us is given by , see (1). Moreover, 
an asymptotic confidence interval of size γ is given by

Finally, apply the classical block maximum methodology at the intervals for the 
maxima rather than the observed maxima.

Notice that the methodologies used in order to search the optimal threshold in 
each block, to estimate the parameters of the GPD and how to develop the classi-
cal block maximum methodology on confidence intervals are not determined here, 
since there are many adequate choices and no universally accepted solutions. For 
instance, in next example we consider the methodology in Gomes and Pestana 
(2007) , maximum likelihood estimation and a framework under the constraint to 
be a “model for disasters”, respectively.
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3. DATA ANALYSIS: ANTICIPATING CATASTHOPHES

We show an example on real data of the advantages of the correction proposed in 
block maximum methodology. In December 15, 1999 the rain changed the shape of 
the central coast of Venezuela, and caused around 15,000 missing people, and about 
3500 millon dollar losses. Alexander von Humboldt mentions a precedent from 
1797, and in 1951, have rains in the same area caused a few deaths and other 
damages, in an area that was barely inhabited by the time.We analyze the record of 
measurements of the rainfall series recorded at Maiquetia International Airport, on 
the central coast of Venezuela from 1961 until 1999, see Figure 1. These data have 
been studied by many authors in order to anticipate catastrophes. Perhaps the most 
successful approach is that of Coles and Pericchi (2003). They show that the stand-
ard GEV approach for the data previous to 1999 lead to completely unbelievable 
return levels (i.e., fail to capture the 1999 event), and propose a Bayesian model with 
diffuse prior compatible with the 1999 observed catastrophe.

Figure 1. Daily rainfall from 1961 until 1999 on the central coast of Venezuela. The crossed 
points correspond to annual maxima.

Figure 2 shows that the observation of December 15, 1999 was not likely to have 
occurred if considering the classical EVT methodology but using our methodology, it 
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was plausible within only five years. Remark that the MBM was computed under 
maximum likelihood, see Pawitan (2001), considering the right confidence bound 
in order to accomplish the framework with the constraint: to be a “model for 
disasters”.

Figure 2. Return level plot excluding the 1999 observed catastrophe, 410mm (showed by horizontal 
line). Left was computed with classical block maxima methodology and right with MBM.

4. CONCLUSION

As many authors mention, traditional block maxima methodology should be 
applied only in idyllic scenarios: ensuring i.i.d distribution and non-heavy tails. 
Alternatively, the following recipe can be applied:

• Choose k blocks.

• Choose a level us s = 1, . . . k in each block with a suitable methodology.

• Estimate the parameters of the GPD in each block.

• Compute confidence intervals for the maximum.

• Estimate the GEV from suitable information given by the intervals.
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This simple procedure makes use of all available data which has influence on 
maximum. More extensions on MBM can be developed for different frameworks.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a hybrid algorithm for solving the Multi-Depot Vehicle Routing 
Problem with Stochastic Demands. Our approach is based on the Iterated Local 
Search metaheuristic and Monte Carlo Simulation techniques; while the me-
taheuristic guides the search to promising solutions, the generation of multiple sce-
narios allows the estimation of their performance. It assumes a strong correlation 
between the performance of a solution for the deterministic version of the problem, 
extensively studied by the scientific community, and for the stochastic counterpart. 
This assumption enables the usage of already existing efficient heuristics for the 
deterministic case. To reduce the route-failure risk, safety-stocks are included in 
our algorithm. It provides the solutions with the lowest expected total costs. A risk 
analysis is proposed to choose one. A computational experiment is performed to 
observe the difference of costs when assuming demands with null or positive vari-
ances in problem instances characterized by a medium level of uncertainty, and to 
illustrate the introduction of risk aversion when selecting the best solution.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, life is plenty of uncertainty. For instance, the punctuality of a flight may 
be affected by the weather, a portfolio return strongly depends on economical / po-
litical events, and the customer demands for the products of a company are highly 
related to the efforts made by its competitors on marketing strategies. These facts 
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must be taken into account by decision-makers when addressing the corresponding 
optimization problems (flight scheduling, capital management, and production 
planning, among others). Although predictions of the unknown values based on his-
torical data can be computed, even slightly differences between the predicted and 
the real scenarios may have an important impact on the final output. Moreover, glo-
balization is making systems more complex. As a consequence, there is a growing 
interest in abandoning the classical approach of assuming that all variables are 
known, which results in an easier optimization, and adopting a more realistic ap-
proach that considers uncertainty (Bianchi et al., 2009).

In this paper, a highly relevant problem of routing is addressed. It is the Multi-Depot 
Vehicle Routing Problem with stochastic demands (MDVRPSD), which consists in 
designing a set of routes with an homogeneous fleet of capacitated vehicles that 
must start and end at the same depot (Figure 1). The aim of this problem is to mini-
mize the total cost of the routes, usually distance-based, while satisfying all cus-
tomer demands, which are only revealed when a vehicle reaches the corresponding 
customer place. We propose a simheuristic approach (Juan et al., in press) to ad-
dress this problem. It consists of an implementation of the Iterated Local Search 
(ILS) metaheuristic to balance the trade-off between intensification and diversifica-
tion during the search of a high-quality solution, which includes Monte Carlo 
Simulation (MCS) techniques to assess the solution performance in a number of 
generated scenarios.

Figure 1. Routing design for a medium-size MDVRPSD instance.
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Despite the relevance of the MDVRPSD, few works have been dedicated to its study. 
For this reason, we highlight also some remarkable proposals for addressing other 
routing problems considering uncertainty.

Tan et al. (2007) present a multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm that combines 
heuristics and simulation techniques to solve the Vehicle Routing Problem with 
Stochastic Demands (VRPSD) with time windows. Moghaddam et al. (2012) con-
sider the Particle Swarm Optimization metaheuristic to obtain robust MDVRPSD 
solutions. In Juan et al. (2011), the authors solve the VRPSD by transforming it into 
Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problems (CVRPs), for which powerful algorithms 
exist.

2. OUR APPROACH

A two-stage approach is proposed for addressing the MDVRPSD. In the first stage, 
only the statistical distributions, either empirical or theoretical, of the customer de-
mands are known. A set of routes is designed, supposing that the distribution means 
are the real demands. The second stage takes place while completing the routes, 
the demand of each customer is revealed when a vehicle reaches its place. If the 
remaining vehicle capacity is not enough to satisfy the customer demand (so-called 
route failure), the vehicle completely unloads, goes back to the depot to re-stock and 
turns to the customer place to fully satisfy its demand and continue the route as 
planned. The risk of a route-failure is decreased by considering the option of return-
ing to the depot to re-stock after supplying a customer if the vehicle remaining ca-
pacity is lower than the expected demand of the next customer. The actions under-
taken to be able to serve all customers minimizing the distance-based cost of the 
changes applied to the routes planned are corrective actions. Therefore, the first 
stage provides an aprioristic solution for the MDVRPSD that will be applied as long 
as there is no need of taking corrective actions. The cost associated to this solution 
can be considered fixed. Then, the second stage adapts this solution to the specific 
scenario. The cost of the corrective actions, which is variable, increases the cost.

In order to reduce the risk of having to modify the planned routes, we employ a per-
centage of the vehicle capacity as a reserve for satisfying demands higher than the 
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expected, so-called safety stock (Juan et al., 2011). This is done by considering a 
lower vehicle capacity during the first stage.

Our approach assumes that there is a strong correlation between a solution perfor-
mance for a MDVRPSD instance considering only the fixed cost (which is the cost 
when the demand variances are zero) and its performance analyzing the total cost 
(fixed cost and cost of corrective actions). The first stage is in fact a MDVRP, there-
fore it makes sense to incorporate efficient heuristics for this problem, much more 
studied.

The steps of our approach are explained next.

1. Transform the MDVRPSD instance in a MDVRP instance by setting each deter-
ministic demand to the mean of the corresponding statistical distribution.

2. Obtain an initial solution for the MDVRP considering a specific value of safety 
stock. First, customers are allocated to a depot with a procedure based on the 
concept of marginal savings (Juan et al., 2014). Then, each resulting CVRP is 
solved with the CWS heuristic. This initial solution has associated a cost that 
represents the fixed cost for the initial MDVRPSD instance. The variable cost 
due to potential corrective actions is estimated with MCS techniques: a low 
number of scenarios are generated and the average cost is computed.

3. An ILS procedure is started. The best solution and the base solution are set to 
the initial solution.

The first step of the iterative process is to perturbate the base solution. It is per-
formed by modifying the assignation of a given percentage of the customers and 
re-designing the routes. This procedure is implemented as described in (Juan 
et al., 2014). If the fixed cost of the new solution is lower than the fixed cost of 
the base solution, the latter is updated. Afterwards, the total cost of the base 
solution is estimated as before, and the best solution is updated if needed ac-
cording to the estimated total costs. A demon-based acceptance criterion (Talbi, 
2009) is applied in case the new solution is not better than the base solution. 
The estimated total cost is updated if the base solution is deteriorated. This 
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process is repeated until a time-based stopping condition is met. The best solu-
tion found (or a set of them) is improved by means of a local search. Details of 
this procedure can be also found in Juan et al. (2014). It was designed for the 
deterministic version of the problem. We have adapted it by storing the best 5 
solutions of the local search, estimating the total cost for each one and return-
ing that providing the lowest value.

4. Finally, a high number of simulations is employed to obtain the total cost of the 
selected solution for a number of scenarios.

3. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

This algorithm has been implemented as a Java application. The data analysis has 
been performed with R. A standard personal computer, Intel QuadCore i5 CPU at 3.2 
GHz and 4 GB RAM with Windows XP, has been used. In order to illustrate our meth-
odology, 6 MDVRPSD instances are solved. They were adapted from 6 MDVRP 
benchmark instances tested in Juan et al. (2014) by considering the demands as the 
means of Lognormal distributions with a variance equal to 0.5 multiplied by the cor-
responding mean. The maximum running time of the ILS procedure is set at 60 sec-
onds. 21 equally-spaced values ranging from 0.0 to 0.2 for the percentage of the 
vehicle capacity reserved for safety stock are tested. The number of simulations are 
200 for fast estimations and 2000 for long. 5 seeds are used for solving each in-
stance. Only the best results are stored.

Results are displayed in Table 1. The first two columns correspond to the best solu-
tion found considering only fixed costs, i.e. the best solution for the deterministic 
case. They represent the total costs of the routes under a scenario where variances 
are null (NV-DC: no variance-deterministic case) or positive (V-DC), respectively. 
The next two columns (NV-SC and V-SC) contains the same information for the best 
solution considering estimated total costs, i.e., the stochastic case. The last column 
shows the difference between the total cost associated to each solution in a sce-
nario with uncertainty in demands. It can be observed that assuming deterministic 
demands when there is in fact a reasonable level of uncertainty leads to solutions 
with a worse performance.
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Although Table 1 is useful to observe the differences between assuming deterministic 
demands or not, the decision-maker may use a risk analysis to select the best solu-
tion between a set of promising ones. It is important to clearly define the concept of 
best. The table shows the solutions with the lowest fixed / expected total cost. The 
multiple box-plot in Figure 2 reveals more information for the instance p01, providing 
the quartiles and outliers of samples of total costs for the solution with the lowest to-
tal cost in the deterministic case, and the five solutions with the lowest expected total 
costs. The first solution (V-DC) has associated the highest risk, since it provides the 
minimum and the maximum total costs. In addition, it presents the highest mean and 
median. The second solution (V-SC1) is the one that has associated the lowest mean, 
and also the lowest risk. There is a positive correlation between these measures, 
since there are outliers only with high values. In some cases, there is a trade-off be-
tween mean and risk. For instance, while the fifth solution (V-SC4) has a lower mean 
than the sixth (V-SC5), the risk is indeed bigger. Therefore, it may be needed to take 
into account the risk aversion of the decision-maker to choose the final solution.

Instance NV-DC V-DC (1) NV-SC V-SC (2) Gap % (2-1)
p01 588.5 624.5 601.0 610.3 -2.3
p02 481.2  505.2 484.4 -4.1
p03 648.8  673.7 650.5 659.2 -2.2
p04 1045.4 1193.8 1060.9 1135.9 -4.9
p05 777.6 815.9 772. 3 796.2 -2.4
p06 897.6 994.9 927.1 947.6 -4.8

Table 1. Total costs for different scenarios and instances. 

Figure 2. Risk analysis of alternative solutions.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a hybrid algorithm for solving the Multi-Depot Vehicle 
Routing Problem considering uncertainty and risk issues. Our proposal combines the 
Iterated Local Search metaheuristic with Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) techniques. 
The experimental results show that even in a scenario characterized by demands with 
moderated variances, assuming that demands are deterministic may result in a solu-
tion with a poor performance, considering the expected total cost and the risk level 
associated. Since our algorithm forces the final solution to provide the best expected 
performance for a number of scenarios, robust solutions are returned. Regarding the 
future work, it is desirable to continue addressing optimization problems under more 
realistic assumptions, and introducing the decision-maker willingness to accept risk.
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ABSTRACT

The model proposed here for analysing lifetime data with recurrent events extends 
a first hitting time regression model with individual random effects. Successive 
event times are modeled as realizations of the first hitting times of an underlying 
Wiener process, leading to Inverse Gaussian distributions of times between events. 
The parameters of the distribution may depend on features of the process (such as 
number of previous events and total elapsed time) as well as on measured covari-
ates, which may be time varying, and the individual’s random effects. A Bayesian 
approach is adopted for model estimation using an MCMC algorithm. The model is 
applied to a database on drug users who made repeated contacts with treatment 
services.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lifetimes can sometimes be represented as the outcomes of an underlying stochastic 
process (Aalen and Gjessing, 2001; Lee and Whitmore, 2006). For example, if a subject 
dies when his or her latent health status falls to zero, the lifetime is the first hitting 
time on the boundary at zero of the process which describes health status. We analyse 
here a regression model in which the underlying stochastic process is a Wiener pro-
cess. Lifetimes therefore follow an Inverse Gaussian distribution which depends on 
two parameters, corresponding to the drift and starting level of this process. Both of 
the parameters are allowed to depend on covariates through linear predictors and ap-
propriate link functions (Lee et al., 2004; Lee and Whitmore, 2006). This model has 
been extended in various directions, including the introduction of random effects in 
order to allow additional heterogeneity. Pennell et al. (2010) presented a model with 
individual random effects in both the drift and starting level. We propose a model that 
generalizes this in order to model recurrent events such as repeated periods of illness 
or the breakdowns of a repairable system. The analysis is performed within a Bayesian 
framework using an MCMC algorithm for estimation.

2. THRESHOLD REGRESSION MODEL WITH RANDOM EFFECTS

We suppose that the data for the ith of n individuals consist of ni event times 0 < t1i < 
t2i < . . . < tni i , with indicator di = 0 (censored) or 1 (failed) for the final event. These 
are realizations of the underlying stochastic process. The covariate vector zmi cor-
responds to the mth stage of the ith individual.

The mth stage of the process is a Wiener process with initial state xm, variance σ2 and 
drift μm. If μm ≤ 0, it will eventually reach the threshold at zero with probability 1 and 
the time Sm = Tm − Tm−1 when this first happens follows an Inverse Gaussian distribu-
tion with mean  and scale parameter , If μm > 0, there is a non-zero prob-
ability equal to 1−exp(−2xm μm/σ2) that the mth stage of the Wiener process never 
reaches zero. However, the same Inverse Gaussian distribution applies condition-
ally on reaching the boundary. Because the scale of the underlying latent process is 
arbitrary, one parameter can be removed by fixing the variance, σ2 = 1, say.
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We allow the location parameters of both the starting level and the drift to depend 
on covariates umi and vmii, which may change from stage to stage, as well as on the 
number of previous stages and the total time on observation until the beginning of 
each stage. The sets umi and vmi are subsets of the available covariates zmi, not neces-
sarily disjoint.

We assume a linear regression model for the drift parameter

for every m (1 ≤ m ≤ ni ), where

The coefficients with subscripts ns and s introduce the dependence on the number 
of previous stages and the time elapsed, respectively, while the coefficients with 
subscripts d express the influence of the difference between the values of the co-
variates of the mth stage and the initial stage. We model the random starting level as 

where N+() denotes a normal distribution truncated to the left at zero (because xmi 
is required to be positive) and

When covariates are recorded only at the beginning of the study, as in the application 
that follows later, the model simplifies because vmi − v1i = 0 and umi − u1i = 0. Various 
further simplifications are possible.

3. INFERENCE

Every stage is described by a Wiener process which given its starting point and drift 
is independent of other stages. The likelihood is
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The first term in the product is the Inverse Gaussian pdf, contributed by the first 
ni − 1 uncensored stages. (A more general model can be written down which allows 
censoring in any stage). The last stage, if uncensored, contributes the second term, 
or the third term if censored. Under a frequentist approach, the latter would be the 
survival function of the Inverse Gaussian distribution. What has been done here in-
stead is to treat the unobserved level xi for the censored last stage as an unknown 
parameter (see Pennell et al., 2010).

Conjugate priors are assigned to the regression parameters β*′ and α*:

Lack of prior knowledge could reasonably be represented by taking Σβ* = cIq , where 
c is a large number such as 104, with a similar choice for α*. In the absence of infor-
mation available from previous studies or elsewhere, a diffuse form of the conjugate 
prior such as Gamma(2, 1/2) or Gamma(2, 1) can be used for λ. Instead of also as-
signing a Gamma prior to the parameter τ, we follow Pennell et al. (2010)’s recom-
mendation to avoid identifiability problems by taking a fixed moderately small value, 
which they justified on the grounds that results are not sensitive to the choice of τ. 
Finally, for the unobserved levels xi we assign an improper, non-informative flat 
prior to xi, given di = 0:

 (2)
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since no information is expected to be available for the unobserved levels xi of the sto-
chastic process of the last censored stage. Here 1(·) stands for the indicator function.

A hybrid Gibbs Sampler is used for simulation from the full posterior likelihood be-
cause some of the full conditional distributions are not available in closed form. The 
level xi at the censoring time for the last censored state is updated using a modifica-
tion of Pennell et al.’s (2010) rejection sampling algorithm. A similar approach is 
used to update the starting level xmi. The regression coefficients for starting levels α* 
cannot be sampled from their full conditional posterior by a Gibbs Sampler because 
of normalizing constants in the denominators of the truncated normal pdfs of xmi. 
This obstacle can be overcome by using an auxiliary variable approach proposed by 
Griffiths (2002). The regression coefficients associated with the drifts, the bmi , 1 ≤ m 
≤ ni , 1 ≤ i ≤ n and λ are simulated using their full conditional distributions, which are 
Normal and Gamma, respectively.

4. APPLICATION

The model is illustrated using data on applications for treatment by 1497 drug users 
in Greece from 2001 onwards. The event of interest is making a new application for 
treatment. The greatest number of events recorded for one person was eight. The 
underlying latent stochastic process can be interpreted as the psychological and 
physical status of the drug user, and the new application for treatment occurs when 
the process has fallen to zero. For the ith individual, time starts at his or her first en-
try to the database. The first event time t1i is the time elapsed from then until the 
next application, if there is one, and so on. Data collection ended in 2011 at which 
point all times since the last event were censored.

Five covariates were recorded at the beginning of the study: place of residence 
(Location: 1 = Athens/Piraeus, 2 = Thessaloniki, 3 = Other); gender (1 = male, 0 = 
female); age in years; the primary substance of abuse of the drug user (PS: 1 = 
heroin, 0 = other); and year of first entry in the database, recoded by subtracting 
2001. The location was represented by two dummy variables: L1 (1=Greater Athens, 
0=Other) and L2 (1=Thessaloniki, 0=Other). In addition to these we also included as 
covariates the number of previous stages (applications for treatment) and the total 
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time since entering the database. Therefore the covariate vector of an individual’s mth 
stage is

Every covariate was allowed to influence both the starting level and the drift of the 
process. Consequently, the model contains 19 parameters: 9 for the drift, 9 for the 
initial stage and one for λ, the inverse of the variance of bmi. We assigned flat priors 
to the regression parameters with

θ Mean Mode Q1 Median Q3 P(θ < 0|Data)
α0
α1 
α2 
α3 
α4 
α5 
α6 
α7 
α8

21.711

-3.508

-0.311

1.086

-0.173

-5.338

1.288

1.670

0.002

21.948

-3.853

-0.619

1.114

-0.170

-5.189

1.307

1.708

0.002

19.925

-4.621

-1.420

0.627

-0.193

-6.271

1.140

1.246

0.001

21.660

-3.520

-0.303

1.097

-0.172

-5.276

1.289

1.669

0.002

23.384

-2.225

0.947

1.555

-0.152

-4.358

1.424

2.074

0.003

<0.0001

0.984

0.566

0.059

>0.9999

0.999

<0.0001

0.001

0.057
β0
β1
β2
β3
β4
β5
β6
β7
β8

0.034

0.032

-0.023

-0.003

9.1· 10
−4

-0.010

0.010

0.058

9.7· 10
−6

0.031

0.031

-0.022

-0.004

9.0· 10
−4

-0.008

0.010

0.057

9.4· 10
−6

0.019

0.023

-0.031

-0.009

6.1· 10
−4

-0.018

0.009

0.053

2.9· 10
−6

0.034

0.032

-0.023

-0.003

9.0· 10
−4

-0.009

0.010

0.058

9.6· 10
−6

0.050

0.041

-0.014

0.004

0.001

-0.002

0.011

0.063

1.64· 10
−5

0.070

0.007

0.962

0.605

0.015

0.791

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.168
λ 150.769 148.093 141.72 150.31 159.385

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the posterior distributions of the parameters of the model fitted 
to the data on drug users.
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Figure 1. The ergodic mean (left plot), the trace (middle plot) and a smooth kernel estimate of the 
density of the posterior distribution (right plot) of λ of the model fitted to the data on drug users.

and we ran the MCMC for 90,000 iterations, the first 15,000 of which were discarded 
as burn-in.

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics of the posterior distribution of the parame-
ters. Figure 1 presents the ergodic mean (left plot), the trace (middle plot) and a 
smooth kernel estimate of the density of the posterior distribution (right plot) for the 
parameter λ, as an illustration of results. Plots for other parameters are similar.

From the values of P (θ < 0|Data), it can be seen which covariates appear to affect event 
times. There is no strong evidence of any effect of L2, gender and total time on study tm−1. 
L1, age, PS, years and number of events m − 1 appear to affect one or both parameters 
of the underlying process. For example, if the primary substance is heroin (PS = 1), the 
starting level appears to be lower, which is likely to lead to shorter times between events 
compared to users of other substances, other things being equal. This covariate does 
not appear to affect the drift of the process. The number of events appears to be associ-
ated with both a higher starting level and a higher value of the drift (i.e. a more positive 
value, taking the process away from zero); both imply that users with a longer history 
will have longer intervals between events. Because the estimate of λ is large, the vari-
ance of the random effects is close to zero. This suggests that it might not be necessary 
to include individual random effects bmi in order to model these data.

5. CONCLUSION

In first hitting time regression models, times-to-event are modeled as realizations 
of a latent process that corresponds to a real feature of the actual situation, such as 
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an individual’s state of health or, in the application given here, need for treatment. 
This offers an attractive alternative to lifetime data analysis based on concepts such 
as hazard rates. It also offers an alternative to the common assumption of propor-
tional hazards. The version of the model proposed here is a flexible model for de-
scribing complex data sets containing times to a recurrent event. As well as allowing 
lifetimes to depend on measured covariates, it also includes individual random ef-
fects to allow for additional heterogeneity. As with other regression models for life-
time data, this dependence is introduced through the parameters of the lifetime 
distribution. In addition, the parameters are allowed to depend on the process (num-
ber of previous events, total elapsed time, etc.). The covariates may take different 
values for different times-to-event of the same individual. Further work is needed 
on various aspects of these models, including the development of diagnostic tools 
and model selection procedures.
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ABSTRACT

The generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution is often fitted to environmental 
time series of extreme values such as annual maxima and minima of temperatures 
or rainfall. It is often necessary to allow the distribution’s parameters to depend on 
time or other covariates. Important methodological issues include the selection of 
the best among several models that allow non-stationary of various degrees in the 
scale and location parameters. The results of simulation studies showed that both 
the corrected AIC and BIC always detected non-stationarity but the BIC selected 
the correct model more often except in very small samples. Furthermore, accurate 
methods of constructing confidence intervals (CIs) for model parameters and other 
quantities such as the return levels are required. Because normal approximations 
may be inadequate, bootstrap methods are recommended. Simulation studies indi-
cate that the bias corrected and accelerated (BCa) method is best overall for the 
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extreme percentiles that are often the focus of interest. A case study is presented 
of temperature and rainfall extremes over mountainous areas of Greece. Model fit-
ting supports a non-stationary GEV model for temperature with the location pa-
rameter depending linearly on time, showing an increasing trend in annual maxima 
and declining trend in annual minima. On the other hand, the rainfall series ap-
peared to be stationary, reducing to the Gumbel distribution (GEV with shape pa-
rameter equal to zero). Fitting within the framework of GAMLSS models showed 
similar results for several other distributions. 

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of extremes in hydro-meteorological series, such as annual or monthly 
maxima of precipitation or temperature, is fundamental for engineering design. 
Often, these series are not stationary, because of natural climate variability or an-
thropogenic climate change (Jain and Lall, 2001; Milly et al., 2008). Consequently, 
the assumption of a series of independently and identically distributed values over 
time (stationarity) may need to be modified. Introducing non-stationarity within the 
framework of standard statistical distributions requires extended models with co-
variate-dependent changes in one or more of a distribution’s parameters (Coles, 
2001).

2. STATISTICAL MODELLING

2.1. Generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution

The GEV distribution is widely employed for modelling extremes in the environmen-
tal sciences and elsewhere (Reiss and Thomas, 2007). It depends on three param-
eters: location μ , scale σ and shape ξ . In the non-stationary GEV distribution (El 
Adlouni et al., 2007; Leclerc and Ouarda, 2007), these are expressed as a function of 
time t and possibly other covariates (Coles, 2001). We shall only consider depend-
ence on time. Furthermore, we will allow non-stationarity of the location and scale 
parameters, but not of the shape parameter. This non-stationary GEV (μ(t),σ (t),ξ ) 
distribution has distribution function 
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Specifically, the following regression structures will be considered for the location 
and scale parameters

allowing up to cubic dependence on time t . We denote by GEVjk the model with time 
dependence of order j in the location parameter and order k in the scale parameter. 
A convenient tool for fitting stationary and non-stationary GEV distributions by max-
imum likelihood is the gev.fit routine in the R package ‘ismev’ (http://cran.R-project.
org/package=ismev).

2.2. GAMLSS

The class of generalized additive models for location, scale and shape (GAMLSS; 
Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2005) provides a flexible framework for modelling, allow-
ing up to four parameters of a distribution chosen from a very wide family to depend 
on covariates. For example, Villarini et al. (2009) examined the fit of five distribu-
tions (Gumbel, Weibull, Gamma, Logistic and Lognormal) to data on rainfall and 
temperature in Rome. Non-stationary GEV distributions can also be fitted within 
this framework.

The general format of the model for parameter θk is

where gk is a link function, Xk is a design matrix containing the values of Jk covariates 
for each of n independent observations, βk is a parameter vector of length Jk, Zjk is 
another known design matrix of dimension n × qjk and γjk is a qjk - dimensional ran-
dom vector.
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GAMLSS modelling is implemented in the R package ‘gamlss’ (http://cran.R-project.
org/package=gamlss), which makes it easy to include features such as random ef-
fects or non-polynomial dependence on covariates by means of splines.

2.3. Model selection

It is important to have objective procedures for selecting the best fitting among 
various candidate models. The likelihood ratio test can be used to compare the 
goodness-of-fit of two hierarchically nested models. The Akaike information crite-
rion (AIC) and the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are also widely applied for 
model selection. If  is the maximized value of the likelihood from a model that con-
tains p parameters, and n is the sample size, these criteria are defined as

(this is the corrected AIC – the third term is a small-sample adjustment) and

The preferred model minimizes the chosen criterion although attention should also 
be paid to models with values close to the minimum. More details of model selection 
procedures can be found in Claeskens and Hjort (2008), for example.

Panagoulia et al. (2014) carried out a simulation study in order to evaluate empiri-
cally the performance of the AICc and BIC in identifying the true model among the 
set of models GEVjk (j=0, 1, 2, 3; k=0, 1, 2, 3), for samples of sizes n = 20, 50 or 100. 
Both criteria had high success rates in detecting non-stationarity. The BIC was the 
more successful in identifying the correct model: over 80% of the time for n=50 and 
over 90% for n=100. Neither performed well for n=20, which is a very small sample 
in relation to the number of parameters in some of these models.

2.4. Confidence intervals

One of the major objectives of fitting a distribution to climate data is to obtain esti-
mates of its quantiles, especially those related to the return periods of extreme 
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events: for example, the upper 1% point of the distribution of annual maxima cor-
responds to a 1/.01 = 100-year return period. Because parametric confidence inter-
vals based on a normal distribution approximation are not expected to work well for 
extreme quantiles, their construction by bootstrap methods has been examined for 
GEV models, first by Kysely (2008) in the stationary case and subsequently by 
Panagoulia et al. (2014) in the non-stationary case. Amongst several methods com-
pared, the best was found to be the parametric bootstrap with confidence intervals 
constructed by the bias corrected and accelerated (BCa) technique.

3. CASE STUDY

Time series of meteorological data are available from several locations within a 
mountainous area of Greece. Analyses are carried out for annual maxima and min-
ima of temperature and maxima of rainfall. We describe briefly here the results 
obtained from modeling the annual extremes of temperature in the entire area over 
21 years. The series do not appear to be stationary, as the GEV10 model offers sig-
nificantly improved fit over the GEV00 model (p=0.05 for maximum temperatures, 
p=0.01 for minima). The smoother fitted to the annual minima in Figure 1 demon-
strates the decreasing trend. The suggestion of greater variance in the later years is 
not borne out by statistical tests (p=0.40 for GEV11 versus GEV10). In contrast to the 
results of the analysis of rainfall data in Panagoulia et al. (2014), the GEV model for 
temperatures did not reduce to the Gumbel (ξ = 0) as the former had significantly 
better fit than the latter (AIC 96.8 compared to 102.1).

GAMLSS modelling showed that the Inverse Gaussian, Gamma and Lognormal dis-
tributions with linear trend in their location parameters all fitted equally well as the 
GEV10. The introduction of linear dependence on time in the scale parameter did 
not improve fit.
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Figure 1. Annual minimum temperatures (ºC) over the whole study area, with trend fitted by locally 
weighted scatterplot smoothing (lowess: Minitab 14).
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ABSTRACT

Comparisons of differential survival by country are useful in many domains. In the 
area of public policy, they help policymakers and analysts assess how much various 
groups benefit from public programs, such as Social Security and health care. In 
financial markets and especially for actuaries, they are important for designing an-
nuities and life insurance. We present a method for clustering information about 
differential survival by country. Then this approach is used to group mortality sur-
faces for European Union countries. This paper reviews mortality indicators to study 
mortality inequalities and trends in European Union countries. Additionally, the in-
dicators permit us to characterization of each group. All these statistical analysis 
were performed using the R environment for statistical computing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Interest in health inequalities between European Union (EU) countries and their re-
gions as well as the various social clusters in the EU population is growing (Spinakis 
et al., 2011). The problem of determining which mortality indicators influence the 
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characterization of a country group has been considered from different perspectives 
and statistical methodologies. The investigation of this issue has made frequent use 
of traditional statistical methods such as “Classification And Regression Trees” 
(CART). Random forests are an ensemble learning method for classification (and 
regression) that operate by constructing a multitude of CART at training time and 
out-putting the class that is the mode of the classes output by individual trees Liaw 
and Wiener (2002).

Working in the framework of multi-population mortality models, Hatzopoulos and 
Haberman (2013) present a new common mortality modeling structure to analyse 
mortality dynamics for a pool of countries. However, there is a research gap in the 
characterization of country groups based on mortality indicators and their capacity 
for discrimination. For this reason, this study also introduces classification and re-
gression trees (CART) and random forests, which can help by allowing us to describe 
groups and select indicators.

2. ANALYSIS OF MORTALITY DATA FROM THE EUROPEAN UNION

In this section, a method for grouping countries from the distances between their 
mortality surfaces is presented. A mortality surface is a function of the (time t, age 
x) “Lexis plane” which describes the mortality experience of a population during a 
given interval of time. Examples are: the logarithm of the force of mortality, log(μxt ), 
and the logit transformation of the specific probability of death, log(qxt /(1 − qxt )). A 
mortality surface is drawn when the logarithm of the forces of mortality, or the 
logit transform of the specific probability of death, are plotted against age and time 
period simultaneously in a three-dimensional diagram. In this paper we are going to 
show the methodology by using log(qxt /(1 − qxt )). Additionally, cluster validity indices 
are introduced, which assess the average compactness and separation of fuzzy par-
titions generated by the fuzzy c-means algorithm.

CART or trees are going to use for the characterization of groups. Tree models are 
quite popular as the structure is easier for non technical people to understand and 
they are implemented in R-packages. Recently there has been a lot of interest in 
“ensemble learning”  methods that generate many classifiers and aggregate their 
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results (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) called random forest. In standard trees, each node 
is split using the best split between all the variables. In a random forest, each node 
is split using the best among a subset of predictors randomly chosen at that node. 
In addition, it is very user-friendly as it only has two parameters (the number of 
variables in the random subset at each node and the number of trees in the forest), 
and is usually not very sensitive to their values. The randomForest package provides 
an R interface to the Fortran programs by Breiman and Cutler (available at http://
www.stat.berkeley.edu/ users/breiman/). (Liaw and Wiener, 2002) provide a brief in-
troduction to the use and features of the R functions. The randomForest package 
optionally produces two additional pieces of information: a measure of the impor-
tance of the predictor variables, and a measure of the internal structure of the data 
(the proximity of different data points to one another). The reader is referred to (Liaw 
and Wiener, 2002) for their definitions.

These statistical tools are going to be applied to the most usual mortality indicators 
such as life expectancy, modal age at death and Gini Index can be calculated from a 
dynamic period life table, details in Debón et al. (2012).

2.1. Data

All these methods will be used to study mortality for the countries of EU for men. 
The application is carried out using the language and environment for statistical 
computing and graphics R. We use mortality data from the Human mortality data-
base. There are no complete data for all the EU countries and available countries 
have a common time range 1990-2009 for the age ranges from 0 to 110 years old.

2.2. Clustering of the countries of EU using Principal Components

We want to gather the 21 countries of the dataset into a number of clusters which 
would correspond to different mortality profiles. Cluster analysis is a reasonable ap-
proach to separate the EU countries into clusters with similar mortality surface 
summarized in the corresponding 5 CPs.
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1 2 3

Austria 0.01 0.99 0.00
Belgium 0.03 0.97 0.01
Bulgaria 0.66 0.09 0.25
Czech Republic 0.80 0.12 0.08
Denmark 0.06 0.92 0.02
Estonia 0.15 0.05 0.81
Finland 0.11 0.86 0.03
France 0.11 0.84 0.05
Germany 0.03 0.96 0.01
Hungary 0.73 0.08 0.19
Ireland 0.21 0.72 0.07
Italy 0.05 0.93 0.02
Latvia 0.08 0.02 0.90
Lithuania 0.12 0.05 0.83
Luxembourg 0.34 0.49 0.17
Netherlands 0.10 0.87 0.03
Poland 0.90 0.03 0.07
Portugal 0.35 0.52 0.13
Spain 0.09 0.87 0.04
Sweden 0.10 0.86 0.04
UK 0.01 0.99 0.00

Table 1. The membership values of the EU countries to the clusters.

Fuzzy clustering generalizes partition clustering methods by allowing an country to 
be partially classified into more than one cluster. Table 1 gives the fuzzy c-means 
membership levels for each cluster (all the membership values for each cluster 
are complementary, in the sense that their sum is one). The membership-values 
are shown in Table 1, where the highest value appears in bold. Table 2 shows the 
values of several indices as fuzzy cluster validity measures. The values of these 
indices can be independently used in order to evaluate and compare clustering par-
titions or even to determine the number of clusters existing in a data set. Therefore, 
three is indicated as the optimal number of clusters for all the indices as it corre-
sponds to maximum partition coefficient (pc) and minimum entropy (pe), xie.beni 
(xb) and fukuyama.sugeno (fs).
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Figure 1. Mortality index importance

index 2 3 4
xb 0.01 0.01 0.03
fs -26720.47 -26720.92 -18588.22
pc 0.73 0.73 0.61
pe 0.50 0.50 0.73

Table 2. Results of the validation indices by using data of the EU countries. number of clusters

Next step is the characterization of a country group based on the most important 
mortality indicators using random forests a combination of CART Liaw and Wiener 
(2002).

2.3. Random forest for mortality indicators in 2009

In order to check the importance of life expectancy at birth, the randomForest 
package is used. This produces a measure of the importance of the mortality indica-
tor in 2009, and a measure of the proximity of different countries to one another. The 
Random forest results for accuracy and mortality indicators importance are pro-
vided in Figure 1.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

In section 2, 21 EU countries were classified by fuzzy c-means cluster analysis, for 
the time period 1991-2009. As a result for men, one cluster is formed by the western 
European countries, a second by the Baltic States and a third by Eastern European 
countries. The clustering method is based on the similarities between mortality 
surfices which show main mortality time trends. Our results are similar to those 
obtained by Hatzopoulos and Haberman (2013) who classified 35 countries in west 
and east clusters, but as we only consider European countries the East-cluster is 
divided in a different way which in our case gives a Baltic cluster.

Next, random forest was used to implement coherent classification of the countries 
based on mortality indicators in 2009. For the Baltic States (Estonia, Lithuania and 
Latvia), the mortality dynamics are distinguishable from the rest of the East-cluster 
countries, and their life expectancies in 2009 are the lowest ones, less than 70.
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ABSTRACT

A procedure based on a multiplicative algorithm for computing optimal experimen-
tal designs subject to cost constraints in simultaneous equations models is pre-
sented. A convex criterion function based on a usual criterion function and an ap-
propriate cost function is considered. A specific L-optimal design problem and a 
numerical example are taken from Conlisk (1979) to compare the procedure. The 
problem would need integer non linear programming to obtain exact designs. To 
avoid this he solves a continuous non linear programming problem and then he 
rounds-off the number of replicates of each experiment. The procedure provided in 
this paper reduces dramatically the computational efforts in computing optimal ap-
proximate designs. It is based on a specific formulation of the asymptotic covariance 
matrix of the full-information maximum likelihood estimators, which simplifies the 
calculations. The design obtained for estimating the structural parameters of the 
numerical example by this procedure are not only easier to compute, but also more 
efficient than the design provided by Conlisk.

1. INTRODUCTION

Optimal experimental designs when constraints are imposed have been considered 
in the literature widely (see e.g. Cook and Fedorov, 1995). In this paper the problem 
is focused on the total cost of the experiment. A scalar coefficient will tune the 
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compromise between information and cost (benefit). The novelty is to consider this 
approach for a model of simultaneous equations. These models are very common in 
the economics literature among other areas.

As far as the authors know the first to consider the problem of designing experiments 
for simultaneous equations models was Conlisk (1979). For him the natural approach, 
as in standard regression, is to minimize a scalar function of the covariance matrix of 
the estimated structural coefficients of the simultaneous equations model. He pro-
posed a design objective function based either on the three-stage least squares (3SLS) 
estimators or on the full–information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimators. 
Moreover the non- linear restrictions on the reduced-form coefficients implied by the 
structural model causes the design criteria to be functions of unknown parameters. 
There is not much literature about optimal design for simultaneous equations mod-
els. Casero-Alonso and López-Fidalgo (2014) proposed an alternative approach using 
triangular simultaneous equations models to the optimal experimental design prob-
lem for a linear regression model with explanatory variables which are not subject to 
the control of the practitioner. Here it is extended to a problem with cost constraints. 
The direct expression of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the FIML estimators pro-
vided by Rothenberg and Leenders (1964) is used for a more general model and an 
efficient iterative procedure is proposed to find optimal designs.

In order to compute optimal designs we consider a multiplicative algorithm based 
on a convex criterion function. The multiplicative algorithm (e.g. Torsney and Martín-
Martín, 2009) is used to update simultaneously all weights of the design points, step 
by step. A modification of the weighted average of an optimality criteria and a cost 
function (Pronzato, 2010) is considered in order to better fit the procedure. Cook and 
Wong (1994) showed that constrained and compound optimal design approaches to 
handling multiple objectives are equivalent. This approach is based on approximate 
designs. But an exact design is the final objective.

2. OPTIMAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS IN SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS MODELS

A general problem of designing an optimum experiment for a simultaneous equa-
tions model subject to cost constraints is formulated.
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First the usual notation of simultaneous equations is introduced. Let us suppose a 
complete system of r linear stochastic structural equations in r jointly dependent 
variables and k predetermined explanatory variables,

(1)

where yi is the n × 1 vector of observations of one of the endogenous dependent 
variables, n is the number of experiments, Yi is the n × ri matrix of values formed by 
the ri ≤ r − 1 explanatory endogenous variables included in that equation, Xi is the n 
× ki matrix of values formed by the ki ≤ k explanatory exogenous variables included 
in that equation, αi and βi are ri × 1 and ki × 1 structural parameter vectors to be esti-
mated, for the included endogenous and exogenous variables respectively, and ui is 
the n × 1 vector of structural disturbances which have zero mean and are independ-
ent and homoscedastic across observations, that is with common covariance ma-
trix, cov(u1h , ..., urh) = Σ, h = 1, . . . , n. Let yi = Ziδi + ui where Zi = (Yi , Xi) and δi = (αi, βi).

Furthermore, let us suppose that the reduced–form of the structural equations sys-
tem exists, Y = X Π + V , where Y is the matrix of endogenous variable observations, 
X is the matrix of values of the exogenous variables, Π is the coefficients matrix, and 
V is the reduced–form disturbances matrix.

Let Yi = X Πi + Vi where Πi and Vi are submatrices of Π and V for that part of the re-
duced–form corresponding to Yi.

The asymptotic covariance matrix of 3SLS or FIML estimators of the structural coef-
ficients δ of (1) assuming the normal distribution for the disturbances is

(2)

where plim indicates the probability limit, L* is the ‘concentrated’ likelihood function (see 
Rothenberg and Leenders 1964), ⊗ represents the Kronecker product of matrices and

(3)
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where Hi = (Πi, Ji) and Ji is the matrix of unit vectors such that Xi = X Ji selects from 
X the exogenous variables of the ith equation.

To illustrate the procedure introduced in this paper, a specific L–optimal design 
problem is considered. An L-optimal design ξ* is a design which minimizes the trace 
of LM (ξ)−1 (Atwood, 1976), where M (ξ) is the Information Matrix associated with an 
approximate design ξ and L is a positive definite user–selected matrix. L is chosen 
to reflect the researcher’s interest in the study. Let us suppose that the experi-
menter’s objective function is the sum of estimation error variances for predict-
ing yi, i = 1, ..., r. The cost constraint  where cj is the cost of taking one 
observation at xj , nj is the number of times xj appears in the final design and C is the 
total budgetof the experiment. Then the specific L–optimal experimental design 
problem can be stated as

(4)

where Ir is the identity matrix of order r. As Conlisk (1979) pointed out, though the nj 
must be integers (exact design), the usual procedure is to approximate by solving 
the continuous nonlinear programming problem and rounding–off the optimal val-
ues of nj .

3. AN EFFICIENT ITERATIVE PROCEDURE

A procedure to solve the experimental design problem in a simultaneous equa-
tions model subject to a cost constraint stated in (4) is established. It is an alter-
native to the computationally expensive continuous nonlinear programming 
problem.

Given that X TX of (2) can be expressed as  in (4), approximate designs may 
be used here. Then a multiplicative algorithm for approximate designs can be ap-
plied. Therefore, one of the advantages of the procedure described below is the re-
duction in time of computation (see Section 5). Problem (4) is equivalent to obtaining 
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the optimal approximate design ξ* which minimizes the convex criterion function 
(Cook and Wong, 1994)

 (5)

where ξ is an approximate design, Φ is an optimality convex criterion function (usu-
ally a function of M −1(ξ)), B(xj ) is an appropriate benefit function based on the known 
cost function cj , B(ξ) = Σj ξ(xj )B(xj ) which is linear in ξ and β > 0 is a parameter to be 
tuned. Note that the minus sign assigned to β is to obtain the maximum benefit/
minimum cost.

The General Equivalence Theorem, GET (Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1959) says that ξ* is 
Φβ –optimal if and only if

where ∂Φ(ξ, ξ0) is the directional derivative of Φ at ξ in the direction of ξ’,

and 1xj is the design concentrated at xj , i.e. with weight 1 at xj . Based on the GET a 
multiplicative algorithm is used (Torsney and Martín-Martín, 2009). For a specific 
value of β, at step s + 1 the weights of the design are updated,

 (6)

For setting a stopping rule, a lower bound of the efficiency of the new design ξ (s+1) is 
computed. Again it is based on the GET, and it depends on Φβ(ξ (s+1)),
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where

For computing the optimal design ξ* for the criterion (5) the following procedure is 
established:

1. For each particular value of β an optimal approximate design is obtained nu-
merically, , using the multiplicative 
algorithm (6).

2. Let , where  is the total β number of 
experiments for each β, and .

3. Finally  has to be rounded–off to integers, n*, in such a way 
 and 

This procedure could be adapted to any design problem.

4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

To compare the procedure described above with the continuous problem stated in (4) 
the numerical example of Conlisk (1979) is considered.

A major oil company decides to experiment with controlled variation in the prices 
of gas and repairs, Pg and Pr , using its service station outlets as a cross–section of 
observations. Three alternate values (0.93, 1, 1.07) for each price variable (in an 
appropriate normalized form) are considered. Other controlled variables are the 
dummies Dg and Dr , describing whether or not trading stamps are offered with 
gas and repair sales respectively. The design space X is 4–dimensional, (Pg, Pr, Dg, 
Dr) with values 0 or 1 for Dg and Dr . This yields 32 × 22 = 36 experimental possible 
conditions.

The goal is to estimate the coefficients of the demand model (structural equations) 
of the quantities of gas and repairs sold, Qg and Qr. To solve the corresponding ex-
perimental design problem (4) we must supply nominal values for Σ, disturbance 
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covariance matrix, and H , where H depends on Π via (3) and Π in turn depends on 
the structural coefficients αi and βi:

The cost (in terms of percentages of profit lost by stations during the experiment) of 
making one experiment at the jth experimental condition (service station) is defined by

The optimal structural design, provided by Conlisk (1979), is presented in Table 1. 
This exact design requires 529 experiments with a total cost of 6471.

Table 1 also presents the optimal design obtained with the procedure described in 
this work. The benefit function considered is B(ξ) = Σj ξ(xj )B(xj ) where B(xj ) = 1/cj . 
The values of β are taken from the interval [0, 2000]. Then β* = 586.5. This design 
requires 446 experiments, 16% less than Conlisk exact design, but the cost is about 
the same.

5. CONCLUSION

There are two main advantages of the procedure proposed in this paper. On the one 
hand, it saves time of computations. The time for obtaining a solution of a reduced 
version of the example is around 60 seconds, whereas our procedure needs only 6 
seconds (both implemented in Mathematica). On the other hand, the designs ob-
tained with our procedure have much larger efficiencies. To compare the designs we 
compute the relative L-efficiency: , where exact designs with 
integers nj, j = 1, … , m are considered. The exact design obtained with the procedure 
is 26.6% more efficient than the structural design provided by Conlisk. 

Moreover, the procedure could be adapted to any design problem.
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Table 1. Optimal designs for estimating the structural parameters. 

Another issue is the consideration of approximate designs when the problem con-
sidered requires an exact design. We have applied the rounding-off methods in-
cluded in the software BAZI to the approximate solutions obtained. Therefore, the 
last step will be to choose the best one with respect to the criteria considered.
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ABSTRACT

Reinsurance is one of the tools that an insurer can use to mitigate the underwrit-
ing risk and then to control solvency. We focus on the proportional reinsurance 
arrangements and we numerically examine decision problems of the insurer with 
respect to the reinsurance strategy. To this end, we use as decision tools not only 
the probability of ruin but also some measures of the random variable deficit at 
ruin if ruin occurs. The discounted penalty function is employed to calculate all 
these risk measures as particular cases. We consider the classical risk theory 
model assuming a Poisson process and that the individual claim amount follows a 
linear combination of an exponential (β) and an Erlang (2, β), modified with a pro-
portional reinsurance with a retention level that is not constant and depends on 
the level of the surplus.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the tools that an insurer has to control solvency is reinsurance. There is a vast 
bibliography about this subject including also several related optimization prob-
lems: Castañer et al. (2010, 2012), Dickson and Waters (1996), Centeno (2002, 2005, 
1986), Centeno and Simões (2009), Dimitrova and Kaishev (2010), Kaishev and 
Dimitrova (2006) and Castañer et al. (2013), to mention just a few.
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In the analysis of solvency, the probability of ruin is the main measure used, but 
other measures related to the deficit at ruin if ruin occurs are also of interest. We 
concentrate in the expectation, the Value at Risk (V aR) and the Tail Value at Risk 
(T V aR) of this deficit at ruin if ruin occurs. We perform a numerical analysis of all 
these risk measures in the classical risk theory model considering proportional re-
insurance arrangements. In the classical proportional reinsurance the retention 
level is constant. In Castañer et al. (2010, 2012), and Castañer et al. (2014), a thresh-
old proportional reinsurance, where the retention level is not constant and depends 
on the level of the surplus, is defined. This threshold proportional reinsurance in-
cludes the classical proportional reinsurance as a particular case.

In the classical risk theory model, the surplus, R(t), at a given time t ∈ [0, ∞) is de-
fined as R (t) = u + ct − S (t), with u = R (0) ≥ 0 being the insurer’s initial surplus, S (t) 
the aggregate claims and c the instantaneous premium rate. S (t) is modeled as a 
compound Poisson process

The claim number process  is assumed to be Poisson with parameter λ. 
The random variables  are the positive claim severities, which are i.i.d. ran-
dom variables with common probability density function f (x) and  is inde-
pendent of {Xi, i ≥ 1}. We assume that the insurer’s premium income is received 
continuously at rate c per unit time, where c = λE [X] (1 + ρ), and ρ > 0 is the premium 
loading factor.

The time of ruin is T = min {t ≥ 0 | R (t) < 0}, with T = ∞ if R (t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0. The 
deficit at ruin if ruin occurs is Y = |R+ (T)| and the surplus immediately prior to ruin is 
R− (T). The probability of ultimate ruin from initial surplus u is denoted ψ (u) and de-
fined by 

where I (A) = 1 if A occurs and I (A) = 0 otherwise.
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Gerber and Shiu (1998) introduced the Gerber-Shiu discounted penalty function ϕ(u),

(1)

being δ ≥ 0 the discounted factor, and w(l, j), l ≥ 0, j > 0, the penalty function, so that 
ϕ(u) is the expected discounted penalty payable at ruin. This function can be used to 
study the traditional quantities of interest in classical ruin theory, such as ruin prob-
ability, time of ruin or deficit at ruin. Therefore, depending on the penalty function 
w(l, j), we can obtain different interpretations for the Gerber-Shiu function. For w(l, 
j) = 1, the Gerber-Shiu function equals to the defective Laplace transform of the time 
of ruin being δ the parameter, and if in addition, we consider δ = 0, the ultimate ruin 
probability is obtained. For w(l, j) = jm and m ≥ 1, the ordinary discounted moments of 
the deficit at ruin if ruin occurs can be calculated. We also obtain the distribution 
function of the discounted deficit at ruin if ruin occurs, for w(l, j) = I (j ≤ y).

The threshold proportional reinsurance strategy is a dynamic strategy with a reten-
tion level that is not constant and depends on the level of the surplus, R (t). A reten-
tion level k1 is applied whenever the reserves are less than a threshold b ≥ 0, and a 
retention level k2 is applied in the other case. Then, the premium income retained is 
c1 and c2, respectively. We consider that the retention levels give new positive secu-
rity loadings for the insurer, i.e. the net profit condition is always fulfilled. Then, we 
can define and , being ρR the loading factor of reinsurer.

2. THE MODEL

In the classical risk theory model assuming a compound Poisson process for the 
aggregate claims and a phase-type distribution for the individual claim amount, 
with threshold proportional reinsurance, the discounted penalty function (1) be-
haves differently, depending on whether initial surplus u is below or above the level 
b. Hence, for notational convenience, we write
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In Castañer et al. (2010) the following theorem for the integro-differential equation 
for the Gerber-Shiu function (1) is obtained.

Theorem 2.1. The discounted penalty function φ(u) in a Poisson process model satis-
fies the integro-differential equations

(2)

where

(3)

and

(4)

Let w (R− (T ) , |R+ (T )|) be a non-negative function of R− (T ) > 0, the surplus im-
mediately before ruin, and R+ (T ) > 0 the surplus at ruin.

We assume that the individual claim amount follows a linear combination of an 
exponential(β) and an Erlang(2, β). That is a P H (α, S) with α = (α1, α2) and

From Castañer et al. (2014), the ordinary differential equations from the integro-
differential equation included in Theorem 2.1 are

(5)
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where ϕs (u), s = 1, 2 being s = 1 for 0 < u < b and s = 2 for u > b. The function ξs(u) is

For the penalty functions

Then, the Gerber-Shiu function is

(6)

with ri, i = 1, ..., 6, real and distinct roots of the characteristic equations of (5). The 
values of Fi , i = 1, . . . , 6, are determined from six conditions (see Castañer et al. 
(2014), for more details). To obtain the ruin probability, and the moments and the 
deficit at ruin (not their present values) we have to consider δ = 0, so r3 = r6 = 0.

3. SOME RESULTS

In the numerical analysis, we assume that β = 2, α = (0.5, 0.5), λ = 1, ρ = 0.4, ρR = 0.5 and 
δ = 0. We are interested in finding, if it exists, the best strategy for the insurer in order 
to minimize its ruin probability. We solve two optimization problems. In the first one, 
the insurer only considers the proportional reinsurance option, while in the second 
one, the insurer also considers the threshold proportional reinsurance option.

In Tables 1 and 2, we include the result of this minimizations and the comparison 
with the probabilities of ruin without reinsurance, for different values of the initial 
capital u. In addition, for the optimal threshold reinsurance strategies, in Table 3, the 
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expectation, the variance and the Value at Risk and the Tail Value at Risk at level 
99.5% of the deficit at ruin if ruin occurs are shown.

u (b, k1, k2) Threshold k Proportional
0 (0.403104, 1, 0.351626) 1.00000

0.25 (0.403102, 1, 0.351625) 0.47684
0.5 (0.403968, 1, 0.354007) 0.41151
1 (0.405915, 1, 0.359265) 0.38698
2 (0.407031, 1, 0.362216) 0.37590
3 (0.407427, 1, 0.363264) 0.37235
5 (0.407757, 1, 0.364128) 0.36956

Table 1. Optimal points.

u ψT H (u) ψP (u) ψ(u) − ψT H (u) ψ(u) − ψP (u) 
0 0.629977 0.714286 0.084309 0.000000

0.25 0.460979 0.550169 0.122815 0.033625
0.5 0.317820 0.379671 0.153875 0.092024
1 0.147567 0.177239 0.157640 0.127968
2 0.031802 0.038294 0.095360 0.088868
3 0.006852 0.008258 0.046111 0.044706
5 0.000318 0.000384 0.008870 0.008804

Table 2. Minimum probabilities of ruin with reinsurance.

u E[Y ] V [Y ] VaR99.5% T VaR99.5%
0 0.326255 0.097976 1.613070 1.890450

0.25 0.298149 0.0905538 1.562500 1.839210
0.5 0.284289 0.0875708 1.543070 1.820110
1 0.283708 0.0872991 1.541650 1.818690
3 0.283076 0.0870389 1.540250 1.817300

Table 3. Some measures of the deficit at ruin if ruin occurs.
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ABSTRACT

We present a methodology to forecast specific mortality rates and estimate longev-
ity and mortality risks. It is based on Generalized Dynamic Factor Models, fitted on 
the differences of the log-mortality rates. We compare its forecasting performance 
with models previously proposed in the literature, such as the traditional Static 
Factor Model fitted on the level of log-mortality rates. We also construct risk meas-
ures such as VaR and Tail-VaR by means of vine-copula simulations, taking into ac-
count the dependence between the idiosyncratic components of mortality rates. 
This methodology is applied to the projections of mortality rates of the United 
Kingdom and the estimation of longevity and mortality risks for hypothetical popula-
tions of males and females.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Longevity risk, understood as a downward deviation of the population mortality rates 
from a forecasted mortality trend, has become a topic of great academic interest in 
recent times, specifically for the actuarial literature (Richards and Jones, 2004). The 
central point in understanding longevity risk is related to the stochastic nature of mor-
tality rates. As such, their forecast is subject to uncertainty and statistical confidence 
judgments. This stochastic modeling of mortality rates has been well documented 
(Cairns et al., 2011) and recommended by the regulators (Continuous Mortality 
Investigation, 2004). Among the available alternatives to forecast and modeling mor-
tality rates, factor models are an attractive approach, given the low frequency of the 
mortality data and the relative high number of specific mortality rates to be forecast-
ed. The strategy consists on making the mortality rates dependent on a few numbers 
of unobserved stochastic factors. By doing this, the number of estimated parameters 
in the model is significantly reduced and optimal first-efficient forecasts are possible.

In this article we propose a methodology that accommodates advances in two different 
fronts, estimation and prediction based on Generalized Dynamic Factor Models, and 
the construction of alternative confidence scenarios by means of vine-copula simula-
tions. In this way, we provide a robust alternative to measure longevity and mortality 
risks, using risk measures such as Value at Risk, or Tail-Value at Risk. The methodol-
ogy is applied to forecast mortality rates and to estimate risk measures for the United 
Kingdom, using data from 1950 to 2011, provided by the Human Mortality Database.

2. METHODOLOGY

Following Bai and Ng (2008), let N be the number of cross-sectional units and T the 
number of time series observations. In our case, we have 220 cross-sectional units 
(mortality rates for ages from 0 to 109+ years, for males and females). If we con-
sider males and females separately, then N = 110. For i = 1, … , N and t = 1, … ,T, the 
Static Factor Model (SFM) is defined as:

(1)
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where eit is referred to as the idiosyncratic error and λi is referred to as the factor load-
ings. This is a vector of weights that unit i puts on the corresponding r static common 
factors Ft . Cit = λi Ft refers to the common component of the model. can be a dynamic 
vector process. i.e. a VAR process. Note that if we set L = 1 and A(1) = Ir and require 
that r = 1, we are in presence of the popular model proposed by Lee and Carter (1992). 
The static model can be compared with the dynamic model, defined as:

(2)

where is a vector of dynamic factor loadings of order s. In 
the case when is finite, we refer to it as a Dynamic Factor Model (DFM), whereas a 
Generalized Dynamic Factor Model (GDFM) allows s to be infinite. Stock and Watson 
(2010) provide examples of the former case and Forni et al. (2000) introduce the lat-
ter. The GDFM differs from traditional static and dynamic models because it places 
smaller weights on variables having larger idiosyncratic components, so that the 
idiosyncratic error contained in the linear combination is minimized. 

Estimation of the factors use Principal Components, or Singular Value Decomposition, 
which impose the normalization that ɅʹɅ/N = Ir and F'F being diagonal (enough to 
guarantee identification).

Following Stock and Watson (2006), the h-step ahead forecast can be performed 
directly by projecting xit+h onto the estimated factors lagged h periods, that is, by es-
timating β in the following equation:

 (3)

Unknown factors can be replaced by their (consistent) estimations Ft. In the context 
of GDFM, these factors are weighted according to the spectral density matrix of the 
series.

Finally, the dependence arising in the high frequency of the spectra is key to the es-
timation of unexpected movements in the time series. We approach it by means of 
copulas, and in this way, we are able of constructing risk measures based on 
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percentiles of the simulated density1. When there are several dimensions involved, 
as in our case, the direct estimation of a N-dimensional copula is not recommended. 
Instead, the literature has developed an alternative estimation and simulation pro-
cedure, based on bivariate-conditional-copulas as described by Aas et al. (2009). 
This method allows us to estimate percentiles of the multivariate density of the idi-
osyncratic components in the model, and therefore, to construct risk measures 
based on specific percentiles of the forecasted error, such as: VaR and TVaR. The 
VaR is the α-quantile of a random variable (in our case a mortality rate), that is 
VaRα (x) = inf {x ǀ Fx(x) ≥ }α, where Fx is the distribution function of x and α is the sig-
nificance level α ∈ (0,1). A complementary measure, the corresponds to the 
mathematical expectation beyond VaR.

We provide estimations of VaR and TVaR for different configurations of the exposed 
population. We consider populations of 30,000 males or females ranging from 0 to 
109+ years, 18 to 64 years and 65 to 109+ years, as illustrative examples. In the interest 
of space, we report only the first results.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We use of data from 1950 to 2001 to estimate the models and from 2002 to 2011 to 
measure their relative performance. The Mean Squared Forecasting Error (MSFE) 
for the changes in log-motility rates for several forecasting horizons is estimated, 
for males and females, as a weighted average of the individual forecasting errors, 
the weights being the population in each category for the cases considered in the 
exercise (see Figure 1).

1 A comprehensive treatment by McNel et al. (2005).
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Figure 1. MSFE by Forecasting Horizon. Bars from left to right are in each group are: DFM and 
GDFM on the log-differences, DFM and SFM-Lee-Carter, on the log-levels.

In general, the GDFM performs better than the other models in forecasting, espe-
cially for medium-term horizons. The worst model is the Lee-Carter Model, fol-
lowed by the DFM in log-rates. Our intuition for this finding is that the log-rates 
models impose a cointegration relationship between the mortality rates that can be 
false for the 110 rates as a whole. This in turn could deteriorate the forecasting ex-
ercise, especially for medium or long-term horizons. Additionally, we find that the 
adjustment, through the spectral density matrices applied in the GDFM improves 
the forecast, as expected, but the improvement is small in magnitude.

Lastly, we report the VaR and TVaR at 0.5% (left-tail) and the same statistics at 99.5 
percentiles (right-tail), using several copulas. When we observe the VaR or TVaR at 
0.5% we are concerned with longevity risk and, conversely, at the right tail (99.5%) 
we are referring to the risk of mortality. In both cases risk has to be understood as a 
departure from the expected number of deaths (ED), forecasted with the best 
available model (i.e. the GDFM).
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Males
TVaR VaR ED VaR TVaR

0-109+ 238 239 252 261 262
18-64 78 78 80 82 82

65-109+
Females

0-109+ TVaR VaR ED VaR TVaR
18-64 254 255 259 263 263

65-109+ 52 52 54 56 56
1242 1244 1257 1269 1270

Table 1. Expected number of deaths (ED), VaR and TailVaR Males TVaR VaR ED VaR TVaR. 

The forecasting results (ED in Table 1) can be read as the expected number of events 
(deaths) in one year. In the case of 30,000 males between 0-109+ years, in a popula-
tion-portfolio that mimics the population structure of the UK males in 2011, we ex-
pect to see 252 events (deaths), while we expect to see 259 events in a similar port-
folio composed only by woman.

In terms of longevity risk we find that, as expected, longevity risk arises as the age 
advances. For example, the 99.5% V aR for males between 0 and 109+ years is 261 
and the VaR at 0.5% is 239. This indicates that it is possible to assert with a 99.5% of 
statistical-confidence, in one year, that no more than 261 persons will die, or con-
versely that no less than 239 will die, even when one expect 252 to die. These calcu-
lations increase significantly for the upper ages, for males and females, but at a 
higher rate for the former.

These results highlight an empirically important finding of our exercise, which is the 
asymmetric nature of mortality and longevity risks. By using the VaR at 99.5%, lon-
gevity risk is 20.8% higher than mortality risk for the portfolio of males (8% in fe-
males). Using the TV aRs those numbers are 15.8% and 15.3% respectively.

4. CONCLUSION

Introducing dynamics by means of adding lags (new factors) to forecast mortality 
rates generates a better fit of the models to data, especially when modeling male 
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populations, although it is the differentiation of the series, which increase consider-
ably the forecasting capability of the factor models. We provide some intuition for 
these findings and we show that the gains in terms of forecasting are bigger as the 
forecast horizon increases. The intuition comes from the fact that traditional factor 
models on the log-mortality rates, as the Lee-Carter’s model, impose a cointegra-
tion relationship among all the series in the system by assumption, which is very 
unlikely to be observed in the data, given the high number of series in this kind of 
exercises. Further improvements can be achieved by using (one sided) generalized 
principal components in the estimation stage.

It has to be noticed, however, that the models in differences perform worse than the 
models in levels for short forecasting horizons at ages above 95 years (we do not 
report these results here). This finding has to do with the fact that the bigger fitting 
of the models in differences comes at the expense of some degree of over-fitting for 
the elder ages, especially for males. This over-performance of the models in levels 
disappears as the forecast horizon increases and, indeed, for 10 years ahead it com-
pletely reverses.

Finally, we found that longevity risk is bigger for older populations and particularly 
higher for men. There is also an asymmetric relation between longevity and mortal-
ity risks, which makes it difficult to try to “cancel out” each risk with another in prag-
matic terms.
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ABSTRACT

The Clauset-Shalizi-Newman method to find the value of a random variable X above 
which is well described by a power-law tail is put under scrutiny using simulated 
data with power-law tails. The effect of considering different shapes in the part of 
the distribution describing the transition to the power-law tail is explored, as well as 
the influence of the number of data. Comparison with other methods is done, in-
cluded a method based on Hill estimator.

1. INTRODUCTION

Power-law distributions, or, more generally, power-law tails (also referred to as 
Pareto tails) have found an increased range of applicability in the last decades. The 
reasons for such abundance are diverse: the ubiquity of Zipf’s law in linguistics, de-
mography, economy and communications, Newman (2008); the emergence of frac-
tal and critical structures in complex systems, Bak (1996); and last but not least, 
limiting behavior of threshold exceedances in extreme events (Coles, 2001). In all 
cases, power-law tails are a sign of the existence of a non-null risk of extremely 
large events.
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2. ANALYSIS

Given a data set, the fitting of a power-law distribution is straightforward, and does 
not involve more statistical tools than the fitting of any other simple distribution. 
However, in practice, one is more interested instead in fitting a power-law tail, i.e., 
one wants to test the hypothesis that there exist a critical value a of the random 
variable X beyond which

to a good approximation, with the exponent α > 0 and the truncation parameter a > 0, 
and with a arbitrarily large with respect to the smallest value of X in the data set. The 
main problem is that different values of a lead to different subsets of the data (as 
values of X below a are discarded), and therefore the results of the fit for each a can-
not be directly compared.

Visual inspection of the plot of the distribution in log-scale (either for the estimated 
survivor function or the probability density) can be helpful to identify a plausible 
value of a, but one would be more confident with an automatic method, devoid of any 
arbitrariness. Other methods, such the use of CV-plot, see Castillo et al. (2014), also 
rely on user visualization.

Recently, Clauset et al. (2009) have introduced a protocol to systematically find the 
proper value of a for power-law tails. In essence, the method explores all possible 
values of a. For each a, the exponent α is estimated by maximum likelihood, and then 
a sort of goodness-of-fit (but not goodness-of-fit test) is calculated by the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) statistic. One obtains in this way the KS statistic as a function of a. The 
key point of the Clauset-Shalizi-Newman method is the assumption that the value of 
a that signals the starting of the power-law tail is given by the one that minimizes the 
KS statistic. This can be understood as arising from the fact that, while the data is in-
deed power-law distributed, the decrease in a will lead to a decrease of the KS dis-
tance (because this goes as the inverse of the square root in the number of data, and 
the number of data increases with a decreasing). On the other hand, as long as the 
data starts to deviate from the power law, the KS statistic would increase again, due to 
the bad fit provided by the region outside the power-law range.
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Once the candidate value of a is found (with its corresponding estimated value of the 
exponent α) one needs to test this result. This is done by simulating synthetic sam-
ples as close as possible to the original data: boot-strapping the data for X below a 
and simulating a power law with the obtained exponent for X > a. These synthetic 
samples are submitted to the very same process as the empirical data, with the re-
sult, for each synthetic sample, of a KS statistic-function of a; minimization will yield 
the resulting estimation of the value of a and the exponent in each case. Naturally, 
these values should be more or less close to the empirical ones, although distinct, 
in general. For different synthetic samples we will gather a collection of minimum 
values of the KS statistic. These KS statistic values are the ones that define the dis-
tribution with which the empirical minimum KS value is compared, and allow to 
obtain a p−value, from which the power-law hypothesis is rejected or not.

The Clauset-Shalizi-Newman method has become very popular, in part because it 
provides a practical and unambiguous recipe to establish or disregard the existence 
of a power-law tail in empirical data. However, a few researchers have criticized it, 
based on two main facts: (i) there is no theoretical justification on why the KS statis-
tic should be minimum just at the point in which the data deviate from a power-law 
behavior (despite the argument above on the dependence on the number of data and 
the deviations outside the true power-law regime) and (ii) it has been evaluated on 
data distributed according to a real, simulated power-law tail joined to a non-power-
law body and the method has not identified correctly the transition point, yielding a 
smaller value of a and therefore a p-value equal to zero (for data that, remember, 
have a real power-law regime). However, this analysis has been performed just for 
a single case.

An alternative variation has been introduced by Peters et al. (2010) and Deluca and 
Corral (2013), using a more standard procedure. Given an empirical data set, for 
each possible value of a, a maximum-likelihood fit is performed and the KS statistic 
is obtained. But the difference starts in the fact that a p−value is obtained for each of 
these fits. This is done by simulating the power-law tail, for X > a, and by applying 
the same maximum-likelihood estimation and calculation of the KS statistic for 
each synthetic data set. The comparison of the empirical KS statistic with the KS 
statistic of the simulated sets yields a p−value for each value of a. The onset of the 
power-law distribution should be reflected in the behavior of the p−value as a 
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function of a, transiting from a nearly zero value to a uniform distribution as a cross-
es from below the transition point. Note that in this case one should pay attention to 
the multiple-testing nature of this method.

A third method to compare consists in a semi-parametric tool for optimal threshold 
estimation obtained from non-parametric techniques of bias-corrected for high 
quantiles estimation. The method is based on Hill estimator under the supposition 
of heavy tails, see Gomes and Pestana (2007) and provides a consistent estimator of 
the second order parameters, see Degen and Embrechts (2008).

3. CONCLUSION

In this work we perform an in-depth and exhaustive study of the performance of the 
Clauset-Shalizi-Newman method, comparing it with the recipe of Peters et al. (2010) 
and Deluca and Corral (2013) and with the more elaborate procedure of Gomes and 
Pestana (2007). We apply the three methods to different simulated distributions, 
varying the values of the parameters of the distributions and the size of the data 
sets. Special care is devoted to the modeling of the crossover region from the body 
of the distribution to the power-law tail. The results show in which cases the Clauset-
Shalizi-Newman method yields reasonable results and when leads to failure, as 
well as which is the most suitable method, given the empirical and computational 
restrictions.
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ABSTRACT

Operational risk and portfolio risk data exhibit heavy tails properties which in natu-
ral way call for an EVT analysis, many authors suggest use the extreme value theory 
however this approach results in an extremely unrealistic amount of capital at risk. 
An alternative approach is proposed the DPLN model. This model has been applied 
to insurance field see Ramirez et al. (2008), we compare the DPLN model to others 
proposed in the literature. An example of operational risk losses is provided.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is often assumed that claim sizes and risk losses are independent and distributed 
heavy tailed random variables. The extreme value theory does not capture the body 
of the distribution. The exponential model fit is even worse, it captures neither the 
body nor the tail. We propose the Double Pareto Lognormal (DPLN) introduced by 
Reed and Jorgensen (2004).
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is the Mill’s ratio, where Φc(z) = 1 − Φ(z) and ϕ(z) and Φ(z) are the standard normal 
density and cumulative distributions respectively.

The DPLN distribution does not possess a moment generating function in closed 
form. However, if n < α, the moment of order n exists.

Reed and Jorgensen (2004) show that the DPLN model is a very flexible and con-
sider a various approaches to classical inference. However they not certain prob-
lems with the maximum likelihood convergence. We use a bayesian approach to 
estimate the parameters of DPLN model. On the other hand, we propose The DPLN 
model to model the aggregate loss distribution.

At the end, we consider 125 operational risk recollected from different banks, and 
we compare our results to other models proposed in the literature.

2. MODELING THE AGGREGATE DISTRIBUTION

In order to estimate the aggregate loss distribution, we first fit the frequency of oc-
currence and severity and then performs a process of aggregation or convolution of 
both. A capital at Risk is then calculated as the quantile 99.9% of the capital esti-
mates for this aggregate distribution in holding period. The most frequent discrete 
parametric distributions for modeling the frequency of operational risk losses are 
Poisson distribution and the negative binomial distribution.

The operational risk losses data presents heavy tails. In literature, many distribu-
tions have been proposed to model operational risk severity. The route via 
Subexponential family is a very natural one see Embrechts et al. (1997), in particu-
lar, the Pareto distribution which has been long used as a model for the tails in several 
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fields such as hydrology, insurance, finance and environmental science, see for ex-
ample Degen et al. (2007). However the Pareto distribution provides a good model 
for heavy tails, it is inappropriate for modeling the center of the distribution of many 
real data sets. Thus, in operational risk results to an inadequate amount of capital 
with no economic interpretation (more than 100% of the asset size), infinite expected 
losses and unstable estimates of capital at Risk.

The medium distributions as Gamma distribution and exponential distribution pro-
vide stability of capital see Degen et al. (2007). Nevertheless, they underestimate the 
capital at Risk. On the other hand, EVT is very useful when it comes to analysing 
extreme events but in no way EVT is able to predict exceptional operational risk 
losses such as those present in the Baring case.

Therefore alternative models are needed to these distributions. Dutta and Perry 
(2006) proposed the parametric g-h distribution which is well adopted to operation-
al risk more than the extreme value theory, and it results in consistently reasonable 
capital estimates. Nevertheless, the g-h model is sensitive to the introduction of 
new data especially if under some scenarios the kurtosis’s parameter is a polyno-
mial. On the other hand, in some research the body of the distribution is fitted with 
the lognormal distribution and the tail by GPD distribution. However, the most dif-
ficult problem is the choose of the right threshold which is both, not too low to cause 
significant bias and not high to lead to significant variance. The bad threshold can 
lead to under/ overestimate the VaR. In this context, we use the double Pareto log-
normal distribution (DPLN). DPLN distribution has a lognormal body and features a 
power law in both the lower and the upper tail.

3. APPLICATION

The data used for the analysis was collected for several banks participating in the 
survey to provide individual gross operational losses above a threshold, stating on 
2002 to 2007. This data was grouped in eight standardised business lines and seven 
event types. The data set used here correspond to the 125 largest losses associated 
with the business line ’Retail Banking’ and the event type ’Internal Fraud’.
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Figure 1. In the left, the ME-plot shows increasing line tendence. In the right, the CV-plot is outside 
the range defined under exponentiality.

The frequencies of events is modeled by Poisson distribution, then we calculate the 
capital at Risk under the Pareto distribution and the DPLN distribution.

In case of Pareto distribution, although the fluctuation in the estimated parameters 
appears relatively small, this leads to a significant capital at Risk estimates as we 
see in figure 2.

Figure 2. Instability of capital at Risk of Pareto using bootstrapping method.

In Figure 3, we can see that The DPLN distribution gives the most reasonable with 
economic sense and a stable capital at Risk estimates.
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Figure 3. Stability of capital at Risk of DPLN using bootstrapping method.
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ABSTRACT

The IBEX-35 is the main stock market index in Spain and it is based on the 35 most 
liquid companies listed on the Spanish stock market. Due to the complexity and 
inherent uncertainty associated to the social and economic factors that determine 
the IBEX-35, stochastic models are required to describe its dynamics. In this pa-
per, a mixed approach based on time series techniques and a compound Poisson 
process is presented to model the IBEX-35. The study has been conducted using 
weekly closing prices of the stock market from January 1st, 1998 to December 31st, 
2012.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The functions of a stock exchange are: (1) bring together savers and investors, pri-
vate and public participants; (2) provide liquidity for investments, and (3) establish 
security prices on the basis of supply and demand factors. Nowadays, the main 
function of a stock market is speculative and it is useful for forecasting the health of 
the economy of its country. The IBEX-35 is the reference stock market index in Spain. 
The index comprises the 35 most liquid Spanish companies weighted by market 
capitalization. The goal of modeling the dynamics of the IBEX-35 is to forecast the 
price behavior in the Spanish stock market, reducing the uncertainty for experts and 
investors in their decision-making process.

2. DATA ADJUSTMENT

The model uses historical weekly closing prices of the IBEX-35 index from 1998 to 
2012. The following adjustments have been applied to the data: (1) adjustment to 52 
weeks per annum. Those years with 53 weeks have been adjusted by taking as the 
last week, the arithmetic average of the last two weeks of the year; (2) applying 
natural logarithms (Ln) to smooth the data, and model the series with a normal dis-
tribution; (3) creating an outlier removal filter according to the Box-Whisker graph 
criterion [Q1 – 1.5 x IQR, Q3 + 1.5 X IQR]. A summary with the descriptive statistics of 
the raw and adjusted data is shown in Table 1.

IBEX-35 Ln IBEX-35
Observations 780 780
Mean 9,830 9.167
Median 9,680 9.178
Variance 5,108,883 0.052
Std. Deviation 2,260 0.228
Kurtosis -0.075 -0.418
Skewness 0.0565 0.026

Table 1. Ln IBEX-35 Descriptive Statistics.
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3. METHODOLOGY

The methodology of the model is based on time series analysis. It relies on four 
components: Trend, Cyclical, Seasonal, and Irregular. Figure 1 shows the break-
down of the adjusted data in these components. The bottom graph in Figure 1, rep-
resents the Irregular component which exhibits positive and negative jumps, being 
the last ones more frequent and of a greater magnitude. A compound Poisson pro-
cess with jumps fits this idea and it is developed to improve the deterministic model.

After the previous analysis, the following model is proposed for the Ln prices:

where:

(1)

being Prc(t) the Trend and Cyclical components, and PEA(t) and I(t) the Seasonal and 
irregular components, respectively, which will be described later.

Figure 1. Graphical descomposion of the adjusted data in the components: Trend, Cyclical, 
Seasonal, and Irregular.
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The Trend component is analyzed by a linear regression model on the Ln prices. The 
parameters of the Cyclical component have been obtained by the function nls in R (R 
Core Team, 2013). The results are shown in Table 2, being all the parameters statis-
tically significantly.

Coefficient Std. Error T-Value P-Value
b0 9.011 0.01002 899.23 0
b1 0.0003943 0.00002232 17.67 0
b2 0.2586 0.006832 37.85 0
b3 43.24 2.103 20.56 0

Table 2. Parameters of the Trend and Cyclical model.

The next step is to remove the Trend and Cyclical components from the data.

The Annual Seasonal component is modeled by the trigonometric function (2). Table 
3 shows the estimated model parameters.

(2)

Coefficient Std. Error T-Value P-Value
a1 0.018353 0.006741 2.723 0.006621
a2 10.465435 3.039692 3.443 0.000606

Table 3. Parameters of the Seasonal model.

Summarizing, the deterministic part of the model is as follows:

The Irregular component has been modeled with the Box-Jenkins (1973) methodol-
ogy for time series. The analysis is implemented in R by forecast (2013). This tool 
determines the most appropriate ARIMA model according to the AIC-Akaike’s 
Information Criterion (1974). The ARIMA (1,0,2) model is obtained from the data.
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Several contrasts on the parameters and errors have been conducted to validate the 
model statistically: (1) the parameters of the model are statistically significant; (2) 
tests on the errors have been run to verify that: the mean is zero; the variance is 
constant; and to check the uncorrelation of the errors using the tsdiag function 
(Trapletti & Hornik, 2012) and, to test if the errors are normally distributed.

There are a number of extreme observations that are going to be referred as jumps. 
In the next step, the jumps are going to be isolated and modeled. The methodology 
applied in the analysis is described in Benth & Benth (2013). The jumps are isolated 
and it is assumed that the filtered residuals obtained are normally distributed. The 
p-value for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.2296, which is greater than 0.05. Next, 
the jumps are modeled obtaining its size and frequency. Table 4 shows the descrip-
tive values for the negative and positive jumps, as well as for altogether jumps. 
Altogether jumps are defined as the observed jumps in absolute value and the ob-
servations without jumps with null value.

Positive Jumps Negative Jumps Altogether Jumps

Num. Observations 24 37 780

Mean 0.0742 -0.0835 0.0062

Std. Deviation 0.0203 0.0350 0.0230

Table 4. Values of ARIMA (1,0,2) parameters.

The proposed model comprises the sum of two compound Poisson processes, one 
for the positive jumps and the other for the negative ones, s(t) = s(t)+ + s(t)–, being

The Poisson parameters are:

λ+ = 0.03076923,                           λ-= 0.0474359

They have been computed by dividing the number of positive and negatives jumps 
over the total number of observations. The length of the jump, estimated by expo-
nential distribution with the mean of the altogether jumps, is 0.0062.
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Figure 2. Complete model for the IBEX-35. The deterministic component, and the sum of the 
deterministic and the stochastic components.

Figure 2 shows the result of adjusting the complete model for the IBEX-35 disag-
gregated into the deterministic component, and the sum of the deterministic and 
the stochastic components.

To validate the model, a normality test on the final residuals has been conducted. 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has obtained a p-value of 0.0562 (>0.05). Thus, they 
can be considered normally distributed. Finally, the model was built to forecast the 
prices of the IBEX-35 in the following nine months. Figure 3 shows the predictions 
for the data of the model, as well as, a 95% confidence interval.

Figure 3. Complete model adjusted to the Ln IBEX-35 and nine months forecast using Monte Carlo 
simulations.
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This interval has been obtained using the percentile method applied to 1,000 fore-
casted values for every week after simulating the random part of the model.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a model with two constituents: (1) a Deterministic component, 
with a nine-year cycle and one-year seasonal pattern, (2) an Irregular component, 
ARIMA (1,0,2) and a compound Poisson process with jumps. The analysis of the 
Irregular component is the main contribution of the study since it provides a differ-
ent approach from the extant literature. Lastly, the model has been successfully 
validated; consequently, it qualifies for obtaining future predictions of the IBEX-35.

Therefore, the model can be applied to predict the dynamics of the IBEX- 35. The 
behavior of this index can be used to reduce the risk investment for experts and in-
vestors of the Spanish stock market.
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ABSTRACT

CoVaR (Conditional Value-at-Risk) is a risk measure proposed by Adrian and 
Brunnermeier (2011) which is able to quantify the systemic risk in the financial sys-
tem. CoVaR indicates the Value-at-Risk for a financial institution that is conditional on 
a certain scenario. In this work, two alternative extensions of the classic univariate 
CoVaR are proposed in the multidimensional case. The level sets of multivariate dis-
tribution functions (resp. of multivariate survival distribution functions) are used to 
establish the two presented multivariate CoVaRs. Applications of the multivariate 
CoVaRs in the class of Archimedean copulas are given. Estimators for the multivariate 
proposed CoVaRs are illustrated in simulated studies and insurance real data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A risk-based methodology is gaining ground to supervise and regular the financial 
sector in both developing and industrialized countries. The need of regulators of 
quantifying market risk is part of this methodology. In spite of the fact that this prob-
lem has been traditionally handled in a univariate version by using Value-at-Risk 
(VaR), many multidimensional extensions of risk measures have been investigated 
in the past decade.

Jouini et al. (2004) introduce a class of set-value coherent risk measures. Embrechts 
and Puccetti (2006), Nappo and Spizzichino (2009), and Prékopa (2012) use the no-
tion of quantile curve in order to generalize the univariate VaR. Moreover, Cousin 
and Di Bernardino (2013) and Cousin and Di Bernardino (2014) propose two multi-
variate extensions of the classic univariate Value-at-Risk and of the classic univari-
ate Conditional-Tail-Expectation respectively.

On the other hand, although the risk allocation problem is only affected by internal 
risk, the solvability of the financial institutions could involve external risk, such as 
the systemic risk. CoVaR (Conditional Value-at-Risk) is a systemic risk measure 
proposed by Adrian and Brunnermeier (2011) which measures a financial institu-
tion’s contribution to systemic risk and its contribution to the risk of other financial 
institutions. In its original univariate version, CoVaR indicates the Value at Risk for a 
financial institution that is conditional on a certain scenario. Adrian and Brunnermeier 
(2011) also define other systemic risk measure, ΔCoVaR, which involves VaR and 
CoVaR measures.

In this work, two alternative extensions of the classic univariate CoVaR based on the 
multivariate quantile settings of Embrechts and Puccetti (2006), Cousin and Di 
Bernardino (2013), and Cousin and Di Bernardino (2014) are proposed (Section 2). 
Furthermore, illustrations and estimations of these new risk measures are given 
under Archimedean copula conditions (Sections 3 and 4).
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2. DEFINITIONS

In the following, consider that X = (X1, . . . , Xd ) is a non-negative absolutelycontinu-
ous random vector (with respect to Lebesgue measure λ on ℝd) with distribution 
function F and survival function . Moreover, the multivariate distribution function 
F is assumed to be partially strictly-increasing1 such that E(Xi) < ∞ for i = 1, . . . , d. 
Under these conditions, F is said to verify the regularity conditions.

Definition 2.1 (Multivariate Lower-Orthant CoVaR). Consider a random vector X 

which satisfies the regularity conditions. For α ∈ (0, 1), we define the multivariate 
lower-orthant CoVaR at probability level α by

where ω = (ω1, . . . , ωd ) is a marginal risk vector with ωi ∈ [0, 1], for i = 1, . . . , d, and 
∂L(α) is the boundary of the set  Therefore, under regular-
ity conditions,

Similarly, the multivariate upper-orthant CoVaR can be defined.

Definition 2.2 (Multivariate Upper-Orthant CoVaR). Consider a random vector X 
which satisfies the regularity conditions. For α ∈ (0, 1), we define the multivariate 
upper-orthant CoVaR at probability level α by

1 A function F (x1 , . . . , xn ) is partially strictly-increasing on ℝd
+ \0 if the function of one variable 

g(·) = F (x1 , . . . , xj−1 , ·, xj+1 , . . . , xd ) are strictly-increasing.
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where ω = (ω1, . . . , ωd ) is a marginal risk vector with ωi ∈ [0, 1], for i = 1, . . . , d, and 
∂L(α) is the boundary of the set  1 − α}. Therefore, under 
regularity conditions,

Interesting properties of the above multivariate risk measures have been obtained. 
Particularly, the invariance and comonotonic dependence properties are studied.

3. APPLICATIONS OF MULTIVARIATE COVARS IN ARCHIMEDEAN COPULAS

Analytical expressions for multivariate CoVaR measures when X follows an 
Archimedean copula are obtained in this section. McNeil and Něslehová (2009) in-
troduced an important stochastic representation of Archimedean copulas (see 
Proposition 2.3 in Cousin and Di Bernardino, 2013). The next two characterizations 
by assuming Archimedean copula for the multivariate CoVaRs come from both the 
definition of Archimedean copula and the stochastic representation in McNeil and 
Něslehová (2009).

Corollary 3.1. Let X be a d-dimensional random vector with an Archimedean copula 
with generator ϕ and α ∈ (0, 1). Therefore,

(1)

where ω ∈ [0, 1]d and Si is a random variable with Beta(1, d − 1) distribution.

.
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Corollary 3.2. Let X be a d-dimensional random vector with an Archimedean sur-
vival copula with generator ϕ and α ∈ (0, 1). Therefore,

(2)

where ω ∈ [0, 1]d and Si is a random variable with Beta(1, d − 1) distribution.

4. ESTIMATORS FOR MULTIVARIATE COVAR

An estimation procedure for the multivariate proposed CoVaR when X follows an 
Archimedean copula is shown in this section. Furthermore, the obtained estimators 
are illustrated with simulated and insurance real data. At first, let consider that X 

has an Archimedean copula structure. From Equation (1), a semiparametric estima-
tor for the multivariate lower CoVaR is given by using a maximum pseudo-likelihood 
estimator of the dependence parameter θ associated with the generator of the cop-
ula and the empirical quantile estimation.

Definition 4.1. Let X be a d−dimensional random vector with Archimedean copula 
with generator ϕθ and α ∈ (0, 1). A semiparametric estimator of the i−component of 
the multivariate lower CoVaR is defined as

where ω ∈ [0, 1]d, Si is a random variable with Beta(1, d − 1) distribution  is 
the empirical estimator of  is the semiparametric estimator of ϕθ and 

 is the empirical estimator of  for i = 1, . . . , d.

Secondly, let consider that X has an Archimedean survival copula structure. A sem-
iparametric estimator of multivariate upper CoVaR considering the semiparametric 
estimator of the generator of the Archimedean survival copula and the empirical 
estimation of the quantile functions is introduced in Definition 4.2. This estimation 
comes from Equation (2).
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Definition 4.2. Let X be a d−dimensional random vector with Archimedean survival 
copula with generator ϕθ and α ∈ (0, 1). A semiparametric estimator of the i−compo-
nent of the multivariate upper CoVaR is defined as

where ω ∈ [0, 1]d, Si is a random variable with Beta(1, d − 1) distribution  is 
the empirical estimator of  is the semiparametric estimator of ϕθ and 

 is the empirical estimator of  for i = 1, . . . , d.

The performance of the previous introduced estimators is evaluated in simulated 
studies. We focus on Definition 4.1 (the estimator proposed in Definition 4.2 
could be similarly studied) and we restrict ourselves to the bivariate case (the 
illustrations could be extended to any dimension). For this purpose, the ratio 

 is considered for two models, different values of α and 
ω, and two different sample sizes. For instance, the above ratio for a random vector 
(X, Y ) which follows a bivariate Gumbel copula with parameter θ = 2 and Pareto mar-
ginals with location parameter 1 and shape parameter 2 for n = 1000 is gathered in 
Figure 1. The aim is to analyse misspecification model error to study the bias and 
the variance of the estimation when the parametric form of the copula is not appro-
priate to the data. Moreover, the empirical standard deviation and the relative mean 
square error of the estimator of the multivariate lower CoVaR are studied.

Figure 1. (X, Y) follows a bivariate Gumbel copula with parameter θ = 2 and Pareto marginals with 
location parameter 1 and shape parameter 2. Box 1 plot for the ratio  for n = 1000 
with α = 0.75 and ω = 0.9 (left panel); α = 0.9 and ω = 0.95 (right panel).
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Loss-ALAE data is an insurance real data set with n = 1500 claims. Each claim con-
sists of an indemnity payment (the loss, X ) and an allocated loss adjustment ex-
pense (ALAE, Y ). The proposed estimators of the multivariate CoVaRs measures are 
obtained for Loss-ALAE data (in the log scale). In Figure 2, Loss-ALAE data in the log 
scale, the respective semiparametric estimated α-level sets  and , the 
univariate empirical quantiles of Loss-ALAE data, and the estimators of multivariate 
CoVaRs measures are gathered.

Figure 2. Loss ALAE data in log scale, boundary of estimated level sets , red line), boundary 
of estimated level sets ( , blue line), empirical quantile of Loss data (dotted black line), 
empirical quantile of ALAE data (dotted black line),  (stars) and  (solid circles) with 
(α = 0.75, ω = 0.9) (left panel); (α = 0.9, ω = 0.95) (center panel); (α = 0.95, ω = 0.98) (right panel).

CONCLUSION

Two multivariate extensions of the classic CoVaR are presented for continuous ran-
dom vectors in this work. The proposed measures are based on the corresponding 
quantile functions. Therefore, these measures are more robust to extreme values 
than any other central tendency measures. Analytical expressions for the multivari-
ate CoVaRs measures are provided when random vectors follow an Archimedean 
copula. Furthermore, a estimation procedure for our multivariate risk measures is 
given in simulated data and insurance real data.

In a future perspective, quantile regression estimations by using extreme theory for 
the two multivariate CoVaRs can be analysed. Applications in financial sector of 
ΔCoVaR risk measures using the multivariate CoVaR proposed could be given.
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ABSTRACT

Calculating return periods and critical layers (i.e. multivariate quantile curves) in a 
multivariate environment is a difficult problem. A possible consistent theoretical 
framework for the calculation of the return period, in a multi-dimensional environ-
ment, is essentially based on the notion of copula and level sets of the multivariate 
probability distribution. In this paper we propose a fast and parametric methodology 
to estimate the multivariate critical layers of a distribution and its associated return 
periods. The model is based on transformations of the marginal distributions and 
transformations of the dependence structure within the class of Archimedean copu-
las. The methodology is illustrated on rainfall 5-dimensional real data. We also de-
velop a nested model on this rainfall 5-dimensional real data set.

1. INTRODUCTION

The notion of Return Period (RP) is frequently used in environmental sciences for 
the identification of dangerous events, and provides a means for rational decision 
making and risk assessment. Roughly speaking, the RP can be considered as an 
analogue of the “Value-at-Risk” in Economics and Finance, since it is used to quan-
tify and assess the risk (see, e.g., Nappo and Spizzichino, 2009). In engineering 
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practice, finance, insurance and environmental science the choice of the RP de-
pends on the impact/magnitude of the considered event and the consequences of its 
realisation.

Equally important is the related concept of design quantile, usually defined as “the 
value of the variable characterizing the event associated with a given RP”. In the 
univariate case the design quantile is usually identified without ambiguity. Conversely 
in the multivariate setting different definitions are possible. For this reason, the 
identification problem of design events in a multivariate context has recently at-
tracted the attention of many researches (see for instance Salvadori et al., 2007).

In the following, we will consider a sequence X = {X1, X2, . . .} of independent and 
identically distributed d−dimensional random vectors, with d > 1.

Thus each Xk, k ∈ ℕ, has the same multivariate distribution FX : ℝd
+ → [0, 1] as the 

nonnegative real-valued random vector X ~ FX = C (FX1 , . . . , FXd ) describing the hy-
drological phenomenon under investigation. The function C is the d-dimensional 
copula associated to F. We write I = {1, . . . , d} the set of indexes of the considered 
random variables and of their associated cumulative distribution functions, i.e., 
Fxi (xi ) = P (Xi ≤ xi ), for i ∈ I .

Definition 1.1 (Critical layer). The critical layer ∂L(α) associated to the multivariate 
distribution function FX of level α ∈ (0, 1) is defined as

Then ∂L(α) is the iso-hyper-surface (with dimension d − 1) where F equals the con-
stant value α. The critical layer ∂L(α) partitions ℝd into three non-overlapping and 
exhaustive regions:
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The Return Period is defined as the average time required for reaching the set L>(α), 
that is:

(1)

where Δt > 0 is the (deterministic) average time elapsing between Xk and Xk+1, k ∈ ℕ. 
The probability that a realization of this vector belongs to L<(α) is given by the 
Kendall’s function, which only depends on the copula C of this random vector, i.e.,

(2)

Then, the considered Return Period can be expressed using Kendall’s function in (2), 
.

This paper aims at:

• giving a parametric representation of the multivariate distribution F of a ran-
dom vector X, here representing rain measurements,

• giving direct estimation procedure for this representation,

• giving closed parametric expressions, both for critical layers in Definition 1.1 
and Return Periods in (1),

• adapting this methodology to some asymmetric dependencies (as, for instance, 
non-exchangeable random vectors) by using nested model for the recording 
rainfall stations.

In the next section, we introduce the model used to answer the issues introduced above.

2. THE TRANSFORMED MODEL

We consider the following model, which is detailed in Di Bernardino and Rullière 
(2013a),
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or equivalently

where F1, . . . , Fd are given parametric initial marginal cumulative distribution func-
tions, and where C0 is a given initial copula. Hence the distribution  is 
built from transformed marginals  and from a transformed copula , under 
regularity conditions. Transformation T permits to transform the initial dependence 
structure C0. For a given T , transformations Ti permit to transform marginals, i ∈ I. 
Furthermore we will assume in the following that C0 is an Archimedean copula. In 
our paper we show how to estimate the transformations T and Ti, i ∈ I . Estimation 
procedure is omitted here for sake of brevity. For further details the interested reader 
is referred to Di Bernardino and Rullière (2014).

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS ON THE RAINFALL 5-DIMENSIONAL REAL DATA

In the following, we present some estimation results on rainfall 5-dimensional real 
data provided using our estimation procedure summarized in Section 2. Data comes 
from the website CISL Research Data Archive (RDA). Geographical position of 5 sta-
tions and the scatter plot of ranks of data are provided in Figure 1. We perform a 
Goodness-of-Fit test based on the empirical process in order to test the quality of 
the adjustment of our transformed copula  on these multivariate data. We obtain 
a p-value equal to 0.38. In the large scale Monte Carlo experiments carried out by 
Genest et al. (2009), the statistic Sn gave the best results overall. An approximate p-
value for Sn can be obtained by means of a parametric bootstrap-based procedure 
(see results in Table 1). In the following we intend to show the flexibility of the pro-
posed model and associated estimation procedure. In particular, we adapt our 
methodology in the case of some asymmetric dependencies (as, for instance, non-
exchangeable random vectors). The correlation matrix of the considered rainfall 
data is displayed in Figure 2 (left).
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Figure 1. Left: Scatter plot of ranks for the considered 797 monthly rainfall measurements (in 
decimeter) in 5 stations of Sri-Lanka and India between January 1893 and June 2013. Right: 
Geographical positions of 5 considered stations.

Copula under H0 Sn SB
n SC An

Gumbel-Hougaard 0.00331 0.00495 0.00454 0.03465
Clayton 0.00381 0.00980 0.00704 0.00981
Frank 0.00617 0.00941 0.00819 0.08416
t-Student 0.00495 0.00592 0.00498 0.00963
Normal 0.00980 0.00719 0.00454 0.00205
Joe 0.00819 0.00495 0.00454 0.00916

Table 1. The bootstrapped p-values for different Goodness-of-Fit tests (see Genest et al., 2009) for 
competitor copula families on the considered 5-dimensional rainfall data, with n = 797. In all 
cases, the number of Monte Carlo experiments is fixed at N = 1,000.

As we can see, some pairs of stations present a bigger correlation. To illustrate how 
our model can be adapted to this situation we have decided to create 2 different clus-
ters. An hierarchical cluster analysis on the set of dissimilarities produce by the dis-
tance of the Xi is developed. We obtain the result in Figure 2. As one can see, whatever 
the distance chosen for dissimilarities, the dendrogram gives a justification to chosen 
clusters of station indexes {2, 3, 5} and {1, 4}. Then, we firstly fit a 3-dimensional mod-
el for the first group and a 2-dimensional one for the second one. We generate the 
pseudo-data coming from these two models and finally we construct the joint (root) 
copula for these bivariate data-set. In the following we take as initial copula C0 the 
independent one, and the initial margins Fi(x) = 1 − e−x, i ∈ A, B.
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Figure 2. Left: Correlation matrix of the considered rainfall data. Correlations greater than 60% 
are indicated in bold font. Right: Dendrogram resulting to the hierarchical cluster analysis on the 
set of dissimilarities produced by the Euclidian distance on the rainfall data. Red boxes show the 
two considered clusters.

The multivariate distribution for the cluster A = {2, 3, 5} is assumed to be written:

(3)

The multivariate distribution for the cluster B = {1, 4} is assumed to be written:

(4)

The whole 5−dimensional distribution is assumed to be written:

(5)

where  is referred as the root copula at point (u, v). It is 
effectively a proper copula if the transformation T satisfies admissibility conditions 
that are given in Proposition 2.1 of Di Bernardino and Rullière (2013b).

To estimate the external transformation T of model (5) we firstly construct a bivari-
ate pseudo data-set:
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Then we fit on this bivariate data-set a model

Let α ∈ (0, 1) be a targeted level for a critical layer. Let C0 be the initial copula to be 
transformed, and assume that C0 is the independent copula. Then the analytical criti-
cal layers of the distributions  and  are easy to obtain. For  in (4), we have

Analytical expressions of the inverse of any transformed margins , 
for i ∈ B, are available since inverse transformations are given and since the initial 
distribution Fi is chosen to be readily invertible. Analogously, we get, for FA in (3)

For the nested distribution  in (5), one can write,

An illustration of critical-layers ∂LA (α) and ∂LB (α) derived above is provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Left: 2-dimensional critical-layers ∂LB (α) with α = 0.2, 0.5, 0.9 with associated empirical 
critical-layers (blue dashed lines). Right: 3-dimensional critical layers ∂LA (α) with α = 0.3, 0.9. 
Black dots represent rainfall data (X1, X4) (left) and (X2, X3, X5) (right).
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ABSTRACT

We have designed and implemented a simple agent-based stock market simulating 
the evolution of a single stock price on the NetLogo platform. Agents represent in-
vestors buying and selling based on their individual decisions. The output series of 
returns is analyzed and shown to fit an ARCH model.

1. INTRODUCTION

Individual investors’ decisions control the dynamics of stock markets. Agentbased 
simulation tries to reproduce this microstructure by creating software objects 
(agents) mimicking this behavior. The collective behavior of these agents, each of 
which is acting independently, produces price movements. In this paper, taking 
Silva’s (2014) Collective Behavior in the Stock Market model as a departure point, we 
model the evolution of a very simple market, with a single asset price, using the 
NetLogo environment. Notwithstanding the naivety of the model, the simulated 
market has a remarkable realistic flavor: typically the simulated returns series can 
be fit to an ARCH model.
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In Section 2, we describe the assumptions of the model about the different groups of 
investors considered, their general behavior in the market and the parameters used 
to model this behavior. In Section 3 we comment on some aspects of the implemen-
tation. In Section 4 we show an analysis of a representative output series of returns.

2. MODEL HYPOTHESES

Based on Silva’s (2014) Collective Behavior in the Stock Market NetLogo model, we 
consider a market populated by 10.000 agents divided into two groups: investors af-
fected by the disposition effect and investors who use stop-loss orders. Independently 
to the group they belong, all investors use long buying and short selling as strategies.

Agents collect information on whether their neighbors are buying (or selling) and 
will be willing to buy (or sell) depending on this information. In addition, at any mo-
ment an investor j may have additional information recommending to buy or sell. To 
model this situation, we use an auxiliary variable  for agent j and time step 
t. For example, if , the agent possesses extra information advising him to 
buy; if not, , and analogously for selling. We balance the influence of his 
preferred choice and his surrounding behavior. We use a weighting term ωj t repre-
senting the investor’s confidence in his own information: if ωj t = 0, the agent pays no 
attention to the information he owns; if ωj t = 1, his own information receives the 
same weight as that of his neighbors; when ωj t grows, the weight given to his own 
information increases towards overconfidence. Finally, we assume that ωj t follows a 
uniform distribution on the interval [0, ωmax ] where ωmax is a maximum value previ-
ously established.

On the other hand, investors get information on the global sentiment of the market, 
so we define a market sentiment index I by:

where

(1)
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n = 10000, bt and st are the total number of buyers and sellers in the time period t, 
respectively, and Ishock is a constant related to additional information (Ishock > 0 is re-
lated to good news about the company, while Ishock < 0 to bad news and Ishock = 0 means 
that there is no important information). Nevertheless, each agent uses I differently, 
and the random parameter βj ∈ [ 0, 1) captures this fact. βj = 0 means that agent j is 
not influenced by market sentiment, whereas βj = 1 means that agent j keeps in 
mind this information to make decisions.

In summary, the probability that agent j buys stocks in a given time period t is:

where bj t is the number of buyers around agent j (maximum 8) and the last term 
(βj I ) is not considered if I ≤ 0.

The probability that agent j sells stocks in a given time period t is:

where sj t is the number of sellers around agent j (maximum 8) and the last term 
(βj |I |) is not considered if I ≥ 0.

By default, heterogeneous expectations are considered, so every agent has a unique 
expected return. In addition, expected returns follow a uniform distribution on the 
interval [0.01, rmax), where rmax is a maximum value previously established.

Finally, we consider a sigmoidal (hyperbolic tangent) form for the excess demand, 
resulting in the following stock price in the time period t:

(2)
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3. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

At each time period, agents have either a long position, or a short position or fetch 
information from their neighbors and the market sentiment to enter the market.

Investors with a long position close it depending on the price. If sale at the current 
price produces a revenue higher than their individual expected return, they sell. 
Closing a losing position depends on the type of investor. Investors using stop-loss 
orders sell if the price decrease results in a loss greater than their individual stop-
loss boundary. Investors affected by the disposition effect sell if losses are greater 
than 2.25 times their expected return. Finally, if the price has not reached these 
limits, both types of investors hold their position in this time period.

Similarly, investors with a short position close it depending on the price. If buying at 
the current price produces a revenue higher than their individual expected return, 
they buy. Closing a losing position also depends on the type of investor. Investors us-
ing stop-loss orders buy if the price increase results in a loss greater than their 
stop-loss boundary. Investors affected by the disposition effect buy when losses are 
greater than 2.25 times their expected return. Finally, if the price has not reached 
these limits, both types of investors hold their position in this time period. If inves-
tors do not buy or sell, they enter the market with a probability buyprob of long buy-
ing and sellprob of short selling. Otherwise, agents do not operate.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE RETURNS SERIES

We show here a representative run of the simulation process, with n=10000 agents, 
expected return limit rmax = 0.15, ωmax = 1 and Ishock = 0 . Also, the ratio of investors af-
fected by the disposition effect to investors using stoploss orders is 3. Conventionally, 
the initial price is set to 100, although it does not affect the model dynamics.
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Figure 1. Time plot of 3,000 simulated log returns.

The distribution of returns is, as it could be expected in a realistic scenario, heavy 
tailed (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Q-Q plot of simulated log returns versus a normal distribution.

The series seems to be stationary (see Figure 1), and the observations are serially 
dependent according to the correlogram (Figure 3), so we use an ARMA model to fit 
the returns. Based on the AIC, we obtain an ARMA(1,2) given by:

(3)
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where {zt} is assumed to be white noise.

Figure 3. Correlogram of the simulated series.

However, observing the residuals, we realize that the ARMA fit solves the problem 
with the correlated observations but cannot explain the correlation in the variance 
(Figure 4). Therefore, we need an ARCH model to fit the residuals. Based on the AIC, 
we obtain an ARCH (3).

Figure 4. Correlogram of residuals (on the left) and squared residuals (on the right) of the ARMA 
model.
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In summary, the complete model for the log returns is the ARMA (1,2)-ARCH(3) 
given by:

(4)

where

and {at} is white noise.

5. DISCUSSION

This work is an initial step in a study of the relation between agent properties, as 
described by their functionality and parameters, and the statistical behavior of the 
resulting series of returns.
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ABSTRACT

In this note we will contextualize the recently established Wiener-Hopf Monte Carlo 
(WHMC) simulation technique for Lévy processes from Kuznetsov et al. (2011) into a 
more general framework allowing us to use the same technique in a larger set of 
problems. We will briefly show how the scheme can be used to approximate Lévy 
driven SDEs or how to approximate different types of path dependent quantities. In 
a way, the present note summarizes and connects a set of results contained in 
Ferreiro-Castilla et al. (2014), (2015) and (2016), therefore we intentionally leave 
most of the technicalities aside for this note.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X := (Xt )t ≥ 0 be a Lévy process, i.e. a (real valued) stochastic process starting from 
0 with cadlag paths (right continuous and with left limits) and stationary, independ-
ent increments. The Lévy-Khintchine formula entails that the characteristic expo-
nent Ψ, defined as 𝔼 [eizXt ] = e−tΨ(z) for all t ≥ 0 and z ∈ ℝ, can be expressed as

(1)

where σ, a ∈ ℝ and Π a measure on ℝ \{0} satisfying . Of inter-
est in several fields are quantities depending on the path of X, the complete path of 
X is numerically intractable and, ultimately, any numerical scheme can only be 
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based on simulating the increments of the driving process. A first approach consists 
in computing an Euler skeleton of the path; but even for a Brownian motion, where 
the Euler scheme is exact, computing a simple supremum in this way leads to a sig-
nificant bias (see Broadie et al., 1999) due to the fact that the skeleton misses the 
excursions of the process. In this note we are interested in constructing a skeleton 
for the path based on the Wiener-Hopf factorization. Suppose that for any q > 0, e(q) 
is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean q−1 that is independent 
of X. Recall that  and let . The Wiener-Hopf factorisation 
states that the random variables  and  −X e(q) are independent. Thanks to 
the so-called principle of duality, that is to say the equality in law of the pair {X(t−s)− − 
Xt : 0 ≤ s ≤ t} and {−Xs : 0 ≤ s ≤ t}, it follows that  −X e(q) is equal in distribution to 

. This leads to the following factorisation of characteristic functions

known as the Wiener-Hopf factorisation. Equivalently,

(2)

where Sq and Iq are independent and equal in distribution to  and , respec-
tively. Here we use the notation  to mean equality in distribution.

The above factorization captures in one time step the nature of the path; i.e. know-
ing the supremum and the infimum one would be able to answer questions relat-
ing whether the process crossed a barrier or whether there was a big jump in the 
time step. Obviously the time step is itself an random variable, but thanks to the 
equality

(3)

we can create a random partition of the interval [0, 1] with a mesh size 
as n ↑ ∞. We call our method the Euler-Poisson scheme, as one can think of the ran-
dom partition as given by the arrival times of a Poisson process.
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For the sake of simplicity, recall that  has the same distribution as a 
Gamma random variable which will be denoted by g(k, n). Therefore the Euler-
Poisson scheme of the process X refers to the skeleton {Xek (1/n)}k≥0 or {Xg(k,n)}k≥0.

1.1. Heuristics behind the scheme

Let us give a brief discussion of the heuristics of the Euler-Poisson scheme and an 
idea why this scheme should be a particular good approach to compute path depen-
dent quantities of Lévy processes.

It can be inferred from Doney (2004) that, for all k > 0, the random variables

can be written as

where {Yk
(+) }k ≥ 0 and {Yk

(−)}k ≥ 0 are random walks with the same distribution as 
{Xg(k,n)}k ≥ 0 and independent of S0

(n) and I0
(n) respectively. Since it is clear that

the derivations in Doney (2004) assert that it is possible to ‘stochastically’ bound the 
path of X from above and below by two random walks which are equal in distribution 
to the skeleton proposed in this paper, but with different random starting points.

There is yet another heuristic justification to support the skeleton {Xg(k,n/t)}k ≥ 0 as a 
good random walk approximation of the Lévy process to compute pathwise quanti-
ties. The Feynman-Kac representation identifies conditional expectations of 
functionals of the solution of a Stochastic Differential Equation (SDE) as solutions of 
a certain Partial Integro Differential Equation (PIDE). We claim that, in some sense, 
the solution of a Lévy driven SDE sampled over a random grid generated by the ar-
rival times of a Poisson process is equivalent to perform a discretization in time by 
the method of lines to the associated Feynman-Kac equation. We are not the first to 
point out this relationship. It was the basis of Carr (1998), where an approximation 
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for American options of finite maturity is obtained by randomizing the time horizon 
by an Erlang distribution. Matache et al. (2005) also point out informally the relation 
between a deterministic discretization in time of a Feynman-Kac PIDE and its prob-
abilistic counterpart. Details on this relationship can be found in Ferreiro-Castilla et 
al. (2016).

1.2. Feasibility of the scheme

It is clear from the preceding section that the Euler-Poisson method is of practical 
interest only if samples from the distribution of Xe(q) are available. In general, there 
is no reason why the latter distribution is easier to handle than the distribution of X1 
itself, needed to set up a plain Euler scheme for a the Lévy process. Nevertheless, 
recent developments in Wiener-Hopf theory for 1-dimensional Lévy processes have 
provided a rich enough variety of examples for which the necessary distributional 
sampling can be performed and thus the Euler-Poisson scheme may lead to simpler 
numerical techniques. This family of processes are called meromorphic Lévy pro-
cesses, see Kuznetsov et al. (2011) and (2012). For the class of meromorphic Lévy 
processes, the Wiener-Hopf factors are explicit and hence we can efficiently sample 
from the distribution of Xe(q) through its factorization. One of the main advantages 
of the Euler-Poisson algorithm is its robustness with respect to the jump structure, 
see for example Ferreiro-Castilla et al. (2014). Recall that many numerical algo-
rithms to approximate the path of a Lévy process depend on the structure of the 
jump component of (1).

2. APPLICATIONS

Let us now give a taste of what you can do with the Euler-Poisson scheme. For a 
comprehensive exposition of the scheme and a range of applications we refer the 
reader to the papers mentioned in the abstract. Assume then that we have an algo-
rithm to perform the Wiener-Hopf factorization of a Lévy process, then we can keep 
track of pairs of the type  or . It is worth not-
ing that the theory does not allow to keep track of the exact supremum and the infi-
mum of the process simultaneously.
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2.1. Computing the first passage time

We will give an example of how to use the scheme to compute the first passage time 
over a level u > 0, i.e.

Assume you can compute the Wiener-Hopf factorization for X and keep track of the 
running supremum, ie the sequence , then

is an approximation of τu. Indeed,

Theorem 2.1. (Ferreiro-Castilla and Van Schaik, 2015). Using the same notation as 
above, we have

2.2. Approximation of Lévy driven SDEs

Since we have now an skeleton for the path of a Lévy process, it is now natural to 
investigate its behaviour in approximating Lévy driven SDEs. Let Y be the strong so-
lution of

(4)

The Euler-Poisson scheme is then given by the discrete Markov chain 
defined recursively by

(5)

where . We claim that Yetn is 
an approximation of YT . Indeed, 
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Theorem 2.2. (Ferreiro-Castilla et al., 2016). Let X have second finite moments, and 
a in (4) be a Lipschitz function with constant K . Then

 (6)

where  is a constant depending only on K and T .
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35. ON SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF UNIVARIATE NORMAL 
DISTRIBUTION

J. Filus
Oakton Community College, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, USA, 

jfilus@oakton.edu

ABSTRACT

We consider a class of transformations which produce generalizations of the uni-
variate normal density. Among them are power transformations similar, but not 
identical, to the Box-Cox transform. We investigate moments and analytical proper-
ties of the, so obtained, generalizations of normal density.

1. GENERAL DEFINITIONS

Consider any transformation φ: R1 > R1 defined on the whole set of real numbers R1 
whose range is also the whole set R1. Assume also that φ is strictly monotonic with 
both φ and φ-1 having continuous derivative. Moreover we will assume that φ(0) = 0.

For any such diffeomorphism R1 > R1 we define the following probability density on 
the set of all real numbers:

(1)

where |φ’(x)| is absolute value of derivative of the φ(x).

Realize that the identity ‘φ(x) = x’ satisfies all the above properties so it belongs to 
the defined class of the functions φ. Substituting the identity x into (1) one obtains as 
special case of (1) the familiar normal N(0, σ) density
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(2)

Thus (1) is considered as generalization of the N(0, σ) density (2).

Realize that the density (1) is symmetric whenever the defining diffeomorphism satis-
fies φ(- x) = - φ(x), and |φ’(-x)| = |φ’(x)|, for any x. For example, this is the case for the 
cubic function

φ(x) = Ax3 with a real parameter A ≠ 0.

Notice that to extend the class of the densities (1) to be the extension of the normal 
N(μ, σ) rather than N(0, σ) we may consider the functions

φ(x- μ) instead of φ(x) for an arbitrary real μ.

This difference, however, is not essential for the present considerations.

Remark. The assumptions defining class of the functions φ may be relaxed. As for 
its domain the whole line R1 may be replaced by any bounded open interval, say 
(a, b) ⊆ R1 while the range would remain the whole R1.

As an example, consider φ(x) = tan(x) as defined on the open interval (-π/2, π/2).

The following probability density is only defined on this interval:

(3)

The above can also be considered as generalization of the normal N(0, σ), this time 
on the bounded interval (-π/2, π/2). In other words, random variable U = tan(X) has 
the normal distribution, while the so defined random variable X has density on (-π/2, 
π/2), given by (3). This “tangent-normal” density is not the only example of such den-
sities defined on open bounded intervals (other easy example would be “cotangent- 
normal” density defined on (0, π) ).
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2. POWER CASE

A. Definitions

As special case of the transformations φ consider the power transformations de-
fined as follows:

u = xα for x ≥ 0 and

u = -(-x)α for x < 0, (4)

where -∞ < x < ∞ and α > 0 and therefore -∞ < u < ∞.

Suppose X, U are random variables related by (4).

If U has the normal N(0, σ) density then we declare X to be “normal-Weibull NW(0, σ; α)” 
distribution whose density has the following form:

(5)

where |x| denotes the absolute value of x.

The density (5) is derived from the normal in a similar way as the Weibull density 
was derived from the exponential. This resemblance justifies the name ‘normal-
Weibull’ for the density (5) which is slightly different than the power-normal distri-
bution which follows Box-Cox power transformation (Box and Cox, 1964) defined for 
x ≥ 0 only (but for all real α so it is not always a diffeomorphism).

Realize that upon the substitutions (4) the integral

(6)

and so equals to one.
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As in general case, considered in Section 2, somewhat more general than (4) is the 
following transformation:

u = |(x-μ)|α for x ≥ μ and

u = - |(x-μ)|α for x < μ, (7)

From the latter one can obtain slightly more general density than (5) assuming that 
the random variables X, U are related by (7) and that U has normal N(0, σ) distribution.

This density has the form:

f(x; μ, σ, α) = (α|x - μ|α -1 /σ√2π) exp [- |x - μ|2α / 2σ2] (8)

Obviously, with μ = 0 one obtains back (4) and the density (5).

A slightly different case one obtains by setting

U - μ = |X|α for U ≥ μ and X ≥ 0,

U - μ = - |X| for U < μ and X < 0 (9)

with U having N(μ, σ) distribution.

B. Modified Power Case

Looking at the form of the density (5) one realizes that if α > 1 then the density takes 
on the value zero at x = 0, so the minimum, while the corresponding normal density 
N(0; σ) takes on the maximum. This fact is rather not desirable so one may try to find 
a way out from this situation by replacing the power transformation (4) by the follow-
ing one:

u = xα + x for x ≥ 0, and

u = - |x|α + x for x < 0, (10)
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Realize that, the so defined, transformation (10) satisfies all the conditions for the 
diffeomorphisms ϕ: R1 > R1 as specified in Section 2.

Moreover the ϕ given by (10) satisfies ϕ(-x) = - ϕ(x), for all x.

C. The Moments

The expected value of the density (5) is zero as its graph is symmetric about the 
y-axis i.e., f(- x; 0, σ, α) = f(x; 0, σ, α). Generally, all the moments for (5) can be obtained 
in terms of the Mellin function for N(0, σ) density, if σ is known. Namely, the integral

can be reduced to the following sum of integrals

The latter sum equals zero for each k = 1, 3, … and for k = 2, 4, … equals

M(k/α + 1), where M(z) is the Mellin function from the normal N(0, σ) distribution.

For example, the second moment i.e., the variance of X equals M(2/α + 1). As for the 
absolute moments of X they simply are given by

for each real positive k and equal to the k/α-th absolute moment of N(0, σ) distribution.

If α = 1 then density (5) reduces to the normal N(0, σ) density. Other special cases of 
an interest are α = 2 and α = ½.

In the first case (5) takes its particular form:

f(x; 0, σ, 2) = (2|x| / σ√2π) exp [- |x|4 / 2σ2] (11)
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The k-th moment of latter density is M(k/2 + 1), where M(z) is the Mellin function for N(0, 
σ) density. In particular, since the expectation of (5) is zero, the variance equals M(2).

In the second case, one obtains the following version of (5):

f(x; 0, σ, ½ ) = (1 / 2√|x|σ√2π) exp [- |x| / 2σ2].

Here, consequently, the k-th moment is given as M(2k +1) and so the first two mo-
ments are M(3) and M(5), respectively.

3. ON STATISTICAL INFERENCE

Statistical analysis for the density (1) is significantly facilitated when the defining dif-
feomorphism φ is known, given, for example, by formula (4). Thus, in such cases, any 
sample x1, x2, … xn from the random variable X can be transformed into the sample 
u1, u2, … un from the normal variable U, where for i = 1, 2, … , n ui = φ(xi). The fit of the 
data x1, x2, … xn to the model (1) is then determined by fit of the sample u1, u2, … un to 
the usual normal density. In case of the transformation (4), only a knowledge of the 
parameter α is needed to transport the sample from X distributed according to (5) 
into the sample from the normal pdf.

Conversely, to sample data from density (1), one only needs to generate data from 
the normal pdf of U, whenever the transformation φ is at a disposal.
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36. CONSTRUCTION OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
DENSITIES AS ENFORCED REGRESSION

J. Filus
Oakton Community College, Department of Mathematics 

and Computer Science, USA,
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L. Filus
Northeastern Illinois University, Department of Mathematics, USA,

L-Filus@neiu.edu

ABSTRACT

Let Y be a random variable of the main interest and random variables X1, … ,Xk 
serve as its explanatory variables. We use our earlier “method of parameter de-
pendence” applied to construction of various multivariate probability distribu-
tions. This time we restrict the method to construction of the conditional distri-
bution of the Y, given realizations x1, … ,xk of the explanatory variables X1, … , Xk. 
Relative easiness of the latter constructions prompted us to apply the obtained 
large class of the conditional distributions for the existing regression theory as 
alternative models. These alternative models are intended to extend those well 
known usually given as the conditional expectation of, say, Y, given x1, … ,xk. 
Apparently, the conditional distributions bring much more statistical informa-
tion than the corresponding expectations alone. Most of these models are not 
yet known in literature. We will present them, discuss and analyze their analytic 
properties.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We apply the method of parameter dependence (Filus & Filus, 2012, 2013) used 
for the construction of a variety of multivariate probability distributions, to ana-
lyze closer the (“weak”) dependence of a given random variable Y from a set of 
explanatory random variables, say, X1, … ,Xk. High generality of the method of 
parameter dependence opens the possibility to present it now as a base for set-
tings of the theory that, in a sense, extends and modifies the theory of classical 
regression and the underlying models. Recall that, perhaps up to the presence, 
the vast majority of (stochastic) models and methods, employed in the classical 
regression theory and its applications, were essentially related to the condition-
al expectation

E[ Y | x1, … ,xk ] (1)

of a random variable (or a random vector) of the main interest Y, given realizations 
x1, … ,xk of a set of explanatory random variables X1, … ,Xk. This kind of stochastic 
model for the statistical theory of regression is limited with respect to an amount of 
statistical information and thus the precision of the corresponding predictions is 
limited as well.

Obviously, a better (i.e., more precise) model compared to (1) would be the stochas-
tic model in the form of a whole conditional probability distribution (not just its ex-
pected value) of the same random variable Y, given the same occurrences of the 
explanatory values x1, … ,xk.

A practitioner statistician would certainly be “more happy” having the possibility to 
enrich the typical regression model (1) by the following conditional cdf:

P(Y ≤ y ) = Gk (y |x1, … ,xk) (2)

or, whenever it exists, the corresponding conditional pdf:

gk (y | x1, … ,xk). (2*)
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As model (1) is “part” of the (2) or (2*) model, (2) as well as its theory, is the, pro-
posed here, natural extension of this part of the classical regression theory which 
deals with (1) - like models. Of course, this possibility was a very well-known fact 
since a long time. But using the stochastic dependence models in the form (2) and 
(2*) was (possibly, only, with exception of the conditionals associated with the clas-
sical multivariate normal pdfs) seen as “not realistic”. The reason for this shortcom-
ing is explained as follows. In almost all non-Gaussian situations there were no well 
defined and handy enough analytical forms of the conditional distributions (2) that 
would explicitly and meaningfully reflect the stochastic dependences of the random 
variables Y from the explanatory ones X1, … ,Xk. Discovering the pattern (of the pa-
rameter dependence) (Filus and Filus, 2012, 2013) for an explicit description of the 
stochastic dependences and, associated with it, new possibilities for construction of 
the conditional distributions (2) on a “mass-scale”, gave us hope to enrich the sta-
tistical regression theory in a new way.

The main goal for all that is an expected (in many practical cases) improvement in ac-
curacy of predictions for the phenomena so far modeled by regular (conditional expec-
tation) regression methods. At this point let us recall the known fact that some (to a 
measure similar) results were obtained and the corresponding theory exists in the 
literature. This theory, known as the ‘quantile regression methods’ was first intro-
duced by Koenker and Bassett (1978), and is continued by some authors up to now. 
Similar to ours, this approach is aimed to complement the classical linear regression 
analysis, mainly by replacing the typical investigations centered on the conditional ex-
pectation E[ Y |x1, … ,xk] by more general considerations on the conditional quantiles 
directly associated with the (whole) conditional probability distribution. The main ad-
vantage of the extension is the possibility to obtain more statistical information than by 
using traditional methods of regression. The essential difference between those 
methods and our present approach mainly relies on the parametric character of the 
presented extended regression-models. In practice this means that our models are 
capable of “embracing” (in one analytic formula) the probabilities P (Y ≤ y |x1, … ,xk) ) 
for ‘all the y’ values “at the same time”, not just for ‘each’ quantile y separately, which, 
practically, reduces the investigations to few values of y, only.

As for the multivariate normal case exception, it should be admitted that in the ex-
tended regression theory presented here, both the common restrictions on the 
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normality and the linearity of the regression function, can be relaxed in a natural 
way.

The general pattern for our stochastic dependence description is obtained by means 
of some method of conditioning. This method relies on a kind of randomization of 
the originally constant parameter(s) (the baseline, i.e., “no explanatory random 
variable’s influence case”) of any pdf g0 (y) of the random variable Y. Namely, we con-
sider these parameters as continuous (and in general nonlinear) function of the in-
dependent explanatory random variables X1, … ,Xk, each of them having some known 
probability distribution. For example, Y may be considered as the life time of an ob-
ject and X1, … ,Xk may be extra stresses put on this object.

This procedure yields the determination of a set of classes of conditional pdfs gk (y 
|x1, … ,xk) or cdfs Gk (y |x1, … ,xk) of the random variable Y, given the realizations of the 
independent (explanatory) random variables X1, … ,Xk. Our purpose is to provide a 
method for explicit determination of any conditional probability P(a ≤ Y ≤ b | x1, … ,xk 

) for all: - ∞ ≤ a < b ≤ ∞, in a concise analytical form as a function of the realizations 
x1, … ,xk of the explanatory random variables X1, … ,Xk . In particular, we consider 
conditional survival functions P( Y ≥ y |x1, … ,xk) with Y interpreted as the life time of 
an object and X1, … ,Xk as stresses that the object endures.

The above probabilities that the object would survive at least time period of length y 
(for any y) is an analytically given continuous function, say r(x1, … ,xk) of the stresses’ 
realizations x1, … ,xk. This function we call the “enforced regression function of the 
second kind”, and this is the main stochastic model we construct in this paper. We 
precede this by the notion of “enforced regression of the first kind” which also cov-
ers conditional expectations E[Y |x1, … ,xk] when the baseline probability distribution 
of Y is neither normal nor exponential. When Y is normally distributed, the enforced 
regression of the first kind becomes identical with the ordinary (not necessarily lin-
ear) regression function. Both first and second kind of the enforced regression are 
based on the parameter dependence (also called ‘weak dependence’) between the 
random variable Y and the set of random variables X1, … ,Xk. Between others, we ex-
plain this kind of stochastic dependence in the wider framework of joint multivariate 
distributions.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

We are interested in the probability distribution of a random variable Y which, in par-
ticular, may correspond to the (random) life-time of an object. In case of actuary 
applications, Y may be considered as the residual life- time of a client whose age at 
the moment of registration is t . Assume that in the “regular situation” the residual 
life-time Y has a given known probability density function f(y ; θ) , where θ is its scalar 
or vector parameter. In some significant cases the situation complicates because of 
the presence of extra “disturbing facts” taking place when potential clients were 
subjected to special stresses that could affect their residual life-time. In some cases 
the amount of a given stress can be measured by a (possibly random) quantity Xi. For 
example, Xi can be the time the stress was endured, multiplied by its intensity, for 
example as the amount of nicotine or alcohol consumed in an average day. Thus, the 
”disturbing factors” having an impact on the residual life-time Y (probability distri-
bution) may be considered as either a single random variable X or as a set of such 
(independent) random variables X1, X2, … , Xk , k = 2, 3, … .

We aim to find an efficient way to describe, analytically, the general stochastic 
mechanism by which a random stress X “influences” the random life-time Y. In the 
general version (of the “extended regression theory”) the question can be formu-
lated as: “how can one analytically express the influence of “any” random variable X 
on another random variable Y’ probability distribution, when the two are not inde-
pendent and with no given explicit algebraic relation (transformation) between 
them”.

The stochastic (indirect) influence of a value x, corresponding to the random event 
(observation) X = x , on possible values y of the random variables Y (the stochastic im-
pact of x on y) is understood as the impact of x on the probability (or probability den-
sity or hazard rate) of occurring y , when X = x happens. This, in general, means that 
different values x, x* of X may bring different probabilities (or densities) of the given 
random event Y = y . Speaking more generally, in the considered setting, the random 
event X = x , “influences” the probabilities P (Y ≤ y) , for any fixed real value y.

In other words, we are seeking for the conditional probability distributions P (Y ≤ y 
| X = x) , or the corresponding conditional probability densities, hazard rates, etc. 
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In the framework we have chosen, the phrase: “Size of an ‘incentive’ (or, in particu-
lar, ‘stress’) x changes the probability density f (y ;θ ) of the life-time Y or ( equiva-
lently), the x ” changes Y’s hazard (failure) rate λ( y ; θ ) through a change of the pa-
rameter θ” will be understood as: “The stress X changes, (proportionally to its 
magnitude x) the numerical value of the parameter(s) θ”. In other words, “a change 
in θ is ‘proportional’ to a magnitude x of the stress X” , given the random event X = x. 
To describe the (deterministic) relationship between θ and x one can impose, as new 
values of θs , a ‘hypothetical’ continuous (not necessarily linear) function of x : θ = 
θ(x) . For example, we may let θ > θ( x ) = θ ‘times’ (1 + ax + bx2 ) and then, assuming 
such a model, statistically estimate the (new) parameters a and b , where the factor 
θ on the right hand side of the above equality may be known from “previous” (base-
line) estimation procedures. We obtain the conditional density g2( y | x) of Y , given X 
= x , as defined by g2(y | x) = f( y ; θ(x)) .

The last key formula yields directly the extended regression theory formulation.

Equivalently, one can define the conditional hazard (failure) rate by transforming the 
original hazard rate λ2(y , θ) of Y to the conditional one

λ2(y | x ) = λ2(y , θ(x ) ).

3. CONCLUSIONS

Having defined the conditional pdf g2(y | x) and the marginal pdf g1(x) of the stress X, 
we automatically obtain the joint pdf h(x, y) of the random variables X and Y simply 
as the arithmetic product

h(x, y) = g2(y | x) g1(x)

(when the random vector (X, Y) is meaningful in the investigations). 

Anyway this, apparently, is the method (also called the ‘parameter dependence’) for 
constructing bivariate and multivariate probability densities. Being a general meth-
od of construction it can be considered as an extension of the paradigm on which the 
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construction of classical bivariate and multivariate Gaussian densities is based, see 
Filus and Filus (2013). The same applies to the associated Gaussian conditional den-
sities. So, the method of parameter dependence can be viewed as an extension of 
the method of how the classical multivariate normal were constructed. The same 
statement may apply to the, here considered, enforced regression. We will explain 
this closer in the presentation.
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ABSTRACT

As a branch of Block Designs, research on Balanced Incomplete Block Designs 
(BIBD) arose several interesting and defying problems within Combinatory Ma-
thematics.

Hadamard Matrices are present in our daily life, they give rise to a class of block 
designs named Hadamard configurations. It is easy and current to find their differ-
ent applications based on new technologies and codes of figures such as Quick 
Response Codes (QR Codes). These are bi-dimensional barcodes that can be easily 
read by common devices which have image capture function, such as mobile phones.

Risk is the potential of losing something of value, weighed against the potential to 
gain something of value. There are several types of risk, one of them is the informa-
tion loss for QR Codes and that will be presented in this paper. Connections between 
the various methodologies and QR Codes will be discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on Block Designs began with randomized Block Designs which play an 
important role in the design and analysis of experiments, see e.g., Calinski and 
Kageyama (2000). A very important class of Block Designs is known as Balanced 
Incomplete Block Designs. The adjective incomplete refers to the block size (k) and 
the variety set (v), with k < v, while balanced refers to each pair of varieties occurring 
in the same number of blocks, Oliveira et al. (2006). In this designs every pair of va-
rieties concur in the same number of blocks. There is a strong connection between 
BIBD and Hadamard Matrices.

Hadamard Matrices are a class of matrices introduced by Jacques Hadamard in 
1893, see Hadamard, J. (1893). In this class of matrices, entries are +1 and −1 so 
that rows are mutually orthogonal. A Hadamard Matrix, H, is said to be skewed if the 
relation HT + H = 21 holds, where HT stands for the matrix transpose of H and I rep-
resents the identity matrix. Besides this condition, the matrix rows are mutually 
orthogonal, which will have direct impact to their use, namely in geometric terms, 
this means that every pair of rows, (i ,j), with i ≠ j, will represent two perpendicular 
vectors.

QR Codes are two-dimensional barcodes that can be easily read by a device capable 
of image capture, as is the case of most existing mobile phones. These codes can 
represent text, an address for a web site (URL), a phone number, a geo-referenced 
location, an email, a contact or an SMS. They were initially used for cataloguing 
parts in vehicle production. Nowadays many QR codes are used for several different 
tasks such as inventory management and stock control, from industry to trade. QR 
Codes are common in magazines and advertisements, where they are used to en-
code different kinds of information, or for instance to provide contact information, as 
detailed as if they were a personal or business card. QR Codes have become a focus 
of advertising companies, since they provide an effortless way to access the adver-
tised brand’s website. QR codes have, as the base of their error correcting structure, 
Hadamard Matrices.
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2. OBJECTIVES

This paper proposes to illustrate error correction on QR Codes through the use of 
Hadamard Matrices as error correction promoters and their connection to incom-
plete Block Designs. Hadamard Matrices form an important part of the family of 
error correction codes, denominated ReedMuller codes used in practice on the QR 
Codes, CDs, DVDs, DSL Internet, digital tape devices, digital TV and satellite trans-
mission of signals. This paper will focus in particular on the error correction applied 
to QR Codes.

3. HADAMARD MATRICES

A Hadamard Matrix is a square matrix Hn of order n with entries ± if . If 
Hn is Hadamard Matrix then . A Hadamard Matrix remains so when any 
row or column is multiplied by −1. If Hn exists for n = 1 then H2, can be written: 

.

The necessary condition for the existence of a Hadamard Matrix Hn, n > 2 is that n ≡ 0 
(mod 4); more about this can be found on, Hall (1986).

Whether this necessary condition is sufficient as well, it is not known yet.

4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HADAMARD MATRICES AND BIBD

Consider a Hadamard Matrix H4u, which without loss of generality, is assumed to be 
in its normal form. Delete from H4u, its first row and first column of all ones to obtain 
a matrix A of order (4u − 1) × (4u − 1).

Define, 

This means that M is obtained from A, by replacing the −1’s in A by zero and keeping 
+1’s unaltered. Then, it is not hard to see that N is the incidence matrix of a BIB 
Design with parameters:
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                                      v = 4u − 1 = b; r = 2u − 1 = k; λ = u − 1 (1)

Conversely, if M is the incidence matrix of a BIB Design with parameters given by (1), 
then by replacing the zeros in M by −1 and bordering the resultant matrix by a row 
and column of all ones, one gets a Hadamard Matrix of order 4u. We thus have the 
following Theorem:

Theorem 1. The existence of a Hadamard Matrix of order 4u is equivalent to the ex-
istence of a BIB Design with parameters given by (1).

Example 1. Consider a Hadamard Matrix H16 which can be obtained by forming the 
tensor product H4 ⊗ H4, where H4 is as bellow:

Following the construction method described above, we get a solution of a BIB 
Design with parameters v = 15 = b, r = 7 = k, λ = 3.

5. APPLICATION OF HADAMARD MATRICES TO ERROR CORRECTION

Reed-Muller codes are a family of linear error-correcting codes used in communi-
cations. Special cases of Reed-Muller codes include the Hadamard code, the 
Walsh-Hadamard code, and the Reed-Solomon code.

The Hadamard code is an error-correcting code that is used for error detection and 
correction when transmitting messages over very noisy or unreliable channels. A 
famous application of the Hadamard code was the NASA space probe Mariner 9 in 
1971, where the code was used to transmit photos of Mars back to Earth. Generalized 
Hadamard codes are obtained from an n × n Hadamard matrix H. In particular, the 
2n codewords of the code are the rows of H and the rows of −H.

The higher the error correction level, the less the available storage capacity there is. 
Reed-Solomon codes are of the same family of error correcting codes as the 
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Hadamard codes. Reed-Solomon codes are closely related to Hadamard Matrices 
as well. In recent papers, see Francisco and Oliveira (2014), the author’s paid par-
ticular attention to the importance of links to Block Designs and their application on 
Risk of Data Loss.

6. RISK

Risk is a probability or threat of damage, injury, liability, loss, or any other negative 
occurrence that is caused by external or internal vulnerabilities, and that might be 
avoided through a pre-emptive action. There are several types of risk, meaning dif-
ferent classes or various forms of risk such as, project risk which are the factors 
that could cause a project to fail, business risk which are associated with the level of 
exposure a business will face if a project fails, production system risk which consid-
ers the running costs of a project, economic risk which can be manifested in lower 
incomes or higher expenditures than expected, health, safety, and environmental 
risk. Other types of risk are security risk which concerns the protection of assets 
from harm caused by deliberate acts and information technology, information secu-
rity risk, among many others. The one that concerns QR Codes is the information 
security risk in its area of information loss risk. Here, information loss risk refers to 
the problematic of losing important data, contained in the QR Code.

Risk assessment is the process of identifying potential hazards and analyse what 
could happen if a hazard occurs. A hazard is a recognized threat. Therefore risk as-
sessment is the determination of quantitative or qualitative value of risk related to a 
concrete situation and a recognized threat. There are various methods for perform-
ing risk assessment, however there is one believed to be more recognized for most 
organisations. This method consists of five steps: identify the hazards, decide who 
might be harmed and how, evaluate the risks and decide on precaution, record the 
findings and implement them and the final step is to review the assessment and 
update it if necessary. Quantitative risk assessments include a calculation of the 
single loss expectancy (SLE), of a resource. Single loss expectancy is defined as the 
monetary value expected from the occurrence of a risk on an asset and is mathe-
matically defined as:
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SLE = Asset Value x Exposure Factor

The exposure factor is represented in the impact of the risk over the considered as-
set, or as a percentage of asset lost. Illustrating with an example, if the asset value 
is reduced by one third, the exposure factor value is .33. If the asset is completely 
lost, the Exposure Factor is 1.0 (meaning 100%).The result of the previous formula 
is a monetary value, represented in the same unit as the Single Loss Expectancy is 
expressed, euros, dollars, yens, etc. Information assurance is the practice of assur-
ing information and managing risks related to the use, processing, storage, and 
transmission of information or data and the systems and processes used for those 
purposes. For QR Codes there is a significant risk of damage and therefore risk of 
loss of the information contained in it. To prevent the loss of information on QR 
Codes a greater error correction level should be used when the code is created.

There are four levels of error correction that can be used: Level L up to 7% dam-
age, Level M up to 15% damage, Level Q up to 25% damage and Level H up to 30% 
damage. In this conditions where the QR Code is exposed to the elements, such as 
rain, wind, sun, dirt, etc. the H level should be used, so even though there was 30% 
of damage to this QR Code, the information contained in it would still be totally 
readable. As such, when creating QR Codes for example for business cards, the 
chances of it getting dirty are rather low and it is desirable to have a QR code as 
small as possible. Here a standard 7% error threshold is enough and very suitable 
for cards and other printed matter. However if QR codes are going to be used out-
doors, on cars and trucks or any place where data may be obscured by dirt then 
setting the error correction to a higher setting is advisable. Unfortunately, the 
higher the error correction level that is used, the less information that can be writ-
ten on to the QR Code. So, there is a compromise between risk mitigation and in-
formation providing.

The QR codes in figure 1, contain the url to the Icra 6 & Risk 2015 Conference. 
The one, at the right is damaged but still is readable thanks to the Hadamard 
Matrices:
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Figure 1. (a) QR code to http://www.uoc.edu/portal/en/symposia/icra6/Home/; (b) damaged QR code 
to http://www.uoc.edu/portal/en/symposia/icra6/Home/

7. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Hadamard Properties can minimize the risk of Data Loss based on the information 
contained in the damaged area. BIBD can be obtained throughout Hadamard 
Matrices and many other results explored in the Experimental Design can be of 
great utility in this field.
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ABSTRACT

A new reliability importance measure for components in a system, that we call 
Representativeness measure, is introduced. It evaluates to which extent the perfor-
mance of a component is representative of the performance of the whole system. Its 
relationship with Birnbaum’s measure is analyzed, and the ranking of components 
given by both measures are compared. These rankings happen to be equal when all 
components have the same reliability but different in general. In contrast with 
Birnbaum’s, the Representativeness reliability importance measure of a component 
does depend on its reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many reliability importance measures (RIM) have been defined up to now, see Kuo and 
Zhu (2012) for a complete and detailed survey on importance measures. The most 
well–known, proposed by Birnbaum (1969), evaluates the contribution of a component 
to the system reliability by the rate at which the system reliability improves as the reli-
ability of the component improves. In this work we propose a new index for measuring 
the reliability importance of a component. This index evaluates the degree of “cou-
pling” between one component and the whole system, i.e., the likelihood that the sys-
tem and the component are in the same state. We call it Representativeness Measure 
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because by selecting and analyzing the performance of components with a high value 
of this measure we can have an acceptable estimation of the performance of the sys-
tem. In this sense we think that this measure can be useful for maintenance purposes. 
This measure gives rise to an associated structural importance measure when all 
components have the same reliability equal to one half.

In section 2 the context of the work is established and some basic definitions are given. 
The Representativeness RIM and SIM are defined in section 3 and their main proper-
ties are proved. In section 4 we compare these new measures with Birnbaum meas-
ures. All proofs of the different statements are omitted but available on request.

Notations:

N  set of components, which are assumed to be numbered consecutively from 
1 to n.

xi  binary random variable associated to component i: xi = 1 if i is functioning, 
xi = 0 otherwise.

ϕ(x)  binary structure function of the system: ϕ(x) = 1 if system is functioning, 
ϕ(x) = 0 otherwise.

pi reliability of the ith component, Pr{xi = 1}.

p reliability vector, p = (p1, p2, . . . , pn).

(ai, p) vector p with the ith component of p changed to a.

π collection of path sets of the system.

(N, π) system defined by the collection π of path sets.

h(p) system reliability, Pr{ϕ(x) = 1}.

 Birnbaum RIM of component i.
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 Birnbaum SIM of component i.

 Representativeness RIM of component i.

 Representativeness SIM of component i.

Assumptions:

1. the random variables xi are mutually statistically independent.

2. the systems we consider are coherent:

• the structure function ϕ is nondecreasing,

• all components are relevant.

3. 0 < pi < 1 for any component i.

2. FUNDAMENTALS

We consider binary systems, i.e., systems in which there is a random variable as-
sociated to each component which takes the value 1 if it is functioning and 0 other-
wise. These random variables are assumed to be mutually statistically independent. 
The structure function of the system is a binary function of these random variables 
that takes the value 1 if the system is functioning and 0 otherwise. We assume that 
this structure function is nondecreasing. The structure function of a system can be 
expressed in terms of its path sets.

This is why we usually denote a system by (N, π), where N = {1, 2, . . . , n} is the set of 
components and π is the collection of path sets. Recall that a path set is a set of com-
ponents which by functioning ensure that the system is functioning. A path set is min-
imal if it does not have proper path subsets. A component i is relevant if it belongs to 
at least one minimal path set.
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The systems we consider have a nondecreasing structure function and all the com-
ponents are relevant. They are referred to as coherent systems. The reliability h(p) 
of the system, i.e., the probability of it being functioning, depends on its structure 
function and on the reliability of each component. If pi is the reliability of component i 
(the probability of it being functioning), and p is the reliability vector (p1, p2, . . . , pn), 
then the system reliability can be expressed by means of path sets: 

Recall also that, by a conditional probability argument, for any component i we get:

and from this expression we obtain:

From now on we assume that (N, π) is a fixed coherent system, and all definitions 
and properties are to be thought in this system even though we do not specify their 
dependency on it. Also, p denote an arbitrary reliability vector with p ∈ (0, 1)n, and 
i an arbitrary component in N.

Definition 2.1. Birnbaum Importance Measures

a) Birnbaum RIM: 

b) Birnbaum SIM:  where 1/2 = (1/2, . . . , 1/2)

3. THE REPRESENTATIVENESS IMPORTANCE MEASURES

In this section we start by defining the Representativeness reliability importance 
measure (RIM). The aim of introducing it is to have a measure of the degree of 
“agreement” between the performance of a given component and the performance 
of the whole system.
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Definition 3.1. Representativeness Importance Measures

a) Representativeness RIM: 

b) Representativeness SIM:  where 1/2 = (1/2, . . . , 1/2)

The first basic properties of the Representativeness RIM are established in the fol-
lowing proposition:

Proposition 3.1.

Let now focus our attention in the Representativeness SIM.

Proposition 3.2. For any component i ∈ N it is

Observe that we can have  and  in a sys-
tem, for the same components i, j, depending only on the reliability vector p, as we 
show in the following example.

Example 3.1. Consider a 3-out-of-4 system. If we consider all components having 
the same reliability p then the Birnbaum RIM and the Representativeness RIM of all 
components are the same (thus we omit here the arbitrary subscript i) and their 
respective values are:
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In the next theorem we prove that p = 1/2 is the only reliability vector for which the 
linear relationship stated in Proposition 3.2 is valid between Birnbaum RIM and 
Representativeness RIM:

Theorem 3.1

Theorem 3.1 proves that the Representativeness RIM and the Birnbaum RIM are not 
only conceptually different but also analytically independent, as there is no way to 
derive one concept from the other, and only for the particular case p = (1/2, . . . , 1/2) 
there is an affine relationship between the two measures.

4. COMPARING THE IMPORTANCE OF TWO COMPONENTS

The Representativeness RIM and the Birnbaum RIM rank components of a series 
(parallel) system in the same way. But this is not true in general, as is shown in the 
following example.

Example 4.1. Consider the 3–component system given by the reliability function: 
h(p) = p3 + p1 p2 − p1 p2 p3.

If we take, for instance, p = (0.6, 0.9, 0.7), then components 1 and 2 verify:

and, thus, the two measures rank them in an opposite order.
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It is well known the behavior of the Birnbaum RIM on a series system (the most reli-
able component has the smallest Birnbaum RIM) and on a parallel system (the most 
reliable component has the largest Birnbaum RIM), which happens to be the same 
of the Representativeness RIM in both kinds of systems. Similar properties can be 
stated for systems which have a component in series (parallel) with the rest of the 
system, and we prove that they are verified also for the Representativeness RIM. 
These properties are proved in the next proposition:

Proposition 4.1

a) If a component i is in series with the rest of the system then, for any j = i:

b) If a component i is in parallel with the rest of the system then, for any j = i:

Definition 4.1. Node criticality relation

• i ≥ j ↔ h(1i, 0j, p) − h(0i, 1j, p) ≥ 0 for any p.

• i ≥ j ↔ i ≥ j and h(1i, 0j, p) − h(0i, 1j, p) > 0 for some p.

Proposition 4.2

• If i ≥ j and pi = pj then .

• If i ≥ j and pi = pj then .

Next result has a consequence which clarifies the similarities and differences be-
tween these two measures.
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Theorem 4.1. Let i, j be different components in N .

Corollary 4.1. Let n ≥ 3. Then,

Corollary 4.1 states that, if all components of N have the same reliability then, the 
Representativeness RIM and Birnbaum RIM rank them in the same way, indepen-
dently of the system taken, but this is the only case in which this property occurs. 
Thus, under equal reliability of components both measures are qualitatively similar 
but in any other case the rankings they produce are different. As the two measures 
order components in different ways for arbitrary component reliabilities we should 
take into account both measures when analyzing a system. The Representativeness 
RIM reflects the degree of concordance between the component and the system, or 
its likelihood of replicating the system performance. In some way it measures how 
sensitive is a component in the system, and therefore how small changes in this 
component can cause the loss of this sensitivity. We do think that designers should 
pay attention to this measure and that it should be taken into account in the near 
future.

Representativeness measure is the probability that the failure and functioning of the 
component coincide with system failure and functioning taking into account all pos-
sible situations and to analyze the possible rankings that can be obtained.
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ABSTRACT

We introduce a model for uncertainty in the IS-LM linear macroeconomic model 
with exogenous parameters. An uncertainty profile u is a short and macroscopic 
description of an stressed situation. We use u to define a strategic game where 
two agents, the angel and the daemon, act selfishly and have different goals. 
Those Nash equilibria provide the stable strategies in stressed situations, giving 
a natural estimation of risk. We apply this analysis to a linear version of the IS-
LM model and analyse the structure of the Nash equilibria in some particular 
games.

1. INTRODUCTION

Knight (1921) made a distinction between risk and uncertainty (see also Akerlof, 
Schiller (2009), Chapter 11): “Risk refers to something that can be measured by 
mathematical probabilities. In contrast, uncertainty refers to something that cannot 
be measured because there are no objective standards to express probabilities.” We 
explore a way to transform uncertainty into risk by modelling stressed uncertain 
situations by an strategic situation among two agents and use game theory to ana-
lyse those models. We propose a simplified way to model uncertain situations 
through an uncertainty profile u . A profile U gives a short and macroscopic descrip-
tion of the potential stress of an economic system, together with the a description of 
an strategic situation where two agents, the angel a and the daemon d have opposite 
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goals. Uncertainty profiles were introduced in Gabarro et al. (2014) to analyse Web 
orchestrations under stress in uncertain situations.

We are interested here in extending the approach to the InvestmentSavingsLiquidity 
Money (IS-LM), introduced in Hicks (1937) (see also Baldani et al. (2007)) providing a 
way to express, in equilibrium, the national income and the interest rate as a a func-
tion of several exogenous parameters. Our motivation comes from the fact that one 
of the limitations in the IS-LM model is the lack of risk. Hicks (1980-1981) wrote that 
“there is no sense in liquidity, unless expectations are uncertain”.

You can imagine a as the government and d as the people, the unions or the crude 
reality, those agents can act by stressing some of the exogenous parameters of the 
system in a positive or negative way. This point of view is far from being unique, in 
southern Europe many citizens believe just the opposite. Thus by considering differ-
ent uncertainty profiles we can model different situations. This give us a possible 
algorithmic interpretation of the Keynesian animal spirits1 in macroeconomics: ani-
mal spirits (a and d) are players in a strategic game.

We consider a linear approximation of the IS-LM model, present the global frame-
work of analysis and analyse the Nash equilibria of the resulting  for some simple 
uncertainty profiles. In the studied cases, both  and  have limited capability to act 
over the exogenous parameters. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we 
present the IS-LM model. In Section 3 we model the behaviour of the whole set of 
exogenous parameters under stress. In 4 we introduce uncertainty profiles and the 
associated  games tailored to the linear IS-LM model and analyse the Nash equi-
libria of some cases. In particular We prove that adding uncertainty to any fiscal 
policies generates strategic situations in which there is always a a dominant strat-
egy equilibria. Finally, in Section 5 we raise some lines for future research.

1 “Most, probably, of our decisions to do something positive, the full consequences of which will be 
drawn out over many days to come, can only be taken as the result of animal spirits - a spontaneous 
urge to action rather than inaction, and not as the outcome of a weighted average of quantitative 
benefits multiplied by quantitative probabilities” (Keynes (1936) pages 161-162). Look also at 
Akerlof, Schiller (2009), Part One.
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2. THE INVESTMENTSAVINGS-LIQUIDITYMONEY (IS-LM )

We recall here the definition of the IS-LM model, which deals with equilibrium states 
and is given by two equations. The first equation, the IS (InvestmentSavings) line, 
describes the equilibrium points in the market of goods and services. The second 
equation, the LM (LiquidityMoney) line, represents the equilibrium points in the 
money market.

The IS line, Y = C (Y − T ) + I (r) + G, gives an accounting identity where, Y is the na-
tional income, Y, r is the interest rate, the remaining parameters are the sum of the 
annual rates of spending: C by consumers, I (r) by the investors (as a function of the 
interest rate), and G by government G.

The LM line, M/P = L(r, Y ), expresses the fact that the money supply M/P, where 
M is the money and P the price level, is given by the liquidity preference L(r, Y ) 
which is a function of the national income Y and the interest rate r (see Keynes 
(1936) pag 166).

An equilibrium point (Y, r) is a pair solving the system. This pair (Y, r) gives the point 
where both markets are on mutual equilibrium.

We consider a linear approximation of the IS-LM model taking C (Y − T ) = a + b(Y − T), 
I (r) = c − dr and L(r, Y ) = eY − f r. Those expressions leads to a set of exogenous 
parameters ε = {a, b, c, d, e, f, T , G, M, P }. The set of endogenous variables {Y, r} can 
be expressed, in equilibrium, as a function of the parameters. The parameters and 
their constraints are the following:

autonomous consumption

marginal propensity to consume 

exogenous investment

interest sensitivity

income sensitivity for real money

0 < a
0 < b < 1
0 < c
0 < d
0 < e

interest sensitivity for real money

taxes

exogenous government spending 

price index

0 < f
0 < T
0 < G
0 < P

The IS line Y = Y (r) is obtained from Y = C (Y − T ) + I (r) + G = a + b(Y − T ) + c − dr + G. 
The LM line r = r(Y ) is obtained from M/P = eY − f r. Thus Y = (a + c + G − bT − dr)/(1 − b) 
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and r = (eY − M/P )/f . Solving the linear system Y = Y (r), r = r(Y ) we obtain the follow-
ing equilibrium point (Y, r) where g = (1 − b)f + de:

As (Y, r) depends on ε, when needed we write (Y (ε ), r(ε )).

Example 2.1. Consider the following valuation or the set ε:

a b c d e f T G M P
200 3/4 200 25 1 100 100 100 1000 2

We get, Y = 1700 − 100r, r = Y /100 + 5 and solving Y = 1100, r = 6. 

3. STRESS MODEL FOR THE IS-LM MODEL

We assume the existence of two adversary agents called the angel a and the daemon 
d. Those agents act at the same time attempting to stress the model by altering the 
values of some of the exogenous parameters of the linear IS-LM model. A stress 
model for ε is a tuple of pairs S = ((δa(e), δd(e)))e∈ε describing the perturbation that can 
be applied to the parameter. The perturbation values are real numbers, so they can 
be either positive or negative.

Example 3.1. Let us give an example of a stress model S:

agent a b c, d, e, f T G M P
a
δ

0

0

+1/20

0

0

0

0

+50

+50

−25

0

0

0

+1

The angel a has the (potential) capability to act upon the parameters {b, G}. The 
marginal propensity to consume could be increased from 3/4 to 4/5. This is mod-
elled by δa(b) = 1/20. The government spending G could be increased by δa(G) = 50. 
For any other e ∈ ε \ {b, G}, the agent a has no possibility to act upon and therefore 
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δa(e) = 0. The daemon  has the following (potential) capability to act upon some of 
the parameters in {P, T , G}. The price of money could increase by δd(P ) = 1. Taxes 
could increase δd(T) = 50. The G spending could decrease by δd(G) = −25. For any e ∈ 
ε \ {P, T , G}, δd(e) = 0.

Let us define the transformation of the exogenous parametres under stress model 
S, when  has decided to exert stress capabilities on a ⊆ ε and  has decided to 
exert stress capabilities on d ⊆ ε. For any e ⊆ ε, the stressed version of e under (a, d) 
denoted as stress s(e)[a, d] is defined as follows:

Finally the equilibrium point is (Y (stressS (e)[a, d]), r (stressS (e)[a, d]). When S is 
clear from the context, and we want to emphasize the role of the choice of parame-
ters (a, d) we note (Y (a, d), r(a, d)).

Example 3.2. We continue with Example 2.1 and S given in Example 3.1 for (a, d) = 
({b}, {P, G}). Writing the new values as e' = stresS(e)[{b}, {P, G}] we note stressS (ε)
[{b}, {P, G}] = {a', b', c', d', e', f ', T', G', M', P'} and:

agent choice a b c d e f T G M P

200 3/4 200 25 1 100 100 100 1000 2

a

d

a = {b}

d = {P, G}
+1/20

−25 +1

a' b' c' d' e' f ' T ' G' M ' P'

200 3/4 + 1/20 = 4/5 200 25 1 100 100 100 − 25 = 75 1000 2+1=3

Consider for instance the computation of b'. As b ∈ a \ d = {b} \ {P, G} = {b} we have 
b' = b + δa(b) = 3/4 + 1/20 = 4/5. The obtaiined equilibrium point is Y ({b}, {P, G}) = 
28700/27 ≈ 1062.96, r({b}, {P, G}) = 197/27 ≈ 7.29. 
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4. UNCERTAINTY PROFILES AND  GAMES IN THE IS-LM MODEL

An a priori (global and macroscopic) view of the IS-LM model E in a stressed envi-
ronment S with uncertainty is modelled by an uncertainty profile u intro duced in 
Gabarro et al. (2014). In   and  are subsets of Ƹ which 
may be stressed. The analyser has the perception that when an angelic parameter 
in  is perturbed this is unlikely to have a serious impact (not malicious behaviour). 
In contrast when a daemonic parameter in  is perturbed this may well have cata-
strophic implications (malicious behaviour). The spread of the stress is modelled by 

 and . The effects are measured by a utility functions  and . Given u a stra-
tegic situation arises when the IS-LM model is subjected to combined angel and 
daemon actions.

An uncertainty profile is a tuple  where S is a stress model 
for  and  and .

A  strategic game (the  game) associated to the uncertainty profile u is given by 
 where {a, d} are the angel and the daemon players. The 

player actions are  and . The utilitites 
are  and .

Example 4.1. Let us continue with Example 3.2. We assume that having high in-
come is good and high interest rate is bad. Then we obtain the bimatrix game 

:

The PNE are ({G}, {P, G}) ({b}, {T , G}) with different values for Y and r.

It is well know that any strategic game has a Nash equilibrium so from the  game, 
the stable stressed situations are described by the strategies of the players in the 
Nash equilibria. In the following we analyze the properties of such equilibria for 
some particular cases.
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A case of fiscal policy under uncertainty. Consider the case where a and d have the 
capability to act over G and T, that is  and  and  
(as in Example 4.1). We ask if the addition of uncertainty can generate a unstable 
situation where each agent is trying to catch the other and no PNE exists. Theorem 
4.1 shows a negative answer.

Theorem 4.1. Given  where the stress model S verifies 
is , it holds that has always a dominant strategy 
equilibrium.

Proof Sketch. In  the sets of actions are  and 
. Defining ,  

and  game is 

it can be proved that ({G}, {G}) is a dominant strategy equilibrium. 

Considers a variation where d acts as before but a can act over a or M .

Theorem 4.2. Let  where S is

it holds that  has always a dominant strategy equilibrium.

Proof Sketch. The following  game  has dominant 
strategy equilibriums:
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A case giving zero-sum games. Given k > 0 consider the reduced utility 
 and let . Then -ud=u and  is a ze-

ro-sum. By similar techniques we have.

Theorem 4.3. Given  being S

if (f − ke)δ = 0 thethe  game has four PNE otherwise it has only one PNE either in 
({T}, {T}) or in ({G}, {G}).

5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

We are working towards understanding the structure of the Nash equilibria of  
games in more complex situations. Varian (1977) has studied the stability of the IS-LM 
model. As (Y (a, d), r(a, d)) can be seen as perturbations of the equilibrium point (Y, 
r) if will be of interest to study the relation of both models. Our preliminary result 
point out that it seems workable to apply the methods in this paper to others para-
metrized econometric models.
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ABSTRACT

In this study we describe the change of shape by statistical methods. The database 
consists on Wilms tumors before and after chemotherapy. Our aim is to develop a 
statistical tool to evaluate the impact of chemotherapy on tumor shape.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wilms tumor, also named nephroblastoma, is a cancer type which mainly af-
fects the kidney of children. Its name is originated from German physicists 
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Max Wilms, who has made a first bigger study regarding this cancer type (see 
Wilms, 1889).

Tumor volume of nephroblastomas in childhood is an important risk factor after 
preoperative chemotherapy after tumor-nephrectomy in therapy protocols and an 
important parameter for therapy optimization in chemotherapy after tumor resec-
tion and nephrectomy in therapy protocol of renal tumors in childhood. Up until now, 
the tumor shape can be helpful in radiological diagnosis before therapy, but change 
of tumor shape is not further evaluated after preoperative chemotherapy. Aim of the 
study is to find a statistical method to evaluate the change of tumor shape in preop-
erative chemotherapy.

Figure 1. 3D image of a renal tumor.

We propose the use of mathematical procedures to support the applicants in their 
evaluation of magnetic resonance images (MRI) of renal tumors. We determine key 
points respectively three dimensional landmarks of retroperitoneal tumors in child-
hood by using the edges of the platonic body (C60) and test the difference in the ob-
jects of the tumor before and after chemotherapy. Objects are centered in order to 
be comparable before and after therapy. Information of the images of magnetic res-
onance tomography, especially the renal origin of a tumor and the mass effect with 
displacement of other organs, is needed for diagnosis (see Schenk et al., 2008). 
Three dimensional objects are constructed from 2D-MRI images and described by 
landmarks. Within this study the landmarks are taken as cut points between the 
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surface of the tumor and the vector of the edge of the platonic body C60. Our study 
is performed as a clinical trial, where all patients were treated with chemotherapy 
and the landmarks are measured before and after therapy. Our aim is to show the 
impact of this therapy on the object of the renal tumor. Figure 1 (taken from Giebel 
et al., 2012) displays such a 3D image of a renal tumor.

Radiological diagnosis is the most important fact to define for therapy. Therefore, 
researchers have a huge interest to find good markers which enable a good differ-
entiation of tumors. Hence, proper therapy should be chosen and the development 
of the tumor respectively the shape of it over time should be observed (see Giebel et 
al., 2012).

Statistical shape analysis is the keyword in this sense, which is used to measure, to 
describe and to compare the shapes between objects. In general, the shape of an ob-
ject is defined as the total information of the corresponding object, data set or image. 
This shape is invariant regarding to translations, rotations or other isotropic rescal-
ings. Special methods allow to study the shape of objects although the location, rota-
tion or scale of the objects is removed like in this study (see Giebel et al., 2012).

Giebel et al. (2010) show that by comparing the mean shape of objects, especially in 
the field of renal tumors, differentiation between kinds of renal tumors is possible. 
For this classification neither assumptions regarding the distribution nor any speci-
fication of the sample size need to be done.

2. IMPACT OF CHEMOTHERAPY

2.1. Data analysis

For this study, 10 patients were observed before and after chemotherapy. Therefore, 
it can be compared to a pre and post clinical trial to investigate the impact of chem-
otherapy on the objects of the renal tumor. In earlier studies differentiation on basis 
of landmarks between different types of tumors has been conducted. Differences 
between these groups could be found e.g. in their distributional behavior (see Giebel 
et al., 2014).
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therapy min median mean max
before 10245 17356 26269 58887
after 3027 19457 44007 231059

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of measured points.

Coordinate - therapy min median mean max mean of sds
x-before -66.94 0.55 -0.02 72.74 7.09
x-after -53.64 0.36 0.18 56.36 7.14
y-before -84.79 -0.18 -1.13 77.65 8.00
y-after -66.74 -0.36 -0.30 60.96 7.67
z-before -75.72 -0.40 0.15 63.28 7.30
z-after -53.64 0.36 0.18 56.36 7.14

Table 2. Descriptive overview of the coordinates by therapy status.

This data set consists of the patient number, status whether therapy has been fin-
ished, number of measured points, x- y and z-coordinates for the 60 landmarks 
(180 variables) and the center for the three landmarks. In total there are 20 obser-
vations, whereby each patient was observed twice, i.e. before (status = 1) and after 
(status = 0) therapy. For allowance of comparison of the size of the object, each 
landmark was centered according to its center value. In Table 1 some descriptive 
statistics of the number of measured points are listed. It can be seen that the me-
dian as well as the mean number of measured points for defining the tumor is 
lower before therapy. The platonic body is described by landmarks which are clas-
sified on an explorative approach (see Giebel et al., 2010). Therefore, the number 
of measured points varies between 3027 and 231059 in order to receive a valid 
shape of the tumor.

Descriptive statistics should give a first indication about the possible impact of 
the therapy. Table 2 compares the five-point summary and the mean of the 
standard deviations of every axis and therapy status. A decrease in the mean of 
the standard deviation can be observed for y- and z-coordinate after therapy. 
Moreover, minima and maxima are smaller for all coordinates after therapy, 
which allows the assumption that therapy could lead to a decrease of the vol-
ume/shape of the object.
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2.2. Density estimation

In order to have a graphical comparison, density estimators were plotted in Figure 
2. For this purpose, kernel density estimations were performed in R (R Core 
Development Team, 2008) with the aid of the function density on basis of a Gaussian 
kernel. Thereby, within every plot one specific coordinate of the landmarks is repre-
sented and its distributional difference before and after therapy is of interest. 
Obviously, therapy leads to less variance in the distribution for every coordinate, 
which strengthens the assumption arising from Table 2 before.

Figure 2. Density estimators for every coordinate (left) and in one figure

Another indication of Figure 2 is that the distribution of the coordinates could be as-
sumed as normal distributed after therapy. Shapiro-test was used for this purpose 
and yields for y-coordinate before therapy (p = 0.35) as well as y- and z-coordinate 
after therapy (p = 0.08 respectively 0.75) in p-values, which do not allow to reject the 
null-hypothesis of normal distribution. Although normality is still rejected for x-co-
ordinate, its p-value at least increases (from < 0.0001 to 0.02) and a development in 
direction of normality can be assumed, among others because of the normal shape 
of the density estimator. Further research on the underlying distributions by usage 
of mixture distributions, as suggested by e.g., the two modi of x-coordinate after 
therapy, could obtain information about the distributional behavior after therapy.

2.3. Graphical analysis

Further graphical investigations on the effect of chemotherapy based on histogram 
and QQ-plot can be done in Figure 3. A slight change in direction of normality is 
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visible for all coordinates. Especially the histograms show shapes, which are easier 
comparable to normal distribution after therapy than before.

In order to have a graphical impression on the fit of normal distribution of the data, 
mean and standard deviation of the data were taken to fit this distribution (see Table 
2). Figure 4 shows that usage of corresponding MLEs leads to a better distributional 
fit of the landmarks for patients after therapy. Especially for y- and z-coordinate 
normality seems to be a proper underlying distribution. Result of this testing proce-
dure can be that more abnormal tissue leads to larger deviations from normality. 
Hence, therapy could have a positive impact on removing cancerous tissue.

Figure 3. Histogram and QQ-plot for the coordinates, and the therapeutical effect where left: x, 
middle: y and right: z.

Figure 4. Fit of the landmarks before (left) and after (right) therapy with normal distribution.

As a next step the previous assumption of the impact of the therapy on the volume 
of the object is analyzed graphically via 3D-scatterplots in Figure 5. Therefore, six of 
the patients are compared to have a graphical indication of the development of the 
object of the tumor before and after therapy. Plots of the landmarks before therapy 
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can be found in the first and third column and the corresponding plots after therapy 
are displayed on their right hand side. Apparently, the volume/shape of the object 
decreases for all displayed patients (all axes have the same scale). Yet, this reduc-
tion develops in different magnitudes as can be seen by comparing the effect for 
e.g., patients 1 and 3 to patient 2. However, cancer is known to have fractal proper-
ties, wherefore calculations of euclidean volumes are not proper methods in con-
trast to using fractal volume measures to check for the impact of the therapy on 
cancer.

3. CONCLUSION

Even in this step of our research on Wilms tumors, we can prove that mathemati-
cal procedures can support medical decisions in radiology. In our first study on 
2d-shapes the euclidean approach was productive. For computing 3d-shapes, 
shape analysis had to be combined with a neural network to get an optimal differen-
tiation. Shape analysis, dynamic statistical shape analysis and fractal analysis have 
a potential to describe the change of a tumor after chemotherapy in a mathematical 
way, differentiation of therapy relevant tumors groups should be evaluated in fur-
ther studies.

Figure 5. 3D-Scatterplot for six patients before and after therapy.
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ABSTRACT

Prediction of weather factors is becoming increasing important for risk manage-
ment for both, the renewable energy sector and the conventional energy sector. In 
this paper we consider wind speed in particular.

Wind speed can be modelled as a stochastic process with certain timedependent 
features (parameters) of its distribution. In order to capture some of its extreme 
value features, the Weibull distribution is quite common.

As an alternative to stochastic models, neural networks are frequently applied. 
While there are less preconditions (distributions, dependencies etc.), there are also 
a lot of disadvantages of conventional neural network methods: Black-Box proce-
dure, overfit, dependency on initial parameters and the presumption that every ex-
plaining variable can be dependent on each other. As we have shown in our previous 
research (Giebel, Rainer and Aydin, 2013), there are a lot of possibilities to combine 
Neural networks with stochastic models (for example also the estimation of distri-
bution parameters for the residuals).
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In the current work, we present a possibility to estimate directly the parameters of 
the Weibull distribution by a suitable neural network. We compare the potential 
of forecasting with a linear regression and a direct neural network on three different 
samples.

1. THE CHALLENGE OF STRUCTURE(D) LEARNING WITH STOCHASTIC 

PROCESSES

In a series of recent investigations (Giebel and Rainer, 2009; Giebel and Rainer, 
2011; Giebel, Rainer and Aydin, 2013) progress has been made, in order to adapt 
learning algorithms to the specific structure of some typical stochastic processes.

Let the state variable X be given by a simple CAR(n) process — the continuous ana-
logue of the time-series AR(n) — described by the following system of SDEs:

In the special case of n = 1, the systems reduces to a (generalized) Orstein-Uhlenbeck 
process with mean-reversion α1(t) and volatility σ(t).

An observable Y depending on X can then be modeled as

with any given semimartingale driver I.

In order to yield a more explicit form of the dynamics of Y, in terms of an SDE for dY, 
the general Itô formula for semimartingales should be applied to Y = g(X).

Typical applications of the considered processes included models for financial mar-
kets, energy markets, energy resources, and climate factors.
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2. STOCHASTIC MODELS

We assume that a common seasonality η(t) for positive and negative jump sizes can 
be factorized as

(1)

For the deseasonalized jump sizes J ±, let us assume a generalized gamma distribution:

 (2)

Weibull distribution

As important special cases, this includes the gamma distribution for p = 1, the 
Weibull distributions for p = b, and the log-normal distributions in a limit .

 (3)

Moreover, for b = 1 it reduces to the common exponential distribution, which is our 
particular choice for this study. On the other hand, for b > 1 the probability density van-
ishes for vanishing jump sizes. Parameter b is sometimes called the Weibull modul. If 
small jumps are very rare, a Weibull module of b > 1 may be desirable. In this case, a 
Weibull or a generalized gamma distribution provide an alternative to the log-normal 
distribution. This is actually the case for wind speeds, where the shape parameter 
under normal conditions differs only little from b = 2 (the Rayleigh distribution).

3. A MULTI-OU MODEL FOR WIND SPEEDS

Wind speeds may well be described by the following stochastic spike-jump-diffu-
sion model. It is composed of multiple OU processes with independent semimartin-
gale drivers, namely

(4)
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where W is a continuous Brownian motion and L a pure jump process, e.g. a com-
pound Poisson process. J ± is the random variable for the heights of positive and 
negative spiky jumps, N ± are the Poisson subordinators with spike intensity λ±(t), 
which is assumed to be a continuous function of time t.

For the purpose of wind speeds the geometric choice g(x) := ex is suitable. The dis-
tributions of positive and negative spiky jump heights are modeled commonly by two 
symmetric exponential distributions, ie,

 (5)

respectively, where μJ ± is the expected size of the positive and negative spiky jumps. 
The corresponding semimartingale (compensator) measure is

(6)

4. MULTI-LAYER PERCEPTRONS

A multi-layer perceptron network performs a training step by modifying the weights 
of all input layers. The learning mechanism the weights is determined by the target 
distance measure

The weights of both layers are changed according to the steepest descent, i.e.

(7)

(8)
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With a learning rate α, which should be adapted to the data, the weights are changed 
as follows:

 
(9)

5. NEURAL NETWORK & STOCHASTIC MODEL

We use a 2-layer neural network, where we compute variance and mean via weight-
ed input variables. The first estimate of the mean is

and for the variance it is

The neural network is then trained by adjusting the weights wi of the first layer, and 
the weights uj of the second layer, according to the respective sensitivities (7) and (8) 
of the error function.

6. NEURAL PARAMETER CALIBRATION

In this section we demonstrate the dynamical calibration for a log-normal stochas-
tic process based on mean and variance only.

In the first layer μ and σ are determined on the basis of weighted values wiyi of the 
time series of y-values.

(11)

(12)

(10)
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In the second layer a new value is determined with

(13)

Including this value in the regression the process for determining μ and σ in the first 
layer is repeated. In every iteration the weights in the first and second layers are 
changed according to the steepest descent.

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS

As an example, we test our structural stochastic and neuro-stochastic models with 
the daily mean wind speed in 0.1 m/s measured at Zugspitze.

In every prediction step, previous values are used to predict the next one. The mod-
els were implemented in MATLAB and Mathematica, respectively. In all figures the 
predicted values are compared to the real values (faint lines). The models can be 
compared on the basis of their coefficients of determination, R2.

In the first approach the daily wind speeds are predicted by a stochastic model and 
the residuals by a neural model. In the second approach we use directly a neural 
modell 1. Using the stochastic model and multi-layer neural networks, respectively, 
we find for Zugspitze  and . Hence, around 12 to 25 per cent of the 
fluctuations could be explained by at least one of the compared models.

In any case a considerable fraction of wind speed fluctuations is still explained by 
the neural network, although the residuals are supposed to contain information only 
about spikes and autoregression, features which are not modeled explicitly by the 
neuro-stochastic model.

The p-value in all examples is p < 0.001 is considerably smaller than the significance 
level of 0.05, hence the correlation between reality and prediction is highly signifi-
cant. As expected, only a low level of positive correlation ranging between 0.346 and 
0.436 is achieved in the case of neural networks. This range improves as much as 
0.42-0.50 in stochastic approach. By using only our combination between Weibul-
distribution and a neural network, we get folllowing figure.
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Figure 1. Wind speed (in units of 0.1 m/s) at Zugspitze: daily predictions l (bold black spots) 
between 1.1.2010-31.12.2010 with 2 years of previous history.

Direct prediction of daily wind speed by a combination of Weibul-distribution and a 
neural network leads us to a similiar result of R2 = 0, 24. That means, that the struc-
tural stochastic model has no advantage in comparison to our approach. Our ap-
proach could be easily improved by a second neural network to predict the residuals.

Considering a target time horizon of 2 years, good agreement of the predicted val-
ues with the reality is achieved. Calibrating the model-parameters with neural 
weights adapting continuously to the history, the model learns to capture the opti-
mal trend according to movements of the past years.

8. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In our combined model of neural networks and stochastic processes, the neural 
transformation processes adapt in such a manner that, from a continuously updated 
history of fixed length the network is continuously learning the process parameters. 
In comparison to traditional calibration, our neural methods is taking into account 
the historical process in a more detailed and dynamical manner, as it is shown in 
(Giebel and Rainer, 2013). As a result, the parameters of the stochastic process can 
be better calibrated than with traditional methods. As our examples demonstrate: 
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Even a relatively simple stochastic process, in combination together with a smart 
neural network learning continuously the right parameters, the model yields satis-
factory predictions. This demon- strates the efficiency of our combined stochastic-
neural approach.

The research is continued to apply our neural network approach also to more de-
manding stochastic processes, as they may be required for estimations of different 
climate factors, or energy resources, or energy demand and prices, such as for gas 
or electricity.

In several such cases, different phases of normal and spiky modes of volatility have 
to be taken into account. This can be done on the one hand by regime switching 
models, on the other hand by working with more advanced semi-martingale pro-
cesses including jumps, also with time-dependent frequency.

Neural networks calibration may improve stochastic models. In the light of their 
potential to capture all kinds of generalized (linear and non-linear) “trends”, neural 
networks can give us an idea, how much of structural, i.e. “trend” information we 
loose, if we do not improve our results, especially in the case of renewable energy. 
Unraveling of hidden structural information could be economically important, e.g. 
for energy storage and reduction of non-renewable forms of energy. Furthermore it 
could show up hidden weather trends. In order to apply neural networks, we have to 
account a priori for a correlation between all measurements. These correlations 
have to be checked carefully. Furthermore the validity of our model has to be dem-
onstrated, by applying the model on real unknown data, in particular since gener-
ally conclusive measures for model validity are not easily available either.

In the broader context of learning algorithms (aka learning machines), the multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) applied in the second model above is unusual, by the fact 
that we use tailored activation functions, describing well defined parameters of a 
stochastic model. Hence every neuron in the intermediate layer has a clear inter-
pretation. This is very different from the common data mining versions of the multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) and its generalizations, the support vector machines (SVMs). 
In the standard MLP applied for some activation function, the intermediate layers 
are usually a hidden black box. Similarly, the feature space of a nonlinear SVM 
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typically remains without interpretation, and the right choice of the kernel function 
is rarely evident. In this aspect our neuro-stochastic model provides an interesting 
new path for the design of learning algorithms, with a feature space clearly defined 
by the parameters of the stochastic model, the kernel functions (which here are just 
the activation functions) designed directly for learning these model parameters. 
Opening this black box might give a new direction to further research in statistical 
learning.
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ABSTRACT

We present CompARE, a web platform that computes how more efficient is to use a 
composite endpoint instead of one of its components. CompARE is based on the 
Asymptotic Relative Efficiency (ARE) method developed by Gómez and Lagakos. 
Users interact with CompARE through HTML form pages and no knowledge of R is 
needed. A list of candidate endpoints, anticipatable probabilities and hazard ratios 
are required to use CompARE. Results are shown immediately through plots, text 
and tables. We present advanced capabilities of CompARE such as assigning 
probabilities and hazard ratios to combinations of several endpoints (relevant or ad-
ditional).

1. INTRODUCTION

Conclusions from randomized clinical trials (RCTs) rely on its primary endpoint cho-
sen at the design stage of the study. In order to provide clinical evidence related to 
the primary objective of the trial the selection of the primary endpoint is of outmost 
importance.

Composite endpoints (CEs) consisting of the union of two or more outcomes are of-
ten used as the primary endpoint in RCTs. For instance, in time-to-event studies, 
time to MACE is a CE generally defined as the union of cardiovascular death, 
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reinfarction, target vessel revascularization and stroke. Pros and cons on the use of 
CEs have been extensively discussed in the literature. From a medical perspective, 
the use of CEs allows to combine multiple measurements, avoiding the need to 
choose a single outcome as primary endpoint. However, some cautions have to be 
considered when defining a composite endpoint. A CE should only be used if the in-
dividual components are clinically meaningful and of similar importance to the pa-
tient, the expected effects on each component are similar based on biological plau-
sibility, and the clinically more important components do not affect negatively 
(Ferreira-González et al., 2007). Otherwise, the use of the CE is questionable and 
may lead to misleading conclusions. From a statistical point of view, the rationale for 
considering a CE, other than multiplicity, is the likely reduction of the sample size 
needed to achieve a desired statistical power for a given significance level, as a re-
sult of increasing the event rate to attain a predefined treatment effect. Nevertheless, 
it has been discussed and shown in Gómez and Lagakos (2013), that adding inap-
propriate components to the relevant endpoint might actually lead to a loss of power 
to detect the true treatment differences.

2. THE ARE METHOD TO CHOOSE THE PRIMARY ENDPOINT

Gómez and Lagakos (2013) develop a statistical methodology that helps to decide 
between using a Relevant endpoint εR instead of a composite endpoint, consisting of 
the union of εR plus another additional endpoint εA, to evaluate the effect of a treat-
ment. Their strategy is based on the value of the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE).

The ARE relates the efficiency of using the logrank test ZR based on εR versus the 
efficiency of the logrank test Z* based on the CE. It can be shown that ZR and Z* are 
asymptotically N (0, 1) under the null hypothesis of no treatment effect and asymp-
totically N (μR , 1) and N (μ* , 1), respectively, under a sequence of contiguous alterna-
tives to the null hypothesis. Under these conditions, ARE(Z*, ZR) = (μ /μ )2. The com-
posite endpoint will be advisable to use as primary endpoint whenever the ARE(Z*, 
ZR ) > 1. Otherwise, εR will be considered the best choice.

We assume that: i) the end-of-study censoring is the only non-informative censoring 
cause for both groups; ii) the hazard ratios H RR and H RA for εR and εA, respectively, 
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are constant; iii) marginal Weibull distributions for the time TR and TA to εR and εA, 
respectively; and iv) Frank’s copula binding the marginals (TR, TA) through Speraman 
correlation ρ. Under these assumptions, when the additional endpoint εA does not 
include death, the expression of the ARE is given by:

where pR and p* are the probabilities of observing εR and ε* in control group, respec-
tively; and λ*

(0)(t) and λ*
(1)(t) are the hazard functions of the times T*

(0) and T*
(1) to the 

composite endpoint for each group, respectively. The ARE expression in either cen-
soring case is expressed in terms of the following interpretable parameters:

• Probabilities pR, pA of observing εR, εA, respectively, in control group,

• relative treatment effects given by the hazard ratios H RR, H RA, and

• Spearman’s correlation coefficient ρ between TR and TA.

The ARE as ratio of sample sizes

If we were to test H0 versus Ha with two different test statistics Sn and Tm , the asymp-
totic relative efficiency would be defined as the ratio m/n, where n and m are the re-
quired sample sizes for Sn and Tm, respectively, to attain the same power for a given 
significance level.

In our setup we have two different set of hypotheses: H0 versus Ha testing the treat-
ment effect on εR and H0

* versus Ha
* testing the treatment effect on 0 a εR. Gómez and 

Lagakos prove that the ARE can be interpreted as nR /n*, where nR and n* stand for the 
required sample sizes needed when using the Relevant endpoint or the composite 
endpoint, respectively.
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3. CompARE: A TOOL TO CHOOSE THE PRIMARY ENDPOINT IN A RCT

With the aim of making the ARE method widely applicable to the scientific commu-
nity, a free web-based platform called CompARE has been created.

CompARE provides a tool to compute the ARE among several subsets of relevant 
components. It is of great help when planning a clinical trial since it quantifies how 
efficient is a relevant subset of outcomes respect to a larger subset. CompARE is a 
friendly tool, based on the free software Tiki Wiki CMS/Goupware. Although it is in-
ternally programmed in R, users do not need knowledge of R, neither to have R in-
stalled in their computer. By means of web-page forms, users can easily introduce 
the required information, step by step. This information is saved and executed by the 
system, returning ad-hoc results depending on each case.

ARE values are calculated from the anticipated information of the probabilities and 
hazard ratios pR, pA, H RR and H RA by means of an input grid. Moderate correlations 
ρ and exponential distributions are considered by default. Other advanced options 
are available such as Weibull distributions with decreasing or increasing hazard 
rates or different correlations.

Results from CompARE are shown by means of summary tables and plots. Outputs 
combining several H RA together with different correlation values are of great help 
to understand the role that the Additional endpoint plays (see Figure 1). Additionally, 
survivals and hazard ratios for εR, εA and CE are depicted. A history table saves each 
result to compare previous analyses. Moreover, conclusions and recommendations 
are given in written form as an aid. CompARE is currently accessible as a beta ver-
sion on the following website (http://composite.upc.edu/CompARE).

4. APPLICATIONS TO THE CARDIOVASCULAR RESEARCH AREA

The ARE method has been applied to the cardiovascular research area (Gómez, 
Gómez-Mateu and Dafni, 2014), where a set of general recommendations are re-
ported from RCTs published in 2008. General guidelines are provided based on the 
frequencies of observation and treatment effects of the Relevant and the Additional 
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endpoints. In the following subsection we illustrate some of the CompARE capabili-
ties by means of a real RCT.

Figure 1. ARE values combining different values of the hazard ratio H RA of the Additional endpoint 
εA and correlation between times to the Relevant endpoint εR and εA. Fixed parameters: 
probabilities pR and pA of observing εR and εA, respectively, in control group; and hazard ratio H RR 
of εR.

A case study: The LIFE trial

The Losartan Intervention For Endpoint reduction in hypertension study (LIFE) trial 
(Dahlöf et al., 2002) was performed to test the efficacy of Losartan-based antihyper-
tensive treatment in patients with hypertension. The primary composite endpoint 
(CE) was composed by cardiovascular death, myocardial infarction and stroke. 
Cardiovascular death + myocardial infarction are considered the most clinically im-
portant components (Sankoh et al., 2014), and hence we refer to them as the 
Relevant endpoint εR, and stroke as the Additional endpoint εA. Significant results 
were achieved using the CE, consequence of the significant effect on stroke (see 
Table 1).
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Endpoint Type Control treatment
Probability (n)

Hazard ratio
(CI, 95%) p-value

Cardiovasc. mortality εr1 0.05 (234) 0.89 (0.73 – 1.07) 0.206
Myocardial infarction εr2 0.04 (188) 1.07 (0.88 – 1.31) 0.491
Stroke εA 0.07 (309) 0.75 (0.63 – 0.89) 0.001
εr1 U εr1 U εA Composite 0.13 (588) 0.87 (0.77 – 0.98) 0.021

Table 1. Summary of the results from the LIFE trial. εr1 and εr2 stand for Relevant endpoint component 1 
and 2 respectively; εA stands for Additional endpoint; and CI stands for the confidence interval.

We present an ARE study based on two different situations. In both we will assume 
a probability of observing εR and εA in control group of pR = 0.06 and pA = 0.07, respec-
tively, as feasible anticipated values of this study.

If we anticipate relative treatment effects as reported in the LIFE study, that is 
H RR = 0.89 for the relevant endpoint and H RA = 0.75 for the additional endpoint, we 
would have recommended to use the composite endpoint, as they did. Indeed, as 
Figure 1 (left) shows, the ARE value is always greater than 1 for every possible 
correlation between εR and εA.

However, if the expected relative treatment effect on the relevant endpoint would 
have been stronger, for instance H RR = 0.76, then the CE would have not been al-
ways advised. As shown in Figure 1 (right), we would conclude that using εR as pri-
mary endpoint would be the best recommendation whenever the relative treatment 
effect of the Losartan intervention on stroke was larger than 0.9. On the other hand, 
adding stroke to the primary endpoint would be advisable if the relative treatment 
effect was at most 0.8. For the situations where the relative treatment effect on 
stroke were expected to be between 0.8 and 0.9 special attention should be paid at 
the correlation between cardiovascular death + myocardial infarction and stroke.

5. PRACTICAL ISSUES TO ASSIGN ANTICIPATABLE COMBINED PROBABILITIES 

AND HAZARD RATIOS

The ARE method is based on the assumption that, even when the Relevant endpoint 
consist of several components, both combined probability and hazard ratio can be 
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anticipated by researchers (analogously, for the Additional endpoint). In some occa-
sions trialists might anticipate these probabilities and hazard ratios for each one of 
the components. In what follows, we describe how to compute the combined 
probability and hazard ratio and discuss how it is implemented in CompARE.

Following Bahadur (1961), the combined probability pR can be computed in terms of 
the probability components pR1 and pR2 of observing the relevant components εR1 and 
εR2 in the control group, respectively, for a given correlation δr between endpoints 
(more than two components can also be considered). Concerning the combined 
H RR, the exact value is in terms not only of the hazard ratios H Rr1 and H Rr2 of εR1 
and εR2, respectively, but also depends on the probabilities pr1 and pr2, the marginal 
laws of each component, the correlation and the joint distribution between compo-
nents. Furthermore, H RR does not have to be constant even though H Rr1 and H Rr1 
are constant.

CompARE implements, as advanced options, the possibility of assigning a value for 
pR and for H RR. In particular, whenever the correlation between εR1 and εR2 is un-
known, the user can choose between any value within the following bounds: max(pr1, 
pr2) and pR1 + pR2 (see Figure 2). For the combined H RR a set of possible values is as 
well proposed.

Figure 2. Boundaries for the combined probability pR and hazard ratio H RR in terms of Pearson’s 
correlation δr and Spearman’s correlation ρr, respectively. pr1 and pr2 stand for the marginal probability 
of observing the Relevant component εr1 and εr2 in control group, respectively. H Rr1 and H Rr2 stands for 
the marginal hazard ratio of each component. Component parameter values are taken from the LIFE 
study.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper addresses the ARE method as an intuitive and interpretable way of com-
paring the efficiency of several endpoints, candidates for the primary endpoint of a 
RCT. We present as well CompARE, a web platform that performs all the ARE com-
putations, which can be freely accessed and is friendly to use. Ongoing research in-
clude several extensions of CompARE :

1. Sample size computation based on the anticipatable parameters.

2. Combined probabilities and hazard ratios.

3. Computations when both εR and εA include death.

4. Different copulas other than Frank’s.
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ABSTRACT

A composite binary endpoint consisting of the combination of several binary outcomes 
is often used in the design of a two-arm randomized clinical trial. We present a meth-
od to elucidate between a composite binary endpoint and one of its relevant compo-
nents. This approach is based on the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) between two 
statistical tests to compare the effect of the treatment between two groups. The ARE 
is expressed in terms of clinical interpretable parameters, such as, the anticipated 
values of the probability of exhibiting the relevant endpoint and the additional end-
point, the correlation between both endpoints and the anticipated treatment effect in 
the relevant and additional endpoint. A case study illustrates its use.

1. INTRODUCTION

Clinical trials are a key research tool for advancing medical knowledge and patient 
care. A clinical trial is a prospective biomedical research study of human subjects de-
signed to answer specific questions about interventions (vaccines, drugs, treatments, 
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devices, etc). Clinical trials are used to determine whether new biomedical interven-
tions are safe, efficacious, and effective. The endpoint or target variable that meas-
ures the clinical evidence is a key decision that has to be defined in the protocol of 
the study.

In a clinical trial the primary outcome has to be clinically relevant, free of bias, fea-
sible to measure and sensitive to the study intervention. In many clinical trials an 
endpoint fulfiling all these conditions is often difficult to find. In these ocassions the 
combination of various outcomes into a unique endpoint could be a good solution 
(Ferreira-González et al., 2007).

Several papers have approached the planning of a randomized clinical trial in the 
context of time-to-event analysis when the primary endpoint is composite, although 
only few have attempted to quantify the gained efficiency by incorporating additional 
components. Gómez and Lagakos (2013) proposed

a method to quantify this addition by using Pitman’s asymptotic relative efficiency. 
Suppose that the intervention could affect two possible endpoints: ϵ1 and ϵ2 and de-
fine ϵ* the composite endpoint as the union of ϵ1 and ϵ2. Let T1, T2 and T* = min{T1, T2} 
be the times until events ϵ1, ϵ2 and ϵ*. Assuming that a logrank test is used to com-
pare the two groups by means of either the relevant endpoint T1 or the composite 
endpoint T*, the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) between both tests measures 
the gained efficiency obtained by incorporating an additional component and using, 
as primary, the composite endpoint. The criterion used is to choose the composite 
endpoint ϵ* whenever ARE > 1 and keep the relevant endpoint ϵ1 as the primary end-
point for the trial if ARE ≤ 1.

The ARE is a very convenient tool to be used at the planning stage of a clinical trial. 
Although its mathematical expression is cumbersome and depends on several pa-
rameters, decisions can be made based on a short number of anticipated values, as 
it is often the case when computing the required sample sized in a clinical trial. The 
ARE can be interpreted as the reciprocal ratio of the sample sizes required for the 
two logrank test based on T1 and on T* to attain the same power at the same signifi-
cance level (Gómez and Gómez-Mateu, 2014). Thus, the ARE can be used not only as 
a tool to decide whether or not to use the CE instead of the relevant, but also to 
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compute the needed sample size if the CE is to be used as primary endpoint. A web 
platform CompARE facilitates its use.

This paper approaches the planning of clinical trials with composite binary out-
comes. Special attention, as Rauch and Beyersmann (2013) point out, has to be giv-
en to the proper analysis and interpretation trying to achieve a compromise between 
the use of the composite endpoint and the significance of each of their components.

2. NOTATION AND MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

We assume a two-arm randomized clinical trial to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
a treatment. To this end, two different binary endpoints which might provide evi-
dence on the effect of the treatment are identified: a relevant endpoint, ϵ1 and an 
additional one, ϵ2. The composite endpoint ϵ* = ϵ1 U ϵ1 is defined as the event that 
occurs whenever one of the two endpoints is observed.

For a sample of N = N0 + N1 subjects, N0 are allocated to group 0 with probability π. 
For each subject, a relevant (k = 1) and an additional (k = 2) endpoints are recorded. 
Let Yijk = 1 whenever the jth subject in the ith group exhibits response k and let pik 

represent the probability that an individual in treatment group i exhibits response k. 
Denote by  the total j=1 number of individuals that exhibit the kth 
response (k = 1, 2, j = 1, . . . , Ni, i = 0, 1).

Denote by Yij* ( i = 0, 1, j = 1, . . . , Ni) the indicator for the composite endpoint ϵ*, for 
the jth subject in the ith group, that is, Yij* = 1 if Yij1 + Yij2 ≥ 1 2 Ni and Yij3 = 0 if Yij1 + Yij2 
= 0, and denote by  the total number j=1 of individuals that exhibit at least 
one of the two different types of response (relevant or additional). The probability pi* 
that an individual in group i exhibits at least one of the two different types of re-
sponse can be derived from the joint distribution of (Yij1, Yij2). The joint distribution 
between any pair of binary random variables is uniquely determined by the probabili-
ties (pi1, pi2) and the correlation pi = C orr(Yij1, Yij2) (Bahadur, 1961) and its joint prob-
ability function is given by

(1)
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where  and qik = 1 − pik. Following (1), the probability pi* can be expressed 
in terms of the marginal probabilities (pi1, pi2) together with the correlation ρi for the 
ith group: .

3. TESTING THE TREATMENT EFFECT BY MEANS OF ϵ1 AND ϵ*

The potential treatment effect under investigation can be established either via the 
relevant endpoint ϵ1 or by means of the composite endpoint, ϵ*, using each one a dif-
ferent set of hypotheses. The null hypothesis of no treatment effect based on ϵ1 is given 
by H01 : p01 = p11, or equivalently, in terms of the odds ratio, . 
Analogously, the null hypothesis of no treatment effect based on ϵ* is given by H0* : 
p0* = p1*, or equivalently, by .

The complex relationship between the marginal odds ratios and the composite odds 
ratio is shown in (2):

(2)

where .

This relationship clearly shows that H0* is not equivalent to H01 and, therefore, when 
we are conducting either test, we are not measuring the same treatment effect. Only 
if H01 is true, OR2 = 1 and the correlation between the relevant and the additional 
endpoints is the same in both groups, that is, ρ0 = ρ1, then OR* = 1, although, even in 
this case, the reciprocal is not necessarily true. Caution is needed when interpreting 
the findings based on a CE.

Theorem: Two sample proportion tests are considered for both H01 and H0*. 
Denoting by  and  the pooled sample proportions, the tests are 
the following:
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1. 

2. 

3. Both tests are asymptotically N (0, 1), under H01 : p01 = p11 and H0* : p0* = p1*, 
respectively.

4. The efficiency of U1 and U* is studied by examining their large sample be-
haviour when the null hypothesis does not hold. We view the null as fixed, and 
consider a sequence of contiguous alternatives to the null that approaches the 
null as n → ∞. The sequence of alternatives can be chosen as  
and , respectively. It can be shown that both U1 and U* are, 
under these alternatives, asymptotically normal with variance 1 and means μ1= 

 and , respectively.

4. ASYMPTOTIC RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF U* VERSUS U1

To assess the difference in efficiency between using U1 based on ϵ1 or U* based on ϵ*, 
we use the asymptotic relative efficiency (ARE) of U* versus U1. The ARE is given by 
the square of the ratio of the non-centrality means μ1 and μ*, that is,

(3)

where .

Hence, the computation of the ARE is based on the following easily anticipatable 
parameters: (i) the frequencies p01 and p02 of observing endpoints ε1 and ε2 in treat-
ment group 0; (ii) the relative treatment effects on ε1 and ε2 given by the odd ratios 
OR1 and OR2; and (iii) the correlations, ρ0, ρ1 between the relevant endpoint ε1 and the 
additional endpoint ε2 in treatment groups 0 and 1.

To present the results for situations where it is reasonable to assume ρ0 = ρ1 = ρ, we 
propose plots as shown in Figure 1. For a given clinical trial and for plausible anticipated 
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values for, at least, p01, p02 and OR1, the corresponding plot will reveal the range of 
values of OR2 and of ρ for which ARE is greater than 1 and the composite endpoint is 
advisable.

5. ACUTE MIGRAINE STUDY

Ho et al. (2008) conducted a randomised, parallel-treatment, placebocontrolled and 
double-blind clinical trial in Europe and USA from February 2007 to October 2007. 
1380 adults with acute migraine diagnosed by International

Headache Society criteria suffering moderate or severe attacks were included in the 
study. Each subject was randomly assigned to receive telcagepant 150 mg (n=333) or 
300 mg (354), zolmitriptan (345), or placebo (348). The primary aim of this study was 
to confirm the efficacy and safety profile of telcagepant compared with placebo. To 
this end, the following five outcomes were used as co-primary endpoints: pain free-
dom, pain relief, or absence of photophobia, phonophobia, or nausea at 2 h after 
treatment.

For the purpose of this illustration we only consider the comparison of telcage-
pant 300 mg versus placebo. We shall assume that the relevant endpoint is to 
suffer migraine pain and the additional is to experiment phonophobia. From the 
reported values in the study we have that the probability of suffering pain is p01 = 
0.904, the probability of experimenting phonophobia is p02 = 0.632, the antici-
pated treatment effects are: OR1 = 0.288 to reduce pain and OR2 = 0.425 to reduce 
phonophobia.

Given p01 and p02, the correlations ρ0 and ρ1 are not free to range over (−1, +1). For 
each i = 0, 1, ρi is within Mi and mi (Sozu et al., 2010) where
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and

and applying these bounds to our parameter values, we have:

M0 = −0.248 ≤ ρ0 ≤ 0.427 = m0 and M1 = −0.709 ≤ ρ1 ≤ 0.582 = m1.

We have computed the ARE for the 88 possible combinations of: p01 = 0.904, p01 = 
0.632, OR1 = 0.288 together with OR2 = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 11 different correlation values 
within the above bounds. In 18.18% of these cases we have ARE> 1, thus it would 
be recommended to add the additional endpoint of phonophobia to the relevant end-
point of pain.

We illustrate the behaviour of the ARE by means of Figure 1 where we are assuming 
that the correlation between migraine pain and phonophobia is the same in both 
groups: telcagepant 300 and placebo. Since ρ0 = ρ1, the common correlation ρ be-
tween the relevant and the additional endpoint in either group can vary between 
max(M0, M1) = −0.248 ≤ ρ ≤ min(m0, m1) = 0.427. In this case, we have 21 scenarios, i.e., 
the combination of OR2 = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 7 different correlation values included in 
the restriction of ρ.

In all these scenarios ARE < 1, hence it would always be more efficient to use mi-
graine pain as primary endpoint.

Observe that when the treatmente effect in the additional endpoint increases 
(for smaller values of OR2), the ARE also increases, indicating the advantage of 
using the CE whenever the treatment effect measured in the additional endpoint 
is stronger.
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Figure 1. ARE plots for the migraine study, where the probability of suffering migraine pain is p01 
= 0.904, of experiencing phonophobia is p02 = 0.632, treatment effect for migraine pain is OR1 = 0.288, 
for phonophobia is OR2 ∈ {0.3, 0.4, 0.6.} and for correlations ρ0 = ρ1 = ρ ∈ {−0.2,−0.1, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.
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ABSTRACT

A new family of probability distributions with support in (0, ∞) is introduced here. 
This new family is obtained through the mixture of the exponential distribution with 
the reciprocal of the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution. We show some im-
portant features such as expressions of probability density function, moments, etc. 
Special attention is paid to the mixture with the reciprocal of the inverse Gaussian 
distribution, as a particular case of the reciprocal of the generalized inverse 
Gaussian distribution. This distribution can be considered competitive to the expo-
nential-inverse Gaussian distribution in Frangos and Karlis (2004) and has a more 
simple formulation than this. The versatility of this family is proven with a numerical 
example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A new family of probability distributions with support in (0, ∞) is introduced here. 
This new family is obtained through the mixture of the exponential distribution with 
the reciprocal of the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution, a distribution which 
has not been well studied in the statistical literature. We show some important fea-
tures such as expressions of probability density function, moments and survival 
function. Special attention is paid to the mixture with the reciprocal of the inverse 
Gaussian distribution, as a particular case of the reciprocal of the generalized in-
verse Gaussian distribution, which avoid to use the modified Bessel function of the 
second kind. This distribution can be considered competitive to the exponential-in-
verse Gaussian distribution in Frangos and Karlis (2004) having a more simple for-
mulation than this. The versatility of this family is proven with a numerical example. 
The new model and some of its properties is presented in Section 2. Here, some 
methods of estimations are also provided. A numerical application is shown in 
Section 3 and conclusions in the last Section.

2. THE NEW FAMILY OF DISTRIBUTIONS

The reciprocal of the inverse Gaussian distribution is not very common among 
statisticians and has been little explored in the literature. Furthermore, the re-
ciprocal of the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution has not been encoun-
tered by the authors of this work in the statistical literature. It is simple to see 
that

(1)

for z > 0, γ > 0, δ > 0 and Kn(·) representing the modified Bessel function of the second 
kind (Jørgensen, 1982), is the probability density function (pdf) of the reciprocal of a 
variable distributed according to the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution with 
parameters γ > 0, δ > 0 and ν ∈ ℝ. That is, if Y , Y > 0, follows an generalized inverse 
Gaussian distribution with parameters γ > 0, δ > 0 and ν ∈ ℝ, then the random vari-
able Z = 1/Y follows the distribution given in (1). See, for instance, Jørgensen et al. 
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(1991)1. From now, when a positive random variable Z follows the pdf given in (1) we 
will write Z ~ RGIG(γ, δ, ν ).

Definition 2.1. Let X a continuous random variable with support in (0, ∞) and with 
probability density function proportional to f (x) ∝ exp(x/θ), i.e. with the exponential 
distribution. We say that the random variable X follows an exponential-reciprocal 
generalized inverse Gaussian distribution if it admits the following stochastic repre-
sentation.

X |θ ~ ε (θ), θ ~ RGIG(γ, δ, ν ), θ ∈ Θ = (0, ∞),

being γ > 0, δ > 0 and ν ∈ ℝ. From now on, this distribution will be denoted by X ~ 
εRGIG(γ, δ, ν ).

The new distribution has mode at zero as it is well–known for mixture of exponen-
tials. By conditioning it is easy to obtain the pdf of the new model, given by

(2)

Proposition 2.1. The mean, variance and survival function of the εRGIG distribution 
in (2) are given by

1 Observe that there exist several different parameterizations of the inverse Gaussian distribution 
(see, for example Chhikara and Folks, 1989; and Seshadri, 1983, 1993).

(3)

(4)

(5)
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Proof. The result is obtained easily by compounding, having into account that the 
mean, second order moment about the origin and survival function of the exponen-
tial distribution are given by θ, 2θ2 and exp(−x/θ), respectively.

The reciprocal of the inverse Gaussian distribution is obtained as a particular case 
of (1) when ν = −1/2. In this case (2) is reduced to

a pdf which is reminiscent, but more simple, of the exponential-inverse Gaussian 
distribution (see Bhattachrya and Kumar, 1986; and Frangos and Karlis, 2004).

In this case, (3), (4) and (5) are reduced to

2.1. Parameters estimation

In order to get the estimates of the parameters of the distributions we can consider 
the method of moments and the maximum likelihood method. This is not deal here. 
The solutions of the log-likelihood equation can be obtained easily by direct numerical 
search for the global maximum of the log-likelihood surface. Furthermore the class 
of generalized reciprocal inverse Gaussian distributions is a natural conjugate class 
prior for the exponential distribution, as it can be seen in the following result.

Theorem 2.1. Let Xi|θ ~ ε (θ), i = 1, 2, … , n be independent and identically distributed 
random variables. Let us suppose that the parameter θ follows a generalized recip-
rocal inverse Gaussian prior distribution, θ ~ RGIG(γ, δ, ν ). Then, the posterior dis-
tribution of parameter θ for the sample X = (X1,… , Xn) is given by , 
where

and  is the sample mean.
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Proof. It can be easily obtained by using Bayes’s Theorem and arranging parameters.

In actuarial statistics, the quantity E (X |θ) = θ is known as net risk premium (see 
Klugman et al., 2008; among others), while expression given in (3) is the collective 
net premium. Now, by using Theorem (2.1), the Bayes net premium can be obtained 
and it is given by

Another important estimation method is the Expected-Maximization (EM) method. 
This can be implemented easily following the methodology proposed in Frangos and 
Karlis (2004).

3. NUMERICAL APPLICATION

A numerical data set is now used to examine the fit of the new distributions. The 
example refers to 392 claims in a group dental basic coverage taken from Klugman 
(1986). The value of the log–likelihood for all the models considered, ε IG (exponen-
tial–inverse Gaussian distribution), ε GIG and ε RGIG results similar and is about 
–2804.50. These values result better than the values obtained when the Burr and 
Weibull distributions are considered (see Klugman, 1986) and a little worst than the 
values obtained when the lognormal distribution is used. Nevertheless, some differ-
ences appear when we see to thee histogram of the complete data and the fitted pdf 
of the different distributions (see Figure 1). This graph gives evidence than the 
ε RIG and the ε RGIG seems better than the ε IG distribution.
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Figure 1. Distributions approximation to the histogramof the data set. 

Now, the same distributions as in the previous example were considered, in order to 
obtain the limited expected value. The limited expected value function L(x) of a claim size 
variable X, or of the corresponding cumulative distribution function F (x), is defined by

 (6)

from which the value of the function at point x is equal to the expectation of the dis-
tribution truncated at this point. Therefore, it represents the expected amount per 
claim retained by the insured party on a policy with a fixed amount deductible of x. 
The empirical limited expected values, given , and fitted 
limited expected values were computed using the estimates of the parameters and 
plotted. The estimated values for each or the four remaining models, as well as its 
empirical values are shown in Figure 1. Using expression (6) we have got, after some 
algebra, a closed–form expression for the limited expected value when the ε RIG 
distribution is used. This is given by,

A similar, but more complicated expression, is obtained under the ε IG distribution 
and numerical computation is needed to obtain the limited expected values when 
the ε RIG distribution is considered.
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As we can see in Figure 2 there are not differences between the fitted LEV’s for the 
three models considered providing a good fit to the empirical values.

Figure 2. Empirical and fitted limited expected values for the different models considered.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a new probability distribution well adapted to describe loss dis-
tributions: the exponential–reciprocal generalized inverse Gaussian containing the 
common reciprocal of the inverse Gaussian distribution as a particular case. Using 
its stochastic representation we obtain all common quantities of interest: density, 
mean, variance and survival function, among others. Computations are nowadays 
easy trough standard packages like

Mathematica and the numerical example shows that the ε RGIG model per forms 
very well in fitting loss distribution and must be incorporated in the catalogue of 
probability distributions to model actuarial data.
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ABSTRACT

The determination of the optimal replacement time of hardware components in 
mission critical assemblies is an important problem in reliability engineering. 
Waiting too long risks expensive liability costs due to system malfunction. Replacing 
items that are still in good operating condition too frequently is also costly. This pa-
per describes the use of the symbolic manipulation program Maple for the determi-
nation of the exact solution of an optimal replacement time of a component with a 
Weibull-type failure probability distribution problem when using age-based preven-
tive replacement policies. The same problem is also solved using a Monte Carlo 
simulation approach and the results are compared.

1. INTRODUCTION

Striving for savings and efficiency, industries often sacrifice maintenance. However, 
the neglect of proper maintenance of complex technological systems can involve 
significant risk. As an example, it has been reported that over 20% of medical device 
malfunctions are due to incorrect maintenance (Servomaa, 1989). Also, almost 12% 
of all aircraft accident reports cite maintenance as a factor and between 1994 and 
2004, maintenance problems have contributed to up to 42% of fatal airline accidents 
in the United States alone (O’Brien, 2012). Three common types of maintenance are 
preventive, corrective and failure-finding. In preventive maintenance one attempts 
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to reduce the failure probability of the system by acting even when the item is func-
tioning properly. Preventive maintenance can be age-based, clock-based, condition-
based or opportunity based. Corrective maintenance is really repair and takes place 
once the item has failed and it may be impossible in mission critical systems. Failure 
finding maintenance is the result of failure detection during continuous monitoring. 
In this paper a study aimed at determining the optimal replacement age for preven-
tive maintenance of an item whose failure probability is described by a Weibull dis-
tribution, a probability distribution function a broad general applicability. The sym-
bolic manipulation program Maple was used to obtain an exact solution of the 
problem. Then a Monte Carlo simulation approach was used to obtain an approxi-
mate solution of the same problem. It is shown that both methods can be readily 
used to obtain solutions to optimal replacement problems encountered in preven-
tive maintenance.

2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

The failure probability distribution function of an item has been determined to be 
given the following Weibull-type distribution function

F = 1 – exp(- (t/a)b )

If the item is replaced before it fails, the cost incurred is c. On the other hand, if one 
waits until the item fails before replacing it, in addition to the replacement cost c one 
must also pay extra expenses (e.g. liability costs) k that are typically several times 
larger than the replacement cost (i.e. k = r c where r >> 1) .

The goal is to determine the optimal replacement age t0* of the component under an 
age-based preventive maintenance policy.
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3. SOLVING APPROACH

Let T be the time to failure of the component of interest. The failure probability dis-
tribution function F of the component is assumed to be well represented by a two 
parameter Weibull distribution, i.e.

F = 1 – exp(- (t/a)b )

Where a and b are the location and shape parameters of the distribution. This func-
tion is flexible and of general applicability in reliability analysis since in the limit of 
b=1 it becomes the exponential distribution and as b increases, it resembles a Log-
Normal distribution.

The meant time between replacements of items with replacement age t0 is given by

where f(t) is the failure probability density function.

The total cost per replacement period is equal to the replacement cost plus the ex-
tra cost in case failure takes place, i.e.

Note that as t0 goes to infinity (i.e. replacement only after failure – corrective re-
placement) is

where tMTBF is the time between failures. If k is large then C∞ will be large too. Note 
also that as t0 goes to zero (frequent – unnecessary – replacement), the cost of re-
placement becomes directly proportional to the number of times the items is re-
placed and it can become large. Therefore, one can expect that there will be a cer-
tain item age t0* that would yield the lowest replacement cost per replacement 
period (Rausand and Hoyland, 2004; Nakagawa, 2005; Osaki, 2002).
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4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The software Maple was used to perform the symbolic manipulations needed to ob-
tain the exact solution to the problem. To deal with a concrete problem the values 
a=10, b=3 and c=5 were selected. Using these values in maple yields the following 
expression for the cost per unit replacement time

where

and

where WM(μ,ν,z) is the Whittaker M function of arguments μ, ν, z.

The cost per unit replacement time of corrective replacement is given as

Figure 1 shows the values of the maintenance policy cost per unit replacement time 
C as a function of the component age t0 and three

values of the multiplier factor r representing the extra cost of replacing after failure. 
The curves show clearly the rapid rise in cost obtained with frequent replacement of 
young components. The curves also show that the costs also rise with replacement 
age but then settle to the asymptotic maximum value of C∞ in each case. All curves 
show that there is a certain component age t0*(r) that yields the lowest cost. Further, 
as expected, the optimal replacement age shifts to lower values as the liability costs 
increase. For instance, for r=5, the optimal replacement age is t0* = 4.65 and the as-
sociated maintenance cost is C = 1.6293.
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Figure 1. Computed cost per unit replacement time C versus t0 for values of r = 2, 5 and 10.

The same problem was solved using computer simulation with the Monte Carlo 
method. One thousand Weibull distributed random variate values were generated 
using the intrinsic RAND() function in the software Excel and the inverse transform 
method (Banks et al., 2001). The computed value of the cost for t0=4.65 is C = 1.6064 
which is in reasonably good agreement with the exact value despite the small num-
ber of MC trials.

Figure 2. Computed cost per unit replacement time C versus t0 for r = 5 using the Monte Carlo 
method.
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5. CONCLUSION

This paper demonstrates that solutions to optimal problems of age-based preven-
tive maintenance where the failure probability distribution function is of Weibull type 
can be obtained by computer aided symbolic manipulation tools (i.e. Maple) and also 
by computer simulation using the Monte Carlo method. The results of both ap-
proaches are in good agreement and this suggests that the methods can be used 
with confidence to solve these types of problems.
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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with validating of an assumption of the reforestation optimal con-
trol model. We focus on prices of different timber types. These serve as inputs for 
the simulation which gives the data for estimation of prescribed functions, whose 
parameters are used for the optimal control problem solution. As usual, parameters 
of such models are assumed as constants. Presence of trend in particular 
price datasets (obtained from reports of Commodity Exchange Kladno, the Czech 
Republic) is tested. Rate of constancy violation is assessed also by testing equality 
of trend slopes. Rejected are both insignificance and equality of trend slopes. Using 
pairwise comparisons it is possible to form sets with similar trend slopes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many of real optimization problems one must deal with uncertainty, which means 
we are planning decisions without knowing what their full effects will be. Concerning 
static optimization techniques, there are several common approaches to cope with 
uncertainty in data and particularly in the parameters of the problem. Apart from sto-
chastic programming that aims at precise incorporation of uncertainty into an optimal 
program, let us mention approaches that are more simple, yet often effective and ap-
propriate: There is robust optimization that addresses optimization problems where 
the data is uncertain and a solution of which remains feasible despite that uncertainty 
is sought. Similarly, probabilistic programming focus on meeting feasibility in an un-
certain environment through a minimum requirement on the probability of satisfying 
the constraints. The uncertainty plays even more important role in dynamic optimiza-
tion, where we often deal with long-run strategies and we must consider the time 
evolution of the parameters of the problem. Here we must deal with stochastic dy-
namic programming and stochastic optimal control techniques.

However, when developing the quantitative support for real decision problems, very 
often the deterministic optimization models are employed and the assumption is 
made that the uncertain factors may be neglected in the problem. In such case, the 
parameters of the problem are considered to be known constants. This assumption 
is common both in static and dynamic optimization problems, however, omitting the 
uncertainty in long-run dynamic optimization may significantly challenge the results 
of the mathematical model.

In our contribution we focus on one particular assumption made in dynamic model-
ling – the assumption of constant deterministic prices. The aim is to answer to what 
extent such assumption is acceptable in a particular problem of forest management 
optimization, for which control theory is applied.

2. MOTIVATION

The final goal of our work is to solve further dynamic decision problem: to find the 
optimal subsidy strategy for reaching the desired forest structure in the Czech 
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Republic within the least time. In our model, the criterion of decision making is the 
economic profit from forests (including the income from selling the timber and ob-
taining the subsidies). To address the decision problem we introduce infinite horizon 
optimal control problem with free terminal points, which can be schematically de-
scribed as

(1)
where

(2)

under appropriate constrains. Here, n denotes the number of tree species appropri-
ate for the given region, xi(t) are the state variables representing the area of land 
forested by specie i in time t, ρ is discount rate. Further we denote total area refor-
ested at time t by specie i (in hectare per year) ui (t), the current profit Π(t), total rev-
enues from selling the timber and subsidies Ri(t) and total costs of growing and 
logging at time t Ki (t). Note that we do not consider afforestation in our model. 
References and further discussion for this topic are stated in Hampel (2014) and 
Janová (2015).

We assume that

(3)

where Gi represents a known function of revenues from logging and σiui(t) is the sub-
sidy from increasing the area of specie i. For the estimation of the functions Gi(xi) 
and Ki(xi, ui) we adapt the assumptions made in Caparrós (2013) and set

(4)

(5)
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where the total cost function (5) is composed from the forest management costs and 
reforestation costs. We assume bi1 = bi2 = 0 for the spruce type forest, which is sup-
posed to be reduced. It means that decreasing the area of the forest type (after log-
ging the current stand) is costless. To proceed with the solution of optimal control 
problem (1) it is necessary to estimate parameters of the functions (4) and (5) based 
on intensive simulation.

3. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Data about prices of different timber assortments during the years 2010-2014 were 
obtained from reports of Commodity Exchange Kladno, the Czech Republic. Data 
reports were prepared on week basis, but some weeks have no entries (different 
frequency for different timber assortment). We deal with totally 16 timber assort-
ments, which cover five tree species (spruce, pine, larch, oak and beech) in several 
quality classes and INCOTERMS 2010 rules (see Figure 1).

For our data we will test significance of linear trend for particular datasets. 
Significant trends disrupt assumption about constant deterministic prices. But 
when the trends will have the same slope, reforesting strategy can be meaningful 
anyway. For this purpose we can form regression model covering all simple regres-
sions and use general linear hypothesis H0 (see for example Milliken, 1970):

(6)

where A is an arbitrary real matrix of the type m×k and rank m ≤ k. Further, a is a 
vector of the type m × 1 for which equation (6) has a solution. Testing statistics for 
discussed hypothesis is of the form

(7)

and under true H0 it is governed by Fisher-Snedecor distribution with degrees of 
freedom m and n − k. H0 is rejected when F > Fα(m, n − k). For our purposes we set 
a = 0 and
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After rejection of the global hypothesis we can use test (7) pairwise to detect differ-
ing slope parameters. It is necessary to modify significance level; we will use Šidák 
correction introduced in Šidák (1967). Corrected level of significance is given as

(8)

where c is number of compared pairs. In this context, level of significance is denoted 
as α for single test and αSI D for family of tests.

i Li Ui Ri
2

1 2.449 2.206 2.693 0.630
2 2.573 2.158 2.988 0.581
3 4.313 3.319 5.307 0.786
4 1.764 1.107 2.421 0.321
5 2.097 1.756 2.439 0.461
6  −0.143  −1.125 0.840 0.003
7 2.862 2.277 3.447 0.443
8 4.432 3.075 5.788 0.565
9 0.257 −0.112 0.627 0.017

10 0.763 0.454 1.071 0.155
11 0.171 −0.257 0.598 0.007
12 0.494 0.261 0.727 0.078
13 −1.488  −1.952  −1.024  0.519
14 0.251 −0.030 0.532 0.020
15 0.728 0.528 0.929 0.254
16 0.812 0.616 1.008 0.319

Table 1. Estimated trend slopes  for particular timber assortments i. Tabulated are also lower 
(Li) and upper (Ui) bounds of confidence interval and coefficient of determination R2. Values of , 
Li and Ui are in 10−3.
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4. RESULTS

Trend lines were estimated for all timber assortments. Results are illustrated in 
Figure 1. Significance of particular trend slopes are summarized in Table 1. We can 
see only 4 cases of insignificant trend slopes. Moreover, it is connected to very low 
value of coefficient of determination, which points to the possibility that regression 
line is not sufficient for trend modeling in these cases.

Based on testing statistics (7) which realizes as F = 34.686 we reject hypothesis 
about equality of all trend slopes (F is greater than Fisher-Snedecor quantile 
1.7129). By pairwise comparisons we can detects differing slopes. We will compare 
c = 126 pairs, so corrected significance level is αSI D = 0.000407. Based on pairwise 
comparisons we can establish several groups of timber assortments. The first group 
consists of timber with quality IV. and V. excluding pine of V. quality FCA (the reason 
is missing tradings in the years 2013 and 2014; EXW shipping is preferred for pine). 
The second group covers spruce III. B 2b EXW, spruce III. B 3 EXW, spruce III. C EXW 
and pine III. B 2b EXW, i.e. spruce and pine of higher quality. The third group spruce 
III. B 3 EXW, spruce III. C EXW, larch III. B 2b EXW and oak III. B 3 EXW (note that 
spruce III. B 3 EXW is also in the second group).
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5. CONCLUSION

Assumptions about constant prices or prices growing in the same directions seems 
to be false. This fact should be incorporated to our real optimal control problem in 
some way; it is topic for the further research.
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ABSTRACT

Nonlinear dynamical systems can show complex temporal behaviors constituted by 
different characteristic oscillatory modes and frequencies. These complex temporal 
behaviors are developed through a mechanism based on the intertwinement of os-
cillatory motions emerged from Hopf bifurcations of one or more fixed points. The 
nonlinear mixing of these natural oscillations modes is mainly structured by the 
invariant manifolds connecting the different limit sets. The mixing becomes appar-
ent in time evolutions of an attractive limit set in the form of intermittent bursts of 
the different oscillation modes, combined ones over the others according to the 
scale of frequencies. This scenario is numerically verified in systems with only one 
nonlinear function and an increasing number of variables (Rius, 2000). Its generali-
zation to richer nonlinear vector fields stablishes a generic dynamical scenario with 
extraordinary oscillatory possibilities and can be used to tentatively explain complex 
oscillatory behaviors observed in nature as those of turbulent fluids and living brains 
(Herrero, 2012).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The paper wants to shed light on the general structure of complex dynamics shown 
by nonlinear systems. L. Landau and E. Lifshitz (Landau, 1959) proposed the classi-
cal theory for the route to turbulence based on the linear combination as a succes-
sive incorporation of oscillatory modes associated with the dynamical activity of ad-
ditional degrees of freedom.

The intuitively appealing idea that arbitrarily complex time evolutions can be 
achieved by combining an increasing number of simple oscillators does not corre-
spond to any known mechanism of nonlinear dynamics, in whose mainstream the 
exclusive way for oscillatory mixing is widely associated with the creation of invari-
ant tori, but the well-known theorems by Ruelle, Takens and Newhouse (Newhouse, 
1978) prove the torus fragility under perturbations and the probable creation of a 
strange attractor. Thus, invariant tori of arbitrary order are possible but in extreme-
ly narrow regions of the space of dynamical systems only. Under this premise, the 
notion of oscillatory complexity should be necessarily associated with the irregular-
ity of chaotic evolutions and nowadays the relationship between chaotic motion and 
complex dynamics is widely accepted.

We recover this initial idea of Landau to explain complex dynamics and turbu-
lence as a successive incorporation of oscillatory modes. The scenario proposed 
in this paper differs with the Landau scenario in the unnecessary consideration 
of additional dimensions and the nonlinear combination of oscillation modes. In 
the initial proposal of Landau the number of observed oscillation modes would 
be half of the system dimension. Although the dynamical systems behavior be-
comes more and more complex as the number of involved variables is increased, 
the number of oscillation modes is also increased by increasing the nonlinearity 
of the system.

The general dynamical scenario that we call as the Generalized Landau Scenario, 
emerges through successive Hopf bifurcations of various fixed points that can mix 
with each other through the intertwinement of invariant manifolds of the corre-
sponding limit cycles. The attractor does not need to be very high dimensional and 
describe complex but strictly ordered sequences of intermittent oscillatory 
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patterns. Under optimum circumstances, all possible oscillatory modes of the dy-
namical system can appear intermittently together on the time evolution. This par-
ticular behavior corresponds to the maximal or full instability of the system with the 
stable attractor combining all possible oscillation modes.

2. N-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS WITH A M-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEARITIES

We consider N-dimensional systems whose nonlinear part spreads in a m- dimen-
sional subspace. The general expression can be written as

where  is the vector of variables, A is the linear matrix combining the different 
variables, fj are the nonlinear functions with parameters m and correspond to m 
linearly independent directional vectors. The nonlinear part of the vector field deter-
mines the topological structure of the potential sets of fixed points in the phase 
space. In general, stationary points can appear by differently oriented saddle–node 
bifurcations and, more rarely, through pitchfork bifurcations. They create an array of 
stationary points in a m-dimensional subspace, and the stable nodes have the basin 
of attraction defined by the stable manifolds of the surrounding saddle points. 
Assuming full arrays, the stable basin is surrounded by a set of 3m − 1 saddle points 
on the separatrix (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic arrays of fixed points within m-dimensional linear subspaces. The unstable 
manifolds of the stationary points are represented by arrows while numeric labels denote their 
dimension.
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The skeleton of fixed points is the origin of the different oscillation modes incorpo-
rated to the system when scanning a parameter. Consider a cluster formed by one 
attractive node and the full set of saddle points located on the separatrix. The first 
Hopf bifurcation of the stable node produces a stable limit cycle, while the succeed-
ing bifurcations of this fixed point and the bifurcations of the saddle points will pro-
duce saddle limit cycles of different types, but all of them with a branch of their un-
stable manifold ending toward the attracting cycle. The number of oscillations 
modes created around a stationary point by Hopf bifurcations is limited by the di-
mensionality of its stable manifold and thus will never exceed  where q is the 
dimensionality of the corresponding unstable manifold.

Figure 2. Nonlinear mode mixing in a set of S1 points saddle-node connected to a given S0 point.

The mixing process is defined in subsequent steps as follows. The first Hopf bifurca-
tion of S0 originates a stable limit cycle and the endings of the one-dimensional (1D) 
unstable manifolds of the surrounding S1 points are transferred (Figure1a). On the 
other hand, S0 has incorporated a 2D unstable manifold spiraling toward the stable 
cycle that will yield, in the next Hopf bifurcation, a 3D unstable manifold of the sec-
ond limit cycle through which its oscillation mode will be transmitted to the stable 
cycle and so on for the successive bifurcations of S0.

The first Hopf bifurcation of a given S1 produces a saddle cycle with a 2D cone-
shaped unstable manifold that ends with asymptotic tangency on the stable cycle 
(Figure 2b). Additional Hopf bifurcations and limit cycles can arise from S1 point and 
their frequencies will be incorporated to the attractor through the con-shaped un-
stable manifold. The different S1 points connected to S0 can originate more oscillation 
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modes also affecting the same attractor (Figure 2c). Although the proposed sce-
nario is not general, the main conclusions can be applied to a large number of dy-
namical systems.

3. VECTOR FIELDS WITH ONE-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR PART

We start considering systems with only one-dimensional nonlinearity, i.e. the non-
linearities are restricted in a one-dimensional subspace. This particular case cor-
responds to many well-known nonlinear dynamical models like the Duffins, Van der 
Pol, Lotka-Volterra or Rössler model.

In this case, the stationary points appear located in a straight line and the stable at-
tractor is only influenced by the oscillation modes of a Saddle- Node pair of station-
ary points. For a N-dimensional system this S0-S1 pair can sustain up to N-1 differ-
ent Hopf bifurcations which oscillations can be combined in the observed attractors.

The expected dynamics are observed in the response of a simple and passive optical 
system called BOITAL devices. These systems are based on the so-called opto-ther-
mal bistability with localized absorption and have been described in detail in (Herrero, 
2012; Rius, 2000) and references there in. The device basically consists of a Perot-
Fabry cavity in which the input mirror is partially absorbing and the spacer is a multi-
layer of transparent materials with alternatively opposite thermo-optic effects. The 
cavity is illuminated with an input focalized laser beam and the temporal evolutions of 
the reflected light are analyzed. The number of different layers composing the spacer 
directly gives the effective dimensionality of the dynamical response.

Figure 3 presents the time evolution of the light reflected by a BOITAL device with 6 
layers in the spacer showing full instability in the temporal response with 5 involved 
frequencies. The input power is scanned from small to large input power values, 
observing and increasing number of frequencies in the response. The numerical 
simulation from a physical model based on the thermodynamic response and opto-
thermal properties of these devices show similar results. The temporal responses 
experimentally observed or numerically simulated are robust and can present the 
same structure independently of their periodic or chaotic behavior.
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Figure 3. a) Temporal evolutions of the reflected light from a BOITAL device with a spacer 
composed by 6 layers at different input light powers. b) Scheme of the observed dynamics. c) 
Numerical simulations of the same device.

5. CONCLUSION

We proposed a mixing mechanism to explain the combination of oscillatory modes 
in nonlinear dynamical systems that can yield complex time evolutions in a way that 
evokes the Landau proposal for tentatively explaining the origin of turbulence. This 
behavior has been found in N- dimensional systems able to exploit the instability 
capabilities of their fixed points in full. The widely accepted idea about the necessary 
chaotic motion to obtain complex behavior is opposed or at least questioned by the 
described dynamics. The observed scenario is explained considering a general 
model that can include a large number of dynamical systems.
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ABSTRACT

Ebola is a deadly epidemic and has already cost the lives of at least 10,000 people in 
West Africa. A vaccine has yet to be discovered and the focus remains on containing 
the spread of the virus. Although its spread has come under control in recent 
months, the actions of international agencies has been criticized. In this study, we 
present a choice-problem, associated with the handling of Ebola by Health Policy-
makers. We combine actual demographic data with realistic cost data for a limited 
range of interventions intended to slow transmission of the disease, into a quantita-
tive model. The model facilitates trials of many combinations of interventions, in an 
effort to minimise the further spread of Ebola. The model can be used both as a 
teaching tool, as well as a prototype decision-making tool for the agencies involved 
in fighting such outbreaks, with limited budgets.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Ebola virus was first identified in the Sudan in 1976, and has remanifested itself 
16 other times between then and 2012, causing 1,579 deaths and a 67% fatality rate 
(WHO, 2014). In 2014, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the epidemic to 
be a “public health emergency of international concern” (WHO Ebola Response 
Team, 2014). Ebola is categorised as high-risk epidemic and the current outbreak is 
believed to have led to the deaths of at least 10,000 people by February 2015, mainly 
in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 
2015; WHO, 2015; UN 2015a and 2015b). The UN has initiated a five point strategy, 
under the title “Global Ebola Response” (UN, 2015a, op. cit.): (1) stop the outbreak 
from spreading further; (2) treat the infected; (3) ensure essential services; (4) pre-
serve stability; and; (5) prevent further outbreaks. The International Federation of 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies and UNICEF have also joined with the WHO 
to lead the implementation of the lines of actions associated with this five point 
strategy. However, these agencies’ abilities to act are constrained by tight budgets. 
The UN estimates that the total effort from October 2014 to June 2015 will cost 
$2.27billion, of which only $1.4billion has been either spent, or pledged. Post-
outbreak reconstruction will increase the likely total cost to over $4billion (UN, 
2015b, op. cit.). The problem is exacerbated by the remoteness of the affected re-
gions and quality of the infrastructure, that combine to affect adversely, the strate-
gic and operational decisions facing the Agencies. Notwithstanding this, they have to 
justify the costs and benefits of their actions associated with the handling of this 
epidemic. This paper demonstrates the complexity associated with analysing risk 
and decision making. This is achieved by designing and presenting a risk model that 
exhibits an example of constrained choice that the policymakers face.

2. THE RISK MODEL

In this context, we refer to risk as the risk of the virus continuing to spread both within 
each region, and into other, previously unaffected regions. We score the risk of Ebola 
being transmitted to other victims in the regions of five West African countries: Guinea, 
Sierra Leone, Liberia, Mali and the Ivory Coast, according to pre-selected risk-
attracting attributes. Some of these pertain to the whole country (e.g. GDP, Public 
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Expenditures, Literacy/Death Rates and number of Ebola Treatments Centres, ETCs). 
Others pertain to the region itself (location to Capital City, population densities), ac-
cording to data availability. Each component yields a score, emanating from its own 
risk table and the ‘value’ possessed by the region at that point in time. The relative 
importance of each component is expressed through the absolute values of the scores. 
For example, Table 1 summarises the scores awarded for location to the nation’s cap-
ital city. The sum of these attribute scores gives a total risk score, which is then 
mapped to a specific qualitative risk class. For illustrative purposes, it is assumed that 
each region will exhibit one of four levels of risk, as indicated in Table 2.

This gives the ‘opening’ risk position for each region. It is assumed that the Agencies 
have at their disposal, three risk-reducing interventions that can be offered to each 
region, within the confines of the available budget.

Location Risk Score
Adjacent 10

Close 50
Distant 100

Table 1. Ebola Risk: Location to Capital City Risk component.

Risk Category Threshold Risk Score
1. Moderately Serious 0
2. Serious 400
3. Very Serious 750
4. Extremely Serious 900

Table 2. Ebola Problem: Qualitative Risk Classes.

From previous experience, these are believed to reduce risk scores with the possi-
bility that their implementation may be able to move a region into a lower risk class. 
These are: (1) New ETCs, each staffed with care workers and equipment, including 
a laboratory; (2) Burial and Sanitization teams to safely dispose of victims’ remains 
and to disinfect their living spaces; (3) Public Education Programmes (PEPs), to ed-
ucate citizens in how to detect the early signs of Ebola and take precautions to re-
duce the risk of acquiring, or transmitting it. In this model, a region can be offered 
an ETC, whose effectiveness is determined by the number already there (Table 3).
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# ETCs already 
in the Region

% 
reduction

# ETCs already
in the Region

%
reduction

0 25% 4 2%
1 10% 5 1%
2 8%
3 5% 6 0.5%

Table 3. Impact on the Risk Score of the construction of another ETC.

A Burial and Sanitization Team’s effectiveness is determined by the physical terri-
tory (in km2) it has to cover. This territory is a function of the region’s overall size and 
the number of teams to be deployed there. Accordingly, the model calculates the 
average territory implied as it considers the number of teams to deploy, and thence 
the region’s component score, according to Table 4.

Area (km2) per team % reduction in score Area (km2) per team % reduction in score

10-99 25% 10000-99999 3%
100-99 15% 100000-plus 0% 0%
1000-9999 8%

Table 4. Impact on the Risk Score of the Burial and Sanitisation Team density.

The Agencies responsible for Public Health have to decide on whether to offer any 
form of public health awareness programme in each region. If they do decide to, 
then there are two levels of programme available: ‘Low’ and ‘High’, with different 
per-capita costs and effectiveness in reducing the region’s total risk score. ‘Low’ 
reduces the region’s score by 15%, ‘High’ by 25%. Of course, these Interventions are 
not costless, and the budget available to the Agencies is, perforce, limited. Different 
costs were assumed for each country, to take into account the different terrains, 
labour markets, etc in each one. The absolute costs of the ETCs dwarf all the other 
interventions, though it should be borne in mind that they are either per-team or 
per-capita costs. Nevertheless, the per-dollar effectiveness of each Intervention is 
designed, deliberately, to be very different in order to provoke a debate to the extent 
to which ‘expensive’ interventions can be ignored as part of the solution. We use 
Palisade’s Risk Optimizer program and Excel, to trial and cost, combinations of 
ETCs, Burial-Sanitization Teams and PEPs in each region. A budget of $4billion was 
assumed, being broadly in line with the UN’s current estimate as to the total cost of 
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fighting Ebola. However, this is deliberately less than the total cost of giving each 
region an additional ETC, a large number of Teams and High-level PEPs, otherwise, 
there would be no decision problem. When trialling each combination of interven-
tions, the model computes the new risk score and corresponding risk class for each 
region. If the percentage reduction is sufficient, a region will be moved into a lower 
Risk Class (Table 2). The objective is to maximise the total number of changes across 
all 64 regions, subject to not exceeding the $4billion budget. In order to reduce the 
search for the optimal solution, it was assumed that a region can: (1) receive, at 
most, one new ETC; (2) receive a maximum of 50 Burial & Sanitization teams, re-
gardless of its physical area and/or population; (3) be considered for either a Low- or 
High-level PEP.

3. RESULTS

The model was then run for 18 hours, on a Dell Optiplex 7020 PC, in which time it 
performed 13.21 million combinations of interventions1. The best combination found 
in the time allowed results in a total of 76 Risk-class reductions, affecting 55 of the 
64 regions. Of those 55, two regions were moved down by three risk classes (the 
maximum possible); 17 by two and 36 by one. The average cost of each risk class 
improvement is $54.5 million, though with a large standard deviation ($67.7m). 
Table 5 summarises the number and costs of ETCs, Burial and Sanitization Teams 
and PEPs to be deployed into the regions.

Interventions # Cost ($m) People 
reached (m)

Spend per 
person % of total

ETCs to be built 23 $3,679 18.679 $196.96 96.6%
Burial & Sanitization 
teams 2,189 $1.58 48.444 $0.03 0.0%

PEP 24 (High)
27 (Low) $129.59 36.337 $3.57 3.4%

Total Spent $3,810.17m Total Unspent $189.83m

Table 5. Summary Results: all areas.

1 The spreadsheet showing the detailed computation and simulation are available from the 
Corresponding Author, upon request.
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Table 6 summarises the distribution of regions into the four risk classes before and 
after the Interventions. Remembering that the assumed costs were not actually 
‘real’, but ‘realistic’, we can see that the expensive ETCs account for almost all the 
$3.8billion spent. The apparent cost per person reached by the 23 ETCs is also con-
siderably greater than both the Burial Teams and PEPs. This may cast some doubt 
on the wisdom of devoting so much of the budget on the ETCs, a point that is used to 
provoke debate amongst the students. Is it acceptable to spend so much money on 
high-profile interventions, such as ETCs when lower-cost solutions, might be more 
‘dollar-effective’?

Risk Categories Before After
Moderately Serious 0 25
Serious 32 28
Very Serious 2 11
Extremely Serious 30 0

Table 6. Risk Categories before- and after Interventions.

In assessing how good the Optimizer is in finding the optimal solution, we note that 
even after 18 hours run-time, $190million remains unspent. We might consider pur-
chasing another ETC in Guinea, Mali or Sierra Leone, or thousands more Burial-
Follow-up teams, and/or upgraded PEPs. Any seven of the nine regions left in their 
original classes (all ‘Serious’ in this case), could be moved down to the ‘Moderately 
Serious’ category if an extra ETC were committed. However, these are all in coun-
tries where an ETC costs more than the unspent budget. Manually adjusting the 
Burial Teams and PEPs does, of course, use up some of the unspent budget, though 
it was not possible to obtain any additional risk class changes. However, the 
Optimizer does suggest committing over $9million on five of the nine ‘no-change’ 
regions. This money could be added back into the unspent portion and the resulting 
$199million used to try and find further improvements. It may be that the Optimizer 
just had not got around to doing that when the time permitted to find a solution, had 
elapsed.
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4. CONCLUSION

It is claimed that the probabilities of spreading Ebola across other parts of the world 
and the size of the associated impact are totally unknown and unpredictable. 
Moreover, no effective cure has yet been discovered to treat the Ebola infected pa-
tients successfully. Consequently, the mitigation of risks associated with spreading 
Ebola is the only way to manage this emerging risk. In this paper, we have offered a 
practical approach to the choice problem associated with the handling of the Ebola 
virus by health policy makers. This practical exercise of mitigating the risk of spread-
ing Ebola may contribute to the policy development and implications’ issues both a 
public and private levels (e.g. Health Insurers). In addition, the exercise can be used 
in teaching resource- constrained optimisation approaches to Risk Students.
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ABSTRACT

Survival data analysis and reliability have many features in common. But the avail-
able data have often different properties. The patients are not only “objects” of study 
but also “subjects” who may decide at any time to stop their participation in the ex-
periment, and for whom we cannot accelerate the onset of the expected event for 
the sake of avoiding right censoring by the date of the end of the study. Moreover, 
truncation is added to censoring (Huber-Carol et al., 2009) as sometimes only a part 
of the targeted sample is observed. Cox model (Cox & Oaks, 1998) is the favorite 
model to analyze biomedical survival data. Most of the incriminated properties of 
this model may be relaxed, like for example, the assumption that the impact of a 
factor is constant in time, leading to extended Cox models (Bagdonavicius & Nikulin, 
2002; Cox & Oaks, 1998; Huber-Carol & Nikulin, 2008).

The aim of survival analysis is not only to increase the length of the pure sur-
vival time (to death) but also to improve its quality. For that purpose, we con-
sider processes leading to different possible health states (Huber-Carol & Pons, 
2005) of a patient, modeled using semi-Markov processes, and also we estimate 
the impact of pollution on the number of “years free of disease” lost, for the sake 
of prevention, using First Hitting Time models (Lee & Whitmore, 2006, 2010; 
Chambaz et al., 2014).
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1. A SINGLE EXPECTED EVENT

X is the random time elapsed before an event of interest occurs, S(t) = P (X ≥ t) its 
survival function, f (t) the corresponding density, assumed to exist, and h(t) = f (t)/S(t) 
its hazard rate. Very often, X is not observed but it is only known to be bigger than 
some value C, and C is called the censoring variable. This occurs for example if the 
expected event is death from some disease and the patient is still alive when the 
study stops. This is called right censoring. But some other censoring schemes may 
happen, like left censoring or interval censoring. Moreover, some patients may to-
tally escape the sample and this is called truncation.

Censoring and truncation

Definition and examples of censored and/or truncated data in survival analysis are 
given. The most usual case treated in the literature is right censoring, but many 
other possibilities may occur so that we were lead to study the most general case of 
censoring and truncation (Huber-Carol et al., 2009). X is said to be truncated by a set 
B and censored by a set A ⊂ B if X is observed only conditionally on being in B and X 
is known to be in A ⊂ B. Observation is (A, B), A ⊂ B, and the likelihood is propor-
tional to P (A)/P (B). Based on AIDS acquired by transfusion, an example is provided 
of left censoring together with right truncation.

Cox model and its extensions

The model mostly used in medical applications is Cox model which defines the haz-
ard rate h(t) as a special function of the available covariates Z = (Z1, . . . , Zp)

(1)

where h0 is the baseline hazard, obtained for Z = (0, · · · , 0), Z is a vector of covariates 
in Rp which have an impact on the survival time, like treatment, biological measure-
ments, and environmental features. The success of this model is due to the fact that 
it allows through the partial Cox likelihood (Cox & Oaks, 1998), to estimate easily the 
parameter β, without taking care of the baseline hazard h0 considered as a nuisance 
infinite dimensional parameter, and using all observations, even the censored ones. 
This very attractive model may be refined on several respects: the linearly exponential 
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effect of Z may be changed to some function q(Z ); the chronological time, which can 
have an influence as therapies may be improved as time passes by, may be included 
in the model so that two different times are taken simultaneously into account; also, 
the fact that the effect of each covariate is supposed to be constant in time can also 
be discarded; moreover, by putting the integrated hazard  inside the 
model as a covariate depending on time and representing the wear of the subject, 
one can get a more complex model.

Accelerated Failure Time Models (AFT)

Accelerated models (Bagdonavicius & Nikulin, 2002) are more specifically used in 
reliability theory than in medical studies as it is not possible to “augment” the stress 
of patients in order to induce the expected event within a shorter time to avoid right 
censoring. But, still, one could estimate, by using such models, the acceleration of 
the onset of a disease (like lung cancer for example) due to the exposure to an envi-
ronmental or behavioral factor (like smoking for example). Several accelerated fail-
ure time models are presented.

2. SEVERAL EXPECTED EVENTS

As we are interested in the quality of life of patients, and not only in their survival, 
there are several health states to consider and the influence of several factors 
(treatments, biological, environmental and behavioral data) on the transition from 
one state to another one and also on the time spent in each specific state.

Sequential case: multistate processes

One way to proceed to study the transitions from one state to another, that is more 
general than the Markov assumption, is to use semi-Markov models. In such mod-
els, the duration between the onset of two successive states depend not only on the 
initial state, but also on the final one. Such processes have been studied when, due 
to right censoring, you do not know which state would have been the final one after 
the censoring took place. Semi-Markov processes verify
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(2)

They can be defined through the following two sets of parameters

1. The direct transition probabilities from state j to state j′ :

(3)

2. The law of the sojourn time in state j leading to j′:

(4)

For a semi-Markov model, the non parametric maximum likelihood (NPML) estima-
tor of the cumulative hazard is derived (Huber-Carol & Pons, 2005) taking into ac-
count the right censoring that occurs for the initial and final states.

Parallel case: correlated survival data

The quality of life depends also on genetic factors, so that studies have been done 
regularly on twins in order to be able to separate what is due to genetic factors from 
what is due to the environment. The survival times thus studied, which is also true 
for litters if we now go from medicine to biology, are correlated and this has to be 
taken into account.

3. NUMBER OF YEARS FREE OF DISEASE

A frequent problem arises when people who have been submitted to an occupa-
tional exposure to pollution should receive a compensation computed through the 
number of years free of disease that they lost due to their exposure. So, the statisti-
cian has to separate from other causes of onset of the disease (like habits of con-
sumption, genetical predisposition,...) the role of this occupational exposure. One 
way of doing this is to use a First Hitting Time (FHT) model (Lee & Whitmore, 2006, 
2010) in the following way. The health state H(t) of the patient at time t is a latent (not 
observable) variable that is a process which depends on many factors, one of which 
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is this professional exposure. Starting from an initial value H0, function of initial 
variables (genetic features, date of birth,...), the process H(t) is assumed to be a 
Brownian process with a negative trend depending on the lifelong variables of the 
subject (habits of consumption, biological data…) until this amount of health H(t) 
reaches the boundary 0. In this setting, the occupational exposure is supposed to 
accelerate the time to reach the 0 boundary. Of course, the amount of health is rela-
tive to the particular disease under consideration. The provided example is about 
lung cancer and asbestos exposure, so that the 0 boundary is reached by H at the 
time t when lung cancer occurs, or, to be more precise, when it is diagnosed. 
Estimating this acceleration allows the computation of the number of years free of 
disease lost by the patient (Chambaz et al., 2014).

The amount of health relative to lung cancer is represented as a stochastic process 
H(t):

(5)

where

1. h > 0 is the initial amount of health

2. μ < 0 is the slope of the process

3. B(t) is a Brownian motion

Time to onset T(h, μ) of the disease is defined as the first time H(t) hits 0:

(6)

T (h, μ) is < ∞ as μ < 0) and its distribution is inverse Gaussian:

where Φ is the standard normal cdf. The presence of occupational exposure to as-
bestos accelerates the time to onset T by a nondecreasing continuous function R on 
ℝ+ such that R(t) ≥ t ∀t :

(7)
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so that  and

The two parameters h and μ are functions of initial and lifelong covariates observed 
on the patients. Then, the number of years free of disease lost due to asbestos ex-
posure of each patient is derived from his/her estimated acceleration of the onset of 
the disease due to his/her specific exposure.
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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with actually discussed topic of sustainable development. Its aim is 
to reinforce the argumentation for the inverse U shape of Environmental Kuznets 
Curve basing it on microeconomic indifference curve analysis. Widely used Cobb-
Douglas functional form is applied to describe individual preferences over wealth 
and pollution. In particular, positive preferences over wealth while neutral for poorer 
and negative preferences for richer individuals over pollution are expected. Data on 
income (real GDP per capita), and pollution (CO2 emissions) from 248 states enters 
the direct utility function of Cobb-Douglas form. Nonlinear least-squares estimator 
is used. We demonstrate that individuals in the poorest countries do not take pollu-
tion into account when maximizing their utility, while higher income renders indi-
viduals sensible to polluted environment. To conclude, our results confirm that the 
irrelevance of pollution in decision-making for poor individuals is a potential risk 
factor for sustainable development.

1. INTRODUCTION

The discussions on the link between economic performance and environment are 
based on the concept of sustainable development founded in the 1970s when some 
studies pointed out the mismatch between economic and ecological goals (see e.g. 
Meadows et al., 1972). Since then the importance of environmental issues has grown 
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rapidly (Issever Grochová, 2014, 2015). The link between economic performance and 
environment is traditionally described with the Environmental Kuznets Curve 
(Grossman and Krueger, 1991, 1995) that is a non-linear function of pollution de-
pendent on income level. Some studies (e. g. Andreoni and Levinson, 2001; Grossman 
and Krueger, 1993; Halkos, 2003; Mills and Waite, 2009) confirm that it follows an 
inverted U shape since at lower income levels the use of natural resources is elevat-
ed due to prevalent heavy industries results in more pollution, while if a certain 
level of income is achieved the awareness of the problems due to the environmental 
degradation increases stimulating demand for and consequently supply of environ-
mental quality. The research concludes that it is sufficient to focus primarily on eco-
nomic performance enhancement as economically stronger subjects are more in-
terested in pollution abatement. This means that poverty can be regarded as a risk 
factor for such an economic development that is friendly to environment called sus-
tainable development (Strelec et al., 2014).

The macroeconomic goals are hardly fulfilled without their microeconomic founda-
tion. The abovementioned so implies that with higher standard of living individuals 
become more environmentally sensitive and they start to protect the environment as 
this issue becomes relevant for their goal of utility maximization.

The objective of the paper is then to show that the state of environment is negligible 
for decision/making for individuals with low incomes while relevant for high-income 
individuals. In terms of preferences, income is always positively evaluated and as 
the income increases the attitude to pollution changes from neutral to negative. The 
aim is then to provide microeconomic argumentation for U-shaped Environmental 
Kuznets Curve.

The individuals can also be directed towards the desired behaviour through formal 
rules. The creation of strong institutions as an effective tool of pollution abatement-
economic enhancement confirm e.g. Andreoni and Levinson (2001), Bhattarai and 
Hammig (2004), Dasgupta et al. (2001), Issever Grochová (2014), Leitão (2010), or 
Magnani (2000). However, the enforcement of the rules is often accompanied with 
inadequate high transaction costs. Thus, we assume that it should be efficient to 
target primarily at economic performance.
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2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

To illustrate individual preferences over wealth and pollution indifference curve 
analysis is used. Let u be the (direct) utility function which follows Cobb-Douglas 
functional form for a two-good situation with a negatively evaluated independent 
variable (Weber 2001):

where α i are parameters, x1 and x2 vectors of incomes and pollution, respectively. 
We assume that u satisfies the basic axioms of consumer theory (see Voorneveld 
2008). As our hypothesis expects positive preferences over income and neutral or 
negative preferences over pollution we can write:

and

where x1* is the income threshold from which the preferences over pollution change 
from neutral to negative.

Our dataset comprises 248 world economies in 2012 and includes GDP per capita 
(constant US$, x1), CO2 emissions (metric tons per capita, x2) and Happy planet index 
(u) as a proxy for utility assuming that an individual is a representative economic 
agent. Countries are classified by income according to World Bank classification1 
(World Bank, 2012). For the estimation nonlinear least-squares estimator is used. 
The initial values of parameters are set up to: α1 = 1 and α2 = 0 .

1 Low income: $1,025 or less, Lower middle income: $1,026 to $4,035, Upper middle income: $4,036 
to $12,475, and High income: $12,476 or more.

x
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The estimations of parameters α1 and α2 proceeded as follows. Convergence was 
achieved after 12, 8, 9, 10 and 12 iterations in models for all, low income, lower mid-
dle income, upper middle income and high income countries, respectively. As re-
ferred in Table 1 estimated parameters are of expected signs and are statistically 
significant at 1% level.
           

All  Low income Lower middle 
income

Upper middle 
income High income

α1
0.448

(0.002)***

0.562

(0.006)***

0.497

(0.003)***

0.468

(0.005)***

0.394

(0.007)***

α2
-0.363

(0.011)***

-0.011

(0.002)***

-0.117

(0.021)***

-0.255

(0.034)***

-0.197

(0.032)***
N 581 131 140 144 166
R-sq 0.850 0.933 0.949 0.949 0.955
adj.R-sq 0.850 0.932 0.948 0.948 0.955
BIC 4928 981 1061 1094.1 1203.8

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

Table 1. Cobb-Douglas utility function estimations.

Alphas 2 are either close to zero or negatively signed which shows neutral or nega-
tive preferences over pollution. That is low income countries show the unimpor-
tance of environment for individual decision-making. As the income increases, pol-
lution becomes relevant in the utility maximization process. In particular, pollution 
must be compensated with higher income otherwise utility decreases. Whereas 
positive alphas 1 confirm that the magnitude of income is an important attribute of 
happiness.

Also from Figure 1 it is evident that polluted environment is neutral for individuals in 
low income countries while negatively valued by all other income classes. For a 
given income poorer countries would be willing to tolerate more polluted envi-
ronment.
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Figure 1. Indifference curves of individuals in particular countries (utility, i.e. HPI is scaled 
ascendingly from blue to red).

It is also interesting to compare the individuals across 4 mentioned income classes. 
Assuming given pollution, it is evident that individuals from poorer countries reach 
the same level of utility as richer representatives at lower income. Furthermore, the 
changes in utility caused by changes in income are smaller for individuals from 
richer countries (ranging from 0.394 in high income countries to 0.562 in low income 
countries). In terms of quantity of variables consumed, it is more and more demand-
ing to reach higher level of utility mainly for individuals in higher income countries 
as the sum of α and β diminishes with income.

4. CONCLUSION

The aim of the paper was to demonstrate that preferences over environmental is-
sues change with wealth and provide so microeconomic argumentation for U-shaped 
Environmental Kuznets Curve. In particular, individuals have neutral preferences 
over pollution if their income is $1,025 or less. From this income threshold individuals 
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evaluate pollution as negative. Consequently, when following their goal of utility 
maximization they are more interested in pollution abatement than individuals from 
the poorest countries who are entirely insensible to pollution. Therefore, poverty can 
embody potential thread as individuals from the poorest countries ignore the prob-
lems of pollution. This conclusion offers an interesting policy recommendation that 
is to enhance economic development and so to initiate the switch from neutral to 
negative preferences over pollution in individuals.

Although individuals can also be directed towards the desired behaviour through 
formal rules the enforcement of which is often accompanied with high transaction 
costs, based on our results we state that it is efficient to target first at improvements 
in economic performance.

Another finding is that individuals from lower income countries reach the same lev-
el of utility as those in higher income countries at lower income. Moreover, due to 
(positive) changes in income utility grows more rapidly in poorer countries. This 
confirms Easterlin paradox (Easterlin, 1974, 1995) which states that substantial real 
income growth has not been accompanied over the last fifty years with any corre-
sponding rise in happiness levels in the countries analysed.
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ABSTRACT

Risk management is the process of measuring risk in order to develop and imple-
ment strategies to manage that risk. Risk analysis in costing models recognizes that 
data used in costing systems is uncertain. Traditionally, researchers and practition-
ers have been focused on deterministic costing models without acknowledge and 
handle conveniently such uncertainty. This paper presents and discusses a method-
ology for measuring the risk within costing systems: Costing at Risk (CaR). For the 
determination of CaR a four steps methodology is proposed. The analysis of manu-
facturing costs is used to explain its application. CaR permits to identify the compo-
nents which most influence the variability of cost objects allowing the design of 
more effective strategies of cost risk mitigation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Costing models are important for firm’s managers in day-to-day activities as well as 
for strategic purposes. Furthermore, such models can be used for cost analysis 
from both ex-ante and ex-post perspectives namely, for budgeting and bidding 
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activities and product design decisions, for production and process cost control, 
among others. In this context, several conceptual approaches have been developed 
to support costing systems, ranging from simple standard costing to more sophisti-
cated models such as activity based costing. Indeed, there are different solutions for 
different situations. The appropriateness of these tools and consequently cost man-
agement effectiveness result from fitting the characteristics of the organization and 
the external context, taking into account several contingencies such as organiza-
tional structure, external environment, size, strategy, among others (Donaldson, 
2001).

In general, costing systems are viewed as deterministic models. Nevertheless, the 
accuracy of the computed cost can be significantly influenced by initial estimates 
which themselves are uncertain and might lead to inaccurate information for deci-
sion making. Facing uncertainty and imprecise information, the usual response is to 
manage uncertainty using a framework. The management of uncertainty can be 
termed as risk management (Esmalifalak, Albin and Behzadpoor, 2014) which im-
plies a systematic process of identification and assessment of risks.

In this paper it is purposed “Costing at Risk” (CaR) to deal with uncertainty in cost-
ing models. Process and product variability can have a considerable impact on 
budgeting processes and cost management effectiveness in a company. Thus, it is 
necessary to design tools that let manage that risk. This paper presents the meth-
odology for the computation of CaR, making an analogy with Value at Risk (VaR), 
using three different methods, Historical Simulations, Delta-Normal Approach 
and the Monte Carlo Simulation. Managerial implications and advantages and dis-
advantages of the method and the potential of its application are discussed at the 
end of the paper.

2. COSTING AT RISK

Costing at Risk or CaR can be defined as the maximum expected cost for a product 
or service for a future period, given a certain level of confidence. For its determina-
tion the following steps are proposed:
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1. Build the model for the determination of costs.

2. Determine (e.g. by a Pareto analysis or multicriteria methods) which products 
worth measuring risk (e.g. those more costly, those which generate more 
profitability).

3. Identify sources of uncertainty and characterize them.

4. Calculate the CaR.

As it has been mentioned before, Historical Simulations, Delta-Normal Approach 
and the Monte Carlo Simulation can be used for the computation of CaR. The calcu-
lation of CaR with historical simulation involves using different cost records for a 
product or service and then, construct a distribution of potential future cost of such 
products. The CaR will be calculated considering which values are greater or equal 
to a certain percentile, for example the 95th percentile. On the other hand, the nor-
mal delta approach is based on the assumption that the cost behavior fits a normal 
distribution. Based on this assumption it can be determined the probability distribu-
tion of the cost and then using standard mathematical properties of the normal dis-
tribution it is determined the cost that will equal or exceed a defined percentage, for 
example the percentage associated with CaR. Finally, the Monte Carlo Simulation 
method can be included in the experimental branch of mathematics that deals with 
experiments on random numbers based on statistical probabilities (Hammersley 
and Handscomb, 1964). The simulation can be

used to value certain instruments and to derive risk measures, when they are not 
available or when an analytical model is inapplicable. Essentially, the analyst de-
scribes, in a probabilistic sense, the variables that determine the value by their re-
spective probability distributions. Then, using a random number generator, possible 
values for the variable under analysis are obtained (Nachtmann and Needy, 2003).

Thus, CaR, considering a pre-defined confidence level, takes into account the worst 
expected outcome in terms of cost in a certain period. Unlike VaR which considers 
the left tail of the distribution of output (i.e. lower income) CaR highlights the right 
part of the distribution (i.e. higher costs), as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Costing at Risk.

3. PROBLEM AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

A typical problem of manufacturing costs is used here to explain CaR. The case of 
Colombian coffee producers is particularly interesting in this context.

The manufacturing cost of goods and services refers to the sum of the value of re-
sources used in the production or manufacture of a given quantity of a product or a 
service. It is presented in terms of raw materials, labor and general expenses or 
overhead incurred. Thus, manufacturing costs is composed by three main compo-
nents as it is presented below.

(1)

The manufacturing cost can be represented also in two components instead of 
three: Prime Costs (i.e. raw materials and labor costs) plus Overhead or Raw Materials 
plus Conversion Costs (labor costs and overhead).

There are two important factors influencing the variability of the production cost of 
Colombian coffee. Firstly Colombian coffee is produced across the country, from north 
to south, creating a considerable cultural variability with impact not only in terms of 
labor aspects but also in terms of production methods and therefore cost. A second 
factor has to do with the existence of more than half a million of Colombian coffee 
growing families, 96% of them with less than 5 hectares of coffee plantations repre-
senting a huge variability in terms of production practices (Federations, 2015b). Coffee 
is a product that requires specific climatic conditions for growth. It is a unique product 
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of the tropics, its cultivation requires special conditions of terroir, i.e. soil, tempera-
ture, atmospheric precipitation and altitude above sea level. Typically, these features 
are not constant for all crops generating variability in the components of the manufac-
turing cost. Furthermore, the income of the coffee farmer is calculated using a price 
which depends from the stock price. In this context, it is necessary to have a good 
knowledge of the values of the different production costs and how the profitability of 
the producer is affected.

For the computational application data, they were used more than 200 simulated val-
ues for each of the three components of manufacturing cost – i.e. Materials, Direct 
Labor, and Overhead per kilogram produced. Different probability distributions have 
been constructed generating different associated risks to the computed production 
cost. To obtain these series it was took into account public information about coffee 
production costs available by the Ministry of Colombian Agriculture and existing infor-
mation on the National Federation of Colombians Coffee Growers (AGRONET, 2015; 
Federations, 2015a).

For each of the four elements, material, labor, overhead costs and total cost per 
kilogram produced, an analysis in two steps of the data has been performed. Firstly, 
in an exploratory phase frequency histograms and skewness have been analyzed. 
The graphs of the obtained histograms are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Histograms.

The second phase involves adjusting the series to a probability distribution, in this 
case qq-plot analysis and K-S test with the Lilliefors correction have been used. For 
data analysis was used SPSS 22. Table 1 and Figure 3 show the summary of the re-
sults which have been obtained.
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Figure 3. Q-Q plots for the Input Variables.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test For Uniform Distributions

Labor Material Overhead Total 
Cost Labor Material Overhead Total 

Cost

N 200 200 200 200 N 200,00 200,00 200,00 200,00

Normal Mean 2474,82 1686,14 1066,77 5227,73 Uniform Minimum 896,72 971,94 515,80 3250,57

Parametersa, b Std. 
Deviation 717,74 398,09 226,12 773,73 Parametersa, b Maximum 4394,35 2447,23 1625,16 7046,71

Most
Extreme
Differences

Absolute 0,04 0,07 0,04 0,06 Most 
Extreme
Differences

Absolute 0,18 0,09 0,17 0,17

Positive 0,04 0,07 0,04 0,06 Positive 0,18 0,09 0,17 0,13

Negative -0,03 -0,05 -0,03 -0,06 Negative -0,09 -0,05 -0,14 -0,17

TestStatistic 0,04 0,07 0,04 0,06 Kolmogorov-
SmirnovZ 2,51 1,22 2,46 2,37

Asymp.Sig.
(2-tailed) ,200c,d ,041c ,200c,d ,051c Asymp.Sig.

(2-tailed) 0,00 0,10 0,00 0,00

a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.
c. Lilliefors Significance Correction.
d. This is a lower bound of the true significance.

a. Test distribution is Uniform.
b. Calculated from data.

Table 1. K-S test for labor cost, material cost, overhead cost and total cost.

As shown in Table 1, the total cost per kilogram range between $3,250.57 and 
$7,046.71 Colombian pesos with an average of $5,227.73, and it is noteworthy that 
the highest average value of the parameters is given by the cost of labor per kg 
which is the cost element with higher variability for what it can be termed the most 
critical variable in terms of cost risk.

After defining the probability distributions, CaR has been calculated using historical 
simulation, the delta-normal, and Monte Carlo simulation. Table 2 shows the results 
obtained for CaR with 95% confidence using the three aforementioned methods. For 
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the Monte Carlo simulation it was used @risk. It is to highlight that Monte Carlo 
simulation allows to include correlations between the input variables and the vari-
ables that influence the variability of the total cost. Furthermore, via a sensitivity 
analysis it is possible to identify the critical variables or variables that should be un-
der observation by managers and decision makers.

Methodology Estimated CaR Historical
Simulations $6.428,88
Delta-Normal Approach $6.500,39
Monte Carlo Simulation $6.530,61

Table 2. CaR Results. 

In this case, the closeness of values may be due because the input variables are rela-
tively reduced, and also because two of them could be adjusted to a normal distribu-
tion. Thus, with different probability distributions, more input variables and a different 
structure of the output equation it would be possible to obtain significant differences.

The three methods which have been presented are easy to understand and to sys-
tematize. The historical simulation has the disadvantage that does not permit incor-
porating elements associated with future knowledge and assumes that the past is 
replicable which is questionable in an economically changing environment. With re-
spect to the normal approximation, it is possible that the distribution of the output 
variable may follow other distribution than normal. The Monte-Carlo method is a 
flexible methodology that allows the inclusion of correlations between variables and 
accepts parameters of the distributions which are not exactly known.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of CaR allow the identification of the most critical component, i.e. the 
component that most influence the variability of cost. From the point of view of 
managers, it could be a component on which more control should be exercised. 
Furthermore, the identification of potential losses related to excessive costs may 
permit to propose intervention measures or strategies of risk mitigation. Thus, 
measuring the uncertainty associated with costing systems will turn cost management 
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more effective through for example a proper budgeting and a better financial risks 
management.

CaR takes into consideration the worst expected outcome in terms of cost in a cer-
tain period and can be used to measure risk in costing systems. Particularly produc-
tion costs may vary considerably and the reasons behind such variability may be not 
well understood. This paper proposed a methodology to measure risk in this con-
text. Further work can be made to estimate CaR with other parametric, non-para-
metric and semi-parametric methods, in addition to applying this concept in other 
crops, such as growing grapes for winemaking and in the health care sector.
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ABSTRACT

Risk processes with mixed exponentially-Pareto distributed inter-arrival times are 
considered. The number of claims is mixed Poisson-Pareto distributed. Several im-
portant approximations of these risk processes for different types of claim sizes are 
obtained and the convergence rate in the case of mixed diffusion approximation is 
investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Minimization of probability of ruin has become a classical criterion in risk optimiza-
tion and portfolio management. In recent years it has been extensively studied being 

1 The first author is supported by Grant No. RD-08-265/10.03.2015 of Shumen University, Bulgaria.
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of a natural interest to the policy-makers and supervision of the insurance companies. 
In a long horizon approximations of the risk process (prs) could be very useful. Such 
setup can be interesting e.g. for Basel II framework. Iglehart (1969) obtained diffu-
sion approximation in the Cramer-Lundberg model for claims with finite variance. 
Furrer et al. (1997) derived α-stable approximation for the renewal risk model with 
existing expectation of inter arrival times, and non-existing variance, α ∈ (1, 2). 
Jordanova (2005b) obtained α-stable approximation in analogous model for α ∈ (0, 
1). Grandel (1991) generalizes the idea about diffusion approximation, in the case 
when the counting prs is a Cox-prs. Approximations of mixed risk processes are 
considered also in Jordanova (2005) and Pancheva et al. (2007). The last derived up-
per and lower bounds for ruin probability under assumption that sum of claims 
weakly converges to some α-stable Lévy motion. Pancheva et al. (2011) made survey 
of all mentioned results and generalized them for a particular case of non-identical-
ly distributed claims. It is worth noting that the dependence between the interar-
rival times is related to the Archimedean survival copulas as discussed in Albrecher 
et al. (2011). In this sense, it is possible to obtain some explicit formula for the ruin 
probability by conditioning arguments.

Stochastic interest rates play an important role considering long maturity contracts. 
This is well-known in the literature, see e.g. Bacinello et al. (2000), Suárez-Taboada 
and Vázquez (2012) or Pavlenko (2000) and references therein. For a specific clas-
sification according to monotonicity see Stehlík et al. (2015).

In this paper we consider random time transformed Cramer-Lundberg model with 
Pareto mixing variable(v.) and obtain corresponding approximations of the risk pro-
cess. Both random and non-random interest rates are discussed.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Denote by Γ(x, t) = ʃt∞ yx−1e−y dy the upper incomplete gamma function and by Ep (z) = 
zp−1Γ(1 − p, z), z ∈ R,p ∈ R, the generalized exponential integral. Some of their prop-
erties could be found in Milgam (1985) or Olver et al. (2010). Let α > 0 and δ > 0. 
Consider the following insurance model:
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(A1)  For all n ∈ N the inter-arrival times (Y1, Y2, ...Yn) constitute an Exponentially-
Pareto distributed random (r.) vector with parameters α and δ, i.e.

(1)

This distribution is introduced and partially investigated in Jordanova et al. 
(2013). There is shown that Yi, i = 1, 2, ... are Exp.-Pareto distributed r. variables 
with parameters α and δ. The last implies that P (Y1 < ∞) = 1,

(2)

(A2)  T0 = 0 and denote by Tn = Y1 + ... + Yn, n = 0, 1, ... the claim arrival times in the 
insurance company. Then Tn is Erlang-Pareto distributed with parameters α, δ 
and n ∈ N.

(A3)  Consider a time-space point process,

with independent time and space components. Here X1, X2, ... are i.i.d. r.vs with 
d.f. F, mean EX1 = a ≤ ∞ and variance V ar X1 = σ2 ≤ ∞. They represent the corre-
sponding clime sizes.

(A4)  Define the counting prs {N*(t) = max{k ≥ 0 : Tk ≤ t} : t ≥ 0}. For all fixed t > 0 it 
counts the number of claims in (0, t].

Jordanova et al. (2013) show that it is a homogeneous in time Mixed Poisson prs 
with Pareto mixing v. It is not a renewal prs. For all fixed t > 0 N*(t) is a Mixed 
Poisson-Pareto distributed r.v. with parameters α and δt. This distribution is 
proper, therefore for all t < ∞, N*(t) is a.s. finite. {N*(t): t ≥ 0} has the following 
representation N*(t) = N (Λα,δ t), t ≥ 0, where Λα,δ is Pareto distributed r.v. with 
distribution function (d.f.) P (Λα,δ < x) = 1 − . and N is a homogeneous 
Poisson prs with intensity 1, independent on Λα,δ. Therefore 

(3)
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 It is easy to obtain that

By T 6.1.2 of Rolski (2009) and continuity of the composition

(7)

Here and further on {W (t), t ≥ 0} stands for a Standard Brownian motion and → 
denotes convergence in J1 topology (Bingham (1971)). We can apply Donsker 
Invariance Principle (Billingsley, 1977) for Ti − ETi, i = 1, 2, ... and continuity of 
the composition, Th. 3.1. W.Whitt (1980) and obtain that

(A5)  Denote by S(t), t ≥ 0 the total claim amount process up to time t, i.e.

When EX1 < ∞ by Wald equality ES(t) = EN*(t)EX1.

• If E|X1|p < ∞ for some p ∈ (0, 2] by Th 2.5.5 Embrechts et al. (1997) and (6) 
we obtain that:

– for , a.s.

Moreover if F ∈ DA(Sβ ) for some β ∈ (0, 1] and DX1 = ∞, by Meerschaert et 
al. (2004) and Th. 3.1. Whitt (1980)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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(8)

where Sβ is an one sided β-stable Lévy motion with  and 
F ← denotes the inverse function to F. Here and further on ~ means as-
ymptotic equality in distribution.

– for p ∈ [1, 2) a.s.

In particular

(9)

If F ∈ DA(Sβ) for some β ∈ (1, 2] and DX1 = ∞, by Furer et al. (1997) and (6) 
we obtain that:

(11)

where Sβ is an one sided β-stable Lévy motion with

(12)

–  If V arX1 < ∞ by Functional Central Limit Th. (Billingsley (1977)), continuity 
of the composition and (6), we obtain that for n → ∞,

(13)

It is well known that the random processes W (Λα,δ ·) and  are sto-
chastically equivalent.

(10)
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3. THE RISK PROCESS AND ITS APPROXIMATION

In this section we will consider the risk reserve process R(t), t ≥ 0, related to the 
model described in (A1) - (A5).

(A6)  Let R(t) = c(t) − S(t), t ≥ 0, where c(t) is the income process. The initial capital c(0) 
= u is non-random and c(t) − c(0) is the sum of premiums up to time t.

Then . Consider the net profit 
condition . In particular, for c(t) = u + ct and , it 
becomes  and the safety loading is . If X1, X2, ... are inde-
pendent exponentially distributed with , following Albrecher et al. 
(2011) we could obtain the explicit form for the probability of ruin in infinite 
time. In many cases these explicit formulae is impossible to find, e.g. for Pareto 
claim sizes. In such cases the following approximations of the risk processes 
could be useful.

• Case 1. Suppose V arX1 = σ2 < ∞. We can transform the initial point process 
in such a way that the corresponding sequence of risk processes to con-
verge. Consider the point process

Then under condition of existence of deterministic, non-negative, strictly in 
creasing function (d.n.s.i.f.) c0(t) such that , by (13) the 
sequence of the risk processes

• Case 2. Suppose β ∈ (1, 2) and 
, where c0(t) is a d.n.s.i.f. In view of (11) we obtain that 

the sequence of risk processes
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where Sβ is the one-sided alpha stable Lévy motion, defined in (12). In 
this case one possible choice of c0(t) is c0(t) = u0 + t1/β. It corresponds to 

.

• Case 3. Let F (x) := P (X1 < x) and . Then EX1 = ∞. Then 
we do not need centering in order to obtain non-degenerate limit process.

The net profit condition is replaced by the condition that there exists a 
d.n.s.i.f. c0(t) such that . Under this condition

where Sβ (t) is one-sided β-stable Levy motion, described in (8).
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ABSTRACT

The target of this paper is to discuss the well-known Michaelis-Menten model, 
which plays an important role in pharmacokinetics, from a fitting as well as from an 
optimal design point of view. We prove that the M-M model has not unique param-
eter estimation, through the nonlinear least squares method, and hence there is not 
a unique optimal experimental design.

1. THE MICHAELIS–MENTEN MODEL

A general theory for enzyme kinetics was firstly developed by Michaelis and Menten 
(1913) in their pioneering work, where the metabolism of an agent is described by a 
reaction rate. For a compact review of Bioassays see Kitsos (2012). The basic toxic 
kinetic model of metabolism is a Michaelis-Menten (M-M) model. This is discussed 
very briefly: When an enzyme, say E, is combined reversibly with a substrate, say S, 
to form an enzyme-substrate complex, say ES, which can be dissociate or proceed 
to the product, say P, the enzyme-substrate reaction scheme  
is assumed, with k1, k2 and k3 being the associated rate constants. We let KM := (K2 
+ k3)/k1, known as the M-M constant, and Vmax := k3CT, where CT is the total enzyme 
concentration. Then, a plot of the initial velocity of reaction V against the concentra-
tion of substrate CS, will provide the M–M rectangular hyperbola of the form

(1)
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where the parameter vector θ = (θ1, θ2) := (Vmax , KM). In practice, we only have read-
ings of the form (1) with f (x; θ) = u with x := CS. That is, only the stochastic model of 
the form yi = ui + ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n is obtained, as the readings yi are associated with 
noise. In the sequence we shall refer to u as the expected value of y, i.e. E[y] = u.

Different linear transformations have been suggested, Currie (1982), Dowd and 
Riggs (1965), to estimate (with a linear regression fit) the involved parameters, as 
the input variable CS and the response V are curvilinearly related. Namely, the 
Eadie-Hofstee, the Hanes-Wolf and the Lineweaver-Burk (or “double reciprocal”) 
linearizations. These linear transformations are given, respectively, by

(2)

with the last one (double reciprocal) being the most popular. The Hanes-Wolf line-
arization has been shown in a very early work by Dowd and Riggs (1965), as the most 
efficient. Endvenyi and Chan (1981), Currie (1982) discussed the heteroscedasticity 
in the M-M model, while Gilberg et al. (1999) provided an extensive discussion. 
Endvenyi and Chan (1981) assumed that the error variance is proportional to the 
mean. To avoid heteroscedasticity problems in the “linearized” models (2) we should 
suggest to solve the model’s Normal Equations and get the least square estimators 
when n readings of V and CS are given, i.e. to solve

(3)

with V as in (1) and

(4)

Then, the two Normal Equations can be easily obtained and solved numerically so 
that the estimates are obtained. For a single observation the Fisher’s 
information matrix is (∇V )T(∇V ). Therefore, the average–per–information matrix 
M(θ, ξ) is evaluated as

(5)
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with τi = 1/(KM + CS,i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Thus, the 2 × 2 variance–covariance matrix is 
approximately equal to

(6)

Hence, we can derive asymptotic approximate confidence intervals for the involved 
parameters.

2. OPTIMAL DESIGN THEORY FOR THE M-M MODEL

We are forming the D–optimal design problem for the M-M model, Kitsos (2001), in 
the following steps:

Step 1. The D-optimal design for the M-M model, as in (1), does not depend on Vmax. 
Indeed, it is

(7)

with ∇V as in (4). That is, the gradient vector ∇V can be written as a product of a 
matrix with elements only 0, 1, Vmax and a vector which depends only on KM. Then, 
following Hill (1980), the model is partially nonlinear and the parameter Vmax does 
not influence the D-optimal design for estimating θ.

Step 2. The D-optimal design for the extended M-M model of the form

(8)

for estimating θ = (Vmax, KMθ0) does not depend on Vmax and θ0. Moreover, the DS-
optimal design for estimating θ0 depends on KM. Indeed, consider

(9)

Let θ1 = (Vmax , KM), θ2 = θ0, i.e. θ = (θ1, θ2). Then M(θ, ξ) = M(θ1, ξ) does not depend on 
θ2 = θ0. Hence, the D-optimal design depends only on θ1. However, it eventually de-
pends only on KM, as
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(10)

with diag(C11, C22, C33) being a 3 × 3 matrix with Cii, i = 1, 2, 3 given and Cij, i = j = 1, 2, 
3 are equal to zero.

Step 3. If CS ∈ (0, CU ], the locally D-optimal design at KM = K0 allocates half observa-
tions at points V and optimal concentration , where

(11)

with CU being the maximum allowable substrate concentration. If CU >> K0 the lo-
cally D-optimal design ξ is

(12)

Indeed, this is true from (11).

Step 4. The corresponding value of the determinant of the D-optimal design is

(13)

See also Endrenyi and Chan (1981). If CS ∈ [CL, CSU] then the optimum CS is, through 
(11), at

(14)

Moreover, when n is odd, i.e. n = 2q + 1, we allocate q and q + 1 observations at the 
optimum design points so that two solutions can be obtained. With n large the ex-
perimenter decides where he will allocate the q + 1 observations.

Step 5. The D-optimal designs for estimating the parameter vector (Vmax , KM), as in 
Step 3, are the D-optimal designs for estimating the ratio φ = Vmax /KM. Indeed, it is

(15)
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Thus, from (15) and Step 1, only prior guess for φ0, i.e. for KM, is needed to construct 
a D-optimal design as in (12) or (11), replacing K0 with φ0. If we let β = (φ, φ0) as 
in (15) and θ = (Vmax, KM) as in (1), then the variance of  is associated to 

.

Step 6. Consider the D-optimal design (12) with n = 2, i.e. we allocate one observa-
tion at each optimal point. Then, the asymptotic covariance matrix is

(16)

with θ0 = (Vmax , K0) and ω = K0/Vmax . Indeed, (5) implies, due to (12), that

CS,1 = CU, and therefore 

CS,2 = K0, and therefore 

With some matrix algebra we evaluate

(17)

with φ = Vmax /K0 = 1/ω. From (17) it is easy to calculate that the determinant of the 
matrix M equals φ2/16 and thus (16) holds. Notice that the value of the determinant 
φ2/16 coincides with the value of (13) under the (12) design.

3. NONLINEAR LSE FOR THE M-M MODEL

An analytical method for the Nonlinear Least Square (NLLS) estimation of the M-M 
model is proposed and discussed here. In particular, the following Theorem pro-
vides a compact analytic methodology for the “actual” NLLS estimation (i.e. not 
iterative algorithms are involved) of the estimation of the M-M model’s parameters.

Recall that the (residuals) sum of squares , where 
, and (Vi) ∈  are the readings’ vectors for the concentration 

and the reaction’s velocity. The estimated parameters  and , from 
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the estimated vector , are obtained when , i.e. when ∇S = 0, or 
equivalently, when the normal equations (3) are satisfied.

Theorem 3.1. The NLLS estimators  and  of the M–M model are the ones 
among the K < 4n − 5 possible estimators , which provide 1 2 the minimum 
sum of squares, i.e. , where

(18)

provided that , while  are K < 4n − 5 real roots of the fol-
lowing (4n − 5)–degree polynomial of ϑ:

Proof. Solving the first normal equation (3) in terms of Vmax and substituting to the 
second we obtain

where , and after some algebra,

where sk := KM + CS,k , k = 1, 2, . . . , n. Finally, the polynomial of P of ϑ := KM, as in (3.1), 
has to be solved. For each real-valued root of (3.1), i.e. for each possible estimate 

, the corresponding  estimate is then obtained through (18). Finally, among 
the real valued (of the total 4n − 5) candidate estimates, we choose as the NLLS es-
timate , the one which minimizes the sum of squares S.

Comparing the Linear Least Squares (LLS) estimations (2) and the analytic NLLS 
estimation of Theorem 3.1, the (treated) Puromicin dataset was adopted, as in Bates 
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and Watts (1998, Table A1.3). Table 1 presents the evaluated LLS estimators of Vmax 
and KM, corresponding to the Eadie-Hofstee (EH), Hanes-Wolf (HW) and the 
Lineweaver-Burk (LB) linearizations, together with the NLLS estimators  and  

 (obtained by applying Theorem 3.1), as well as their corresponding errors. It is 
clear that the NLLS estimation provides a “better” estimate than the LLS ones, in 
terms of the corresponding R2 coefficients, sse (sum of squared errors) and mare 
(mean absolute squared errors). Notice that, the LLS (HW) estimated model ap-
proximates better the NLLS model, as adopts the least mean squared error among 
the other LLS models.

Method R2 sse mare (%)

LLS (EH) 193.867711 0.043524 0.9282 184.69 10.74
LLS (HW) 216.216899 0.067915 0.9603 102.05 6.94
LLS (LB) 195.802709 0.048407 0.9378 160.05 9.19
NLLS 212.683743 0.064121 0.9613 99.62 6.99

Table 1. Comparison between the LLS and the analytic NLLS estimation.

Notice that, as the degree (4n − 5) of the polynomial P in Theorem 3.1 is odd, 
there is always at least one (real-valued) estimator  for the M-M model. 
Moreover, as more than one estimators may exist, then more than one corre-
sponding average-per-observation information matrices are possible. Therefore, 
the design might not be considered as unique. The criterion we suggest (the 
minimum sse) actually offers the design with the minimum variance, i.e. it cor-
responds to the D-optimal one.
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ABSTRACT

A hybrid algorithm for realistic portfolio optimization is introduced in this paper. Our 
matheuristic algorithm combines quadratic programming with a metaheuristic 
framework in order to solve complex variants of the mean-variance portfolio optimi-
zation problem. Thus, it is able to quickly generate near-optimal asset-allocation 
solutions —in terms of minimum risk for a given expected return rate— under real-
istic conditions. These realistic conditions include the well-known cardinality, pre-
assignment, and quantity constraints. The algorithm proceeds in two steps. First, a 
feasible initial solution is constructed by allocating portfolio weights according to 
the individual return rate. Secondly, an iterated local search process gradually im-
proves the initial solution throughout an iterative combination of a perturbation 
stage and a local search stage, which includes quadratic programming optimiza-
tion. According to the experimental results obtained, our approach is competitive 
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when compared against existing state-of-the- art approaches, both in terms of the 
quality of the best solution generated as well as in terms of the computational times 
required to obtain it.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mean-variance optimization has become the workhorse model for portfolio selec-
tion since Markowitz (1952). An important assumption underlying this model is that 
investors are concerned about both the expected returns from their investment and 
the risk from that investment, where risk is defined as the variance of future re-
turns. By optimally allocating appropriate weights to imperfectly correlated risky 
assets, investors can reduce the variance of future portfolio returns and thus diver-
sify their investment. An optimal allocation of assets produces the so-called uncon-
strained efficient frontier (UEF), which consists of a 2D plot representation of port-
folio configurations with a minimum degree of risk (horizontal axis) for each level of 
expected return (vertical axis) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. 2D plot representing the UEF.
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Since the mean-variance portfolio formulation, an enormous amount of papers 
have been published extending or modifying the basic model in three directions 
(Sawik, 2013). The first path goes to simplification of the amount or the type of in-
put data. The second path focuses on the introduction of an alternative measure of 
risk. The third path involves incorporation of the additional criteria and constraints. 
Traditional optimization methods include, among others, linear programming 
(Mansini et al., 2014) and also quadratic programming (Sawik, 2012). Unfortunately, 
the complexity of the mean-variance model for portfolio optimization increases 
dramatically upon adding additional constraints that are needed to provide a real-
istic representation of the investor’s portfolio choice, which reduces the efficiency 
of exact methods in other than small-size instances. Metaheuristic approaches 
have been proposed in the literature as a way to surpass these limitations 
(Maringer, 2005). This paper focuses on the single-period version of the so-called 
constrained mean-variance portfolio optimization problem. We will assume that 
all assets are risky assets (stocks). However, the solving approach introduced 
here could be also used for similar optimization problems regarding commodities, 
futures, options and swaps. The objective function is the portfolio variance, which 
is considered to be the measure of risk on investment in the portfolio. It is ob-
tained as a weighted average of return co-variances between each pair of assets 
included in the portfolio. The decision problem involves minimizing the portfolio 
variance while ensuring a return level not inferior to the one required by the inves-
tor. Portfolio weights add up to one and are constrained to take on non-negative 
values only. Real-world portfolio selection problems may involve additional con-
straints. The adoption of an initial solution that is based on a well-chosen criterion 
makes our solver more flexible when solving tight instances. Also, the rate of re-
turn on an individual asset is used as a main criterion to construct the initial solu-
tion. It is worth noting that this criterion provides the best possible solution in 
terms of guarantying feasibility of the requested portfolio return —i.e., if this initial 
solution is not feasible, then the problem has no feasible solution. By contrast, in 
most of the existing approaches, an initial solution is randomly drawn and, hence, 
the feasibility of these initial solutions cannot be guaranteed. Finally, our solver 
features several efficient sub-procedures that seek to avoid getting trapped into a 
local optimum. For a comprehensive overview of the formulations of the portfolio 
selection problem, see Di Tollo and Rolli (2008).
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2. FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM

A set of n assets is given by the market, A = {a1 , a2 ,..., an}, where:

• ∀i ∈{1, 2,..., n} , ai has a known expected return, ri ≥ 0 .

• ∀i, j ∈{1, 2,..., n} , the pair (ai, aj ) has a known expected risk index, σij = σji ∈ R.

• Expected return constraint: a user-provided value, R > 0 , represents the mini-
mum expected return from the investment.

• A portfolio is a vector X = (x1 , x2,..., xn) such that each xi represents the fraction of 
the total budget invested in asset ai, i.e., 0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 and .

• ∀i ∈{1, 2,..., n} , zi = 1 if xi > 0 (i.e., ai in portfolio) and zi = 0 otherwise.

• Cardinality constraint: the number of assets in the portfolio, , is bounded by 
user-defined values, kmin and kmax.

• Quantity constraints: for each asset ai, its associated quantity in the portfolio, xi, 
is bounded by user-defined values, εi and δi.

• Pre-assignment constraints: the user can pre-select certain assets to be in-
cluded in the portfolio. ∀i ∈{1, 2,..., n} , pi = 1 if ai is pre-assigned in portfolio (i.e., 
xi > 0 ) and pi = 0 otherwise

Then, the problem consist in selecting the optimal combination of fractions of each 
asset, so that the overall variance (risk) is minimized while satisfying all the afore-
mentioned constraints. More formally:
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subject to:

3. SOLVING APPROACH

The proposed matheuristic makes use of an Iterated Local Search (ILS) framework 
(Lourenço et al. 2003). ILS is a conceptually simple yet powerful metaheuristic that 
has proven to be very efficient in solving complex combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. The underlying idea behind ILS is to narrow the search for candidate local 
optimal solutions returned by some embedded algorithm, typically a local search 
heuristic. At some stages of the ILS, a quadratic programming optimizer is called as 
a local search in order to improve the investment levels assigned to each of the as-
sets in the current portfolio. Figure 2 provides a high-level description of our 
approach (the low-level details are not included here due to space limitations).

Figure 2. Overview of our matheuristic approach.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
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4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The algorithm has been implemented as a Java application. A standard personal 
computer, Intel Core i5 CPU at 3.2 GHz and 4 GB RAM with Linux Ubuntu, was used 
to perform all tests. In this research, we experiment with sets of stock market data 
already used in previous studies by Moral-Escudero et al. (2006) and Di Gaspero et 
al. (2011). The data set comprises constituents of five stock market indices, Hang 
Seng (Hong Kong), DAX 100 (Germany), FTSE 100 (United Kingdom), S&P 100 (United 
States) and NIKKEI 225 (Japan). Figure 3 shows a comparative among different ap-
proaches, where gap refers to the gap with respect to the unconstrained problem –
lowerbound for the optimal solution of the constrained problem. Notice that our al-
gorithm is able to outperform the other approaches in 4 out of the 5 sets.

Figure 3. Visual comparison among different approaches.

5. CONCLUSION

We have proposed hybrid algorithm, combining a metaheuristic framework with 
quadratic programming, to efficiently deal with the constrained mean-variance 
optimization problem. The specific constraints we use in our tests include the 
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cardinality and quantity constraints. The ensuing complexity of the problem rules 
out closed-form solutions and conventional optimization methods. Specifically, the 
cardinality and quantity constraints render the problem computationally expensive 
to solve real-world instances.

Therefore, the use of metaheuristics —that handle such problems more flexibly and 
efficiently— is needed. According to the computational experiments, our solver out-
performs —in terms of average percentage loss— some of the most recent ap-
proaches in the literature.
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ABSTRACT

Engineers often view risk managment as an academical exercises. As engineers of 
power utilities, it is always their concern on uninterrupted supply, no equipment 
failure and many others. This paper introduced a step-by-step approach on effective 
risk assessment review, using some business entities related to power industry as 
example. An effective risk assement review helps to further enhance risk manage-
ment system in respective business entity.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission 
(COSO), Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) is defined as a process, affected by an en-
tity’s board of directors management and other personnel, applied in strategy setting 
and across the enterprise, designed to identify potential events to be within risk appetite, 
to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of entity objectives.

Based on the definition, the determining factors for successful ERM implementation 
are derived as follows:

a. Tone of the top.

b. Approved ERM framework.
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c. Effective communication across the enterprise.

d. Risks identified in alignment with the company’s business objectives.

e. Effective and efficient controls and mitigation plans.

In order to carry out effective risk assessment review for a business entity, the above 
factors must be assessed.

2. EFFECTIVE RISK ASSESSMENT REVIEW

The objectives of the Risk Assessment Review should be identified as follows:

2.1.  To establish the existence and adequacy of “tone of the top” for risk 

mana gement

In Malaysia, it is widely promoted for the Management to be responsible for the gov-
ernance of risk. According to the Malaysian Code of Corporate Governance 2012 
(MCCG 2012), the Board for public listed companies is responsible for satisfying it-
self that the Management has developed and implemented a sound system of risk 
management. The “hard control” clearly exist to promote the importance of risk 
management in an organisation. The “tone of the top” will be more apparent when 
the “soft control” is added within the top management. The top management must 
set the tone to the employees that risk management is important even in a day to 
day operation. All employees must think of risk before any action or decision is being 
undertaken. Therefore, it is crucial to establish the “tone of the top” for risk man-
agement, i.e. top management believe in risk management and these voices is 
clearly communicated to every staff in the organisation.

2.2. To establish the existence and adequacy of risk management framework

Adequate risk management framework should be approved or endorsed for imple-
mentation across the organisation. The risk management framework can be estab-
lished in alignment with the existing standards, such as: ISO 31000 and COSO ERM 
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Framework. A typical risk management framework consists of the following steps” 
Business Overview, Risk Identification, Controls Identification, Risk Rating, Risk 
Treatment, Risk reporting and monitoring as shown below:

The risk management framework should also incorporate guidelines for the 
follo wings:

• Risk Parameters - Determining risk parameters or a category scale of meas-
urement for estimating both the likelihood of a risk occurring and the impact of 
that risk if it does occur. In this case, the criteria should be stated to represent 
the Group’s risk appetite. Example, for a specific power plant (e.g. 3 X 700MW), 
the risk appetite might be Unplanned Outage Rate (UOR); however, the Group’s 
risk appetite, (i.e. Grid System Operator) might be different. As a Grid System 
Operator, the concern maybe not having unplanned outages all the 3 units of 
700MW at the same time. This is very important, in fact may be the determining 
factor on how much controls or mitigation plans to be put in as risk treatment.

• Likelihood – The criteria for different category of likelihood should be stated for 
easy references and decision making. For example:
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Category

of Likelihood
Criteria

Rare Event may occur only in exceptional circumstances, e.g., approximately 

below 5% chance of occurring in the next 12 months
Unlikely The event could occur at some time, e.g. approximately below 25% but 

above 5% chance of occurring in the next 12 months.
Moderate The event might occur at some time, e.g. approximately below 50% but 

above 25% chance of occurring in the next 12 months.
Likely The event will probably occur in most circumstances, e.g. approximately 

below 95% but above 50% chance of occurring in the next 12 months.
Almost Certain The event is expected to occur in most circumstances, e.g. approximately 

above 95% chance of occurring in the next 12 months.

The above criteria can be more quantitative when they are linked to historical statis-
tic. For example, one of the risk in a power utility company might be “Overhead Lines 
Tripping with Load Loss”. The criteria for the likelihood can be related to the actual 
tripping data if a monitoring mechanism is put in place and root cause analysis is 
being carried out as follows:

No Tripping Incident Date Root Cause Load Loss
1. 132kV Overhead Line from

Substation A - B
XX Sep 2010 Lightning XX MW

2. 275kV Overhead Line from

Substation C - D
XX October 2010

Protection Mal

operation
XX MW

3. 132kV Overhead Line from

Substation E - F
XX October 2010

Aging

Equipment
XX MW

Total Overhead Line Trippings XX incident XX MW

The above statistic can be relate to the criteria of likelihood for a basis that is quan-
titative.

2.3. To establish the existence, adequacy and effectiveness of controls 

to ensure compliance of the above risk management framework

After establishing the adequacy and existence of a risk management framework, it 
is important to establish if the approved risk management framework is complied 
with. In this case, the Risk Assessment Review must first confirm if there are 
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controls available to ensure compliance of the above risk management framework, 
i.e. procedure for implementation, monitoring process, and reporting mechanism. 
Subsequently, random tests (via sampling) can be conducted to assess if the details 
stated in the risk management framework is complied with.

2.4. To establish if risks identified are aligned with the business objectives

Risks identified should be aligned with the business objectives. A simple as-
sessment would be “mapping” identified risks to the business objectives. One 
of the example of the “mapping” exercise conducted for a power plant is as 
shown below.

Power Plant X has typical business objectives, i.e. to operate the power plant in 
a manner that is reliable, efficient, in compliance with safety and regulatory re-
quirements. At the same time, the operation of the power plant must be kept 
within allocated budget and the operation must be carried out by competent 
staff. In this case, the Key Performance Indicators are derived from the business 
objectives. As risk management should be embedded in the day-to-day business 
operation, identified risks should be aligned with the business objectives and not 
otherwise.
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2.5.  To establish the existence, adequacy and effectiveness of controls 

and mitigation plans for the identified risks

Adequate controls should be available to mitigate the identified risks. Assessment 
of each control or mitigation plan must be conducted effectively. One of the case 
study for Power Plant Y, whereby a total plant shut down (i.e. 3 X 700MW) has caused 
load shedding in the country.

Power Plant Y has identified one of the risks as low plant reliability. Some of the root 
causes for the risk of low plant reliability include: ineffective maintenance, critical 
equipment failure and design failure. One of the control introduced is Reliability 
Centered Maintenance (RCM). RCM is an engineering framework that enables the 
definition of a complete maintenance regime. It regards maintenance as the means 
to maintain the functions a user may require of machinery in a defined operating 
context. As a discipline it enables machinery stakeholders to monitor, assess, pre-
dict and generally understand the working of their physical assets. In summary, the 
key concept is “The task shall reduce the probability of the failure mode to a level 
that is tolerable to the owner or user of the asset,” implying that the RCM team will 
have to judge whether an acceptable level of risk is achieved by implementing the 
selected maintenance tasks.

In the case of Power Plant Y, there are total of 200 systems which requires RCM to 
be conducted. Management of Power Plant Y decided to prioritize the systems for 
detailed RCM based on the historical failure data. RCM was carried out for 38 out of 
200 systems in Power Plant Y prior to the incident whereby all 3 units of 700MW was 
on forced outage due to one of the other system’s failure. Subsequent to the inci-
dent, review on the risk profiles disclosed if the management of Power Plant Y had 
identified earlier that they cannot afford to lose all the 3 units of 700MW at the same 
time, the risk profiles would have been different. In this case, priority will be given to 
identify all the systems (from the 200 systems) that can caused simultaneous forced 
outage of all units.

As a result of risk assessment review, it is always a good practice to develop a sim-
ple rating mechanism to inform the respective parties the risk maturity level. An 
example of rating mechanism is as shown in the next page.
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3. CONCLUSION

It is important to obtain buy in at all level that the results of the risk assessment 
review not only representing the risk maturity level of each business entity, but 
also useful resources to review and update the business entity’s risk management 
system.
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ABSTRACT

Silver is one of essential raw materials for Crystalline Silicon (C-Si) solar cells and 
is used as electrode. C-Si type cell holds roughly 90% of the photovoltaic (PV) mar-
ket presently. Therefore, it arouses general concern whether silver is able to secure 
PV installation in the long term or not. Main aim of this research is to measure the 
supply availability of silver used for PV in the future. Some regression models along 
with four scenarios are applied to predict the potential of PV installation. Primary 
silver supply is estimated by Hubbert Curve model. Silver demand for PV is obtained 
by taking material substitution and conversion efficiency improvement into account. 
Furthermore, five indicators are introduced to assess silver supply risk in present. 
For one of the risks, we develop a quantitative country risk model for silver mine 
investment by combining linear-log regression and optimization method. The result 
shows that silver demand for PV is more sensitive to substitution than efficiency im-
provement. And, supply shortage may occur around 2030 based on government 
planning. The present supply risk is tend to be moderate through five years observa-
tion. In terms of investment, Australia, America, Chile, Canada, Poland were found 
to be more attractive because of lower risk.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Renewable energy will take place of conventional sources along with the depletion 
of fossil energy and the deteriorating environment. PV solar cell is one of promising 
alterative renewable energy which can generate electricity without resource limita-
tion. Moreover, it quickly expanded worldwide in the last decade from less than 2GW 
installed electricity capacity in 2000 to almost 140GW by 2013 by EPIA (2014). In 
2011, 2.2% of world silver demand was consumed in the electrode of solar panels 
(Leena and Andrea, 2014). Our first aim focuses on how much silver will be required 
in the next 35 years, followed by comprehensive silver supply risk analysis by differ-
ent indicators.

Leena and Andrea (2014) applied a method to estimate material cumulative upper 
limit and annual growth constraints based on given technologies. In our research, 
dynamic approach is applied to estimate silver availability. In raw material supply 
risk analysis, Benjamin and Christoph (2013) induced an overview of 15 supply risk 
evaluation methods where 21 indicators are compared, while 5 indicators are se-
lected and aggregated to distinguish the level of silver supply risk in this study. 
Regardless of numerous qualitative country risk assessment, country risk analysis 
for mining investment is developed by combination of financial, political and re-
source potential factors.

2. MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

Total installed generation capacity of electricity (EIA) has a linear relation with GDP 
of the world in current US dollars World Bank. Continuous growth of world popula-
tion (World Bank) will eventually depend on resource availability. We assume growth 
rate of population will have exponential changes in the beginning of this century and 
the slope of the growth rate become lower and lower in the middle of century, and 
asymptote to zero finally. Thus, an S-shaped logistic regression by time is applied to 
world population prediction. Adding a function of population and GDP, generation 
capacity of electricity in the future is forecasted in our model, shown in equation 1, 
where:
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• Popsat represents population at saturation level.

• Et represents world total generation capacity of electricity in year t.

• Others are constants.

(1)

Four scenarios shown in table 1 is adopted to predict the world installed photovol-
taic capacity. In the medium scenario, 20% of world total installed electricity capac-
ity will be generated from PV by the end of 2050 was assumed at exponential growth 
trend. This forecast is close to the result of IEA, Technology Roadmaps which pre-
dicted PV capacity will hold 3,000GW by 2050. The policy (4+) represents policy based 
scenario of four countries (China IEA-PVPS, 2012; Japan IEA, 2009, 2012; EU EPIA, 
2010; USA EIA, 2012), since their installation of PV covers 90% of the total installa-
tion recently, according to EPIA (2014).

Silver primary supply forecast is based on a linear regression between ratio of an-
nual production USGS and cumulative production, and cumulative production itself. 
Related to silver demand for PV, improvement of conversion efficiency of PV cell 
(2008, 16%-2050, 40%) and material substitution to copper (2012, 8.22g/m2-2023, 
2.05g/m2) predicted by IEA (2010), ITRPV (2012) is applied with linear growth. Silver 
usage per unit of PV cell will decrease to 0.822g/m2 by 2050 to represent upper 
limit substitution according to Leena and Andrea (2014). Silver supply risk analysis 
are developed by aggregated five indicators which is shown in table 2.

Country risk modeling for silver investment contains financial risk, political risk and 
reciprocal of resource potential. To measure these risks, data of 17 silver producing 
countries which cover 95% of total production and more than 90% of reserve (USGS) 
from 2010 to 2012 are observed. Financial risk is represented by weighted sum of 8 
variables (WB, IMF) shown in table 3. In case some variables contain negative val-
ues, special logarithm  is adopted to transform the data. To obtain coef-
ficients of these variables against financial risk level, we induce an optimization 
method to minimum error between Standard &and Poor’s sovereign ranking and 
our calculated results. Political risk is also obtained in the same optimization for 
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different other 6 variables (WB, IMF) shown in table 4. Comparative ranking source 
is world governance indicator from World Bank in this case. Resource potential for 
specific countries are considered as ratio of its reserves share and production share 
of world total. All three results are adjusted to 0 to 5 integer and then aggregated on 
radar chart to make comparison easier.

Scenario Share EPV(GW) (2050)
High 40% 6168
Medium 20% 3084
Low 10% 1542
Policy(4+) 19% 2933

Table 1. Four forecast scenario for PV installation.

Risk Indicators Definition High risky 
5.0-4.1

Risky 
4.0-3.1

Moderate 
3.0-2.1

Low risk 
2.0-1.1

Adequate  
1.0-0.1

Depletion Time
(DT) (USGS 2009-
2013)

R/T
Reserve divided 

by annual mining 
production

0-10
years

0-10
years

0-10
years

0-10
years

0-10
years

Price Volatility
(PV) (London Fix)

Standard 
deviation of price 

change ratio

200%-
51%

50%-31% 30%-16% 15%-6% 5%-0%

Recycling Ratio
(RR) (WWS 2014)

PS/P
Annual 

production from 
old scrap divided 

by
production of 

mining and old 
scrap

0%-5% 6%-15% 16%-30% 31%-50% Over 51%

By production ratio
(BP) (WWS 2014)

PB/P
By-production of 

base metal 
divided by 
production

100%-
61%

60%-41% 40%-31% 30%-11% Less than
10%

Concentration 
Ratio
(CR) (WWS 2014)

HHI
Sum of square of 
production share 

by country

10,000-
5,001

5,000-
2,501

2,500-
1,501

1,500-101 100-0

Table 2. Supply risk indicators definition and aggregation standard. 
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X1 X2 X3  X4 X5 X6 X7 X8

Debt/
GDP

Reserve/
Debt

Debt/
Export

GDP per
capita

GDP 
growth

rate

Inflation Account
balance/
GDP

Government
revenue/GDP

Table 3. Variables for financial risk modeling.

X1 X2 X3  X4 X5 X6

Unemployment Rural 

population

GDP per 

capita

Improved 

water source

Inflation GDP growth 

rate

Table 4. Variables for political risk modeling.

3. RESULTS

The world primary silver production in 2012 was 25,500 ton. The production is expect-
ed to reach 31,100 ton in 2030, and 43,000 ton in 2050 under our estimate, shown in 
figure 1. The average growth rate is 1.7% annually and is varied from 1.8% to 1.5%.

For policy based scenario, the cumulative silver demand for PV is likely to be 30,000 
ton by effective substitution, which is around 1% of total primary silver supply. 
However, without substitution, silver demand will increase significantly, up to 3.5-
5.5% of the total by 2050. Therefore, improvement conversion efficiency is not 
enough effective to mitigate supply restriction of silver. For annual demand, fluctua-
tions of policy (4+) scenario in 2020 and 2030 in figure 3 are caused by the uneven 
growth rate of PV installation plan of governments. It implies another important 
prospect that supply restriction might occur around 2030 due to high growth rate for 
the first two decades.

For silver supply risk assessment, life time of discovered reserves recovered after 
2009, because of increasing exploration in gold, copper, lead and zine deposits. 
These base metal mines also produce silver as a by-production, and about 70% of 
silver are produced in these base metal mines. As silver price increasing continu-
ously after 2003, average price volatility of silver also went high from 20% up to 35%, 
which indicates higher risk. Price volatility is the most sensitive indicator compared 
to the other four indicators. Silver recycling ratio fluctuated around 25% before 2000, 
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after that, it declined to below 25% with a negative trend because digital cameras 
have been increasingly replacing film cameras which consume silver for film and 
developer. Concentration ratio of silver market measured by HHI (Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index) is lower than 1,500, which indicates silver market is competitive 
one (low risk). From the results for five years shown in the figure 4, silver supply risk 
of silver has been slightly reducing and the risk level tends to be moderate. Besides 
that, trend of by-production ratio stays constant in high level, which means the sup-
ply flexibility is low for silver.

Finally, the country risk for mining investment is conducted to look at new market 
opportunity. Results for 2012 is shown in figure 5. Australia, America, Chile, Canada 
and, Poland can be categorized as more attractive investment environment because 
of low risk. Among them, Australia has lowest financial risk, and Sweden has lowest 
political risk. While Chile and Poland have highest resource potential, followed by 
Australia. Morocco, Peru, China, Kazakhstan, Russia, Turkey, and Indonesia are 
moderate risk investment countries, in which Peru and China holds higher resource 
potential. Mexico, Argentina, Bolivia and India are categorized into high risky coun-
tries for investment, where Mexico actually has lower financial risk and political risk 
but less resource potential.

Figure 1. Primary silver supply forecast.
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Figure 2. Cumulative silver demand forecast in the policy based scenario.

Figure 3. Silver demand in total primary supply forecast with substitution and conversion efficiency 
improvement.
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Figure 4. Silver supply risk assessment of 2008-2012.

Figure 5. Country risk assessment of 2012 (low risk countries).

4. CONCLUSION

In short, looking at the balance of silver supply and demand, supply restriction might 
occur in the future because of high growth rate of PV installation. By risk assess-
ments of silver supply, we sort its supply structure and find several weak points. 
Then, country risk analysis is beneficial to find future supply opportunity. After more 
detailed 3541 arrangement and comparison with other metals, the analysis in this 
study can contribute to suggestion for effective policy making and investment.
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RESUMEN

El presente trabajo tiene como objetivo principal construir una metodología para es-
tablecer un ranking de compañías aseguradoras basado en el criterio de mejor adap-
tación a las necesidades demandantes de un posible cliente. Se ha escogido desarro-
llar una metodología sustentada en la nociones de “distancia” y “semidistancia” entre 
oraciones enunciativas cuyo valor de verdad se encuentra en el intervalo [0,1]. Un 
ejemplo numérico esclarece las notaciones y muestra el potencial del nuevo índice.

1. INTRODUCCIÓN

El trabajo ha sido elaborado aceptando el supuesto sugerido por Black (1937) y 
Zadeh (1965) de que es posible asignar a determinadas oraciones un cierto grado de 
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verdad y falsedad en el intervalo [0,1]. Dicha asunción permite modelizar problemas 
(Kaufmann y Gil Aluja, 1986; Gil-Lafuente, 1993) obteniendo soluciones más cerca-
nas a nuestra forma de pensar que las que se obtienen al realizar modelizaciones 
basadas en la teoría de lógica clásica (Linares y Ferrer, 2014).

Esperamos mostrar una metodología de clasificación de compañías aseguradoras 
basada en la lógica borrosa.

Mediante el uso de la nueva metodología se podrá establecer un orden de prelación 
entre diversas compañías susceptibles de ofrecer un seguro específico, obteniendo 
un listado ordenado desde la empresa más adecuada para la demanda hasta la me-
nos idónea.

Consiguientemente, el beneficio que aportaría la nueva metodología consistiría bá-
sicamente en la obtención de una información coherente sobre qué compañía con-
viene contratar teniendo en cuenta características que hasta hoy no se habían teni-
do en cuenta.

Entre los diversos instrumentos ofrecidos por las modernas técnicas operativas de 
gestión se ha escogido desarrollar la metodología sustentándonos en la noción de 
“distancia”.

Dicho concepto expresa, en cierto modo, el grado de “alejamiento” existente entre 
dos objetos físicos o mentales. En nuestro caso, reflejará el alejamiento entre el 
perfil ideal de una empresa aseguradora que cumple exactamente unas cualidades 
de valoración numérica subjetiva estimables por un cliente y el perfil ideal estimado 
por dicho cliente de las empresas potenciales.

2. METODOLOGÍA DE CLASIFICACIÓN

Se define formalmente una distancia, como una aplicación sobre los reales entre 
dos elementos de un conjunto X, que cumple las siguientes condiciones:
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1. d(x, y) ≥ 0  ∀ x, y ∈ X

2. d(x, y) = d(y, x)  ∀ x, y ∈ X

3. d(x, x) = 0  ∀ x ∈ X

4. d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y)  ∀ x, y, z ∈ X

5. Si existen dos elementos x, y ∈ X tales que d(x, y) = 0, entonces x = y

En caso de no cumplirse la propiedad 5, se denomina a la aplicación “d” como “se-
midistancia”.

A continuación vamos a presentar dos funciones distancia que serán la base de 
nuestro futuro proceso de ranking entre compañías aseguradoras.

Dado el conjunto X = [0,1]n = [0, 1] x [0, 1] x ...(n-3) x [0,1], se define la distancia de 
Hamming1 entre dos elementos x = (x1, x2, x3, ... , xn) con xi ∈ [0, 1] e y = (y1, y2, y3, ... , 
yn) con yi ∈ [0, 1] como:

Dados dos elementos x e y de un conjunto X = [0,1]n y unos pesos sobre cada com-
ponente wi, tales que , se define la distancia de Hamming ponderada me-
diante la función:

Entre las cualidades más apreciadas de las distancias de Hamming destaca su gran 
sencillez y facilidad de cálculo. Dichas cualidades hacen de la distancia de Hamming 
una herramienta muy operativa y fiable en procesos de ordenación.

1 En otras áreas de conocimiento es habitual denominar a dicha distancia como “distancia de 
Manhattan”, “distancia L1” o “distancia de Minkowsky con orden 1”.
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La práctica aconseja normalmente el empleo de la herramienta distancia de 
Hamming en el supuesto de que se acepte que para cada característica requerida, 
tanto si el nivel poseído por un candidato no llega al nivel ideal como si lo sobrepasa, 
resulta igualmente menos valorada.

Habitualmente, no siempre se está de acuerdo en aceptar que, para todas las ca-
racterísticas, el excedente o defecto sobre el nivel exigido deba ser penalizado.

Con objeto de dar una solución a este planteamiento se propone la utilización de 
una generalización del “índice del máximo y mínimo nivel” creado por Jaume Gil 
Lafuente (2001), que además de poder penalizar solo los defectos, puede penalizar 
también solo los excesos.

El índice generalizado utilizará la distancia de Hamming y dos semidistancias para 
crear una ordenación entre el nivel de alejamiento de ciertos objetos y un objeto 
ideal.

A partir de la creación de tres grupos, tales que en el primero se agrupen las “k” 
características en que sí se penaliza el exceso o defecto sobre el nivel ideal, en el 
segundo, las “s” características en las que solo penaliza el exceso, y en el tercero, 
las “m” características en las que solo penaliza el defecto (k + s + m = n), se define 
el índice como:

Evidentemente, en el caso de que todas las características no tengan el mismo gra-
do de importancia, también se aconseja la ponderación mediante pesos de la si-
guiente manera:

donde 

Veamos a continuación un ejemplo práctico de desarrollo de un ranking de posibles 
compañías aseguradoras a fin de entender las notaciones del índice.
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Imaginemos cinco compañías A, B, C, D y E que ofrecen un seguro específico. 
Imaginemos seis características del mismo peso: C1, C2, C3, C4, C5 y C6, que un 
cliente considera esenciales para clasificar el interés que ofrece cada compañía. 
Supongamos que los grados de verdad que dicho cliente ha determinado para cada 
característica en cada compañía son:

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
A 0,4 0,6 0,6 0,7 0,4 0,6
B 0,5 0,7 0,5 0,8 0,6 1
C 0,8 0,6 0,9 0,9 0,7 0,9
D 0,8 0,8 0,7 1 0,8 0,8
E 0,9 0,7 0,8 1 0,6 0,7

Supongamos también que el posible cliente ha determinado los valores ideales que 
considera óptimos de cumplir para cada característica.

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
valor ideal 0.7 1 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8

Finalmente, supongamos que el criterio de penalización para las dos primeras ca-
racterísticas es la distancia de Hamming, tanto si no se alcanza como si se sobrepa-
sa el ideal; para las dos siguientes características se penaliza si no se consigue al-
canzar el valor ideal, y en las dos últimas características se penaliza solo si se 
excede el valor ideal.

|idi-xi| |idi-xi| |mín(0;
idi-xi)|

|mín(0;
idi-xi)|

máx(0;
idi-xi)

máx(0;
idi-xi)

A |0,7-0,4|
= 0,3

|0,7-0,6|
= 0,4

|min(0;0,1)|
= 0

|min(0;0,1|
= 0

max(0;0,3)
= 0,3

max(0;0,2)
= 0,2

B |0,7-0,5|
= 0,2

|0,7-0,7|
= 0,3

|min(0;0,2|
= 0

|min(0;0|
= 0

max(0;0,1)
= 0,1

max(0;-0,2)
= 0

C |0,7-0,8|
= 0,1

|0,7-0,6|
= 0,4

|min(0;-0,2|
= 0,2

|min(0;-0,1|
= 0,1

max(0;0)
= 0

max(0;-0,1)
= 0

D |0,7-0,8|
= 0,1

|0,7-0,8|
= 0,2

|min(0;0|
= 0

|min(0;-0,2|
= 0,2

max(0;-0,1)
= 0

max(0;0)
= 0

E |0,7-0,9|
= 0,2

|0,7-0,7|
= 0,3

|min(0;-0,1|
= 0,1

|min(0;-0,2|
= 0,2

max(0;0,1)
= 0,1

max(0;0,1)
= 0,1
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Consiguientemente, el índice generalizado de máximo y mínimo nivel para cada 
compañía es:

Ig (A,Id ) = 0,3 + 0.4 + 0 + 0 + 0,3 + 0,2 = 1,2

Ig (B,Id ) = 0,2 + 0.3 + 0 + 0 + 0,1 + 0 = 0,6

Ig (C,Id ) = 0,1 + 0.4 + 0,2 + 0,1 + 0 + 0 = 0,8

Ig (D,Id ) = 0,1 + 0.2 + 0 + 0,2 + 0 + 0 = 0,5

Ig (E,Id ) = 0,2 + 0,3 + 0,1+ 0,2 + 0,1+ 0,1 = 1

A partir de los resultados podemos establecer la siguiente ordenación:

D { B { C { E { A

3. CONCLUSIÓN

El principal resultado que aporta el presente trabajo es la presentación de un índice 
que bajo supuestos de lógica borrosa permite obtener un modelo de ordenación de 
compañías aseguradoras.

Obviamente, para que el modelo sea útil en la praxis es necesario conocer las ca-
racterísticas que un consumidor espera que posea una compañía aseguradora. Por 
ello, se hace necesario identificar puntos fuertes y débiles empresariales utilizando 
la teoría de relaciones y grafos borrosos (Kaufmann, 1973), la teoría de efectos olvi-
dados (Kaufmann y Gil Aluja, 1988) y la teoría de gestión de información de expertos 
(Kaufmann y Gil Aluja, 1993). Dicha metodología no se ha desarrollado en el presen-
te trabajo por razones de espacio.
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ABSTRACT

Coastal high water levels are becoming both higher and more frequent as global sea 
levels rise. Hazard estimation methods for storm surge return period computation vary 
widely across the literature and the choice of method greatly impacts results. Following 
the development of the clustered separated peaks-over-threshold simulation (CSPS) 
method for storm surge return period estimation in lower Manhattan, the authors of this 
method have extended the CSPS herein to each NOAA tidal gauge stations along the 
United States’ eastern coast for which a sufficiently long time history of data is available. 
The CSPS is unique both in its separation of data into independent processes (tide, 
surge, and sea level rise) and its clustering method that accounts for surge duration. 
The result is a set of high water level return period estimates for locations distributed 
along the Atlantic coast, which can inform policy, insurance and engineering decisions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Damages from natural hazards such as earthquakes, tropical cyclones, droughts 
and wildfires have been increasing in the United States over the last 35 years (Smith 
and Katz, 2013). Furthermore, the distribution of said U.S. disasters over the period 
from 1980 to 2011 was dominated by tropical cyclone losses, rendering this peril of 
particular concern from a risk management perspective (Smith and Katz, 2013). 
Low-frequency, high-consequence events are particularly difficult to study because 
by definition, only a small amount of data occupies the extreme end of the tail. 
Despite this challenge, however, development and refinement of natural hazard es-
timation methodologies is an active and constantly evolving area of research be-
cause of its importance from a risk management perspective.

Methods for evaluating storm surge hazard —a potential source of damage associ-
ated with tropical cyclones— include physical approaches using finite element mod-
eling of the effect of tropical cyclones on the ocean’s coastal region as well as sta-
tistical approaches involving analysis of the frequency of high water levels observed 
in tidal gauge data (e.g. Lin et al., 2012; Talke et al., 2014; Pugh and Vassie, 1980). A 
recent instance of a tidal gauge data analysis procedure for computation of storm 
surge return periods is the clustered separated peaks-over-threshold simulation 
(CSPS) method (Lopeman et al., 2014). Following the development of CSPS for esti-
mation of water level return periods in lower Manhattan at the Battery, NY, the au-
thors of the CSPS have extended the CSPS to all NOAA tidal gauge stations along the 
Atlantic coast and present the results herein.

2. CLUSTERED SEPARATED PEAKS-OVER-THRESHOLD SIMULATION METHOD

The CSPS computes return periods from t-years of hourly tidal gauge data through 
separation of the observations into three independent additive components-tidal cy-
cle, sea level rise, and storm surge. Tidal cycle and sea level rise are treated deter-
ministically and storm surge is treated stochastically using the peaks over threshold 
(POT) method. However, the CSPS uses a modified POT approach that clusters con-
secutive exceedances of the storm surge above some threshold height. Each ex-
ceedance cluster is approximated by a deterministic exponential rise-fall function, 
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whose parameters can be described stochastically. The resulting set of statistical 
parameters enables simulation of a longer artificial time series of water level data 
from which return periods are extracted. The length of the simulated time history N 
should be considerably longer than the highest desired return period to ensure and 
smooth results and convergence to the mean.

Benefits of the CSPS include its use of the generalized Pareto distribution, chosen 
for its ability to fit a wide tail with limited data, its inclusion of high water level data 
regardless of association with named tropical cyclones (in contrast to many physi-
cally-based methods), and its ability to compute return levels whose return periods 
are longer than the underlying tidal gauge time history (Lopeman et al., 2014). 
Lopeman et al. (2014) provide a case study at the Battery, NY illustrating that the 
CSPS produces lower return period estimates than others previously published for 
the same region; this suggesting that the CSPS may provide a more conservative 
representation of high water level exceedance probabilities than has previously 
been captured.

3. NOAA TIDAL GAUGE STATIONS

The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) monitors 
hourly coastal water levels at more than 100 stations along the Eastern coast of the 
United States. The oldest tidal gauge station is station no. 8574680 located in 
Baltimore, MD and its digital hourly water records began in 1902. Many are much 
newer, having begun digital records as late as 2010. Some stations recorded month-
ly or even daily water levels much earlier than the hourly records began, but be-
cause the CSPS relies on hourly time histories, these earlier portions of the data are 
not useful in the CSPS. In this study, the CSPS was applied to all 30 NOAA tidal 
gauge stations along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts whose digital hourly water level 
records are at least 30 years long. This distinction was made in order to ensure that 
estimates of the 50-year and 100-year water levels are reasonably reliable; tidal 
gauge time histories that are too short would not support extrapolation to higher 
return periods. The 30 NOAA stations to which the CSPS was applied are shown and 
listed in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. NOAA tidal gauge station locations along the Eastern coast of the United States. Only 
stations whose tidal gauge time histories are 30 years or longer are included.

To compute confidence intervals on the water levels, the bootstrapping algorithm 
developed with the CSPS was used at all 30 sites with 200 resamplings. This enabled 
the extraction of the 95% confidence interval at each desired return period. The 
length of the simulated time history for each station was chosen to be equal to 100 
times the length of the original tidal gauge time history, or N = 100t. This was ex-
perimentally found to produce convergent and smooth water level curves at and 
below the 100-year return period at all tested stations.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the application of the CSPS to the tidal gauge stations consist of 30 
sets of mean return levels and 95% confidence intervals for return periods less than 
or equal to 100t, the length of the simulated tidal gauge time history. For the sake of 
comparison, only the 10-year and 100-year water levels and confidence intervals are 
extracted. These return periods are selected because they characterize moderate 
and extreme hazard, respectively, and because NOAA computes water levels for the 
same return periods. NOAA’s values are found by fitting the generalized extreme
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Figure 2. Comparison of 10-year and 100-year water levels provided by NOAA and com- puted using 
CSPS for 30 NOAA tidal gauge stations. The 10-year levels are plotted with smaller markers and the 
100-year levels with larger markers. The circles represent the mean CSPS water levels and the 
squares represent the mean NOAA water levels. The 95% CI from the CSPS is included for both return 
periods and is represented by horizontal black lines. The NOAA return levels that fall within the 95% 
confidence bounds from the CSPS are plotted in white; those falling outside the 95% CI are plotted in 
black. The color of the circular mean CSPS water level coordinate corresponds to the discrepancy 
between the mean CSPS water level and the NOAA water level —when the CSPS mean is higher than 
NOAA’s value, the marker is red, and when the CSPS mean is lower than NOAA’s value, the marker is 
blue. For stations at which no NOAA return levels are available, the CSPS mean estimates are plotted 
in white. The right hand plot shows t, the length of the underlying tidal gauge time histories.
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value distribution (GEV) to yearly maximum water levels at select tidal gauge sta-
tions (Zervas, 2013). The extreme water levels from NOAA are related, but not equal, 
to base flood elevations used by FEMA to map flood zones (Zervas, 2013).

Several key differences exist between the NOAA extreme levels and those computed 
from the CSPS. Firstly, NOAA does not separate tide and surge components of total 
water level, whereas the CSPS does. However, both methods do subtract sea level 
rise trend before analyzing extremes. Additionally, NOAA provides two sets of ex-
treme water levels: one referenced to the mean sea level datum associated with the 
1983-2001 tidal epoch, and another that extrapolates the mean sea level rise trend 
from this epoch forward in time to 2014. Because the CSPS results represent high 
water level hazard at the end of 2013, it is reasonable to compare the CSPS results 
to the 2014 NOAA water levels.

Comparison of NOAA’s estimates to those obtained using the CSPS are provided in 
Figure 2. NOAA return levels are available for 27 out of the 30 stations studied1. The 
comparison suggests no particular trend in the relation of the CSPS and NOAA val-
ues; CSPS results are neither consistently lower nor consistently higher than those 
provided by NOAA. However, when CSPS results are higher than NOAA estimates, 
they tend to diverge much more than when CSPS results are lower than NOAA’s, as 
evidenced by the preponderance of dark red circles compared to the lack of dark 
blue ones. Thus, the CSPS may produce overall higher return levels, especially 
when looking at higher return periods.

The highest 100-year return level estimate from the CSPS is for station 8761724, 
Grand Isle, LA. It appears to be somewhat of an outlier when compared to the rest 
of the CSPS results, but the fact that its tidal gauge time history is on the shorter end 
of the range at least partially accounts for this. For the most part, the 10-year and 
100-year return levels fall within the 1-5 meter range, though some of the confi-
dence intervals extend outside this window.

There is no strong geographical trend evident in the results, which suggests that the 
specifics of the datasets matter much more than location. As expected, stations with 

1 NOAA does not provide return level estimates for stations 8519483, 8651370, or 8775870.
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longer time histories have narrower confidence intervals and stations with shorter 
time histories have wider confidence intervals. The NOAA values fall within the 95% 
confidence interval from the CSPS in the 15 out of 27 cases for the 10-year return 
period and in 18 out of 27 for the 100-year return period. There are two conflicting 
explanations for this. First, the fact that the confidence intervals for the 10-year re-
turn levels are narrower than those for the 100-year return levels decreases the 
likelihood that NOAA’s estimate will fall within the bounds for the 10-year levels. 
Simultaneously, we expect less variability across methods for the 10-year return 
levels because in all cases, the underlying time histories are at least 30 years long. 
In other words, the higher the return period, the more likely divergence between 
methods. Thus, the numbers of NOAA values that fall within the 95% CI for both re-
turn periods are very close.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, the CSPS was applied to all NOAA tidal gauge stations along the eastern 
coast of the United States for which sufficiently long time histories (at least 30 years) 
were available and water level return periods were calculated. Comparison to NOAA’s 
exceedance probability levels suggests that the CSPS estimates higher return levels 
than NOAA. However, it is also shown that the NOAA values fall within the 95% CI from 
the CSPS for more than half of the stations tested. Divergence of the results for sta-
tions at which the NOAA value falls outside the 95% CI underscores the challenging 
nature of extreme hazard analysis. That the CSPS produces relatively high water lev-
els aligns with the results of the paper presenting the CSPS that applies the method 
to lower Manhattan (Lopeman et al., 2014). The results of this study suggest a poten-
tial opportunity for continued research into storm surge hazard and new thinking 
about how this estimation can impact policy, design and insurance decision-making.
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ABSTRACT

We consider the nonparametric estimation of the multivariate probability density 
function and its partial derivative with a support on [0, ∞) by dependent data. We use 
the class of gamma-kernel estimators which are asymmetric. The gamma kernels 
are nonnegative and change their shape depending on the position on the semi-axis. 
They possess good boundary properties for a wide class of densities useful in many 
applications like engineering, signal processing, actuarial science etc. The theoreti-
cal asymptotic properties of the multivariate density and its partial derivative esti-
mates like biases, variances and covariances are derived. We obtain the optimal 
bandwidth selection for both estimates as a minimum of the mean integrated 
squared error (MISE) assuming dependent data with a strong mixing. Optimal rates 
of convergence of the MISE are found.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nonnegatively supported probability density functions (pdf) can be used to model a 
wide range of applications in engineering, signal processing, medical research, 
quality control, actuarial science and climatology among others. Regarding the op-
timal filtering in the signal processing and control of nonlinear processes the expo-
nential pdf class is used, (Dobrovidov, 2012). Most total insurance claim distribu-
tions are shaped like gamma pdfs (Furman, 2008): nonnegatively supported , skewed 
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to the right and unimodal. The gamma distribution are also used to model rainfalls 
(Aksoy, 2000). Erlang and χ2 pdfs are widely used in modeling insurance portfolios 
(Hürlimann, 2001).

The wide use of these pdfs in practice leads to the need of their estimation by finite 
data samples. One of the most common nonparametric pdf estimation methods are 
kernel estimators. The kernel density estimators were originally introduced for uni-
variate independent identically distributed (iid) data using symmetrical kernels. The 
latter approach was widely adopted for tasks where a support of the underlying pdf 
f is unbounded. In case when the pdf has a nonsymmetric support [0, ∞) the problem 
of the large bias on the zero boundary appears. This leads to a bad quality of the 
estimates. Obviously, the boundary bias of the multivariate pdf estimation becomes 
even more solid (Bouezmarni, Rombouts, 2007). To overcome this problem one can 
use special transformations as data reflection, the boundary kernels and others. 
Another solution is to use the asymmetrical kernel functions instead of symmetrical 
ones. For univariate nonnegative iid random variables (r.v.s), the estimators with 
gamma kernels were proposed in (Chen, 2000). The gamma kernel estimator was 
developed for univariate dependent data in (Bouezmarni, Rombouts, 2010). In 
(Bouezmarni, Rombouts, 2007) the gamma kernel estimator of the multivariate pdf 
was introduced for nonnegative iid r.v.s.

The gamma kernel is nonnegative and flexible regarding the shape. This allows to fit 
accuratly the multi-modal pdfs and their derivatives. Estimators constructed by 
gamma kernels have no boundary bias if f ′′(0) = 0 holds, i.e when the underlying 
density f (x) has a shoulder at x = 0 (Zhang: 2010). This shoulder property is fulfilled, 
for example, for a wide exponential class of pdfs.

Along with the density estimation it is often necessary to estimate the derivative of 
the pdf. The estimation of the univariate density derivative by the gamma kernel es-
timator was proposed in (Dobrovidov, Markovich, 2013a, b) for iid data and in 
(Markovich, 2014) for a satisfying a strong mixing condition dependent data.

In this work we introduce the gamma product kernel estimators for a multivariate 
density with nonnegative support and its partial derivative by the multivariate 
dependent data with a strong mixing condition. The asymptotical behavior of the 
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estimates and the optimal bandwidths in the sense of minimal MISE are obtained. 
The derivative estimation requires a specific bandwidth different from that for the 
pdf estimation.

The pdf derivative could be useful to find the slope of the pdf curve, its local ex-
tremes, saddle points, significant features in data as well as in regression analysis 
(Brabanter, 2011). The pdf derivative also plays a key role in clustering via mode 
seeking (Sasaki, 2014). Furthermore, we are able to write down the estimator for the 
logarithmic derivative of the nonnegative pdf using multivariate dependent data. The 
estimate of the logarithmic derivative of the pdf is necessary for an optimal filtering 
in signal processing and control of nonlinear processes (Dobrovidov, 2012).

2. GAMMA KERNEL ESTIMATION

Let  be a strongly stationary sequence of d-dimensional varia-
bles with an unknown probability density function  which is de-
fined on the bounded support . We assume that the sequence {Xs} is α−mixing 
with coefficient 

Here α(k) → 0 as k → ∞. The α-mixing condition, also called strong mixing, is satis-
fied by many stochastic processes, i.e. autoregressive process (Donald, 1983). For 
these sequences we will use a notation {Xs} ∈ S(α). To estimate the unknown pdf we 
use the product gamma kernel estimator

(1)

where  is the vector of the bandwidth parameters such that b → 0 as n → ∞. 
As a kernel functions for each variable we propose the gamma kernel

 (2) 
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where Γ(·) is a standard gamma function. To improve the properties of the gamma 
kernel estimator Chen (2000) used a parameter ρ(x, b) defined as

(3)

Since a gamma kernel is nonnegative it has no weight on the negative semi- axes in 
contrast to symmetrical kernel estimators. Hence, the use of the gamma kernels is 
more natural for the estimation of the nonnegative supported pdfs. In (Dobrovidov, 
Markovich, 2013a; Markovich, 2014) the derivative of the univariate pdf was esti-
mated just like the derivative of the gamma kernel estimator. For the multivariate 
case, we can analogically estimate any partial derivative of . For example, the 
partial derivative of  by xn can be estimated as

(4)

where (Kρ(x,b),b(t))′xn is the partial derivative of (2).

It is natural to consider the mean integrated squared errors as the measure of error 
of the proposed estimators. The unknown smoothing parameters are obtained as 
the minima of MISEs.

3. CONVERGENCE RATE OF THE DENSITY ESTIMATOR

We obtain the asymptotic properties of the pdf estimator. All proofs hold assuming 
that all the components of the bandwidth vector are different. For the practical use 
we give a simpler formulation of the lemmas for the equal bandwidths b1 = b2 = . . . 
= bn = b.

Lemma 3.1. If b → 0 as n → ∞, then the bias for the pdf estimate is equal to

(5)
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Lemma 3.2. If  as n → ∞, then the variance expansion of the pdf 
estimate is equal to

(6)

where

(7)

Lemma 3.3. Let {Xj}j≥1 ∈ S(α) and  hold,  be a twice 
continuously differentiable function, b → 0 and  ∞ as n → ∞. If additionally 
there exists M > 0 such that for all τ > 1 and (x, y) ∈ ℝ2 it follows

then the covariance of the multivariate pdf estimator is given by

and its rate of convergence satisfies

(8)
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Theorem 3.1. Assuming the conditions of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, the optimal band-
width which provides the minimum of the MISE is given by

(9)

Figure 1. Gamma-kernel estimate of the pdf (top), true density (bottom).

The gamma-kernel estimate (1) of the McKay bivariate gamma pdf

is shown on Figure 1 for n = 2000.

4. CONCLUSION

We define gamma kernel estimators of a multivariate density and its partial deriva-
tive. The bias, the variance and the covariance of the pdf estimate are obtained. 
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Using these results we derive the optimal bandwidth and the corresponding rate of 
the optimal MISE. The same is done for the estimate of the partial pdf derivative in 
Markovich (2015).
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ABSTRACT

We investigate exceedances of the process over a sufficiently high threshold. The 
exceedances determine the risk of hazardous events like climate catastrophes, 
huge insurance claims, the loss and delay in telecommunication networks. Due to 
dependence such exceedances tend to occur in clusters. Cluster structure of social 
networks is caused by dependence (social relationships and interests) between 
nodes and possibly heavy-tailed distributions of the node degrees. A minimal time 
to reach a large node determines the first hitting time. We derive asymptotically 
equivalent distribution and a limit expectation of the first hitting time to exceed the 
threshold un as sample size n tends to infinity. The results can be extended to the 
second and, generally, to kth (k > 2) hitting times.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let {Xn}n≥1 be a stationary process with marginal distribution function F (x) and 
Mn = max{X1, … , Xn}. We investigate the exceedances of the process over a suffi-
ciently high threshold u. Due to dependence such exceedances tend to occur in clus-
ters. Let us consider the inter-cluster size

(1)
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i.e. the number of inter-arrivals of observations running under the threshold be-
tween two consecutive exceedances, where M1,j = max{X2, … , Xj}, M1,1 = −∞. Let 
T*(un) be a first hitting time to exceed the threshold un. We get

(2)

j = 0, 1, 2, … , M0 = −∞.

The necessity to evaluate quantiles of the first hitting time and its mean is arisen in 
many applications. In social networks it is important to compare sampling strate-
gies (Avrachenkov et al., 2012; Avrachenkov et al., 2014a, 2014b; Chul-Ho Lee et al., 
2012) like random walks, Metropolis-Hastings Markov chains, Page Ranks and oth-
er with regard to how quickly they allow to reach a node with a large degree that is 
the number of links with other nodes. It is important to investigate the first hitting 
time of significant nodes since it allows us to disseminate advertisement or collect 
opinions more effectively within the clusters surrounded such nodes. Similar prob-
lem is required in telecommunication peer-to-peer networks to find a node with a 
large number of peers, Dán and Fodor (2009), Markovich (2013).

Definition 1.1. Leadbetter et al., (1983, p. 53). The stationary sequence {Xn}n≥1 is said 
to have extremal index θ ∈ [0, 1] if for each 0 < τ < ∞ there is a sequence of real num-
bers un = un (τ ) such that

(3)

(4)

hold.

The extremal index θ of {Xn} relates to the first hitting time T*(un), Roberts et al. 
(2006). Really, since un is selected according to (3) it follows that P{Xn > un} is as-
ymptotically equivalent to 1/n. Notice, that P {Mk ≤ un} = P {T*(un) > k}. Hence, sub-
stituting τ by (3) we get from (4)
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for positive x. It follows

 (5)

This implies, the smaller θ, the longer it takes to reach an observation with a large 
value. Using achievements regarding the asymptotically equivalent geometric dis-
tribution of T1(xρn) derived in (Theorem 2, Markovich, 2014), where the (1 −ρn) th 
quantile xρn of {Xn} is taken as un, we derive an asymptotically equivalent distribution 
of the first hitting time and its limiting expectation that specifies (5) in Section 2.

We use the mixing condition proposed in Ferro and Segers (2003)

 (6)

where for real u and integers 1 ≤ k ≤ l, Fk,l (u) is the σ-field generated by the events 
{Xi > u}, k ≤ i ≤ l and the supremum is taken over all A ∈ Ƒ1,k (u) with P (A) > 0 and 
B ∈ Ƒk+q,n (u) and k, q are positive integers.

The mixing condition used in Theorem 2, Markovich (2014), is simplified in Markovich 
(2015).

Theorem 1.1. Markovich (2015). Let {Xn}n≥1 be a stationary process with the extre-
mal index θ. Let {xρn} and {xρ*n} be sequences of quantiles of X1 of the levels {1 − ρn} 
and {1 − ρ*n }, respectively1, those satisfy the conditions (3) and (4) if un is replaced by 
xρn or by xρ*n and, . Let  be a se-
quence of positive integers such that  for j ≥ j0(n), j0(n) → ∞ as n → ∞ and

 (7)

holds as n → ∞, where αn,q = αn,q (xρn) is determined by (6). Then it follows for j ≥ j0(n) 

 (8)

1 
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The achievements can be similarly extended to the second and, generally, to kth 
(k > 2) hitting times. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive the 
asymptotically equivalent distribution and the limit expectation of the first hitting 
time to exceed sufficiently high threshold. Proofs are given in Section 3.

2. DISTRIBUTION AND EXPECTATION OF THE FIRST HITTING TIME

Theorem 2.1. Let all conditions of Theorem 1.1 be satisfied. We assume

 (9)

(10)

for j ≥ j0(n), j0(n) → ∞ as n → ∞.

Expression (11) implies that P{T*(xρn ) = j} ~ P{Tθ = j}, where

holds and χ has the geometric distribution with probability ρnθ.

Remark 2.1. The condition (9) provides a uniform convergence of the range 
 by n. The latter condition is fulfilled for a geometrically distributed 

T1(xρn), i.e. P{T1(xρn) = j} = ρn(1 − ρn)j-1.

Lemma 2.1. Let the conditions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied. Then it follows

 (12)

(11)
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where E(T*(xρn)) denotes 

Since ρn ~ τ /n according to (3), the expression (12) specifies (5).

3. PROOFS

3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1

It follows from (2) that

 (13)

We obtain due to (1) and the stationarity of {Xn} that it holds

 (14)

Following Ferro and Segers (2003) we get alternatively for n ≥ 1

 

Thus, we get

 (15)
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where ρn = P{X1 > xρn}. Now we use the fact followed from (8) in Theorem 1.1, i.e. it 
holds

 (16)

as n → ∞, where 1 − ηn = (1 − ρn)θ , cn = ηn /(1 − (1 − ηn)1/θ ), 0 < ηn < 1. Furthermore, we 
obtain

 

(17)

since (1−ρn)θ = 1 − θρn + o (ρn) and limn → ∞ (1−θρn)n = e − θτ as ρn ~ τ /n, n → ∞. Formula 
(17 implies both (10) rewriting it with regard to P{T*(xρn ) = n + 1}/ρn and (11) replac-
ing n + 1 by j.

Hence, we have from (17)

 (18)

The similarity in the first string of (17) follows from (9) and since

 

holds as k → ∞.
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3.2. Proof of Lemma 2.1

Using (15) and (16) we find for j0(n) = o(k)

as k → ∞. We obtain the expectation of the first hitting time

The similarity follows from the same arguments as before. Then (12) follows.
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ABSTRACT

Irrecoverable receivables due to insolvencies of debtors can jeopardize the own 
liquidity. Therefore supplier-credit risk analysis should be continuously improved. 
We investigate how user generated content (UGC) from social media platforms 
needs to be interpreted in order to improve the information base for supplier-credit 
risk analysis. We compare data from the microblogging platform Twitter related to 
solvent and insolvent companies. Our results indicate that the amount of UGC for 
insolvent companies is greater prior to their insolvency. Furthermore, it can be dis-
tinguished between solvent and insolvent companies based on the sentiment in 
UGC. Managers promote companies before an insolvency. They engage in restruc-
turing and expansion endeavours. Beneficial cooperations and potential investors 
are also discussed widely in UGC before an insolvency.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to prevent irrecoverable receivables arising due to insolvent debtors which 
can jeopardize the own liquidity, lenders in a credit relationship attempt to give cred-
it to borrowers who are likely to pay their debts only (Schumann, 2002). Nevertheless, 
the lender has imperfect information concerning the actions the borrower has 
undertaken or will undertake in the future. This asymmetry of information is 
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especially great for supplier-credits because lenders cannot access information 
from regular accounts in contrast to banks (Beck, 2014). The asymmetry of informa-
tion is reduced during the process of credit assessment (Stiglitz, 1988). Hereby, the 
likelihood of payment default is predicted based on statistical analysis of former 
credit agreements and a broad basis of information (Helfrich, 2010). This can encom-
pass annual reports, previous payment behaviour as well as industry and manage-
ment analyses in supplier-credit relationships (Schumann, 2002). The procedures of 
credit assessment should be continuously analysed and improved in order to dimin-
ish bad debt (Kramer & Nitsch, 2010). Bartels (2013) suggests that data from social 
media platforms which build on the ideological and technological foundations of the 
Web 2.0 and allow the exchange, reuse and remix of UGC should be integrated in the 
information base for credit risk analysis and unveils that a research gap is present 
in this domain (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). Furthermore, it has been shown, that 
early indicators from UGC, which “can be seen as the sum of all ways in which peo-
ple make use of social media” (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 61), can predict changes 
in economic and commercial indicators (Bollen, Mao and Zeng, 2011). Therefore we 
want to assess:

How can UGC be interpreted in order to reduce the information asymmetry between 
the lender and the borrower in a supplier-credit relationship?

We start with a presentation of our set of textual data. Then, we describe how we 
analysed the data, present our findings and discuss them. At the end we unfold 
limitations and complete our paper with a conclusion.

2. DATA COLLECTION

We refer to a statistic published by the German Federal Bureau of Statistics which 
discloses the ten biggest German insolvencies in the year 2013 measured by the 
number of affected employees (Federal Bureau of Statistics, 2014). We expect a 
great amount of UGC due to the high number of people affected. Then, we deter-
mined a solvent company for each insolvent company to build a reference group. 
Hereby, we accessed the Hoppenstedt company database provided by Bisnode, 
which is a European vendor for economic information. For each of the insolvent 
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companies we selected the company with the most compliant number of employees 
which has the same legal form (stock company/company with limited liability) and 
operates in the same industry according to the latest classification of industries in 
Germany (Federal Bureau of Statistics, 2008). In addition to that, we discussed 
industry analyses in order to verify the affiliation of companies to industries beyond 
the official classification.

As a source of UGC we selected the major microblogging platform Twitter since it has 
been proven that valuable indicators for changes in economic conditions can be 
extracted from the posts which are called Tweets (Bollen et al., 2011). We implement-
ed a crawler to extract all German Tweets for each pair of companies in the year prior 
to the date on which the insolvent company filed for bankruptcy. As search terms we 
curtailed the official names of the companies insofar as they still allow a distinct 
matching of Tweets to the respected businesses. This was done in order to capture 
relevant Tweets even when the full name was not mentioned by the authors. An over-
view of the resulting dataset which consists of 7071 Tweets can be seen in Table 1.

Insolvent companies Solvent companies

Company name
Number 

of Tweet

Number

of Tweet
Company Name

Praktiker Deutschland GmbH 198 216 Obi GmbH
Walter Services GmbH 367 169 Arvato direct services GmbH
Baumarkt Max Bahr GmbH & Co. 

KG
1201 139 Hagebaumarkt GmbH & Co. AG

Kunert Fashion GmbH & Co. KG 6 19 Bugatti GmbH
Conergy AG 214 264 Centrotherm Photovoltaics AG
Alpine Bau GmbH 393 101 Hochtief Solutions AG
Loewe AG 383 105 Medion AG
Backstube Siebrecht GmbH & Co. 

OHG
30 4 Bäcker Görtz GmbH

Flexstrom AG 2439 162 Badenova AG & Co. KG
IVG Immobilien AG 555 106 PlanetHome AG

Table 1. Overview of dataset.
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3. DATA ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

For data analysis we followed the methodological approach of content analysis 
described by Neuendorf (2002). We decided to code our data manually since previ-
ous research does not focus on the domain of credit risk analysis and well estab-
lished sentiment dictionaries for our purpose in the German language do not 
exist. We labeled each tweet as described in Table 2 based on suggestions by 
Neuendorf (2002).

Score Requirement
-2 Tweet contains evidence concerning financial instability regarding the company

-1 Tweet does not contain evidence of financial instability but sentiment is negative 
regarding the company

0 Tweet does not contain sentiment regarding the company

1 Tweet does not contain evidence of financial stability but sentiment is positive 
regarding the company

2 Tweet contains evidence concerning financial stability regarding the company

Table 2. Codebook.

The coding was done by two researchers independently who achieved an intercoder 
reliability of 93.81%. During a joint verification the coders agreed on a final coding. 
The majority of all tweets (5786, 81,8%) is related to insolvent companies. Only 1285 
(18,2%) are related to solvent companies as seen in Table 3. A negative weight was 
assigned to 53,7% of Tweets related to insolvent companies whereas 36,6% are neu-
tral and only 9,7% contain positive sentiment. Concerning solvent companies 79,5% 
are neutral and a minority of 5,8% is negative, respectively 14,7% are positive. This 
indicates that negative sentiment can be associated with financial instability. 
Nevertheless, positive sentiment is not necessarily related to financial stability. 
Since almost 80% of Tweets related to solvent companies contain no sentiment, 
neutral UGC is most likely associated with financial stability. In the following we ana-
lyse the 563 positive Tweets related to insolvent companies and the 74 negative 
Tweets related to solvent companies.
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Codes
-2 -1 0 1 2 Sum

Insolvent 
companies

2747
(47,5 %)

359
(6,2 %)

2117
(36,6 %)

458 
(7,9 %)

105
(1,8 %)

5786
(81,8 %)

Solvent 
companies

40 
(3,1 %)

34
(2,7 %)

1022
(79,5 %)

100
(7,8 %)

89 
(6,9 %)

1285
(18,2 %)

Table 3. Distribution of Tweets.

We do this in order to investigate what positive aspects are discussed prior to an 
insolvency and what negative aspects are discussed for solvent companies. We 
rely on the methodological approach for grounded theory of Glaser (1978) for 
deeper analysis of the mentioned Tweets. Hereby we assigned categories, which 
describe the covered topics, to each Tweet. We identified the categories listed in 
Table 4 and Table 5 through an iterative process of classification and subsequent 
discussion.

It is evident that positive news related to a company prior to its bankruptcy are 
published even when they occur in a negative context. We labelled these state-
ments as issued by company internals when this was obviously done. For example, 
executives from Praktiker, a major German home improvement market, claim, 
that they were able to diminish the decline of turnover prior to the insolvency. 
Furthermore, executives from Flexstrom declared that they are very satisfied with 
the past business year and that Flexstrom does not have financial problems in the 
year prior to the insolvency. We labelled statements as positive news or positive 
news in a negative context, when the origin could not be identified. An example for 
positive news in a negative context are Tweets in which is stated that Loewe, which 
is a producer of electronics, has a schedule for getting out of the red figures. 
Discussions about restructuring processes, the expansion of business activities, 
cooperations with other companies or capital enhancements can also indicate 
that a company is not performing well since these topics occurred in Tweets prior 
to insolvencies.
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Topic Occurences
Positive news in negative context 144
Positive news 104
Investor buys into company 76
Expansion of company 59
Cooperation with other companies 53
Positive statement from company-internals 44
Restructuring 41
Capital increase 19
Order obtained 9
Positive Speculation 8
Potential customers 6

Table 4. Positive Tweets related to insolvent companies.

For further analysis of negative Tweets related to solvent companies as seen in 
Table 5 it is important to know that all but three Tweets are related to Centrotherm 
Photovoltaics AG. This company is operating in the German solar industry which is 
subject to a major crisis (Fücks, 2013). Centrotherm Photovoltaics was undergo-
ing a protective-screen procedure in which German companies can recapitalize 
themselves and prevent a filing under regular insolvency law. Centrotherm 
Photovoltaics was restructured successfully. One of the remaining three negative 
tweets is related to Hagebaumarkt, a German home improvement store. In the 
Tweet the shutdown of a store is mentioned. The other two Tweets report that the 
German electric company Badenova AG could not benefit from the ongoing cold-
ness and was subject to a power failure. This indicates that almost no negative 
Tweets are related to well performing companies. However, prior to insolvencies 
the great number of negative information is enriched with discussions about 
undergoing positive changes in the companies and positive highlighting partially 
from company-internals.
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Topic Occurences
Restructuring 31
Protective screen procedure 24
Order resigned 14
Negative news 2
Unsatisfied employees 1
Restriction of business activities 1
Unsatisfied customers 1

Table 5. Negative Tweets related to solvent companies.

5. LIMITATIONS

Our research is limited by size and scope of our sample. It has to be investigated if 
similar or additional results can be obtained with different companies and other 
sources of UGC. Furthermore, probably not all relevant Tweets were extracted due 
to the search terms. We also restricted our study to German Tweets within one year 
prior to insolvency. UGC in other languages and a longer timespan might generate 
different results. Although we verified the coding of the Tweets by two researchers, 
other coders might come up with different results.

6. CONCLUSION

We are able to show that valuable information can be extracted from UGC before an 
insolvency. It is evident that executives try to promote their company before an insol-
vency in contrast to the negative UGC. A restructuring of processes is emphasized 
and beneficial cooperations with other companies as well as investors are high-
lighted.

This knowledge could be used in supplier as well as other forms of credit risk 
analysis in order to reduce the asymmetry of information between the lender and 
the borrower. Our research approach needs to be continued using quantitative 
statistics in order to be able to build models for decision support of credit risk 
analysis and evaluate if negative company performance can be predicted earlier 
than before.
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ABSTRACT

Those working in interventional cardiology (IC) and related medical procedures are 
potentially subject to considerable exposure to X-rays to the eye. The lens of the eye 
is among the most radiosensitive tissues in the human body: ocular radiation expo-
sure results in characteristic lens changes that, with time, may progress to partial 
or total lens opacification (cataracts). The severity of such changes tends to increase 
progressively with dose and time until vision is impaired and cataract surgery is 
required. Scattered radiation doses to the eye lens of an interventional cardiologist 
in typical working conditions can exceed 34 μGy/min in high-dose fluoroscopy modes 
and 3 μGy per image during image acquisition (instantaneous rate values) when 
radiation protection tools are not used. These are among the highest occupational 
radiation doses documented for medical staff whose work involves exposures to 
X-rays. We present a tool featuring an easy-to-use web interface that provides a 
general estimation of both cumulated absorbed doses experienced by medical staff 
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exposed in the interventional cardiology setting and their associated health risks. 
The tool is already available at http://crealradiation.shinyapps.io/radtool

1. INTRODUCTION

Interventional cardiology comprises a variety of minimally-invasive procedures used 
in the diagnosis and treatment of cardiovascular disease, and interventional radiology 
(IR) forms a key component of this work. In IR, hard X-rays (photon energies typically 
above 5-10keV) are used to create real time imaging of a patient undergoing IC sur-
gery. Since interventional cardiologists and electrophysiologists carry out their work 
in close proximity to the patient on whom the imaging is being carried out, they are 
exposed occupationally to ionising radiation under normal working conditions.

Used appropriately to support a variety of procedures, IR provides enormous clinical 
benefits over other surgical procedures, including minimal invasiveness, reduced pain 
and risk of complications, shorter hospital stays and lower costs (Thom et al., 2006; 
Togni et al., 2004). The benefits of catheterisation over open surgery have resulted in a 
considerable increase in workloads over the past two decades and, although concomi-
tant improvements in technology and radiation protection have reduced doses per pro-
cedure, there is concern that present cumulated doses may result in increased risk to 
surgeons working in IC of cataracts, as well as brain tumours or other neoplastic dis-
eases. Effective use of radiation protection measures can lower the magnitude of asso-
ciated health risks by reducing doses to the potentially exposed organs. In addition to 
the widely-used lead aprons and thyroid shields, a number of additional protection 
measures may be employed during IC procedures to reduce operator doses. These 
include, for example, flexible blanket-type shields laid over the patient during interven-
tions to reduce operator exposure from scattered radiation, table skirts (screen sus-
pended between the operating table and the floor), radiation protection cabins (several 
screens assembled so as to surround the operator, with apertures for the hands), ceil-
ing-suspended screens (maneuverable screens that can be pulled down in front of the 
operator’s face), lead eye glasses and protective surgical caps. The degree to which 
such measures are employed vary by procedure, specialisation, individual, hospital and 
country. Internationally, guidelines recommend that physicians involved in interven-
tional procedures wear a leaded apron and a thyroid guard as a bare minimum radiation 
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protection measure. As such, the radiosensitive organs that are chiefly exposed are 
those in the head, in particular the eyes and the brain.

Radiation-induced cataract has been recognised as a highly relevant non-cancer end-
point among those exposed to ionising radiation since the 1930s (Merriam and Worgul, 
2014). Radiation-induced cataracts typically develop as central opacities in the subcap-
sular posterior region of the lens, and consist of small granules and vacuoles that form 
a roughly circular opacity. Defects in lens transparency cause little or no visual impair-
ment in the early stages of the disease, but eventually cause distortion and clouding. The 
reaction of the lens to radiation is partly attributable to the lifelong continual differentia-
tion of the epithelial cells that make up the lens (fibregenesis); aberrant differentiation 
of cells due to exposure to radiation results in their accretion to the superficial posterior 
cortex (Worgul et al., 2007), which forms a posterior subcapsular cataract (PSC).

Figure 1. Screenshot of the web-based tool.

Accurate estimation of health impacts to medical staff from ionising radiation under a 
variety of operational and radiation protection scenarios is increasingly important as 
IC procedures are more frequently used. Of the existing online tools for radiation risk 
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assessment (e.g. Berrington et al., 2012), the majority are focused on cancer effects 
(see Berrington et al., 2012; or Hanna and Brewer, 2014, for instance). Our primary 
objective was to estimate doses and associated health impacts due to chronic occupa-
tional exposures typical in IC, including the risk of cataracts. To meet this objective, we 
aimed to design a tool that produces distributions of annual and total cumulated 
absorbed doses to the eye lens by employing robust estimators of parameters based 
on a multiple linear regression of predictors of dose.

2. METHODS FOR DOSE ESTIMATION AND RISK ASSESSMENT

The webtool has been developed in R (R Core Team, 2014) using the shiny package 
(RStudio Inc, 2014), which allows construction of interactive web applications from 
R. The user interface (Figure 1) comprises two panels, side by side. In the left-hand 
panel, the user enters specific data concerning their career (profession, work period 
and annual numbers of procedures), and the required output in terms of either dose 
or population attributable risk for a given population of health professionals for 
whom group-level occupational histories have been entered. Results are automati-
cally generated and presented in the right-hand panel.

The output panel is divided into four tabs, the first three allowing the user to easily 
compare the dose or risk associated with a “standard” career, those expected when 
using all radiation protection measures available in that time period, and those 
expected when using no protection whatsoever. The fourth tab shows a summary of 
the most common procedures and usage of protection methods per decade accord-
ing to the literature.

The potential predictors of dose included the usage of radiation protection meas-
ures, catheterisation access route, tube configuration and operator experience 
(derived from data collected in the ORAMED (Optimization of RAdiation protection 
for MEDical staff) project and from the literature) and a user-defined occupational 
history. We sought to take potential sources of uncertainty into account by means of 
Monte Carlo simulation, which allows uncertainties in model inputs to be propa-
gated through to results. Occupational histories can be reconstructed by the user 
through general data derived from existing databases on typical numbers of 
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specific procedures carried out, radiation protection measures used, and X-ray tube 
configuration. Changes in imaging equipment typically available to interventional 
cardiologists in Europe over the past four decades were taken into account by fitting 
a metaregression model using results from a literature review, and the computed 
doses are adjusted using these values. Probability distributions of relative risk were 
calculated on the basis of the resulting cumulated absorbed doses, using estimates 
of dose-response and related uncertainties derived from the literature. In direct 
support of radiation protection, the tool allows the user to compare their estimated 
doses and the risks associated with them with those expected under a scenario 
where protective equipment is employed to the maximum possible extent.

Outputs of the tool allow population attributable risks of both health outcomes to be 
calculated for specific populations of these health professionals, for whom group-
level occupational histories are reconstructed. By extension, it allows for estimation 
of the expected health benefits for that population associated with use of a variety of 
radiation protection measures.

In addition to the web version of the results, the user can download a report includ-
ing all input and output data rendered as a pdf document.

The eye lens doses were estimated by means of a robust linear regression model 
that used data on usage of RadPad, table skirt, cabin and ceiling screen, the type of 
procedure, the tube configuration and operator experience (defined as high after 4 
years of working in interventional cardiology or electrophysiology) as predictors of 
the absorbed dose. The obtained estimates are shown in Table 1.

The reduction of dose to the eye lens due to the usage of lead glasses was assumed 
to follow a PERT distribution (Vose, 2008) with minimal, modal and maximal values 
of 1, 3 and 10 respectively, based on expert opinion.

In addition to providing estimates of dose to the eye lens, the tool also provides the 
user with estimates of the health impacts associated with cumulated doses of ionis-
ing radiation, in terms of risk of radiation-related cataracts. The tool was constructed 
to offer several impact metrics: at the individual level, impacts are provided in terms 
of percentage increased relative risk of cataracts, and at the population level, in 
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terms of the population attributable risk, AFp. This risk estimation calculation 
required a dose-response function to be derived from the literature and we used 
odds ratio estimates at 1Gy from the literature (Worgul et al., 2007) for three cataract 
endpoints (Table 2) and an assumption of linearity on the log odds scale to generate 
a probabilistic estimate of the regression coefficient (β) and its standard error (SE). 
We used dose-response data taken at 1Gy and therefore the estimated size of the 
effect at lower doses is just an linear simplification.

Although it’s not a likely situation within the purpose of this tool (where we expect to 
deal with moderate doses), dose thresholds were taken into account for cataract 
risk estimation according to (Worgul et al., 2007).

Protection method  (95% CI) 
Table 0.746 (0.543; 1.026)
RadPad 0.828 (0.485; 1.415)
Screen 0.826 (0.604; 1.130)
Cabin 0.168 (0.055; 0.518) 

Procedure  (95% CI) 
CA PTCA Ref.
DSA PTA C 0.392 (0.193; 0.794)
DSA PTA LL 0.920 (0.612; 1.384)
DSA PTA R 0.600 (0.392; 0.906)
Embolisation 0.778 (0.565; 1.070)
ERCP 2.166 (1.445; 3.246)
PM/ICD  1.827 (1.265; 2.639)
RF ablation 0.965 (0.620; 1.500) 

Tube configuration  (95% CI) 
Above Ref.
Below 0.244 (0.164; 0.363)
Biplane  0.230 (0.142; 0.372) 

Experience  (95% CI) 
High Ref.
Low 1.063 (0.836; 1.351)

Table 1. Parameter estimates and confidence intervals.
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Cataract type OR Lower 95% CI Upper 95% CI
Stage 1-5 1.70 1.22 2.38
Early PSC 1.89 1.25 2.84
Stage 1 PSC 1.42 1.01 2.00

Table 2. Odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) for three types of cataract. 

Cataract type Threshold dose
Stage 1-5 0.50 Gy
Early PSC 0.50 Gy

Stage 1 PSC 0.35 Gy

Table 3. Threshold doses for cataracts.

The concrete thresholds considered for each type of cataract are detailed in Table 3.
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ABSTRACT

Modelling extreme events of a random sample has become more and more necessary 
and exigent. Many important areas of application such as finance, insurance, risk the-
ory, hydrology, ocean engineering, telecommunications and environmental risk 
assessment deal with extreme events. Extreme value theory (EVT) is the branch of 
probability and statistics dedicated to characterising the behaviour of the extreme 
observations. The analysis requires tools that must be simple to use but need to con-
sider complex statistical models in order to produce valid inferences. Using accurate, 
friendly, free and open-source software, such as the R environment, is of particular 
importance. In this work we will present a review of parametric and semiparametric 
frameworks in EVT. Daily mean river levels from the hydrometric station at Fragas da 
Torre, during the years from 1946/47 to 1996/97, are considered for illustrating R pro-
cedures and functions in extreme value analysis done under those two frameworks.
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1. A BRIEF INTRODUCTION

Let X1, X2, , … , Xn be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables 
with common unknown distribution function F. The asymptotic theory of sample 
extremes distribution has been developed based on analogue arguments to those of 
the central limit theory. First results date back to Fréchet (1927), Fisher and Tippett 
(1928) and Von Mises (1936), but were Gnedenko (1943) and De Haan (1970) who 
gave conditions for the existence of sequences {an} ∈ ℝ+ and {bn} ∈ ℝ such that the 
partial maxima, Mn ≡ max(X1, X2, , … , Xn), suitably normalized, had a non-degenerate 
limiting distribution, i.e.,

(1)

G is a non-degenerate distribution function (d.f), called Extreme Value distribution 
and is usually denoted by EV. This function is given by

where the shape parameter ξ is called extreme value index, a primary parameter in 
Statistics of Extremes measuring the heaviness of the right-tail, .

For a function F verifying (1) we say that it is in the domain of attraction (for maxima) 
of EVξ and write .

The EVξ incorporates the three (Fisher-Tippett) types and is the general form for the 
following distributions for maxima:

• Gumbel: ; it is the limit for expo-
nential tailed distributions and the right endpoint can be either finite or infinite;

• Fréchet: ; it is the limit for 
heavy tailed distributions and the right endpoint is infinite;

• Weibull: , it is the limit for 
short tailed distributions and the right endpoint is finite.
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The EVξ d.f. can also incorporate location, λ, and scale, δ > 0, parameters. The esti-
mation of ξ was initially performed under a parametric framework. Gumbel’s meth-
od or block maxima (BM), the method of Largest Observations (LO), the Multi-
dimensional EV models and the Peaks Over Threshold (POT) method are the most 
well known methods in this approach. In the seventies semi-parametric approaches 
appeared, based on De Haan (1970) work. Here estimates are usually based on the 
largest k order statistics in the sample, or in the excesses over a high random 
threshold, assuming only that the model F underlying the data is in DM(EVξ) or in 
specific subdomains of DM(EVξ).

This work intends to review and comment statistical issues arising in modelling 
extremes of a random sample and doing statistical inference under both parametric 
and semi-parametric frameworks, using or constructing functions in R environ-
ment. A case study of daily mean river levels from the hydrometric station at Fragas 
da Torre, in the North of Portugal, will illustrate the procedures reviewed and the 
challenges that appear.

2. THE R SOFTWARE IN EXTREME VALUE THEORY

The software R (R Development Core Team, 2012) is an open source language for 
statistical computing, which allows the data analysis, numerical computation and 
inference in a wide range of statistical problems.

Several R-packages exist devoted to extreme value analysis, such as evd, ismev, 
evir, extremes, fExtremes, extremevalues evdbayes, copula, POT.

An excellent software review for extreme value analysis in several packages, can be 
seen in Gilleland et al. (2013). These authors gave a summary of available utilities in 
the packages analyzed.

Here we will consider a few packages in R and functions therein that will be explained 
and used in the study of our application. Some functions, for the recent estimators 
and methodologies needed to be constructed and included in our programmes.
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3. EXTREME DATA ANALYSIS

The data set refers do daily mean river levels from hydrometric station at Fragas da 
Torre, during the years from 1946/47 to 1995/96. The 50 years observed correspond 
exactly to the period between October 1st of 1946 to September 30th of 1996. The 
source of Paiva river is in the Serra de Leomil, in the North of Portugal, and its 
hydrographic basin has an area of approximately 700 Km2. The flow study of this 
river is a matter of major importance since it is one of the main alternatives to the 
Douro river as source of water supply in the south of Oporto region. In particular 
there is a project to build a dam precisely at Fragas da Torre.

In this study only the months from November until April were considered. Stationarity was 
verified. The basic statistics and the graphical display (chronogram, autocorrelation func-
tion, histogram and boxplot) of the data are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, respectively.

min
0.00

1st Qu.
9.07

Median
17.5

Mean
35.14

3rd Qu.
38.10

max
920.0

n
9050

Skewness
4.12

Kurtosis
27.60

sd dev
51.25

Table 1. Basic statistics for daily mean river levels.

Skewness and Kurtosis measures as well as the graphical display reveal a tail heavier 
than the Gaussian one.

In the parametric approach several models have been considered. As an illustration 
let us show results obtained through the Block Maxima Method . The n-sized sample 
is divided into m sub-samples of size r (usually associated to m years, with n = r × m, r 
reasonably large). In each of the m sub-samples the maximum of the r observations is 
considered.

From evd package and using fgev() and confint() functions the estimates and the 
confidence intervals (in this case we show 95%) were obtained
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Peaks Over Threshold, Largest Observations and Multi-dimensional EV models 
have also been used.

Figure 1. Chronogram, autocorrelation function, histogram and boxplot for daily mean river levels.

In the semi-parametric approach the reliable estimation of ξ is crucial. Let X1:n ≤ X2:n 

≤ . . . ≤ Xn:n be the ordered statistics associated to the sample (X1, X2, , … , Xn). The 
estimation is now performed on the basis of the k top observations, with k interme-
diate, i.e. such that k = kn → ∞ and k/n → 0, as n → ∞. Many estimators exist in the 
literature. Here we will refer to the classical ones, such as those presented in Hill 
(1975), Pickands (1975) and Dekkers et al. (1989), respectively, and named as:

• Hill: 

• Pickands: 

• Moments:
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and also to more recent, reduced-bias estimators, such as the minimum-variance 
reduced-bias (MVRB) estimators, Caeiro, Gomes and Pestana (2005).

where  e  are adequate consistent estimators of second-ordered parameters β 
and ρ, that appear in the second order condition required for obtaining higher devel-
opments of tail parameters’ estimators distribution. These estimators have an 
asymptotic variance equal to the one of the Hill estimator but an asymptotic bias of 
smaller order, overpassing the classical ones for all k. Figure 2 shows the sample 
paths for the estimates obtained by those estimators.

Figure 2. Sample path from Hill, Moments, Pickands and MVRB estimates.

The choice of the level k still remains an open research topic. Some suggestions 
have appeared such as the heuristic algorithm, Gomes, Martins and Neves (2013), 
with an adaptive choice of k for estimating ξ. This algorithm was also applied to our 
data set. Only as an illustration and given that the MVRB estimates show the more 
stable path, for these estimates that algorithm led to the following values:  = 3827 
and  = 0.4502.
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4. SOME COMMENTS AND REMARKS

This work follows previous works from the authors, Penalva et al. (2013, 2014) where 
R procedures for the analysis of extreme values were exploited. Comparisons, com-
ments and challenges regarding estimation performed through parametric and 
semi-parametric approaches are discussed. Actually different values were obtained 
for ξ estimates through BM method and semi-parametric estimators. Looking for 
reasons for those different values is also the challenge of this work.
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ABSTRACT

Traditional measures of financial risk (e.g., the standard deviation, Value-at-Risk 
(VaR), conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR)) are widely used by banks when deciding on 
the amount of capital they need to set aside in order to offset the market risk. 
However, the traditional risk measures appear static; they barely change with the 
inflow of new data. Dynamic risk measures look capable of indicating increased risk 
on the eve of a sharp market movement. However, they swing too widely to be used 
when deciding on the amount of the capital reserve.

We argue that a combination of static and dynamic risk measures may serve the 
purpose, staying conservative in normal situations and suggesting the increase of 
the amount of the capital reserve during volatile periods.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of accurate evaluation of financial risk is fundamental to financial well-
being of individual investors as well as financial institutions. However, the issue is 
demanding and requires sophisticated statistical analysis of financial data.

Modern methods of risk measurement are capable of forecasting the magnitude of 
a possible sharp market movement (Novak & Beirlant, 2006; Novak, 2011). Yet the 
estimates appear static: they barely change with the inflow of new information, and 
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may be unsuitable for active portfolio management. A number of dynamic risk 
measures are available to investors and risk managers (see, e.g., Novak, 2011). 
However, they are still lacking proper statistical scrutiny.

In this paper we compare a number of risk measures. We argue that a combination 
of static and dynamic risk measures may be more suitable for the purpose of risk 
evaluation and forecasting than the traditional approach. In the next section we 
briefly overview popular measures of risk. Section 3 discusses methods of risk 
measurement from dependent heavy-tailed data. Section 4 concentrates on dynam-
ic risk measures.

2. POPULAR MEASURES OF FINANCIAL RISK

Let X denote the quantity of interest (say, the rate of return of a particular financial 
asset, the daily log-return of a share price, etc). Historically, the first measures of 
risk were the standard deviation σXn and the variance (Markowitz , 1952).

With the development of the CAPM model beta was added to the list of measures 
of risk. In certain models (e.g., ARCH/GARCH) one deals with the conditional 
standard deviation σXn of the quantity of interest Xn given the previous observations 
Xn−1, Xn−2, …

Among all traditional measures of risk Value-at-Risk (VaR) seems to be the most 
popular one. Let

be the distribution function (d.f.) of . Up to a sign, Value-at-Risk is an extreme 
quantile:

Equivalently, q-VaR = −F −1(q), where 0 < q < 1. Recall that
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If F is continuous, then q-VaR is such a number that

The value of m%-VaR indicates how far the quantity of interest (say, daily log-return X) 
can fall in approximately m% “worst” cases. For instance, if 1%-VaR equals −0.04, 
then in approximately 1% cases the quantity of interest, X, can be below -4%.

Knowing VaR allows a bank to decide how much money it needs to put aside to offset 
the risk of an undesirable market movement. For instance, Goldman Sachs deals 
with 5%-VaR; Citigroup, Credit Suisse First Boston, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan 
Chase and Morgan Stanley use 1%-VaR.

Closely related to VaR is the measure of risk called Conditional VaR (CVaR). It repre-
sents the average loss given there is a fall beyond VaR:

One may prefer dealing with positive numbers (for instance, one can speak about 
“20.5% fall” of the S&P500 index on the “Black Monday” instead of “–20.5% rate of 
return”). If we switch from X to −X, then VaR is defined as the inverse of Fc = 1 − F:

(1)

and

(2)

(we sometimes omit prefix q-). Properties of VaR and CVaR can be found, e.g., in 
Alexander (2008), Novak (2011), Pflug (2000).

Note that σ, VaR and CVaR evaluate risk on the base of a sample of the past (“his-
torical”) data.

If data is light-tailed, it hardly can exhibit extreme movements, and the assumption 
that  has normal Ɲ(μ; σ2) distribution is not unreasonable.
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In the case of frequent data parameter μ is typically negligent, and hence

(3)

where tq = Φ−1(q) and Φ is the standard normal distribution function. According to (3), 
one only needs to estimate the standard deviation σ (cf. Alexander (2001), §9.3).

If {Xn, n ≥ 1} is the ARCH(1) process with parameters b > 0 and c ≥ 0:

(4)

where {ξi} is a sequence of independent normal Ɲ (0; 1) random variables, then the 
conditional standard deviation of Xn given (Xn−1, Xn−2, ...) is 

The estimate of parameter c is typically close to 0, making σXn, q-VaRXn and q-CVaRXn 

rather static. Note that the stationary distribution of the ARCH(1) process is heavy-
tailed; it is a “short-memory” process (Goldie, 1991; Embrechts et al., 1997, pp. 465-
466).

3. RISK ESTIMATION FROM HEAVY-TAILED DATA

Financial/insurance data often exhibits heavy tails (Mandelbrot, 1963; Fama and 
Roll, 1968; Embrechts et al., 1997, p. 404). This is particularly common to “frequent” 
data (e.g., daily log-returns of stock prices and stock indexes), while log-returns of 
less frequent data can exhibit lighter tails.

The feature of heavy-tailed distributions is that a single observation can be of the 
same order of magnitude as the whole sum of sample elements: a single claim to an 
insurance company or a one-week market movement can cause a loss comparable 
to a one-year profit.
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The problem of evaluating risk from dependent heavy-tailed data attracts increasing 
attention of researchers (see Embrechts et al., 1997; Novak, 2011, and references 
therein). A number of procedures to check if the distribution is heavy-tailed are 
mentioned in Markovich (2007) and Novak (2011).

The distribution of a random variable X has a heavy right tail if

(5)

where the (unknown) function L is slowly varying at ∞:

Number α in (5) is called the tail index. It is the main characteristic describing the 
tail of a heavy-tailed distribution.

The problem of reliable estimation of the tail index, yq = q–VaR and zq = q –CVaR from 
heavy-tailed data is demanding (see Embrechts et al., 1997; Novak, 2011, and refer-
ences therein).

The following estimators of VaR and CVaR are asymptotically normally distributed 
and appear reasonably accurate in examples of simulated data (see Novak, 2011):

(6)

where threshold x is a tuning parameter (it needs to be chosen), q is the given level 
and  is the Ratio Estimator of index a = 1/α :

(8)

(equivalently, 1/  is the Ratio Estimator of the tail index).

This approach is non-parametric. There are doubts that parametric models accu-
rately describe real financial data: one usually cannot be sure if the unknown 

(7)
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distribution comes from a chosen parametric family. The advantage of the non-
parametric approach is that such a problem is void: the non-parametric class is so 
rich that one typically has no doubt the unknown distribution belongs to it. The dis-
advantage of the non-parametric inference is the presence of a tuning (“nuisance”) 
parameter.

The comparison of finite-sample properties and asymptotic mean-squared errors of 
a number of tail index and VaR estimators in Novak (2011) is in favor of the approach.

A procedure of choosing the tuning parameter x for estimators (6), (7) and (8) can be 
found in Novak (2011). Based on theoretical results, it is data-driven and aims to “let 
data speak for itself”.

When tested on samples of simulated data, as well as applied to the problem of risk 
evaluation on the eve of the “Black Monday” crash, the method has demonstrated 
better accuracy than other approaches.

4. DYNAMIC MEASURES OF RISK

The measures of risk discussed in the previous sections are static, they barely 
change with the inflow of new observations. This is unavoidable as every such meas-
ure is a function of a sample of preceding observations, and the sample size should 
be large enough to make estimation accurate. Probably the first step towards 
dynamic risk measurement was the introduction of the ARCH process (4). The con-
ditional standard deviation σXn is a function of the previous observation. However, the 
change from σXn to σXn+1 is typically small.

Truly dynamic is measure mTA that incorporates ideas of loss reduction (see Novak, 
2011). Measure mTA does change considerably as price changes. We present proper-
ties of mTA and then compare the behaviour of mTA and static risk measures on exam-
ples of real data.
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Figure 1. S&P500 index from 14.05.1987 till 19.10.1987.

Example. From mid-August 1987 the S&P500 index was mainly declining (see 
Fig. 1). Table 1 and Fig. 2 show steady decrease of the standard deviation of the 
S&P500 index since early September 1987 till 16 Oct 1987, suggesting lower level of 
risk. The behaviour of mTA is very different: Fig. 2 shows spikes of mTA on the eve 
of the Black Monday.

Date S&P500 σ mTA

8.10.1987

9.10.1987

12.10.1987

13.10.1987

14.10.1987

15.10.1987

16.10.1987

314.16

311.07

309.39

314.52

305.23

298.08

282.7

28.55

28.42

28.27

28.14

27.99

27.84

27.67

3.62

0.53

6.45

3.98

2.29

9.62

4.49

Table 1. S&P500 index, its standard deviation and mTA on the eve of the Black Monday.

On 9.10.1987 the value of mTA was 0.53. The next day the market has shown a 12-fold 
increase of the level of risk. The data was ringing a bell but would anyone hear it 
using the static measures?
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5. CONCLUSION

The paper compares available measures of financial risk on the eve of a market 
downturn. We argue that a combination of static and dynamic risk Standard devia-
tions of S&P500 measures may have an advantage over the use of a single measure, 
staying conservative in normal situations and prompting to increase of the amount 
of the capital reserve during volatile periods.

Figure 2. The standard deviations of the S&P500 index (left) and mTA (right) for the period 
14.05.1987 – 19.10.1987.
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ABSTRACT

The Response Surface Methodology (RSM) plays a key role on the optimization of 
Experimental Design problems, once response surface models allow to approxi-
mate the structural data behavior as accurate as possible. Following the review of 
RSM applications on risk assessment, presented in Oliveira et al. (2015), the 
approach to the stochastic form of RSM implementation is now explored. The analy-
sis of Wisconsin Breast Cancer Prognostic database has been performed by com-
paring uncensored data with the right censored data. The models obtained with 
uncensored date suffer from the right bias and so the main aim of our work is to 
provide an illustration on how to attain more realistic results than those obtained 
only considering data with relapsed and to provide more consistent models for the 
prediction and risk analysis.

Computational results and graphics were obtained by using R software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Risk analysis is the process of systematically identifying and assessing potential 
risks and uncertainties, which occur in a more or less complex system and then to 
look for a viable strategy that allows a more efficient manage of these risks.

In probabilistic risk assessment, uncertainty is considered and the risk is character-
ized by a probability distribution. The respective model is then used to create / sim-
ulate different risk scenarios.

The numerical simulation used to generate data for analysis often involves high 
computational cost, such that it requires the use of metamodels. The RSM has 
proved to be a suitable tool to estimate metamodels, both for systems of behaviors 
and risk assessment or for the quantification of uncertainties, revealing in this case 
a good alternative to Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo simulation, associ-
ated with Stochastic Response Surface Methodology (SRSM) provides an effective 
way to study the propagation of uncertainty in the response. SRSM is a powerfull 
tool for modeling uncertainty in simulation models, mainly in the context of Risk 
Analysis. Developments on SRSM have been remarkable over the past few years, 
mainly due to the technological advances and modern equipments in what concerns 
hardware and software. It has been possible to extend and to explore this methodol-
ogy in many areas and to state its importance in studies connected with Health prob-
lems. More specifically in Medicine, it became a crucial tool for specialists to attain 
better and accurate Diagnosis and Prognosis. In recent papers, see Leal et al. (2014) 
and Oliveira et al. (2015), the authors paid attention to the SRSM applications and 
behavior, in particular when it is applied to a sample with uncensored data.

2. STOCHASTIC RESPONSE SURFACE METHODOLOGY (SRSM) AND RISK

Monte Carlo method is the most popular method used on probabilistic quantifica-
tion of covariate uncertainty propagation in the system response and on the esti-
mation of its probability distribution. However, this may have very high computa-
tional costs and it urges to rely on methodologies that converge more quickly to 
the solution.
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The SRSM allows the generation of a metamodel, computationally less demanding 
and statistically equivalent to the complete numerical model.

Isukapalli et al. (1998) introduced this methodology and presented two case studies. 
The basic idea of the methodology is to represent the response of a model to chang-
es in covariate, using a response surface defined with a polynomial basis that is 
orthogonal with respect to a probability measure on the space of parameters.

In the classic version of the methodology, a vector of random variables ξ = (ξi), 
i = 1, … , n, is sellected, under N(0,1) distribution, representing uncertain variables 
x = (xi) of the model, in such way that xi = h(ξi). After this selection, response varia-
bles are represented as a function of the same vector of random variables, Y =f (c,ξ), 
being a vector c of coefficients to estimate. The response of the system model to the 
various achievements of x, permits the estimation of model coefficients. The coef-
ficients ci quantify the dependence of the response Y on the input vector x, for each 
realization of x. The form of the function f result of the polynomials chaos expansion 
Ψi polynomials which form a base of orthogonal polynomials to a given probability 
measure) and is expressed by:

This series is approximate by a truncated polynomial in n-th power. The roots of the 
polynomial of n + 1 degree are used in the simulation model to get the data to esti-
mate the model coefficients.

The methodology is implemented sequentially as follows: (i) representation of 
uncertain input variables; (ii) representation of the response variable; (iii) estimation 
of the model parameters; (iv) obtain the response statistical properties; (v) evalua-
tion of the model approximation.

In the case of the classical approach, the measure is the Gaussian and the polyno-
mials are the Hermite polynomials which form is as follows:
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Oladyshkin and Nowak (2012) proposed a new generalization of the methodology, 
data-driven chaos expansion, in which statistical moments are the only source of 
information that is propagated in the stochastic model. Probability distributions may 
be discrete, continuous, or continuous discretized, may be specified by analytical 
way (through PDF or CFD), numerically using a histogram or by using the raw data. 
In this approach, all distributions are admissible for the input variables of a given 
model, as long as they have in common a finite number of moments. Thus, in the 
case of considering truncated polynomial, there is just the need to know a finite 
number of moments, with no need for complete knowledge of the probability den-
sity function or even its existence, which frees the researcher from the need of 
assumptions which may not always be supported by the existing data. According to 
the literature it is known that this expansion converges exponentially and faster than 
the classical expansion.

The estimation of model parameters depends on the model complexity, Isukapalli et 
al. (1998). In the case of invertible model, the parameters can be obtained directly 
from the input random variables . If the model equations are mathematically 
manipulated, in spite of nonlinearities, then the model coefficients can be obtained 
afterwards, by an appropriate norm minimization of residuals, replacing the input 
random variables by the respective transformations in terms of Gaussian variables 
N(0,1). Isukapalli et al. (1998) present and discuss some methods for parameter 
estimation, all based on the collocation points methods: Probabilistic Collocation 
Method, Efficient Collocation Method and Regression Based Method.

The expansion in polynomials chaos is a simple but powerful tool for stochastic 
modeling. Probability density function, probability distribution functions or other 
statistics of interest can be estimated and quickly evaluated via Monte Carlo simula-
tion, once the evaluation of a polynomial function is faster than the original equa-
tions model evaluation.

In case of using data-driven expansion for Risk Analysis, one can directly use a set 
of large-sized data or a probability density function of maximum or relative mini-
mum entropy, since, in this case, the relevant moments of the polynomial chaos 
expansion are compatible with those of the input variables. The bootstrap resam-
pling method may be used to obtain more precise estimates of the moments from a 
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reduced set of available variables, providing a more accurate estimation of the risk 
assessment model.

3. APPLICATIONS TO RISK ASSESSMENT

The RSM has an important role in generating reduced models to replacing the sim-
ulator complex processes that require a very high number of simulations. Applications 
are diverse and many of them relate to the SRSM for quantification of uncertainty in 
stochastic processes.

Oladyshkin and Nowak (2012) applied the SRSM, based on data-driven polynomial 
chaos expansion, to a problem of contaminant transport in 3D heterogeneous aqui-
fer and the risk to human health caused by exposure of the population. Datta (2013) 
applied the SRSM to estimate the propagation of uncertainties in the parameters of 
the function retention of strontium in the human body. The uncertainty parameters, 
the heterogeneity of the patient and the stochastic uncertainty results are increas-
ingly important concepts in models of medical decision. Dittus et al. (1989) and 
Koerkamp et al. (2010) show various methods for analyzing uncertainty and the het-
erogeneity of patients in decision models.

The breast cancer prognosis is markedly heterogeneous, and research has often 
focused on the effect of prognostic factors related to the disease, such as the expres-
sion of estrogen receptors, tumor size and others. Still remains an open question of 
modeling the data of the time to recur, the complexity of the shape of the hazard 
function over follow-up period, and the identification of factors that may affect it, 
using a fully parametric approach (Ardoino et al., 2012).

The application of RSM in association with other techniques such as neural net-
works, computer simulation or genetic algorithms can be found in many applica-
tions going from Industries, Physical and Chemical Sciences, Engineering, Biological 
and Medical Sciences, Food Sciences, Social Sciences, Agriculture, Aeronautics to 
other (and countless) areas. Response surface approximations serve as surrogate 
models for the full mathematical model that can be used to quickly explore regions 
of the input space that were not sampled. The risk assessment is a field where the 
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RSM can be used, namely for modeling consequences from an event and the uncer-
tainties in the model, for which the SRSM is very useful.

4. APPLICATION IN HUMAN HEALTH

In our work SRSM was applied to the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Prognostic (WPBC) 
database, constituted by data of 253 patients with breast cancer, who have under-
gone surgical excision of invasive cancer. First, only 69 of these cases were used, 
namely those that correspond to the patients who had remission till the end of the 
study. Second, all cases were used, including 184 that are right censored (patients 
that withdrew from the study or for those for which only the time of the last exami-
nation was known). The database is very well described by Wolberg et al. (1999), who 
are responsible for its design and construction. Using regression on sample data, a 
first and a second order polynomial chaos expansion were estimated with Hermite 
polynomials, in which the response variable is the time to recur (TTR) and the uncer-
tainty parameters are two or three of the ten available covariates, SIZE-related with 
the tumor characteristics, TEXTURE and AREA - related to the morphological char-
acteristics of malignant cells nucleus.

Different models were simulated with respect to the polynomial degree and to the 
number and nature of the covariates. The second order models, with two covariate, 
were used to estimate the combination of values that minimize the TTR and offer the 
patient the worst scenario. The second order model, with three covariate, was used 
to estimate the distribution of the response variable and the resulting survival and 
risk functions. The survival functions (disease-free survival time) were estimated by 
S(t) = 1 – F(t), where F is the distribution function of TTR, and were compared with 
the Cox model.

To estimate the hazard function, which is defined by  being the den-
sity function of TTR, there is the need to get the theoretical distributions which best 
fit S(t) the survival functions. These were Gamma and Lognormal functions to 
uncensored and censored data, respectively, so it was possible to estimate H and to 
obtain its graphical representations (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. (a) Hazard function (Gamma PDF and survival function fitted only with simulated remis-
sion data); (b) Hazard function (Lognormal PDF and survival function fitted with simulated cen-
sored data).

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

In the case of uncensored data, simulated survival function and Cox model are very 
similar, however in the case of censored data, the difference between the two models is 
clear and has impact in hazard functions which can be observed in Figure 1 (a) and (b).

Data analysis was performed using the R program language with survival, fitdis-
trplus, Hmisc, GA and EQL packages.
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ABSTRACT

Catastrophe risk models (“Cat models”) are routinely used in the insurance industry 
to obtain quantitative measures of risk of occurrence of losses associated to perils 
such as earthquakes, hurricanes, etc. These measures are used by industry players 
as a basis for risk management. Building Cat models involves significant investment 
of time and resources; therefore they are commonly developed for territories/ perils 
where established insurance markets already exist. However, creation of new insur-
ance markets in “non-modelled” territories/ perils needs, among other requisites, 
from some level of risk quantification to assess insurability and develop Cat insurance 
products. This work proposes a simple methodology to provide risk estimations for 
territories/perils where full-blown Cat models do not yet exist. It makes use of hazard 
data publicly available and a risk aggregation method based on Solvency II.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cat models consist of complex computer-assisted calculations with statistical, 
engineering and geographical bases, packaged into licensable software by 
specialised R&D companies. Outputs consist of probabilities of occurrence 
(expressed as Return Periods; R.P.) of different monetary loss amounts likely to 
be sustained by a portfolio of properties geographically spread across a territory, 
and potentially subject to the effects of the considered peril (e.g. earthquakes 
occurring in that territory).
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This paper proposes a methodology for benchmark risk estimations in territo-
ries/perils where full-blown Cat models do not exist, to help assess insurability 
of existing Cat risks and the potential to develop Cat insurance markets. It uses 
hazard data publicly available and a risk aggregation methodology based on 
Solvency II Standard Formula (EIOPA, 2011).

2. DESCRIPTION OF METHODOLOGY

The methodology provides loss estimates for a Return Period of interest; for 
instance, the 1:200 year loss (the loss that is exceeded once in 200 years on average) 
is typically reported for earthquake risk in insurance. To explain the methodology, 
this paper focuses on estimation of the 1:200 yr. loss for a geographically-distributed 
portfolio of properties susceptible to seismic hazard. The estimation consists of the 
following two main steps:

1. “Hot-spot”–level analysis: estimation of risk for individual geographic con-
centrations of exposure (“hot spots”) in a territory (e.g. 1:200 year loss for 
each key city in a seismically active territory). For cities x, y, z:

• Lx = 1:200 yr. R.P. loss estimate for urban area/ hot spot “x”

• Ly = 1:200 yr. R.P. loss estimate for urban area/ hot spot “y”

• Lz = 1:200 yr. R.P. loss estimate for urban area/ hot spot “z”

Estimation of the 1:200 yr. loss for each individual “hot spot” (L200_i) involves 
consideration of:

a. The total monetary value of potentially exposed properties: “TIV_i”.

b. Hazard intensity level at the considered hot spot, for an equivalent R.P. 
(e.g. 1:200 yr. Peak Ground Acceleration for seismic hazard: PGA200_i), 
derived from publicly available hazard maps.
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c. A damage function that provides a Loss Ratio (% of monetary value lost; 
LR_i) for properties exposed to a particular hazard level (e.g. to seismic 
intensity PGA200_i). The function chosen needs to be reasonably appropriate 
for the specific territory, peril and property type.

Therefore, to estimate the 1:200 R.P. loss for an individual “hot spot”:

where LR_i = f (PGA200_i)

2. Aggregated–level analysis: estimation of aggregated risk for the overall portfo-
lio (i.e. the set of “hot spots” considered jointly). Correlation among “hot spots” 
needs being considered, which mainly relates to geographical correlation in 
losses associated to events (such as earthquakes) impacting several “hot-
spots” at the same time. A risk aggregation formula that makes use of a 
correlation matrix (CEIOPS, 2010) is used to estimate the aggregated 1: 200 yr. 
portfolio loss (LT):

where:

Lx, Ly, Lz: individual, “hot spot” 1: 200 R.P. loss estimations ρx,y, ρx,z, ρy,z: loss cor-
relation coefficients between pairs of “hot spots”

The Fifth Quantitative Impact Study for Solvency II (EIOPA, 2011) considers risk 
aggregation, providing double-entry matrices of correlation factors for different 
Cat perils in European countries. Each double-entry refers to a pair of geograph-
ic regions used for insurance aggregation purposes (Cresta zones) within each 
country (EIOPA, 2010). Since correlation factors depend on geographic distance 
between exposures (CEIOPS, 2010), this work has derived explicit relationships 
between distances (in Km.) among all pairs of Cresta zones within each country 
considered by QIS5, and correlations coefficients reported in the earthquake-specific 
aggregation matrices (EIOPA, 2010). Figure 1 (A) shows examples of such derived 
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relationships, which are used in the present methodology to read off correlation 
coefficients for any pair of “hot spots” given the distance between them; and conse-
quently estimate LT by plugging those coefficients into the aggregation formula.

Figure 1. A: relationship between distance (in Km) and earthquake-related (average) correlation 
coefficients, derived from EIOPA (2010) Cresta-based correlation matrices for Switzerland (CH), 
Greece (HE) and Italy (IT). B: Location of test portfolio in Italy (red “hot spots”) against EFEHR 
seismic hazard.

3. APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

The methodology has been applied to estimate the 1:200 yr. R.P. loss of a portfolio of 
seismically-exposed residential buildings situated in Italy, a territory currently mod-
elled by full-fledged Cat models. The aim is to compare results from the proposed 
methodology with risk estimates used in the insurance market. Both “hot-spot” and 
aggregated-level results are compared to the corresponding outputs from a com-
mercial Cat model of Italy earthquake (from now on referred to as “CommCat”).

Three different loss estimates are presented: one for methodology validation 
purposes (i.e. using hazard values and damage functions from “CommCat”) and 
referred to as “Validation Estimation”, and two other estimates: using independent 
seismic hazard data and damage functions from “CommCat” (Independent 
Estimation (1)), and independent seismic hazard data and a damage function from 
another modelled country (Independent Estimation (2)). “Independent Estimations” 
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represent more closely an actual application for un-modelled territories/ perils. 
The following describes the components of the test case for the “Validation” and 
“Independent” estimations (values summarized in Table 1):

a. A test portfolio composed of three “hot spots” (Italian cities of Bologna, 
Campobasso and Foligno) with concentrations of residential properties amount-
ing to 10 Million aggregated currency units each (Figure 1 (B)).

b. The 1:200 yr. RP Spectral Acceleration (“SA”; seismic hazard intensity in g units) 
has been calculated for each “hot spot” from independent seismic hazard maps 
(SHARE project; Figure 1 (B)) (herein referred to as SA_indep). For validation, 
hazard values from “CommCat” have also been extracted (herein referred to as 
SA_Comm) for these “hot spots”.

c. Damage functions providing a relationship between seismic hazard (SA in this 
case) at each city and damage ratios have been borrowed from existing com-
mercial Cat models, as follows:

• The damage function prescribed by “CatComm” for Residential buildings 
for Italy quake (i.e. Dam_It), for validation purposes.

• A damage function from another modelled European country for Residential 
buildings (i.e. Dam_indep). This particular choice is for methodology dem-
onstration purposes only; Dam_indep not necessarily being a close reflec-
tion of vulnerability of Italian Residential buildings. Application to un-mod-
elled territories/ perils would entail research on independent damage 
functions representing the portfolio best.

The relationships between distance and correlation factors (Figure 1 (B)) have 
been used to estimate the aggregated 1:200 yr. RP portfolio loss, using the geo-
graphic distance among the three cities (Table 1). Two different relationships have 
been used: the Italy one for the Validation and Independent estimations; and the 
Greece one for Independent estimations (to explore the sensitivity of results to this 
choice).
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Validation 
Estimation

Independent 
Estimation (1)

Independent 
Estimation (2)

Property portfolio
(Cb, Bol, Fol)

10 Mill. currency
units/ city

10 Mill. currency
units/ city

10 Mill. currency
units/ city

SA200 (Cb, Bol,
Fol)

SA_Comm: 0.110,
0.093, 0.160 (g)

SA_indep : 0.117,
0.103, 0.141 (g)

SA_indep :
0.117, 0.103,

0.141 (g)

LR = f(SA200)
(Cb, Bol, Fol)

Dam_It:: 0.01764,
0.00589, 0.04394

Dam_It: 0.01764,
0.00589, 0.03042

Dam_indep:
0.02269,
0.01192,
0.03552

Geographic
Distance (Cb-Bol,
Cb-Fol, Bol-Fol)

487.2, 265.5,
225.3 (km)

487.2, 265.5,
225.3 (km)

487.2, 265.5,
225.3 (km)

Correlation coeff.
(Cb-Bol, Cb-Fol,
Bol-Fol)

Corr_It: 0.2500,
0.6174, 0.6926

Corr_It: 0.2500,
0.6174, 0.6926;

Corr_He: 0, 0.14,
0.075

Corr_It: 0.2500,
0.6174, 0.6926;

Corr_He: 0,
0.14, 0.075

Table 1. Components for 1:200 yr. Loss Estimations of test portfolio.

Table 2 provides “hot-spot” and “aggregated” results for “Validation” and “Inde-
pendent” estimations, and their equivalent result from “CatComm”.

Estimation

Level
Validation 
Estimation

Independent 
Estimation (1)

Independent 
Estimation (2)

“CatComm”
Result

1:200 yr.
RP Loss
(“hot spot”-
level)

176,422
(Cb); 58,965

(Bol);
439,453

(Fol)

176,422 (Cb);
58,965 (Bol);
304,197 (Fol)

226,927 (Cb);
119,270 (Bol);
355,220 (Fol)

150,562
(Cb); 56,672

(Bol);
529,956

(Fol)
1:200 yr. RP
Loss
(aggregated
level)

603,779
(Corr_It)

472,708
(Corr_It)/
380,600

(Corr_He)

603,041(Corr_It)/
469,928(Corr_He)

581,315/
671,661
(agg.;

Corr_It)

Table 2. Results of 1:200 yr. Loss Estimations of test portfolio.

Results for the “hot-spot” and aggregated levels are discussed, for each of the three 
Estimates/ sets of components considered (Tables 1 and 2):
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1. “Hot spot” - level results

a. Validation estimation: comparison with “CatComm” results reveals differences 
ranging between 4% and 17%. These arise from the fact that it is not possible to 
retrieve the exact D.R. that “CatComm” applies), but approximated from analy-
ses results.

b. Independent estimation (1): comparison with Validation results shows that 
using independent hazard values leaves loss results unaffected for Campobasso 
and Bologna. Losses for Foligno are 31% lower than the Validation estimate 
(SA_indep is lower than SA_Comm for this city).

c. Independent estimation (2): differences with the Validation estimation amount 
to 28.6%, 102% and (-) 19.2% for Campobasso, Bologna and Foligno, respec-
tively. These are partly due to using independent hazard; but mainly, differences 
highlight sensitivity of results to choosing a damage function that is representa-
tive of the portfolio.

2. Aggregated 1:200 yr. loss results

a. Validation estimation: uses Validation results at “hot spot” level and correla-
tion coefficients from the Italy relationship (Fig. 1 (B)). Results compare well 
with the “CatComm” Result (3.86% higher). Additionally, an equivalent esti-
mation was made using “hot spot” level “CatComm” results, being 15.5% 
higher than the aggregated “CatComm” result straight from the model. The 
latter result is a more objective view of differences arising from the aggrega-
tion methodology.

b. Independent estimation (1): using Independent (1) “hot spot” level results and 
the Italy distance-correlation relationship, the aggregated estimate is 18.7% 
lower than the “CatComm” result. Another estimation using the Greece rela-
tionship results 34.5 % lower than “CatComm”.

c. Independent estimation (2): using Independent (2) “hot spot” level results and 
the Italy distance-correlation relationship, the aggregated estimate is 3.74% 
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higher than “CatComm”. Another estimation using the Greece relationship 
results 19.2 % lower than “CatComm”.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

Comparison between the “Validation Estimation” and “CatComm” results shows a 
good agreement at the “hot spot level” (differences between 4% and 17%, arising from 
extracting approximated D.R.s from “CatComm”). At the aggregated level, the differ-
ence of 3.9% comprehends the D.R.s approximations and the use of the aggregation 
methodology, which may compensate. To isolate the effects of the latter, we have used 
the “hot spot” level “CatComm” results and the Italy relationships, resulting in a 
Validation estimate 15.5% higher than the “CatComm” aggregated result. Independent 
Estimation (1) shows that using an alternative hazard source provides “hot spot” level 
results very similar to Validation results. The independent hazard source used must 
ideally be widely accepted by the scientific community. “Hot spot” results have been 
aggregated using distance-correlation relationships from Italy and from Greece, result-
ing in loss estimates 18.7% and 34.5% lower than the “CatComm” result, respectively. 
Therefore, choosing an appropriate (Italy-specific) distance-correlation relationship 
entails an improvement of 16% in this case. Independent Estimation (2) yields differ-
ences with respect to the Validation estimation between 102% and -19.2% at the “hot 
spot” level. This shows that the choice of damage function (borrowed from another 
modelled European country in this case) causes most sensitivity in results (see 
Independent Estimation (1)), and application of the methodology to a non-modelled ter-
ritory entails careful selection of an independent damage function. The aggregated 
Independent Estimation (2) confirms that the choice of a representative distance-corre-
lation relationship matters, but to a lesser extent than the choice of damage function.

The proposed methodology yields results comparable to those of full-fledged com-
mercial Cat models, for the case study considered, but further validation using a 
wider range of case studies is needed. Extrapolating the technique to non-modelled 
territories requires using independent hazard data of sufficient quality, and careful 
selection of independent damage functions. Selection of a representative distance-
correlation relationship causes sensitivity, but to a lesser extent than that of damage 
functions.
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ABSTRACT

We focus on individuals over age 65 in order to quantify the longevity risk using the 
Value-at-Risk. We apply a robust estimation method for fitting parametric distribu-
tions. Alternatively, we also apply nonparametric and semi-parametric methods to 
evaluate the longevity risk. Finally we compare the longevity risk estimates with 
parametric, semiparametric and nonparametric methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is no certainty about the maximum age that an individual could attain; longe-
vity, therefore, is considered a risk in some scenarios where increased longevity 
causes significant economic losses. For example, premiums in life insurance or 
annuities in pension plans are directly affected by the age of death.

We are interested in evaluating the risk of an individual surviving beyond the stan-
dard prevision. The difficulty in this case is that the information about the extreme 
age of death is scarce. The aim of this paper is to estimate the longevity risk and its 
trend depending on the given age of the individual.

In order to evaluate the longevity risk beyond age 65 (age of retirement), we will 
apply the concept of Value-at-Risk at α confidence level (VaRα, 0.95 ≤ α < 1), to the 
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variable lifetime duration. VaRα is commonly used to assess monetary losses. 
Longevity is not a monetary loss, but it is a risk, because it is directly related to acti-
vities that involve higher expenses when people get older. Precisely, the VaRα reflects 
the number of years that only a small (1−α)% fraction of the population survives. In 
Ornelas et al. (2013) longevity risk has been analysed under a parametric theory. 
These authors fitted a Weibull distribution to the lifetime duration variable and con-
cluded that the fit is not entirely accurate.

The shape associated with lifetime duration variable is right skewed, i.e. deaths at 
ages near 65 years are frequent but extreme ages are reached quite infrequently. To 
find a distribution that fits the data in all their domain is not easy. Underestimation 
or overestimation is the main problem. Even when we select or simulate a large 
sample, the number of observed data at oldest ages is small. Then, we propose to 
use an alternative estimation method of the parametric distribution based on the 
class of minimum distance estimators, which has better robustness properties than 
maximum likelihood estimators (see Scott, 2001). Specifically, we obtain the para-
meters of the distribution by minimising an estimation of the distance between true 
cdf and estimated cdf.

Sample size is a key factor in determining the use of a nonparametric method ver-
sus a parametric distribution fit. A nonparametric alternative is the classical kernel 
estimator (CKE) that smooths the shape of the empirical distribution and “extrapo-
lates” its behaviour when dealing with extremes, but when data are scarse CKE 
does not efficiently extrapolate the shape of the distribution above the maximum 
observed value in the sample. For this reason, we use a semiparametric method: 
the double transformed kernel estimator (DTKE) method. When using DTKE, we 
incorporate some bias in the estimation, but Alemany et al. (2013) proved that our 
proposed DTKE is a consistent estimator and its bias depends on the distance 
between the parametric cdf used in the transformation of the original data and the 
true cdf.

To analyze the trend of the longevity risk, we estimated the truncated cumulative 
distribution function, which allows us to obtain the risk conditional on the individual 
reaching a given age.
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2. METHODOLOGY

Let X be a random variable that represents lifetime duration after age 65 and F (x) is 
the corresponding cdf. F(x|X ≥ a) = G(x) es the truncated cdf, where a ≥ 65. To esti-
mate the risk of longevity we use a well-known measure of risk, the value-at-risk, 
that is equal to the α quantile of the distribution: VaRα(X) = G−1(α) = inf {x : G(x) ≥ α}, α 
∈ (0, 1).

2.1. Parametric distributions

To estimate the CDF, we propose using an extreme value distribution (EVD): the 
Lognormal and the Weibull distributions (that has a middle tail shape) and the modi-
fied Champernowne distribution (which is heavy-tailed), see, Buch-Larsen et al. 
(2005). To estimate parameters we can use the maximumlikelihood estimator (MLE., 
However, MLE has some problems: lack of robustness to outliers and model 
misspecification (see Scott, 2001). One solution consists of estimating the parame-
ters minimising the distance between true cdf and estimated cdf. A criterion that is 
frequently used in the nonparametric methods involves minimising the mean inte-
grated square error (MISE):

(1)

where θ is a vector of parameters, Fθ is the true cdf and  is the estimated cdf. 
Altman and Leger (1995) proposed to estimate MISE from its discrete approximation 
and replacing the true cdf by the empirical cdf (Emp):

, see also Bowman et al. (1998).

In order to compare MLE and MISE criteria1, in Figure 1 we plot the empirical cdf 
with parametric cdfs estimated by MLE and minimising . In all figures, para-
metric estimates based on minimising  are closer to the empirical cdf. For 
the Lognormal and the Champernowne distributions, the estimation based on mini-
mising  increases slower than the MLE estimation.

1 For the graphic examples we use the data described in section 3.
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Figure 1. Lifetime variable distribution for male. Empirical cdf (solid line), MLE estimation (dashed 
line) and estimation based on minimizing  (dotted line).

2.2. Nonparametric and semiparametric estimation

Nonparametric methods allow that the sample information itself draws the shape of 
the distribution. They provide an estimation for the value of the function at each 
point x in the domain of the random variable.

A natural nonparametric method to estimate cdf is the empirical distribution, but it 
is not efficient, see, Azzalini (1981) and cannot extrapolate beyond the maximum 
observed data point. This is especially troublesome when the data is scarce. In our 
data, the number of living individuals decreases when people get older and one may 
suspect that the probability of reaching older ages than the maximum observed age 
in the data sample is not zero. Furthermore, if V aRα is calculated empirically, an 
age in years is obtained. However, economic policies, pension and dependency regi-
mes need to be planned considering all possible expenses; therefore, it is better to 
calculate the risk in units that are more precise than integer years.

An alternative to Emp is the classical kernel estimation (CKE) of F(x), see Silverman 
(1986) and Alemany et al. (2013). In this paper we use the Epanechnikov kernel, 
K (x) = 3/4(1 − x2), if |x| ≤ 1. The value of the smoothing parameter b considerably 
affects the results of the estimated cdf, especially when the goal is the estimation at 
a given point x for calculating the VaR. To calculate the smoothing parameter, we 
use the proposal of Alemany et al. (2013) that is based on the rule-of-thumb bandwidth 
proposed by Silverman (1986) and takes into account the existence of extreme 
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values. For estimating the VaR from CKE we need a numeric algorithm, for example 
the Newton-Raphson, that allows to solve the equation Ĝ(VaRα(X)) = α, where Ĝ is 
the CKE of the truncated cdf Ĝ.

The CKE smooths the stepped shape of the empirical distribution; however, when 
data is rare the CKE does not allow us to accurately estimate the VaR. With the aim 
of improving the efficiency of CKE, Alemany et al. (2013) proposed the double tran-
sformed kernel estimator (DTKE). We can summarize the procedure in three steps:

• Step 1: Minimize MISE, by fitting a parametric distribution function,  and 
obtain the transformed data U1, … , Un that is close to a Unif orm(0, 1).

• Step 2: Transform the uniform data using the inverse of the cdf of a Beta (3,3), 
M(x) = .

• Step 3: Obtain the CKE using the double transformed sample. The result is the 
called .

The DTKE is based on the fact that the cdf of a Beta(3, 3) can be estimated optimally 
using classical kernel estimation, see, Terrell (1990). An accurate optimal ban-
dwidth for estimating F(x) is:

(2)

where m = M' is the pdf of the Beta (3, 3) distribution. The DTKE improves the para-
metric fit by reducing its bias and improves the efficiency of the estimators that are 
only based on sample information, Alemany et al. (2013). We compare different 
DTKE obtained using different prior parametric distributions: Lognormal, 
Champernowne and Weibull. We can see that, when we use a heavier tailed initial 
parametric distribution, the estimated cdf increases more slowly than when using a 
lighter tail, i.e. we will estimate a larger longevity risk when using a heavy tail distri-
bution than otherwise.
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3. DATA ANALYSIS

The methodology described in section 2 has been used to estimate the longevity risk 
of the Mexican population covered by insurance. We use a simulated database from 
the mortality tables of those insured. The sources of information were the Mexican 
Association of Insurance Institutions (AMIS) and Mexican Insurers Association (AMA).

For each gender, we have simulated a data set with an initial population including 
N = 5000 individuals aged 65. In order to obtain the number of deaths, mortality rates 
were applied to the survivors at each age x. The sample size is equal to the sum of all 
the survivors at every age. We supposed that the survivors at 100 die randomly until 
the entire population disappears. Uniform distribution was used to decide whether a 
subject died or survived. The oldest ages were 107 for males and 112 for females.

We have estimated the parameters for all three distributions using MLE and minimum 
. We have observed that for the Lognormal distribution and Weibull distribution 

the estimated parameters are similar for both estimation methods. The shape para-
meters of the Champernowne distributions estimated by minimum  are lower 
than those estimated by MLE; consequently, the distributions have a heavy right tail. 
According to the minumun , we conclude that the distribution that best fits the 
cdf of the lifetime variable is the Lognormal, followed closely by the Champernowne.

Figure 2. Comparing different estimated V aRα for males.

(a) Age 85 Parametric (b) Age 85 Nonparametric
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Figure 2 plot the curves associated with the estimated VaR for individuals aged 85, 
the results are obtained using parametric, semiparametric and nonparametric 
method. Parametric models provide a biased estimation of the VaR for all confiden-
ce levels, both models overestimate the longevity risk. When we use nonparametric 
and semiparametric methods the curves associated with estimated VaR are near 
the empirical VaR and they smooth the empirical VaR, although there exist some 
differences between the three plotted curves. In general, the largest risk is obtained 
with DTKE with the Champernowne distribution as initial transformation.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown how the variable lifetime duration can be modeled following 
different approaches: parametric and nonparametric statistics. We used the  to 
compare several cumulative distribution function estimates regardless of their 
method of estimation. Additionally,  was used in the parametric framework as 
method of estimation.  converges quickly to a global minimum when maximun 
likelihood parameters are used as starting values. The advantage of using  as 
an estimation method is to add flexibility to the fitted cdf. Even though the Lognormal 
distribution is the best fit for males, this estimation does not recreate the real behavior 
of the observed data in the tails. When the confidence level increases, the V aRα goes 
to ages that are unlikely to be reached, then, V aRα does not reflect the natural age 
limit. The semiparametric estimation of the longevity risk that we propose in this 
paper is an excellent alternative, on the one hand it improves the efficiency of nonpa-
rametric estimation and, on the other hand, it addresses the possible large bias in 
finite sample and the possible inconsistency of parametric estimation.
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ABSTRACT

A new set of techniques have been proposed to predict the worst-case execution 
time (WCET) behavior of programs. Those techniques use extreme value theory 
(EVT) as their main prediction method. In this paper the EVT is used to estimate a 
high quantile, that is the value at risk (VaR), for several distributions observed for 
a set of representative programs.

1. INTRODUCTION

The computing systems deployed in planes, cars, satellites or trains have strong 
requirements on guaranteeing that the longest execution time a program can 
take is bounded. These computing systems are called embedded real-time 
safety-critical systems. A number of methods to estimate the WCET exists, each 
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one with its own set of constraints, Wilhelm et al. (2008). Recently, measure-
ment-based probabilistic timing analysis (MBPTA) has emerged as a powerful 
approach to derive those WCET estimates in powerful internally-complex com-
puting systems, Cucu-Grosjean et al. (2012). MBPTA relies on platforms whose 
execution time can be modelled with a random variable (r.v.) and thus, by collect-
ing execution time measurements conveniently, Cazorla et al. (2013), a correct 
application of EVT allows estimating the distribution of the highest execution 
times. In this paper we analyze some of the assumptions made in such applica-
tion and their implications using some of the latest findings in the field of EVT, 
Castillo et al. (2014) and Castillo and Serra (2014). In particular, we focus on the 
analysis of single-path automotive applications through the use of the EEMBC 
Autobench suite, Poovey (2007). We consider a hardware architecture implement-
ing some high-performance features such as multicores and cache hierarchies 
analogous to that in Slijepcevic et al. (2014), which has been modelled by means 
of a cycle-accurate simulator based on SoCLib, see SoClib.

Figure 1: Box-plot and CV-plot for the last 500 order statistics of the samples. The red and green 
lines correspond to the 95% confidence interval for exponential and uniform distributions, 
respectively.
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This work analyzes 16 data sets, each with 1,000 observations of the execution 
time, in cycles, for different programs. The box-and-whisker plot is used, where 
I QR = (Q3 − Q1) is the interquartile range, W1 is the lowest datum still within 1.5I 
QR of the Q1, and W2 the highest datum still within 1.5I QR of the Q3 (often called 
the Tukey boxplot). The 16 datasets show significantly more values beyond the 
interval (W1, W2), these values exceed almost all W2, proportions ranging from 
0.8% to 8.7% of the sample and the distance between W2 and the maximum rang-
ing from 0.5 to 32.2 in terms of I QR. From now on, for space reasons, only the 
results of three representative sets are presented, called: Homogeneous, Bigsteps 
and Fewoutliers.

2. GEV AND GPD

The EVT has two main approaches: block maxima models and threshold exceed-
ance models. The more classical parametrical approaches are generalized 
extreme value (GEV) for maxima and generalized Pareto distribution (GPD) for 
exceedances. In both cases the asymptotic results are derived under the 
assumption of independence, although that can be applied with little change in 
the case of stationary processes (Coles, 2001, Ch 5). GEV only needs the inde-
pendence of the maximums that can occur in stationary cases, where the obser-
vations can be time-dependent, but modeling only block maxima is a wasteful 
approach to extreme value analysis if other data on extremes are available and 
independence can be assumed. A popular and simple test of independence uses 
the first autocorrelation coefficient rejecting at the 5% significance level if 

. 

Homogeneous Bigsteps Fewoutliers
h LB p -value LB p -value LB p -value

10 10.72 0.380 8.69 0.562 9.95 0.444
20 16.15 0.708 14.32 0.814 26.76 0.142

Table 1. Results of Box-Ljung test for the representative samples.

The test applies the result  for the autocorrelation coefficient at lag k, 
approximately, when H0 is true. When many coefficients are considered some will 
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probablily be significant even if H0 is true. A more natural way to combine h coeffi-
cients into a single test statistic is the Ljung–Box test given by

where n is the sample size, and  is the sample autocorrelation at lag k. Under the 
hypotesis of independence, on the assumption that the data at least has finite fourth 
moment, the statistic follows a χ2

h distribution. The LB statistic is frequently used in 
general time series research to test zero autocorrelation. Others tests, like the runs 
test, essentially only consider the lag 1 autocorrelation, its disavantatge is low test 
power caused by losing information. Table 1 shows the test results applied to the 
representative data, with 10 and 20 lags. In all cases the p-value is not significant, so 
there is no evidence against that data are independent. This leads us to use threshold 
exceedance with GPD for the right tail.

3. PEAK OVER THRESHOLD (PoT) METHOD

There are two important points to consider in PoT: the threshold selection and the 
parameter estimation, see Coles (2001). The threshold for the excesses is usually 
chosen by a graphical method, this paper proposes to use the CV-plot, which was 
introduced by Castillo et al. (2014).

Let X be a continuous non-negative r.v. with distribution function F(x). For any 
threshold, t > 0, the r.v. of the conditional distribution of threshold excesses X − t 
given X > t, denoted Xt = (X − t | X > t), is called the residual distribution of X over t. 
The cumulative distribution function of Xt, Ft(x), is given by

The quantity M (t) = E(Xt) is called the residual mean and V(t) = var(Xt) the residual 
variance. The residual coefficient of variation is given by

like the usual CV, the function CV(t) is independent of scale, and the function t → CV(t) 
is constant if and only if the distribution of X is GPD.
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Sample size m Tm /(m + 1) p-value Exponential

300 5 3.38 0.016 No -0.24
200 4 1.94 0.068 No -0.23
150 4 2.45 0.032 No -0.31
100 3 1.28 0.164 Yes -0.26
50 2 1.03 0.217 Yes -0.33

Table 2. Testing exponentiality by Tm and MLE for the shape parameter for Homogeneous.

The CV-plot has some advantages over ME-plot: first, it does not depend on the 
scale parameter; second, detecting constant functions is easier than linear func-
tions, since linear functions are defined by two parameters and the constants by 
only one. The uncertainty is essentially reduced from three to one single parameter.

While the basic model for probability distributions is the normal distribution, for the 
threshold exceedance is the exponential distribution, in this case the shape param-
eter for the GPD is ξ = 0. It will be interesting, therefore, to contrast if this model is 
the most appropriate to fit the data. In this sense, the methods to contrast exponen-
tiality versus polinomial tails developed in Castillo et al. (2014) will be used.

The contrast statistic is

where qk are the quantiles corresponding to the last n/2k elements.

The exponentiality of the data has been contrasted, using different thresholds in the 
same way as Ljung-Box test uses several autocorrelations, with an appropriate 
value of m to study the right tail, and the ξ parameter has been estimated by MLE. 
The p-values have been calculated by simulation of 104 samples with the corre-
sponding size in each case.

Table 2 shows exponentiality from the last 100 observations for Homogeneous, but 
the MLE estimation is far from the value ξ = 0. The CV-plot will be used to decide 
between these two options.
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Figure 1 shows the box-plot and the CV-plot for the representative samples. It can 
be observed, in the CV-plot of Homogeneous sample (on the left), how the graph is 
within the exponentiality interval at the end, but there seems to be a constant behav-
ior with CV less than 1 from the latest 300 observations indicating a distribution with 
short tail with parameter ξ near -0.25.

In Bigsteps, exponentiality is accepted from the 200 latest data, and the MLE estimator 
is close to 0, so the exponential model seems appropriate. Exponentiality is not 
accepted in any case to Fewoutliers, and the MLE estimator is greater than 0, so the 
exponential model does not seem appropriate. The CV-plot in Figure 1, on the right, 
indicates a distribution with heavy tails with ξ near 0.23 for the last 100 observations.

Figure 2. Empirical CCDF from quantile 95 for representative data. The blue lines correspond 
to the CCDF with the estimated parameters and the red line corresponds to the exponential 
approximation for Homogeneous.

u VaR 95% VaR 99% VaR 99.9%

Hom. 287842 -0.25 289664.1 (50) 291121.3 (10) 292408.8 (2)
Big. 7228374 0 7638979 (57) 8115678 (10) 8797678 (2)
Few. 150462 0.23 151970.5 (54) 156556.2 (9) 166905.8 (1)

Table 3. Different VaRs for the thresholds and estimated parameters (in brackets the number 
of sample values above).

Figure 2 shows the fit of the proposed distribution to the data after estimate the scale 
parameter ψ by MLE. The fits seem good to use them to predict. Finally, some high 
quantiles for each sample are presented. In terms of risk, this concept is expressed as 
the value at risk (VaR). For a small p, VaRp = v if and only if 1 − F (v) = p.
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Table 3 shows the differents values for each proposed threshold and estimated 
parameter. The values in brackets, which exceed the VaR, are reasonable with the 
percentage of the values that should be above it, 50 for 95%, 10 for 99% and 1 for 
99.9% for 1,000 observations datasets.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. Using a powerful non-correlation test under several scales, the datasets con-
sidered look like an independent sequence, hence GPD is recommended.

2. Several types of distributions arise in the examples, from light tailed to very 
heavy tailed distributions.

3. The exponential distribution is the equilibrium point in the study of the tails and 
has to be considered as the null hypothesis testing against polynomial or nor-
mal tails.

4. The calculation of VaR provides similar results adjusting the GPD distribution 
and exponential distribution when the null hypothesis is accepted. This shows 
the robustness of the procedure.
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ABSTRACT

The uncapacitated facility location problem is a classical problem where an undeter-
mined subset of facilities are chosen to serve a set of customers such that some 
goal measure is optimized. The goal measure usually is the minimization of the sum 
of the (annualized) fixed setup costs plus the variable costs of serving the custom-
ers. In this paper we extend this problem to the case where the costs of serving the 
customers are random variables. A two-stage stochastic programming model is put 
forward to analyze the risk involved in considering using a simpler model with only 
average values.

The model is tested on several small benchmark cases from the Bilder-Krarup test 
set and solved optimally with Ilog-Cplex.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The uncapacitated facility location problem (UFLP) is a classical problem presented 
as a plant location problem back in the 1960’s. Given a set of potential locations and 
a set of customers to be served, the UFLP determines the optimal set of facilities 
(locations) such that all customers are served meeting the minimum overall cost, 
i.e. the sum of fixed (usually sunk) costs plus the sum of the costs of serving the 
facilities. In the uncapacitated version of the model it is assumed that the facilities 
can serve all the demand that the customers require and that this demand do not 
impact the serving cost or that the demand is known and therefore the incurred 
cost.

With the aim of incorporating more realistic components into this formulation, this 
paper extends the original formulation to the situation where the serving costs are 
stochastic, either because the demand is a random variable or because the travel-
ling times can have significant variability. We still assume the property that the facil-
ities can serve all the demand.

When uncertainty is taken into account, one needs to think about the timing between 
the uncertainty resolves and the set of decisions that can be taken before and after 
such information is revealed. In the UFLP with stochastic costs, we have two types 
of decisions. One is to decide which facilities are selected and the other is to assign 
customers to the cheapest facility. This situation is well represented by a two-stage 
stochastic programming model, where uncertainty appears only in the objective 
function. The decision to open a facility happens in the first stage before knowing the 
actual service cost. In the second stage, once the service costs are known, the 
assignment of customers to open facilities is done. In this context we assume that 
the selection of the facilities to open is a here-and-now decision that has to be taken 
in the first stage, while the assignment of the customers to the open facilities can be 
done after knowledge about the uncertain parameter is revealed, being the recourse 
action.

The interest on solving stochastic facility location problems dates back to 1976 when 
Balachandran and Jain developed several methodologies for solving the facility 
location problem when customers demand are stochastic (Balachandran and Jain, 
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1976). At the same time and for the same problem, Jucker and Carlson presented a 
mean-variance formulation to incorporate the risk-averse nature of a firm (Jucker 
and Carlson, 1976). Later other works presented several models and fields of appli-
cation (see Snyder, 2004, for a review of models). More recently, Schutz et al. (2008) 
use a stochastic programming model for solving a facility location problem where 
fixed costs are non-liner and stochasticity appears both in costs and demand.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL: FROM DETERMINISTIC TO STOCHASTIC

The deterministic model of the UFLP can be formulated as follows:

where  is the set of facilities,  is the set of customers to be served and fi ≥ 0 is the 
(annualized) fixed cost of opening a facility at location . The cost of supplying all 
demand of customer j from facility i is computed as the unitary transportation cost tij ≥ 0 
times the demand of customer j (in units of product) dj ≥ 0, here denoted as cij = tij dj.

The decision variables are the binary variable yi that indicate whether a facility i is 
opened or not, and xij accounts for the fraction of demand of customer j satisfied by 
facility i. Since we are in an uncapacitated version of the problem, this variable at the 
solution will be either 0 or 1, given that all the demand of a particular customer will 
be served by the facility which has the lowest cost cij.

The overall objective (1a) is to minimize the combination of fixed and variable costs. Here 
we assume that no economies of scale happen and the transportation costs behave lin-
early. Constraints (1b) ensure that the whole demand is served to each customer and 
constraints (1c) guarantee that customers are served only from open facilities.

 (1a)

 (1b)

(1c)

(1d)
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It is common in practice that some of the data is a random variable whose distribu-
tion is known or can be estimated. Here we assume that the serving costs are sto-
chastic, as it happens when goods are transported and the serving costs are direct-
ly related to the travelling times. In this situation, the capacity of the facilities and 
therefore the fixed costs are not affected. Assuming that the main decision to be 
taken is where to locate the facilities and that the assignment of the customers to 
the selected locations can be done after the knowledge about the travelling costs is 
known, a two-stage stochastic programming model perfectly fits. The randomness 
of the travelling costs are represented by means of a finite set of scenarios.

In a context with random variables it is crucial to consider the effect of variability, 
which leads to the concept of risk. One of the main approaches is a mean-risk 
model, where both the mean and a variability-related measure appears in the objec-
tive function. A popular asymmetric risk measure is the Conditional Value-at-Risk 
(CVaR) (see for example, Ogryczak and Ruszczynski, 2002).

The CVaR at level α is defined as follows (Rockafellar and Uryasev, 2000): 

(2)

The CVaR minimizes the expected value of the variable costs (W) in the (1 − α)% 
worst cases, where α ∈ (0, 1) is a preselected probability.

A mean-risk objective function allows to express the decision maker attitude 
towards risk by fixing a λ parameter to weight in different manner the overall expect-
ed cost versus the risk measure. Moreover, the user needs to specify the α-percentile 
of good solutions that is willing to accept. The higher α is the more solution accepts 
as good (given that the aim here is to minimize the overall total costs).

The extension to a two-stage stochastic programming model with a mean-risk 
model is presented in (3). Given that the decision of which facilities serve to which 
customers depends on the scenario, these variables are extended with a new 
supraindex , where  is the set of scenarios. Each scenario has a proba-
bility πk and . The first term of the objective function (3a) computes the 
average objective function value while the second term expresses the CVaR. For 
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computing the CVaR (Schultz and Tiedemann, 2006) a set of new variables is used, 
πk, k ∈ , which accounts for the amount by which each scenario exceeds the Value-
at-Risk, if so. The Value-at-Risk is the free variable η.

3. RESULTS

Model (3) has been solved for the test case B1.1 from the Bilder-Krarup benchmark 
(Bilde and Krarup, 1977) which has 50 facilities and 100 customers. A lognormal 
distribution has been considered as the distribution of the costs. The scenario tree 
has been generated with a Monte Carlo simulation. Although this is not the method 
which provides the smallest tree, it asymptotically converges to the original distri-
bution. After calibrating the adequate size of the tree, it has been found that 200 
scenarios provides stability of the objective function value.

Each scenario consists of a matrix , where each element of the matrix  is 
sampled from a lognormal distribution, X, with expected value E(X ) = cij (the original 
serving cost value) and the variance is proportional to the average, V (X ) = κE(X). 
The original costs in this example cij vary between 0 and 999, and the values of the 
samples vary between 0 and 1180.

 (3a)

 

(3b)

(3c)

(3d)

(3e)

(3f)
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The test cases have been implemented in Java and solved with Cplex 12.1 on a lap-
top with 4 cores at 2.6GHz.

Table 1 shows the results of solving case B1-1 of the Bilder-Krarup benchmark for 
the deterministic case and for the stochastic case generated with κ = 2. The first 
column shows the stochastic objective function value and the second shows the 
number of scenarios used. It follows the α and λ parameters. In the following col-
umns we compute the fixed costs and the expected serving costs, which added 
together gives the total costs. Finally, we show the number of facilities open in each 
solution. The solution time ranges from 1 second for the deterministic case to 
around three hours for the cases with λ = {0.5, 0.75}.

As expected, the more weight we put on the λ parameter (meaning that we are more 
concerned on avoiding solutions with high service costs), the more facilities are 
open. This bring an increase of the fixed costs but it reduces the expected cost of the 
variable costs. Therefore, avoiding risk is hedged by increasing the number of open 
facilities. This type of solution is not found if the deterministic solution with the 
mean-risk objective function is solved. Given a set of open facilities (found by the 
solution of the optimization model) one can simulate a large number of scenarios 
(for example 10,000) and assess more accurately the quality of the solution in terms 
of variable costs. Figure 1 shows the histogram of such runs for the deterministic 
case, the stochastic case with λ = 0 (i.e., minimizing only the expected value), and for 
λ = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. The risk-neutral solution (λ = 0) shows the same result as the 
deterministic case. This fact makes sense because given that the expected values 
are the same for both cases (deterministic and stochastic with λ = 0), the set of open 
facilities is the same (although the objective value has small variations). The histo-
grams with some level of risk aversion show clearly how the variable/travelling 
costs diminishes, although the overall total cost increases (higher fixed costs are to 
be added, see Table 1).
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Z*stoch α λ Fixed costs Variable 
costs Total costs Num. Open 

Facilities

23468,0 1 - 0 0 9779 13689 23468,0 5

23400,3 200 0,95 0 0 9779 13621 23400,3 5

21003,2 200 0,95 0,25 11645 12183 23828,4 6

17952,8 200 0,95 0,5 14606 10502 25108,2 7

13669,7 200 0,95 0,75 18861 8738 27599,5 9

Table 1. Results from solving the case B1.1 of the Bilder-Krarup benchmark for different values 
of λ and κ = 2.

4. CONCLUSION

The uncapacitated facility location problem is a classical NP-hard problem which 
can be solved with off-the-shelf solvers for small to medium sized problems. A var-
iant of this model is presented where the variable costs of serving the clients from 
the open facilities is considered as a random variable. This variation, yet minimal, 
allows us to clearly interpret the effects of having variability in such point and assess 
the risk of taking a decision. In order to account for the risk aversion of the decision 
taker, a mean-risk function in a two-stage stochastic programming model is put 
forward, and an analysis of the variation of such parameter is shown.

The analysis is done on an instance of the Bilder-Krarup benchmark and will be 
extended to other cases. Stochasticity on other parameters of the model (such as 
the fixed costs) and other risk measures are underway.
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Figure 1. Histogram of the variable costs for case B1.1 (κ = 2) varying the λ parameter.
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ABSTRACT

In the paper we review some new parametric family of functions which is used to 
construct tail index estimators. Functions from this new class are parameterized by 
two parameters are non-monotone in general, but presents a product of two mono-
tone functions: the power function and the logarithmic function, which plays essen-
tial role in the classical tail index estimators. Many of the existing tail index (or more 
generally, extreme value) estimators can be expressed and some new estimators 
can be constructed using this family of functions. A unified approach to prove the 
consistency and asymptotic normality of estimators, based on this family of func-
tions is provided. Introduced new estimators have better asymptotic performance 
comparing with the Hill estimator and other popular estimators over all range of the 
parameters present in the second order regular variation condition.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent our papers two parametric families of functions, which are used to con-
struct tail index estimators, were introduced. The main idea behind these families of 
functions is to include the logarithmic function, which plays an important role in 
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more general problem of extreme value index estimation, into some parametric 
family of functions. The first family of functions which was used in Paulauskas and 
Vaičiulis (2013) was

In the submitted paper Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2014) more general family of func-
tions was introduced

and in both families functions are defined for x ≥ 1. Let Xn,1 ≤ Xn,2 ≤ · · · ≤ Xn,n denote 
the order statistic of X1, … , Xn, which are considered as i.i.d. random variables with 
distribution function F having regularly varying tail

 (1)

here L is a slowly varying at infinity function. Parameter γ is called extreme value 
index (EVI) and α := 1/γ > 0 is called the tail index. Taking some part k < n of the larg-
est values from the sample we can construct the family of statistics

and taking various combinations of these statistics we can obtain many extreme 
value index γ estimators. In this way in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2013) there were 
obtained generalization of the Hill, the moment, and the moment ratio estimators 
(although in this paper functions fr were used, but since there is simple relation 
between fr and gr,u, all estimators considered in this paper can be expressed via sta-
tistics Gn (k, r, u)). Under the so-called second order condition asymptotic normality 
of these generalized estimators was proved and it was shown that in the sense of 
asymptotic mean square error (AMSE) new estimators are better than classical 
ones. For example, it was shown that the generalized Hill estimator
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dominates (in the sense of AMSE) the classical Hill estimator

in the region of all possible values of the parameters γ > 0, ρ < 0, present in the sec-
ond order condition (5). In Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2014) the following generaliza-
tion of the moment ratio estimator

was introduced and investigated. These two estimators  and  were 
the most successful among all generalizations, constructed in the papers 
Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2013, 2014), in the sense that these estimators asymp-
totically dominates estimators, which they generalize, in all region of parameters 
present in the second order condition, and, most importantly, for these estimators 
there were obtained explicit (and rather simple) expressions for the optimal value of 
the parameter r. Also here it is appropriate to mention that the generalized Hill esti-
mator  coincides with the so called Harmonic mean estimator, introduced 
in Beran et al. (2014) independently and at the same time as the paper Paulauskas 
and Vaičiulis (2013).

2. MAIN RESULTS

Let us denote the quantile function by

for t ≥ 1, where W ← : I → ℝ is the left continuous inverse function of a monotone 
function W , defined by the relation W ←(t) = sup {x : W (x) ≤ t}, t ∈ I. The following 
result is well-known in extreme value theory (see, for example, De Haan and 
Ferreira, 2006): for γ > 0, condition (1) is equivalent to
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(2)

for all x > 0, i.e., U(t) ∈ RVγ .

In order to construct the tail index estimators using the introduced statistics Gn(k, r, u) 
we must know what quantities are estimated by these statistics, and our first result 
gives us the answer.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that X1, … , Xn are i.i.d. nonnegative random variables whose 
quantile function U satisfies condition (2). Let γr < 1 and u > −1. Let us suppose that 
a sequence k = k(n) satisfies conditions

(3)

Then we have

Here  stands for the convergence in probability and Γ(u) denotes Euler’s gamma 
function.

The following corollary allows to proof the consistency of estimators, expressed as 
a function of statistics Gn(k, r, u) with different r and u.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose that X1, … , Xn are i.i.d. nonnegative random variables whose 
quantile function U satisfies condition (2). Let γrj < 1 and uj > −1, j = 1, 2, … , ℓ. Let us 
suppose that a sequence k = k(n) satisfies (3). Let χ(t1 , . . . , tl) : (0, ∞)ℓ → (0, ∞) be a 
continuous function. Then

(4)

as n → ∞.

The relation (4) gives us many possibilities to form consistent estimators of γ using 
statistics Gn(k, r, u) with different r, u, but since it is difficult to hope that it will be 
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possible to choose in optimal way two additional parameters r and u, we restricted 
ourselves with statistics Gn(k, r, u) with u = 0 and u = 1. We note that only these statis-
tics are in the expression of estimators  and . In order to compare 
these two estimators (which are, in a sense, the best among generalizations pro-
posed in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2013, 2014)) with the estimators which do not 
involve additional parameter r, we had chosen the following two estimators:

The estimators  and  were introduced in Gomes et al. (2000) and Fraga 
Alves et al. (2009), respectively. To prove the asymptotic normality of the introduced 
estimators we assume that there exists a measurable function A(t) with the constant 
sign near infinity, which is not identically zero, and A(t) → 0 as t → ∞, such that

(5)

for all x > 0. Here ρ < 0 is the so-called second order parameter. It is known that 
(5) implies that the function |A(t)| varies regularly with index ρ. Let us denote 
dr(k) = 1 − kγr.

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that X1, … , Xn are i.i.d. nonnegative random variables whose 
quantile function U satisfies condition (5). Suppose that γr < 1/2 and that the sequence 
k = k(n) satisfies (3) and

(6)

Then, as n → ∞,
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where  stands for the convergence in distribution and quantities ν(j)(r), j = 1, 2 are 
as follows

Here (W (1), W (2)) is zero mean Gaussian random vector with variances  
 and covariance E(W (1), W (2)) = s12(r), where

Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be found in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2014). This 
result gives us the general method (application of Continuous Mapping Theorem) to 
prove the asymptotic normality of many estimators, which are expressed by statis-
tics Gn(k, r, u) with u = 0 and u = 1 (it is possible to formulate analogous result with 
the pair of arbitrary u1 and u2, only expressions of limit parameters will be of more 
complicated form). We provide the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that X1, … , Xn are i.i.d. nonnegative random variables whose 
quantile function U satisfies condition (5). Suppose that the sequence k = k(n) satis-
fies (3) and (6). Then, as n → ∞,

where  stands for the convergence in distribution. If, in addition, γr < 1/2, then, as 
n → ∞,

The asymptotic quantities  and  are as follows
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Proof of this result in the case i = 3 is in Gomes et al. (2000), the case i = 4 is consid-
ered in Fraga Alves et al. (2009), while the cases i = 1, 2 can be found in Paulauskas 
and Vaičiulis (2014). This result is used to study AMSE of these estimators and to 
compare them, this is done in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2014). In the paper 
Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2014a) the behavior of these estimators for the middle 
size samples is investigated.
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ABSTRACT

Ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators were introduced by Yager (1988) as a 
flexible approach to aggregate functions and that allows to model as particular 
cases the maximum, the mean, or the minimum of a finite set of functions. In OWA 
aggregation, for a given vector of weights, they are assigned to ordered values, the 
first weight to the largest value, the second weight to the second largest value, etc. 
In this paper we use OWA operators to compute risk premiums in problems typi-
cally arising in a Bonus-Malus System (BMS).

1. INTRODUCTION

Ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators were introduced by Yager (1988) as a 
flexible approach to aggregate functions and that allows to model as particular 
cases the maximum, the mean, or the minumum of a finite set of functions. In OWA 
aggregation, for a given vector of weights, they are assigned to ordered values, the 
first weight to the largest value, the second weight to the second largest value, etc. 
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Hence, in order to aggregate n functions f1(x), … , fn(x) : Rn → R, first for each x, the 
vector f(x) = f1(x), … , fn(x) is sorted in non-decreasing order, obtaining (fσ(1)(x), … , fσ(n)(x)), 
for a permutation σ on the indices {1, . . . , n}, such that fσ(1)(x) ≥ · · · ≥ fσ(n)(x). Then, 
for the given set of weights ω1, . . . , ωn ∈ R+, the OWA aggregation function is defined 
as:

where the i-th weight, ωi is assigned to the value fσi(x) which is in the i-th position 
when the list f(x) is sorted in non-decreasing order. Note that, in case ωi = 1 for all i, 
the OWA operator coincides with the mean operator, while if ω1 = 1 and ωi = 0 for 
i ≠ 1, it coincides with the maximum operator. OWA aggregation has been applied in 
many different fields in order to generalize classical operators. In particular, OWA 
operators have been used to flexibilize standard objective function in linear regres-
sion models, location theory. See Nickel and Puerto (2005), among others. In this 
paper we use OWA operators to compute risk premiums in problems typically aris-
ing in a Bonus-Malus System (BMS). BMS is a merit rating method that is widely 
used in automobile insurance, characterized by the fact that only the number of 
claims modifies the premium. The methodology of BMS consists of ensuring that 
the premium increases with the number of claims and decreases with the period t 
in which the policyholder does not make a claim. This can be achieved by dividing a 
posterior expectation by a prior expectation according to an estimate derived by the 
expected means of an appropriate loss function (Lemaire, 1979). The proposed 
approach is used to compute Bayesian premiums, which are widely used in setting 
automobile third-party liability insurance in the context of BMS (see Gómez et al., 
2002, 2006; Lemaire, 1979, 1988, 1998 and Meng and Whitmore, 1999; among oth-
ers). We provide mathematical programming formulations for the problems, whose 
optimal solutions are the premium that should be applied to a certain set of policy-
holders. The main differences of our approach with respect to the previous one 
appeared in the literature are: (1) The premium assigned to a client depends not only 
of his behaviour (in terms of his particular claims) but also of the claims of the rest 
of the clients; (2) the distribution of clients with respect of the number of claims is 
considered; and (3) the problem is considered as a flexible optimization problem 
whose parameters may be modified conveniently. A model often used for experience 
rating in a BMS assumes that each individual risk has its own Poisson distribution 
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for a number of claims, assuming that the mean number of claims is distributed 
across individual policyholders according to a Gamma distribution, thus taking 
advantage of its good analytical properties for conjugance (Coene and Doray, 1996; 
Corlier et al., 1979; Dionne and Vanasse, 1989; Lemaire, 1979, 1988, 1998, among 
others). Other possibilities have been studied previously in BMS settings. For exam-
ple, Tremblay (1992) analized the Poisson-inverse Gaussian model in order to fit 
automobile insurance data and compute risk premiums. Walhin and Paris (1999) 
considered a finite Poisson mixture and Hofmann’s distributions as claim frequency 
distributions. Meng and Whitmore (1999) considered the negative binomial-Pareto 
distribution for the same purposes. Dionne and Vanasse (1989) and, more recently, 
Mahmoudvand and Hassani (2009) generalized the analysis by introducing the 
severity component in the premiums calculation.

2. OWA BONUS–MALUS SYSTEM

In this section, we propose flexible approaches to deal with Bonus–Malus premiums 
ratings. As particular cases we will obtain the Lemaire approach. Through this sec-
tion, instead of computing premiums for single customers, we consider the whole 
portfolio, in such a way that the premium of a client (or a group of similar clients) 
may affect the premium of a different client. Let C = {C1, … , Cn} a set of clients and 
T = {0, … , t} the time period. Our goal is to assign assign to each group of clients Ci 
and each period k, the premium Pik, for i = 1, … , n and k = 0, … , t. Such an assignment 
is performed to minimize the overall loss produced by the clients. We assume that the 
losses are quadratic. In the classical theory, for each group of clients Ci and each 
period k, the (risk, collective or bayes) premium is minimized to get the optimum pre-
mium. For the sake of readability, we denote the three different types of objective 
functions (risks), for the net premium principle and Poisson-Gamma distributions as:
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Note that, under our assumptions, the three functions are quadratic on P ∈ R+. Our 
goal is to provide a general methodology to compute the risk, collective and Bayes 
premiums for a whole portfolio of client. Let {p1, … , pn} ⊂ R+ and such that Σi pi = 1, 
where pi is the proportion of clients in Ci. Also, consider a set of weights ω = (ω1, … , 
ωn) ∈ R+.

Definition 1 (OWA Risk Premium). Let λ1, . . . , λn the mean number of claims for each 
of the sets in the portfolio C. Let also F(P, x; λ) : Rn × Rn → Rn

+ be defined as Fi(x; λ) = 
RPO(xi; λi). Then, the risk premiums for the portfolio, P = (P1, … , Pn), are obtained by 
minimizing the following OWA function: 

Note that the ith omega weight is assigned to the risk premium value which is sort-
ed in the ith position, while the proportion pi is always assigned to the risk premium 
for the ith group (the one corresponding with such a percentage of clients).

In the following result we provide a mathematical programming formulation for the 
computation of the above OWA risk net premium.

Theorem 2. Let C = {C1, … , Cn} be a set of clients, and let λj be the mean number of 
claims of group Cj, for j = 1, … , n. Then, the OWA risk premiums P1, … , Pn are the 
optimal solutions of the following problem.

In what follows, we determine a similar method to extend OWA risk premiums to 
OWA collective premiums. For the sake of that, for the each of the groups in the 
portfolio of clients C = {C1, … , Cn} we consider that the average number of claims 
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(which is actually an unknown parameter) for Cj is distributed by a Gamma random 
variable with parameters αj and βj , for j = 1, … , n. Let {p1, … , pn} the proportions of 
clients on each of the groups and the OWA aggregation weights {ω1, … , ωn}.

Definition 3 (OWA Collective Premium). Let G(x; α, β) : Rn → Rn
+ be defined as Gi (x; α, 

β) = CPO(xi; αi, βi). Then, the collective premiums for the portfolio, P = (P1, … , Pn), are 
obtained by minimizing the following OWA function: 

Analogously to the risk premium, the OWA collective premiums for the portfolio C 
can be computed as the optimal solutions of an easy-to-handle mathematical pro-
gramming problem.

Theorem 4. Let C = {C1, … , Cn} be a set of clients. The OWA collective premiums 
P1, … , Pn are the optimal solutions of the following problem.

Finally, we define the OWA Bayes premium as follows.

Definition 5 (OWA Bayes Premium). Let H(x; α, β, (k, t)) : Rn → Rn
+ be defined as Hi(x; 

α, β, (k, t)) = BPO(xi; αi, βi, (k, t)), for a given number of claims k and a fixed period t. 
Then, the Bayes premiums for the portfolio, P = (P1, … , Pn), for those clients with 
k claims in period t are obtained by minimizing the following OWA function: 

.
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3. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we apply all the previous results into an insurance data set of poli-
cies. This data set is based on one-year vehicle insurance policies taken out in 2004 
or 2005 in Australia. There are 67,856 policies, of which 4,624 (6.8%) had at least one 
claim. The data set contains the number of claims of each policyholder during the 
considered period. Table 1 shows the new OWA Bonus-Malus premiums and table 2 
these premiums calculated under standard Lemaire’s modelization in order to com-
pare both.

C1 k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4
t = 0 100
t = 1 95.08 156.66 217.28 278.25 340.67
t = 2 90.62 147.21 207.20 265.44 325.39
t = 3 86.55 140.68 196.26 253.73 308.09
C2 k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

t = 0 100
t = 1 93.98 179.51 265.06 350.84 437.78
t = 2 88.67 168.04 250.23 329.41 409.63
t = 3 83.91 159.49 234.71 310.66 386.56
C3 k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

t = 0 100
t = 1 93.31 196.18 298.03 402.47 502.12
t = 2 87.96 184.97 281.07 377.49 472.94
t = 3 83.19 174.39 267.11 357.94 449.53

Table 1. BMP under OWA optimitation.
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C1 k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4
t = 0 100
t = 1 94.93 156.75 218.57 280.39 342.22
t = 2 90.36 149.20 208.04 266.88 325.72
t = 3 86.20 142.34 198.47 254.61 310.75
C2 k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

t = 0 100
t = 1 93.62 179.43 265.23 351.04 436.85
t = 2 88.01 168.68 249.34 330.01 410.67
t = 3 83.04 159.14 235.24 311.35 387.45
C3 k = 0 k = 1 k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

t = 0 100
t = 1 93.88 195.77 297.65 399.54 501.43
t = 2 88.46 184.48 280.49 376.51 472.52
t = 3 83.64 174.42 265.20 355.97 446.75

Table 2. BMP under Lemairet’s ratio.
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ABSTRACT

In claims count data, there is usually an excessive number of observations with a 
count of zero and Poisson regression model, the most used in the actuarial litera-
ture, often fits this kind of data poorly, as indicated by a deviance or Pearson chi–
square test. This is so because for the Poisson distribution the conditional variance 
of the dependent variable is equal to the conditional mean. Then the data shows 
overdispersion phenomena. Zero-inflated models seem the best way to model this 
setting. The zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model is one way to allow for overdispersion. 
This model assumes two groups: one whose counts are generated by the standard 
Poisson regression model, and another group who have zero probability of a count 
greater than zero.

1. INTRODUCTION

Poisson regression models provide a standard framework for the analysis of count 
data. However, count data show often overdispersion (variance larger than the 
mean) relative to the Poisson distribution. One frequent factor of overdispersion is 
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that the incidence of zero counts is greater than expected for the Poisson distribu-
tion and this is of interest because zero counts frequently have special issue. For 
example, in counting claims from policyholders, a policyholder may have no claims 
either because he/she is a good driver, or simply because no risk factors have hap-
pened “near” his/her driving. This is the distinction between structural zeros, which 
are (almost) inevitable, and sampling zeros, which occur by chance.

In recent years there has been considerable interest in models for count data that 
allow for excess zeros, particularly in the econometric literature. Mullahy (1986) 
explores the specification and testing of some modified count data models. Lambert 
(1992) provides a manufacturing defects application of these models and discusses 
the case of zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) models. Gupta et al. (1996) provide a general 
analysis of zero-inflated models. Gurmu (1997) develops a semi-parametric estima-
tion method for hurdle (two-part) count regression models. Ridout et al. (1998) con-
sider the problem of modelling count data with excess zeros and review some pos-
sible models. Hall (2000) adapt Lambert’s methodology to an upper bounded count 
situation, thereby obtaining a zero–inflated binomial (ZIP) model. Ghosh et al. (2003) 
introduce a flexible class of zero inflated models which includes other familiar mod-
els such as the Zero Inflated Poisson (ZIP) models, as special cases by using a 
Bayesian estimation method. An overview of count data in econometrics including 
zero inflated models is provided in Cameron and Trivedi (1998, 2005). Application 
areas are diverse and have included health sciences, medicine, ecology, economet-
ric, finance, actuarial and road safety. In insurance, Yip and Yao (2005) provide a bet-
ter fit to their insurance data by using zero-inflated count models and Boucher et al. 
(2007) compare zero-inflated and hurdle models in an automobile insurance portfo-
lio. Recently, Mouatassim and Ezzahid (2012) analyze the zero-inflated models with 
an application to private health insurance data.

In this paper we review and compare several inflated and standard models with par-
ticular focus on applications in claims count data. Section 2 provides a survey of 
models that have been analyzed. Sections 3 looks at insurance application and 4 
briefly discuss the results.
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2. MODELS FOR CLAIM DATA

In this section a survey of models that will be used in this work are briefly introduced.

2.1. Standard models

The Poisson (log-linear) regression model is the most basic model that explicitly 
takes into account the nonnegative integer–valued aspect of the dependent count 
variable. In this model, the probability of a claim count yi, given the vector of covari-
ates xi is modelled by a Poisson distribution with parameter λ > 0. Then,

(1)

The mean parameter λ (the conditional mean number of claims) is a function of the 
vector of covariates:

(2)

where β is a (k + 1) × 1 parameter vector. The name log–linear model is also used for 
the Poisson regression model because the logarithm of the conditional mean is lin-
ear in the parameters:

(3)

The Poisson regression model assumes that the data are equally dispersed, that 
is, that the conditional variance equals the conditional mean. The Poisson model 
has been criticized for this restrictive property. Real–life data are often charac-
terized by overdispersion, that is, the variance exceeds the mean. The negative 
binomial regression model is a generalization of the Poisson regression model 
that allows for overdispersion by introducing an unobserved heterogeneity term 
for observation i. Observations are assumed to differ randomly in a manner that 
is not fully accounted for by the observed covariates. In the negative binomial 
model,

(4)
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where μi follows a gamma(θ; θ) distribution with E(μi) = 1 and var(μi) = 1/θ. Conditional 
on xi, dependent count variable Yi is distributed as a neg ative binomial:

 (5)

The conditional mean and variance are

 (6)

2.2. Zero-inflated models

Zero–inflated Poisson (ZIP) distribution is given by

 (7)

where the outcome variable yi has any non–negative integer value, λ is the expected 
Poisson count and w is the probability of extra zeros. The first process is governed 
by a binary distribution that generates structural zeros. The second process is 
governed by a Poisson distribution that generates counts, some of which may be 
zero. The mean and the variance are given by

 (8)

Zero-inflated forms of other count distributions, such as the negative binomial, can 
be defined similarly. Gupta et al. (1996) and Ghosh et al. (2006), for example, inves-
tigated the zero-inflated form of the generalized Poisson distribution. Ghosh et al. 
(2006) considered that the zero–inflated model can be represented as Y = V (1 − B), 
where B is a Bernoulli(p) random variable and V independently to B has a discrete 
distribution such as Poisson(θ), NegBin(θ, r) or more generally power series, PS(θ). 
Under this representation, the mean (E(Y )) and variance (var(Y )) are given by E(y) = 
(1 − w)E(V ) and V(y) = w/(1 − w)E(y)2 + δE(y), where δ = var(V )/E(V ) denotes the 
coefficient of dispersion of the latent random variable V. 
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Variables Mean Variance Minimum Maximum

Number of claims 0.07275 0.07739 0 4

Vehicle value 1.77702 1.45258 0 34.56

Gender 0.43110 0.24525 0 1

Young age 0.27436 0.19908 0 1

Medium age 0.57492 0.24439 0 1

Old age 0.46081 0.24846 0 1

Vehicle age 0.57492 0.24439 0 1

Table 1. Descriptive summary of variables.

Thus, it follows that if the latent variable, V does not have an underdispersed distri-
bution (i.e., δ ≥ 1), then the distribution of Y is overdispersed. Onthe other hand, if V 
has a underdispersed distribution (i.e., δ < 1), then Y has a underdispersed distribu-
tion if and only if E(V) < (1 − δ)/w. In their paper, they suppose that V follows the 
power series (PS) distribution. So, the probability mass function of their Z I P S(w, θ) 
distribution is given by,

 (9)

where  and θ > 0. The mean is E(Y) = (1 − w)μ(θ) 
where μ(θ) denotes the mean of a regular PS(θ) distribution. The covariates are usu-
ally linked to model parameters w and θ in this way:

 (10)

with β and γ vectors of regression parameters associated with covariates Z = (z1, ... , 
zn)' and P = (p1, ..., pn)', respectively. As they comment, it is possible to suppose Z = P 
in some applications.

3. APPLICATION TO INSURANCE DATA

The data studied contain information from policyholders of several Australian insur-
ance companies in 2004 or 2005, describing certain characteristics related to the 
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the vehicles and the policyholders. There are 67,856 policies, of which 63,232 
(93.18%) had no claims. Table 1 shows a descriptive of the dependent and independ-
ent variables. For each policy, the initial information for the period considered and 
the existence or otherwise of at least a claim were reported within this yearly period. 
In total, four explanatory variables are considered, together with a dependent vari-
able representing the number of claims. Vehicle value represents its value in 10,000 
Australian dollars. Vehicle age is equal to 1 if the vehicle is relatively young (7 years 
or less). Gender is equal to 1 if the policyholder is a woman. Finally, a categorical 
variable was considered to represent the age of the policy-holder by dividing this 
feature in three dummies: young, medium and old ages. Table 2 shows standard 
results under Poisson, Negative binomial, zero-inflated Poisson and zero-inflated 
Negative binomial regressions. As we can see, vehicle value and youngest policy-
holders (in relation to medium age) are positively significant for the number of 
claims. In the other way, oldest people are expected to decreased their number of 
claims in relation to medium age policyholders. At 10 % level of significance, vehicle 
age is also negatively significant.

Poisson Negative Binomial ZIP ZIBN
Vehicle value 0.0381 *** 0.0392 *** 0.0392 *** 0.0393 ***

(0.0114) (0.0117) (0.0118) (0.0117)
Gender -0.0159 -0.0161 -0.0164 -0.0162

(0.0300) (0.0300) (0.0301) (0.0301)
Young age 0.0958 *** 0.0955 *** 0.0949 *** 0.0956 ***

(0.0337) (0.0337) (0.0337) (0.0337)
Old age -0.2081 *** -0.2083 *** -0.2082 *** -0.2083 ***

(0.0385) (0.0385) (0.0385) (0.0385)
Vehicle age -0.0617 * -0.0606 * -0.0604 * -0.0606 *

(0.0334) (0.0335) (0.0335) (0.0335)
Inflation 

constant

-0.2849 *

(0.1283)

-14.1262 ***

(0.7096)
Deviance 36118.353 36019.507 36026.881 36019.507
AIC 36130.353 36033.507 36040.881 36035.507

Table 2. Standard fitted models.
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ZIPS (αi) ZIPS (βi)

Vehicle value 0.5291 *** -0.0955 ***
(0.102) (0.0297)

Gender 0.0022 -0.0275
(0.1985) (0.0831)

Young age -0.0743 0.1225
(0.102) (0.0826)

Old age -0.5273 *** 0.0261
(0.2072) (0.0962)

Vehicle age 0.0111 -0.0118
(0.2565) (0.0982)

Deviance 9617.0
AIC 9629.0

Table 3. Zero inflated Power Series fitted model.

Table 3 shows the results under Zero-inflated Power series model. As we can see, 
this model fits better than the other ones (lower desviance and AIC values).

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reviewed standard and zero-inflated count models and apply 
them to modelling actuarial claim data. We have analyzed which relevant factors 
detects the models and we have shown that Power series model under Bayesian 
consideration got the best fits.
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ABSTRACT

When analysing the determinants of bankruptcy of small and medium enterprises, 
one of the most common problems is that of unbalanced data, as very often the 
event under study happens in only a small percentage of cases. The aim of this 
paper is to explore three different statistical methods of coping with unbalanced 
data and to identify which of these has the greatest predictive capability in the con-
text of the bankrupcty event.

The dataset is composed of all firms which were active in Tuscany in 2006. For each 
of them we have a five-year series of balance sheet indicators. Bankruptcy is repre-
sented by their legal status at May 2010. We focused on some indicators previously 
identified as predictors of the state of bankruptcy (Pierri, 2013; Pierri, Burchi and 
Stanghellini, 2013) and we tested the same model using the following three meth-
ods: logistic regression for matched case-control studies, logistic regression for a 
random balanced data sample, logistic regression for a sample balanced by ROSE 
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(Random OverSampling Examples, Menardi and Torelli, 2014). We built a training 
sample to develop the models and a hold-out sample to compare their discrimina-
tory ability through ROC curves.

1. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of risk concerns classifying out-of-sample units into two catego-
ries: bad and good. A large variety of statistical models is available, known as credit 
scoring techniques, and logistic regression is widely used in this context. Frequently 
one of the two events is rare, so even in the case of all categorical explanatory vari-
ables, contingency tables will have very low or zero frequencies in the cells related 
to this event. Things get more extreme when there is at least one continuous varia-
ble in the set of the explanatory variables. In this situation, estimation of the logistic 
regression model may lead to high classification errors of rare units. The aim of this 
paper is to compare different techniques which allow accurate estimation under 
these conditions.

The study is carried out on real data, selected from the “AIDA” database, concerning 
balance sheet indicators of companies in the Tuscany region of Italy which contains 
a large number of small and medium-sized enterprises. The event of interest is the 
opening of insolvency proceedings for bankruptcy which, luckily from an economic 
point of view, can be considered rare.

In order to face this problem we applied logistic regression using different sampling 
techniques: case-control sampling, balanced random sampling and random over-
sampling (ROSE method). From the full dataset we built a training and a hold-out 
sample: the first one forms the basis of data for the implementation of the different 
methodologies, and the second is used to compare the three classification methods 
on the basis of the ROC Curve.

The theoretical illustration of the three methodologies is followed by a brief descrip-
tion of the data and their application. The three models are then compared.
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2. THE LOGISTIC MODEL WITH BALANCED DATA

A first methodological choice to solve the problem of unbalanced data is the use of 
a retrospective model. Let Y be the Bernoulli random variable taking value 1 for 
success (good firm) and 0 otherwise (bankruptcy). Starting from the training sam-
ple, we consider all the observations with Y = 0 and a random sample of observa-
tions where Y = 1 in such a way that the marginal distribution of Y in the retrospec-
tive sample has 4 good cases for each bad one.

Let Z be a variable which takes the value 1 if a unit is included in the population from 
which the balanced sample is drawn and 0 otherwise; moreover define K1 = P(Z = 1| 
Y = 1) the probability to extract a healthy unit and K0 = P(Z = 1 | Y = 0) the complemen-
tary probability, both independent of a p dimensional vector x of covariates. Assuming 
the population model is logistic, on the basis of Bayes theorem we can write:

and substituting in the second term the logistic model expression, where α and βj are 
the unknown parameters of the logistic model in the population we have:

It then follows that the logistic model for balanced data has different intercepts but 
equal slopes. If α* denotes the intercept in the logistic model in the population with 
Z =1, it follows that:

Since K1 is always smaller than K0, estimation of the model on a random sample of 
the selected population will necessarily overstimate the default probability.
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3. THE LOGISTIC MODEL FOR MATCHED CASE-CONTROL STUDIES

The logistic regression model for matched case-control studies, developed and 
widely used in epidemiology, may be considered as a refinement of the logistic 
model for balanced data. This method stratifies subjects on the basis of variables 
believed to be associated with the outcome. Within each stratum, samples of cases 
(Y = 1) and controls (Y = 0) are chosen, according to a 1 − 1 design or 1 − M design, 
where M number is usually no more than five.

Let K be the stratum number, n1k and n0k respectively the cases and the controls 
within the k stratum, where k = 1, 2, ... , K . The stratum-specific logistic regression 
model is

where αk represents the contribution of all constant terms within the kth stratum (i.e. 
stratification variable or variables) and β the vector of the p coefficients β0 = β1, β2 ,..., 
βp. The αk stratum-specific parameters are nuisance terms, difficult to estimate, and 
therefore should be eliminated from the set of parameters on which we want to 
make inference. The conditional likelihood method gives consistent and asymptoti-
cally normally distributed estimates of the βj slope coefficients. In a 1 − M match 
design each case is matched to M controls, so there are M + 1 units in each stratum. 
Letting M = 3 and denoting by xk1 the case and by xk2, xk3, xk4 the controls in the kth 

stratum, the conditional probability (seen as a function of β) that the unit with 
covariate xk1 is the case is

4. THE LOGISTIC MODEL FOR “ROSE” DATA

Random OverSampling Examples is a new procedure developed in the R language 
(Menardi and Torelli, 2014), based on the generation of new artificial data according 
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to a smoothed bootstrap approach (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). Let P(x) = f (x) be the 
probability density function on X. Let n j < n be the size of Yj , j = 0,1. A new sample is 
generated by the following three steps:

1. select y = Yj ∈ Y with probability 0.5

2. select (xi, yi ) in the sample such that y = yi with probability pi = 1 / nj 

3. sample the vector of covariates x from the kernel probability distribution KHj 
(•, xi) , centered on j xi and depending on the matrix of smoothing parameters Hj.

According to the ROSE method, in the training sample you extract a unit belonging 
to one of the two classes with the same probability. Then a new sample is generated 
in its neighborhood of width determined by Hj Generally, KHj is chosen as symmetric 
and unimodal. Therefore the j generation of new samples for the class Yi according 
to ROSE corresponds to the generation of data from the kernel density estimate of 
f (x, Yi), with matrix of smoothing parameters Hj.

5. DATA ANALYSIS

Data are drawn from “AIDA” database, one of the most important Italian databases 
containing historical balance sheets as well as financial, commercial and demo-
graphic information on more than one million Italian firms. We selected all the 
firms in the Tuscany region having positive revenues of sales in the year 2006 and 
for these we extracted revenues, profits, fixed assets, financial indicators, indexes 
of resultant profits and current management. On May 2010, we verified their legal 
status: the database provides the legal status of each firm, which is periodically 
updated without indicating the reference date; therefore, we do not know the exact 
time at which a firm was declared bankrupt. The selected time interval of four 
years is due to the delay between the bankruptcy event and the availability of the 
company balance sheet. The distribution according to the legal status is shown in 
Table 1.
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Due to the lack of information on the causes of inactivity and liquidation, we included 
in the analysis only the firms that are active (33,798) and bankrupt (537) . Data clear-
ly shows the rareness of the default event (1.59%) and therefore the inadequacy of a 
logistic regression model due to the unbalanced data. We built a training sample, to 
implement the methods, and a randomly selected hold-out sample consisting of 
10% of the whole sample. Since the aim of the study is to compare three different 
methodologies, from among the balance sheet indicators we selected those that 
were found to be most informative in a previous case-control study (Pierri, 2013) on 
the same data.

Legal status Frequency Percentage
Active 33798 89.23
Bankruptcy 537 1.42
Liquidation 2800 7.39
Not active 744 1.96

Table 1. Companies’ distribution by state law in May 2010.

Logistic regression is estimated on three different data sets: a balanced sample with 
2505 observations where the frequencies of Y0 and Y1 are respectively 501 and 2004; 
a stratified sample (2,440 observations) with strata formed on Legal Form and the 
first two numbers of the ATECO code (industry sector) jointly considered, where the 
frequencies of Y0 and Y1 are 488 and 1952 , respectively; and a ROSE data set of 
68,000 observations where the frequencies of Y0 and Y1 are respectively 33,671 and 
34,329. We used the ROSE routine included in R software to generate data based on 
the ROSE method.
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Balanced data Balanced
data2 ROSE ROSE2 Case-Control

NP 0.00063 0.00064 2.22e-07* - 0.00241
AC 0.12323 0.12541 0.05821 0.05813 0.10371
AC2 -0.01069 -0.01082 -0.00636 -0.00636 -0.01176
L -1.05589 -0.98879 -0.61510 -0.61631 -0.88630
QR 0.59219 0.60493 0.44750 0.44740 0.72559
DR -0.00583 -0.00590 -0.00174 -0.00174 -0.00472
AT 0.47878 0.3058 0.26130 0.26927 1.02132
AT2 -0.05038* - -0.00289* - -0.17471
EBITDAV 0.01522 0.01520 0.00747 0.00747 0.00574
AreaROC 0.7955 0.7911 0.7645 0.7648 0.7686

* p − value > 0.1

Table 2. Estimates of the coefficients and Area under the ROC curve.

The multivariable logistic model considered as explanatory variables Net Profit 
(NP), Asset Coverage Index (AC), Liabilities index (L), Quick Ratio (QR), Debt Ratio 
(DR), Asset Turnover (AT) and EBITDA value. The linearity in the odds of these vari-
ables was checked following the methodology proposed by Hosmer & Lemenshow 
(2013, Ch. 4): transformation of variables, applied where necessary, led to a final 
model including two quadratic forms (see Pierri, 2013, for details). We refer to Table 
2 for a summary of our main results. The logistic model on the balanced sample 
indicates that for Asset Turnover the quadratic form is not statistically significant. 
The same holds for the ROSE sample where Net Profit is also not significant. The 
same table also displays the estimated coefficients for the models considering only 
the significant (p < 0.05) covariates (Balanced data2 and ROSE2).

The table reports the area under the ROC curve on the hold-out sample. The logistic 
model on balanced data has the greatest capability to discriminate between good and 
bad firms, Rose and Case-Control methods exhibit very similar results to each other.

6. CONCLUSION

Three different methodologies have been compared. On the basis of the data and the 
model applied, the oversampling (ROSE) and case-control studies methods seem to 
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give very similar results, on the other hand logistic regression on balanced data 
show the best predictive capabilities. We underline some particularities: ROSE 
allows only for continuous covariates; in case-control studies, confidence intervals 
are generally narrower than in standard logistic regression, but you do not have the 
predicted probability of bankruptcy; standard logistic regression, applied over a ran-
dom balanced sample, is very easy and quick to implement. Future developments of 
this study will test whether stepwise model selection procedures applied to the dif-
ferent datasets will lead to different models.
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ABSTRACT

We study longevity and usage of medical resources of a large sample of individuals 
aged 65 years or more who are covered by a Spanish private insurance policy. Health 
insurance companies accumulate big amounts of survey data on the intensity and 
the type of use of medical claims issued, so a historical survey can be performed on 
each policyholder in the form of longitudinal repeated measurements. Associated to 
this follow-up information, the occurrence of mortality is usually also monitored, so 
there is natural interest in understanding the association between both processes. 
Present study focuses on conducting a jointly scheme to link the weighted cumula-
tive information of policyholder’s health, which is only measured at specific time 
points, with time until death event.

1. INTRODUCTION

The gradual advances in medical research achieved by developed countries has 
lead to a larger number of years lived with disabilities, which in turn increases 
the demand of medical resources. Furthermore, it is well known that private insur-
ance policyholders are generally supposed to have a higher socio-economic level 
compared to the rest of the population, so any inference from general mortality 
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tables will be probably biased. These are primary key challenges for health 
insurance companies, who in recent years are already facing to additional costs 
in order to meet the care needs in the scenario of a large cohort from age 65 
onwards.

Insurers accumulate a great wealth of survey data on the intensity and the type of 
use of medical claims issued. Associated to the follow-up longitudinal process, the 
occurrence of mortality and its causes are also monitored for all policyholders. The 
combination of such information becomes extremely valuable to quantify the risk of 
medical care demand of their clients above the expected values. Building on this 
insight, a first survival behavior may be thought by incorporating longitudinal out-
come on health status as time-dependent covariate (Andersen and Gill, 1982), but 
this assumption leads in practice to biased inferences (Kalbfleisch and Prentice, 
2002) when considering endogenous variables, i.e., those being directly related to 
the event of interest mechanism and dictated by an underlying biologic response 
whose value is contaminated by an error term. In addition, such stochastic process-
es can be only observed at specific time points, so that using time-varying hazard 
regression models would lead to unrealistic step-profiles which remain constant 
between consequent measurements. In order to incorporate adequately longitudi-
nal information into survival model, a jointly approach of both longitudinal and sur-
vival processes needs to be applied. The clue assumption on such coupling method-
ology is that both outcomes are linked by some common unknown random effects, 
assumed zero-mean normally distributed (Tsiatis et al., 1995; Henderson et al., 
2000). Despite most of joint model frameworks focus on the strength of association 
between the current true value of biomarker (that is, free of error variation), and the 
risk of the event of interest, such relationship may not always be appropriate to 
combine both processes. Nonetheless, in some situations will be more informative 
to evaluate the risk of death at a single time point by considering the cumulative 
effects of subject’s true health status within a period prior to that time (Sylvestre and 
Abrahamowicz, 2009). It is logical to conclude that this health-background should 
be weighted by temporal closeness with a decreasing function that decays to zero at 
the end of the individual’s recording interval.

To the best of our knowledge, no study has evaluated how health care usage and risk 
of death can be modeled jointly. The main results of our analysis are: 1) to estimate 
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both longitudinal and survival parameters without the bias introduced by a sepa-
rated analysis, 2) to confirm age and gender as most important factors affecting 
survival changes for a health insurance member, and 3) to find evidence of a sig-
nificant association between serial weighted cumulative measurements of insur-
ance care usage and time to event.

2. DATA AND METHODS

The motivating dataset corresponds to the information provided by a Spanish 
medical mutual, containing historical data which was collected between January 
1st, 2006 and February 1st, 2014. In particular, our study has been limited to 39137 
insurance policyholders (39.5% men and 60.5% women) who are 65 or more years 
when entering the study. The time origin for insured’s survey is taken at the date 
of entry into the study, and from that moment subjects are followed within window 
observation. In particular, repeated measurements taken on each individual 
measure the annually number of selected claims which are a priori the most 
indicative of the event of interest, i.e., the subject’s death: hospitalizations (69.5%), 
urgencies (27.8%) and ambulance services (2.7%). With respect to the survival 
time, the interest is focused on time until death. Such information is usually right-
censored in our data because the majority of individuals survive beyond the end of 
the study. Some other insurers canceled their insurance policy and therefore they 
dropped out of the study automatically. The censoring process has been con-
sidered non-informative, as it was due to personal reasons not related with the 
event of interest.

Variable Definition
Id Subject identifier: i = 1, 2, . . . , 39137
Sex Gender of the subject: 0 = Male, 1 = Female
Obstime Observation time (years) since study entry
age0 Subject’s age at study entry, where obstime = 0
log.cum Logarithmic response of annual selected claims
time Final observation time (years)
cens Censoring indicator: 0 = Right-censored, 1 = Event

Table 1. Variables in the private insurer dataset (2006-2014). Variable Definition.
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Table 1 presents the definition of the different variables. Due to the right skewed 
shape exhibited by the longitudinal outcome, a logarithmic scale has been applied to 
adequate for normality (Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000).

3. A JOINT MODEL APPROACH WITH WEIGHTED CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

When conducting longitudinal studies with health indicators, many times the main 
issue is often not in the current value of certain biomarker, but in assessing prop-
erly its time-dependent cumulative effects within window observation. Regarding 
this issue, the health status forecasting of insured advanced-age population poses 
the challenge of modeling both the intensity of complex endogenous variable and 
the relevance of past values. In this work, the association between these cumulative 
effects and the risk of death is done by a shared random effects structure. Hence, it 
is assumed the dependence between two processes through an underlying latent 
process, so that these two responses are conditionally independent given the linking 
random effects.

For i-th subject, i = 1, … , n, we define yi(t) = log.cumi(t) = log{1 + cumi (t)} as the 
observed value of policyholder’s annual claims. Such reading is taken at all calendar 
year turnovers within overall length of each policyholder’s follow-up, and reflects 
the health status profile at a particular observation time t. At this point, it is impor-
tant to highlight the fact that ultimately we want to characterize time-varying effects 
by considering the so-called true and unknown biomarker value, mi(t), since: yi(t) = 
mi(t) + εi(t). The true subject-specific evolutions over time are reconstructed from 
the observed longitudinal response by fitting a linear mixed effects model. In par-
ticular each of the n = 39137 subjects from our dataset were modeled using both 
fixed effects, with linear trends allowed, and random effects, with subject-specific 
intercept term. In addition, the observed failure time for the i-th individual is obtained 
as the minimum between the true survival time and the (non-informative) right-
censoring time, since some policyholders may not experience death event by the 
end of the study. In order to introduce the mi(t) information on the risk for death 
event, we used a relative risk model which incorporates the weighted cumulative 
effects of the true historical subject profile as a time-dependent covariate. The joint 
model formulation is
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where Mi(t) = {mi(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ t} is the true and complete longitudinal history of the true 
longitudinal outcome up to t. The measurement error terms εi(t), i.i.d Ɲ(0, σ2), are 
assumed not only mutually independent, but also independent with respect of ran-
dom intercept effects bi0. To avoid an underestimation in the standard errors of the 
parameter estimates, a B-splines baseline risk function was implemented for h0(t) 
in the survival submodel. In addition, the considered weight function over time 
is mean-zero normal distributed, with such a variance which the biomarker impact 
decreases as further is a health reading with respect the present moment.

Finally, the full parameter set was estimated by considering the (semiparametric) 
joint maximum log-likelihood from the two submodels. The main challenge is the 
computation task, since log-likelihood function contains an analytically intractable 
integral. This drawback can be overcome using EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 
1977).

4. RESULTS

As above commented, this study is motivated by a greater comprehension on 
advanced-age insured’s behavior, influenced by a combination of different risk fac-
tors such as age and gender. In this regard, we have paid attention on how men’s and 
women’s health care experiences differ in the last part of their life. The joint model 
scheme was fitted through the jointModel function, which is implemented in the 
package JM (Rizopoulos, 2010) from R software. Furthermore, inferences were val-
idated using the residuals function included in the same package. In order to assess 
the impact of the weight function, we considered two different models. First, the 
cumulative health history of recently years was considered by including the 
unweighted integral trajectory of true biomarker path as a liner predictor in the 
relative risk model, which is in practice equivalent to take w(.) = c. In the second 
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model we considered a logistic density as a weight function to handle, by recency, 
the time-varying health exposures. The application of joint modeling techniques by 
using JM package is well-documented (Rizopoulos, 2012). 

JM Approach Parameter Value Std. Err. p-value
Longitudinal process

β0 0.3975 0.0035 < 0.0001
β1 0.0317 0.0007 < 0.0001
σ 0.6841 0.0001
σb0 0.3745 0.0047

Event process
Unweighted γ1 -5.3934 0.4208 < 0.0001
cumulative effects γ2 0.0814 0.0044 < 0.0001

γ3 0.0691 0.0053 < 0.0001
Association

α 1.6058 0.0798 < 0.0001
Fit assessment
Log-likelihood -269193

AIC 538415
BIC 538544

Longitudinal process
β0 0.3977 0.0035 < 0.0001
β1 0.0319 0.0007 < 0.0001
σ 0.6839 0.0001
σb0 0.3857 0.0046

Event process
Logistic weighted γ1 -4.9047 0.4296 < 0.0001
cumulative effects γ2 0.0909 0.0044 < 0.0001

γ3 0.0628 0.0053 < 0.0001
Association

α 1.3064 0.0547 < 0.0001
Fit assessment
Log-likelihood -269065

AIC 538160
BIC 538288

Table 2: Comparison on the estimates for two different joint model schemes fitted to our dataset of 
private health insurance company.
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The resulting maximum likelihood estimates of main parameters from both sub-
models are presented in Table 2. Besides, as an essential result to be meaningful 
the linkage between longitudinal and event outcomes, the parameter α is shown 
strongly significant and with positive sign. Therefore, an increasing relationship 
between frequency of use of considered insurer services and risk of death can be 
inferred. In spite of two models behave similar results, the joint approach involving 
weighted cumulative effects reaches greater likelihood and also less penalization by 
Akaike and Bayesian criteria. 

Furthermore, this second propose presents an association estimate with a consid-
erably smaller standard error than the unweighted model. The weighted-exposure 
model displays that a unit increase in the area under the log-cumulated effects cor-
respond to a 1.3-fold increase in the risk for death event, holding the other covari-
ates constant.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of our analysis are: 1) we confirm age and gender are main factors 
influencing changes in survival for a health insurance member, and 2) we find evi-
dence of a significant association between serial measurements of cumulative pri-
vate insurance care usage and longevity. In summary, our contribution shows that 
an increase in health care usage intensity is negatively associated with survival, but 
that its influence varies as usage accumulates and depending on other factors such 
as sex and age, as well as previous insurance conditions.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we develop a novel valuation model and methodology to value a phar-
maceutical R&D project based on real options approach. The real options approach 
enables the possibility of optimally abandon the project before completion whenever 
the investment cost turns out to be larger than the expected net cash flow stream. 
On the other hand, the proposed model accounts for two different sources of uncer-
tainty, those are technical and economic risk. This model incorporates a novel eco-
nomic state vector where each economic state captures the interaction among 
different market and economic forces using Fourier series as the particular basis 
for the economic function space. In this sense, Fourier series are considered as an 
aggregate of forces playing a relevant role in the process evolution determining the 
cash flow structure and also allowing us to properly define an economic scenario 
where the project will be developed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The pharmaceutical industry is one of the most dynamic and research-intensive 
industries in the world. One distinctive characteristic of this sector is the high level 
of investment in research and development, in fact the pharmaceutical industry has 
one of the highest R&D budget to sales revenue ratio across industries. The aim of 
this paper is to provide a comprehensive tool and methodology to value an R&D 
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project considering that it is subjected to technical and economic uncertainty. Here 
we focus the attention on pharmaceutical R&D projects, however the model and 
methodology used can be easily extrapolated to any industry, say for instance min-
ing projects. The pharmaceutical market is extremely complex and has divided the 
public opinion in several controversial topics such as animal testing, drug prices, 
lack of research interest for certain diseases, public funding, and so on. As any other 
private company, pharmaceutical companies are ultimately focused on increasing 
shareholder value. The public perception that privately research funding is solely 
motivated by profit has increased the friction between shareholders’ return expec-
tations and the public notion of fairness.

On this regard, it is important to point out that no matter how big a pharmaceutical 
company is, it can only cover a small portion of breakthrough R&D projects. Therefore, 
most pharmaceutical companies have to choose with financial wisdom each project 
because they simple cannot afford to invest when the affected population is too poor 
to buy the drug or the market niche is just too small to achieve a reasonable return on 
the investment. Recently, the 2014 Ebola outbreak has revealed the lack of resources 
and effort assigned to fight this virus while it was limited or contained within the 
African border, and the increased interest when the virus crossed the European and 
American border and “opened a new market”. In this paper we are not going to dis-
cuss such controversial ethical issues, however our proposed model incorporates a 
novel economic state vector where each economic state captures the interaction 
among different market and economic forces using Fourier series as the particular 
basis for the economic function space. Hence, our model can be used to depict any 
extreme economic situation and properly value an R&D project targeting such market. 
Furthermore, since most drugs introduced by the pharmaceutical industry are devel-
oped with some contribution from the public sector, see for instance Cockburn and 
Henderson (2000), our model can be used to determine the appropriate amount of 
taxpayer’s money to allocate in a specific project. On this regard, it is worth to mention 
that public opinion is a strong force which can heavily affect the project value, its 
effects can also be modelled with the appropriate terms in the Fourier expansion.

Our approach is close to the work of Berk et al. (2003) and Schwartz (2004) where 
the cash flows from the R&D project are modelled. In more detail, Berk et al. (2003) 
develops and analyses a single R&D investment project modelling the cash flows 
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from the project with two stochastic processes, one of them tracking any possible 
catastrophic event and the other process modelling the conditional cash flows the 
project would have produced if it were completed. Schwartz (2004) implements a 
simulation approach to value patents and patent-protected R&D projects assuming 
two stochastic differential processes, one of them for the cost-of-completion and 
the other for the cash flows generated from the project, and introduces the probabil-
ity of any catastrophic event with a Poisson probability. In this paper we consider the 
net cash flow as the underlying variable, however since this variable takes into con-
sideration the production and marketing cost it could yield a negative cash flow 
stream. Therefore, we assume that the net cash flow of a successful project is given 
by an Arithmetic Brownian motion process plus a time dependent component 
depicts by the Fourier series. The objective of this paper is to provide a powerful and 
flexible valuation model and technology accounting for technical and economic risk 
and considering all those relevant forces playing a significant role in the project 
valuation and decision making process.

2. R&D VALUATION MODEL

Consider, for instance, a pharmaceutical R&D project for the development of a new 
drug. The very nature of such project and the potential impact on human health 
make the pharmaceutical industry quite unique and risky. The overall project’s life 
can be divided into two mayor phases, firstly the research and development phase 
and secondly the market phase. During the early-stage of the research and develop-
ment phase, a new compound which may potentially derive into a marketable drug 
is either discovered or designed. Once the compound is successfully identified as a 
potential drug and synthesized the project moves to the next stage. During the pre-
clinical and clinical development the drug must successfully complete a number of 
well regulated stages. Firstly, the preclinical stage covers the laboratory and animal 
testing, and it is normally during this stage when the company applies for a patent. 
If and only if the drug successfully completes the preclinical stage, it accesses the 
clinical stage which can be divided into clinical phase I, II, and III. During the clinical 
phase I, the drug or treatment is tested in a small group of healthy volunteers in 
order to determine the safe dosage, evaluate its safety, and to identify possible side 
effects and toxicity. During the clinical phase II, the drug or treatment is tested on a 
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relative large group of subjects (100-300) with the condition that the drug is intended 
to treat in order to further evaluate its safety and efficacy. Finally, the clinical testing 
phase III consists of large scale trials, usually a few thousands, to confirm the safe-
ty and efficacy of the drug or treatment and to further monitor possible side effects. 
The final stage in the research and development phase is the marketing approval, 
once again if and only if the drug has successfully completed each and every preced-
ing stage, the regulatory authority decides whether the drug is approved for patient 
use or not. If the marketing approval is granted the project moves to the market 
phase where the appropriate marketing strategy should be established and the 
product is market launched.

During the patent’s life, the company is entitle to a set of exclusive rights protecting 
the project from market competitors for a limited period of time. However, market 
competition is not the only force that jeopardises the successful completion of the 
project. It is well established in the literature, see for instance Brealey and Myers 
(2000), that an R&D project faces two different sources of risk, those are the eco-
nomic and technical risk. Technical or technological risk takes into account the 
inherent uncertainty about the successful completion of each stage during the drug 
development phase, for instance, an extreme side effect during the clinical testing 
would lead to a failure yielding nothing but a worthless project. On the other hand, 
economic risk deals with both market uncertainty such as sales volume, pricing 
levels, market competitors, and other economic factors such as interest rates, infla-
tion, growth rate.

2.1. Technical uncertainty

Technical or technological risk is the primary source of uncertainty during the drug 
development process, in fact, most drugs undergoing the preclinical and clinical 
stage do not obtain the regulatory authority’s approval. Since each stage must be 
preceded by the successful completion of the previous one, the failure of one stage 
produces the overall project termination. However, once the drug successfully pass-
es the preclinical and clinical test and finally achieves the regulatory authority’s 
approval technical risk vanishes. Considering that the outcome of a failure is a 
worthless project, it is widely spread the use of a Poisson process to model technical 
or technological risk (see for instance Pennings and Sereno (2011), Schwartz (2004), 
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among others). The Poisson probability mass function (pmf) is given by , 
where λ > 0 is the Poisson parameter, and k = 0, 1, 2, … , ∞ defines the number of 
events. Since a failure event can only occurs once, that is after failing one stage the 
project is abandoned, the pmf is determined by the mutually excluding events k = 0, 1, 
where f(k = 0; λ) is the probability that the project successfully passes the stage 
under consideration, and f(k = 1; λ) is the probability of failure, hence 1 = f(k = 0; λ) 
+ f(k = 1; λ) = e−λ + λe−λ . Assuming that failing a stage sinks the project value to zero, 
technical risk can be consider as a premium over the risk free rate, therefore, during 
the development process the discount factor is given by e−rd t = e−(r+λ)t, where λ repre-
sents the annual rate of failure and r the risk-free rate. Note that, as stated above, 
technical risk vanishes after the regulatory authority’s approval, hence this risk pre-
mium is only valid during the drug development phase.

2.2. Economic and market uncertainty

So far things are fairly easy but we have only dealt with technical risk. Economic 
risk takes into account those factors affecting market conditions, not determining 
the successful completion in technological terms but defining the cash flow struc-
ture of a successful project which gives rise to the project’s abandon option. In this 
fashion, economic risk not only comprehends macro and microeconomic figures 
but also certain project specific forces and circumstances driving the cash in and 
out flow, for instance an outbreak of influenza would drive an increase in market 
sales for those specific medicines or the 2014 Ebola outbreak that pushed the use 
of the experimental drug “ZMapp” in humans. Note that we have intentionally 
used the sentence “successful project”, that is because we have divided the pro-
ject into two mayor phases, the research and development and the market phase. 
As stated above, during the research and development phase technical risk is the 
dominant source of uncertainty and it vanishes as the drug successfully over-
comes every single stage in the development process and finally achieves the 
corresponding approval, those projects reaching the market phase are the “suc-
cessful projects”. Once the drug reaches the market phase, there are several forc-
es playing a significant role and we have called this source of uncertainty eco-
nomic risk, however it is important to remember that only a “successful project” 
will face economic risk.
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We can easily realise that measuring economic risk is not a trivial endeavour, in fact, 
creating a framework where every force affecting the project is considered is liter-
ally impossible. On this regard, it is common use to model the evolution of the pro-
ject or the evolution of the cash flow as a stochastic differential equation given as: 
dCt = μ(C, t)dt + σ(C, t)dW, where the process can take the form of a Geometric 
Brownian motion, Arithmetic Brownian motion, or an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
We can also find a more realistic and sophisticated framework, as the one proposed 
by Schwartz (2004), where the author models both the cash flow and the cost of 
completion with a stochastic differential equation.

As long as we stick with one stochastic factor, all these models share that the only 
source of uncertainty comes from a random walk weighted by σ(C, t), that is the dif-
fusion term. It seems fairly obvious that a simple diffusion model cannot account for 
a realistic variety of forces playing a key role during the project’s market phase. In 
particular, neither of these models can properly account for any seasonal compo-
nent which, for instance, plays a primary role in the outbreaks of the flu, plus neither 
consider the effect of the business cycle nor any other relevant force. At this point it 
is worth to wonder whether such models are an oversimplification and which forces 
do really make an impact in terms of project valuation. Of course there is not one 
right answer, each project must be analysed in excruciating detail to determine the 
appropriate set of relevant forces, but it seems fair to conclude that a simple diffu-
sion model is just a naive simplification of the market structure.

In what follows we consider that the net cash flow stream, Ct, of a successful project 
is given by a latent variable, Yt, depicted by an Arithmetic Brownian motion process 
plus a time dependent component described by the Fourier series, that is: Ct = f(t) + 
Yt; dYt = μdt + σdWt ; f(t) = P∞ −∞ Re [Aneinωt], where , 
and we only consider the real part in the Fourier expansion since it is the part that 
makes economic sense. Note that, applying Ito’s lemma to Ct, the net cash flow 
dynamic is depicted by . The net cash flow stream takes 
into consideration the production and marketing cost, in consequence it could yield 
a negative rate, thus an Arithmetic Brownian motion process is a suitable represen-
tation of the latent underlying process. Under the risk neutral probability , the 
solution of the latent underlying process is given as: , 
and  the net cash flow at any given time t is represented by 
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, where  is a standard Wiener process under the risk-neutral 
measure .

The cash flow stream starts when the R&D project is market launched, before this 
stage the process describes the net cash flow that the project would have produced 
if it were successfully completed. Once the medicine or treatment is market 
launched the value of the project depends exclusively on the net cash flow generat-
ed. Hence, using the Merton (1973) no-arbitrage technique the project value, V (Ct, t), 
must satisfy the following partial differential , sub-
ject to the appropriate terminal condition V (C, T), where T represents the patent 
expiration.

The novel component in this model is the ad hoc incorporation of the Fourier series, 
f(t), accounting for any economic, market, and specific force affecting the project and 
not captured by the underlying stochastic differential equation. In this sense the 
Fourier series should be considered as an aggregate of forces playing a relevant role 
in the process evolution and determining the cash flow structure. Therefore, Fourier 
series allows us to properly define a scenario where the project will be developed. 
Of course, such scenario is tailor made based on the characteristics of each project, 
the influence and exposure to certain forces, and so on. Note that, so far we just have 
introduced a fully deterministic ad hoc scenario, we can define it as much sophisti-
cated as we want increasing the number of forces affecting the evolution of the pro-
ject. In fact, Fourier series provides a great deal of flexibility as, by Carleson’s theo-
rem, it converges almost everywhere for a L2 function, but still a deterministic 
process. So, in terms of risk management is fair to wonder whether a deterministic 
scenario is enough or an adequate instrument to actually addresses economic risk. 
In order to tackle this situation, let us represent the economic uncertainty by the 
state vector Φ(j) with j ∈ ℕ, where each state defines a case scenario depicted by a 
concrete selection of terms in the Fourier expansion and represents the aggregate 
of forces. It is important to stress out that a state scenario does not attempt to repli-
cate a precise future outcome but rather establishes an alternative future develop-
ment, in this sense the state vector Φ represents a set of “alternative worlds”. Each 
state determines the cash flow structure of a successful project and consequently the 
managerial decision of ceasing or continuing the project. Thus, the expected patent 
value conditional to a certain economic state is given as V (t, Ct, It; Φ(j) = E [V |Φ(j)] with 
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j ∈ ℕ, where Ct and It represent the net cash flow structure once the drug obtains 
the marketing approval and the investment structure during the research and devel-
opment phase, respectively.

Note that the conditional patent value is constrained to the future development of 
certain state, which of course is uncertain. Therefore, since Φ is defined as a dis-
crete state vector, an essential piece of the puzzle is the appropriate definition of its 
mass probability function. On this regard, Huchzermeier and Loch (2001) define a 
one-dimensional parameter i to model the product performance. The authors claim 
that this performance may unexpectedly improve with probability p, or it may dete-
riorate with probability (1 − p) and they generalize the binomial distribution by allow-
ing the performance “improvement” and “deterioration” over N performance states. 
We can easily accommodate a similar probability mass function defining two states 
in the economic state vector, say for instance, “Optimistic” and “Pessimistic” states. 
However, as stated above, each state represents the aggregate of forces acting over 
the project, and therefore is very project specific. Note that each state can be defined 
in several ways, we can tailor made it based on our own expectations, we can define 
it based on analyst expectations, and so on. Hence, let us define the state vector 
probability mass function in general terms as g (Φ(j)) = Pr (Φ = Φ(j)) = pj, where pj 

represents the probability that the state Φ(j) turns out real. Hence, under this frame-
work the patent value is determined as: Patent Value .

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have developed a novel valuation model and methodology to value 
a pharmaceutical R&D project based on real options approach. Firstly, considering 
that the outcome of a failure is a worthless project, we have modelled technical or 
technological risk using a Poisson process. Therefore, during the research and 
development phase there is a premium of λ over the risk free rate which is related 
to this sort of risk. 

On the other hand, during the market phase technical risk vanishes and it is the 
economic risk the dominant source of uncertainty. In order to address economic risk 
we have incorporated a novel economic state vector where each economic state 
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captures the interaction among different market and economic forces using Fourier 
series as the particular basis for the economic function space. Fourier series allows 
us to properly define an economic scenario where the project will be developed and 
it is considered as an aggregate of forces playing a relevant role in the process evo-
lution and determining the cash flow structure. On this regards, Fourier series is a 
powerful mathematical instrument which allows us to define the economic state 
scenario as much sophisticated as we want increasing the number of forces affect-
ing the evolution of the project.

The model and methodology presented in this paper constitute a powerful and yet 
simple valuation instrument with strong practical applications. There are several 
forces, both economic and technical, driving the drug development process that 
are not fully understood. Our proposed model tackles all those forces playing a 
significant role in the project valuation process in a very simple manner and pro-
vides a comprehensive tool for the decision making process. The model and meth-
odology here proposed can be easily extrapolated to any other industry or corpo-
rate project.
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ABSTRACT

This paper focuses on estimating the long-run determinants of the real effective 
exchange rates for the euro area countries towards the rest of the euro area over the 
period 1999-2014. Our approach is based on the Behavioral Equilibrium Exchange 
Rate (BEER) concept, which uses cointegration to determine the long-run funda-
mentals of real exchange rates. Terms of trade, relative productivity differential 
between tradable and non-tradable sector and net foreigner assets are widely used 
as the main factors affecting the intra-euro-area real effective exchange rates. In 
contrast to the main body of empirical literature our estimates indicate a negative, 
albeit weak, relationship between net foreigner assets and intra-euro-area real 
effective exchange rates. Possible explanation for this phenomenon might be the 
accumulation of economic imbalances across the euro area during the period ana-
lyzed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The concept of the Behavioral Equilibrium Exchange Rate (BEER) was developed as 
a reaction to the inability of the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) to explain the 
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observed real exchange rate behavior. In contrast to the PPP theory, the BEER 
approach uses cointegration to estimate the equilibrium real exchange rate. Even if 
there is no consensus concerning the long-run determinants driving the equilibrium 
exchange rates, the vast majority of existing empirical literature, including our pre-
vious estimates on BEERs inside the euro area over 1999-2011 published in Grochová 
and Plecitá (2013), identify terms of trade, productivity and net foreigner assets as 
the fundamental determinants of real effective exchange rates. However, estima-
tion results vary significantly over countries and time spans. Since it can be expect-
ed that the resolution of the accumulated euro-area economic imbalances can 
directly affect both actual and equilibrium real exchange rates inside the euro area, 
in this paper we reestimate the BEER for the panel of the euro area countries over 
the period 1999-2014 to verify the stability of our previous results.

2. DETERMINANTS OF THE BEHAVIORAL EQUILIBRIUM EXCHANGE RATE

As previously mentioned the principal determinants of the BEER are productivity, 
terms of trade and net foreigner assets. The Balassa-Samuelson hypothesis is rou-
tinely used as an explanation for exchange rate deviations from the PPP. According 
to the Balassa-Samuelson hypothesis, growth of productivity in the tradable sector 
leads, ceteris paribus, to wage increases which in turn lead to higher prices of non-
tradables and real exchange rate appreciation. The empirical evidence for the posi-
tive impact of tradable productivity growth on real exchange rate is at least mixed 
(for overview see Peltonen and Sager, 2009). Authors who have identified strong 
negative relationship between tradable productivity and exchange rate explain it for 
example on the basis of productivity increasing skill-biased technological change, 
which lowers demand for low-skilled labor and therefor the overall price level 
(Gubler and Sax, 2011) or on the basis of low level of labor market efficiency (Sheng 
and Xu, 2011).

Another important long-term determinant of the equilibrium exchange rate are 
terms of trade which are expected to have a positive effect on real exchange rates. 
An increase in relative prices of domestic exports is followed by a substitution effect-
domestic producers shift their focus to the traded sector, which triggers first wage 
increases in the tradable sector and later (due to the wage equalization process) 
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in the non-tradable sector. This increases the overall domestic price level and 
appreciates the real exchange rate. Nevertheless, the substitution effect can be 
overridden by a wealth effect, which causes real exchange rate depreciation. The 
empirical evidence on the impact of terms of trade on the real exchange rate is 
ambiguous (see Frait et al., 2007 for an overview).

Traditionally it is expected that improvement in net foreigner assets increases 
household wealth, which enables higher absorption and current account deficits. 
The effect of improving (raising) net foreigner assets on real exchange rate is posi-
tive, either by increasing the overall domestic price level or by an appreciation of the 
nominal exchange rate (Borgy et al., 2008).

3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Our panel consists of 12 euro area countries (EA12), which adopted the common 
currency euro (in cash) in 2002: Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain. Since not all data are 
individually available for Belgium and Luxembourg, in our estimation we use joint 
data for the Belgium-Luxembourg Economic Union (BLEU).

The real effective exchange rate (reer) vis-à-vis the rest of the EA12 is calculated as 
a weighted geometric average according to the methodology described by Schmitz 
et al. (2012) and is quoted in indirect form; hence an increase (decrease) in reer rep-
resents an appreciation (depreciation). The quarterly data on nominal effective 
exchange rates and harmonized indices of consumer prices used for reer computa-
tion are obtained from the European Commission and Eurostat, respectively. Weights 
used by the European Commission to calculate the nominal effective exchange rates 
are also used to calculate relative terms of trade (tot). Relative terms of trade are 
defined as the domestic terms of trade, i.e. ratio of domestic export prices and 
domestic import prices, divided by the geometrically averaged terms of trade for the 
rest of the EA12. Quarterly data on export and import indices are both taken from 
Eurostat. The relative productivity differential (prod) captures the productivity of 
tradables over non-tradables for a given country relative to the average productivity 
of tradables over non-tradables for the rest of the EA-12. Value added per employment 
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in agriculture, industry and manufacturing is used to compute productivity in the 
tradable sector, whereas value added per employment in services, building and 
construction represents the non-tradable sector. Since the sectorial value added 
and employment data from AMECO are available only on the yearly basis, cubic 
spline interpolation has been used to obtain quarterly data. This technique has been 
also applied to net foreigner assets data, since Eurostat publishes only yearly data 
prior the year 2004. In our model we use the ratio of net foreigner assets to GDP 
(nfa). Following the goal we estimate the long-run lnreer (aka BEER) as a function of 
lntot, nfa and lnprod:

Preliminary to the estimation process, all variables are tested for stationarity - to 
make the results more robust we use the test developed by Im et al. (2003), as well 
as the complementary test with reversed null and alternative hypotheses by Hadri 
(2000). The correct number of lags is chosen with the Bayesian information criteri-
on. We find that all variables have one unit root, while error term is an I(0) process 
which suggests a possible long-run relationship.

Table 1 shows the results for four alternative panel data estimation procedures-
pooled OLS, fixed effect model (FEM), random effect model (REM) and feasible GLS 
(FGLS), and diagnostic tests. In order to choose the correct model specification we 
perform panel diagnostic tests (see Table 1).

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our estimation results for the panel of the EA12 countries (see Table 1) indicate a 
statistically significant cointegrated relationship between real effective exchange 
rate and its long-term determinants-relative terms of trade, relative productivity 
differential and net foreigner affects; however the sign and magnitude of our point 
estimates differ from our previous results published in Grochová and Plecitá (2013). 
Previously we have identified the tot elasticity to be of double magnitude and the nfa 
to have a positive impact on reer.
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Pooled OLS FEM REM FGLS

lntot
0.2080

(0.0380)***

0.1545

(0.0362)***

0.1549

(0.0361)***

0.2420

(0.0262)***

lnprod
0.0297

(0.0052)***

-0.0460

(0.0146)***

-0.0372

(0.0135)***

-0.0117

(0.0037)**

nfa
-0.0004

(0.0000)***

-0.0002

(0.0000)***

-0.0002

(0.0000)***

-0.0001

(0.0000)***

μ
4.6140

(0.0015)***

4.6188

(0.0012)***

4.6187

(0.0099)***

4.626

(0.0009)***
N 693 693 693 693
R-sq 0.5488 0.3280 0.3589 0.3957
BIC -2636.5 -3317.2 -5768.3 -2899.4

test statistics p-value

F-test 113.42  0.000
B-P LM test 6897.63 0.0 0.000 00
Hausman test 5.61 0.132
Wald test 1016.76 0.000

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

Table 1. Estimation of BEER.

The newly estimated positive elasticity of relative terms of trade is positive, which 
means that an improvement (increase) in the tot leads to an appreciation of the 
real effective exchange rate. Thus indicating that in the case of the euro area, the 
income effect dominates the substitution effect. Even if our new results indicate, 
that there is a long-run equilibrium relationship between relative productivity dif-
ferential and intra-euro-area real effective exchange rates, the sign of this rela-
tion is negative which contradicts the Balassa-Samuelson hypothesis. Likewise 
result is presented in Grochová and Plecitá (2013), however in this previous paper 
we used a different construction of the relative productivity differential defined as 
an effective ratio of the non-tradable sector productivity to the tradable sector 
productivity. Thus the point estimates of the relative productivity differentials in 
these two studies are bound to have opposite signs and their size cannot be mean-
ingfully compared. Negative relationship between the productivity differential and 
the real exchange rate is identified among others by Peltonen and Sager (2009) 
and Gubler and Sax (2011). These authors mention as a possible explanation for 
their findings pricing to market strategies and skill-biased technological change, 
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respectively. In our opinion both of these explanations seem to be reasonable for 
the euro area countries.

The fact that we find this time a robust negative relationship between net foreigner 
assets and intra-euro-area real effective exchange rate is puzzling, even though it 
appears to be relatively small. Economic theory expects a positive relationship 
between net foreigner assets and real exchange rate and this expectation is often 
affirmed by empirical analysis. However, our paper is not the only one to report this 
negative relationship for the euro-area countries. Borgy et al. (2008) have investi-
gated how a membership in the euro area affects exchange rate determination. 
Their main findings are that equilibrium real exchange rates among the group of the 
euro-area countries and the group of the not-euro-area OECD members are deter-
mined by relative productivity and net foreigner assets. The effects of these varia-
bles on the real exchange rate are estimated to be positive with the exception of the 
net foreigner assets in the euro area, which exhibit a relatively small and namely 
negative effect on reer. However, Borgy et al. (2008) have not come up with a plausi-
ble explanation for the negative relationship. In our opinion the negative relationship 
between nfa and reer identified in our estimation might mirror the accumulation of 
economic imbalances across the euro area members. The logic of this argument is 
as follows: around the creation of the euro area the catching-up (peripheral) coun-
tries were expected to have higher growth potential than the core countries, there-
fore the catching-up countries were more appealing to foreigner capital. Moreover, 
the decrease of interest rates in the catching-up countries and the increase of exter-
nal credit from the core countries with higher savings helped to increase their 
aggregate demand (mainly consumption) and fuel speculative bubbles, which raised 
the domestic price level and wages in both the non-traded and traded sector. This 
led in the catching-up countries to the appreciation of their real effective exchange 
rates vis-à-vis the rest of the EA12, to the loss of their price competitiveness in the 
tradable sector and to persistent current account deficits. Since our panel covers 
only 16 years, it is possible, that the estimated cointegration relationship between 
nfa and reer does not reflect the long-run economic equilibrium, but is merely 
describing accumulation of external imbalances inside the euro area. Therefore, we 
recommend applying more methods of equilibrium exchange rate estimation simul-
taneously (e.g. fundamental equilibrium exchange rate or natural equilibrium 
exchange rate) to obtain more robust results.
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5. CONCLUSION

We have identified terms of trade, relative productivity differentials and net foreign-
er assets as the main determinants driving the long-run equilibrium effective 
exchange rate of the euro area countries vis-à-vis the rest of the euro area. Our find-
ings are with line with our previous research (Grochová and Plecitá, 2013) with the 
exception of the impact of the net foreigner assets on intra-euro-area real effective 
exchange rates, which is estimated to be negative confirming inconsistency in 
results of many previous studies.
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ABSTRACT

The Location Routing Problem (LRP) involves three key decision levels (strategic, 
tactical, and operational) in logistics systems. In this paper a simulation-based 
approach is proposed to deal with the LRP, under uncertainty conditions, in an inte-
grated way. This method uses a random choice of the depot and a fast routing heu-
ristic to determine the depot location to be opened. Then, a randomized routing 
heuristic considering safety stocks to minimize risk of route failures is used to solve 
the corresponding Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem with Stochastic Demand 
(CVRPSD). Finally, a numerical example including a risk-based comparison of solu-
tions is presented to show the validity of the method.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Location Routing Problem (LRP) is the combination of the Facility Location-
Allocation Problem (FLAP) and the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP). It implies all 
decision levels in logistics systems: strategic and tactical levels correspond to FLAP 
while operational decisions are mostly related to the VRP. Since the FLAP and the 
VRP are known to be NP-Hard, the LRP is also NP-Hard —which implies that it is not 
possible to find optimal solutions for large instances in a reasonable computational 
time. LRP can be used in supply chain design (Cordeau et al. 2006) as well as in 
urban logistics design (Muñoz-Villamizar et al. 2013). In most of the works available 
in the literature, the FLAP is firtsly solved and then the solution is used as an input 
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for solving the associated VRP, this has been made by means of mixed integer lin-
ear programming, heuristic methods, or a combination of them. Being sequential 
approaches, they do not consider the integrated problem. Therefore, solutions tend 
to be sub-optimal.

In this work, a simulation-based heuristic, which combines random selection of the 
node with a fast routing heuristic, is used to solve the FLAP under uncertainty condi-
tions (stochastic demands). Notice that routing costs are also involved in this decis-
sion. Then, a more efficient heuristic is used to solve the routing phase using risk-
aware safety stocks to deal with stochastic demands.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 a brief literature 
review is provided; Section 3 includes an overview description of the proposed meth-
od; Section 4 discusses some numerical experiments to test the validity of the 
method; finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and perspectives for future 
work.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Most of the works available in the literature regarding supply chain design corre-
spond to deterministic cases. In Muñoz-Villamizar et al. (2013), a randomized heu-
ristic is used to solve the location of urban distribution centers with deterministic 
demands using real data from Saint Etienne in France. The location phase is solved 
using the center of mass of customers and then the associated VRP is tackled by a 
simulation-based heuristic. More recently stochastic parameters have been consid-
ered. In Seyedhosseini et al. (2014) random disruptions in facilities are considered in 
a three-level supply chain, the problem was solved by means of a genetic algorithm. 
In Ahmadi-Javid and Seddighi (2013) a LRP with production and distribution disrup-
tion risk for a two-echelon supply chain is solved by means of a mixed-integer pro-
gramming model for small instances and by simulated annealing for mid-large size 
instances. Herazo-Padilla et al. (2013) proposed a randomized heuristic to solve 
depot location, Ant Colony Optimization (ACO to solve the routing phase and 
Simulation in Arena to calculate the expected costs of the routes. In Juan et al. 
(2011) safety stocks are introduced as a way to deal with uncertain demand in vehicle 
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routing problems. Reliability (risk analysis) of solutions and expected cost are calcu-
lated using Monte Carlo Simulation. For a more detailed literature review on loca-
tion-routing problems, the reader is referred to Prodhon and Prins (2014).

3. SOLUTION METHOD

To deal with the Location issue of the problem, k depots are randomly selected from 
all the possible locations (n). For each depot, the associated VRP is solved by means 
of the Clarke & Wright Savings heuristic (CWS). This heuristic generates a set of k 
feasible solutions for the LRP with deterministic demands. Each solution is placed 
in a priority list according to its costs. To tackle the routing phase, the depot placed 
at the top of the list is selected and the associated CVRPSD is solved by using a 
simulation-based heuristic with the following considerations:

1. Stochastic demand follows a lognormal distribution. Since real life demands 
are mostly associated with non-negative values, therefore they should be mod-
eleled by using a distribution offering non-negative values or asymmetries due 
to long right-hand tails (log-normal, weibull, etc.). The parameters of the distri-
bution will be obtained using μ = E[Di] and Var[Di] = k di, with 0<k<1.

2. The capacity (W) of each truck is reduced in a given percentage (p)
This reduction will be used as a safety stock to deal with the uncertainty of the 
demand, thus minimizing the risk of suffering a rotue failure. In this case p = 0.1

3. Solve the associated CVRP with reduced capacity W’ by means of the biased-
randomized version of CWS proposed in Juan et al. (2010). This step is executed 
10 times in order to have several feasible solutions.

4. Test each solution generated in the previous step with the original capacity of 
each vehicle W by using Monte Carlo Simulation. In this case, a route can be 
infeasible due to the capacity violation generated by the stochasticity of the 
demand, so the vehicle is allowed to return to the depot to re-load and continue 
the route. This will count as a route failure and will lead to an increase in the 
routing cost.
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4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

To test the validity of our proposal, some tests were developed with three instances 
(20, 50, and 100 customers with 5 possible depot locations) used in Prins et al. 
(2006). The instances were modified in order to solve a single-depot location routing 
problem, the following assumptions were made: (i) there are not capacity con-
straints associated to depots; (ii) there are not fixed costs associated to the opening 
of depots; and (iii) the only cost to be considered is the one associated with distanc-
es. The algorithm was implemented as a Java application. The tests were executed 
in a 2.4GHz Core i5 MacBook with 8Gb RAM. An execution time of 10 seconds was 
established to determine the location of the depot. Table 1 summarizes the results 
of the location phase of the proposed method.

Instance Depot to be opened Solution Cost
Coord20-5-1 2 244.829
Coord50-5-1 1 937.696
Coord100-5-1 4 1654.743

Table 1. Summary of Depot Location.

Figure 1 shows each node of the instance Coord100-5-1, the blue dots correspond 
to customers, the red dots represent the closed depot locations and the yellow dot 
is the opened depot.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of 100 customer instance.
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Nine different demand scenarios for each instance were generated to test the pro-
posed approach. Each scenario was generated using a lognormal distribution with 
μ=E[Di] and Var[Di]=0.2.di in order to have a medium variance level. Table 2 shows 
the results obtained, where C represents the routing cost of the solution, F repre-
sents the number of routes with demand greater than W (original capacity), i.e. the 
number of route failures, and IC represents the increased cost percentage due to 
stochastic demands. It can be clearly noticed that costs are only increased in a small 
percentage (12.97% in average in the worst case scenario) because of the uncertain 
demand.

Routing

Phase

Coord20-5-1 Routes=3
W’=126

Coord50-5-1
Routes=13 W’=63

Coord100-5-1
Routes=27 W’=63

C F IC(%) C F IC(%) C F IC(%)
Base 229.526 0 0.00 910.255 0 0.00 1617.278 0 0.00
Scenario 1 229.526 0 0.00 1055.735 3 15.98 1677.556 1 3.72
Scenario 2 229.526 0 0.00 1047.717 2 15.10 1635.677 1 1.13
Scenario 3 248.099 1 8.09 910.255 0 0.00 1617.278 0 0.00
Scenario 4 276.170 1 20.32 910.255 0 0.00 1704.508 1 5.39
Scenario 5 276.170 1 20.32 910.255 0 0.00 1683.068 1 4.06
Scenario 6 276.170 1 20.32 910.255 0 0.00 1679.824 1 3.86
Scenario 7 276.170 1 20.32 910.255 0 0.00 1617.278 0 0.00
Scenario 8 245.849 1 7.11 959.604 2 5.42 1638.718 1 1.32
Scenario 9 276.170 1 20.32 1144.060 3 25.68 1731.010 2 7.03
Average 12.97 6.90 2.95

Table 2. Computational results for 9 different scenarios.

To test the effect of different variance levels, eight new scenarios were generated 
to test the solution for the 50-customer instance from Table 2, considering both 
small (Var[Di]=0.05.di) and small-to-median (Var[Di]=0.10.di) variances. Table 3 
shows the validity of this approach when facing small and small-to-medium variance 
levels.
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Small variance level Small-to-medium variance level
C F IC C F IC

Scenario 1 910.255 0 0.00% 964.316 1 5.93%
Scenario 2 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%
Scenario 3 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%
Scenario 4 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%
Scenario 5 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%
Scenario 6 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%
Scenario 7 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%
Scenario 8 910.255 0 0.00% 910.255 0 0.00%

Table 3. Computational results for different variance levels.

In order to incorporate risk analysis to this work, 30 demand scenarios were gener-
ated to test the top-4 solutions obtained for the 50-customer instance with 
Var[Di]=0.2.di. It can be clearly noticed, in Figure 2, that SOL1 is the one with the 
lowest cost (908.6) but it is also the riskiest one, while SOL4 has a higher cost (911.3) 
but it is a low-risk solution. These two solutions are examples of decisions that 
could be taken by different decision-makers (DM), being the first one the typical 
decision of a risk-oriented DM and the latter the typical decision of a more con-
servative DM.

Figure 2. Risk Analysis.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A simulation-based algorithm was proposed to solve the Integrated Location Routing 
Problem considering uncertainty and risk factors. This method uses safety stocks and 
risk analysis to deal with the uncertainty of the demand. The validity of the method has 
been proved since only a small increase in cost is generated by the variability of the 
demand. It is especially strong when solving instances with small and small-to-medium 
variance levels. A similar approach could be used to tackle situations where other sto-
chastic parameters are involved such as resources availability, stochastic customers, etc.
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we develop a framework to apply capital allocation principles to 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions. The approach relies on the use of the multivari-
ate gamma distribution which allows establishing a formal model given its proper-
ties of dependence and positive skewness. We apply the presented resource alloca-
tion framework to the CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions of the EU-28 in 2013. Using 
several allocation principles, we determine the incomes we should use for financing 
the reduction of the risks related to each GHG.

1. INTRODUCTION

The jointly effect of CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions is very likely to have been the prin-
cipal cause of global warming since the mid-20th century (IPCC, 2013). Despite the 
fact that the stabilization of the atmospheric concentration of GHGs is the ultimate 
goal of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), 
such target does not attend the implied risks which are present in climate change 
(Obersteiner et al., 2001). Thus, the UNFCCC also advocates the use of risk manage-
ment measures (UNFCCC, 1992: Article 3.3).

Given the growing economic losses associated with climate risks, it is necessary to 
take gain from the background in risk management (IPCC, 2012). Thus, climate risk 
management attempts to apply financial risk management approaches to reduce 
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potential losses associated with climate change. In this context, we propose a 
resource allocation framework for determining the incomes we should use for 
financing the reduction of the risks related to each GHG, measured in terms of num-
ber of EU ETS allowances.

Despite the fact that allocation principles had been applied in other fields (Urbina 
and Guillén, 2014; Ai et al., 2013), this is the first attempt to employ these techniques 
in the environmental area. In particular, we consider the CO2, CH4 and N2O emis-
sions of the EU-28 and calculate the number of EU ETS allowances we should intend 
for reduce the impact of each gas emissions. The methodological contribution of 
this study lies in the use of the multivariate gamma distribution as a formal model 
for the estimation of capital allocation principles, given its properties of dependence 
and positive skewness.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the multivariate gamma distribution 
is proposed as a model when there is dependence between risks. Considering the 
previous distribution, the expressions of different capital allocation principles are 
specified in Section 3. An application to GHG emissions is addressed in Section 4.

2. MODEL: MULTIVARIATE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION

The uncertainty around climate change consequences makes necessary the use of 
probability distribution functions which allow a better approach to considering a 
range of possible outcomes rather than a single most likely one (IPCC, 2004). In 
order to calculate different capital allocation principles, we choose the multivariate 
gamma distribution because it admits the existence of dependence between risks 
and it can be apply to positively skewed distributions. The class of gamma distribu-
tions is widely used in theoretical and applied actuarial statistics.

Let Y0, Y1, ... , Ym be mutually independent gamma random variables,i.e. Yi ~ Ga(γi, αi), 
where γi and αi are the shape and scale parameters, respectively and let

(1)
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Then, the joint distribution of the random vector X = (X1, X2,… , Xm )T is a multivariate 
gamma distribution where the marginal distributions are standard gamma distribu-
tions but correlated (Mathai and Moschopoulus, 1991). Some important properties 
of this distribution are the following ones. The moment generating function of X is 
given by

(2)

The next marginal information follows from the previous expression,

(3)

Finally, the covariance and the correlation coefficient are respectively:

(6)

If γ0 → 0 then Xi ~ Ga(γi, αi), and the random vector X consists of m independent 
gamma random variables and, consequently, the joint distribution of X is a multi-
variate independent gamma distribution.

We focus on the case m = 3. The steps to estimate the parameters of a multivariate 
gamma distribution with three variables are the following.

(4)

(5)

(7)
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Step 1: αi parameters are estimated using (4) and (5):

(8)

Step 2: γi parameters are estimated solving the equation system formed by the 
determinant of the covariance matrix (9) and (10):

(9)

where αi, i = 1, 2, 3, had been estimated in the preceding step. The above procedure 
can be easily extended to m variables.

3. CAPITAL ALLOCATION PRINCIPLES USING THE MULTIVARIATE GAMMA 

DISTRIBUTION

Let X1, X2,… , Xm be m random losses arising from different risks which are material-
izing at a fixed future date T. Assume that each loss Xi has a finite mean and denote 
the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of Xi by FXi(x). The aggregate loss is defined 
by,

(11)

Given an exogenous capital K to cover S, capital allocation seeks the distribution of 
K across the different risks, that is, to determine non-negative real numbers (K1, 
K2,… , Km ) satisfying the full allocation requirement:

(12)

Allocation principles are methods conceived to establish Ki considering different 
risk measures and assumptions. Thus, a constant allocation means dividing the 
total capital by the number of gases regardless of the contribution each gas emissions 

(10)
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makes to global climate change risk. Meanwhile, a proportional allocation gives 
more importance to the gases that represent a greater risk. Finally, and optimal 
allocation takes into account the contribution of each gas considering the depend-
ence between the different emissions within the climate system (Dhaene et al., 
2012).

Name Ki, i = 1, ... , m

Haircut

SD Esscher

Covariance

Overbeck I

Table 1. Capital allocation principles.

We refer to Table 1 for a summary of different capital allocation principles, consider-
ing that the losses follow a multivariate gamma distribution.

4. AN APPLICATION TO THE MAIN GHG EMMISSIONS

In this section, we apply the allocation principles estimated in the previous section 
to per-capita CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions in order to calculate the incomes we 
should use for financing the reduction of the risks related to each one. Such emis-
sions, measured in gigagrams of CO2-eq, have been taken from the estimates com-
piled by the European Environment Agency in the approximated EU GHG inventory 
for 2013. Given that the EU has planned to use a share of the revenues from the 
auctioning of EU ETS allowances for climate and energy related purposes (European 
Commission, 2014), the incomes are given in terms of the number of these allow-
ances in 2013, that is, 2039153 gigagrams of CO2-eq. We refer to Figure 1 for a 
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graphical representation of the positive skew of the per-capita GHG emissions. 
Table 2 shows the distribution of EU ETS allowances among the three gases based 
on different capital allocation principles.

Based on the information of the GHG emissions from 2008 to 2013 and using a sim-
ulation process, we study the sensitivity of K1 considering the future time evolution 
of its variance under the different criteria. The evolution of the variances is consist-
ent with the reduction of the emissions, which is in turn associated with the decrease 
of allowances, for all the criteria but the Covariance principle (see Figure 2 ).

Figure 1. Density function of CO2, CH4 and N2O emissions (2013).

Name K1 K2 K3

Haircut 2038378 708 67
SD 2038427 663 63
Esscher 2038474 619 60
Covariance 2038955 146 52
Overbeck I 2038565 530 58

Table 2. Capital allocation principles.

Figure 2. Evolution of the variance of CO2 EU ETS allowances.
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ABSTRACT

In extreme value theory, the performances of most estimators of the tail index 
highly rely on the family of the limit distribution (e.g. Weibull, Gumbel or Fréchet). 
In this paper, we consider the test on separate families of hypothesis for exponen-
tial versus uniform distributions in order to determine the family of the limit dis-
tribution. We derive the most powerful test for such hypothesis under mild restric-
tions. In particular, we show that the optimal test in this framework is not the 
likelihood ratio test.

INTRODUCTION

The starting point of Extreme Value Theory (EVT) was characterized by two funda-
mental theorems, Fisher-Tippet-Gnedenko’s theorem and Pickands-Balkema-De 
Haan’s theorem. From practical point of view, they characterize the tail distribution 
defined by the extremes values with a real number, called the tail index and denoted 
by ξ, see McNeil et al. (2005), Beirlant et al. (2004), Finkenstadt and Rootzén (2003), 
Coles (2001) and Embrechts et al. (1997). While these theorems provide an approach 
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to estimate the tail index, the produced results are not satisfactory in many situa-
tions. For instance, several authors have highlighted the estimation problems that 
arise from the second approach, see Hosking and Wallis (1987), Castillo and Hadi 
(1997), Zhang and Stephens (2009).

The second fundamental theorem have widened the use of the Generalized 
Pareto Distribution (GPD) in extreme values theory as a model for tails. According 
to the behavior of the probability density functions of the GPD, we can distin-
guish three submodels that are separated by the exponential distribution (ξ = 0) 
and the uniform distribution (ξ = −1). Summarizing, for ξ > 0 the Pareto submod-
el, for ξ = 0 the exponential distribution, for −1 < ξ < 0 a family of decreasing 
probability densities functions with finite support, for ξ = −1 the uniform distri-
bution and for ξ < −1 a family of increasing densities with finite support. The 
study highlights the problem of misspecification of the submodel, see Castillo 
and Serra (2015).

Therefore, from a statistical modelling point of view, the GPD has to be considered 
as three models separated by the exponential and uniform distribution, respectively. 
Since no method is able to ensure the correct classification between these three 
(see Castillo and Serra, 2015), the estimation of parameters should be made subse-
quently to the choice of model and even more for small samples. Of course, the first 
recommendation is to specify, a priori, the submodel of the GPD in order to estimate 
the parameters. This depends on the dataset and would have to be decided from the 
framework, which is not always possible. Therefore, a test to distinguish between 
exponential and uniform distribution is proposed in order to contribute to the correct 
classification of the tail.

Tests on separate families of hypotheses have been originally studied in Cox 
(1961) who proposed a generalization of the Neyman-Pearson principle, based 
on a likelihood ratio criterion. While the likelihood ration test is not necessarily 
optimal, it provides a methodology to test a wide range of hypotheses. Examples 
studied in the literature include an invariant test of exponential versus normal or 
uniform distributions in Uthoff (1970), normal versus Cauchy distribution in 
Franck (1981) and so on.
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The test on separate families of hypothesis for exponential versus uniform distribu-
tions proposed is the most powerful test for such hypothesis under mild restrictions. 
The derived statistic to realize the contrast is

where the sample is denoted by {Xi} and X(n) correspond to the maximum. That is 
directly related with the properties of the tail of this distributions, see Villaseñor-
Alva and González-Estrada (2009), in front of other tests between this families, see 
Uthoff (1970). Finally, it is interesting to remark that this test is the optimal test in 
this framework and it is not the likelihood ratio test.

2. UNIFORM vs EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION TEST

Let X1, ... , Xn be an iid sample from a distribution μ. Assume that we know that μ 
is either uniform on an interval [0, θ] for some θ > 0 (noted u(θ)), or exponential 
with parameter λ > 0 (noted E(λ)). We consider the test on the hypothesis 

, the alternative being . The test hypo-
theses can be written as

and

Definition 2.1. A test Φ(X) has constant level α if for all distributions μ under 
. Similarly, a test has constant power 1 − β if for all distribution μ 

under .

Definition 2.2. We say that a test Φ(X) is homogenous if Φ(tX ) = Φ(X) for all t > 0.

A test is homogenous if it can be expressed as a function of the normalized sample 
X/     || X || for any norm || . || on ℝn. Equivalently, writing the test as , 
for  a Borel set of ℝn, a test is homogenous if, and only if, A is a cone of ℝn.
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The reason for using an homogenous test in this framework is clear: since both the 
uniform and exponential distribution are stable under multiplication by a positive 
number, the level and power of an homogenous test are constant. Indeed, if X is 
uniformly distributed on an interval [0, θ] (resp. X has exponential distribution) then 
tX (with t > 0) remains uniformly distributed (resp. exponentially distributed) so that 
the distribution of X /     || X || does not depend on the parameter.

Let L0(θ, X ) = θ−n1{Xi ≤ θ, i = 1, ... , n} denote the likelihood function under  and 
 the likelihood under . Based on the Neyman-

Pearson likelihood ratio test theory, a somewhat natural approach would be to 
reject  as soon as the maximum likelihood ratio exceeds a certain threshold kα. 
In this particular case, the maximum likelihood ratio is given by

with X(n) = max{X1, ... , Xn}, so that the test can be reduced to rejecting  as soon as

exceeds a suitable threshold. Observe that this test is homogenous and therefore, 
has constant level and power. However, while this test is based on the Neyman-
Pearson criterion, nothing indicates that it is the most powerful test. Indeed, the 
Neyman-Pearson Lemma tells us that such test is the most powerful only if  and 

 contain only one element. Surprisingly, we show in the next theorem that the 
most powerful test in this case is obtained by taking the opposite rejection region.

Theorem 2.1. The test Φ = 1{T (X) ≤ cα} with cα such that  is the 
most powerful homogenous test of level α ∈ (0, 1) to test  against .
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ABSTRACT

The matricial formulation of the Markovian arrival process (MAP) allows for an ana-
lytic tractability of the process enabling the calculation of significant quantities and 
probabilities of interest associated to the system, therefore the risk of failure can be 
measured both in the stationary case and at any time t.

In this article, the non-stationary MAP is considered to model the failures of N elec-
trical components that are considered to be structurally equal, for which it is not 
reasonable to assume that the inter-failure times related to each component are 
independent nor identically distributed. We implement a moments matching based 
estimation approach to fit a real data set provided by the Spanish electrical group 
Iberdrola to a non-stationary MAP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Reliability in this context is described as the probability of a system or a component 
to function under stated conditions for a specified period of time. Component fail-
ures are caused by faults or errors in the components, that can be caused by inter-
nal (due to the internal structure of the system) or external (environmental condi-
tion) factors. As a component may fail a repair or a replacement may take place so 
that the component goes back to functioning as soon as possible. In the literature, 
when the lifetime and deterioration of a system is submitted to external failures, 
they are called shocks. Shock and wear models are studied in reliability for mode-
ling systems under environmental conditions. Reliability and maintenance policies 
of systems considering random component failure have been widely studied in the 
literature. However, the most common assumption is that the failures arrive inde-
pendently, considering that they arrive according to Poisson, renewal, or PH renew-
al processes. Considering that the inter-failure times are not independent, the most 
appropriate type of process to model the arrivals are the Markovian arrival process-
es (MAP). The MAP is an important class of point processes that generalizes the 
Poisson arrival process, it allows for dependent and non-exponential interarrival 
times. The matricial formulation of the MAP allows for an analytic tractability of the 
process enabling the calculation of significant quantities and probabilities of inter-
est associated to the system, therefore the risk of failure can be measured both in 
the stationary case and at any time t. The MAP has been used in the literature to 
model the arrival of failures in shock and wear models, for example, see Montoro-
Cazorla et al. (2009, 2012, 2014) and Pérez-Ocón and Segovia (2009).

As stated, the MAP is a suitable point process that properly fits non-Poisson pro-
cesses, allowing for dependent and non-exponentially distributed interfailures 
times. In its stationary version, the MAP assumes equally distributed inter-failures 
times, but in the non-stationary counterpart, the process which shall be considered 
in this chapter, this assumption is relaxed. The matricial formulation of the MAP 
allows for an analytic tractability of the process enabling the calculation of signifi-
cant quantities and probabilities of interest associated to the reliability of the sys-
tem, such as the cumulative distribution of the inter-failure times, the probabilities 
and expected number of failures at a specific time t.
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We present a system composed of N components, where the failures for each com-
ponent are repaired in a time that is far shorter than the operational times, and are 
considered as instant repairs. When the system does not work properly, a replace-
ment can also take place. As stated before, we cannot assume independence 
between failures, also as a replacement or repair takes place, there is no evidence 
that the underlying distribution is maintained, meaning that we are not dealing with 
renewal processes, considering these properties, it will be assumed that the fail-
ures follow a two-state Markovian arrival process (MAP2), and to allow more versa-
tility, we consider the nonstationary version of the process.

We present some theoretical properties such as identifiability and an estimation 
procedure, to obtain the parameters of the nonstationary MAP model. Identifiability 
means the uniqueness of the parametrization of the model, if this property does not 
hold, the standard estimation methods will fail to provide a suitable representation 
of the process. The Markovian arrival process allows for a better tractability of the 
process allowing the calculation of important quantities and probabilities of interest 
associated to the reliability of the system, such as the probability and mean number 
of failures in an interval (0, t].

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some definitions and 
important results regarding the MAP and we present our estimation results in 
Section 3.

2. THE MAP2 AND SOME IMPORTANT RESULTS

In this section, we give briefly a review of the two-state MAP and prove that the non-
stationary MAP is a nonidentifiable process, meaning that it will lack a unique rep-
resentation, due to this fact, we will follow the results of Bodrog et al. (2008), and 
provide a canonical representation for the nonstationary MAP2 in terms of a reduced 
number of parameters.

The MAP2 is a doubly stochastic process {J (t), N (t)}, where J (t) represents an irre-
ducible, continuous, Markov process with state space S = {1, 2}.
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The counting process {N (t), t ≥ 0} represents the number of failures (or repairs) 
in the interval (0, t] of the (identically distributed) constituting components. For a 
thorough definition of the MAP2, see Ramírez-Cobo et al. (2010, 2012). Concerning 
the general m-state MAP, we refer the reader to Neuts (1979) and Lucantoni et al. 
(1990).

A non-stationary MAP2 will be represented by  where

(1)

and without loss of generality it is assumed that u ≤ x. Where

Let Tk be the random variable representing the time between the (k − 1)-th and the 
k-th failures. Tk is phased-type distributed with representation {αk, D0}, where

which implies that the inter-failure times are not identically distributed. Then the 
cumulative distribution function and moments of Tk are given by

(2)

for m = 1, 2, . . . and where e represents a unit vector.

The identifiability is an important property when estimation of the process 
parameters is considered. If there exist multiple representations of the same 
process, this will imply infinite solutions and possibly non-convergence of the 
typical maximum likelihood approaches. In practice, it is usual that only the 
inter-failure times are observed when inference of the process is considered. 
Therefore, our definition of identifiability is stated in terms of the inter-failure 
times distribution.
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Definition 2.1. The non-stationary MAP2 is a nonidentifiable process if for any fixed 
MAP2 with representation , then there exists another MAP2 with different repre-
sentation such that

(3)

where Ti represent the time between the (i−1)-th and i-th event occurrences in the 
MAP2 defined by  (similarly define ).

In the next results we prove the nonidentifability of the non-stationary MAP; that is, 
equalities (3) holds for all n ≥ 1. And the canonical representation for the non-sta-
tionary MAP2.

Theorem 2.1. The non-stationary MAP2 is a nonidentifiable process.

Theorem 2.2. The canonical representation for the non-stationary MAP2 is unique 
and given by

(4)

if γ > 0. On the other hand, for those non-stationary MAP2s such that γ ≤ 0, then the 
canonical form is

(5)

where u0 ≤ x0 < 0, y0, v0 ≥ 0, x0 + y0 ≤ 0 and u0 + v0 ≤ 0. The initial probability α0 is defined 
as

(6)

where r1 = α(−D0)−1 e.
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3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION ALGORITHM

In this section we introduce the modeling framework based on a set of operational 
times t(1), . . . , t(N) as in (7). Consider an N electrical component framework, each of 
them subject to failures. After each failure, the component is instantly repaired, and 
we record the consecutive operational times of each component. The aim is to esti-
mate the performance of the system on base on N real sequences of such opera-
tional times, t(1), . . . , t(N ), where

(7)

where ni denotes the size of the sample t(i), for i = 1, ... , N. We assume that the N 
components are identical and the sequences of operational times t(1), . . . , t(N), are 
independent among them.

In this case, let Tk be the random variable representing the operational time between 
the (k − 1)-th and k-th failure of any given component. Unlike classical model 
assumptions, we cannot assume that the random variables {Tk}k≥1 are uncorrelated, 
and then, they cannot be considered independent. Also, the random variables {Tk}k≥1 
are not necessarily identically distributed.

The parameters of the canonical representation for the non-stationary MAP2 are 
estimated following Rodríguez et al. (2015), where a moments matching based 
approach is proposed.

The electrical failure times provided by the Spanish private electrical utility compa-
ny, Iberdrola, are collected from an electrical framework composed of 926 compo-
nents that supply energy. The times in which the components fail are recorded. If an 
electrical component or generator fails it is repaired and restarted. The repair times 
are considered negligible in comparison with the operational times.
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The data presents an structure as in (7), where

(8)

where ni, for i = 1, ... , N, denotes the number of observed operational times of the 
i-th component.

The sample moments needed for estimating the model are

The inference approach described provided the following estimates of the non-sta-
tionary MAP2 in the first canonical form:

with estimated moments given by

and objective function equal to .

On the other hand, the estimated MAP2 parameters under the second canonical 
form were

 

with estimated moments given by

and objective function . The log-likelihoods were

which provides evidence in favor of the estimate .
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RESUMEN

Las distribuciones que se utilizan como modelos de eventos extremos desempeñan 
un papel fundamental en la cuantificación del riesgo asociado a dichos eventos. 
Presentamos un estudio heurístico que muestra la posibilidad de incluir la distribu-
ción Pareto Positive Stable como uno de estos modelos. Los resultados ponen de 
manifiesto que puede proporcionar mejores ajustes que otras distribuciones co-
múnmente utilizadas en la modelización de fenómenos naturales, y que también 
puede proporcionar buenos ajustes sobre las pérdidas ocasionadas por éstos. El 
manejo de la distribución mediante el software estadístico R a través de la librería 
ParetoPosStable, que incluye tanto las funciones más relevantes (de densidad, de 
distribución, cuantil) como la generación de valores aleatorios, y que resuelve el 
problema de la estimación y la valoración de la bondad del ajuste, facilitan su apli-
cación en problemas reales. Como conclusión, creemos que esta distribución puede 
ser utilizada en el cálculo de medidas del riesgo como el valor de retorno para pe-
ríodos de retorno dados, el Value at Risk o el Tail Value at Risk.
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1. INTRODUCCIÓN

Frente a la mayoría de los métodos estadísticos clásicos, orientados mayoritaria-
mente a analizar lo que ocurre en el centro de una distribución estadística, la teoría 
de eventos extremos se ocupa de las colas de dicha distribución o, dicho de otra 
forma, de sus valores más extremos. El riesgo asociado a estos valores extremos ha 
de tenerse en cuenta en todas las áreas del manejo del riesgo. De hecho, uno de los 
grandes desafíos en este campo es la implementación de una metodología de mo-
delado estadístico que permita la medida de sus probabilidades de ocurrencia y, 
sobre todo, de sus consecuencias.

El presente trabajo pretende comparar el ajuste, mediante la distribución Pareto 
Positive Stable (PPS), de datos procedentes de diferentes contextos, donde alguna 
variable cuantifica la ocurrencia de un evento extremo, con el que proporcionan 
otras distribuciones habitualmente utilizadas en la literatura. Valoraremos la preci-
sión de cada distribución en los ajustes y cuantificaremos medidas del riesgo aso-
ciadas a ellos.

2. EVENTOS EXTREMOS Y MEDIDAS DEL RIESGO

Dada una muestra X1, X2, ..., Xn de variables aleatorias independientes e idéntica-
mente distribuidas con función de distribución F(x) = Pr(X ≤ x), que representan 
valores pasados de una variable X asociada a la ocurrencia de un fenómeno natural 
(precipitaciones, caudales, vientos, temperaturas…) o a los daños ocacionados por 
tales fenómenos en un determinado período de tiempo, se considera un riesgo o 
evento extremo el hecho de que la variable supere un determinado valor, x.

Una forma de definir el evento extremo es asociarlo a su frecuencia de ocurrencia. 
Así, si consideramos un evento extremo como aquel que ocurre, en promedio, una 
vez cada T instantes de tiempo, entonces, la probabilidad de que ocurra en el siguien-
te período de tiempo es Pr (X > xT ) = 1 − F(xT ) = 1/T, y, por tanto, . 
Se habla entonces de T como del período de retorno y xT es el evento de retorno. 
Cuanto mayor sea el período de retorno, T, mayor será el valor xT, por encima del 
cual consideramos que se da un evento extremo.
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Cuando X representa pérdidas, existe otra forma de definir un evento o riesgo 
extremo. Dada una probabilidad p, llamada probabilidad de excedencia, el 
Value at Risk (VaR) para p es el valor VaRp, tal que P [X ≥ VaRp] = p, es decir, VaRp = 
F −1 (1 − p).

Por su parte, dada una probabilidad de excedencia p, se define el Tail Value at Risk 
(TVaR), también llamado Conditional Tail Expectation (CTE), como el promedio de 
las pérdidas mayores o iguales a VaRp, es decir, E[X | X > V aRp]. En finanzas, el TVaR 
también se conoce como expected shortfall.

3. DISTRIBUCIONES COMUNES EN LA MODELIZACIÓN DE EVENTOS 

EXTREMOS

En el contexto de la modelización de eventos extremos asociados a su frecuencia de 
ocurrencia, y relacionados con fenómenos medioambientales, vamos a considerar 
como modelos para las comparaciones algunas de las distribuciones más utilizadas 
en este ámbito (Stedinger et al., 1993): concretamente, las distribuciones normal, 
log-normal triparamétrica, Gumbel, Generalized Extreme Value, Pearson Tipo 3, 
Log-Pearson Tipo 3 y Pareto Generalizada.

Por su parte, en el contexto de pérdidas por daños debidos a esos fenómenos, va-
mos a considerar las siguientes: log-normal triparamétrica, Pearson Tipo 3, Log-
Pearson Tipo 3, Pareto Generalizada, Burr, Birnbaum-Saunders y Dagum; estas 
distribuciones aparecen, entre otras, como distribuciones habituales para datos de 
pérdidas (ver, por ejemplo, Dutang et al., 2008).

4. LA DISTRIBUCIÓN PARETO POSITIVE STABLE

La distribución PPS (Sarabia y Prieto, 2009; Guillén et al., 2011) puede ser definida 
por su función de supervivencia, dada por

(1)
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Si ν = 1, esta expresión define una ley de potencias, de manera que éstas son casos 
particulares de la distribución PPS. De la ecuación (1),

que implica una relación potencial entre el logaritmo de la función de supervivencia 
y los valores de la variable que sólo es lineal cuando ν = 1, es decir, cuando la PPS 
es realmente una distribución de Pareto o ley de potencia. Si tomamos logaritmos 
de nuevo en esa expresión,

(2)

que puede ser interpretado como una relación lineal entre la función de superviven-
cia y los datos normalizados por el parámetro de escala σ, en una escala de doble 
log-log.

Todas las funciones habituales en el manejo de distribuciones de probabilidad, jun-
to con la generación de valores aletatorios, la estimación de los parámetros por 
distintos métodos y el problema de la bondad del ajuste, en el contexto de la distri-
bución PPS, se hayan implementados en la librería ParetoPositiveStable de R (Sáez-
Castillo et al., 2014).

5. LA PPS EN LA MODELIZACIÓN DE VALORES EXTREMOS RELATIVOS

 A FENÓMENOS NATURALES

En la Tabla 1 mostramos los valores del Criterio de Información de Akaike (AIC) y del 
estadístico Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), obtenidos del ajuste de las diferentes distri-
buciones de probabilidad consideradas en el presente trabajo, en datos relaciona-
dos con la ocurrencia de eventos medioambientales extremos: la distribución PPS 
es la más precisa en el ajuste por al menos uno de los dos criterios en tres de los 
cuatro ejemplos. Por su parte, la Figura 1 y la Figura 2 muestran el ajuste de los 
datos sobre daños ocasionados por huracanes (Sáez-Castillo et al., 2011) y por 
inundaciones en Estados Unidos junto con la estimación de los períodos de retorno, 
VaR y TVaR para cada modelo ajustado.
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6. CONCLUSIÓN

Dado que las distribuciones que se utilizan como modelos para la determinación de 
eventos extremos desempeñan un papel fundamental en la cuantificación del ries-
go asociado a ellos, resulta fundamental contar con un amplio catálogo de tales 
distribuciones teóricas de entre la que escoger la más adecuada, según algún cri-
terio estadístico de bondad de ajuste. Partiendo de que no existe la mejor distribu-
ción, válida en todas las aplicaciones y en todos los contextos, sí conviene tener 
presente modelos que muestren su capacidad de ajuste en distintos ámbitos. 
Creemos que los ejemplos mostrados en este trabajo, y otros que se han omitido 
por brevedad, ponen de manifiesto que la distribución PPS cumple con este requisi-
to, ya que aporta ajustes adecuados en ámbitos tan diferentes como precipitaciones 
máximas, caudales máximos, velocidades máximas de viento o, en el contexto de 
las pérdidas, daños ocasionados por huracanes o inundaciones.

Fort River Fort Collins Lisboa Hardwich
Dist. AIC KS AIC KS AIC KS AIC KS

PPS 1668.09 0.06 1135.42 0.04 247.52 0.07 22.74 0.09
NORM 1771.31 0.25 1170.95 0.12 246.05 0.08 30.33 0.13
LN 1668.16 0.06 1135.73 0.04 247.45 0.08
GUMBEL 1725.89 0.20 1139.29 0.06 247.32 0.09 19.13 0.10
GEV 1697.20 0.22 1136.96 0.05 247.25 0.08 21.13 0.10
P3 1672.69 0.13 1135.62 0.05 247.44 0.08 21.94 0.09

LP3 1669.58 0.06 1136.15 0.04 247.45 0.08 21.32 0.09
GP 1677.71 0.64 1205.68 325.86 180.96

Tabla 1. Ajuste de eventos medioambientales extremos en diferentes localizaciones: caudal anual 
máximo en Fort River (Estados Unidos), precipitación anual máxima en Fort Collins (Estados 
Unidos), velocidad anual máxima del viento en Lisboa y altura anual máxima del mar en Hardwich 
(Reino Unido). Se muestra el valor del AIC y el estadístico de Kolmogorov-Smirnoff (en cada caso, 
la distribución más precisa aparece en negrita).
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Figura 1. Ajuste del daño económico estimado (en billones de USD), ocasionado por huracanes en 
Estados Unidos anualmente desde 1926 a 1995, y medidas del riesgo asociadas a dichos ajustes.
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Figura 2: Ajuste del daño económico total (en billones de USD), ocasionado por inundaciones en 
Estados Unidos anualmente desde 1932 a 1997, y medidas del riesgo asociadas a tales ajustes
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we obtain closed-form formulas for basic risk measures when we con-
sider aggregated risks and when we work with a class of dependent risks with sec-
ond kind beta marginals. We begin with the individual risk model, where we obtain 
the probability density function (PDF) and several risk measures, including VaR, 
TVaR and other tail measures. Then, we work with the collective risk model SN , and 
we obtain closed expressions for the PDF, assuming several primary distributions 
as Poisson, negative binomial and logarithmic distributions. Finally, and application 
with real data is included.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the distribution of the total claim amount is an ongoing topic of research 
in actuarial science. The aggregate amount of insured losses is given by a sum of N 
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individual claim amounts which are identically and independently distributed ran-
dom variables. In the individual risk model, N is given so the subject of the analysis 
is the size of the losses. Elliptical distributions have been extensively used to model 
the amount of insurance loss. However, losses are asymmetrically distributed with 
a heavy right tail, features that cannot be represented by the normality assumption. 
Consequently, other parametric functional forms have been used to model aggre-
gate risk, being most of them special cases of the Generalized Beta family (Guillén 
et al., 2013).

On the other hand, the hypothesis of independence can be quite restrictive since 
there is well-known evidence of dependence between some kinds of risks (see 
Cosette et al., 2002). Then, some studies have introduced dependence in the model 
using copulas and multivariate distributions (Albrecher et al., 2011; Cossette et al., 
2008).

In the collective risk model, the number of losses is a random variable, which con-
ventionally has been represented as a Poisson process. However, some portfolios 
may present over-dispersion and a high frequency of occurrence of zero claims 
(zero-inflated), which invalidates the Poisson distribution as a model for the fre-
quency of claims. This fact has led the consideration of other discrete models such 
as the negative binomial.

In this work, we obtain closed-form formulas for basic risk measures of the 
aggregate loss. We begin the analysis with the individual model, assuming that 
the size of individual claims follows the beta distribution of second kind. We 
obtain the PDF, VaR and TVaR for this model. Thereafter, we consider the collec-
tive risk model, assuming several functional forms for the frequency of claims, 
including the Poisson, negative binomial and the Logarithmic distributions. We 
characterize the compounded distributions by their PDFs and a battery of risk 
measures is also given. Finally, we illustrate our methodology with an applica-
tion to real data.
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2. A CLASS OF DEPENDENT RISKS BASED ON THE SECOND KIND BETA 

DISTRIBUTION

In this section, we introduce a class of dependent risks with second kind beta mar-
ginals (see Guillén et al., 2013). Let Y0, Y2, … , Ym be mutually independent gamma 
random variables such that Y0 ~ G(q0) and Yi ~ G(pi), i = 1, 2, … , m. The multivariate 
second kind beta distribution is defined as,

(1)

where q0 > 0 and λi , pi > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , m. By construction Xi ~ B2(pi, q0, λi ), i = 1, 2, … , m 
with PDF . The parameter q0 introduces the 
dependence in the model.

3. THE INDIVIDUAL RISK MODEL

In this section, we obtain the distribution of the model of the individual risks accord-
ing to the dependent model (1).

Theorem 3.1. Let (X1, X2 , … , Xm)T be a multivariate second kind beta distribution 
defined as the stochastic representation (1). Then, if λi = λ for all i = 1, 2, … , m, the 
distribution of the individual risk Sm = X1 + · · · + Xm is, 

(2)

Using (2) several risk measures can be obtained (see Guillén et al., 2013). The VaR 
of (2) is,

where B−1(α; p, q) denotes the inverse of the incomplete ratio beta function and 0 < α < 1. 
Similar expression can be obtained for the TVaR and other tail risk measures.
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4. COLLECTIVE RISK MODEL

In this section, we obtain the distribution of the compound collective model SN = X1 
+ X2 + · · · + XN, with second kind beta as secondary distribution and taking several 
primary distributions.

4.1. Compound Poisson distribution

Let us consider the compound Poisson-Second kind beta model, where the primary 
distribution is Poisson with mean θ > 0. Since the characteristic function of the 
second kind beta is (see Phillips, 1982),

where Ψ(z; a, c) is the confluent hypergeometric function of the second kind defined as,

the characteristic function of SN is,

(3)

The mean and variance of the compound Poisson-Second kind beta distribution are 
given by,

(4)

The following theorem provides the PDF of the SN distribution.

Theorem 4.1. If we assume a Poisson distribution with parameter θ as primary 
distribution and a second beta distribution with parameter (p, q, λ) as secondary 

(5)
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distribution, then the PDF of the random variable SN = X1 + · · · + XN for some 
selected p values is:

 (6)

if x > 0 for p = 2 and 

Similar results can be obtained taking a negative binomial distribution as primary 
distribution.

4.2. Compound Logarithmic distribution

Now we assume a logarithmic distribution with  n = 1, 2, . . . 
as primary distribution. The characteristic function of SN is,

In the following theorem we have the PDF of the random variable SN when q = 1.

Theorem 4.2. If we assume a logarithmic distribution with parameter θ as primary 
distribution and a second beta distribution with parameter (p, q, λ) as secondary dis-
tribution, then the PDF of the random variable SN for q = 1 is given by,

(8)

5. EMPIRICAL APPLICATION TO EXTRAORDINARY RISKS

We considered historical data on losses (property damages) from extraordinary 
events ocurred in Spain (extraordinary floods; earthquakes; atypical cyclonic storms; 

(7)
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terrorism; riots and civil commotions; actions by armed or security forces in peace-
ful time) paid by the Insurance Compensation Consortium (Consorcio de Compensación 
de Seguros, CCS), a Spanish public corporate entity attached to the Ministry of 
Economy and Competitiveness. Data correspond to the total amounts (in euros 
updated Dec 31, 2013), paid by CCS for damage to properties, in each of the 50 span-
ish provinces and 2 spanish autonomous cities, in the years 2004, 2007, 2010 and 
2012, published online by the Insurance Compensation Consortium (2014).

We fitted the Compound Logarithmic model (8) by the method of maximum likeli-
hood. Table 1 shows a descriptive summary of the datasets. Table 2 shows the cor-
responding parameter estimates and values of Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 
statistic defined by (see Schwarz, 1978)

(9)

where log L is the log-likelihood of the model evaluated at the maximum likelihood 
estimates, d is the number of parameters and n is the number of data.

Finally, as a graphical model validation, we used a rank-size plot on a log-log scale 
(see Prieto et al., 2014). These plots appear in Figure 1 showing a good fit of the 
Compound Logarithmic distribution to data.

Dataset n
Mean

(106)

Std. Dev.

(106)
Skewness Kurtosis Min.

Max.

(106)
2004 52 2.73 6.28 3.68 17.18 2368 35.15
2007 52 6.11 14.27 3.92 19.11 4886 82.64
2010 52 9.05 12.87 1.96 5.68 49062 48.80
2012 52 5.23 15.70 3.67 15.14 586 74.55

Table 1. Main empirical characteristics of total losses by province datasets. (in euros updated Dec 
31, 2013). Years: 2004, 2007, 2010 and 2012.
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Dataset p̂ θ̂ λ̂ BI C
2004 118.83 0.99797 120.02 -800.74
2007 131.87 0.99912 133.09 -835.47
2010 431.70 0.99235 431.95 -887.85
2012 33.831 0.99985 66.263 -796.65

Table 2. Parameter estimates from the Compound Logarithmic model to the total losses by 
province datasets by maximum likelihood. BIC statistics for the model considered. Years: 2004, 
2007, 2010 and 2012. 

Figure 1. Rank-size plots of the complementary of the cumulative distribution function (cdf) 
multiplied by n + 1 (solid lines) of the Compound Logarithmic distribution and the observed data, 
on log-log scale. Years: 2004, 2007, 2010 and 2012.
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ABSTRACT

Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law is of fundamental importance in statistical seismology, 
stating that the earthquake-energy distribution is well described by a power law. We 
attempt to improve the fit given by the GR law using extensions of the power-law 
distribution and likelihood ratio tests, with new data including recent mega-earth-
quakes. A discussion of results will be presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The size of earthquakes is measured either by the magnitude or the seismic 
moment. The relation between the (scalar) seismic moment, M, and the (moment) 
magnitude, m, of an earthquake is

(1)

when the seismic moment is measured in N·m, see Kagan (1997). The most well-
known “stylized fact” in statistical seismology is the Gutenberg-Richter (GR) law. It 
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states that, for a given region, the magnitudes of earthquakes follow an exponential 
probability distribution, provided that the magnitude values are not too small to be 
poorly recorded. A simple change of variables shows that the seismic moment fol-
lows then a power-law, since M is an exponential function of magnitude. Therefore, 
the probability density function for a seismic moment bigger than a fixed positive 
threshold denoted by a is given by

(2)

where β > 0 is the shape parameter, also referred to as the exponent. Usually, β 
takes values close to 0.65, see Kagan (2010).

The power-law distribution has important physical implications, as it suggests an 
origin from a critical branching process or a self-organized-critical system, see 
Vere-Jones (1976), Bak (1996), and Bell et al. (2013). Nevertheless, it presents also 
some conceptual difficulties, due to the fact that the mean value  provided by the 
distribution turns out to be infinite. These elementary considerations imply that the 
GR law cannot be naively extended to arbitrarily large values of M, and one needs to 
introduce additional parameters to describe the tail of the distribution, coming pre-
sumably from finite-size effects. However, a big problem comes from the fact that 
the change from power law to a faster decay seems to take place at the highest val-
ues of M that have been observed, for which the statistics is very poor, see Zöller 
(2013).

From the statistical point of view, a solution to tame the power-law tail is to con-
sider a weight given by the exponential function. The natural procedure consists in 
introduce it into the probability density function. This yields a left-truncated gamma 
(TrG) distribution with a negative shape parameter, whose probability density func-
tion is given by

(3)

where M > a, β > 0, and θ > 0, with θ the scale parameter of the exponential tail and 
with  the (upper) incomplete gamma function, for which z > 0 
if γ < 0.
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However, from a practical point of view it is useful to introduce the modulation given 
by the exponential function into the complementary cumulative distribution func-
tion. In the statistical seismology framework this is referred to as the tapered GR 
(TGR) law and its probability density function is

(4)

where M > a, β > 0 and θ > 0. TrG and TGR distributions were considered by Kagan 
(2002), who showed that both of them fulfilled the requirements necessary for any 
extension of the GR law.

Different results about the most appropriated law have been found depending on the 
time period and the statistical tools employed. Kagan (2002), with global data from 
1977 to 1999, concludes that the TGR distribution gives a slightly better fit than the 
TrG, but this period does not include any event above magnitude 8.5. Main and co-
workers have re-examined the problem using more recent data, see Main et al. 
(2008) and Bell et al. (2013), concluding that TGR gives a significantly better fit than 
GR for the period before the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman mega-earthquake, and arriv-
ing at the opposite conclusion for the period after this event.

As the previous authors, we analyze the Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) global 
earthquake catalog, but for the period between 1 January 1977 and 31 October 2013. 
We restrict to shallow events (depth < 70 km) and, in order to avoid incompleteness, 
to magnitude m > 5.75 or, equivalently, M > 10 3/2 ·5.75+9.1 = 5.3 · 1017 Nm.

2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The objective is to get concluding results for the comparison of the three models 
given by GR, TrG and TGR distributions. Therefore, we are going to use the informa-
tion obtained from the likelihood function evaluated at its maximum for each set of 
parameters.

Given a data set, {xi}i = 1, ··· , n, maximizing the likelihood under a wrong model is 
equivalent to find the best model as the closest one to the true distribution in the 
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sense of the Kullback-Leibler distance, see Pawitan (2001). In this sense, the best 
model is determined by likelihood inference. In fact, only the likelihood ratio (LR) 
between two models is relevant since this is invariant with respect to one-to-one 
transformation of the observed data, see Pawitan (2001). Therefore, the main statis-
tic for comparing two models, M1 and M2, is

for  where fMi denotes the probability density function of Mi 

and  denotes the MLE for the set of parameters Θi, for every i = 1, 2. In order to 
compare the models, it is necessary characterizing the distribution of lR.

Let p1 and p1 be the number of free parameters in the model M1 and M2, respectively. 
If the models are nested, then the probability distribution of the statistic 2lR is approx-
imately a chi-squared distribution with degrees of freedom equal to p2 − p1 ≥ 0. This 
is the best test in the sense that it has the quickest convergence to the asymptotic 
distribution, see McCullagh and Cox (1986), and it is denoted by LR test. Note that the 
null and alternative hypothesis correspond to accept model M1 or M2, respectively.

If M1 is nested within the boundary of the parameters of M2, then we have to correct 
this distribution since it becomes a mixture of chi-squared distributions, see Castillo 
and Puig (1999). The GR is nested both in the TGR and in the TrG, as taking θ → ∞ in 
any of them leads to the power-law distribution. Moreover, the GR is in the bound-
ary for both; then the GR model will be rejected if

(5)

with a level of risk equal to 0.05, where lR = lTGR − lGR or lR = lT rG − lGR, further details in 
Castillo and Puig (1999).

If the models are not nested, there is not a best methodology as above, but there are 
good solutions, for instance Akaike information criterium (AIC) and Bayesian infor-
mation criterium (BIC) are designed for comparing the fit for several models. If 
the number of free parameters is the same in both models, then analyzing the 
comparison of the statistic AIC or BIC for two models is equivalent to analyze 2lR.
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The method proposed for the non-nested case is the approach explained by Clauset 
et al. (2009) and denoted here as weakLR test. The TGR and TrG are not nested but 
have the same number of parameters, then the weakLR test is appropriated. In this 
case the critical values are depending on the sample size, n, and we accept that 
there exists a significative difference between the models if

(6)

where s denotes the standard deviation of the set

for i = 1, · · · , n, lR = lTrG − lTGR and the level of risk equal to 0.05. Further details in 
Clauset et al. (2009). In this case, note that the alternative hypothesis correspond to 
accept that the difference between the fit provided by the models is significative.

3. CONCLUDING RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the results obtained from the analysis of the global data set. The 
analysis consists in comparing the fit for every model analyzing the data from 1 
January 1977 until the year indexed in x-axis. The first picture contains the critical 
region and the corresponding statistic, 2lR, for the LR test applied to compare GR 
and TGR models. Analogously, the second picture contains the results for GR and 
TrG and the last picture contains critical region and the corresponding statistic, lR, 
for the weakLR test applied to compare TrG and TGR models. The main conclusion 
is that GR law can be rejected as a best model from 1980, see first and second pic-
ture. Moreover, the fit of the models TGR and TrG does not exhibit significative dif-
ference, but after the big event in 2004 the TrG presents a better fit, see the last 
picture. Further, in this case the GR is close to be not rejected in front of TGR, see 
the first picture. Then to cover the big events it is better to consider TrG. But this 
conclusion can not be extended, since the analysis of the fit is done for different tec-
tonic zones and for all data and the results are not equal.
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Figure 1. The dotted lines show the critical value for the corresponding test. The points are the 
statistic lR or 2lR , that is labeled in y-axis, for each year from 1977 until 2013.
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the use of frequentist and Bayesian shared-parameter joint 
models of longitudinal measurements of prostate specific antigen (PSA) and the 
risk of prostate cancer (PCa). The motivating dataset corresponds to the screening 
arm of the Spanish branch of the European Randomized Screening for Prostate 
Cancer (ERSPC) study. The results show that PSA is highly associated with the risk 
of being diagnosed with PCa and that there is an age-varying effect of PSA on PCa 
risk. Both the frequentist and Bayesian paradigms produced very close parameter 
estimates and subsequent 95% confidence and credibility intervals. Dynamic esti-
mations of disease-free probabilities obtained using Bayesian inference highlight 
the potential of joint models to guide personalized risk-based screening strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION

Joint models for longitudinal and time-to-event data are increasingly used to assess 
relationships between serial measurements of one or several markers and time to 
an event of interest. Joint models were introduced during the 90s (Faucett and 
Thomas, 1996; Wulfsohn and Tsiatis, 1997) and since then have been applied to a 
great variety of studies in epidemiological and biomedical areas. In turn, these stud-
ies have fed a wide methodological research on the subject, with models focused on 
event times, longitudinal patterns, or both (Neuhaus et al. (2009) and Tsiatis and 
Davidian (2004) are excellent reviews up to date).

In a setting of dependent longitudinal and time-to-event data, shared-parameter 
models consider that the longitudinal and survival processes depend jointly on a 
common set of random effects. Given the random effects, the two processes are 
assumed independent. Shared-parameter models allow one to quantify the effect of 
the underlying longitudinal outcome on the risk of an event, and obtain individual-
ized time-dynamic predictions. Recently, Rizopoulos has made a great contribution 
facilitating the use of the joint modeling methodology, first by means of an overview 
of the theory and applications of joint modeling (Rizopoulos, 2012) and secondly by 
developing the JM (Rizopoulos, 2010) and JMbayes (Rizopoulos, 2013) R packages for 
the frequentist and Bayesian shared-effects’ approaches, respectively.
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Number of visits per subject
1 2 3 ≥ 4 Overall

Sample size (%) 573 (23.7) 1499 (62.1) 293 (12.1) 50 (2.1) 2415 (100.0)
PSA descriptive

Mean 2.40 1.40 1.92 5.46 1.78
StDev 5.67 1.67 2.25 2.79 3.20
Min 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
1st Q 0.60 0.60 0.60 3.79 0.63
Median 1.10 1.00 1.10 4.69 1.06
3rd Q 2.20 1.67 2.44 6.28 1.95
Max 68.90 42.30 20.36 15.53 68.90
PCa diagnosed (%) 51 (44.0) 50 (43.1) 13 (11.2) 2 (1.7) 116 (100.0)

Table 1. Distribution of the subjects in the screening arm of the Spanish ERSPC study, descriptive 
statistics of the PSA measurements and distribution of the PCa diagnosed cases, stratified by the 
number of visits and overall.

Proust-Lima and Taylor (2009) assessed the prognostic value of longitudinal PSA 
measurements as a marker of PCa progression, in patients treated with radiother-
apy. Joint modeling is an interesting approach that allows to illustrate how classical 
and Bayesian statistics can be combined to reach a complex goal, taking advantage 
of the strengths of both paradigms. The goal of the paper is to show, from both 
approaches, how shared-parameter joint models can be used to incorporate past 
and current PSA levels into a predictive model of PCa, in a screening setting.

2. ERSPC STUDY AND DATA DESCRIPTION

Our motivating dataset consists of the screening arm of the Spanish subset of the 
European Randomized Screening for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC) study (Luján et al., 
2012). The ERSPC study is a multicenter trial initiated in 1991 in the Netherlands and 
Belgium, with six more European countries joining during the 90s. The objective of the 
ERSPC was to evaluate whether PCa screening with PSA reduces PCa specific mor-
tality in asymptomatic men. The Spanish subset recruited 4278 individuals between 
February 1996 and June 1999, aged 45 to 71 years, of whom 2415 were assigned to the 
screening arm and the remaining to the control arm. Those screened were given a 
blood test to measure PSA levels. Table 1 summarizes the description of the data.
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The variable of interest in the longitudinal analysis is PSA, ranging from 0.00 to 68.90 
ng/ml with mean and median 1.78 and 1.06 ng/ml., respectively (see Table 1). The 
original PSA variable was highly skewed to the right. A double log transformation of 
PSA was necessary to obtain a satisfactory symmetric distribution. We defined the 
LLP SA variable as the log(1+log(1+ P SA)). Figure 1 shows the time-plots of LLP SA 
according to presence or absence of PCa diagnosis.

Figure 1. LLPSA profiles versus time (age in years) for men who developed PCa during follow-up 
(top) and for 116 randomly selected men without a PCa diagnosis (bottom), participants in the 
screening arm of the Spanish ERSPC study.

We defined the time-to-event, T, as the time elapsed from the protocol screening 
start (age 45) to diagnosis of prostate cancer. We estimated that more than 90% of 
patients were prostate cancer free at age 80 years. In particular 116 men (4.8%) 
were diagnosed with PCa (median time, over age 45, equal to 17.32 years) and the 
remaining 2,299 men (95.2%) contributed to the study as right-censored data.

3. MODEL PROPOSAL

For the i-th subject, i = 1, … , n, denote by mi(t) the true LLPSA value at time t (i.e. at 
age 45 + t) and by  the whole longitudinal history of the 
true marker levels up to time t. The observable data for the i-th subject at the spe-
cific occasions tij at which measurements were taken, consists of the observed lon-
gitudinal LLPSA profile {yij = LLPSAij = log(1 + log(1 + P SAij)), j = 1, ... , ni}. Let yi(t) be 
the hypothetical observed value of LLPSA at time t which is assumed to deviate from the 
true value mi(t) by a certain error measurement εi(t) in such a way that yi(t) = mi(t) + εi(t) 
holds.
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The joint model that we propose binds a linear mixed-effects model for the longitu-
dinal part and a relative risk survival model for the time to PCa diagnosis, which 
incorporates the true historical subject profile of the longitudinal process 
(Rizopoulos, 2012). The survival submodel is based on the Weibull distribution due 
to its flexibility for representing different types of risks. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first time that a straightforward shared-parameter joint model of PSA and 
age at PCa diagnosis is fitted, in a screening setting, with the objective of exploring 
if longitudinal PSA measurements may orientate a personalized risk-based screen-
ing. The joint model is specified as

(1)

where  denotes the hazard function, 
T* denotes the true event time, and

is the vector containing all parameters, random effects and hyperparameters asso-
ciated with the individual i. For the longitudinal submodel, (β0, β1)T and (bi0, bi1)T are 
the fixed and the random effects for the intercept and the slope term, respectively, 
and εij the error term for the i-th subject at the j-th measurement with (εij | σ) ~ Ɲ (0, σ2); 
furthermore we assume that both random effects given σb0, σb1 and their correlation 
coefficient, ρb0 b1, follow a bivariate normal distribution with a mean of zero and an 
unstructured co variance matrix. For the survival submodel, the baseline hazard is 
given by h0(t | λ) = λ tλ−1, where λ is the shape parameter; w1 = a1 × y1 is a covariate 
which describes the interaction between the age, a1, and the LLP SA measurement, 
y1, at first visit, respectively; (γ0, γ1)T are the regression coefficients for the baseline 
hazard and the w1 interaction. Finally, α stands for the association parameter 
assessing the relationship between the longitudinal and the survival submodels.

Since preliminary analysis for joint model (1) showed a large correlation between bi0 
and bi1 we discarded the slope random effect and restrict posterior analyses, both 
frequentist and Bayesian, interpretations and conclusions to the following model

(2)
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4. ESTIMATION PROCEDURE, RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

In the frequentist approach, the joint model expression in (2) was fitted through the 
jointModel function, implemented in the R package JM (Table 2). The estimates 
reflect a strong positive association between PSA values and risk of PCa, and allows 
estimation of the impact of different increments of PSA at specific PSA values.

Parameters Value 95% Conf. Int.
Longitudinal Submodel
β0 0.369 (0.351, 0.388)
β1 0.014 (0.013, 0.015)
σ2 0.011 (0.011, 0.012)
σ2

b0  0.050 (0.044, 0.057)
Survival Submode
γ0 -13.706 (-15.299, -12.113)
γ1 -0.068 (-0.107, -0.028
λ 1.887 (1.459, 2.315)
Association
α 7.207 (6.041, 8.372)

Table 2. Joint model estimates for frequentist analysis of PCa diagnosis and longitudinal PSA values.

Similar results are obtained when estimating the full vector of uncertainties in the 
model, , from a Bayesian perspective, by using non-informative distribu-
tions as a priors and the common prior distribution given by

Computations were carried out using the statistical software WinBUGS (Lunn et al., 
2000) and R-package JMbayes.

The proposed methodology allows to dynamically estimate disease-free prob-
abilities. Figure 2 is an illustration of these updated survival probabilities 
based on the observed longitudinal subject-specific marker profile available 
up to date.
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Figure 2. LLPSA longitudinal trajectories and dynamic PCa free survival probabilities (with 95% 
pointwise credible intervals at each time point) for a patient after their first to fourth successive 
PSA measurements.

5. DISCUSSION

In this study, using data from the Spanish arm of the ERSPC study, we have esti-
mated a joint model of longitudinal measurements of PSA and time to diagnosis of 
PCa. Our model overcomes the limitations of simpler statistical tools because it 
accounts for a) the effect of PSA as an endogenous time-dependent covariate meas-
ured with error and b) the non-random dropout that results when an individual is 
diagnosed with PCa. In particular, we used both the frequentist and the Bayesian 
approaches, and built a shared-parameter joint model that combined some base-
line covariates and longitudinal PSA values to predict PCa incidence. The resulting 
model is consistent with the literature and clinical knowledge. This work can be 
considered a first step that should be followed by a more comprehensive modeling 
process accounting for additional predictive factors measured over time, e.g. pros-
tate volume or previous biopsy status (Roobol et al., 2012).
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ABSTRACT

Article is devoted to the concept of structuring space economic risk factors based on 
view of economic processes as the transformation processes of economic systems. 
Three directions of system economics application for fulfillment of the strategic 
tasks have been defined.

1. INTRODUCTION

To improve the quality of managing a socioeconomic system one must react effi-
ciently to external and internal impacts and detect changes within relevant eco-
nomic risk factors (ERF) in due time. The theory of economic systems (Kleiner, 2011, 
2012) provides adequate tools for that. This research relies on this theory and sug-
gests both an instrumental base for unified structuring risk space of any level soci-
oeconomic system and a systematic method of detecting and identifying ERF. There 
existing four core economic systems: object, environmental, project and process 
(Kleiner, 2013), let’s consider the object one.
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Here are some examples of this system:

1. Production cluster (Porter, 1990) implies a located geographically group of affil-
iated companies, specialized suppliers, service providers, financial organiza-
tions and companies in related business sectors and also organizations related 
to their activity.

2. Chain outlet is a company with a module structure, a new organizational pattern 
in global economy (Castels, 1996-1998), its particular functions being distrib-
uted among its subsidiaries.

3. Financial industrial group (FIG) which can incorporate self-consistent (indus-
trial, trade, transport, credit) companies in terms of their business and legal 
activities. FIGs are created by virtue of the decree of the President (Russian 
Federation Presidential Decree from December 5 1993. No 2096) through inte-
grating financial and material resources of companies of different profile.

Taking into account the time-space index, one can single out subsystems of the same 
four types within the economic system concerned. The subsystem of the object type 
shall be a business or a group of businesses comprising the socioeconomic system 
(SES) concerned. Project type subsystems realized at this particular period of time by 
the subsystems of object type and their structural elements shall also be part of the 
system. Both subsystems realize certain internal value transfer processes within the 
initial system and in interaction with external economic systems, which results in vari-
ous and (or) evolutional changes in their condition. Finally, environmental subsystem 
type can be mentioned. It deals with active legislation at working places or places where 
end products are sold, service is provided and other economic activity is implemented.

Based on the theory of economic systems and ERF space structuring caused by it, a 
new approach can be found.

This approach enables us to solve the following tasks:

1. Tasks to realize strategic solutions. A forecast of socioeconomic condition on all 
four subsystems (object, environmental, process, project) is made on each 
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unspecified stage of strategic solution realization at Tn. Many economic risk 
factors comply with this condition.

2. Tasks of mid-term planning. In difference from the first group these tasks do 
not depend on making solutions within the system and can undermine the per-
formance of socioeconomic systems if not properly dealt with, for instance, 
changing current legislation related to the operation of a socioeconomic sys-
tem. The management of a company or a corporate group should react to these 
changes, a new condition of other subsystems of SES possibly arising. A variety 
of ERF which might be different from the variety of ERF at the previous moment 
should be brought in conformity with the new condition of SES. This particular 
type of tasks shall be considered in more detail here.

3. Tasks aimed at building up risk-based internal control at businesses. The cur-
rent condition of SES is considered when solving these tasks. Afterwards, sub-
systems of SES in dynamics are compared to find out whether new projects and 
deals related to a business as a whole have come up over the last period of time, 
whether the implementation of the new legislation has taken place over the last 
period, how the changes in institutional environment have affected the projects 
and processes of the SES concerned. If no changes on the socioeconomic level, 
a checkup of relevance of detected risk factors goes to a lower level where ERF 
first appeared.

2. ERF IDENTIFICATIONS WAYS

This report deals with both detecting ERFs and working out anti-risk controlling 
actions in solving tasks of mid-term planning for cases related to changes in current 
legislation (changes of the component of SES environment).

Let’s discuss some existing methods of ERF identification. Later on it will be 
shown what applies the theory of economic systems. Nowadays a number of 
methods to detect risk factors can be applied. In the operational theory of risk 
management there are universal methods used by audit and insurance compa-
nies and special ones that allow particular risk assessment while doing the 
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research (Kachalov, 2012). An example of this method shall be a combination of 
two ways of detecting risk factors in describing a risk situation (Sleptsova, 
Kachalov, 2014).

The first way, shall we refer to it as a “top down” way, uses existing standards of risk 
management, among them the classification of risk factors on the pattern suggest-
ed in FERMA standards (http://www.ferma.eu/risk-management/standards/risk-
management- standard). The advantage of this way is that the main ERF will be 
analyzed considering the place where they arise for SES, but the detailed analysis of 
this method is insufficient.

The second way – shall we refer to it as “down top”. In terms of organizational 
structure, any business consists of a number of subdivisions. Each subdivision 
and its employees participate in some business processes. Some ERFs corre-
spond to each business process. The shortcoming of this second way is that 
essential ERFs dealing with business activities on the whole are hard to be for-
malized within particular business processes inside the organizational structure 
and so can be lost.

3. THE SPECIFIC CASE

On the first stage let’s consider how the other SES components will change when 
the environment changes. For instance, the tax legislation has changed and indi-
vidual tax payers have caught an opportunity to pay income tax collectively. For 
that purpose a contract about creating a consolidated group of tax payers is nec-
essary and some formalities are to be complied with, i.e. additional processes 
arise. The organizational structure of a business can change or can remain 
unchanged depending on the decision the management will take. New funds for 
investment can appear if a business follows the new pattern of tax calculation 
and tax payment. In classifying factors of economic risks based on SES compo-
nents four groups of risks can be singled out: object risks, process risks, projects 
risks and environmental risks. ERFs detected at T0 are assigned to SES condition 
at T0. Should the environment change (Eenvironment0 changes to Environment1), 
a managerial decision to change processes (Process0 changes to Process1) will 
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be taken. In our case a business will transfer all the tax registers and supporting 
documents from a local area to the head office where the consolidated group of 
tax payers is registered. The environment change in this case will arise not only 
due to putting new legislation into operation but also in case of considerable pay-
ments to the local budget at T0. At the moment T1 the business will not transfer 
part of tax to the local or regional budget which might change its relations with 
representatives from local authorities. Therefore a detailed situational analysis is 
to show whether new ERFs will or will not arise. Anyway ERF with correct appli-
cation of new legislation is to arise. Document transfer processes risk factors 
along with data exchange risk factors between a local business and a head office 
can be referred to new ERF processes. Decisions dealing with changes in organi-
zational structure and whether new ERF can be identified there are also to be 
taken into account. In increasing funds allocated for investment, should this deci-
sion be made, one should consider what project ERFs will be detected or will lose 
its relevance due to the termination of a project stage before schedule. Working 
out and endorsement of regulations and procedures can be applied as anti-risk 
controlling action to ERF processes (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Application of the theory of economic systems to ERF.
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5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion we note finally that if one makes a forecast to the conditions of SES 
subsystem while planning stages of strategic solutions realization, the application 
of the theory of economic systems will allow us to identify ERFs more efficiently and 
increase the quality of SES management.

In case of mid-term planning the theory of economic systems will enable us to make 
use of the systematic approach to detecting new ERFs and choose anti-risk control-
ling actions.

In controlling the fullness and consistency of financial accounting, meeting legisla-
tive norms the theory of economic systems allows us to analyze the changes in the 
four subsystems urgently and assess the condition of internal control system in the 
previous period.

Thus, applying the theory of economic systems, grouping ERFs into four subsystems 
enables us to improve the quality of SES management: detect new ERFs more effi-
ciently at a strategic planning stage, actualize the system of anti-risk controlling 
actions while in operation and optimize the procedure of internal control.
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ABSTRACT

Cost risk analysis is a fundamental process in defence acquisition projects. It allows 
analysts to examine the impact of individual risks on overall project cost and to esti-
mate the contingency budget amount needed for a desired level of confidence. 
Different methods for conducting cost risk analysis in defence acquisition projects 
have been developed in the literature. This paper provides a comprehensive histori-
cal review of the predominant research developments in risk analysis from a cost 
perspective. The paper discusses the underlying assumptions of the different cost 
risk analysis approaches, their methodologies, and how they can be used to esti-
mate the contingency allowances.

1. INTRODUCTION

Military assets are generally appraised at the acquisition stage on the basis of their 
total life cycle costs. Cost estimates for major defence acquisitions are usually 
accompanied by a formal risk analysis. Indeed, point estimates (median or average 
expected cost) of these acquisitions have frequently underestimated the true 
cost by a wide margin. The reasons for this include changes in the specifications or 
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requirements as the program progresses, optimistic estimates of advances in tech-
nology, funding instability, price/cost escalation, and schedule slippage. Although a 
formal analysis of cost risk will not necessarily reduce the risk inherent in a pro-
gram, it will help program managers understand the nature of the risks involved, 
and quantify and display the uncertainty associated with cost estimates. The result 
is a more realistic assessment of the funding required for a project and of the likeli-
hood of exceeding reported point estimates.

Cost risk analysis is a fundamental process in project management. It provides a 
means to examine the impact of individual risks on the overall project cost, to deter-
mine the likelihood of finishing the project on budget, and to estimate the requisite 
contingency reserve needed for a desired level of certainty about achieving the cost 
plus reserve. Cost risk analysis can also identify the most important risks to project 
cost so risk mitigation can be effective. The analysis of cost risk can be conducted in 
the project’s conceptual development phase as soon as there is a notional budget, 
and should be updated periodically throughout project execution as the estimate is 
refined and additional risks are identified and quantified.

The objective of this paper is to provide a comprehensive historical overview of the 
evaluation of risk assessment methodologies and to highlight recent research 
developments in risk estimation techniques. It also offers guidelines for applying 
appropriate statistical and operational research techniques in cost risk assessment.

2. EVOLUTION OF COST RISK ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES IN DEFENCE 

ACQUISITION PROJECTS

The existing literature on project cost risk analysis has primarily focused on the esti-
mating techniques. Many researchers have contributed to the development of an 
overall framework. The range of its fields of application includes the environment, 
finance, project management, and cost estimating (Arena et al., 2006). The military 
use of cost risk analysis can be traced back to the early 1950s after the end of World 
War II. Three main periods can be distinguished in this history: the multidisciplinary 
approach period (1950-1959), the econometric techniques period (1960-1980), and 
the stochastic simulation period (1990 to present).
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2.1. Multidisciplinary approach period (1950-1959)

In the 1950s, scientists were mainly using a multidisciplinary approach including 
descriptive statistics, probability theory, and mathematical tools to analyze the 
equipment cost overrun factors (Marshall and Meckling, 1959). Over this decade, 
the most influential event was the introduction of the Program Evaluation Review 
Technique commonly abbreviated PERT. This statistical tool was developed by the 
United States Navy in 1957 to analyze the involved tasks in completing large and 
complex projects. Uncertainty is caused by scheduling a given project without hav-
ing the details of all the activities. It can be reduced by better understanding of 
dependencies and improved scheduling of activities (Morris, 1994).

2.2. Econometric techniques period (1960-1989)

In the period 1960-1989, cost overruns on many high-visibility public projects start-
ed to shed light on the importance of cost risk analysis (Morris, 1994). Probabilistic 
risk analysis started to be recognized as an approved part of policy analysis (National 
Research Council, 1983). During this period of transition, the American Society for 
Risk Analysis has expanded to become an international organization. The advance-
ment of statistical techniques and the growth of computing power led to more-
refined techniques of cost risk analysis.

One of the econometric techniques is the cost growth technique. This technique 
applies econometric techniques to the costs of a set of historical projects to derive a 
cost growth factor. The difference between the revised and the estimated costs and the 
width of the confidence intervals are used as measures of the overall cost risk (Bolten 
et al., 2008). Dienemann (1966), for example, treated the future cost of a system as a 
random variable. This random variable is characterized by its probability density func-
tion. Integrating this variable between its lowest possible value and some value of 
interest gives the probability that the final cost will be at or below that value.

2.3. Stochastic simulation period (1990 to present)

In the period 1990 to the present day, personal computers and software packages 
became widespread and their power continued to increase rapidly. This made the 
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use of stochastic simulation methods for proactive decision making in project evalu-
ation possible. Simulation uses mathematical models, probability distributions, and 
random sampling to draw instances of results.

There are two main stochastic simulation methods for cost risk analysis (Hulett, 
2012): Cost driver and risk driver methods. The cost driver method uses a cost 
breakdown structure of a project and represents each cost line item by a probability 
distribution indicating the variability in the cost estimate. The risk driver method 
addresses the weaknesses of the cost driver method by using a risk breakdown 
structure instead of a cost breakdown structure to perform cost risk analysis. The 
cost driver method has three main limitations: (1) A cost element may be influenced 
by several different risks and a risk may impact multiple cost elements. (2) Correlation 
between cost elements exists in most projects. Using the cost driver method 
requires the specification of correlation coefficients to represent this phenomenon. 
These correlation coefficients are particularly difficult to obtain. (3) The method 
focuses on the impact of risks rather than the risks themselves. It particularly 
ignores the probability that a risk project event may or may not occur.

A growing body of literature has begun to recognize simulation and convolution as 
approved methods for proactive decision making in military project evaluation 
(Arena et al., 2006; US Air Force, 2007; NASA, 2008; NATO, 2012; Maybury, 2014). 
Sokri and Solomon (2014), for example, used a probabilistic risk assessment to por-
tray the major factors of uncertainty and estimate the Next Generation Fighter 
Capability (NGFC) project cost contingency. The authors showed that the single-fig-
ure expected value approach yields a higher predictable value of cost contingency 
than Monte Carlo simulation.

This period also saw the widespread development by the International Cost 
Estimating and Analysis Association (ICEAA) of new standards in terminology and 
application of analysis techniques. The Scenario-Based Method is one of the tech-
niques that ICEAA published in its official professional journal (Garvey et al., 2012).

In parallel to all the developments mentioned above, three simplified approaches 
have usually been used: The percentage addition method, the expected monetary 
value, and the qualitative methods. The percentage addition method determines 
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contingency as a percentage addition on the base estimate of a project. This subjec-
tive value is sometimes at the 100th percentile guaranteeing enough funds for any 
upward random variation in project cost (Sokri and Solomon, 2014). The expected 
monetary value estimates contingency as probability times consequence. Kaplan 
and Garrick (1981) found that the expected monetary value view reduces risk to the 
expected value of damage. They concluded that this viewpoint alone is not able to 
express the idea of risk. Qualitative methods use subjective judgments and ordinal 
scaling techniques to prioritize risks. Risk probability and risk impact are generally 
described in non-numerical terms such as low, moderate, and high (Hulett, 2012).

3. MAJOR LIMITATIONS

The key decision point in selecting a cost risk method over another is the availability 
of reliable and relevant data that will be used to assess cost risk. A multidisciplinary 
approach including a qualitative cost risk analysis would be appropriate early in the 
project life cycle when there is no or little information about the project. An econo-
metric approach would be appropriate early in the project life cycle when some his-
torical data and limited project information are available. Use of a simulation 
approach would be recommended when sufficient data on risk drivers or a detailed 
design specification is available (NASA, 2008).

The multidisciplinary approach evaluates each risk to determine how likely it would 
affect the project cost if it occurs. A major critical consideration of this approach is 
that it does not take into account the potential correlations among the cost risk driv-
ers. Such a correlation may exacerbate or dilute the aggregated incremental cost. 
The qualitative part of this approach is based on subjective judgments to prioritize 
risks. This qualitative analysis should be thought of as a quick and temporary evalu-
ation that should be reviewed as soon as new information is available.

A major limitation of the econometric approach is that it requires a valid relationship 
between cost and the different risk drivers. The accurate and homogenous historical 
data required for a formal econometric analysis is not always accessible. The lack of 
a significant similarity between historic systems and the new one is another major 
disadvantage of this method.
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The level of similarity is generally based on subjective judgement made by ana-
lysts.

While both the stochastic simulation and convolution methods can be used to gener-
ate a new aggregate probability distribution of the project cost estimate and what is 
known as an S-curve, they present different benefits and limitations. Convolution 
involves solving analytical formulas to derive closed-form solutions. Three main 
approaches are used to combine distributions analytically: manipulation of integrals, 
moment generating functions, and characteristic functions. The moment generating 
function, for example, does not always exist. Sometimes its integral does not con-
verge. Simulation can combine all input distributions to generate a possible distribu-
tion of the outcome, but it is still unable of determining other aspects of cost risk 
such as the identification of the most likely risk tolerance level and the determination 
of the residual risk (United States Government Accountability Office, 2009).

4. CONCLUSION

Cost risk analysis is a fundamental process in defence acquisition projects. It exam-
ines the impact of individual risks on the overall project cost and estimates the con-
tingency amount needed for a desired level of certainty. Different methods for ana-
lyzing cost risk in defence acquisition projects have been developed. Their military 
use can be traced back to the early 1950s. These techniques can be separated along 
historical lines into three main periods: the multidisciplinary approach period (1950-
1959), the econometric techniques period (1960-1989), and the stochastic simula-
tion period (1990 to present).

In addition to a comprehensive historical review of these techniques, this paper dis-
cusses their underlying assumptions, and describes their limitations. The paper 
mainly showed that the most difficult step in assessing a risky project is to combine 
the distributions of different risk factors. There are two major approaches to aggre-
gating risk distributions: stochastic simulation and analytical approach. The simulation 
approach is very flexible and provides detailed quantitative analysis. The analytical 
method is very difficult and not practical for most uses and users. Further efforts 
should be undertaken to address other aspects in cost risk analysis. Any methodology 
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used for the derivation of the estimate should be able to determine a specific risk 
tolerance and evaluate the remaining risk after mitigation.
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ABSTRACT

In this work, we propose a generalization of the increasing convex order to the mul-
tivariate setting to compare portfolios of risks. This order accounts both for the mar-
ginal effects and the dependence structures of the vectors and is closely related to 
some multivariate risk measures recently introduced in the literature. We derive the 
main properties of this new stochastic order.

1. INTRODUCTION

In insurance, an important reason for quantifying losses in the tail of distributions is 
to compare risks and, for this purpose, different risk measures and stochastic 
orders can be used. One of the most popular risk measures is the conditional tail 
expectation. Let X be a random variable with distribution function F and correspond-
ing quantile function F−1(p) = inf{x : F(x) ≥ p}, for p ∈ (0, 1). The conditional tail 
expectation (CTE) of X at quantile p is defined by

The CTE is a coherent risk measure that represents the expected risk given that the 
total risk exceeds its p-quantile. For continuous distributions, the CTE coincides 
with the tail value-at-risk given by
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(1)

(see Chapter 2 in Denuit et al., 2005). The tail value-at-risk is closely related to the 
increasing convex order (also named the stop-loss order), which is defined as follows.

Definition 1.1. Given two random variables X and Y with distribution functions F and 
G, X is said to be smaller than Y in the increasing convex order (denoted by X ≤ icx Y ) 
if E [u (X )] ≤ E [u (Y )] for all increasing convex function u.

Roughly speaking, if X ≤ icx Y, the risk X is simultaneously smaller and less variable 
than Y. It is well-known that X ≤ icx Y if and only if

where x+ = max {x, 0} . In insurance, the function π(t) = E (X − t)+ represents the net 
premium of a stop-loss reinsurance contract, therefore the increasing convex order 
is a natural way of comparing the riskiness of two univariate random variables. 
Many other properties and applications of this order can be found in the books by 
Müller and Stoyan (2002), Denuit et al. (2005) and Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007). 
The increasing convex order is characterized in terms of the tail value-at-risk as 
follows

(2)

(see, for example, Lemma 2.1 in Sordo and Ramos, 2007, which is stated as Theorem 
4.A.3 in Shaked and Shanthikumar, 2007). Therefore, for continuous random varia-
bles, we have

(3)

a result that interprets the comparison of CTEs in terms of evaluation functionals of 
the form E [u (X )] and E [u (Y )], where u is any increasing convex function.

In the literature, a number of authors, including Tibiletti (1993), Landsman and 
Valdez (2003), Hürlimann (2004) and Cousin and Di Bernardino (2014) have 
suggested extensions of the univariate CTE to the multivariate context. In general, 
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these extensions provide different translations of the notion of “tail distribution” at 
level p, with p ∈ (0, 1), to the multivariate setting (see also Sordo, Suárez-Llorens 
and Bello, 2015, for this topic). In this work we suggest a multivariate generalization 
of the increasing convex order that preserves some properties of the univariate 
increasing convex order, including a natural extension of (3) that involves the multi-
variate CTE introduced by Cousin and Di Bernardino (2014). Given two random vec-
tors X = (X1, .… , Xn) and Y = (Y1, … , Yn) , the new stochastic order accounts both for 
the marginal effects and the dependence structures of the vectors. In particular, for 
comonotonic random vectors, this order reduces to the univariate increasing convex 
order of the marginals. Among other properties, it will be shown that if X and Y have 
the same conditionally increasing structure (which is a notion of positive depend-
ence) the increasing convex order among the marginals Xi and Yi, for i = 1, ... , n, 
implies the multivariate order among the vectors X and Y. As a consequence, we 
extend an increasing-convex order preserving property for the multivariate CTE 
from the case of Archimedean copulas (as provided by Hürlimann, 2014) to the case 
of conditional increasing copulas. [Remark: this work is still in progress at the time 
of writing this report].
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ABSTRACT

Fractal hypothesis is both challenging and technical issue of mammary cancer. Here 
we discuss on statistical distributions of fractal dimensions for both mammary can-
cer and masthopaty.

1. INTRODUCTION

When we consider fractal based cancer diagnostic, many times a statistical pro-
cedure to assess the fractal dimension is needed. We shall look for some ana-
lytical tools for discrimination between cancer and healthy ranges of fractal 
dimensions of tissues (see Baish and Jain, 2000; Mrkvicka and Mattfeldt, 2011). 
The algebraic and topologic properties of cancer growth are available via appro-
priate set structure, e.g. bornology (see Paseka, Solovyov and Stehlík, 2015, 
2014, or topology; see Stehlík, 2015). Here we illustrate some issues on discrim-
ination between mammary cancer and masthopatic tissues, which is follow-up 
of study Hermann et al. (2014).
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2. SIMPLE DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN MASTHOPATHY AND MAMMARY 

CANCER BASED ON THE BOX-COUNTING DIMENSION

We consider boxplots in Figure 1 in order to have a graphical comparison between 
the two groups. Therein, one can see that the box-counting dimensions seem to be 
on average lower for mammary cancer tissue in addition to some outliers in the 
lower boundaries.

If we will follow the simple concept that higher dimension is more risky, the issue is 
that we will arrive with this dataset to some sort of contradiction. The problem is 
that the median of the box-counting dimension is 1.5972. When we make a simple 
clustering based on ordering the box-counting dimension and decide to tell that 
more risky tissue have a box-counting dimension bigger than the median and non-
risky tissue is below, then we only classified 135 of mamca and 60 of mastho below. 
Recall that 199 observations contain the characteristic masthopathy and 192 obser-
vations mammary cancer.

Figure 1: Boxplot of the groups masthopathy (left) and mammary cancer (right).

Even using the arithmetic mean of 1.587391 decreases the number of classified 
cancer tissues to 128 for mamca and 56 for masto. Based on this simple example we 
can conclude that we need a more sophisticated procedure based on the box-counting 
dimension to discriminate between the two groups and we should take more detailed 
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characteristics of the tissue into account. In extremal case there is no possibility to 
develop automatic clustering based on box-counting dimension, which can avoid 
histological expert examination.

Figure 2 (left). Plot of the dimensions discriminated between the groups masthopathy and mammary 
cancer. Figure 3 (right). Plot of the dimensions.

Figure 2 indicates that to force usage only of one box-counting dimension establishes 
inverse problems, which is ill posed. Loosely saying we need a continuous dimension 
spectrum, e.g. multi-fractal dimension spectra. It has already been used in breast 
cancer discrimination by George and Kamal (2007). A multifractal system is a gener-
alization of a fractal system in which a single exponent (the fractal dimension) is not 
enough to describe its dynamics; instead, a continuous spectrum of exponents (the 
so-called singularity spectrum) is needed. This relates also to Tweedie exponential 
dispersion models, which, as a special case, contains both normal and gamma distri-
butions. This is further justification for these two simple distributional families: in the 
case of our empirical data we have found a strong deviation from normality for mas-
thopathy, and therefore we used gamma and Weibull distribution. In contrast to that 
mammary cancer data has been adjusted by outliers which yields data following nor-
mal distribution.

Figure 3 gives a good overview of the distribution of the observations of the different 
groups. It is visible that mammary cancer tissue have on average higher dimensions 
(red) compared to masthopathological tissue (green). These conclusions were 
already recognizable due to the comparison of the mean and the interquartile-dis-
tance as well as within the boxplots.
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To use the fact, that the sum of squared independent standard normal distributed 
random variables follows Chi-Squared distribution, it is essential to prove first this 
conditions. For this reason it is necessary to show that the differences between the 
curves are standard normal distributed. Therefore, Shapiro-Wilk-test was used and 
results in a rejection of the null-hypothesis of standard normal distribution. Hence, 
there is another possibility to proof the condition in order that usage of Chi-Squared 
distribution is allowed. We have to show, that the squared differences are Chi-
Square distributed with one degree of freedom.

Computing the sum of the squared differences delivers a value of 5.38. A Chi-
Square-test was accomplished to test whether the two groups are equal or different. 
The p-value of the distribution function of the Chi-Squared distribution with 199 
degrees of freedom is approximately one. This value is another proof that the two 
groups are different. Furthermore, we made a standardization (by reducing of the 
mean and dividing by the standard error) of the previously calculated differences. 
The distribution function at the sum of standardized squared differences of 198 and 
199 degrees of freedom is 0.49331. Hence, this p-value does not yield enough sup-
port to reject the null hypothesis of differences between the groups. However, we 
believe that the distribution can be gamma with the real valued shape parameter. 
We simulated in order to maximize p-values with changes in shape and scale 
parameters of Gamma distribution. By reducing the shape parameter and in con-
trast to that increasing the rate, which reduces the scale parameter, a convergence 
to higher p-values is obvious.

We can see that we will find a rather good fit for specific values of the parameters. 
These values were tested by the version of Kolmogorov-Smirnov in R. Thereby, the 
shape parameter of 0.415 and a scale parameter of 1/0.485 delivered an accurate 
p-value of 0.09956. The test with a shape parameter of 0.42 delivered an even better 
p-value of 0.1272. Therefore, it can be assumed that the standardized differences 
are Gamma distributed with a shape parameter lying in between the range [0.415, 
0.42] and the scale parameter is about 2.06 (1/0.485). Moreover, it is quite useful to 
compare the standardized differences with generated random variables of a gamma 
distribution, with a shape parameter of 0.415 and a scale parameter of 2.062. This 
comparison can be seen in Figure 4.
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shape scale p-value
0.45491680 1 / 0.45729929 8.354e-05

0.48 1 / 0.4573 3.7e-12
0.44 1 / 0.4673 1.65e-11
0.44 1 / 0.4673 5.55e-10
0.42 1 / 0.48 2.22e-16
0.43 1 / 0.47 1.403e-10

0.425 1 / 0.48 1e-9
0.42 1 / 0.48 0.004855

0.425 1 / 0.48 0.04488
0.43 1 / 0.48 0.009656
0.42 1 / 0.485 0.1272

0.415 1 / 0.485 0.09

Table 1. Simulation of p-values with given shape and scale parameter.

Figure 4. Comparison of standardized differences with random variables of a gamma distribution.

2.1. Testing for distributions of the groups

Shapiro-Wilk tests deliver p-value for mammary cancer tissue (0.04519) which is 
ten times the one resulting from mastophatic tissue. However, this value is still too 
small (for a significance level of 95%) to state that the box-counting dimension of 
mammary cancer tissue is normal distributed. QQ-Plots in Figure 5 are another 
proof, that masthopathy is not normally distributed, but normal distribution of the 
dimensions of mammary cancer should not be rejected without further analysis. 
Indeed, the lower quantile differs significantly from the comparative line.
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Therefore, outlier detection for mammary cancer data with usage of box-plot rule 
has been performed. Four candidates for outliers from the lower end of the data 
were obtained and removed in order to yield useful information on the distributional 
behaviour of mammary cancer tissue. The according p-value has improved signifi-
cantly up to 0.5716 and therefore, it can be assumed that the modified data is normal 
distributed. Another indication for normality of this group are histogram and QQ-Plot 
of the modified data in Figure 6. Both of the plots suggest that the modified box 
counting dimension of mammary cancer tissue is normal distributed.

Figure 5. QQ-Plot of the groups masthopathy (left) and mammary cancer (right).

Figure 6. Histogram and QQ-Plot of mammary cancer data without outliers (n = 188).
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Robust normality testing procedures have been applied to both groups. Therefore, 
data has been truncated in the lower boundaries, such that only tissue higher than 
threshold ε has been taken into account. Shapiro-Wilk tests have been used to com-
pute p-values for the fit of normal distribution. The development of p-values can be 
found in Figure 7, where especially modified box-counting dimensions of mammary 
cancer tissue can be seen as normally distributed in contrast to mastophatic tissue 
box-counting dimensions.

The discrimination between the groups in terms of distributional fit allows the inter-
pretation that more abnormal tissue follows normal distribution. Moreover, it has 
been shown that Gamma as well as Weibull distributions are proper distributions for 
fitting mammary as well as masthopathic box-counting dimensions.

Figure 7. Test for nomal distribution with truncated data for both groups.
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ABSTRACT

Insurance science is known as the discipline that applies mathematical and statisti-
cal methods. Within those, fitting of claims distribution is a very interesting and 
important issue. As it is generally known, the claim amounts to the insurance com-
pany can be usually described by several continuous non-negative random varia-
bles. Moreover, most insurance data is skewed to the right and therefore such prob-
ability distributions as exponential, lognormal, Weibull, Pareto, gamma and Burr 
distributions are usually used. The normal distribution is also important distribution 
used in insurance and risk management since it usually appears like limiting distri-
bution in many cases. Similarly, many stochastic actuarial models, classical statisti-
cal tests and confidence intervals, widely used in insurance, require that the data 
has been generated by a normal distribution. Thus, the aim of this contribution is to 
present and discuss some interesting results of robust testing for normality with 
applications in insurance. Two illustrative examples using claims incurred data and 
the theft claims data made in a household insurance portfolio are also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

Insurance science is the discipline where mathematical and statistical methods are 
extensively used. One of the important issue in insurance is fitting of claims distri-
bution, because it serves an important tool for the purpose of pricing insurance 
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products. Consequently, it is also possible to consider that the claim amounts to the 
insurance company are a realization of a probabilistic process which can be fitted by 
several non-negative right skewed probability distributions, such as exponential, 
log-normal, Weibull, Pareto, gamma and Burr distributions. However, the normal 
distribution is also frequently used in insurance. It usually appears like limiting dis-
tribution in many cases. For example, the normal approximation should be used for 
the calculation of aggregate claims distributions (see Dickson, 2005), because it is 
expected that the distribution of the sum of a number of i.i.d. random variables to 
tend to a normal distribution by the Central Limit Theorem.

Similarly, many stochastic actuarial models, classical statistical tests and confi-
dence intervals, widely used in insurance and risk assessment, require that the data 
has been generated by a normal distribution. Testing for normality could be there-
fore an important topic in these fields. Many common used tests for normality are 
however sensitive to small deviations from normality. It is therefore often better to 
use tests from the little-known class of robust tests for normality. In this context, as 
a robust test for normality it is called the normality test that is less sensitive to small 
deviations from normality, particularly in the form of a few outliers (Stehlík et al., 
2015). Thus, the aim of this contribution is to present and discuss some interesting 
results of robust testing for normality. The rest of paper is organized as follows. In 
the second part, the general RT class of tests for normality is introduced. In the third 
part, we present and discuss some interesting results of power of selected classical 
and robust tests for normality against distributions usually used in insurance. In the 
next part, two illustrative examples using claims incurred data and the theft claims 
data made in a household insurance portfolio are presented. Finally, the last section 
is Summary.

2. GENERAL RT CLASS TESTS FOR NORMALITY

The general RT class is based on robustification of the classical Jarque-Bera test 
introduced by Jarque and Bera (1987). The general RT class test statistic is defined 
by Stehlík et al. (2012) for purpose of robust testing for normality against Pareto tails 
and has the following form:
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where Mj are jth theoretical central moment estimators of the random vari able 
defined as  for j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, 
where φj is a tractable and continuous function where φ0(x) =  and φj (x) = xj 
for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, X(m) is the order statistic, T (Fn, s) is a location functional applied 
to the sample X1, X2, . . . , Xn, r and s are the trimming constants for moments and 
location, respectively, K1 and K2 are small-sample variants of mean corrections, C1 
and C2 are constants which can be obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations, and 
finally, α1, α2, α3 and α4 are exponents.

As it was mentioned above, for the construction of the general RT class test statistic 
we use a location functional approach. Note, that the location functional has been 
introduced by P. E. Bickel and E. L. Lehmann in a series of papers (e.g. Bickel and 
Lehmann, 1975) and it looks to be playing a crucial role also by robust testing. As it 
was shown in Stehlík et al. (2012), the power of RT class test mimics the effective-
ness of location estimator in typical cases. Thus, trade-off between power and 
robustness is a typical issue here. Based on the location functional approach, in the 
general RT class we use the following four different location estimators:

• mean: 

• median: 

• trimmed mean: , where X(i) is the order statistic of the 
sample and s is the trimming constant for location;

• pseudo-median: T(3) = mediani≤j (Xi + Xj )/2, i.e. the median of the set {(X1 + X1)/2, 
(X1 + X2)/2, (X1 + X3)/2, … , (X1 + Xn)/2, (X2 + X2)/2, (X2 + X3)/2, … , (X2 + Xn)/2), … , 
(Xn−1 + Xn)/2, (Xn + Xn)/2}.

Note, that some theoretical results on consistency and asymptotic distribution χ2 of 
the general RT class test statistic can be found in Stehlík et al. (2012, 2015).
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3. POWER SIMULATION STUDY

To compare the power of several classical and robust tests for normality, we per-
form the Monte Carlo simulation study using R (R Core Team, 2014). As alternative 
distributions we consider distributions common used in insurance, i.e. exponential, 
Pareto, Weibull, log-normal, gamma and Burr distributions. These distributions 
could be separated in two families – light and heavy-tailed distributions, while the 
exponential distribution is the border between them. In our study gamma distribu-
tion and Weibull distribution with shape parameter k ≥ 1 represent light-tailed dis-
tributions, while the Weibull distribution with shape parameter 0 < k < 1, and log-
normal, Pareto and Burr distributions represent heavy-tailed distributions.

For our simulation study we consider some classical non-robust tests of normality 
with higher power against the broad scale of alternative distributions – the Shapiro-
Wilk test (SW, Shapiro and Wilk, 1965) as the most popular omnibus test of normal-
ity for a general use, the Jarque-Bera test (JB, Jarque and Bera, 1987) as the most 
widely adopted omnibus test of normality in finance and related fields, and the 
Anderson-Darling test (AD, Anderson and Darling, 1952) and the Lilliefors test (LT, 
Lilliefors, 1967) as the most famous tests of normality based on the empirical distri-
bution function – accompanied with several new tests for normality based on robust 
characteristics, in particular, the medcouple test (MC-LR) introduced by Brys et al. 
(2008), the robust Jarque-Bera test (RJB) introduced by Gel and Gastwirth (2008), 
and the selected robust tests from the RT class, namely MMRT1, MMRT2, TTRT1 and 
TTRT2 – for more details of these RT class tests see Stehlík et al. (2015). The num-
ber of replications of the Monte Carlo simulations is 100, 000 and analyzed sample 
sizes are n ∈ {20, 100}.

Table 1 presents the power of mentioned classical and robust tests for normality 
against alternatives usually used in insurance. From the simulation study we can 
conclude that SW, AD, MMRT1 and MMRT2 are the most powerful tests. We can also 
conclude that power of robustified Jarque-Bera tests MMRT1 and MMRT2 for small 
sample size n = 20 is reasonably higher than power of the classical JB test. Power of 
these tests for large sample sizes is comparable. Therefore, MMRT1 is preferable 
against this class of alternative distributions when a robust test is desired, espe-
cially for small sample sizes.
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n = 20 exp
(1)

gamma
(2,1)

Weibull
(2,1)

Weibull
(0.5,1)

lnorm
(0,1)

Pareto
(2,1)

Burr
(2,2,1)

AD 0.773 0.460 0.129 0.997 0.903 0.965 0.569
JB 0.624 0.405 0.122 0.959 0.823 0.902 0.549
LT 0.584 0.325 0.104 0.983 0.792 0.901 0.438
RJB 0.558 0.354 0.104 0.943 0.784 0.875 0.509
SW 0.833 0.526 0.152 0.999 0.930 0.978 0.624
MC-LR 0.384 0.167 0.073 0.920 0.482 0.663 0.173
MMRT1 0.722 0.457 0.134 0.990 0.880 0.946 0.578
MMRT2 0.709 0.440 0.129 0.989 0.872 0.943 0.561
TTRT1 0.354 0.241 0.105 0.419 0.361 0.358 0.243
TTRT2 0.534 0.321 0.086 0.944 0.774 0.872 0.476

n = 100 exp
(1)

gamma
(2,1)

Weibull
(2,1)

Weibull
(0.5,1)

lnorm
(0,1)

Pareto
(2,1)

Burr
(2,2,1)

AD 1.000 0.998 0.611 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999
JB 1.000 0.995 0.553 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.999
LT 1.000 0.954 0.392 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.983
RJB 1.000 0.979 0.437 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.996
SW 1.000 1.000 0.787 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
MC-LR 0.956 0.631 0.172 1.000 0.989 0.999 0.645
MMRT1 1.000 0.989 0.536 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.997
MMRT2 1.000 0.989 0.548 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.997
TTRT1 0.996 0.877 0.366 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.950
TTRT2 0.999 0.950 0.322 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.988

Table 1. Power of selected normality tests, n = 20 and n = 100.  

4. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

For illustration purposes, we consider two insurance data sets. The first data set is 
representing by claims incurred (net of reinsurance) data in the Czech Republic in 
the period 2002–2012 (data set: CZSO, 2014). The second data set is representing by 
the theft claims data made in a household insurance portfolio, which are taken from 
Table 2.1 in Boland (2007). For this case, Boland (2007, p. 48) states that the results 
of fitting of the original theft claims data give some support for using a log-normal 
distribution to model this data set. As it is generally known, if the random variable X 
is log-normally distributed, then Y = log(X ) has a normal distribution. Thus, we also 
apply mentioned normality tests for the logarithm data to verify this claim.
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For mentioned data sets, in Table 2 test statistics and p-values of the Shapiro-Wilk 
test (SW), the Jarque-Bera test (JB), the Anderson-Darling test (AD), the Lilliefors 
test (LT), the medcouple test (MC-LR), the robust Jarque-Bera test (RJB), and four 
robust tests from the RT class are presented.

Claims incurred Theft log(Theft)
statistic p-value statistic p-value statistic p-value

AD 0.109 0.998 18.6 0.000 0.707 0.064
JB 0.487 0.700 5538.7 0.000 9.776 0.017
LT 0.096 0.995 0.3 0.000 0.087 0.028
RJB 0.335 0.758 394035.3 0.000 13.449 0.012
SW 0.982 0.971 0.5 0.000 0.980 0.065
MC-LR 0.125 0.981 60.9 0.000 4.808 0.162
MMRT1 0.485 0.706 5259.1 0.000 8.903 0.016
MMRT2 0.486 0.720 3677.9 0.000 8.133 0.018
TTRT1 0.227 0.904 42.1 0.000 1.079 0.601
TTRT2 0.162 0.908 334162.4 0.000 5.613 0.063

Table 2. Test statistics and p-values for claims data.

The results presented in Table 2 show, that normality of claims incurred data is not 
rejected by any of the given tests. These results are in accordance to the assumption 
that it is usually possible to model claims as normal variables in a short-terms and 
log-normal in a long-terms (Stehlík and Střelec, 2008). If we consider the theft 
claims data, so the hypothesis of a normal distribution of log(Theft), i.e. the hypoth-
esis of a log-normal distribution of origin theft claims data, supports the AD, SW, 
MC-LR, TTRT1 and TTRT2 tests, at 5% significant level. Note that only MC-LR, TTRT1 
and TTRT2 tests have good robustness properties (see Stehlík et al., 2015). In the 
other cases, the null hypothesis is rejected. As it was also shown in Stehlík et al. 
(2015), TTRT1 test is preferable when a robust test is desired, if we consider large 
sample sizes and heavy-tailed alternatives. Thus, we can conclude that the theft 
claims data made in a household insurance portfolio could be fit by a log-normal 
distribution to model this data set.
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5. CONCLUSION

In this contribution some interesting results of robust testing for normality were 
presented and discussed. Firstly, the general RT class test statistic was introduced 
and the results of power of selected classical and robust tests against alternative 
distributions usually used in insurance were presented. We can conclude that power 
of selected RT tests is reasonably higher than power of the classical JB test, espe-
cially for small sample sizes. In the last section of this contribution two illustrative 
examples were presented. In accordance to Stehlík et al. (2015) we can conclude 
that if we primarily focus on tests which have good robustness properties for large 
sample sizes, the TTRT1 test is preferable.
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ABSTRACT

Household products contain various chemicals and their potential risk to the human 
health is ever present. Safety concerns of household products have been raised with 
humidifier sterilizer incident in Korea 2011. Based on this issue, Korea National 
Institute of Food and Drug Safety Evaluation (NIFDS) selected 28 chemicals widely 
used in detergent and wet tissues and performed safety assessment of these chem-
icals. In this study, the exposure algorithms were designed specifically for Korean 
population and coefficient factors were determined from a consumer survey con-
ducted on 3,000 Korean population. The margin of exposure for each chemical was 
calculated by comparing the NOAEL to the estimated human exposure. We have 
concluded that risk of chemical exposed to human body from the use of wet tissue 
is negligible. However, the use of detergent was associated with high exposure level 
of ethoxylated alcohols, coconut deiethanolamide and limonene. We recommend 
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the public to wear protection equipment when using detergent that can come in 
direct contact with human body. 

This study will be applicable to establish the basis of risk assessment and to 
strengthen safety management system in Korea.

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of household products such as detergent and wet tissue has dramatically 
increased in recent years due to convenience and ease of use. These products con-
tain numerous chemical substances as surfactant for removing stain or dirt, pre-
servative to prevent microbial contamination, aroma components and etc. 
Nevertheless, safety of each chemical present in frequently used household products 
not yet clearly defined. In addition, safety is not guaranteed by labeling a product as 
dangerous and not using it simply because it contains an ingredient with dangers.

In 2011, dozens of pregnant and postpartum women have simultaneously developed 
interstitial lung diesease from unknown cause and died. This incident and subse-
quent reports described the high prevalence of this disease in pregnant and post-
partum women and their children, and its 100% mortality rate. These serial reports 
alerted the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC), which initi-
ated investigations to identify the cause of the disease and come up with preventive 
measures. On August 31, KCDC announced to the media that their preliminary epi-
demiological analyses of acute lung injury with unkown causes in adult cases 
revealed a strong association with the use of humidifier disinfectants (Yang et al., 
2013). KCDC also reported PHMG (Poly hexa methylene guanidine) and PGH (Oligo 
(2-(2-ethoxy) ethoxy ethyl guanidinium chloride) as a inhalation toxicity agent of the 
humidifier disinfectants. This issue had great social repercussions and also alerted 
government bodies confirming safety concern of household products. Also public 
safety concerns of chemicals in household products used in everyday lives have 
increased. 

The Korean government has decided to conduct a safety assessment of household 
products which may pose potential harm to korean consumers.
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The aim of this study was to conduct safety assessment of 5 groups of household 
products including synthetic detergent, fabric softener, bleaching agent, detergent 
and wet tissues frequently used by Korean consumers. To determine the risk 
associated with the use of such products, it is necessary to grasp level of chemical 
exposure from the use of a product and whether such chemical poses potential 
harm to human health. 

Korea NIFDS surveyed 3,000 Korean consumers to identify uses patterns of house-
hold products and conducted exposure assessment through established algorithms 
of each group of products. This study provides scientific background in safety man-
agement system for synthetic detergent, fabric softener, bleaching agent, detergent 
and wet tissues in Korea.

2. OUR APPROACH

Chemical substances selection criteria

We have collected the lists of chemicals used in 413 detergent and wet tissues from 
Korean Agency for Technology and Standards (KATS)1 , industries and labeling of the 
products. Through the exclusion of repetition and unconfirmed substances, 400 
chemical substances were summarized.

182 GRAS (Generally Recognized as Safe) chemicals with unsufficient toxiological 
information not being assessed in this study. Based on hazard potential, urgency 
social concerns, and frequency of use in products, total of 28 chemical substances 
were selected for risk assessment in this study (Table 1).

1 KATS: KATS has strengthened policy activities in standards and product safety for industrial product 
in Korea. This agency have managed registered information of ingridient substaces used in wet 
tissues, detergent etc..
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Purpose Chemicals CAS No.
1 Methylisothiazolinone 2682-20-4
2 Chloromethylisothiazolinone 26172-55-4
3 Ethanol 64-17-5
4 Poly(hexamethylenebiguanide)hydrochloride 32289-58-0
5 Iodopropynyl Butylcarbamate 55406-53-6
6 Preservative 1,2-Benzisothiazolin-3-one 2634-33-5
7 Dimethyloldimethyl Hydantoin 6440-58-0
8 (Tallow)Trimethylammonium Chloride 8030-78-2
9 Coconut Diethanolamide 68603-42-9

10 Propyl Paraben 94-13-3
11 2-Bromo-2-nitro-1,3-propanediol 52-51-7
12 Ethylene Oxide 75-21-8
13 Thiourea 62-56-6
14 Alcohols, C12-14, ethoxylated 68439-50-9
15 Alcohols, C9-11, ethoxylated 68439-46-3
16 Alcohols, C16-18, ethoxylated 68439-49-6
17 Alcohols, C12-13, ethoxylated 66455-14-9
18 Surfactant Decyl alcohol, ethoxylated 5131-66-8
19 1-Butoxy-2-Propanol 26183-52-8
20 Fatty alcohol polyoxyethylene ether 9002-92-0
21 Sodium Lauryl Ether Sulphate 9004-82-4
22 Diethanolamine 111-42-2

23
Aroma 

component
Limonene 5989-27-5 

24 Abrasive Quartz 14808-60-7
25 Foam N,N-Dimethyldodecylamine-N-oxide 1643-20-5
26 stabilizer Sodium Metasilicate Nonahydrate 13517-24-3
27 Softener Dioctyl Phthalate 117-84-0
28 Viscosity agent  Ammonium Thioglycolate 5421-46-5

Table 1. 28 chemical substances.

Exposure assessment

The exposure of chemical substance to consumers is determined mainly by the fre-
quency and exposure time and its concentration in the household products. It is 
necessary to gain an understanding of how a product is used by consumer to establish 
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coefficient factor. Thus, in this study a survey of 3,000 Korean consumers who used 
more than 1 detergent or wet tissues within a month was conducted. Consumers 
feed information about demographics (age, sex, etc.), type and amount of household 
product used, frequency and etc. through online program during 13 days (Yoo et al., 
2014 a, b). We have classified household products found in Korean market into 26 
groups and then set exposure scenarios. Based on The Soap and Detergent 
Association (2005) and Nethalands National Institute for Public Health and the 
Environment (2006) studies, the algorithm for each exposure scenario was revised 
and complemented to fit Korean situation. And also each substance physicochemi-
cal and toxicological characteristics and surface area were obtained using refer-
ences (WHO report 1993-2003, OECD report 2004~2009 and etc.). Finally, exposure 
algorithms and coefficient factors adjusted for Korean population were developed 
(Table 2).

Dermal Exposure

Direct D = Askin × Wf × n × Abs ÷ BW

Continuous D = Atime × Wf × tr × n × Abs ÷ BW

Transition from fabric O = A × Wf× Abs × Sder × FD × F1 ÷ W × F2 × F3 × F4 × n ÷ BW
Inhalation Exposure

Direct C = Adisperse × Wf + V × e-qt × n × tr ÷ 24

Volatiles
C = [-(A × Wf ÷ tr) ÷ (q × V) × 1- e(-qtr) ÷ q × e(-qt) + (A × Wf ÷ tr) ÷ 

(q × V) × 1- e(-qtr) × e(qtr) ÷ q] × Fair × n ÷ 24

Aerosol C = fairborne≤20μm × (M × Wf × tr) ÷ (V × q) × (1- e(-qtr)) × n ÷ 24
Oral Exposure

General type D = Aintake × Wf × n ÷ BW

A: Amount of using product per once (mg/frequency)
Atime: Residue of skin per time (mg/min/frequency) 
Aintake: Amount of intake per once (mg/frequency)
n: Frequency per day (frequency/day)
t: Exposure time (min) 
FD: Fabric density (mg/cm2)
F2: Transition from fabric proportion 
F4: Residue proportion of detergent after final 
dehydration 
V: Room volume (m3)
M: Spraying amount per time (mg/min/frequency)
fairborne≤20μm: Airborne fraction(≤20μm)

Askin: Residue of skin per once (mg/frequency) 
Adisperse: Amount of dispersed product (mg/frequency)
Wf: Composition of product (%)
Abs: Absorption rate (%)
tr: Using time (min)
Sder: Contact area (cm2)
F1: Residue proportion of detergent at last washing
F3: Proportion of residue in skin
W: Laundry weight (mg)
q: Ventilation rate (1/min) 
Fair: Air release factor

Table 2. Algorithms for each exposure route.
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Margin of safety

The amount of exposure was calculated using algorithms for each scenario. The 
NOAEL is compared to the various estimates of human exposure to calculate the 
margin of exposure (MOE). The magnitude of the MOE gives an indication of the level 
of concern, but is not a precise quantification of risk (Benford et al., 2010).

3. CONCLUSION

The safety assessments for 28 chemicals widely used in detergent and wet tissues 
were conducted in this study. We have concluded that risk of chemical exposed to 
human body from the use of wet tissue is negligible. However, the use of detergent 
was associated with high exposure level of ethoxylated alcohols, coconut deietha-
nolamide and limonene. Korea NIFDS recommends establishing safety manage-
ment system to indicate safety instruction on product label (for example, wear 
protection equipment when using detergent). In Korea, safety regulations of deter-
gent, synthetic detergent, fabric softener and bleaching agent are legislated by 
Ministry of Environment and those of wet tissues are controlled by KATS and 
MFDS.
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ABSTRACT

Obesity is a well-known risk factor for several cardiovascular diseases. The increase 
of childhood obesity in recent years is likely to imply an increase of the prevalence of 
these overweight and obesity related cardiovascular diseases. Several interventions 
have been carried out in the last years aiming at revert the obesity prevalence-
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increasing trends and to popularize healthy lifestyle including food habits among 
children. In the present work, Educació en alimentació (EdAl) school-based pro-
gram is presented: the original intervention at Reus and surroundings towns as 
control, and the reproduction of this program at “Terres de l’Ebre”. These interven-
tions showed the promising results at the end-of-intervention and 2-y follow-up 
after cessation of intervention. EdAl program achieved a reduction of obesity preva-
lence and an improvement of lifestyles such as ≥4 after-school physical activity h/
week and dietary habits (fruit and vegetable consumption). In conclusion, healthy 
lifestyles improved due to EdAl program intervention, are identified risk factors of 
childhood obesity and cardiovascular disease. These results, according to the cur-
rent evidence, could represent a 4% to 19% risk reduction of cardiovascular disease.

1. INTRODUCTION

Obesity (OB) is a well-known risk factor for cardiovascular diseases (Bastien, Poirier, 
Lemieux and Després, 2014). There is a strong association between childhood obe-
sity and early-onset comorbidities that have an adverse effect on vasculature, such 
as hypertension, dyslipidaemia and insulin resistance, which can result in a prema-
ture and accelerated artheroschlerosis (Raghuveer, 2010). The increase of child-
hood obesity rates in recent years is likely to imply an increase of the prevalence of 
these overweight and OB related cardiovascular risk factors (Boden and Salehi, 
2013). A Danish cohort study of 276,835 children found that higher childhood BMI 
values elevated the risk of having a coronary heart disease event in adulthood. This 
association is stronger in boys than in girls and increase with the age of the child in 
both sexes (Baker, Olsen and Sørensen, 2007). The Harvard Growth Study showed 
that being overweight in adolescence resulted in more than a 2-fold higher relative 
risk of coronary artery disease mortality, independent of adult weight (Must, 
Jacques, Dallal, Bajema and Dietz, 1992). Taking this into account, several interven-
tions have been carried out in the last years on children with the objective of revert 
the OB prevalence-increasing trend and to popularize healthy lifestyle and food hab-
its among them (Verrotti, Penta, Zenzeri, Agostinelli and De Feo, 2014).

According to the European Heart Network (2011), changing some life and health 
habits could benefit and protect health from Cardiovascular Disease (CVD), were 
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eating more pieces of fruit or vegetables per day, or practicing a specific time of 
physical activity could reduce this risk (Table 1).

Fruit and Vegetable Consumption
Portions (106 gr) 7 day Risk of CVD reduction
1 portion /day 4%
3-5 portions/day 7%
> 5 portions/day 17%

Physical Activity
Walking Risk of CVD reduction
30 minutes/day/5 days a week 19%

The necessity to tackle childhood OB drove an initiative to create a healthy promo-
tion of lifestyles program in primary schools, developed by undergraduate univer-
sity students formed as Health Promoter Agents (Giralt, Albaladejo, Tarro, Moriña, 
Arija and Solà, 2011). 

This successful intervention was carried out in two different locations in southern 
Catalonia, Reus and surroundings towns (Tarro, Llauradó, Albaladejo, Moriña, Arija 
and Solà, 2014), and “Terres de l’Ebre” (Llauradó, Tarro, Moriña, Queral, Giralt and 
Solà, 2014) proving the reproducibility of the program and the promising results at 
the end-of-intervention and 2-y followup after cessation of intervention (Tarro, 
Llauradó, Moriña, Solà and Giralt, 2014). EdAl program improves healthy lifestyles 
that reduce childhood OB, and these improvements are maintained after the inter-
vention cessation in primary-school children. The purpose of this work was to 
examine the association between risk factors of obesity and their improvement over 
the EdAl programs progression.

2. PROTECTIVE AND RISK FACTORS OF CHILDHOOD OB IN EDAL PROGRAMMES

The risk factors of childhood OB were calculated by odds ratio (ORs) for dietary and 
physical activity patterns of EdAl participants. We refer to Table 1 for a summary of pro-
tective and risk factors of childhood obesity in EdAl programs. We refer to Table 2 for a 
summary of protective and risk factors lifestyles improved over EdAl programmes. 
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As we can observe, some of the identified protective and risk factors of childhood OB 
were improved by EdAl programmes. The physical activity is the most improved life-
style in both programmes and follow-up study. However, the program that presents 
the best improving in identified protective and risk factors against childhood OB, is 
EdAl-2 (Llauradó, Tarro, Moriña, Queral, Giralt and Solà, 2014), the reproduction of 
EdAl program in “Les Terres de l’Ebre”. Consequently, if there are improvements of 
protective and risk factors of childhood OB we hope that in future follow-up assess-
ments the OB and cardiovascular risk factors will be reduced.

Protective Factor of OB Risk Factor of OB
EDAL-11

Fish consumption OR=0.390*
Fast-food consumption OR=2.270*
EDAL-22

Dairy product at breakfast OR=0.336*
≥ 4 after-school PA h/week OR=0.600*
< 4 after-school PA h/week OR=1.811*
EDAL-1 2-y follow-up3

≥ 4 after-school PA h/week OR=0.240* 
Daily fruit consumption OR=0.447*

≤ 2 after-school PA h/week OR=2.203*

Table 1. Protective and Risk Factors of childhood OB.
1 Tarro, Llauradó, Albaladejo, Moriña, Arija and Solà, 2014
2 Llauradó, Tarro, Moriña, Queral, Giralt and Solà, 2014)
3 Tarro, Llauradó, Moriña, Solà and Giralt, 2014
*p<0.05
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EDAL-11 EDAL-22 EDAL-1 2-follow-up3

Fish consumption – – –
Fast-food 
consumption

–
 Reduction of -8.3% 

in intervention group
–

Dairy product at 
breakfast

–
 Reduction of -4.3% 

in intervention group
–

≥ 4 afterschool PA h/
week

Increase of 8.3% in 
intervention group

 Reduction of 11,8% 
in intervention group

Increase of 24.9% in 
intervention group

< 4 afterschool PA h/
week

–

Decrease of 6.6% <2 
afterschool

PA h/week in 
intervention group

–

Daily fruit 
consumption

–

Increase of 11,1% 
2nd fruit a day in 

intervention group 
and decrease of 

-8.6% 2nd fruit a day 
in control group

–

≤ 2 afterschool PA h/
week

–

Decrease of 6.6% <2 
afterschool

PA h/week in
intervention group

–

Table 2. Protective and Risk Factors lifestyles improved over EdAl programmes.
1 Tarro, Llauradó, Albaladejo, Moriña, Arija and Solà, 2014
2 Llauradó, Tarro, Moriña, Queral, Giralt and Solà, 2014)
3 Tarro, Llauradó, Moriña, Solà and Giralt, 2014

3. CONCLUSION

EdAl program achieved a reduction of obesity prevalence and an improvement of 
lifestyles such as ≥4 after-school physical activity h/week and dietary habits (fruit 
and vegetable consumption). The healthy lifestyles improved due to EdAl program 
intervention, are identified as risk factors of childhood obesity and cardiovascular 
disease. In conclusion, these results, according to the current evidence, could rep-
resent a 4% to 19% risk reduction of cardiovascular disease.
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ABSTRACT

In a previous work the authors analyzed the relationship between the trade credit (TC) 
management and the level of risk in SMEs from a statistical perspective. This paper is 
a new step in this direction, as it focuses on the validation of the model from a double 
point of view: a necessary statistical validation and a complementary validation from 
the business perspective. Thus, in this study we first show that TC is a good proxy of 
risk. In order to do that, we have developed a model that explains the binary dependent 
variable which achieves a high goodness-of-fit. In addition, we have obtained empiri-
cal evidence that TC can be an interesting and useful contribution to classical scoring 
models when dealing with SMEs. In particular, it has been found that the inclusion of 
variables related to TC can improve the performance of such models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Trade credit (TC) involves supplying goods and services on a deferred payment basis. 
Its management is a matter of great importance for business, especially for small 
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), since it represents a significant portion of 
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their assets. In a previous work (Terradez et al., 2015), the authors analyzed the 
relationship between the TC management and the level of risk in SMEs from a sta-
tistical perspective. They used a simplifying approach concerning a binary depend-
ent variable (high risk vs. low risk), and generated a decision tree model able to 
efficiently order a list of companies according to their risk (what is commonly known 
as a score). This paper complements our previous work by focusing on the validation 
of the model from a double point of view. On the one hand, it uses some of the more 
frequently accepted validation techniques (split of the sample and cross-validation) 
in order to validate the model. On the other hand, it performs a validation from the 
business perspective.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 offers a literature 
review on related work. Section 3 provides an overview of our validation approach. 
Section 4 explains the methodology used for the statistical validation. Section 5 
focuses on the ordinal model as a business validation. Finally, Section 6 provides 
some concluding remarks.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Seifert et al. (2013) provide a comprehensive literature review on economic and finan-
cial theories regarding the relevance of TC analysis. Garcia-Teruel and Martinez-
Solano (2007) analyze a large sample of Spanish SMEs by using panel data models. 
They conclude that: (i) managers can create value by reducing the average collection 
period from customers, and (ii) reducing the cash cycle increases the profitability of 
the company. Deloof (2003) derived a similar conclusion from a sample of Belgian 
companies. Furthermore, Martinez-Sola et al. (2012) analyze the effect of TC policies 
on the stock market value of the company, concluding that there is a concave relation-
ship: positive for low levels of investment in TC, and negative for high levels.

Recent research has focused on the links between the management of TC (and late 
payment) and the liquidation or bankruptcy of enterprises, or even the refinancing 
(or restructuring) of debt (Wilner, 2000). Commercial lending involves credit risk due 
to exposure to default that can have negative effects on probability and liquidity 
(Cheng and Pike, 2003). However, works that have linked the use of trade credit with 
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liquidation and insolvency processes have been mostly theoretical. Late payment 
problems have been described from surveys in the UK (Peel et al., 2000) market, 
with descriptive studies focused on the factors that employers perceive as impedi-
ments to improving the performance of their business. Management of TC offered 
(as a supplier) is critical to the survival and success of business, that SMEs are not 
proactive in their management of credit and that there is a clear gap in the applica-
tion of risk models (83% of them do not classify their customers according to risk 
categories). Recent studies have shown that credit-constrained firms facing liquid-
ity problems from their customers are more likely not to pay their suppliers, and, 
consequently, a chain of payment difficulties (Boissay and Gropp, 2013). However, 
because of the difficulty of obtaining data, the line of research that studies the rela-
tion between the management of TC and risk is not sufficiently developed.

3. METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW

A common measure of predictive accuracy of trees is the risk. For categorical 
dependent variables, the risk estimate is the proportion of cases incorrectly classi-
fied after corrected with respect to prior probabilities and misclassification costs, 
while for scale dependent variables, the risk estimate to the variance within the 
node. Therefore, the lower the value of risk, the greater the accuracy in the estima-
tion. In this work we will use a measure of goodness of fit that has a growing impor-
tance when talking about binary models: the ROC curve (Fawcett, 2006). The assess-
ment of the predictive power of the model is defined by the area under the ROC 
curve (AUC), calculated for all possible cutoff points. Since AUC is an area of the unit 
square, its value is always between 0 and 1, and the random model has an area 
of 0.5. The larger the AUC, the better the classifier. Therefore, the AUC will be our 
main criteria for assessing the goodness of fit of the models. Note that the AUC 
refers to the correct ranking of companies according to their risk, while the percent-
age of individuals correctly classified depends obviously on the chosen cutoff point 
(default is set to 0.5), and therefore it can be adjusted whenever the company wants 
to follow a risky or a conservative management policy.

The most basic and traditional method for validating a model reserves a percentage 
of the database as a test set (or validation set). The remaining data are the training 
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set, which is used to build the model. The division of the data in these two groups 
should be randomly selected so that the estimation is correct. The training error is 
the average error that results from applying the model to the observations used in 
its training, while the test error can be calculated by using the model to predict the 
response on a new observation that was not used in the training set. Given a data 
set, the use of a particular model is warranted if it results in a low test error, but the 
training error rate often is quite different from the test error rate, and in particular 
the former can dramatically underestimate the latter. The validation process is thus 
required to prevent that the accuracy of the model is overestimated by providing 
much better results for the training set than for the test set (a problem known as 
over-fitting).

An alternative method of validation is known as cross-validation (CV), which is typi-
cally implemented by the method of the k folds (k-fold cross validation) which ran-
domly divided the data into k groups (often k = 10) of similar size. A group is reserved 
as a test set, the model is built with the remaining k-1 groups, and then used to 
predict the outcome of data from the reserved group. This process is repeated k 
times, each time leaving a different group for testing. Finally, we build a model with 
all the data and obtain their error and/or accuracy rates by averaging the k available 
ratios. CV is a very general approach that can be applied to almost any statistical 
model. Performing 10-fold CV requires fitting the learning procedure only ten times, 
which may be much more computationally feasible than other approaches.

4. STATISTICAL VALIDATION

We decided to divide the sample into two subsamples: one for the training of the 
model and the other one for its validation. Thus, 70% of the sampling observations 
(6,449 records) were assigned to model training, while the remaining 30% (2,759 
records) were kept for validation purposes. Cross-validation divides the sample 
into a number of disjoint subsamples (or folds) of similar size. Then the tree mod-
els are generated: the first tree is based in all cases except those in the first fold 
of the sample, the second tree is based in all cases except those in the second fold 
of the sample, etc. For each tree, misclassification risk is calculated by applying 
the tree to the subsample excluded in generating it. This method generates a 
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single tree model and a final risk estimate which is calculated as the average of 
the risks of all trees.

Applying the model obtained in the previous section to the validation sample, we 
obtained the results shown in Figure 1. According the results, AUC = 0.763 and over-
all success = 85%.

Figure 1. ROC curve in validation.

5. BUSINESS VALIDATION

We will use the variable “MORE_Gr8”, which is the original variable “RatingMORE” 
with a couple of changes: the three highest levels have been grouped, and alphanu-
meric values are recoded into numerical values with a logical order. We start from a 
well-known scoring model, the one proposed by Pozuelo et al. (2010). We use this 
model as the main independent variable, and try to assess whether the contribution 
of the score obtained by our previous model (introduced as an additional independ-
ent variable) is statistically significant and helpful in explaining the dependent vari-
able. Therefore, the model used to obtain the score is:
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Z = –0.692 REN8 + 12.154 EF4 – 3.195 EF8 – 12.152 SOLVLP2 + 1.304

Being REN8 = RO/FP, EF4 = GF/PT, EF8 = FP/PT and SOLVLP2 = RGAI/PT, (RO: 
Profit, FP: Equity, GF: Financial charges, PT: Total liabilities and RGAI: Profit before 
taxes). As it is a logit model, the transformation into PD is PD_PLV = 1 / (1 + exp(–Z)).

An ordinal regression model has been carried out, including the score provided by 
our previous model (variable CHAID) as an independent variable. The parameter 
associated with the inclusion of this factor in the model is significant, and it improves 
all measures of goodness of fit, both the Pseudo-R2 and the measures of associa-
tion of the contingency table.

 Goodness-of-fit measure PD_PLV PD_PLV+CHAID
-2 Log Likelihood 16811 16506
Pseudo-R2 (Cox-Snell) 0.719 0.735
Pseudo-R2 (Nagelkerke) 0.734 0.750
Pseudo-R2 (Mc Fadden) 0.326 0.341
Correlation (Kendall Tau) 0.744 0.751
Correlation (Gamma) 0.852 0.857
Chi-squared distance 31.543 30.356

Table 1: Comparison of goodness-of-fit measures.

As a result, we consider that adding our previous model as an input improves sig-
nificantly the scoring model.

6. CONCLUSION

In previous work we developed a model and conclude that TC was a good proxy of 
risk for SMEs. This work contributes to validate those results from a statistical point 
of view and also concludes that TC can be an interesting and useful input for classi-
cal risk scoring models when dealing with SMEs. In particular, it shows that the 
incorporation of variables related to TC management can improve the performance 
of such models. Using an ordinal dependent variable (8 levels) and a known scoring 
model as independent variable, we have built a new model incorporating the results 
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of our score as an additional independent variable, deriving that the contribution of 
our model is statistically significant when trying to explain the dependent variable, 
and improves the goodness-of-fit measures.
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ABSTRACT

Statistical models for analyzing time-to-event or survival data have played an impor-
tant role in risk analysis. Threshold regression (TR) based on first hitting times is a 
relatively new statistical approach that does not require a proportional hazard (PH) 
assumption in analyzing time-to-event duration data. The TR model is based on the 
realistic idea that a critical event occurs when an underlying stochastic process first 
reaches a threshold. The unknown parameters in the stochastic process and the 
threshold boundary are connected to covariates using suitable regression link func-
tions. The TR model has been used to predict the probability of critical events based 
on duration data in many fields of application, including engineering, agriculture, 
business, economics, sociology, health and medicine. In the health field, for exam-
ple, the TR approach has been used to model risk of lung cancer related to diesel 
exhaust, intervals between exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
risk analysis of hip fractures, among others.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Statistical models for analyzing time-to-event or survival data have played an impor-
tant role in risk analysis. Two widely used classes of models for time-to-event data 
are the Cox proportional hazards (PH) model and the accelerated failure time (AFT) 
model. Other classes have also been proposed and used. Threshold regression (TR) 
is a relatively new model for analyzing time-to-event data.

While the Cox PH regression is a popular method for analyzing survival and time-to-event 
data, the proportional hazards assumption of PH regression is not always appropriate. In 
addition, PH regression focuses mainly on hazard ratios and thus does not offer many 
insights into underlying determinants of survival. Other authors have also discussed the 
limitations of models focussed on hazard rates, including Aalen et al. (2001, 2004). These 
limitations have led statistical researchers to explore alternative methodologies.

Threshold regression (TR) is one of these alternative methodologies. See Lee and 
Whitmore (2006) for a review of the first-hitting-time literature and the early devel-
opment of TR models.

2. THRESHOLD REGRESSION (TR) MODEL

Previous research in several fields dealing with time-to-event data have considered 
models in which an event occurs when the sample path of a stochastic process of 
interest first satisfies a specified condition. The time until this occurrence is a first 
hitting time or FHT for short. The specified condition is called a boundary set or 
threshold. Parameters of the stochastic process and threshold can be linked to 
covariates using regression functions that are suited to the application at hand; 
hence, the name threshold regression. In mathematical terms, the FHT model has 
two basic components, namely, (1) a source stochastic process {Y (t), t ∈ T , y ∈ Y } 
with initial value Y(0) = y0, where T is the time space and Y is the state space of the 
process; and (2) a boundary set ß, where ß ⊂ Y. The initial value of the process y0 is 
assumed to lie outside the boundary set ß. The first hitting time of ß is the random 
variable T = inf {t : Y (t) ∈ ß}, which is the time when the stochastic process first 
encounters set ß. The unknown parameters in the source stochastic process {Y (t)} 
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and the boundary set ß may be connected to linear combinations of covariates using 
suitable regression link functions.

3. APPLICATIONS AND PRACTICAL EXTENSIONS

TR models and methods have been widely used. The theoretical ideas and results find 
immediate application in disciplines that require a study of the timing of events and 
duration of activities. Applications abound in health and medicine, engineering, agricul-
ture, business, finance, economics, and the social sciences. In health and medicine, for 
example, recent studies have used TR to model risk of lung cancer related to diesel 
exhaust (Lee et al., 2004), recurrent exacerbations in chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (Aaron et al., 2015), risk analysis of hip fractures (He et al., 2015), among others.

Many TR applications have adopted the Wiener process to model {Y (t)} with a variety of 
regression link functions. For some biological applications, see Yu et al. (2009), Pennell 
et al. (2009), and Lee et al. (2010a, 2010b). Whitmore et al. (1998) considered failure 
inference from a marker process based on a bivariate Wiener model. In engineering and 
science applications that involve physical degradation of a system, the degradation can 
only proceed in one direction so the sample path of the source stochastic process should 
be monotonic. A gamma process, for example, has this property and has been consid-
ered for this kind of application (see, for example, Lawless and Crowder, 2004).

In some TR applications, the natural time scale of the source stochastic process is 
not calendar or clock time t but rather some alternative time scale that might be 
called analytical time or running time. For example, wear and tear on a machine that 
is used intermittently might be more accurately measured by cumulative hours of 
operation rather than its calendar age. Denoting running time by r, its connection to 
calendar time involves some non-decreasing transformation r(t) where t is calendar 
time, with r(0) = 0. With this transformation, the source process {Y (t)} of interest is 
defined in terms of running time r as {Y (r)} and the subordinated process {Y [r(t)]} 
defines the original process in terms of calendar time t.

The connection between PH regression and TR has been examined in Lee and 
Whitmore (2010). They show that PH regression can be considered as a special case of 
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TR under suitable conditions. They give two methods of construction by which TR 
models can yield PH functions for survival times, one based on altering the TR time 
scale and the other based on varying the TR threshold or boundary set. Lee et al. 
(2010a) use an observational case study to compare empirically the benefits of TR over 
PH regression in understanding the influence of smoking on lung cancer. Their analy-
sis of the study data is cross-sectional and provides no theoretical connections 
between TR and PH regression. The same authors, in a second investigation of the 
same data set, look at how TR can effectively handle longitudinal data by using a 
Markov decomposition procedure to break longitudinal records into a sequence of 
individual one-period records. Their investigation shows that PH regression is consist-
ent with their decomposition procedure (Lee et al., 2010b).

He and Whitmore (2013) discussed how and to what extent AFT models are embed-
ded within the TR family. Their discussion of the relation between TR and AFT 
showed that a large variety of AFT models can be derived from TR models by speci-
fying appropriate baseline survival functions and running times.

As mentioned in Lee and Whitmore (2006), competing risks and cure rate are impor-
tant extensions of the TR model. Cure rate refers to a feature of many survival mod-
els where a proportion of cases seem immune from failure. TR applications in med-
ical research often are concerned with whether treatments can provide a cure. Lee 
et al. (2008) provides an example.

4. RECENT ADVANCES AND OPEN RESEARCH PROBLEMS

Recent advances in TR models have considered applications to longitudinal data 
sets with the development of associated procedures for model validation and diag-
nostics. Further advances are needed in this area. Multicollinearity of parameter 
estimates can be a practical issue. It remains to be seen which parameterizations of 
threshold regression models tend to have relatively independent estimation errors. 
Multicollinearity within regression functions will tend to show itself in familiar ways 
and will likely be dealt with by conventional remedies. Variable selection is another 
topic to be considered. Nonparametric, semiparametric and other robust estimation 
methods seem to have much to contribute to the successful application of threshold 
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regression. Quasi-likelihood methods and generalized estimating equations may 
offer feasible approaches. Applications of TR in settings where data are gathered 
from complex sample surveys is another open area of research. Much research 
remains to be done on threshold regression and many new tools are needed. These 
tools are likely to be developed as threshold regression is applied to a broader array 
of practical settings and new situations are encountered.
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ABSTRACT

In the reliability context, the times elapsed between successive failures of compo-
nents in a system are called spacings. Spacings are of great interest in other many 
areas. In particular, in auction theory, the second and the last spacings represent 
reverse auction in the second-price business auction and auction rent’s in buyer’s 
auction, respectively. In addition, there are many goodness-of-fit test based on 
spacings very useful in the context of life testing.

In the article and in the presentation, we investigate stochastic relations in terms of 
stochastic orderings between spacings of a random sample from independent but 
not identically distributed random variables. In particular, we solve some open 
problems for spacings from a sample and also between spacings from two samples, 
in both cases we consider that the observations are heterogeneous but independent 
exponentially distributed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

If the random variables X1, … , Xn are arranged in ascending order of magnitude, 
then the i’th smallest of Xi’s is denoted by Xi:n. The ordered quantities

are called order statistics, and Xi:nis the i’th order statistic. These random variables 
are of great interest in many areas of statistics, in particular, in the characteriza-
tions of distributions and testing problems, among others. Specifically, there is a 
very interesting application of OS’s in reliability theory. The (n − k + 1)’th OS in a sam-
ple of size n represents the life length of a k-out-of-n system which is an important 
technical structure. It consists of n components of the same kind with independent 
and identically distributed life lengths. All n components start working simultane-
ously, and the system works, if at least k components function; i.e. the system fails, 
if (n − k + 1) or more components fail.

Here, we are interested in another random variables which correspond to times 
elapsed between successive failures in the reliability context and are called simple 
spacings. The i’th simple spacing is defined as

and the i’th normalized spacing is defined as

Many authors have studied the stochastic properties of spacings from independent 
and identically distributed (iid) random variables. In this context, the exponential 
distribution possesses a lack of ageing property, so that, the failure rate is constant 
and the spacings correspond to times elapsed between successive failures of com-
ponents in a system. The following remarkable property of the exponential distribu-
tion was first demonstrated by Sukhatme (1937).

Theorem 1.1. If X1, X2, … , Xn are independent and identically exponential random 
variables, then D*

1:n , . . . , D*
n,n are iid random variables having the same exponential 

distribution.
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Such a characterization may not hold for other distributions or when the observa-
tions are not independent and identically distributed. In the conventional modelling 
of these structures, the component lifetimes are supposed to be independent and 
identically distributed random variables. However, in many practical situations, like 
in reliability theory, the observations are not necessarily iid. The objective of this 
work is first to discuss some recent results on stochastic comparisons between 
spacings of heterogeneous samples and present some extensions. Most of the 
results presented here can be found in Torrado and Lillo (2014). Further results on 
this topic can be found, for instance, in Kochar and Kowar (1996), Kochar and Rojo 
(1996), Wen et al. (2007), Hu et al. (2008), Kochar and Xu (2011) and Torrado and Lillo 
(2013).

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some definitions and we 
present our main results in Section 3.

2. DEFINITIONS

In this section, we give briefly a review of some definitions. First, Recall that the 
Glaser’s function ηX of a random variable X (see Glaser (1980)), at the point t is 
defined as

where f is the density function of X .

Definition 2.1. Let ηY be the Glaser’s function of another random variable Y. We say 
that X is smaller than Y in the likelihood ratio order if ηX (t) ≥ ηY (t) for all t, denoted 
by X ≤ lr Y .

Next, let us introduce some notations and definitions. Let x = (x1, x2, … , xn), n > 1 a 
vector with positive components, then

(1)
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is the first elementary symmetrical function of the positive x1, x2, … , xn. Following 
Torrado et al. (2010) the density function of Di can be written as

(2)

where S(·) is defined as in (1) and mj indicates a group of indices of size n − i + 1, and

where Hmj = {1, … , n} − mj and the outer summation is being taken over all permu-
tations of the elements of Hmj.

Observing eq. (2), note that Di:n ≤ lr Di+1:n if and only if

Throughout this paper we suppose without loss of generality that the λi’s are in 
increasing order.

3. MAIN RESULTS

In this section, we study conditions under which simple spacings from a sample and 
also spacings from two samples are ordered in the likelihood ratio ordering.
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3.1. A sample problem

Here we consider a sequence of random variables, X1, … , Xn, of independent expo-
nential random variables with Xi having hazard rate λi, for i = 1, … , n.

In the following results, we prove that the second spacing is always smaller than the 
third spacing in terms of the likelihood ratio order and we provide the ordering 
among all spacings in the case n = 4 (see Torrado and Lillo (2014) for details).

Theorem 3.1. (see Torrado and Lillo (2014)) Let X1, … , Xn be independent exponential 
random variables such that Xi has hazard rate λi for i = 1, . . . , n, then

D2:n ≤ lr D3:n. 

Hu et al. (2008) proved

D1:3 ≤ lr D2:3 ≤ lr D3:3

In the following result, we extend the result in Hu et al. (2008) to n = 4. Hu et al. (2008) 
also proved that D1:n ≤ lr D2:n for any n, and by Theorem 3.1 we know that D2:n ≤ lr D3:n for 
any n, so we have to show that D3:4 ≤ lr D4:4.

Theorem 3.2. (see Torrado and Lillo (2014)) Let X1, … , X4 be independent exponential 
random variables such that Xi has hazard rate λi for i = 1, . . . , 4, then

D3:4 ≤ lr D4:4

3.2. Two samples problem

In the two samples problem, let X1, … , Xn be independent exponential random 
variables with Xi having hazard rate λi, i = 1, … , n and Y1, … , Yn another random 
sample with Yi having hazard rate θi , i = 1, … , n. For λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ*, Hu et al. (2006) 
showed that spacings are increasing in the likelihood ratio order for n = 2, 3. In 
the following result, we prove this open problem for the second spacing for arbi-
trary n.
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Theorem 3.3. (see Torrado and Lillo (2014)) Let X1, … , Xn be independent exponential 
distributions such that Xi has hazard rate λ1, for i = 1, … , p and Xj has hazard rate 
λ* for j = p + 1, … , n. Let Y1, … , Yn be another set of independent exponential distri-
butions such that Yi has hazard rate λ2, for i = 1, … , p and Yj has hazard rate λ* for 
j = p + 1, … , n. If λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ*, then

C2:n ≤ lr D2:n

where D2:n and C2:n are the second simple spacing from Xi ’s and Yi ’s, respectively.

Recall that normalized spacings are defined as , for i = 1, … , n. 
Note that, from Theorem 3.1 in Torrado and Lillo (2013) and Theorem 3.3, we have 
that

where  and  are the second normalized spacings from two multiple-outlier 
exponential models as before.
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ABSTRACT

Value at risk (VaR) is a widely used measure in risk management defined as a quan-
tile associated to the loss distribution. VaR has both good analytic properties and 
easy interpretation. However, its extension to the multivariate framework is not 
unique because a unique definition of multivariate quantile does not exist. In the 
current literature, the multivariate quantiles are related to a specific partial order 
considered in ℝn, or to a property of the univariate quantile that is desirable to be 
extended to ℝn.

In this work, we introduce a multivariate value at risk as a vector-valued directional 
risk measure, based on a directional multivariate quantile introduced recently in the 
literature. The directional approach allows the manager to consider external infor-
mation or risk preferences in her/his analysis. We have proven some interesting 
properties of this risk measure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Value at risk (VaR) has become a benchmark for risk management. For univariate 
risks It is defined as the α−quantile of the loss distribution function. Thus, the VaR is 
a measure easily interpretable, and it still remains as the most popular measure 
used by risk managers which it is commonly implemented by investment banks to 
measure the market risk of their asset portfolios. Although (VaR) has been broadly 
criticized from the work of Artzner et al. (1999) since it does not verify the diversifi-
cation property, it has also been defended by Heyde et al. (2009) for its robustness.

Unfortunately, a unique definition of multivariate VaR is more complicated because 
there are different possible definitions of multidimensional quantiles trying to gen-
eralize some desirable properties of the univariate quantile. For instance, the pro-
posals given by Koltchinskii (1997) of multivariate quantiles as inversions of map-
pings, multivariate quantiles in terms based on norm minimization as in Chaudhuri 
(1996), multivariate quantiles as level-sets given by Fernández-Ponce and Suárez-
Llorens (2002), multivariate quantiles based on depth functions developed in Serfling 
(2002), and finally, multivariate quantiles based on projections as in Fraiman and 
Pateiro-López (2012) and Kong and Mizera (2012).

Currently business and financial activities generate data for which it has been shown 
that it is insufficient to consider single real-value measures over marginal aspects. 
For instance, during the 2007-2009 crisis, weakness in the solvency and liabilities 
dependence among the financial institution branches have been detected. Therefore, 
the regulations have been changed to complement the risk management using 
internal models in the institutions that have to include multivariate risk measures 
computable in high dimensions and also, to consider possible internal and external 
risks to obtain better hedge results, even if the nature of those risks is strongly 
heterogeneous.

In recent decades, literature devoted to extend the VaR measure to the multivariate 
setting has been published. For instance, the notions of VaR introduced by Lee and 
Prékopa (2012), Embrechts and Puccetti (2006) and Cousin and Di Bernardino (2013). 
We extend those works in this paper by introducing a directional multivariate Value 
at Risk, based on the extremality level sets introduced in Laniado et al. (2012). The 
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risk measure that we propose considers both the high dimension nature of the real 
problems and the dependence among the risks implied in the analysis. Finally, we 
give the possibility of considering manager preferences, introducing a parameter of 
direction u. For instance, directions like the maximum variability given for the prin-
cipal components in the portfolio, or the assets weight composition could be more 
interesting to analyze than the classic directions given for the information summa-
rized in the survival or cumulative distribution functions. Besides, the directional 
approach allows us to give bounds for the VaR related to linear combination of ran-
dom variables, mainly when they are statistically dependent.

We have proved properties of the directional VaR that we consider as relevant for a 
multivariate risk measure, such as consistency with respect to a particular stochas-
tic order and tail subadditivity in the mean loss direction, as well as some invariance 
properties. In Section 2, we introduce some preliminary concepts and notation nec-
essary in order to understand the main contributions of the paper. The main contri-
butions are given in Section 3.

2. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS AND NOTATION

We have devoted this section to revise the main concepts that are necessary to prop-
erly define the risk measure introduced in this paper.

Definition 2.1. An oriented orthant in ℝn with vertex x in the direction u is defined as,

(1)

where  and Ru is the orthogonal matrix such that Ruu = e, 
with .

Based on the oriented orthant concept, we can define a partial data order (denoted 
by ) in ℝn as,

 , if and only if,  (2)
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where x, y ∈ ℝn. Or equivalently,

, if and only if, ,

where the order on the right side is component-wise.

Throughout the paper we will use the following notation related to subsets in ℝn. 
Given b ∈ ℝn, c ∈ ℝ, and A ⊂ ℝn, the sets b + A and cA are defined as,

 (3)

The following stochastic order defined in Laniado et al. (2012) will be a key tool in 
providing some properties of the multivariate VaR that we will define in the next 
Section.

Definition 2.2. Let X and Y be two random vectors in ℝn, X is said smaller than Y in 
the extremality order in the direction u (denoted by X ≤ εu Y) if,

, for all z in ℝn.

It is easy to show that X ≤ εu Y ↔ RuX ≤ uo RuY. Moreover, if X ≤ εu Y then , 
as it is proven in Laniado et al. (2012), Property 3.4. Since the multivariate VaR is 
based on the definition of a quantile, we also need to introduce the directional mul-
tivariate quantile given in Laniado et al. (2010).

Definition 2.3. Let X be a random vector with associated probability distribution func-
tion . Then the directional multivariate quantile at level α, in direction u is defined as

(4)

with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.

From now on, we will focus on an absolutely-continuous random vector X (with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure ν on ℝn) with increasing marginal distribution 
functions and such that , for i = 1, … , n. These conditions will be called 
regularity conditions.
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3. DIRECTIONAL VALUE AT RISK AND PROPERTIES

We propose a definition of multivariate VaR for a vector of n-dependent risks linked 
with the directional multivariate quantile defined in (4). Besides,

(a) Bivariate Uniform, (b) Bivariate Exponential, (c) Bivariate Normal.

Figure 1. .

the output is a point in ℝn; that is, a vector of the same dimension as the considered 
vector of risks.

Definition 3.1. Let X be a random vector satisfying the regularity conditions and 
0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Then the directional multivariate Value at Risk of X in direction u at proba-
bility level α is given by

(5)

where λ ∈ ℝ.

As you can see, given a direction u, the  is the intersection between the 
directional quantile at level α, and the line defined by both the direction u and the 
mean of X. We have shown the choice of the mean in the definition of (5) allows us 
to derive desirable and interpretable analytic properties related to the risk meas-
ure. However, other options as central reference point are possible; for example 
the median seen as the deepest point associated with a multivariate depth meas-
ure, which may provide a more robust risk measure (e.g. Zuo and Serfling, 2000).

To illustrate this concept, some examples of the risk measure defined in (5) are given 
in Figure 1 for three different bivariate distributions in the direction e and for α = 0.3. If 
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you consider any point on the blue region as a vertex of an oriented orthant in direction e, 
then the probability of that orthant will be greater than α. It will be equal to α or small-
er than α if the point is taken from the red line or black region, respectively.

We have obtained some properties of  that are similar to those properties 
considered in the risk literature (see Artzner et al., 1999), such as properties related 
to coherent risk measures, but related to the dimension n. Besides, we have explored 
other properties inherent to the multivariate response such as invariance under 
orthogonal transformations.
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ABSTRACT

We continue the investigation of the tail index estimators, which are based on max-
ima over blocks of data and which were proposed in Paulauskas (2003), Paulauskas 
and Vaičiulis (2011) and Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2012). We construct a new tail 
index estimator, based on local maxima, and we prove the weak consistency and 
asymptotic normality of this new estimator in the case of i.i.d. observations. Also 
the weak consistency is proved in the case where data is generated by a non-sta-
tionary max-MA(q) process.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X1, X2 , … , Xn be independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) and nonnegative ran-
dom variables with a common distribution function F. We suppose that the tail 1 − F 
is regularly varying with the index 1/γ > 0, i.e.,

(1)

where h(x) is a slowly varying at infinity function. In the statistical literature a para-
meter γ (in general, γ ∈ R) is referred to as the extreme value index, while a param-
eter α = 1/γ is a tail index.

The majority of the existing estimators of the tail index α are constructed by using 
the order statistics Xn,1 ≤ · · · ≤ Xn,n of the observations X1, … , Xn, see e.g. review 
Gomes et al. (2008).
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Other (or alternative) approach of the tail index α estimation uses grouping of the 
observations X1, X2 , … , Xn into groups Gk = {X(k−1)m+1, … , Xkm}, k = 1, 2, … , [n/m], 
where 2 ≤ m ≤ n and [·] denotes the integer part.

Several such kind estimators for the tail index α can be written in terms of so-called 
generalized Davydov, Paulauskas and Račkauskas (further - DPR) statistic, which 
was provided in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis(2011) and has form

(2)

where Lm,k and ℓm,k denote the the largest and the second largest element in the 
group Gk (containing m elements) and a function f : [0, 1] → (−∞, +∞) is such that 
Ef (1/Y ) < ∞, where Y is a standard Pareto random variable. Taking f = f (1), f (1) (t) = t 
in (2) we obtain the so-called DPR estimator (proposed in Paulauskas, 2003; see 
also Davydov and Paulauskas, 1999) for a parameter α/(α + 1), while the DPR estima-
tor for the parameter α has form

A partial case of Qi (2010) estimator for the tail index can be presented as

where f (2) (t) = ln(1/t). Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2011) introduced the tail index esti-
mator with tuning parameter r:

where f (3)(t) = (1−t r)/r for r ≠ 0 and . This estimator is a generaliza-
tion of the estimators  and , since   and .

Under stronger than (1) assumption the asymptotic behavior of the estimator 
 in max-aggregation context was investigated in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis 

(2012).
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Theorem 1.1. Let X1, … , Xn be a sample obtained by using scheme

(3)

where q ≥ 1 is a fixed integer and ξt, t ∈ Z are independent and identically distributed 
random variables with a distribution function F satisfying 1 − F (x) ~ C x−α , x → ∞, 
where C > 0 and α > 0. Suppose that −α/2 < r < ∞ , and let us suppose that a sequence 
m = m(n) is such that m(n) → ∞ and n/m(n) → ∞ as n → ∞. Then

(4)

as n → ∞. Here and below  denotes convergence in probability.

Unfortunately, the last result can not be extended for a general max-MA(q) process

(5)

where Cj ≥ 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ q. Let C* and C* denote the largest and the second largest of the 
weight 1, C1, … , Cq . Following the lines in Paulauskas and Vaičiulis (2012) one can 
prove that in the case C* ≠ C* statistic  tends to (α + r)−1 (1 − (C*/C*)α+r) in 
probability. Moreover, under several assumptions on a function f in (2) (see Vaičiulis, 
2012), the following result holds: if C* ≠ C*, then generalized DPR statistic Sn,m(f) 
tends to  in probability. Thus, if X1, … , Xn is a sample from a pro-
cess (5), then ,  and  are not consistent estima- n n n tors for 
the parameter α > 0. Detail investigation of the bias of the statistic Sn,m(f) allows to 
deduce that removing the second largest term ℓm,k from the construction of (2) solve 
the consistency problem.

Put g(x, y) := ln ((x ˅  y)/(x ˄  y)). We introduce the following estimator of the parameter 
γ > 0, based on the local maximums

where parameter m satisfies 1 ≤ m ≤ [n/2] and  Construction of this esti-
mator is based on the identity

(4),
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where Y1, … , Y2m are independent Fréchet random variables with the distribution 
function Gα(x) = exp{−x−1/γ}, x > 0. Note that the estimator , as well as the esti-
mator  for the tail index α > 0, is scale-free, i.e., it does not change 
when Xk is replaced by cXk with c > 0.

2. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS

Let X1, X2 , … , Xn be independent, identically distributed and non-negative random 
variables with a common distribution function F. Denote , 
where W ← : I → ℝ is the left continuous inverse function of a monotone function W, 
defined by the relation W ←(t) = sup {x : W (x) ≤ t}, t ∈ I . We suppose that the function 
V is regularly varying with the index γ > 0 (written V ∈ RVγ ), i.e., for x > 0,

(6),

Limit (6) is equivalent to (1), see De Haan and Ferreira (2006).

Theorem 2.1. Let X1, … , Xn be i.i.d. random variables with a distribution function F 
satisfying F (1) = 0 and (6). Let us suppose that given a sequence m ≡ m(n) satisfying

(7),

Then  is weakly consistent estimator for the parameter γ, i.e., the sequence 
 converges in probability to γ.

It is clear that, having only condition (6) without any additional information about the 
rate of convergence of ln (V (tx)) − ln (V (t)) to γ ln(x), it is difficult to get good proper-
ties, such as the asymptotic normality, of any estimator of the parameter γ (or α). 
Therefore, from now we assume there exists a measurable function A(t) with con-
stant sign near infinity, which is not identically zero, and A(t) → 0 as t → ∞ such that

(8),

for all x > 0. Here ϱ < 0 is the so-called second order parameter. It is known that (8) 
immediately implies |A(t)| ∈ RVϱ . For the Fréchet distribution G1/γ (cx), c > 0, and 
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indeed only for this distribution, the numerator of the fraction on the left hand side 
of (8) is zero.

We introduce the constants

where Li2(x) denotes the dilogarithm function, which is defined by the integral

The numerical value of the last constant is d2 ≈ 1.11417. Our main result is the fol-
lowing Theorem.

Theorem 2.2. Let X1, … , Xn be i.i.d. random variables with a distribution function F 
satisfying F(1) = 0 and (8). Suppose that a sequence m ≡ m(n) → ∞ satisfies

(9)

then

(10)

and

(11),

where  denotes convergence in distribution.

If X1, … , Xn is a sample from the Fréchet distribution Gα(cx), x > 0, where c is a posi-
tive constant, then  is the unbiased estimator of the parameter γ for any fixed 
m = 1, 2, . . . Moreover,
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as n → ∞. For the both estimators asymptotic variance is minimal under choice m = 1.

Consider a non-stationary max-MA(q) process

(12)

where  are i.i.d. random variables with a distribution F, satisfying F(1) = 0 
and (6). Time depending weights Ck,t ≥ 0, 0 ≤ k ≤ q are piecewise constant: , 
if t ∈ [tj , tj+1), where t0 = 0 and tj < tj+1 , j ≥ 0. For example, taking q = 2 we get

Further we assume that weights of the non-stationary max-MA(q) process satisfies 
condition , where

(13)

A sequence X t, t ≥ 0 in (12) is q-dependent, i.e., any finite-dimensional random vec-
tors (Xi1 , … , Xiu) and (Xj1 , … , Xju), such that j1 − iu > q, are independent. If Ck,t ≡ Ck, 
then Xt, t ≥ 0 in (12) forms a stationary max-MA(q) process (5). The last our result is 
the following Theorem.

Theorem 2.3. Let X1, … , Xn be a sample from (12). Suppose that a sequence m ≡ m(n) 
→ ∞ satisfies the condition

(14)

where τ(n) denotes the cardinality of a set . Then  
is a weakly consistent estimator for the parameter γ.

Actually, τ(n) is a number of regime switches of a time series (12) in a time segment 
[1, n]. Condition (14) states that the number of groups [n/m] tends to infinity faster 
than the number of regime switches τ(n).

Proofs of Theorem 2.1-2.3 are provided in Vaičiulis (2014).
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ABSTRACT

One of the main customer’s concerns with respect to on line shopping is the possi-
bility of getting an unsatisfactory experience as a result of the absence of product 
evaluation and assessment. A straight forward growth sales strategy for on line 
stores is therefore preventing this to happen. Thus on line stores should view this 
phenomenon as a risk incurred by customers that might be transferred into the set 
of common risks supported by the on line retailer. This risk transfer consists firstly 
in adopting a product returns policy insuring the shoppers from any unsatisfactory 
experience and secondly efficiently managing it. In this communication we introduce 
some mathematical methodologies to assess and manage on line product returns 
risk. These consist basically in the application of stochastic modelling and risk anal-
ysis methods usually applied in the fields of Insurance and Finance (see for instance 
Tse, 2009; Dowd, 2006).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The advent of Internet has allowed the quick expansion and adoption of online com-
merce. A variety of products and services are now sold, bought or exchanged through 
electronic platforms. Users are now able to buy goods and products that range from 
apparel, electronic devices, appliances, books and even perishable goods such as 
produce.

The online commerce process has inherent limitations such as the inability of con-
sumers to touch and feel products, or their inability to accurately assess the size and 
quality of the product. Further it is complex to render a product, particularly aes-
thetic purchases such as apparel with 100% accuracy on an online commerce plat-
form, an important aspect of product evaluation and assessment. Often when a user 
is unsatisfied with a received product, he will return the product to the merchant for 
exchange or reimbursement.

Product return is the return of goods or merchandise for a particular transaction, to 
a merchant, such as an individual or business, initiated by the shopper. Specifically 
it is the shipment and delivery of a product or merchandise from the shopper’s 
address or shipping facility to a merchant’s warehouse or product return location. In 
general, product returns can occur when, among other reasons, the product deliv-
ered to shoppers does not correspond to what they were expecting. For example, a 
product return may occur if the item is damaged or defective, if the order was acci-
dental, if the product did not correspond to what the shopper had purchased (e.g. 
different size, color, or form), if the product is no longer wanted or if the order was 
not authorized by the shopper. The shopper may return the product for various rea-
sons including others not listed above.

As logistic carriers and online commerce companies enable expedited deliveries, 
the number and frequency of product returns increases significantly. This increase 
in the number of product return is costly, unpredictable and adds complexity to the 
management of online commerce processes for the merchants. For example when 
a product return is requested by a shopper, it will involve the cost of shipping the 
product back to the merchant returns, a refund of money to the shopper and addi-
tional costs for re-packaging, restocking and reselling the returned item. In most 
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cases these additional costs were not factored into the price originally charged to 
the shopper, and consequently directly erodes the merchant’s profit margins. It is at 
this point where the skill of financially managing these random costs appears to be 
critical for an on line retailer.

Thus product returns are unpredictable and can be shopper induced or merchant-
induced. For example, the merchant may be responsible for damaged or defective 
items delivered, miss-picked or miss-packaged items etc. In addition, the fact that 
product returns can happen weeks or even months after the product was originally 
delivered to the shopper increases product return volatility, therefore increasing 
risk and making it hard for most retailers to budget for it. In many commerce verti-
cals like apparel, getting items returned weeks after delivery can mean them being 
off-season or a huge drain on their underlying value. Thus return cost can be hard 
to quantify and will depend on sectors an considered costs. It is therefore desirable 
to be able to represent this random cost in a practical mathematical form able to 
allow the subsequent risk management. This is the part corresponding to risk 
assessment thanks to the application of stochastic modelling methodology.

Product return can also be costly and even considered a deterrent to purchase for 
the shopper. A product return policy can be a non-negligible incentive or deterrent 
for the final purchase decision (Mollenkopf, Rabinovich, Laseter and Boyer, 2007; 
Mollenkopf, Frankel and Russo, 2011; Ramanathan, 2011). In fact, the shopper often 
considers various criteria before arriving at a decision to purchase a product or not. 
For example, the shopper may consider delivery times, product return policies and 
shipping charges. Good product return policies may add to the confidence and com-
fort a shopper has with a merchant and will increase his loyalty and commitment to 
the merchant (Che, 1996; Griffis, Rao, Goldsby and Niranjan, 2012). Therefore the 
product returns phenomenon is a critical issue for on line retailers.

2. ONLINE PRODUCT RETURNS RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT

Product return risk consists in random a cash flow of future losses. To face them we 
will assume that the on line store may create a financial reserve nourished by a ran-
dom cash flow consisting of some percentage (loading) of each sale income. We will 
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call this the income cash flow or shortly the premiums (by analogy with the insur-
ance world). Return losses cash flow will be subtracted from this reserve. The dif-
ference in each period between these two cash flows will be called the surplus at 
the end of that period. Return risk assessment and management will consist in the 
probabilistic modeling and risk analysis of this surplus.

In this communication we proceed to the mathematical analysis of product returns 
risk in two steps.

The first step consists in building stochastic models able to supply the surplus 
cumulative distribution function (cdf). We first consider one period models where a 
period is typically equal to a month. In this case we obtain closed form formulae for 
the surplus cumulative distribution function. Next we consider the far more realistic 
multi period case, where we typically try to assess the risk over a one year horizon. 
This is a more complex case since the need of considering real world characteristics 
as trend and seasonality of either the transaction number and the return rate make 
it difficult to obtain a closed form formula for the surplus cdfs through many peri-
ods. Thus the need to consider a simulation model. As a result of this simulation 
methodology, in the multi period model we will still be able to produce samples of 
all the important variables (transactions, premiums, return losses, surplus, at any 
period) by means of a dynamic model simulation linking all variables from one 
period to the next.

In the second step we want to achieve risk measurement, i.e., to quantify return 
losses at some probability level. Two questions will be answered here. Firstly what 
percentage of each sale (i.e. the loading) is necessary to finance the return losses? 
By analogy to the insurance world, this is the pricing question. Secondly If the 
answer to the previous question was not affordable from a market competition point 
of view, we could still calculate our maximum (due to market competition condi-
tions) feasible loading then trying to ask the following question: in addition to those 
insufficient premiums, what would be the initial amount of money needed to cover 
future random product return losses with a high probability? This is the economic 
capital question, again by analogy to the insurance and finance worlds. This two 
questions will be answered by means of the analysis of either the closed form sur-
plus cdf (one period case) or the samples obtained by means of simulation (multi 
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period model). Depending on the case we will be able to calculate important figures 
to achieve risk analysis like loss ratios (Return Losses/premiums), survival proba-
bilities, and also some risk measures such as Value at Risk and the conditional 
value at risk.

At the end of the second step the decision maker should be aware of how high the 
loading for financing product returns losses should be and how much capital should 
it be necessary to immobilize in case the necessary loading would not be fulfilled. 
This are the two important question to be asked in this communication for an effi-
cient online product return risk management.

3. DATA SET

Fifty monthly transaction and return numbers were recorded from an on line store 
working in the USA apparel market beginning 2009-11 ending 2013-12. We apply to 
this real world example all the aforementioned models and ask to the pricing and 
economic capital questions basic questions.

4. CONCLUSION

We derive in a real world case the basic figures to manage on line product returns 
risk: the loadings and the economic capital necessary to face risk at a given proba-
bility level. This are derived by means of the application of some risk measures to 
the surplus cdfs, may this be obtained in closed form (one period case) or through a 
sample (multi period case) as numerous as our hardware might allow us.
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ABSTRACT

Since hair strands provide a record of past and current levels of mineral content in 
the body, they have been analyzed to study associations with onset of disease as well 
as with health status. Despite the wide body of scientific literature devoted to the 
study, hair mineral content is not regarded as a reliable measure in medicine, 
because of inconsistent and variable results. We conducted a cohort study of 
834-mother-infant pairs to determine the association between hair minerals at one 
month and the onset of atopic dermatitis at ten-months after birth. In executing the 
study, we were faced with large intra-individual variations in most of the minerals. 
Since those large variations could likely degrade the associations between minerals 
and diseases, we hypothesized that ignoring the intra-individual variations might 
cause the unreliable and inconsistent results described in the literature. In this 
paper we describe the intra-individual variations of Sr and Hg among 209 6-year old 
children resampled 6 years after the original cohort, with special consideration con-
cerning the measurement errors due to PIXE experimental conditions that were not 
well understood in either our previous reports or other literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 2005, we established a cohort sample of 834 infant-mother pairs in Fukuoka, 
Japan, and collected hair samples from them at the national one-month health 
checkup to measure hair mineral content using proton induced X-ray emission 
(PIXE) method (Sera et al., 2002). Associations between the hair mineral measure-
ments at the one-month checkup and the onset of atopic dermatitis (AD) as diag-
nosed by pediatricians at the ten-month checkup were explored to obtain a model 
for detecting infants at high risk of developing AD. Of the 32 minerals measured, 
Selenium (Se) and Strontium (Sr) showed statistically significant associations with 
the onset of AD. These mineral amounts together with individual AD family history 
were incorporated into a logistic model to predict the risk of infant AD (Yamada et al., 
2013). In executing the study, we were faced with large intra-individual variations 
among individual strands and measurement locations along the strands that could 
make clinical use of hair minerals problematic (Saunders et al., 2011).
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In 2012, we resampled 209 then 6-year-old children from the cohort sample (n=834) 
to statistically analyze the variations in hair minerals in order to better promote their 
medical use. The objective of this paper is to decompose the large variations in Sr and 
Hg into those due to experimental error, and intra- and inter-individual variances.

2. METHODS

Each of the 209 children’s hair strand samples was divided into two specimens for 
PIXE analysis to obtain two independent measurements.

Each mineral measurement  is associated with standard error  
due to physical variations, or simply referred to as physical error, in PIXE analysis. 
Since we found the square-root transformation useful (Yamada et al., 2015),  is 
square-root transformed. Let  and the standard error for Xij obtained from 
the delta method be denoted by vij .

Unbiased estimates for the variance due to the experimental error, the location, the 
inter- and intra-individual are presented in the Appendix.

Here we concern ourselves with Sr and Hg, since Sr is associated with the onset of 
the AD in our previous study (Yamada et al., 2013) and Hg has received a large 
amount of attention in scientific literature (Kempson et al., 2011). In the rest of the 
paper, “measurements” always indicate Xij rather than  unless otherwise indi-
cated.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Sr

Figure 1(a) and (b) show histograms of an average and a difference (D) of the two 
measurements of Sr, respectively, for 166 out of 209 subjects. Where, 43 pairs of 
measurements (Xi1 X i2) such that the estimated variance  of Di = Xi1 
– X i2 is larger than 0.8 are excluded since they are regarded as outliers in Figure 1(c), 
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the histogram of V(Di) . Hair mineral content is subject to food and drug intake, dis-
ease, and other factors (Kempson et al., 2011), so it stands to reason that outliers 
should be excluded in determining distributions of healthy subjects. This exclusion 
criterion is adopted in this study for the sake of simplicity and practicality. Figure 
1(a) approximates a Weibull distribution with a test of fitness not significant (p=0.085). 
Figure 1(b) shows approximate normality with a test of fitness, again not significant 
(p=0.684). Figure 1 (d) shows a scatter plot for Xi1 vs Xi2 . The variance of crude inter-
individual, intra individual , experimental error , location error  and inter-
individual variance  are 0.638, 0.152, 0.127, 0.025 and 0.486, respectively.

Figure 1. Results of Sr. (a) Histogram of Mean, (b) Histogram of Difference (D), (c) Histogram of 
Experimental Error Variance of D, (d) Scatter plot for .

3.2. Hg

Figure 2 (a) ~ (d) show the results with Hg corresponding to Figure 1(a) ~ (d). Both 
Figure 2 (a) and (b) demonstrate approximate normality with the Shapiro-Wilk Test 
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not significant. Figure 2 (c) indicates the magnitude of the experimental errors 
about ten times larger than those for Sr, resulting in failure to calculate 
the variance due to locations. Since , the location error variance is not 
obtained. To obtain , we tried to exclude sufficient number of outliers based 
on V(Di) as in Sr, however this was not possible. This indicates the major cause of 
the intra-individual variation in Hg is due to PIXE experiment, as most Hg measure-
ments are under the detection limit. This is understandable, due to Hg is toxicity.

The Crude inter-individual variance, intra-individual variance  and experimental 
error variance  are 0.304, 0.227 and 0.314, respectively.

Figure 2. Results of Hg. (a) Histogram of Mean, (b) Histogram of Difference (D), (c) Histogram of 
Experimental Error Variance of D, (d) Scatter plot for .
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4. DISCUSSION

A systematic review of the literature presenting reference values of minerals in 
human hair emphasized that the reference values vary and that it is necessary to 
clarify standard procedures to further validate hair mineral analysis. There exist 
many exogenous or endogenous variables, besides age and gender that affect 
concentrations such as external environment and geography (Kempson et al., 
2011). As a result, outliers are inevitable for some minerals. These outliers 
should be excluded when establishing normal ranges. We propose a criterion for 
excluding those outliers to better understand the causes of the variations. 
Researchers should take into account the intra-individual variations and experi-
mental errors as well as inter-individual variations particularly for medically 
important minerals such as Sr or Hg, since those minerals show extremely large 
variations.

We obtained two independent measurements from each subject to decompose 
the hair mineral variations into inter-individual and intra- individual variations. 
The intra-individual variation was further decomposed into variations due to 
location and those due to experimental error. The proposed methods work well 
with Sr, but not for Hg. The intra-individual variations for Sr and Hg are both 
normal and therefore regarded as random error. However, the experimental 
error for Hg is too large to detect the location error variance. To obtain more reli-
able estimates of mineral amounts with smaller experimental errors, it would 
be interesting to apply a maximum likelihood method to X-ray spectral data 
(Sera et al., 2002) to remove background X-ray counts, however this is left for 
future work.

APPENDIX: MODELING OF INTRA- AND INTER- INDIVIDUAL VARIANCE

We have two mineral measurements  obtained from a specimen of hair 
strands i (i = 1, … , n) that are measured at different locations. It is assumed that 
those measurements are mutually independent given each specimen. Each meas-
urement  is associated with a standard error  due to the physical conditions in 
PIXE analysis. We denote by Xij and vij the square root transformation of  and the 
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standard error of Xij obtained from the delta method, or , respectively. We 
assume the following simple additive model:

μi  true or exact value to denote the average of the mineral amount of all loca-
tions among the hair strands of ith subject and  is termed adjusted 
inter-individual variance.

δij  deviation from μi . E (δij ) = 0 and  is intra-individual variance. 
 is termed crude inter-individual variance.

εij  deviation from μi due to location where hair strands are sampled. 
 and  is variance due to location.

eij  measurement error due to physical conditions of PIXE analysis. E(eij ) = 0 and 
 is variance due to experimental condition.

  unbiased estimate of the variance V(eij ) obtained from PIXE analysis.

It is assumed εij and eij are mutually independent, and δij, εij and eij are uncorrelated 
with μ‘s . Then it holds .

We assume Di = Xi1 − X i 2 is approximately normally distributed. It follows from the 
law of large numbers that

(1)

where ≅ denotes asymptotic equivalence.

Since  and , we have

(2)
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The second term in the right hand side is asymptotically equal to .

Put  and  then

. It holds that

The sums of squares in the right hand side asymptotically equal  and , 
respectively, and thus

(3)

Crude inter-individual variance is .
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ABSTRACT

In survival analysis, the Cox model is widely used for most clinical trial data. 
Alternative models include the additive hazard model, the accelerated failure time 
(AFT) model and a more general transformation model. All these models assume 
that the effects for all covariates are on the same scale. However, it is possible that 
for different covariates, the effects are on different scales. In this paper, we propose 
a shape-invariant hazard regression model to allow all covariate effects on different 
scales. We propose moment-based inference procedures for the regression param-
eters. We also discuss the risk prediction and goodness of fit test for our proposed 
model. Numerical simulation studies show that the proposed estimator has a good 
performance.

1. INTRODUCTION

In time-to-event analysis, the Cox model (Cox, 1972) is widely used in risk assess-
ment to identify risk factors via regression. Alternative models exist. For example, 
one alternative is the additive risk model (Lin and Ying, 1994), which assumes that 
the covariates’ effect on hazard functions is additive, rather than multiplicative. 
Another important alternative model is the accelerated failure time model (AFT; 
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Zeng and Lin, 2007), whose coefficient has better scientific explanation and is com-
monly used in the field of engineering or physics, i.e., reliability assessment. 
Additional alternatives include a broader class of transformation models, such as 
the proportional odds model. Nevertheless, all these models assume that all the 
covariates have the same type of effect on a unified transformed scale. In reality, it 
is possible that different risk factors have different kinds of effects, while modeling 
all variables’ effects in the same scale might not be optimal.

Several models have been proposed to model different kinds of effects. Lin and Ying 
(1995) proposed an additive-multiplicative hazard model that allows two kinds of 
effects. Chen and Jewell (2001) proposed an accelerated hazard model which is a 
flexible model allowing both effect in multiplicative hazard scale and time scale 
change. In this paper, we propose a broader class of model that allows all three 
kinds of effects. To make the interpretation of each parameter clear, we focus our 
method on the cases where covariates are different for different effects in the main 
part of the paper and then discuss how our methods can be extended to the case 
where same covariate have different kind of effects. Besides estimating the effect of 
certain covariate, as a complex model, our model is useful to make prediction since 
our model is more closer to a nonparametric one so that it has few restrictions 
between the survival curves for different groups defined by covariates. We organize 
the paper as follows. In §2, we propose a shape invariant hazard model. In §3, we 
summarize the inference method with asymptotic results. In §4, we present some 
numerical results to evaluate the performance of our estimator. In §5, we give more 
discussion of the model.

2. THE SHAPE-INVARIANT HAZARD REGRESSION MODEL

Assume Z = (Z1, Z2, Z3) are time independent risk factors, β’s are regression param-
eters, and λ0 is an unknown baseline hazard function. Then the “shape-invariant 
model” we considered is in the following general form:

(1)
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More generally, when Z2 and Z3 are potentially time-varying, we have the model in 
the following form:

(2)

We use this kind of model since it allows the survival functions to have cross-over, 
which is the case for many real data problem. Here Z1, Z2(t), Z3(t) are assumed to 
be different. So for this model, we have an accelerated time effect from Z1, then a 
multiplicative hazard effect from Z2(t) and finally an additive effect from Z3(t). An 
important feature for this model is that for any subgroup defined by Z1 and Z2, the 
model is an additive risk model with respect to Z3. But the model is not a Cox 
model for some subgroups defined by Z1 and Z3. It is only a Cox model for the sub-
group with Z3 = 0. Also, the model is an AFT model only in the subgroup with Z2 = 0 
and Z3 = 0. The reason for this phenomenon is due to the order of including three 
kinds of effect. We can also choose different orders for the effects and obtain the 
following models:

(3)

(4)

(5)

In most case, we would like to have a treatment effect on the Cox part. Since the 
model can be viewed as a stratified proportional hazard model for model (2.3) and 
(2.5), we can directly fit the Cox model without using our proposed complex model. 
So the method for estimating parameters in model (2.2) and (2.4) may be more 
meaningful in practice. Since the estimation procedures are similar for these mod-
els, we focus on model (2.2) in this paper.

To make β in model (2.2) identifiable, we need that for some 
, and Z3(t) are non-col-

linear at true parameter. When the joint distribution of Z1, Z2, Z3 are nondegenerate, 
this assumption often holds.
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The model has the cumulative hazard function in the following form:

(6)

When Z2 is not time dependent, we have

(6)

3. MOMENT-BASED INFERENCE PROCEDURES

In this section, we give the inference procedure for our proposed hazard shape 
invariant model. We first give the estimator, followed by the asymptotic result. After 
that, we discuss the prediction and test for goodness fit of the model.

We denote our data collected as 1,2, … , n. We 
define the filtration Ƒt as

The true parameters are β0 = (β10, β20, β30). We thus derive the moment based estima-
tor by noticing  equals

So we can obtain an estimator for baseline hazard function given regression param-
eters as

Let , then we can choose different Wi(t) and solve 
the following unbiased estimating equations

(8)
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to obtain a consistent estimator. When Z1, Z2 and Z3 are different, it is natural to use 
them as the weight function.

For simplicity, we can assume the weight does not depend on unknown parameters 
and empirical distribution of the survival time for whole population, i.e. we assume 
Wi(t) = f (Zi, t).

Theorem 1: Under certain regularity conditions, we have

This theorem can be established following similar approaches in Tsiatis (1990).

4. MODEL-BASED PREDICTION

For prediction purposes, similar to the Cox model (Lin et al., 1994), the AFT model 
(Park and Wei, 2003) and the additive risk model (Shen and Cheng, 1999), pointwise 
confidence interval as well as the simultaneous confidence bands can be construct-
ed. For pointwise confidence interval, as we have the central limit theory for  and 

, the only thing we need to know is the joint distribution of these two quantities 
to obtain a standard error estimation  of our estimated cumulative hazard 
function

where the baseline hazard is estimated by . When Z is time independ-
ent, this can be simplified by

The pointwise confidence interval can be calculated by , where z is 
the critical value from standard normal distribution and α is significant level. We can 
obtain  from simple Bootstrap method. Similarly, we can have the following type 
of confidence bands ,where c(α) is obtained from Bootstrap sample.
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5. MODEL ADEQUACY ASSESSMENT

We consider the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test and the Gill-Schumacher Test in this section.

We can compare the model based fitted cumulative hazard to the nonparametric fit-
ted one. This method is not preferred when Z is time dependent.

When Z is time independent, we define the test statistics as

where  can be obtained either from a Kernel-Smoothed Kaplan-Meier esti-
mator when Z is in lower dimension and is continuous with form

or from a subgroup Kaplan-Meier estimator when Z is discrete. We can use 
 where  is the empirical 

distribution of Z. We can use some well known weight for . And a very large 
test statistics suggest that the model is not adequate to fit the data.

For any weight W1i(t) and W2i(t), we can obtain estimators by solving the score equa-
tion S1(β) = 0 and S2(β) = 0 to obtain  and . It is straight-forward to use the test 
statistics , but the variance of this statistics is difficult to compute. We con-
sider the score test. Since we have that under the null, n−1/2 (S1(β0), S2(β0)) follows joint 
normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ12, which can be estimated using 
Bootstrap method. So we can use test statistics

which follows  distribution asymptotically to assess model fitting.
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6. NUMERICAL STUDIES

To assess the sample performance of our proposed estimators, we have performed 
simulations as shown below. We chose the baseline hazard as 1/(1+t). We consid-
ered Z = (Z1, Z2 , Z3) where Z1, Z2 and Z3 independently follows bernoulli distribution 
with parameter 0.5. The censoring distribution is an exponential distribution to 
making about 30% censoring. We ran 100 simulations for each setting and summa-
rized the bias, empirical SE, mean estimated SE. The simulation results are sum-
marized in Table 1. From the table, we can see that our proposed estimator is unbiased. 
The estimated SE is generally comparable to the empirical one and the empirical SE 
increases when the censoring rate increases.

Bias Est SE Emp SE

True β β1 β2 β3 β1 β2 β3 β1 β2 β3

0,0,0.1 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.20 0.06 0.03 0.18 0.10 0.05
0,0,0.2 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.26 0.06 0.04 0.20 0.11 0.06
0,-0.5,0.1 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.24 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.10 0.04
0,-0.5,0.2 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.07 0.03 0.21 0.11 0.05
0.5,0,0.1 0.01 0.02 -0.01 0.18 0.05 0.03 0.18 0.10 0.06
0.5,0,0.2 0.00 0.02 -0.01 0.20 0.06 0.05 0.19 0.10 0.07
0.5,-0.5,0.1 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.22 0.07 0.03 0.20 0.10 0.05
0.5,-0.5,0.2 0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.22 0.09 0.05 0.21 0.11 0.06

Table 1. Simulation results.

7. CONCLUSION

We propose a general hazard regression model to assess risk factors on different 
scales. Our proposed estimation procedure is reasonable, simple and easy to 
implement.
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